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AUBURX:

DERBY, AND MIL
BUFFALO:

DERBY, ORTON AND MULL
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A. M.

PRErATORY NOTE.
A general preface
prefixed to the
Arminius," and it was not thought that
thmg

volume of tbe "Writfcgs of
would be necessary to say any
yet a few words, explanatory of a fact
first

it

else, of a prefatory character
connected with the two previous volnmes, may
be allowed. It has been
f onnd necessary to append,
to each of those volnmes, a list of errata,
;

correct-

ing typographical errors.

These

errors,

many

of which were in

Hebrew and

Greek words, were owing, f^crhaps chiefly, to the fact
that from the distance
of the editor's residence from the place
of publication, that of several hundred miles, it was not convenient that the proof
sheets ehould be revised by
him, till it was too late to make corrections
in the body of the
work. This
could hardly be avoided
complete supervision of the pres-

regretted, but, from the circumstance referred
The editor has been able to exercise a more
is

to,

ent volume, as

it has passed through the press,
and he believes that it will be
a greater degree at least than the first
two, from typographies!
blemishes.

free, to

W

..2-0,
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Epistolary Discussion, concerning Predestinaition, between James Arminius, D. D. and
Francis Junius, D.

D
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Examination of a treatise concerning the Order and Mode of Trede^tination, and
Amplitude ot Divine Grace, by William JPerkins
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Page
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

3S7, line
§93, "
"
404,
431, "
"
442,
»
442,
"
446,
508, "

10 after " fails to" insert " effect,"
26 after " [non-curat]" insert " which.''
3 for " i. e." read " in."
13 after "contrary" insert "when."
31 after " acts," insert "in view of which."
34 after " acts" insert " ;—
10 after "injury" insert "of."
5 and T for " habit" read " harlot."
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A

DISCUSSION
OS

»

THE SUBJECT OF

P EE DE STIN ATI OIs[,

JAMES ARMINIUS,

I)

FRANCIS JUNIUS,
PEOFESSOE OF DrViNITY A7

l.KVEiSiN,

I)

l>.

A FRIENDLY DISCUSSION
BETWBEX

JAMES AEMINIUS AND FRANCIS JUNIUS,

CONCERNING PREDESTINATION,
CONDUCTED BY MEANS OF LETTERS.

The

or'gin

of this discassion

is

"

thus stated hy the elder Brandt:

On

the

subject of Predestination, he \ Junius'\ endeavored to defend the opinion of Calvin,

hy rendering

it

a

little

more

predestination had respect

to

palatable.

mankind

For he did not maintain
either

CREATION, or subsequent TO THEIR CREATION, ON A
hut that

it

had

that the divine

antecedent to the decree of their

FOREKNOWLEDGE OF THEIR

FALL,

man already created, so far as being endowed
he was called to a supernatural good. On that

respect only to

BY God with natural

gifts,

account James Armruius, then one of the ministers of the church at Amsterdam,
entered into

an epistolary conference with him, and

tried to prove that the opinion

of Junius, as well as that of Calvin, inferred the necessity of

sin,

and

that he

must, therefore, have recourse to a third opinion, which swpposed man, not only

AS created hut AS FALLEN, to havc been the object of predestination.

swered his first
to fabricate out

which,

fend.

letter

of the various opinions concerning predestination one of his own,

Arminius thought contradicted all those which it was his endeavor to deArminius tvas induced to compose a rejoinder to the answer of Junius^

which he transmitted

to the Professor,

of his death, without attempting

The

Junius an-

with that good temper, which was peculiar to him, but seemed

letter

who retained

it

full six years,

time

of Arminius was divided by Junius into twenty-seven propositions

it, and each of them is here presented, with
and the reply of Arminius, corresponding to it.

in answering

TOL.

to the

to reply."

111.

the answer of Junius,

2
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to the most distinguished man, francis junius,

d. d.,* a
brother in christ, worthy of my most profound regard,
james arminius wishes health.

Most

distinguished

They who do

and venerated Sir:

not give their assent to the sentiments of

seem to themselves, and wish to seem to others, to be,
in this, under the influence of sound judgment but someothers,

;

times, ignorance of the sentiments of others

is

the cause of

this, which, nevertheless, they by no means acknowledge.
I
have not hitherto been able to agree, in the full persuasion of
my mind, with the views of some learned men, both of our

own and
tion

of former ages, concerning the decrees of predestina-

and of reprobation.

talents does not permit

ment to sound judgment
hardly allowed by

Consciousness of

me to
:

my own

that I should ascribe

my own

lack of

ascribe the cause of this disagreeit

to

ignorance is

opinion, which seems to

me

to

be

based on an adequate knowledge of their sentiments. On
fearing to
this account I havs been till this time in doubt
;

assent to an opinion of another, without a full persuasion in

my own

mind and not daring to aflSrra that which I considmore true, but not in accordance with the sentiments of
most learned men. I have, therefore, thought it necessary for
;

er

the tranquility of

my

mind,

to confer

with learned

men

con-

cerning that decree, that I might try whether their erudite labors might be able to remove my doubt and ignorance, and

my mind

knowledge and certainty. I have aland with others,
ready done this with some of my brethren
whose opinions have authority, but thus far, (to confess the
I
truth,) with a result useless, or even injurious to me.
thought that I must have recourse to you, whom, partly from your
published works, and partly from the statements of others, I
know to be a person such that I may, without fear, be permitproduce in

;

ted to hope from you

some

certain result.

—

* Francis Junius was during ten years 1593-1602—Professor of Divinity in the University
was succeeded in tliat chair by Arminius. He was an acute disputant, but

of Leyden, and

distinguished for his suavity and amiability.

E E P L Y

FRANCIS JUNIUS.
.

TO THE MOST LEARNED MAN, AND MY VERY DEAR BROTHER,

JAMES AKMINIUS,
GREETING.

Tertulltak, on whose works, as you know,
long engaged, has been the cause of
brother.

plainly in

In- the

my

tion to you,
tunity, to

mean

my

have now been

I

long silence, respected

time, I placed your letter on a shelf

view, that I might be reminded of

and might attend,

You

your request.

my

obliga-

at the earliest possible oppor-

me

desire from

an explication

of a question of a truly grave character, in which the truth
fully

in

known

to

God

:

that which

is sufficient

He

is

had expressed

His written word, which we both consult with the divine
You may set forth openly what you think and do not

help.

You desire that I should present my views, that from
mutual interchange and communication of sentiments, we

think.
this

may

I will do what I can
according to the measure, which the Lord has admeasured to
illustrate the truth of divine grace.^

me; and whatever

I

tery, I will indicate

may
it,

perceive of this most august mys-

whether I regard

merely speculative opinion, that you with

it

as truth or as a

me may

hold that

12
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which belongs to the Deity. Whatever pertains to my opinyou have a more correct sentiment, you may, in a kind
and brotherly manner, unfold it, and by a salutary admonition

ion, if

recall

me

into the

way

of truth.

I will here say nothing

by

way

of introduction, because I prefer to pass at once to the
subject itself, which may rather be " good to the use of edifying," as the apostle teaches.
in righteousness

righteousness.
(1 Cor. xiii, 9,)

will guide

you

:

May

own

I judge that all desire the truth

do not therefore see the truth in

all

" "We know in part, and we prophesy in part,"
and " when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he

(John xvi, 13.)
and present a part the rest

into all truth."

a part of the truth
in his

but

time,

:

.

;

by the

he therefore grant

to

We

perceive

will

be given

Spirit of truth to those

both of us that

we may

who

seek.

receive

and

may present the truth.
That we may both realize greater advantage from this brotherly discussion, and that nothing may carelessly fall from me,
I will follow the path marked out in your

letters,

writing

word

for word, and distinguishing the topics of your discussion into

propositions

own

;

and

will subjoin to them, in the

same

order,

opinion concerning each point, that in reference to

my
all

you may be able to see clearly, and according to the
Divine will, determine from the mode of my answer, what I
think and what I do not think. The following is your first
proposition, in which you may recognize yourself as speaking.
things

13
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FIEST PKOPOSITIOISr OF AEMINIUS.*
I see, then,

most renowned

sir,

that there are three views in

reference to that subject, [predestination] which have their de-

The first is that of
Calvin to Beza the second that of Thomas Aquinas and his
followers
the third that of Augustine and those who agree
with him. They all agree in this, that they alike hold that
God, by an eternal and immutable decree, determined to bestow upon certain men, the rest being passed by, supernatural
and eternal life, and those means which are the necessary and
fenders

among

the doctors of our church.
;

;

efficacious preparation for the attainment of that

life.

THE REPLY OF FRA.NCI3 JUNIUS TO THE FIRST PROPOSITION
OF ARMINIUS.
If one should wish to accumulate a variety of opinions, he

would in appearance have a large number of them
these be the views of

the
to

first

men

to

among them

speak, there are, unless I

am

thy of explanation and notice.
true, that "

let

in reference

of which you

all,

deceived, two things most worFirst, that

what you say

is in-

God, by an eternal and immutable decree,

determined to give eternal, supernatural
but that eternal

But

but

;

be assigned

will readily

place in relation to this doctrine.

the points of agreement

deed

whom

life is

life to

certain

men;"

not here primarily, or per se the work

of that divine predestination, but rather in a secondary manner,

The

and dependant, by consequence, on adoption
apostle demonstrates this in Ephesians

predestinated us unto the adoption of children
to himself, according to the

in verse ix, "

which

He

He

Also,

" Having

by Jesus Christ

hath purposed in Himself

in one all things in Christ," &c.

12, liaea 19-20.

5.

good pleasure of his

dispensation of the fulness of time.

*Seep.

i,

(ry]g uio^stfja^).

will."
;

And

that in the

might gather together

Eomans

viii,

17, " if

14
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children, then heirs

&c.

We

must

heirs of

;

God, and joint-heirs with Christ,"
an effect is substi-

not, however, forget that if

tuted for the distinguishing part of the essence [differentia]
if

we

peculiar and distinguishing quality, [differentici]

is,

the definition of the thing

regard

its

is

according to the testimony of

Scripture,

tlie

uiol=Cjav,

to

to speak,) or the adoption of children, the effect

filiation, (so

and sequence of which
are predestinated to

He who

is

life,

destinated to adoption

Father.

Predestination,

defective.

eternal

life.

It is thus true that

but, accurately speaking,

by the

we

we

are pre-

special grace of our heavenly

proposes one, supposes the other

;

but

it is

necessary that the former should be always set forth distinctly in the general discussion.

ment

of this whole

argument

Hence
will

it

be

seems that the arrangeless

encumbered,

if

we

consider that saving decree of the divine predestination in this

God has predestinated us to the adoption of chilGod in Christ " to himself," and that he has pre-arranged by his own eternal decree the way and the end of that
adoption the way of that grace, leading us in the discharge
order; that

dren of

;

by our vocation and justification, but its end, that of
life, which we shall obtain when our glorification is perfected,
(Rom. viii,) which are the effects of that grace, and the most
certain [a-vj^suostfrara] consequences of our adoption.
The statement that God has predestinated certain persons to life, is a
of duty,

general one

;

but

it is

not suflSciently clear or convenient for

the purpose of instruction, unless gratuitous adoption in Christ

and glory.
you, which seems
has
bestowed on certo me to need consideration, that "God
tain men those means which are the necessary and efiScacious
preparation for the attainment of that life." For though that
is

supposed, prior to justification and

There

assertion

is still

another statement,

is true,

yet

it

life

made by

must be received with cautious discrim-

ination and religious scrupulousness.

Our

filiation is (so to

speak) the work of the divine predestination, because

our father, and by His grace unites us

But whatever God has ordained

to

God

is

himself as sons.

consummuation of this
adoption in us, it is, in respect to that adoption, not a means
but a necessary adjunct or consectary. That eternal life, befor the

)

DISCUSSION WITH

stowed on

ns,

is

F.

15
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a consectaiy of our adoption " to himself."

and consequents, they may be
means one of another as calling is said
to be the means of justification^ and justification of glorificaYet though they are means, most of them
tion^ RoDi. viii.)
are necessary and efficacious in certain respects, not per se and
For if they were, per se and absolutely necessary
absolutely.
and efficacious, they would be equally necessary and efficacious in all the pious and elect.
Yet most of them are not of
this character
since even infants and they who come in their

But

in respect to the adjuncts

called mutually, the

;

;

last hours,

being called by the Lord, will obtain eternal

without those means.

These things have been

We agree

portunity being presented.

life

said, the op-

generally in reference

to the other matters.

THE REPLY OF

JA\tES ARMINIUS TO

THE ANSWER OF FRANCIS

JUNIUS.

To that most distinguished person^ Doctor Francis Junius^
and my hr other in Christy to he regarded with due veneration.

Reverend Sir:
I

HAVE read and reviewed your

reply,

and used

gence of which I was capable, considering

measure of

my

it

might be able

strength, that I

all

the dili-

according to the
to

judge with

greater certainty concerning the truth of the matter which

under discussion between
in the light of

But while

us.

my judgment,

seems

it

is

I consider everything

to

me

that

most of

my

propositions and arguments are not answered in your reply,

my

I venture, therefore, to take

ments in order

to

show wherein

answer, and to defend

my own

suaded that you will receive
received the liberty used in
shall

seem

to

pen and

it

my

to

make some com-

I perceive a deficiency in

arguments.

I

am

your

fully per-

with as much kindness as you
former

need correction and

to

letter,

and

if

any thing

be worthy of refutation

16
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you

will indicate

your

it

to

faithful assistance,

me with the »ame charity
may be able to understand

by

that,

;

the truth

which I seek with simplicity of heart, and explain it to others
to the glory of God and their salvation, as occasion shall demand. May that Spirit of truth be present with me, and so
direct my mind and hand, that it may in no respect err from
the truth. If however any thing should fall from me not in
harmony with its meaning, I shall wish that it had been unsaid, unwritten.

THE KEPLT OF AKMTNIIIS TO THE ANSWEE TO

HIS FIRST

PROPOSITION.

In

my

former

down

letter I laid

three views held

by onr

doctors in reference to the decree of Predestination and Kep-

Others might perhaps have

robation, diverse, not contrary.

been adduced, but not equally diverse among themselves or

from others.

For each of these are distinguished by marks
which are manifest and have reference to the essence and nature of the subject itself, which is under discussion.
First,

mode

or

Deity as an object

to

they give the object of the decree (man) a different
form, since the

first

presents

him

to the

he created^ the second as created^ the third as fallen.

Secondly, they adapt

to that decree attributes of the Deity,

either different or considered in a different relation.
first

presents

themselves

;

mercy and justice

For the

as pre]3aring an object for

the third introduces the

same

attributes as find-

the second places gmce^ which holds

ing their object prepared

;

the relation of genus to

mercy oyqv predestination ; and
^

lib-

erty of grace over non-election or the preparaiio7i of preterition^

and justice over punishment.

Thirdly, they

The first view attriband makes the fall of
the second and the third

differ in certain acts.

utes the act of creation to that decree,

man subordinate

to the

premises creation

;

same decree

;

the third also supposes the

fall

of

man

to

be antecedent in the order of nature to the decree, regarding

DISCUSSION WITH

F.

IT

JUNIUS.

the decree of election which flows from mercy and that of rep-

robation which

administered by justice, as having no possi-

is

man

ble place except in reference to

considered as a sinner,

and on that account meriting misery.
hence apparent that I have not improperly separated
those views which are themselves separated and discriminated by some marked distinction. But you will perhaps perIt is

suade

me

mode

that our doctors differ only in their

of present-

ing the same truth, more easily than you will persuade them
or their adherents.
that God,

when

For Beza

in

many

places sharply contends

predestinating and reprobating man, consid-

fallen^ but as to he created^ and
by the term " lump," used in Romans ix, 21, and he charges great absurdities on those who
hold different views. For example, he says that they "who
present man as created to God decreeing, consider the Deity

ers

him, not as created^ not

he claims that

this is indicated

as imprudent, creating

man

before he

ranged any thing in reference
cuses those

who

present

man

had

as fallen^oi

his

own mind

ar-

He

ac-

condition.

to his final

denying divine prov-

which sin enterBut I can readily

idence, without the decree or arrangement of

ed into the world, according

to their view.

endure, indeed I can praise any one

who may

monize the views of the doctors, rather than

more widely, only

let this

addition, differing

to separate

them

be done by a suitable explanation of

views, apparently diverse, not

any

desire to har-

by change

in statement, or

from the views themselves.

by

He, who

acts otherwise, does not obtain the desired fruit of reconciliation,

and he gains the emolument of an erroneously stated

timent, the displeasure of

its

sen-

authors.

two respects in which you think that my explanation of the agreement of those views needs animadversion, in
tho former I agree, in the latter I do not much disagree with
you. For Predestination is, immediately, to adoption, and,

As

to those

it, to life; but when I propose the sentiments of othdo not think that they should be corrected by me. Yet

through
ers, I

I cheerfully receive the correction

has

little

;

though I consider that

or nothing to do with this controversy.

think that

it

tends to confirm

my

view.

it

Indeed I

For adoption

in

JAMES ARMINirS.
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Christ not only requires the supposition of sin as a condition
requisite in the object, but of a certain other thing also, of

which I did not in my former letter think it best to treat.
That thing is faith in Jesus Christ, without which adoption is
in fact bestowed on no man, anc-l, apart from the consideration
of which, adoption is prepared for no one bj the divine preFor they who believe are adopted,
destination. (John i, 12.)
not they
is

who

ai'e

adopted receive the

who

prepared for those

for tliose

who

faith

is

prepared for the

Scripture demonstrates that this

But

style vocation

may

adoption

prepared

are to be adopted, just as justification

ed for believers, not
passages.

:

is

gift of faith

shall believe, not faith

is

be called the

justification the

way

prepar-

The

the order in innumerable

I do not fully understand in

and

is

justified.

way

what sense you
That

of adoption.

of adoption which will lead to adop-

by which adoption tends to its own end.
understand the term way in the latter
sense, from the fact that you make justification subsequent to
adoption, and you speak of the way of grace leading us in the
discharge of duty, by our vocation and justification- Here are
two tilings not unworthy of notice. The first is that you
tion,

and

You seem

that also
to

me

to

connect vocation with adoption as antecedent to

it,

For the

think can scarcely be said of vocation as a whole.
vocation of sinners and unbelievers

vocation of believers

is

is

which I

to faith in Christ; the

to conformity to Christ

and

to

com-

munion with him.

The Scripture makes the former antecedent to adoption. The latter is to adoption itself, which is
included in conformity and communion with Christ. The second is that you made adoption prior to justification both of
which I regard as bestowed on believers at the same time,
;

while in the order of nature, justification

For

the justified person

is

is

prior to adoption.

adopted, not the adopted person

is

proved by the order both of the attainment
of those blessings made by Christ, and that of the imputation

justified.

This

is

of the same blessings

made by God

in Christ.

For Christ ob-

tained the remission of sins, before he obtained adoption, before

and righteousness is imputed before
For " when we were enemies, we were reconciled

in the order of nature

Bonship.

:

DISCUSSION WITH F. JUNIUS,
to

God by the death of his Son,"
we are adopted as sons.

(Rev. v, 10,) but being

re-

conciled,

Let us consider also what are opposed to these, namely, imputation of sins and non- adoption. From these it is clearly
seen that such is the order. Sin is the cause of exclusion from

by the mode of demerit. Imputation of sin is the
cause of the same exclusion by the mode of justice, punishing
In reference to your remarks
sin according to its demerit.
concerning means., I observe that this term is applied by the
authors to whose sentiments I refer, to those things which God
makes subordinate to the decree of Predestination, but antecedent to the execution'of that decree, not those by which or
in respect to which Predestination itself is made, whether to
adoption or to life. But I think it may be most useful to consider whether these, either as adjuncts^ or consectaries^ or
means., or by whatever other name they may be called, are
only effective to consummate the adoption already ordained
for certain individuals, or whether they were considered by
filiation

the Deity in the very act of predestination to sonship, as ne-

cessary adjuncts of those to be predestinated.

SECOro PEOPOSITION OF ARMINIUS.
They
created.,

differ in this, that the

but to he

also passing

created., to

first

by and reprobating, (though,
make the distinction)

does not so clearly

them

:

created^ but considered in

uralihits)^ to

presents

God, electing and

God

from that natural

men

in the latter case,

above

it

a natural state.^

;

it

it

the second presents
{in

electing and predestinating, to
state

as not yet

pred^-stinating,

purisnatbe raised

them to Ilim in
same natural state

presents

the act of preterition, as considered in the

*The phrase which I have, here and very frequently afterwards in this 'translation, ren*
dered"in a natural state," is "in puris naturalibus." It was a technical phrase much used
by Aquinas and other scholastic Avriters to designate a state in which there is an absence of
grace and of all supernatural endowments.
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and

to

Him

in that of reprobation, as involved in sin hy their

them to Him both electhig and
predestinating, and passing by and reprobating as fallen in
Adam^ and as lying in the mass of corruption and perdition.

own fault:

the third presents

THE ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE SECOND PKOPOSITION.
That, in this statement of views (which are apparently, not
really, contradictory)
error,

we

shall, in its

you have,

own

in

some manner,

place, demonstrate.

fallen into

I could wish

that in this case an ambiguity, in the verb re^rthate^

verbal reprobation^ had been avoided.
three ways

when

;

This word

is

and the
used in

The general use

one general, two particular.

is

and damnation, is comprehended in the word, in which way Calvin and Beza
frequetly understood it, yet so as to make some distinction.
A particular mode of signification is when it is op
posed to election, and designates non-election or pretention
(a Latin phrase derived from forensic use) in which sense the
non-election, or pretention

fathers used

There
is

is

it

according

common

to the

whole

common,

letter.

the third

The

;

tion of these members.
shall adhere to

it is

first

properly be called catachrestic

and

when reprobation

used by you in
models synecdochical, the second
metonymical
I add that the third might

taken for damnation, as I perceive that

this

use of the Latins.

also a particular use of the word,

it

if

we

attend to the just distinc-

I wholly approve the second
in this

meaning

whole discussion.

THE EEPl.Y OF ARMINIUS TO THE ANSWER TO THE SECOND

rEOPOsmoN.
1 have

made

views, and

a difference, not a contrariety between those

have already explained

my judgment.

that difference according to

I do not, however, wish to be tedious in the proof

DISCUSSION WITH F. JUNIUS.

of this point.

For, in this matter,
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mj aim that

it is

of a nua--

ber of positions, any one being established, others, perhaps before unsettled,

may

be demonstrated.

The word reprobation may be sometimes used ambiguously,
but

it

was not

so used

by

me

and,

:

if it

that thing ought not to be laid on me,

word

in the sense

and according

had been, blame

who have used

for

that

whose

to the use of those,

views I presented, but especially according to the sense in which
it

has been used by yourself, with

whom

I have

begun

this

For I had examined various passages in your
and in them I found that the word was used by you
in the last sense, which you here call catachrestic.
I will adduce some of those passages, from which you will see that I have
used the word in accordance with your perpetual usage. In
discussion.

writings,

"The proper cause of reprobation is man himself, of his own sin, dying in sins." So in
your Sacred Axioms concerning Nature and Grace^ prefaced
to the Refutation of the Pamphlet of Puccius^ Axioms 44,
your Notes on Jude^

45, 46, 47, 48,

(fol

2T-6,)

and especially 49 and 50, the words of which

Axiom 49

I here quote.

l^or

:

is

preterition indeed the

cause of reprobation or damnation, but only

But the peculiar and

its

antecedent.

internal efficient cause of this

is

the sin

of the creature, while the accidental and external cause
justice of

we may

Axiom 50

God."

:

is

the

" Therefore Reprobation (that

clearly distinguish the matter)

is

understood either in

a wider sense, or in one which is more narrow and peculiar to
itself.
In a wider sense, if you consider the whole subject of
the divine counsel from preterition, as the antecedent and com-

mencement,

to

damnation, as the end and consequent, with the

intervention of the peculiar cause of damnation, namely, sin;
in a

more narrow and appropriate sense, if you consider only
We might add, also, what is said in the

the eftects of sin."
51st axiom.

Of

the theses concerning Predestination^ discus-

sed by Coddaeus under you, the 14th has this remark
terition is the opposite of pi^eparation

or preparation of punishment

glory.

God

is

:

^'Pre-

of grace and i^eprohation

the opposite of ^re^^^m^^c>^ of
is the act in which

But preparation of punishment

determines to punish his creatures, &c."

In theses IT
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and

on

"reprobate

18,

account of

from the neceshave wished to use

sins,

Here you seem to
Vv^hich you also signify more plainly in
the Theses concerning election discussed by the younger TrelThesis 12 " But if reprobation
catius under your direction.
is made the opposite of election, (as it really is,) it is a figurative expression, that is either by synecdoche, or by catachreof justice."

sity

those words properly

:

:

By

Bis.

synecdoche,

if it refers to

posed to Predestination
election.

;

For non-election

by
is

catachresis, if

the

first limit

pose, dependent on his will alone.
limit,

next

to the execution,

the whole series of acts op«
it

refers to

non-

of the divine pur-

Reprobation

is

the ultimate

dependent on the supposition of

Hence

it is apparent that I have used
which you have styled " appropriate."
I will state, in a few words, what I think in reference to the
same word, and its use. I am whollj^ of the opinion that the

antecedent causes."

that

word

in the sense

word reprohation^ according

to the use of the Latin

properly signifies non-election,

But

without reprobation.

Scripture for an act Vvdiich

if election

I think that
is

it is

language,

does not consist

never used in the

merely negative, and never for

an act which has reference to those who are not sinners. If
at any time Augustine and others of the fathers use it for pretention, non-election, or

having reference

any negative

to a reliction

in

sin,,

act,

they consider

and

in the

mass of

it

as

cor-

ruption, or for a purpose to withhold mercy, the latter term

being used for a deliverance from sin and actual misery.
yin and Beza use

it

in

Cal-

almost every case, for the mere prepa-

ration of punishment, or for both acts.

THIED PROPOSITIOIS OF ARMmiUS.
The

first

theory

is

own

to illustrate his

this, that

God determined from

glory by mercy and justice

:

eternity

and as these

could be exercised in fact only in reference to sinners, that he

decreed to

make man holy and

inaage, yet

good

innocent, that

in such a sense as to

is,

after his

own

be liable to a change in

DISCUSSION WITH

dained also that

He

to fall

and

should

fall

and able

this condition,

man
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commit sin that he orand become depraved, that
to

:

for the fulfillment of his

own

eternal counsels, that he might be able mercifully to save

some

might thus prepare the waj

and justly

to

condemn

others, according to his

own

eternal

purpose, to the declaration of his mercy in the former, and of
his justice in the latter.

ANSWER OF

JUNIUS TO THE THIRD PROPOSITION.

This view seems to have been stated not with sufficient
ness

;

for Calvin in his Institutes^

the words of Paul in Eph.

i

:

"

He

full-

eloquently refers to

{lib. 3,)

predestinated us unto the

adoption of children by Jesus Christ to himself, &c.," and explains them, preserving the order

Proposition
illustrate

and the

1.

God

therefore

most wisely

his

own

which we noticed under

from eternity determined

to

glorj by the adoption of these

preterition or non-adoption of those with the intro-

duction also of mercy and justice.

statement

may be

This being settled, that

God determined

very well conceded, that

own glory by mercy and justice, if it is rightly
But this will be hereafter explained in a summary manner. But it cannot be conceded, nor can I think
that Calvin or Beza would have said simply that " mercy and
to illustrate his

understood.

justice cannot in fact be exercised except in
ners.

For

in the first place (that

we may

reference to sin-

sooner or later ex-

plain these things), sinners are such in act, in habit, or in
capability.

We are

sinners in act

nature has carried out
habit in the

its

womb and

the works of the flesh.

own

when

operations

So

Adam was

we were

sinners

m

such in capability in some

fall, when he had the power to lay aside
of life, and make himself the bond-slave of

also they are miserable, in act, in

who now

;

from the womb, before we wrought

sense before the

holy habits

the depravity of our

his
sin.

habit, or in capability,

endure miseries or have put on the habit of them,
are capable of falling into them. The latter, however, are

JAMES ARMrNIUS.
sinners and miserable, not absolutely but relatively not fully
but in a certain sense (xara n) and only in a comparative mode
;

of speaking as Job
vants

and

;

iv, 18,

his angels

" Behold

He

he charged with

put no trust in his

ser-

Augustine

re-

folly."

cap 10) concluding
most elegant sentence "for by partici-

fers to this {Lib. contra. Priscillet Origen^

his

remarks with

pation in

whom

this

:

they are righteous, by comparison with

Him

they are unrighteous."

But

in the second place

it

is

not true that " mercy cannot

be exercised except in reference to sinners," for all creatures,

even the angels from heaven, when compared, according
their

own

nature, with the Deity, are wretched, since in

parison with

own

Him

they are not righteous, and because, by their

nature, they can sink into misery, (which

capability of misery

of misery,

is

pability.

Therefore,

;

as,

is

on the contrary, not

certainly the
to

be capable

the highest happiness), they are miserable

He who

by

reference to which they are called " elect angels"

Tim.

We may

V, 21.)

ca-

has freed them from possible

misery by His own election, has bestowed mercy on them

(1

to

com-

;

in

by Paul.

here merely refer to the fact that

word mercy (the Latin term misericordia being used in a
more contracted sense) does not necessarily suppose misery,
as will be seen by a reference to the original languages, the
Hebrew and Greek, in which the men of God wrote. The
Hebrews expressed that idea by two words "j^n
D^^HI
neither of which had reference properly and necessarily to
the

to misery.

misery,

if

'EXsog-

we

of the Greeks does not necessarily suppose

regard the

parents exercise

it

common

usage of the Scriptures

;

for

towards tneir children, though happy and

from misery. In the third place, it is by no means more
true that " he can exercise justice onby in reference to sinners."

free

For he who renders to each his due, exercises justice but God
would clearly not be just if he did not render their due to
the righteous as well as to the unrighteous. For even towards Adam, if he had remained righteous, God would have
exercised justice both by the bestowment of his own reward
upon him, analogous to his righteousness, and by that supernatural gift, analogous to his own power and grace, which
:

DISCUSSION WITH
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He

adumbrated to man by the symbol of the tree of life.
It was possible that God should exercise justice in reference
even to those who were not sinners. But concerning judgment to death, the case is different. From what has already
been said, we readily conclude in reference to the rest. In
reference to the

word ordain^ we

shall

speak under the sixth

proposition.

EEPLY OF ARMINIUS TO THE ANSWER TO HIS THIRD PROPOSITION.
I might

show

that the sentiments of Calvin

well and fully set lorth

by me

in those words,

its

make mention

and Beza were
by many passa-

For though sometimes, when

ges selected liom their writings.

they

^

of adoption, and non-adoption, which

contrary by logical division and opposition

is

(avT»(5nipy](x£vwg),

was explained by
you in answer to my first proposition, and as you have just
" God, therefore, from eternity,
explained it in these words
determined to illustrate most wisely his own glory by the
adoption of these, and the pretention or non-adoption of tlftse,
with the introduction of mercy and justice." For in two respects there is a departure in those words from their sentiyet they do not set forth their views, as

it

:

ment.

In the

first

place, because they

illustration of the glory of

God

is

do not consider that the
by the

effected immediately

adoption of these and the non-adoption or pretention of those,

but by a declaration of mercy and justice, which are unfolded
in the acts of adoption or election,

reprobation.

It

and of non -adoption or

seems proper, according to the rule of demon-

stration, that this order should

be preserved

;

consists in the declaration of the attributes of

butes of

God

are illustrated

by

the glory of

God

;

the

God
attri-

acts suitable to those attributes.

Secondly, mercy and justice are not said by them to be in-

troduced into the decree of predestination and reprobation.

For those words

signify that

God, according to other

attributes

of his nature, decreed the adoption of these and the non-adop3

TOL.

III.
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tlie illustration of his own 'glorj, in which
deed he used also mercy 'and justice for the execution of that
decree, and indeed mt\i the condition of a change in the ob-

tion of those, to

ject.

set

it

But

this

was not

namely, "

forth,

their view, but

it

was

God determined from

as I

have already

eternity to illus-

own glory by mercy and justice since the glory of
God can be neither acknowledged nor celebrated, unless it be

trate his

:

declared by his mercy and his justice. But they consider
mercy the appropriate cause of adoption, but justice the cause
of non-adoption or reprobation, and they regard his purpose
of illustratiog both as the whole cause of predestination, that
is,

of election and reprobation

into these parts or species.

was ascribed

to

mercy and

;

for

they divide predestination

my

Therefore in

statement less

justice in that decree than those au-

thors think ought to be ascribed to those attributes,

and than

they do ascribe to them in the explanation of their entire
view.

ISTor is

it

with justice denied that

it is

a part of their

sentiment that mercy and justice can only be exercised in

For they assert this most
clearly, not indeed restricting the word justice to punitive justice, which, indeed, is my view, as is evident from my sixth
prdJ)Osition, and I think that this can be understood from them.
I will adduce a few passages from many.
Beza {adversus calumnias Keb.donis^ ad art. 2) "God,
having in view the creation of man, to declare the glory both
of his mercy and of his justice, as the result showed, made
Adam in his own image, that is, holy and innocent since as
he is good, nothing depraved can be created by him. But
they must be depraved on whom he determines to have mercy,
and they also whom he justly determines to condemn." From
this passage I quoted the words in which I stated this view.
The same Beza again says
1, quest, et resp. fol. 126, in
"
had
from
eternity, as can be learned
Since
God
decreed
8,)
fact in reference to actual sinners.

;

from events,
in the

to manifest in the highest degree his

human

race,

which manifestation might

in the exercise of mercy, partly

man

in

the

hatred against sin, he

made

pure, and

right understanding

endowed with

a

own

glory

consist partly

demonstration of

inwardly and outwardly

and

will,

but sua-

;
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He, as supremely good, could not and
would not indeed create any evil thing, and yet unless evil
had entered into the world, there would have been no place
He expresses himself, in the plainfor mercy or judgment."
est manner possible, in his conference with Mombelgartes
"Let us," sa3^s Beza " lay down these principles. God, an
infinitely wise architect, and whose wisdom is unlimited, when
He determined to create the world, and especially the human
race had a certain proposed end, &c. For the eternal and
immutable purpose of God was antecedent to all causes, because He decreed in Himself from eternity to create all men
But the glory of God is neither acknowlfor His own glory.
edged nor celebrated, unless his mercy and justice is declared.
Therefore, He made an eternal and immutable decree by
which He destined some particular individuals, of mere grace,
to eternal life, and some, by an act of judgment, to eternal
damnation, that He might d.eclare His mercy in the former,
but His justice in the latter. Since God had proposed this end
to Himself in the creation of men, it was necessary that He
should also devise the way and the means by which He could
attain that end, that His mercy and His justice might be equally
manifested. For since mercy presupposes misery, it can
neither have place nor be declared where misery does not
exist, it was then necessary that man should be created, that
in him there might be a place for the mercy of God.
This
ceptible of cliange.

could not be found without preceding misery.
justice presupposes crime, without

exercised, (for
place,) it

where there

is

which

So

also, since

justice cannot

no crime, there

justice has

was necessary that man should be so created

be
no

that,

without the destruction of his nature, he might be a fit subject,

him God might declare His own justice. For He
own justice in man unless He should
have destined him to eternal damnation. Therefore, God
proposed, &c." These things were published by James Andreas, but acknowledged by Beza, for in his answer to that
that in

could not declare His

discussion he does not say that views, not his own, are attribu-

ted to him.

You

see, therefore, that I

have adapted the proper object
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to those attributes according to their opinion,
.

which sentiment

they without doubt think that they have derived from the
Scripture
ish
will

in

;

one who

is

deny that

lo God,

it

hxed that God cannot justly punin which also the same author
the word mercy is so used that, when attributed
which

may

in their view,

this is

not a sinner

;

signify salvation
it

from possible misery

;

since,

every where designates salvation from the

misery which the sinner has merited, and which either has

been or can be justly

But

inflicted

by the Deity,

I shall not wish to contend strenuously that

not

it is

mercy should be exercised towards those not acmiserable, and I can easily assent to those things which

possible that
tually

you have said concerning that subject, if they may have the
meaning which I will give in my own words, namely, that all
creatures, even angels and men, when compared with God,
are miserable, misery being here taken for non-felicity, not

which is opposed to felicity in a privative sense, but
which is opposed to it in a contradictory sense as
nothing more is proved by the reason from analogy. In comparison with God they are not just, therefore, in comparison
with him they are not happy. For there are three antecedents,
each of which has its consequent; just, unjust, not just;
happy, unhappy or miserable, not happy. From justice
results happiness, from injustice misery, from non-justice
for that

for that

;

non-felicity.

compared with God, both in
whence they proceed, and in relation to
the limit to which they advanced by the Deity. In relation
in
to the latter, angels and men exist, are just, are happy

But

creatures as such can be

relation of the limit

;

relation to the former, they do not exist, are not just, are not

happy, since they come from nothing and can therefore be
returned to nothing. But in this relation they cannot be called
unjust or unhappy, since the limit, from which they were
brought forward,

is

tion, to the limit to

mess, or
sibility

more
to

opposed, by contradiction, not by privawhich they are borne by the divine good-

briefly,

actuality,

since

which

they are brought from pospossibility

and

contradictory not privative, one of the other.

actuality

are

I^ow, since

WITH

DISCTJSSION

F.

they consist of possibility and actuality, it
they,

but

if

it is

is

not possible that

by divine support, should return

deserted

necessary that they,

to nothing.
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if

moreover possible

It is

to nothing,

thus deserted, should return
that, continuing to exist

by the divine power, yet being left to themselves and having
power to decide their own course, they should, in their second
action, not live according to the dictates of justice, by which
first action, but do something
and by this act become unrighteous and sinners, and, having become such, should put on the habit of unrighteousness, the habit of righteousness having been removed,
either as an effect or on the ground of demerit, so that they
would become miserable first by desert, next by act, and
finally by habit.
But if God should hinder them from deserving that misery that is from sinning and becoming actu-

they were governed in their
contrary to

it,

ally miserable, I

do not see

why

that act

may

not be ascribed

mercy since it originates in the desire to prevent misery,
which desire pertains to mercy. I concede, indeed, that this
is so, and that it is not therefore absolutely true that mercy
can only be exercised towards actual sinners. But I wish that
it should be observed that mercy is not used, in that sense, by
Calvin and Beza, and indeed if mercy, thus understood,
should be substituted for the same affection, as it is used by
Calvin and Beza, the whole relation and description of the
decree would be changed. I remark also that mercy, underBtood as you present it, does not come under consideration
to

when
it is

the subject treated of

not exercised by

God

is

men
who has

the predestination of

towards man, as one

:

for

not

been saved from possible misery by the divine predestination.
Finally,

it

should also be considered that the relation between

mercy understood
former sense
of a man.

is

in the latter,

and mercy understood

in the

such that both cannot concur to the salvation

For

if

there be occasion for the mercy,

which

saves from possible misery, there can be no place for that

which delivers from actual misery, as the opportunity for the
its peculiar functions is taken away, or, rather,
precluded by the former if on the contrary the mercy, which
frees from actual misery, is necessary, the other does not act,
exercise of

;

,

do

JAMES ARMINIUS.

and

so the former excludes the latter in the relation of both

cause and

effect,

and the

latter

consequently excludes the

mer, not succeeding after the fulfillment of
isting

bj the necessity of

own

its

its

action, as the

office,

man

for-

but ex-

has failed

of the former.

We

remark

true that

who

it

in reference to justice that

it is

indeed very

can have place, and can be exercised towards those

For it

are not sinners.

is

the re warder not only of sinful,

But v/by may it not be deduced
considered by you, that the necessary

but of righteous conduct.

from these things, so

existence of sin cannot be inferred even from the necessary

declaration of the

mercy and

justice of

God, since both, con-

sidered in a certain light, can be exercised towards those

are not sinners.
established

But

In

way

this

by Calvin and Beza

as mercy, saving

who

the order of predestination
is

wholly overthrown.

from possible misery, and

justice,

rewarding virtue do not need the pre-existence of actual
misery and

sin,

yet

tual misery

and

justice,

it is

certain that mercy, freeing from ac-

punishing

sin,

can only be exercised

But Calvin and
Beza every where use the terms, mercy and justice, in this
sense, when they discuss the decree of predestination and
towards the actually miserable and

probation.

Since, also,

mercy and

sinful.

justice,

understood in the

former sense, have no place in the predestination and reproba-

men, but only as they are received in the former
mercy, saving from possible misery and justice, rewarding good deeds, might be properly omitted in
the discussion of the predestination and reprobation of men
though I do not deny that such a consideration may have its
appropriate and by no means small advantages.
Since we have entered on the consideration of mercy and
justice, we may, if you have leisure and are so disposed, continue it for a short time, comparing each with the other, for
the illustration of the subject which we now discuss, in reference first to the object of both, then to the order in which
tion of

signification,

each acts on

its

Mercy and

own

object.

justice, the

former saving from possible misery,

the latter rewarding good conduct can be exercised towards

;

DISCUSSION
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manifest in the case of the elect

and have obtained

are saved from possible miserj^,

divine goodness the reward of right conduct.

that same mercy cannot be exercised in reference to the

For whatever

object with punitive justice.
act of punitive justice

The mercy,

is

is

worthy of the

not saved from possible misery.

which saves from actual misery

also

But
same

respect similar to the other kind of mercy, that

is

in this

it

cannot

same object with punitive justice
to be considered whether and how, like the other
mercy, it can be exercised at the same time with the justice
which rewards goodness. We, indeed see, that in the Scriptures the reward of a good deed is promised to those who
have obtained mercy in Christ, and is in fact bestowed upon
concur in respect
but

to the

it is

them, but the reward, though
of

understood in

justice,

regarded,

when rewarding

it

the grace of

God

of justice,

which

sense in

is

yet not

justice

is

a good deed, according to the

promise of the law, and of debt
is

may be

that

;

former remuneration

for the

in Jesus Christ,

who

is

made unto

us of

God, righteousness, (justice) and sanctification. Justice, in
one case bestowing a remuneration of debt, may be called
legal, but, in the other, of grace,

called evangelical, the union of

may

not inappropriately be

which with the mercy saving

from actual misery has been effected in a wonderful manner

by God
rifice.

in Jesus Christ, our

The

High

Priest,

materially different from the object of

and of

either light,

But the

and expiatory

object, then, of punitive justice

is

essentially

sac-

and

mercy considered

in

justice remunerating right conduct.

obiect of mercy, saving from possible misery,

is

from the object of
mercy, saving from actual misery, for the former is a creature,

different in its formal {formali) relation

righteous and considered in his state as

the latter

is

a sinful creature,

state into misery

by

and

transgression.

was by creation, but
from his original
Of those two classes both
it

fallen

of mercy and justice, the former in each case

is to

be exclu-

ded from the decree of the predestination and reprobation of
men, namely, mercy-saving from possible misery and justice,
rewarding goodness from a legal promise, but the

latter,

pre-

JAMES ABMINTUS.
side over that decree, namely, mercy-saving from actual misery,

over predestination, and punitive justice over reprobation.

"Now let us examine the order, according to wliicli each,
compared by themselves and among themselves, tends to its
own object. Mercy preventing misery and justice rewarding
goodness according to law, tending towards one subject, take

mercy should

perform its ofiice, and then
For the prevention of sin, and
therefore of misery, precedes any good deed, and therefore
precedes the reward of that good deed, therefore, also, the
misery which saves from actual misery precedes the justice
which rewards a good deed, of grace. For that mercy not
only takes away the guilt and dominion of sin, but creates in
the believer a habit of righteousness, by which a good deed isproduced, to be compensated of grace by the reward. But
concerning mercy-saving from actual misery, which is the
administratrix of predestination, and punitive justice which
is the cause of reprobation, what judgment shall we form ?
"We will say that both tend, at the same moment, to their own
this order, that

first

justice discharge its functions.

we

object, but

will

[make] consider the former as an antece-

dent in the order of nature.

For though

he,

who

elects, in

the very fact that he elects, reprobates also the no.n-elect, yet
the act of election
as an affirmative

is

is

antecedent in the order of nature, just

in the order of nature prior to negation.

From which we infer (of this we will speak Jiereafter) that the
decree to leave man to the decision of his own destiny, and to
permit the
since

it is

fall,

does not belong to the decree of reprobation,

prior to

and more ancient than the decree of

pre-

destination.

I wish that this order

more

may be

considered with somewhat

diligence and at greater length, for

way

it

will

open before

knowing some other things, different from and
yet by no means wholly foreign to the subject now under
discussion.
If the mercy, which bestows grace and life, holds
the prior relation to this decree, and the justice, which, denies
us a

grace and

of

inflicts death,

the posterior relation in the order of

nature, though not of time, then
sidered,

whether the object of

it

is

still

this decree is

more

to

be con-

adequately and

.
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with

sufficient

accuracy described by the term sinner ; or

whether something

may

ought not also to be added, which

else

so limit the object, that

it

may

be made adequate

to the

decree which originated in such mercy and justice, and

be in harmony with

made

may

namely the nature of the object thus

it,

adequate, and, in

its

own

capability, tending to

its

own

If any one thinks that the
and the sinner are prior to
those of. mercy and that the rendering of its due punishment
to sin is prior by nature to the remission of the same to the
sinner, I wish he would attend diligently to two points.
First, that a two-fold action is attributed, by those who
peculiar and appropriate object.
functions of justice towards sin

discuss this matter, to justice, so far as

presides over the

it

decree of reprobation, or preterition and predamnation, and
this in
is

harmony with

the nature of the subject

negative, the latter affirmative,

and

From

negative precedes the affirmative.
if that

negative act

is

mercy must be prior

for

;

affirmative act of predestination,

negative act of reprobation.

due
as

to sin,

it

justice

is

by

may

sinner, yet

it

in

own

it is

follows that

is

the case, then the func-

which

is

antecedent to the

;

no one, unless so

and in

this respect,

far

though

right claim the punishment of the

exacts that punishment, according to the decree

of predamnation which
fact that

it

from mercy originates the

this decree destined for

its

this

Secondly, that the punishment,

not removed by mercy

is

the former

posterior, in the order of nature, to the

affirmative act of predestination, as
tions of

;

in this order that the

due

been remitted

to

is

made by

to the sinner,

justice, in

view not of the

but of the fact that

him of mercy

;

else all

men

it

has not

universally

would be predamned, since they all have deserved punishment. Hence, this ought also to be considered whether the
Justice,. which is the administratrix of the decree of reprobation or predamnation is revealed according to the Law or the
Gospel, of legal rigor or softened by some mercy and forbearance.

If

mercy, the

administratrix

revealed according to the Gospel, as

of
is

predestination
true,

it

is

seems from

what has already been said, that justice the opposite of mercy,
which is prior to it, in the order of nature, should be also
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revealed according to the Gospel.
these views are vain and useless, let

If any one thinks that
him consider that what is

said in the Scripture concerning legal righteousness
useless

—"The

them," (Eom.
not in

all

man which

and " cursed

x, 5,)

not

is

every one that continueth

things which are written in the book of the law to

do them." (Gal.

iii,

10.)

Let him also consider what

"He

concerning Evangelical righteousness,
the Son hath everlasting
believeth not

things

is

doeth those things shall live by

is

maybe

life,

(John

condemned. (John

iii,

iii,

18.)

is

said

that believeth in

36,)

and "

He

that

I wish that these

considered thoroughly by the thoughtful, and I

ask a suspension of their decision until they have accurately

weighed the matter.

FOHKTH
,

PROPOSITIOIS"

Tbhe second theory

men

is this

OF AEMINIUS.

—God, from

eternity, considering

in their original native condition determined to raise

some

to supernatural felicity

and ordained

for the

same

per-

sons supernatural means which are necessar}^, sufficient and
efficacious to secure that felicity to

them,

to the praise of his

and to pass by others, and to have them in
their natural state, and not to bestow on them those supernatural and efficacious means, to declare the liberty of his own
goodness and that he reprobated the same individuals, so
glorious grace

;

;

passed by,

whom

he foresaw as not continuing in their

original condition, but falling
is,

he prepared punishment

from

for

it

them

of their

own

fault, that

to the declaration of his

own justice.

THE ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE FOURTH PROPOSmON.
This theory

is

stated, in these

accordance with the sentiment of

words, not more nearly in
its

authors than the prece-

DISCUSSION
ding.

For

in the first place, I

read these words in
place, if
it

any have used

this
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do not remember that I have

Thomas Aquinas,

or others

:

in the second

phraseology, they have not used

be proved under the sixth proposition.

in that sense, as shall

But

WITH

in the phrase supernatural felicity,

understand

(t'/]v

ujo^stfjav)

God with all its adjuncts and conAfter the words " declare the liberty of his own

the adoption of the sons of
sectaries.

goodness," add,

if

manifold wisdom."
catachrestically, as

you please, " and the perfection of his
The word refrobation is to be taken

we have

I should prefer

before observed.

that words should be variously distinguished in referring to

matters which are dibtinct.

THE REPLY OF AEMINIUS TO THE ANSWER TO THE FOURTH
PROPOSITION.

If I have stated this second theory as nearly in accordance

with the sentiments of
is

well

its

authors as in the preceding case,

it

but I fear on this point since I do not, with ecpal

;

confidence claim a knowledge of the second.

Yet I think

that I have derived the explanation of this from the Theses

discussed under your direction in which I recognize your style

and mode of discussion. Thus in Thesis 10 of those which
were discussed, Coddseus being the respondent, is this statement.

"

Human

beings" (that

predestination, as

is

is,

stated in

one part of the material of

Thesis

7,

of the

same

dis-

putation concerning predestination) "are creatures in a condition of nature

(which can

efiect

divine) to be exalted above nature,
participation of divine things

the Deity."

The same

nothing natural, nothing

and

to

be transmitted to a

by the supernatural energy of

assertion

is

found in the Thesis

4.-

of your tenth theological disputation, in which the subject of
the predestination of
the case with the
things, said in

human

first

beings alone

Thesis, that

common

is

discussed, as is

no one may think that

concerning the predestination of

angels and of men, ought to be expressed in general terms,

—

:
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which might afterwards be attributed

specially to each of

these classes, according to their different condition to the elect

which trev were

angels, an exaltation from that nature, in

created

from

by the Deity, but

their corrupt nature into

fault.

If,

now no
But

human

to elect

beings on elevation

which they

however, this matter

fell,

of their

own

thus understood, there

is

is

discrepancy between us in this respect.

from those words of your

I think that it is evident

Theses that

human

beings, considered in their original condi-

tion {in purls naturalibiis^) are the material of predestination,

or

its

Human

adequate object.

beings I say in their original

condition, both in the fact that nothing supernatural or divine

has been bestowed upon them, and that they have not yet
fallen into sin.

Considered in their original condition, I say

again, in view of the fact that even if they have either super-

natural and divine gifts or sin, they are not considered with
refere 'Ce to these

by

Him who

certain act concerning them,

determined to perform any

which

is

equivalent to an asser-

tion that neither supernatural or divine gifts, nor sin, held, in

mind of Him who considered them the position of a formal cause in the objecti From these words I deduce this

the

conclusion

Human

beings, considered in their natural state which can

admit nothing supernatural or divine, are the object or material of

predestination

But human

;

beings, considered in their natural condition,

{in ptiris natumlihus) are here as beings considered in that

natural state, which can do nothing supernatural or divine, or
rat'ier

they are the same in definition

Therefore,

human

;

—

beings in their natural state {in puris

natvraUbus) are the object and material of predestination,
that is, according to the views embraced in your Theses.

The Major Proposition
the will or decree ot

men from

God

is

contained in the Thesis.

For

such a state of nature to a state above nature

predestination, then men, considered in that natural

the true material of predestination

both the internal, which

is

if

in reference to the exaltation of

;

is

state, are

since the acts of God,

the decree concerning the exalta-
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tion of certain

exaltation

mere

human

itself, (as it

and the external, which

beings,

ought to be,

object) leave to us

man

we wish

if

in his

the

is

to consider the

mere natural

state

which

can do nothing supernatural or divine.
If

said that, in these words, the condition of sin

it is

excluded, since even sinners

may

is

not

be raised from their corrupt

nature, I reply, in the first place, that this cannot be the

meaning of those words, both because
it

it is

not necessary that

should be said of such a nature that can do nothing super-

natural or divine, for this

when

term,

definition

it is

spoken

is

understood from the qualifying

ol as " corrupt,"

pure nature of some creatures
to preterition,

which preterition

is
is

beings in their natural condition.
that there

the decree

and because,

in the

of pretention, Thesis 15, that act, by which the

not confirmed,
the leaving of

is

attributed

some created

I reply, in the second place,

here an equivocation in the definition, and that

is

is

equivocal and only true on the condition of

its

The Minor is
true, for this is evident from the reciprocal and equivalent
relation of the antecedent and consequent to each other.
But
what pertains to predestination is enunciated in these words,
" to be exalted above nature, and to be transferred to a participation of divine things by the supernatural energy of the
Deity, which divine things pertain to grace and glory," as in
division, of

which I

your Thesis

9.

will say

more

hereafter.

It is not doubtful that

my

words, in which

I have described the second theory, are in

these statements, but if

harmony with

any one thinks that there

is

a discrep-

ancy because, in your Theses, grace and glory are united, and
tha' it

my words that I designed ta
and grace afterwards, are prepared
predestination, I would inform him that I did not

can be understood from

indicate that glory
for

men

wish

in

to indicate

in those words,

first,

such an idea, but that I wished to set forth,

what the predestinate obtain from predestina-

tion.

I

come now

to the

and in refereuce
" Preterition
eternity,

is

second part, which refers to preterition,

to this,

your Theses make this statement
by which God, from

the act of the divine will,

determined to leave some of his creatures in their
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them tliat supernatubj which their nature might be preserved uncorrupt,
having become corrupt, might be restored to the declaration

natural state, and not to communicate to
ral grace
or,

own goodness." Also in ^^our theologiaxioms Concerning Nature and Grace^ axiom 44. "To

of the freedom of his
cal

this 23urpose of election

in Christ

is

opposed the eternal pur-

pose of non-election or pretention, according to which some
are passed bj as to be
are

my

leave

left in their

own natural state."

These
by some and to
and not to impart to them

words: "but he determined

them

in their natural state,

to pass

those supernatural and especially those efficacious means, to
declare the freedom of his

own

goodness." He,

who compares

our statements, will see that one and the same sentiment is
expressed in different words. For " supernatural grace" and

" supernatural means" signify the same thing, " the grace by
which nature, when uncorrupt, might be strengthened, and

when

corrupt,

might be restored,"

either confirm nature

what I have described
For " efficacious means'*

is

in the phrase " efficacious means."

when uncorrupt

or restore

it

when

cor-

means are those which have the power to
rupt
confirm or restore. Moreover the end, w^hich I have pro;

posed,

as sufficient

is

expressed in your second Thesis, " to the praise of

his glorious grace,"

and again, in the second Thesis of the tenth
and in

disputation, " to the praise of his most gloriows grace,"

Thesis 15

of the disputation concerning predestination, in
is the respondent, you have stated the end of
be " the .declaration of the freedom of the divine

which Coddseus
preterition to

goodness, with no additional remark

yet I do not object to
add in this place, " the perfection of his
manifold wisdom." However, the freedom of goodness and
the perfection of wisdom cannot be at the same moment
engaged in the acts of predestination and preterition. For
the office of wisdom takes precedence, in pointing out all possible methods of illustrating the glory of God, and that which
may especially conduce to the glory of God. But the freedom
of his goodness is subsequent in its operation, in making
choice of the mode of illustration, and in carrying it out into

what you wish

;

to

the action, in the exercise (so to speak) of power.
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In reference to the third part, I make the same remark,
namely, concerning reprobation, or the preparation of pnnishmeut, that I have also explained it correctly accordiDg to your
view, for thus

ment

is

reprobation or the preparation for punish" It is the act of the divine

defined in Thesis seventeen.

by which God from

pleasure,

own

declaration of his

eternity determined for the

who

justice to punish his creatures,

should not continue in their original

but should depart

state,

by their own deed and
same words with only this
addition, " the same individuals, so passed by," by which
addition I have only done that which Avas made requisite by
the arrangement and distinction in character which I have
adopted for those, for whom punishment is iDrepared, are not
from God, the author of their
depravity.

But

origin,

I have used the

;

from those who are passed by, though j)unishment
was prepared for them, not because they are included in the
latter class, the passed hy^ but because they were foreseen
as those who would be sinners.
different

I cannot, therefore, yet persuade myself that this sentiment

has been incorrectly set forth by me.
after, I will freely

so

much

acknowledge

it,

If I shall see

though

this

may

it

here-

not be of

importance.

This indeed I desire, that whether the

first

view, or the

it may be
and strongly proved from the Scriptures, and be defended, with accuracy, from all objections. In reference to the

second, or any other view whatever be presented,

clearly

word " reprobate,*'

I have spoken before in reply

second answer, and I

am

prepared to use

it

ing to your later explanation, as you have given
answer.
if I

I

I should perhaps have so used

had found

know

it

ous discussions.

your

my

it

in

your

former

last

letter,

by yourself in your own writings, for
meaning has always been the mother

so used

that equivocal

of error, and that

it,

in

to

hereafter accord-

it

ought

to

be carefully avoided in

all seri-
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iSbil^r

FIFTH PEOPOSITIO]^ OF AKMmiUS.
The

third theory

is

that

God determined

of his grace to

some of the human race, fallen, and lying in the " lump'^
(Rom. ix, 21) of perdition and corruption, to the declaration
of his mercy but to leave in the same "lump," or at least to
damn, on account of final impenitence, others, to the illustra-

free

;

tion both of the

freedom of

his gratuitous grace

towards the

and mercy, and of his justice towards the
vessels of dishonor and wrath.
I do not state these views,
that I may instruct you in reference to them, but that you may
see whether I have correctly understood them, and may direct
and guide me, if I am, in any respect, in error.
vessels of glory

THE REPLY OF JUNIUS TO THE FIFTH PROPOSITION.
first and second in all respects,
you make this one exception, that, in the latter case, the
election and reprobation of men is said to have been made
after the condition of the fall and of our sin, in the former
case without reference to the fall, and to our sin.
But neither
of them seems properly and absolutely to pertain altogether
to the relation of election and reprobation since all admit that
the cause of election and reprobation is placed in the consent

This theory agrees with the

if

who

only of the Being,
is

human
fallen

beings in their original

and

sinful, there

either state,

but only

it

made from among
from those, who are
in them,

who, in

were equal in all respects, according to nature,
and liberty of God electing, who separated

and adopted them unto himself " of

will" {BovXrikig-) as

the counsel of his

of notice, and

we

his

own

James says (ch. i, vers. 18,) or according to
will.
But yet this circumstance is worthy
will, hereafter in its

opinion concerning
will be

state, or

was not any cause

in the will

these from those,

,

For, whether

alone predestinates.

afiirmed that election and reprobation are

it,

own

place, give our

according to the Scriptures, as there

an appropriate place

for

speaking of this subject.
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THE REPLY OF AKMINIUS, TO THE ANSWER TO THE FIFTH
PROPOSITIOJi^.

The circumstance
importance in

this

of sin and of the

whole

of very great

fall is

subject, not indeed as a cause but as

a quality, requisite in the object, without a consideration of
which I do not think that election or reprobation was or could

have been made by the Deity, which matter we will hereafter
more fally discuss. There are also many men learned, and
not unversed in the sacred Scriptures,

not be defended

who say

from the charge of

that decree, considered,

man

God

that

could

sin, if

he had not in

as a sinful being.

But I cannot,

for a two-fold reason, assent to

your denial that the formal

cause of the object properly pertains to the subject of that
fully agree in admitting that the cause

decree, because

all

of the decree

placed in

is

Him, who

predestinates.

First,

because the formal cause of the object, and not the cause of
the act only,
act.

may

is

necessarily required for the definition of that

Secondly, because

it is

be of such a nature,

influence on the object

possible that the cause of the act

that, in its

which

is

own

act, it

presented to

cannot exert

it,

unless

furnished with that formal relation, which I think
in this case,
it

and

will prove

it.

'Nor

should be said that the freedom of

destination,

is

is

there

God,

is

it

be

the fact

any reason why

in the act of pre-

limited though the circumstance of sin

may

be stated to be of necessity presupposed to that decree.
But since frequent mention has been made, in this whole
discussion of divine freedom, it will not be out of place to
refer to it at somewhat greater length, and to affix to it its
from the Scripture, according to the declaration of God
himself. The subject of freedom is the will, its object is an act.

limits

In respect to the former, it is an affection of the will, according to which it freely tends towards its one object in respect
to the latter, it is the power and authority over its own act.
This freedom is, in the first place and chiefly, in God, and it
is in rational creatures by a communication made by God
;

Bat freedom
4

is

limited, or,

which

is

the

same

thing,

70L. HI.
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any act should not be in the power of the agent
in three ways, bj natural and internal necessit}^, bj external
force and coaction, and by the interposition of law.
God can
be compelled by no one to an act. He can be hindered by no one
in an act, hence, this freedom is not limited by that kind of
restriction.
Law also cannot be imposed on God, as He is the
But He can limit Himself,
highest, the Supreme Lawgiver.
then,
There
are,
but two causes which effect
act.
His
own
by
the former
that any act should not be in the power of God
is the nature of God, and whatever is repugnant to it is absothe latter is any previous act of God, to
lutely impossible
which another act is opposed. Examples of the former are
such as these God cannot lie, because He is, by nature, true.
He cannot sin or commit injustice, because He is justice itself.
Examples of the latter are these God cannot effect that what
has previously occurred may not have occurred, for, by an
antecedent act. He has effected that it should be if now He
can effect that it may not have been. He will destroy his own
power and will. God could not but grant to David that his
seed should sit on his throne, for this was promised to David,
and confirmed by an oath. He cannot forget the labor of
love, performed by the saints, so as not to bestow upon it a
reward, for He has promised that reward. If, then, any one
wishes to inquire whether any act belongs to the free will and
the power of God, he must see whether the nature of God
may restrict that act, and if it is not so restricted, whether the
freedom of God is limited by any antecedent act, if he shall
find that the act is not restricted in either mode, then he may
conclude that the act pertains to the divine power but it is
effected that

;

;

;

;

;

;

not to be immediately inferred that it has been or will be performed by God, since any act which depends on His free will,

can be suspended by Him, so as not to be performed. It is
also to be observed here that many things are possible for

God,

in respect to this absolute

in respect to justice.

that

He

resist

should punish one

Him, but

would be

it

is

at variance

power, which are not possible

It is possible in respect to

who has

not sinned, for

His power

who could

not possible, in respect to justice, for

with the Divine justice.

it

God can do
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He

cannot will to do

His own, but

wills with

own

F.

by the

For His

cannot do of right.

Nor

limits of justice.

the crea-

is

such a sense, in the power of God, the Creator, that

can do, of right, in reference to

it,

He

whatever

of His absolute power, for the power of

God

might do

over the creature

depends, not on the infinity of the Divine essence, but on that

communication by which
that being

which

He

has communicated to us our

is

He

For

without our demerit.
to be, as happiness

to

should

do as

He

should deprive us of

inflict

be miserable

better than

mere

is

misery upon us

worse than not

existence.

And,

God
wilk),

takes

away

that

away being without

which

with His own, but

He

He

gave, and

cannot

inflict

He

from the unformed lump, make a man

pre-

can

misery,

because the creature does not so far belong to God.
potter cannot,

there-

not the same liberty to inflict misery on the

creature without demerit, rs to take

vious sin.

God

has given us without merit on our part,

but does not permit that

fore, there is

He

This permits that

limited essence.

The

to dis-

honor and condemnation, unless the man has previously made
himself worthy of punishment and dishonor by his

own

transgression.

SIXTH PROPOSITION OF ARMINIUS.
AM

first theory because God could
purpose of illustrating his glory by mercy and punitive justice, have reference to man as not yetmade^ nor indeed

I

not

to

not pleased with the

,in his

man

as

made^ and considered in his natural condition {in
In which sentiment I think that I have

puris naturalibus.)
yourself as

my

precedent, for, in discussing predestination,

you no where make mention of mercy, but every where of
grace, which transcends mercy, as exercised towards creatures,
continuing in their original, natural state, while

it

coincides

with mercy in being occupied with the sinner, but when you
treat of the passed hy and the reprobate^ you mention justice.

/
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and only

in the case of such.

Besides, according to that opin-

by necessary conseqneuce, made the author of
the fall of Adam and of sin, from which imputation he is not
freed by the distinctions of the act and the evil in the act,
of necessity and coaction, of the decree and its execution, of
efficacious and permissive decree, as the latter is explained by
the authors of this view, in harmony with it, nor a different
relation of the divine decree and of human nature, nor by the
addition of the proposed end, namely that the whole might redound to the divine glory, &c.
ion,

God

is,

ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE SIXTH
There are three things

to

PROPOSITION.

be laid down in order, before I

come to the argumentation itself. First, in reference to the
meaning of the first view secondly, in reference to its agreement with the second and third thirdly, in reference to a tew
;

;

fundamental principles necessary to the clearness of
In the

tion.

first

place, then, if that

view be

fully

this ques-

examined,

we shall perceive with certainty that its authors did not regard
man absolutely and only before his creation, &c., but in a general

view and wich a universal reference to that and to all
For though they make the act of election and predes-

times.

tination, (as

one which exists in the Deity,) as from eternity,

in reference to the creation of man, yet they teach that

its

object,

namely mankind, was predestinated without discrimination,
and in common, and that God, in the act of predestination,
considered the whole human race as various parts inwrought
by the eternal decree into its execution. Thus Beza, very clearly
on Ephesians i, 4, says, " Christ is presented to us as
mediator.

Therefore, the fall must, in the order of causes,

necessarily precede in the purpose of God, but previous to the

there must be a creation in righteousness and holiness."
So afterwards, on ch. iv, 24, " As God has made for Himself
a way both for saving, by his mercy, those whom He had elected
in Christ, and for justly punishing those who, having been

fall
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remain in their depravity," &c.

should

sin,

WITH

This view he also learnedly presents in a note on verses 4 and

5.

Thus those authors embrace the first, and, at the same time,
the second and third theories.
Bat this first theory has an agreement with the second and
also with the third, indeed

in appearance

man

altogether the same, though

is

if you attend to the various
For while the authors of the first
the argument of predestination,

seems otherwise,

of these theories.

objects

regard

it

it

universally, in

and reprobation, the authors of the second have made
a restriction to the case of man before transgression only, and

election

this

with the design to show that, in predestination, the

cause of election and of reprobation was only in the being pre-

which

destinating,

is

that the election of

When

very true.

man was made

they

before his

assert, therefore,
fall,

they do not

exclude the idea of the eternity of that decree, but consider
this to be suiScient if

they

may

establish the fact that eternal

and reprobation, was made by
God, without reference to sin, which the apostle has demonstrated in the example, by no means obscure, of Jacob and Esau.
(Rom. ix.) The first, therefore, differs from the second less in
substa^nce than in the manner of speaking.
But those, who
adhere to the third theory, have looked, properly speaking,
not so much to the cause of election and reprobation, as to the
order of causes, of which damnation is the consequence which

predestination, that

is,

election

;

damnation,
tion, that

many

is,

in former times, confounding with reproba-

non-election or predestination, exclaimed that the

was impious, and accused the sermost clearly evident from the writings of

doctrine of predestination

vants of God, as

is

Augustine and Fulgentius. The little book of Augustine,
which he wrote in answer to the twelve articles falsely charged against him, most opportunely explains the matter. 'Neither those

who

who

favor the second theory, therefore, nor those

favor the third, have attacked the

first,

but have rather

presented in a different mode, parts of the same argument, distinct in certain respects.

It

seems then

the whole matter, they do not differ so

but have attributed to parts of

its

that, as to the

much

as

sum

of

some suppose,
all of which

execution, (to
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the decree has reference,) certain circumstances, not indeed
inaptly in respect to the decree.

Let us

now come

fundamental principles necessa-

to certain

ry to this doctrine, by the application of which

its

truth

may

be confirmed, and those things which seem to operate against
it, may be removed.
These seem to me capable of being included under four heads, the essence of God^ His Icnowledge^

His

actions^

and

which we will here
from Malachi iii. 6, " I am the

their causes^ to each of

We

briefly refer.

quote

fii-st

17, "with whom is
no variableness, neither shadow of turning," and many simi-

Lord, I change not;" also from James

The

lar passages.

certain

;

from

it is

i,

truth of this fundamental principle is very
deduced the inevitable necessity of this con-

Deity nothing is added, nothing is taken
changed in fact or relation for such have

clusion, that in the

away, nothing

is

;

philosophers themselves decided to be the nature of eternity

but

God

ment

in

is

Also that God

eternal.

He

His essence, because

He

of

is destitute

is

immortal

in

;

;

moveHis pow-

all

and in intellect,
because "all things are naked and opened unto His eyes," and
He sees all and each of them eternally, by a single glance in
His will and purpose, for He " is not a man that He should lie,
er because

is

pure and simple action

;

;

neither the son of a

He

19,) but

is

man that He

always the same

should repent," (IN'um.

;

and

xxiii,

lastly in operation, for

the things which vary are created, while the Lord remains

without variation, and has in Himself the form of immutable
conception of

bly in time.

all

those things which exist and are done muta-

The second fundamental

principle

is

that the

knowledge of the eternal, immutable and infinite mind is eternal, immutable and infinite and knows things to be known as
ra
such, and those to be done as such, (ra ^vwtfra ^vw^rw^
flTpaxrjxa TTpaxTixw^) eternally, immutably and infinitely.
God
has a knowledge practically {f^axrixug) of
of mere knowledge
classes,

and

(/vwrfrwj),

and

all evil as

a matter

finally of all things of all

(which consist of things the highest, the intermediate,

the

lowest

(svsp/srixw^)

of

according

things
to his

good

own

and

evil,)

energetically

divine mode.

three-fold relation in all science, if comparison

There
is

is

a

made with
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the thing

knows

known according

or supereriiinent^ which

from

its

it

may

;

inferior^ equal^

be made clear by an illustration

I see the sun, but the light of

sight.

rior to

measure of the being who
and superior^

to the

or takes cognizance of

light

my

vision

him
is

mode

is infe-

I take cognizance of natural objects, but as

;

Here

owls do of the light of the sun, as Aristotle says.
inferior
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F.

is

of knowledge, which never exists in God.

the

In

alone exists equal knowledge^ and that knowledge which

supereminent after the divine mode, for He has equal knowl-

He is that which He knows Himself to be,
and He knows adequately what He is. All other things He
knows in the supereminent mode, and has them present to
himself from eternity if not, there would be two very grievedge of Himself

;

;

ous absurdities, not to mention others

might be added
to eternity

God

to the Deity, but that

;

one, that something

nothing can be added

the other, that knowledge could not belong to

;

univocally as the source of

knowledge.

all

herself teaches that in every class of objects there

But nature
is some one

thing which they call univocal, from which are other things
in an equivocal sense

are

made

so

by

;

God

things equivocally,

beings equivocally

as, for

;

example, things which are hot,

Here the

fire.

fire is

hot univocally, other

has knowledge univocally, other

some may be

unless perhaps

so foolish

knowledge above the Deity, which
would be blasphemy. The third point is that the actions of
God in Himself are eternal, whether they pertain to His knowledge or His essence, to His intellect, will or power, and whatever else there may be of this nature but from Himself they
flow, as it were, out of himself according to His own mode, or
as to place a possessor of

;

according to that of the creature according to his eternal decree, yet in

According

an order which

to the

mode

is

his

own, but adapted

of the Deity, action

of creation, that of providence, so far as

is

it is

to time.

three-fold

;

that

immediate, and

that of saving grace.

For many things proceed from the Deity without the work
of the creature, but they are things which He condescends to ac-

complish mediately in nature and in grace.
universal principle according to the

mode of the

He

does, as a

creature, and,

t

*8
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as Augustine sajs,

ministers

de. civit.

things which

all

also to exercise

" their

{Lib. 7,

and

to

own motions"

He

Dei. cap. 30)

own

perform their

pertain,

*'He so ad-

has created, as to permit them

some of them

natural instinct and are directed invariably to

motions."

But

and to
one certain and

to nature

destined end, and others to the will in the rational nature,

which are directed to various objects either good or evil, to
those which are good, by the influence of the Deity, to those
which are evil by His influence only so far as they are natural, and by his permission so far as they are voluntary.
From
which it can be established in the best and most sacred manner that all efiects and defects in nature and in the will of all
kinds, depend on the providence of God
yet in such a man;

ner that, as Plato says, the creature is in fault as the proximate cause, and " God is wholly without blame."

The

fourth point

is

that the first and

far universal, that nothing else can

be

its

cause, since

if it

could be neither the

be another, either

ple

is

should depend on any other cause,

first

so

it

nor the supreme cause, but there must

pi ior or superior, or

ther would be absolutely
all

supreme cause

be supposed or devised to

first

equal to

or supreme.

it,

so that nei-

In the next place,

causes exist, either as principles or derived from a princi;

"as principles" nature and the will exist

ciple" are mediate causes,

from the

;

" from a prin-

from nature^ natural causes, and

will voluntary causes.

The mode of the

latter

has

been made two-fold by the Deity, necessary and contingent.

The necessary mode
this is
is

that

is

that

always good, in that

which

or bad.

is

as

it

which cannot be otherwise, and
it is

happens

necessary

to be,

;

but the contingent

o-tt-w^ s'^'uxsv,

But here a three-fold caution

is

to

whether good

be carefully ob-

served ; firsts that we hold these modes of the causes to be
from the things themselves and in themselves, according to
the relation of the principles from which they proceed, (for
we speak now not of the immediate actions of God, which are

above these principles, as we have befoi e noticed, the natural
causes, naturally, and the voluntary causes, voluntarily; sec-

we make both these modes
God for mode in God is only

ondly^ that

not in

;

to

be from God, but

divine, that

is, it

sur-
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passes the necessary

and contingent

nor any contingency, but

all

modes since
from any source,

in all their

there can occur to the Deity neither necessity

;

things in the Daity are essential,

and in a divine mode thirdly^ that we should consider those
modes as flowing from God to created things, in such a manner that none of them should be reciprocated, and, as it were,
flow back to God. For God is the universal principle and if
any of these should flow back to Him, He would from that
;

;

be the principle.

fact cease to

The

reason, indeed, of this

is

manifest from a comparison of natural examples, since this

whole thing proceeds not from natural power simply, in so
far as it is natural, but from the rational power of God.
For
it is

a condition of natural power, that

it

always produces one

and the same thing in its own kind, and that if it should produce any thing, out of itself, it must produce something like
itself from the necessity of nature, or something unlike from

A pear tree produces

contingency.

one of
being

its

;

own

that

a pear tree, a bull begets

and a human being begets a human
accordance with the distinct form which

species,

is,

in

exists in the nature of

each thing.

But the operation of rational power, which is capable of all
forms, is of all kinds to which three things must concur in
the agent, Jcnowledge^ power, and will.
But the mode of those
things, which rational power effects, is not constituted according to the mode of knowedge or power, but to the mode of
the will which actually forms the works, which mrtually are
formed in the knowledge and power, as in a root and this
from the freedom of the will and not from the necessity of nature.
If we would illustrate this by an example in divine
;

;

things, let

it

be this

:

the person of the Father begat the per-

son of the Son by nature, not by the will
tures

by the

not by nature.

;

God begat his crea-

Therefore, the Son

is one
with the Father, but created things are diverse from the De-

will,

and are of all classes, degrees, and conditions, made by His
power voluntarily to demonstrate His manifold wisdom. It is indeed nothing new that those things which are

ity,

rational

of nature should be reciprocated and refluent, since many of
them are adequate, while many indeed are essential. But it
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new

a

idea that tliose things which are of the will should

be either reciprocated or made adequate.
in nature, as

it

surely

But

how much more must

is,

if this is

true

be believed

it

He be compared with created things ?
was necessary that these should be laid down by me, my
brother, rather copiously, that the sequents might be more
easily determined by certain limits.
in reference to God, if

It

You

say that the

first

opinion does not please you, because

you think that God cannot, in his purpose to illustrate hia
glory by mercy and punitive justice, have had reference to

human

the

race, considered as not yet

amplifying the idea, that
the

human

may

You

made.

add, in

did not have reference even to

race, considered as created,

That we

dition.

God

and in

his natural con-

each understand the other, I remark

have reference to the huby your phrase,
hominem) to have man as the ob-But let us consider, if
ject or instead of the object of action.
you please, or rather, because it does please you and you request it, how far your view is correct. Indeed, from the first
fundamental principle, which I have before laid down, (from
which I trust that you do not dissent,) I consider man as not
that I understand

man

race," {versari circa

yet created^ as created,, as fallen,, and, in fine,
in whatever light he

power, knowledge,
is

granted,

it

may

will,

will then

something, aside from

be viewed,

mercy and

to

man

in general,

be the object of the

justice of

God

for if this

;

be a complete sequence that there

common

is

providence and the special

predestination of the sons of God, not an object of the action

of the Deity.

Then there can be some addition

something can be added

to

His power, knowledge,

since the power, knowledge, will, &c., of God,

or a divine, that

upon,

if it

nity

it

on

;

is,

an

does not look upon

an

is,,

it

eternally,

infinite

parts, it ceases to be infinity.

not

Whatever

infinite act.

loses the nature of eternity.

infinite things, in

to

it

is

God,

if

will, &c,,

either

God,

eternity looks

ceases to be eter-

If infinity does not look

manner,

if it is

To God and His

limited

by

eternitj^, it is

was or shall he^ but permanent and enduring heing^ all
and without bounds. The creature exists indeed in

at once,

time, but

is

present to God, in a peculiar, that

is,

a divine

.

;
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mode, which

nity to eternity

but of

above

is

and

;

all

this is true

not only of the creature

may

whatever

its feelings,

all

consideration of time, and from eter-

will perhaps say that this principle is

abstract, but that here, as

is

it

has a different r&lation, in that

itself,

be their origin.

You

acknowledged

in the

considered in the concrete,

it

has reference to mercy and

it

punishment, which can really be supposed only in view of an-

But these

tecedent misery and sin.

present with

God

of nature, which

and

eternal,

as really as those
is

;

also,

my

brother, are

mode

I do not say in the

but in that of the Deity, which

fleeting,

is

danger of denying the most absolute and

differently, are in

We

eternal essence of the Deity itself
osition three, that in created things

said also, under prop-

misery and sin

may be

considered in relation to the act, the habit, or the capability
also in

an absolute and

also Aristotle

form,

*

They, who think

in all respects surpasses nature.

in a relative sense.

acknowledges

to

be " energy in

;

in

God, (whom

its

most simple

But

mercy and judgment exist by an
and not by a temporal one and contemplates the

(aTrXourfrarTiv sv5pysjav),

eternal act,

;

misery and sin of

man

in all their

modes, previous to

and does not merely take cognizance of them

all

time,

as they occur

in time.

we may

Lastly, that
this

disclose the fountain of the matter,

whole idea originates

mental principle which,

in the fact that the third funda-

we

before laid down, has not been

regarded by those

sufficiently

who

so think.

For since

all ac-

tion is either internal or external, or both united together.

The

internal

creature in

is

its

in

just as the house
it 'is

God, as the maker

own
is

the external

in the

is

made

formed in the mind of the builder, before
But when both acts are
it is said).

built materially (as

united and from them

which they

it is

God

is

produced a work, numerically a unit,

internal,

;

the external act

temporary
it is

is

;

is

the material cause.

action in

God

is

J^o-

alone eternal,

therefore not temporary g^^ygftJ^gjjMj^^

trary, all things out of

ternal act

is

style a result {oLKt^Tskza^jM^^ then the internal act is

the formal cause

thing in
for

:

time and place, and in the thing

God

temporary, for

'"1

are temporary, tftrefore the exit is

out of God.

.

« What, men

»
or
I
tr.
MARY'S
SCHOOL, |
j
I
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you prove ?" you

will ask.

" That

God in his mercy and puman as 7iot yet created^

nitive justice acts with reference to

or indeed as created^ hwi considered in his natural conditionV^
it may be, which can be predman, it can sacredly and in truth be predicated of
him. Yet I see that two statements may be- made of a milder
character, and in harmony with the words of Christ and the
apostles, which are clearly intimated, if not fully expressed
by them the former, that, in this question, we must consider,
not only the mode and the consequent event (which some call,
catechrestically, the end), namely, mercy and punitive justice,
also life and eternal death, but the fountain and the genus
from which these result, and to which they hold the relation
of species, namely, grace and non-grace, adoption or filiation
(uio^stTiav), and non-adoption, which is reprobation, as we have
said above (Prop. 2), the latter, that, in the argument of
election, we must propose not any particular relation of the

I indeed admit that whatever
icated of

;

human race, but the common or universal relation so that we
may consider him as not yet created^ as created^ fallen &c.,
yet present in

all respects in

this election, grace

towards

man

the conception of God, so that in

towards mankind in the abstract, and mercy

as fallen

and

sinful,

which

is

of grace, concur,

but in reprobation, the absence of the grace of adoption and
the absence of mercy concur.

If these statements are correct,

what respect a pious mind can be ofiended.
For Christ says that they are blessed of God, the Father who
" inherit the kingdom prepared for them from the foundation of
the world." (Matt, xxv, 34.) And Paul says that God "hath
I do not see in

blessed us with all spiritual blessings in heavenly places in
Christ, according as

he hath chosen us

dation of the world, that
before

him

in love,

in hi'i;, before the foun-

we should be holy and without blame

having predestinated us unto the adoption

of children by Jesus Christ to himself, according to the good
" What then ?
i,
3-6.)

pleasure, to the praise, &c." (Eph.
is

there no special reference?"

I answer that properly in the

argument of election and reprobation (for the matter of

no particular reference to
as a cause, but our separation from the reprobate is wholly

nation

men

dam-

is

a different one) there

is

;
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God has separated and made

a distinction among men, whether not yet created^ created or
fallen^ and indeed

among

all things,

by nature and

present alike to

Him, yet

by electing and
predestinating some to the adoption of the sons of God, and
by leaving others to themselves and to their own nature, not
equal in

all

respects

condition,

them to the adoption of (he sons of God, which is gratuand can be ascribed only to grace. This grace, also,

calling
itous

unique in

may

itself only,

be two-fold in the

elect, for either

you look even from eternity on man
without reference to the fall, which grace is communicated to
the elect, both angels and men, or it is grace joined to mercy, or gracious mercy, when you come down to the special
matter of the fall and of sin. God dealt with the angels according to His grace, with us according to His grace and mercy, if you do not also have reference to possible misery (of
which we spoke. Prop. 3, and misery. For in this sense mercy
is, and can, with propriety, be called a divine work of grace.
But what is there here which can be reprehended in God ?
What is there, which can be denied by us ? God has bestowed
human nature on all it is a good gift on certain individuals He has bastowed mercy and the grace of adoption
this is a better gift.
He was not under obligation to bestow
He bestowed both, the former on all, the latter on
either
some men. But it may perhaps be said that reprobation is
one thing, and punitive justice and damnation, which is unit is

grace simply,

if

;

;

;

der discussion,
is

another.

is

Let that be conceded; then there

agreement between us in reference

to reprobation

then consider punitive justice and damnation.

,

let

us

It is certain

mercy which God has prepared for
might demonstrate the riches of His glory,
are from eternity fully present to Him in a divine and incomprehensible manner, without any motion or change in Himself,
so also " the vessels of wrath fitted to destruction" that he
might " show His wrath and make His power known," (Horn,

that,

as the vessels of

His glory that

He

ix, 22,) are eternally

presented to his eyes, according to the

mode

of Deity.

vessels, therefore, they are of

He is

the

As

maker of

all

things

:

God,

for

as vessels of wrath, they are
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of themselves and of their

own

their

we

will, for

own

sin, into

by

are

all

which thej rush of

nature the children of

this

but not in our original constitution. Mo" God saw every thing that
ses affirms in Genesis i, 31, that
He had made, and, behold, it was very good." God, who is
wrath, (Eph.

ii,

3,)

good, does not hate that which

is

good.

All things, at their

creation, were good, therefore at their creation, God did not
He hates that which is
bate any one of all created things
alien from Himself, but not that which is His own He is angry
:

:

with our

fall

and

they are vessels
fitted to

sin,

not with His

by the

;

fall,

destruction, as the

and of depravity

:

By

creation.

most just consequence of the fall
with God."

for " neither shall evil dwell
.

(Ps. V, 4.)

with whom

he deals in

of

God is the good

of the elect,

mercy, so in the knowledge of God, as Isai-

4 and 8, is the evil ot others
the
He hated and damned from the period of His knowledge
But He knew and foreknew from eternity therefore,

says, chapter xlviii,

ah

latter
it.

He

creation

they are vessels of wrath, and

As in the knowledge

of

own

:

;

hates and damns, and even pre-damns from eternity.
this is the relation of the

As

former proposition, the relation

of the other also, added by way of amplification, " nor indeed
to man as made and considered in his original condition," is
also the same.

For the consequence

is

plainly deduced in the

same mode, in reference to the latter as in reference to the
former and you are not ignorant that universal affirmations
follow by fair deduction from that which is general to that
which is particular. God has reference from eternity in election and reprobation to mankind in general therefore He had
reference to man as not created^ created and fallen^ and if
there is any other term, by which we can express our ideas.
;

;

In the case of

man

election,

abstractly, w^ith

and of reprobation, I

say.

whatever relation you

In the case of damnation,

He

He regarded

may

invest him.

regarded the sinner,

whom He

had not given to Christ in the election of grace, and whom
He Irom eternity saw as a sinner. Those holy men, therefore
rightly stated that the election

made from

eternity

:

and reprobation of man was

some considered them as having refer-

ence to man, not yet created^ others to

man

as 7iot yet fallen^
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and yet others to man 2.^ fallen : since in whatever condition
you regard him, a man is elected or reprobated without consideration of his good or evil deeds.
Kor indeed can it be
proved that they are at variance in

this matter, unless a denial

shown in plain terms. For such is the
common statement by universal consent. In which, if any

of other conditions

is

one affirms that the supposition of one involves the disavowal
of the other he opposes the truth of natural logic and common
usage.

Eut

if

such

in a general sense,

is

it

the relation of election

is

and reprobation

Who

a complete sequence that they

say that men, as not created^ were elected, speak very truly,

them by the internal act, before He did by
and that they who affirm that the election
was of man, as created^ have reference to the principle of the
external act and so with the rest.
Eut all these things are
not in reference to His act per se, but in reference to the condition of the act, which does not affect its substance.
You
say that in this opinion you have me as a precedent since,
in the discussion of predestination, I " no where make mention
of mercy, but every where of grace, which transcends mercy."
Indeed, my brother, I have never thought that I shuuld seem
to exclude the other parts when I might use the term grace,
since

God

elected

the external act

;

;

nor do I see

how

Grace

itself

species.

therefore

is

that inference can be

the genus

;

Grace includes, so
it

it

made from

the phrase

does not exclude mercy, the

to speak, the

includes that of mercy.

iN"or

path for

times

all

;

do they, who men-

tion mercy, in presenting the species, exclude the genus, nor,

in presenting a part, do they exclude all

which remains.

And

we, in presenting the genus, do not deny the species, nor in
presenting the whole, do we disavow a part. Eoth are found

which speak of grace in respect to the whole
and in a certain respect, of mercy but
they take away neither by the affirmation of the other. I
would demonstrate this by quotations, did I not think that
you with me, according to your skill and intelligence would
acknowledge this. Predestination is of grace
the same
grace, which has effected the predestination of the saints,
in the Scriptures,

and

its

single parts,

:

:

also includes

mercy:

this

I

sufficiently declared

a

little

:
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I mentioned grace simply, in the case of simple

while since.

predestination,

that

predestination expressed in

is,

and universal terms.

simple

I speak of mercy, also, in relation to a

man who is miserable, spoken
You add that when I treat of the

of absolutely, or relatively

passed hy and the reprobate,

and only in the case of such. Let us, if you
remove the homonymy then we shall expedite the
matter in a few words. We exposed the homonymy in the
I mention justice,
please,

;

second proposition

we speak

;

erally or particularly.

reprobate either gen-

of the

you understand

If

it

generally, the

made, as we shall soon show.
If particularly, either reprobates and those passed hy refer to
mention of justice
the same, which

reprobate

is

correctly

is

the appropriate signification, or the term

is

applied to the damned^ which

is

catachrestic.

do not think that you understand it in the former sense,
you understand it in the latter (as you do), what you say
certainly very true, that I spoke of justice only

of the damned.

However,

1

when

I
if
is

treating

do not approve that you write

and the reprobate^ that is, the
damned.
r although they are the same in subject, and all
the passed hy are damned, and all the damned are passed by,
yet their relation as passed hy or reprobate is one thing, and
copulatively of the passed^ hy

their relation as

tion

is

damned

is

damnation

is

it is

with justice and of

robation or pretention are the

the

wisdom of God

not of justice, as

justice.

work of

but damnation

;

sary will according to the justice of

deny Himself"

(2

Tim.

ry that

He

ment.

This, I say,

principle of their
its

ii,

As

13.)

its

cause

Election and rep-

free will according to

is

the

God;

work of nececesfor

God "cannot

a just judge,

it

is^necessa-

should punish unrighteousness, and execute judg-

God, which in those
exhibit

Pretention or reproba-

another.

not without justice, but

is

the

whom He

wisdom of

has implanted the

namelj^, a free will.

both directions.

wisdom, ordained, both

of the manifold

He might
and
the
good and bad,
consequent re-

own ways,

two-fold use,

sult of its use in

work

creatures, in

in angels

Hence He

has, in His own
men, the way of both
or sin on His own part.

and

in

modes of its use, without any fault
But it is a work of justice to damn the unrighteous.

There-
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Deity, but because they were to be damned, not because they

were passed by or reprobated.
Now I come to your argumentation, in which you affirm
that, " according to ^hat theory,

quence,

made

the author of the

God

fall

by necessary conse-

is,

of

Adam, and

of sin &c."

I do not, indeed, perceive the argument from which this conelusion

necessarily deduced, if

is

Though

that theory.
to

I

you

correctly understand

do not doubt that you had reference

your own words, used in stating the

first

theory, " that he

man should fall and become depraved, that he
might thus prepare the way for the fulfillment of his own
eternal counsels, that he might be able mercifully to save

ordained also that

am

not mistaken,

your reaHe, who has ordained that man should fall and become depraved, is the author of the fall and of sin
God
ordained that man should fall and become depraved
thereBut the
jor of this syllofore, God is the author of sin.
gism is denied, because it is ambiguous for the word ordain
is commonly, though in a catachrestical sense, used to mean
simply and absolutely to decree, the will determining and approving an act which catachresis is very frequent in forensic
But to ns, who are bound to observe religiously, in
use.
some, &c."

This, then, if I

is

soning.

;

;

M

;

;

this

argument, the propriety of terms,

else than to arrange the order in acts,

cording to

and another
cording to

mode.

its

It is

ordain

to

and

The former

mode.

nothing

one thing to decree acts absolutely,

to decree the order of acts, in

its

is

in each thing ac-

is

each thing, ac-

immediate, the

latter,

from the beginning to the end, regards the means, which in
all things,

Minor

with the truth, since

of
is

In the former

pertain to the order of events.

nification, the

is

God

evil involving guilt).

denied, for

it is

denied
is

;

for

it

is

never the author of evil (that

In the

latter signification the

not according to the truth, nor

sary in any respect that the same person

who

should be the author of those actions.

6

is

another,

The

actor

is it

is,

Major
neces-

disposes the

order of actions and, in each thing, according to
the action

sig-

entirely at variance

is

its

mode,

one thing,

and the arranger of the action
TOL in.

is

yet
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another.

He who

performs an

He, who disposes the order
is

not the author of

But

a good end.

but

evil,

evil

t!:e

may

that this

deed

be understood,

fourth fundamental principle, which
ted, according to this,

within this limit

we

the author of evil.

is

and in the evil deed?
disposer of an evil act to

in the doer

we have

let

us use the

previously sta-

shall circumscribe this

whole case

every fault must always be ascribed to the

;

proximate, not to the remote or to the highest cause.

In a

which breaks, is in fault
in a machine, the
wheel, which deviates from its proper course, is in fault,
not any superior or inferior one. But as all causes are either
chain, the link,

principles, or

;

from

ples are like wheels,

principles, (in

by which the

principles, are moved),

nature

is

God

is

this case,

however, princi-

causes, originating from the

the universal principle of all good,

the principle of natural things, and the rational will,

turning freely to good or

evil, is the principle

of moral actions.

These three principles, in their own appropriate movement,
perform their own actions, and produce mediate causes, act
in their

own relations, and

dispose

them God in a divine mode,
;

nature in a natural mode, and the will in an elective mode.

God, in a divine mode, originates nature nature, in its own
mode, produces man the will, in its own appropriate mode,
produces its own moral and voluntary actions. If, now, the
will produces a moral action, whether good or evil, it produces it, of its own energy, and this cannot be attributed to nature itself as a cause, though nature may implant the will in
man, since the will, (though from nature) is the peculiar and
;

;

special principle of moral actions, instituted

by

the Deity in

But if the blame of this cannot be attributed to naby what right, I pray, can it be attributed to
God, who, by the mode and medium of nature, has placed the
I answer then, with Augustine, in his book
will in man ?
" The preagainst articles falsely imputed to him, artic. 10.
nature.

ture as a cause,

destination of

God

neither excited, nor persuaded, nor impel-

led, the fall of those

who

fell,

or the iniquity of the wicked,

or the evil passions of sinners, but

it

clearly predestinated

His own judgment, by which He should recompense each
one according to his deeds, whether good or bad, which
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judgment would not be inflicted, if men sliould sin by the will
of God." He proceeds to the same purpose in art. 11, remarking, " If it should be charged against the devil, that he was
the author of certain sins, and the inciter to them, I think he
would be able to exonerate himself from that odium in some
way, and that he would convict the perpetrators of such sins
from their own will, since, although he might have been delighted in the madness of those sinners, yet he could prove
that he did not force them to crime.
"With what folly, what
madness, then, is that referred to the counsel of God, which
cannot at

be ascribed to the devil, since he, in the sins o

all

wicked men, aids by enticements, but
ered the director of their wills.

is

not to be consid-

God

Therefore

predestina-

ted none of these things that they should take place, nor did

He

prepare that soul, which was about to live basely and

in sin, that

it

should live in such a manner

ignorant that such would be
that

He

He was not
He foreknew

but

;

and

character,

should judge justly concerning a soul of such char-

But

acter."

its

to the devil,

God,

Creator?

could be imputed neither to nature, nor

if this

how much

not predestinate

God, the most holy and wise
6) "does
which he foreknows. For He only fore-

(as St.
all

less to

Augustine says again, book

knows evil. He does not predestinate it, but He both foreknows and predestinates good." But it is a good, derived from
God,

that, in

His own ordination.

things good and evil

;

if not,

the most part, indifferent

God

(may

does not will evil, but

order even in

God

is

me

:

first,

its

own

evil.

He

disposes the order in

the providence of

He

God would be, for

that be far from our thoughts)
wills,

and preserves a

certain

man from
His own prov-

Evil comes from the will of

;

and special arrangement of
idence, disposing and most wisely keeping in order even those
things which are, in the highest degree, evil.
Here a two-fold question will perhaps be urged upon

that

is,

nature

the general

how can these be said, in reference to the will, to be
when we acknowledge that the will itself,

motions^

the fountain of, voluntary motions,
is

from

God ?

Secondly^

why

did

is

from nature, and

God

place in

beings this will, constituted in the image of liberty

?

human
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To

I will reply to both in a few words.
18

certainly from nature,

is not,

and nature

on that account, the

Each

motions.

is

be called the principle of

to

less

those motions, than nature

called the principle of natural

the principle of

is

the first ; the will

from God, but the will

is

own

its

both are from the supreme principle, God.

one thing to

describe the essence of a thing, another to refer to

What

and the

essential to nature

is

will

What

and universal source of

is

all

things.

Xor

latter,

God

their source?

its

source-

That the former

?

should be the principle of natural motions, the
taneous motions.

though

action,

It is

is

of spon-

the only

absurd that a

is it

principle should be derived from another principle

for al-

:

though a principle, which originates in another, should not be
called a principle in the relation of origm or source, yet, in
the relation of the act

it

an essential principle.

and our

is,

per

se,

Yet

they are natural distinctions, and that,

:

of nature,
let

i^'ature

own appropriate motions. Nor is there
why any should think that these are phi-

any reason, indeed,

hear nature,

a principle,

from a principle.

its

losophical niceties
is

God

wills are principles derived

each of them has

which

does not on that account, cease to be

is

from God.

But

if

we

are unwilling to

us listen to the truth of God, to Christ speakviii, 44), " when he speaketh a lie, he

ing of the devil (John

speaketh of his

Here he

is

own

:

for

he

is

a liar and the father of it."
and is said " to speak of

called "the father of a lie,"

According to Christ's words, then, we have the
act of sin in the devil.
For the act has a rethe
and
origin
himself,
for
he
speaks
of
his
own. What, I pray,
semblance to
can be more conclusive than these words ? Hence Augustine,

his

own."

in the

answer already quoted, very properly deduces

clusion.

"

As God

did not, in the angels

who

fell,

this con-

induce that

by which they did not continue in the truth.; so he did
men that inclination by which they imitate the
speaketh
a lie of his own and he will not be
he
For
devil.
will,

not produce in

;

He
Adam

free from that charge, unless the truth shall free him."

indeed gave free
but

its

motion

erence to

all

is,

will,

namely, that essential power

in reference to

of us, our own.

Adam,

his

In what sense

to

:

own, and, in

is it

our own,

ref-

when

i
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Whatever

is

bestowed on us bv

God, is either by the law of common right, or of personal
and private property. He gave the will to angels and men

by the law of personal possession. It is therefore, one's own
and its motion belong to the individual. " This," says Augustine, (lib. de Genes, ad litt. in perf. cap. 5,) He both makes
and disposes species and natures themselves, but the privations of species and the defects of natures He does not make,

He

only ordains."

Therefore

God

is

always righteous, but we

are unrighteous.

question, namely, why did God create in us
it was the
and with such a character ? I reply

To the second
this will,

;

—

work of the highest goodness and wisdom in the universe.
"Why should we, with our ungrateful minds, who have already

made an

ill

ness and

wisdom

use of those minds, obstruct the fountain of good?

It

was the work of goodness

to

impress

own image on both natures, in the superior, on that of angels,
and in the inferior, on that of men since, while other things in
nature are moved by instinct, or feeling, as with a dim trace
of the Deity, these alone, in the freedom of their own will,
have the principle of their own ways in their own power by
the mere goodness of God. It was the work of wisdom to
make these very species, endued with His own image, together with so many other objects, and above the others, as the
most perfect mirror of His own glory, so far as is possible in
created things. But why did He make them of such a character, with mutable freedom ?
He made His own image, not
himself.
The only essential image of God, the Father, is the
his

:

Lord Jesus Christ, one God, eternal and immutable, with the
Father and the Holy Spirit. Whoever thou mayest be, who
makest objections to this, thou hearest the serpent whispering
to thee, as he

Let

it suffice

whispered once to Eve,
thee that thou wast

possessing the divine perfection.

creature had in himself

and placed

in his will

rejected

it

of his

in the

our race.

image of God, not

Immutability

is

peculiar to

The
His image, communicated by God,
but he, whether angel or man, who

This pertains by nature to God.

the divine perfection.

fell,

made

to the ruin of

:

own

will.

Not

to say

more, this whole
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by Marcion, and

question was presented

and

"Utmost fluency

vigor, discussed

Tertullian, with the

in its

it

whole extent, in a

considerable part of his second book against Marcion, the pe-

which

will, I trust,

remark,

finally, that

rusal of

You

ty of that conclusion "

be satisfactory to you.
they are not freed from the necessi-

by the

evil in the act, of necessity

and the
and its
from those

distinctions of the act,

and

creation, of the decree

Indeed,'my brother, I think that,
which have just been said, you will suflBciently perFor God
ceive in what respects your reasoning is fallacious.

execution, &c."
things,

does not make, but ordains the sinner, as I say, with Augusis, He ordains the iniquity of the sinner not by commanding or decreeing particularly and absolutely that he
should commit sin, but by most wisely vindicating His own
order, and the right of His infinite providence, even in evil
which is peculiar to the creature. For it was necessary that
the wisdom of God should triumph in this manner, when He
exhibited His own order in the peculiar and voluntary disorder

tine, that

of His

own

This disorder and alienation from good

creature.

the creature prepared for himself by the appropriate motion

But

of free-will, not by the impulse of the Deity.

dom

of the will, says Tertullian against Marcion

9) " does not fix the blame on

but on him by
been."

whom

Since this

it

Him by whom

was not

directed, as

not at

is so, it is

all

that free-

{lib. 2,

cap.

was bestowed,
it ought to have

it

necessary that I should

speak of those particular distinctions, which, in their proper
place,

may

perhaps be valid

tain properly to this

;

they do not seem to

me

to per-

argument, unless other arguments are

troduced, which I cannot find in your writings.

Besides

inall

those distinctions pertain generally to the subject of providence,

not particularly to this
discussion should extend

here some

may

is

;

am
its

not pleased

that the

appropriate range.

But

" Therefore, the judgments of

contingencies, and are based on contingencies,

they have respect to

consequence

beyond

perhaps say

God depend on
if

I

topic,

denied

:

man
for,

which are contingencies
God, according

as a sinner,

and

to his sin."

That

on the contrary, those very things

to us,

to their origin

depend on the ordination of

and

action.

To

their origin,
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for

God

has established the contingency equally with the

necessity

which
evil,

:

To

their action, for

good,

is

fails

not in that

it is

He

to act in that

in the case of that

acts

which

evil, in that it is

is

They

ordained by His special providence.

are not, therefore, contingencies to the Deity, whatever they

may
an

be to us

just as those things,

;

inferior cause,

But

perior cause.

which are contingent

can by no means be justly ascribed
I

have already stated

Let

to

a su-

matter with

this

sufficient clearness, in the discussion of the fourth

principle.

to

fundamental

us, therefore, pass to other matters.

THE REPLY OF AB\IINIU3 TO THE ANSWER TO THE SIXTH
PROPOSITION.

The meaning of the

theory

first

that

is

which I have

set

But it is of little importance to
me, whether the object, generally and without distinction, or
with a certain distinction, and invested with certain circumstan-

forth in the third proposition.

ces, is presented to

for that

is

be proper

not,

God, when predestinating and reprobating,

now, the point before me.

If,

however,

it

may

few words, I should say that

to discuss this also in a

cannot seem

to

one who weighs

that the object

is

considered in general and without any dis-

it

tinction

by God,

this

matter with accuracy,

in the act of decreeing,

timent of the authors of the

first

theory.

according to the sen-

For the object was

considered by God, in the act of decreeing, in the relation
it had at the time, when it had, as yet, been affected by
no external act of God, executing that decree ; for this, in a
pure and abstract sense, is an object, free from every other

which

consideration,

which can pertain

to

an object, through the

action of a cause operating in reference to

cording to the authors of the

first

it.

But

since, ac-

theory, the act of creation

pertains to the execution of the decree, of which

we now treat,

most certainly evident, that man, in that ho
was to be made, was the object of predestination and reprobation.
If any one considers the various and manifold acts

it

is,

therefore,
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of that decree, it is not doubtful that some of these must be
accommodated and applied to this and others to that condition
of man, and in this sense, I would admit the common and general consideration of the object.
But all those acts, according
to the authors of that first theory, depend on one primary act,
namely, that in which God determined to declare, in one part
of that unformed "lump," from which the human race was to
be made, the glory of his mercy, and, in another part, the glo-

ry of his justice, and
displeasing. to

me

it is

this

very thing which I stated

in that first theory;

to

be

nor can I yet persuade

myself that there exists, in the whole Scripture, any decree, by
which God has determined to illustrate his own glory, in the
salvation of these and in the condemnation of those, apart
from foresight of the fall.
The passage which you quote from Beza, on Eph. i, 4,
plainly proves that I have done no injustice to those authors
in explaining their doctrine.

He

says, in that passage, that

God, by the creation and corruption of man, opened a way
for himself to the execution of that which He had before decreed."

In reference to the harmony of those theories, I grant that
all

agree in

this,

that this decree of

God was made from

eter-

whatever might

any actual existence of the object,
and however it might be considered. For
"known unto God are all his works from the beginning of

nity, before

be

its

character,

the world."

(Acts xv, 18.)

God should
make God mutable

It is

wish to

necessary also that

;

yet in such a sense that

antecedent to others in order and nature.

they agree in

this, that there exists, in the

reprobate, no cause

why

the latter reprobated

;

all

the in-

universallj^ be eternal, unless

ternal acts of

we

some are

I admit also that

predestinate or the

the former should be predestinated,

and that the cause

exists only in the

But I afiirm that some ascend to a greater
height than others, and extend the act of decree farther. For
the advocates of the third theory deny that God, in any act of
predestination and reprobation, has reference to man, considmere

will of

God.

ered as not yet fallen^ and those of the second theory say that

God, in the

act of that decree, did not

have reference

to

man
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as not yet created.

The advocates

F.

of the

contend that God, in the

first,

and
had reference to man, not as created^ but as to
ly assert

fore, distinguished those theories

each one presented

man

to

God,
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first

however, open-

act of the decree,

he created.

I,

there-

according to their objects, as
at the first

moment

of the act

of predestination and reprobation, as free from any divine act
predestinating and reprobating, either internal, by which

He

might decree something concerning man, or external, by which
He might eftect something in man this may be calkd pure
;

object,

having as yet received no relation from the act of God,

decreeing from eternity, and no form from the external

But when
God,

it

it

longer pure object, but an object having some

-no

is

action of

God concerning
some

for receiving

or in

by which it
as was also a

it,

further action,

is

prepared

short time

by the example of Jacob and Esau

substantiate their theory

Rom. ix.
I may be

it,

We will hereafter examine your idea that they

since afiirmed.

in

act.

has received any relation or form from any act of

pern^itted to

make some observations or inquiries
down as fundamental principles of

concerning what you lay

and of your reply to my arguments. In referconcernmg the essence of the Deity God is in
such a sense immutable in essence, power, intellect, will, counsel and work, that, nevertheless, if the creature is changed,
He becomes to that creature in will, the application of power,
and in work, another than that which He was to the same
creature continuing in his primitive state
bestowifig upon "a
cause that which is due to it, but without any change in Himself.
Again if God is immutable. He has, for that very reason, not circumscribed or determined to one direction, by any
decree, the motion of free-will, the enjoyment and use of which
He has once freely bestowed on man, so that it should incline,
of necessity, to one direction, and should not be able, in fact,
this doctrina,

ence to the

first,

;

to incline to

another direction, while that decree remains.

God

has the form and an eternal and immutable con-

Thirdly,

ception of

all

those things which are done mutably

but following, in the order of nature,

many

by men,

other conception

s,

;
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which God has concerning those things which
to do Himself, and to permit to men.

He

wills

both

to the second, concer7iingthehnowledge of God
most fully persuaded that the knowledge of God is eterimmutable and infinite, and that it extends to all things,

In reference
I

am

nal,

both necessary and contingent, to

all

things which

He

does

He

of Himself, either mediately or immediately, and which

permits to be done by others.

mode

which

in

He knows

But I do not understand the

future contingencies, and especially

those which belong to the free-will of creatures, and which

He

has decreed to permit, but not to do of Himself, not, indeed, in
that measure, in which I think that

more learned than myself.
all

that the

mode,

in

in

God

in the

Him indivisibly,

embraces
stand

understood by others

that there are those

which God certainly and

contingencies, is this, that

exist with

it is

know

who

things are, from eternity, presented to God, and

say that

ture

I

all

time.

Now

and

knows

fu-

of eternity, and therefore they are

in the infinite

If this

infallibly

those con'ingent events co-

is so,

it

is

Now of eternity,

which

not difficult to under-

how God may

tingent events.

certainly and infallibly know future conFor contingencies are not opposed to certain-

ty of knowledge, except as they are future, but not as they are
present.

That reasoning, however, does not exhaust

all

the

which may arise in the consideration of these matFor God knows, also, those things which may happen,
but never do happen, and consequently do not co-exist with
God in the Now of eternity, which would be events unless
they should be hindered, as is evident from 1 Sam. xxiii, 12, in
reference to the citizens of Keilah, who would have delivered
David into the hands of Saul, which event, nevertheless, did not
happen. The knowledge, also, of future events, which depend
on contingent causes, seems to be certain, if those causes may
be complete and not hindered in their operation. But how
shall the causes of those events, which depend on the freedom
of the will, be complete, among which, even at that very moment in which it chose one, it was free not to choose it, or to
difficulties

ters.

choose another in preference to

it ?

If indeed at

any time

;
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may

permit, I could wish tliat you would accuyour own manner, tbese things and whatever
pertain to that question. I know that this would be

your leisure

rately discuss, in
else

may

agreeable and acceptable to many, and that the labor would
not be useless.

The knowledge of God

is

called eternal, but not equally so

For that knowledge
by which God knows Himself,
things.
That, by which He knows

in reference to all objects of knowledge.

of

God

and

in

is

absolutely eternal,

Himself

all

possible

beings which will exist,
in nature, subsequent to

eternal indeed as to duration, but,

is

some

act of the divine will concerning

them, and, in some cases, even subsequent to some foreseen

human will. In general, the following seems to me
be the order of the divine knowledge, in reference to its

act of the
to

various objects.

God knows
^^^^

Himself

-^^5

1

Himself

2.

All things possible r^''*.'^^''

f

which

L

3.

4.

He

is

able to do.

^"^"^^

"^""^

can make.

All things which shall exist by the act of creation.
All things which shall exist by the act of creatures and
especially of rational creatures.

Whether moved by

What He Himself
shall do.

those actions of

His creatures and especially of His
rational creatures

Qr

^t

least

receiving occasion from

them.
[
apparent that the eternity of the knowledge
not denied by those, who propose, as a foundation

From
of God

is

for that

knowledge, something dependent on the

this, it is

human

will,

as foreseen.

But I do not understand in what way it can be true that, in
every genus, there must be one thing univocal, and from this,
other things in an equivocal sense.
I have hitherto supposed
that those things which are under the same genus are univocal or at least analogous

;

but, that things equivocal are not

comprehended with those which are univocal, under the same
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genns, either in logic, or metaphysics, and

Then

For there

the equivocal.

But

still

less in physics.

I have not thought that the univocal could be the cause of
is

no similarity between them.

there exists a similarity as between cause and effect,

if

they are no longer equivocal.
heated by the

Thus those

things,

which are

should say, are heated neither univo-

fire as I

cally,

nor equivocally, but analogically.

cally,

we, analogically.

This they admit,

God exists univowho state that cer-

communicable to us
among which they also mention knowl-

tain attributes of the divine nature are

according to analogy,
edge.

In reference to the
ity ; the actions of

concerning the actions of the DeHimself, indeed eternal, but

third,

God

are, in

they preserve a certain order some are prior to others by nature,
;

and indeed necessarily precede them, whether in the same order, in which they proceed from Him, I could not easily say
;
but I know that there are those who have thus stated, among
whom some mention George Sohnius. Some also of the internal actions in God, are subsequent in nature to the foresight
of some act dependent on the will of the creature. Thus the
decree concerning the mission of His Son for the redemption
of the

human

race

is

subsequent to the foresight of the

fall

of

For although God might have arranged to prevent the
fall, if he had not known that He could use an easy remedy
to effect a restoration, (as some think,) yet the sure decree
for the introduction of a remedy for the fall by the mission of
His Son, was not effected by God except on the foresight of

man.

the disease, namely, the

The mode
to

fall.

which God, as the universal principle, is said
flow into His. creatures, and especially his rational crea-

tures,

in

and will, in reference to
approbation, whatever it may be, if it does

and concurs with

an action, has

my

their nature

not bring in a determination of the will of the creature to one
or two things which are contrary, or contradictory.

mode

introduces such a determination, I do not see

If

how

it

any
can

be consistent with the declaration of Augustine, quoted by
yourself, that God so governs all things which He has created
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as also " to permit

them
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and put

to exercise

forth their

God

motions," or with the saying of Plato, in which

own
de-

is

clared to be free from all blame.

might be plainly and decisively exand defects in nature, and the will, of
all kinds universally, are of the providence of God, and yet
God is free from fault, the whole fault, (if any exists,) resiI could

wish that

how

plained

it

all effects

ding in the proximate cause.

exempted from

because

fault

any one thinks that God

If

He

is

the creature, as the proximate cause,

me

he does not seem to

ein,)

any cause may be

is

culpable,

(if

there

is

to present a correct reason

in fault, or free

this also, I will hereafter

is

the remote cause, but that

from

fault, but,

any

why

concerning

speak at greater length.

In reference to the fourth, concerning the causes of the acGod j the universal cause has no cause above itself,

tions of

and the

first

and supreme cause does not depend on any other

cause, for the very terms include that idea

that there
cause,

some

may

be afforded

by another

;

but

to the universal, first

it

is

possible

and supreme

cause, an occasion for the production of

certain efiect, which, without that occasion, the first

cause would neither propose to be produced in

itself,

nor in

and indeed could neither produce
nor propose or decree to be produced. Such is the decree
to damn certain persons, and their damnation according to
fact

produce out of

itself,

that decree.

what you have said in reference to the
modes of necessary and contingent causes, as also those things
which you have remarked in reference to the distinction between natural and rational power. I am, however, certain
that nothing can be deduced from them against my opinion,
or against those things, which have been presented by me for
I readily assent to

the refutation of the

first

theory.

Having made these remarks,
your answer

my

I

arguments.

come
In

to the consideration of

my

former argument, I
denied that man, considered as not yet created^ is the object
to

mercy rescuing from sin and misery, and of punitive jusand I persist in that sentiment for 1 do not see that any
thing has been presented, which overthrows it, or drives me

of

tice,

;
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from that position. For man is not, by that consideration,
removed from under the common providence or the special
predestination of God, but providence must, in this case, be

considered as according to mercy and justice thus administered,

and predestination, as decreed according

to

the reasoning from the relative to the absolute

and the removal,
God, considered

in this case, is

You

destination.

is

But

them.

not valid

;

from under the providence of

relatively, not absolutely

;

so also with pre-

make

foresaw that I would

this reply,

consequently you have presented a three-fold answer

;

and

but, in

no respect, injurious to my reasoning. For as to the first, I
admit that sin and misery were, in the most complete sense,
present with

God from

eternity, and, as they

were present, so

mercy and jusBut the theory, which I oppose, does not make them,
(as foreseen,) present to mercy and justice, but, according to
the decree for illustrating mercy and justice, it presents a necessity for the existence of sin and misery, as, in their actual
also there was, in reference to them, a place for

tice.

existence, there could be in fact, a place, for the decree,

As

according to mercy and justice.

made

to the second^ I

grant
one who was in fact neither a sinner, nor miserable, a place for mercy saving from sin and
possible misery, but we are not here treating of mercy so considered and it is certain that mercy and judgment exist in the
also that there could be, in

:

Deity, by an
attributes.

eternal act, but

In a second

act,

it is

in the first action of those

God cannot

exercise those attri-

mind

of the authors of that

theory, except in reference to a sinful

and actually mis-

butes, understood according to the

erable being.
nal,

Lastly, what you say concerning the inter-

and external action of the Deity, and these conjoined,

does not disturb, in any greater degree, my argument. For
neither the internal action, which is the decree of God in

by mercy and punitive justice, nor the external action, which is the actual
declaration of that same glory through mercy and justice, nor
both conjoined can have any place in reference to a man who
reference to the illustration of his glory,

is

neither sinful, nor miserable.

who

advocate

I know, indeed, tnat, to those

this theory, there is so

much

difierence between
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execution, that
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between the

as they say,

God may

decree salvation ac-

cording to mercy and death according to justice to a person
who is not a sinner, but may not really save, according to mercy,

any one, unless, He is a sinner, or damn, according to jusany except sinners. But I deny that distinction indeed
I say that God, can neither will nor decree.^ by internal act,
that which He cannot do, by external act, and thus the object
of internal and external action is the same, and invested with
tice,

the

;

same circumstances

:

whether

respect to his eternal intelligence
decree, or be, in fact, in

it be present to God, in
and be the object of His

actual existence, present to

its

Him

Hence, I can-

and the object of the execution of the decree.

not yet decide otherwise concerning that theory, than that

cannot be approved by those,

who

it

think and desire to speak

according to the Scriptures.

The "^two statements" which you think "may be made, of
a milder character, and in harmony with the words of Christ

and the

apostles,

are additions,
its

do not serve

by which

it is

to explain that first theory, but

very mucli changed, and which

advocates would by no means acknowledge,

opinion,

was made

same theory

sufiiciently manifest in

my

in reply to your third answer,

as,

in

my

statement of the

and may be, at this
For those very

time, again demonstrated in a single word.

which you make the mode and the consequent event
of predestination and reprobation, are styled, by the authors
of that first theory, the cause, and the principle of that same
decree, and also the end, though not the final one, which, they
affirm, is his glory, to be declared by mercy and justice.
Again they acknowledge no grace in predestination which is
not mercy, and correctly so, for the grace, which is towards
man considered absolutely, is not of election also they do
not acknowledge any non-grace, or non-mercy, which is not
comprehended in punitive justice. Here I do not argue against

things,

:

that theory thus explained, not because I approve
respects, but because I have, this time,

undertaken

what

and Beza

I affirm to be the view of Calvin

ters will

be hereafter considered.

;

to

it

in all

examine

other mat-

I will notice separately
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what things are here brought forward, agreeing with that view,
thus explained. The passages of Scripture quoted from Matt.
XXV, and Eph. i, in. which it is taught that "God, from all
eternity, of the good pleasure of his will, elected some to
adoption, sauctification, and a participation of his kingdom,

common view that on the contrary
from them a reference to sin, as a con-

60 far fail to prove the

may

there

be inferred

dition requisite in the object of benediction

and

In

election.

the former passage, the blessed are called to a participation of

God ha^ prepared for them from

the kingdom, which

whom and bj whom

but in
Christ

men

considered in

For " thou

then

;

shalt call his

much more

after

by

it

name

people from their sins." (Matt,
i,

eternity;

not in Christ and

it

was prepared for sinners, not for
general, and apart from any respect to sin.

Certainly

?

Is

?

Jesus

i,

plainly affirms the

for

;

he shall save his

The passage from Eph.

2.)

same

thing, as will be here-

proved in a more extended manner, when I shall use

which makes

that passage, avowedly to sustain the theory

men,

ticular reference to

as a cause,

kept in mind, but according
object,

namely, misery and

sin

I did not present a par-

a condition requisite in the object.

which I wished

to

have

to a condition, requisite in the

sin.

This I

still

require.

which you make between grace and mercy,
is according to fact and the signification of terms, but in this
place is unnecessary. For no grace, bestowed upon man,
originates in predestination, as there is no grace, previous to

The

distinction,

predestination, not joined with mercy.

God

deals with angels

according to grace, not according to mercy saving from sin

and misery.

He

deals with us according to mercy, not acI speak here

cording to grace in contradistinction to mercy.
of predestination.

adoption
state,

;

According

not, then, of

it is

but of sinners.

ology of the apostle,

This

who

to

that

mercy,

"wrath."

The

ment.

is

our

in their original

also apparent

from the phrase-

is

calls

the elect and the reprobate

" vessels," not of grace and non-grace but of

common from

also,

men, considered

relation of "vessels" they

"mercy" and

have equally and in

their divine creation, sustainment,

and govern-

That they are vessels worthy of wrath, deserving

it,

WITH
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and the "children of wrath," (Eph.
no distinction among them. But
wratli," that

is,

destined to wrat

there

3), in this also

ii,

that

is

some are " vessels of

of their

',
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own

merit, indeed,

but also of the righteous judgQient of God, which determines
upon them while others are "vessels" not "of
wrath" but " of mercj" according to the grace of God, which

to bring wrath

;

determines to pardon their

and

sin,

worthy of wrath, this is of the
tinction between the two classes

them, though
God, making a dis-

to spare

will of

which discrimination has
its beginning after the act of sin, whether we consider the
From this it is apparent
internal or the external act of God.
that they are not on this account vessels of wrath because they
;

have become depraved, the just consequence of which
wrath,
•

God

if the will of

which would be a just consequence

that this,

is

did not intervene, which determines
in respect to all

the depraved, should be a necessary consequence in respect to
those,

whom

He

alone

refuses to pardon, as

He

can justly

punish all and had decreed to pardon some. That which is
" added by way of amplification" is confirmed by the same
arguments.

For there

in reference to the sinner

of which

we

treat,

no place

is

for punitive justice except

there can be no act of that mercy,

;

except towards the miserable.

considered in his natural condition
erable, therefore that justice

reference to him.

and

my

brother, will see that the

made according

to those attributes

understood, cannot be man, considered

so

since

and mercy have no place in

Hence, you,

object of predestination,

it

requires, in

its

is

in general,

object, the circumstance of sin

misery, by which circumstance

nate condition, and

But man,

neither sinful nor mis-

is

man

is

and

restricted to a determi-

separated from a general consideration,

I know, indeed, that, if the general consideration

is

admitted,

no one of those particular considerations is excluded, but you
also know that if any particular relation is precisely laid
down, that universal relation is excluded.
I do not think that

it is

to

be altogether conceded

the case of election and reprobation, there

of well-doing or of
doing,

it is

6

sin.

There

true, for there is

is

none

is

that, in

no consideration

no consideration of well-

to

be considered
TOL.

lU

;

there

is
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no consideration of

sin as a cause

should be reprobated, but there

why

one, and not another,

a consideration of sin as a

is

meritorious cause of the possibility of the reprobation of
individual,

and

as a condition requisite in the object, as I

any
have

and shall, hereafter, often remark, as occasion
may require. In what respects, those theories differ was
TThen God is
briefly noticed in reply to your first answer.
said to have elected persons, as not created^ as created but not
often remarked,

fallen^ or

know

fallen^ all

that

it

is

understood, not that

they are in fact such, but that they are considered as such, for
all

admit that God elected human beings from

they were created, that

man was

says, that

created

is,

elected

by

eternity, before

the internal act

by the external

;

but no one

act before

therefore a reconciliation of those theories

;

he was
was un-

necessary, since the object of both acts is one and the same,
and considered in the same manner. Besides the questions,
when the election was made, and in what sense it was considered, are different.

I wished to confirm

consent

ments.

;

my

words by the authority of your

whether ignorantly, will be proved from these

You make man,

state-

considered as a sinner, the subject

of the preparation of punishment according to justice, which
I,

agreeably to your Theses, have called reprobation, and you,

according to your opinion, presuppose sin in him
first

theory,

they make

sin subordinate to

that

;

but, in the

same decree.

The pretention, which the same theory attributes to punitive
justice, you attribute to the freedom of the divine goodness,
and you exclude punitive justice fi'om it, when you make man,
not yet a sinner, the subject of pretention.

which the
to grace,

first

Predestination,

theory ascribes to mercy, in contra-distinction

your Theses, already cited (answers 2 and 4) asspoken of absolu' ely, Siuce they consider man

sign to grace,

but you

make

as a sinner, the subject of grace, as conjoined

with

in the state of nature in

man,

which he was created

mercy, and you presuppose

sin.

That

first

;

theory,

on the

makes sin subordinate to that predestination, both
which cannot, at the same time, be true, therefore, in this
you seem to agree with me, as you ascribe election to mercy,
other hand,
of
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only so far as

punishment

You

man

considered miserable, and preparation of

is

to justice,

as the species,

only so far as

when grace

reply, that,
is

is

first,

man

is

considered sinful.

presented, as the genus, mercy,

not excluded, and mercy being presented, as

the species, grace, as the genus,

but affirm,
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is

not excluded.

I grant

it,

that grace cannot be supposed here as the

genus, for grace, spoken of generally, cannot be supposed to

be the cause of any act, that is, any special act, such as preAgain, the relation of grace and mercy in this
destination.

difeent from that of genus and species for they are
spoken of, in an opposite manner, as two dijfferent species of
grace, the term grace, having the same appellation with that
of the genus, referring to that grace which regards man as
case, is

:

created, the

term mercy, receiving its appellation from its
which regards man as sinful and

object, referring to that grace

If

miserable.

man

is

said to be predestinated according to

the former, the latter can have no place
latter,

then

it is

if

;

according to the

have no place,

certain that the former can

otherwise the latter would be unnecessary.

Predestination

made conjointly according to both.
My conclusion was, therefore, correct, when I excluded one
If man is to be exspecies by the supposition of the other.
cannot be said to have been

alted

supernatural glory from a natural state, this

to

work

belongs to grace, simply considered, and in contra-distinction
to

mercy

if

;

from a corrupt

joined with mercy, that

is, it is

state, it

belongs to grace con-

the appropriate

work of mercy.

Grace, simply considered and opposed to mercy, cannot effect
the latter,

mercy

destination
effect that

What

is

is

of such grace as

which

But preand necessary to

not necessary for the former.

is

is

both

c

ble

proposed in predestination.

I wrote copulatively, in reference to the passed ly

and the reprobate^ was written thus, because they are one
subject.
But that they are not the same in relation, is admitand I expressed this when I remarked that you referred
ted
:

to justice only in the case of the latter,

that

the damned.

In

namely, the

rejjrobate^

my

second proposition, however, I
signified that, according to the view of those to whom I
is,

ascribed the second theory, the relation of pretention was
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different

from that of predamnation, which I there called

The homon^^my of

reprobation.

my

the term reprobation

second answer, and

is

ex-

removed from
me, who have used that word every where according to your
own idea. But it is very apparent, from what follows, that
you dissent from the authors of the first theory. For you
plained in

all fault is

assert that " predestination is of justice," but that preterition or

reprobation

is

according to justice, but not " of justice

the authors of the

while

theory ascribe to justice the cause of

first

reprobation, however understood, whether synecdochically, or

properly, or catachrestically, that

is,

they affirm that both pre-

and predamnation are of justice.
But how are election and preterition " the work of free-will
according to the wisdom of God and damnation, the work of
necessary will according to the justice of God ? I have
hitherto thought, with our theologians, that this whole decree
was instituted by God, in the exercise of most complete freedom of will, and I yet think that the same idea is true, according to the declaration, " I will have mercy on whom I will
have mercy," and " He hath mercy on whom He will have
mercy, and whom He will He hardeneth." (Rom. ix, 15 & 18.)
terition

In each of these

God

He

God

acts

necessarily wills in

does not punish

it

exercises equal freedom.

any case

to

punish

in all sinners

?

If

For, if

sin,

how

He

punishes

is it

that
it

in

some, but not in others, how is that the act of necessary will ?
Who, indeed, does not ascribe the distinction which is made

among persons, equally meriting the punishment, to the freeGod? Justice may demand punishment on account

will of

of sin, but

it

demands

without distinction

;

it

and,

equally in reference to
if

there

is

all

sinners

any discrimination,

it is

of free-will, demanding punishment as to these, but remitting
But it was necessary that punishment should
Bin to those.
be at least inflicted on some. If I should deny that this was
80 after the satisfaction made by Christ, how will it be proved ?
I know that Aquinas, and other of the Schoolmen, affirm that
the relation of the divine goodness and providence demands
that some should be elected to life, and that others should be
permitted to fall into sin and then to suffer the punishment of

DISCUSSION WITH
eternal death,

and

and that God was

whom death

to

own

free to decree to

whom

life,

should appertain, according to his will, but

arguments seem

their

their
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e susceptible of refutation from

to

statements, elsewhere

made concerning

the price of

For they say the price

our redemption paid bj Christ.

was

sufficient for the sins of all, but if the necessity of divine jus-

demands that some sinners should be damned, then the
was not sufficient for all. For if justice, in him who
receives that price, necessarily demands that some should be
destitute of redemption, then it must have been offered by the
redeemer with the condition that there must always remain
to the necessity of justice, some satisfaction, to be sought elsewhere and to be rendered by others. Let no one think that
tice

price

the last affirmation of the schoolmen (that concerning the
sufficiency of the price), which, however, they

the fathers,

is

to

be rejected, for

it

borrowed from

could be proved,

neces-

if

by plain and express testimonies from the Scripture.
now come to my second argument, which was this.
A theory, by which God is neccessaril}^ made the author of
sin, is to be repudiated by all christians, and indeed by all
sary,

Let us

men

no

for

;

divine,

man

is evil

Beza God

;

thinks that the being,

—But

whom

he considers

according to the theory of Calvin and

—

made the uthor of sin
^Therefore
t is to be repudiated.
The proof of the Minor, is evident
from these words, in which they say that " God ordained that
man should fall and become corrupt, that in this way He
might open a way for His eternal counsels." For he, who
is

necessarily

;

:

i

ordains that
This,

my

answer.

man

should

argument,

is

fall

and

firm, nor

The word ordain

is

sin, is
is

it

the author of sin

weakened by

indeed ambiguous, for

it

erly signifies to arrange the order of events or deeds,

each thing according to

its

own mode,

almost always used by the schoolmen

you^'

prop"

and in

which sense it is
But it is also applied

in

and absolute decree of the will determining an
then ? Does it follow, because I have used a
word, which is ambiguous and susceptible of various meanings that I am chargeable with ambiguity? I think not;
unless it is proved that, in my argument, I have used that
to a simple

action.

What

;
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word

Otherwise sound reasonino: would

in different senses.

be exceedingly

rare,

on account of the multitude of

since,

things and the paucity of words,

we

are very frequently com-

Am-

pelled to use words, which have a variety of meanings.

biguity

may be

in the

same argument.

charged when a word

But

is

used in different senses

same
argument is
evident from the

I used that word, in the

sense in the Major and in the Minor, and so
free

from ambiguity.

argument

I affirm that this

word ordain^

fall" signifies that the

be applied

to the

is

For the added phrase

itself.

in

my

that

man

should

both propositions,

is

to

simple decree in reference to an action, or

rather to a simple decree that something should be done.

It

cannot, on account of that phrase, be referred to a decree

disposing the order of actions.

now

Let us

be able

to

He who
ved,

few words, that we
compare your answer with the argument.
state the syllogism in a

ordained that

the author of the

is

God

God

You deny

the Major,

mean
nor

fall

man

ordained that

Therefore,

is

man

should

and of

should

fall

sin

fall

and become depra-

;

and become depraved

the author of sin.
the

if

word ordain

the disposal of the order of actions.

if

tions,

the

same word

is

used to

or things to be done.

But what

with you.

may

is

mean a simple

This

is

understood to

You deny

the Mi-

decree as to ac-

true, and, in

it,

I agree

Minor signifies
Then, indeed, even by your own ad-

the

if

a simple decree, &c.?

same word

in the

Major will be true. Else your distinction in the
word is uselessly made, if the Major is false, however the
word may be understood. But that the word is used in the
mission, the

Major

in this sense,

man

is

proved by the phraseology, "

He who

Then you say that the Minor
is false if the word is used in the same sense in which we
have shown that it is used in the Major, and so the conclusion

ordained that

does not follow.

should

fall."

I reply, that the question between us

whether that Minor

is

true or false, the

is

not

word ordain being

used for the decreeing of things to be done, but whether they
affirm

it,

to

affirm this,

whom

the

first

and the Major

theory

is

is true,

attributed.

then

it

If,

then, they

follows (and in this
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that

God

is
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the author of sin.

For you

the author of sin, wiio, by the simple decree

admit that he is
and determination of the will, ordains that sin shall be com"
mitted. Calvin and Beza assert this in plain and most manifest
declarations, needing no explanation, and by no means admitting that explanation of the word ordain^ which, as you say
and I acknowledge, is proper. I wish also that it might be
shown in what way the necessity of the commission of sin,
can depend on the ordination and decree of God otherwise
than by the mode of cause, either efficient or deficient, which
deficiency

which

is

is

reduced to efficiency,

deficient

himself concedes that

be free from and

when

the efficiency of that

necessary to the avoidance of

is

it

man

is

incomprehensible

be obnoxious to

Beza

sin.

how God can
if man fell by

guilt,

the ordination of God, and of necessity.
This, then, was to be done
their theory was to be freed
from the consequence of that absurdity, which, in my argu:

ment, I ascribe to

how God

ordained

was not, however, necessary to show
and that He is not indeed the author of

It

it.

sin,

sin.

I agree with you, both in the explanation of that ordina-

tion,

and

in the assertion that

Calvin himself, and Beza

author of

sin,

God

is

not the author of

openly deny that

I wish, then, that

God

is

it

how

God

is

we have

although they define ordination as

but they do not show
cuity, that

also,

sin.

the

seen,

these two things can be reconciled.

might be shown plainly, and with perspi-

not

made

by

the author of sin

or that the theory might be changed, since

it is

that decree,

a stumbling

block to many, indeed to some a cause of separating from

many

us,

and

am

altogether persuaded that

to

very

a cause of not uniting with us.

you

But I

also perceive that conse-

quence, but prefer to free the theory of those

absurd and blasphemous consequence, by a
than to charge that consequence to it. This

men from an
fit

is

explanation,
certainly the

part of candor and good will, but used to no good purpose,
since the gloss, as they say,

manifest to any one

the gloss.

is

contrary to the text, which

who examines and compares

is

the text with
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Those two questions, which jou present to yourself, do not
my argument, when the matter is thus explained.

affect

Yet I am delighted with youi* beautifal and elegant discusEut I would ask, in opposition to the
theory of Calvin and Beza, " How can these movements of
the will be called its own and frce^ when the act of the will
is determined to one direction by the decree of God ?"
Then,
"Why did God place the will in man, if lie was unwilling
that he should enjoy the liberty of its use V
For these
questions are necessarily to be answered by those authors, if
sion of those questions.

they do not wish to leave their theory without defence.
therefore, apparent

from these things that

It is

my argument does not

but remains firm and unmoved, since

which
you have adduced, are aside from that argument, which did
fail,

not seek to conclude, as
of sin (far from

me

my own

views, that

all

God

things

is

the author

be even the thought of that abominable

blasphemy), but to prove that this
of the theory of Calvin and Beza

has not been confuted by you

:

is
:

a necessary consequence

which

nor can

it

(I confidently say)

be at

all

confuted,

you use the word ordain in a sense different from that
which they use it, and from that sense, according to which
God should be said to have ordained sin, nothing less could

since
in
if

be inferred than that

He

is

the author of sin.

and Beza, in
which they state that God ordained that man should fall and
become depraved, could not be explained so that God should
not be made by it the author ot sin, by the distinctions of the
act, and the evil in the act, of necessity and coaction, of the
decree and its execution, of efiicacious and pern issive decree,
as the latter is explained by the authors of that theory agreeably to it, nor by the different relation of the divine decree
and of human nature or of man, nor by the addition of the
end, namely, that the whole ordination was designed for the
illustration of the glory of God.
You seem to me, reverend
perceived
for
what
have
purpose I presented these
to
sir, not
I said, moreover, that the theory of Calvin

things, for I did not wish to present

ing against that

first

any new course of reason-

theory, but to confirm

my

previous ob-
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by a
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which are usually

refutation of those answers,

presented bj the defenders of that theory, to the objection

which I made,

by

that,

it,

God

is

made

For

the author of sin.

they^ in order to repel the charge from their theory, never

make

the reply which has been presented

they do

by you,

should

for,

they would necessarily depart from their

this,

own

word ordain^ which
they use, signifies not to decree that sin sould be committed, but to arrange the order of its commission, as you explain that word.
But to show that it does not follow from
theory, which

wholly changed,

is

God

their theory, that

is

if

the

the author of sin, they adduce the

the distinctions to which I have referred, and have diligently
gatliered

from their various writings

before that accusation should be

For,

if I

tinction,

;

which ought

to be

done

ade against their theory.

i

could find any explanation of that theory, any dis-

by which

have pertained

to

could be relieved of that charge,

it

my conscience,

of such a consequence.

indeed removes the

and the same

not to place upon

Your 'distinction

difiiculty, but, in

in the

it

it

would

the load

word ordain

such a way, that, by one

removes the theory from which I proved

effort, it

that the difiiculty followed.

Prove that the authors of that

theory assert that God ordained sin in no other sense than that, in

which you have shown that the word is properly used, and I
which I wish, and I will concede that those
distinctions were unnecessary for the defence of that theory.
For the word ordai used in your sense, presupposes the pershall obtain that

petration of sin

;

perpetration, for

in their sense,

"Go

come depraved," not

He

should

it

precedes and proposes

ordained that

man

should

that from a being, fallen

make whatever

fall

its

and be-

and depraved,

the order of the divine wisdom,

goodness, and justice might demand. There is here, then, no
wandering beyond the appropriate range of the discussion.

You

say that

all

those distinctions pertain in

common

to the

question of providence, and therefore the ordination of sin
pertains in

common

If, howhave ascribed the ordina-

to the question of providence.

ever, the authors of the first theory

tion of sin to the divine predestination,

why

surprise, that those distinctions should also

should

it

causa

be referred to the
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same predestination?
to

be attached

On

There is, in this ease, then, no blame
me, that I have mentioned these distinctions.

to

the contrary, I should have been in fault,

if,

omitting

made an

erence to those distinctions, I should have

ref-

accusation

against their theorv, which they are accustomed to defend

by means of those distinctions.
by your explanation, relieve their

against tbis accusation

But

you do

since

not,

the-

ory from that objection, and I have said that those distinctions

do not avail

for its relief

my

that I should prove

the sake of those,
it

who

and defence,

be useless
your sake, but for

will not

it

assertion, not for

hold that opinion, since they think that

can be suitably defended by these distinctions.

They use

the

first

and

things, the act

distinction thus
its sivfulness.''''

"In

:

two

sin there are

God, by

his

own

ordina-

tion, is the

author of the

I will

consider the distinction, then the answer which

first

they deduce from

and seems
gence,
is

to

in

not of the sinfulness in the act.

This distinction

it.

have some

its falsity,

act,

truth, 'but to

most

is

very commonly made,

one examining, with

respects, will be apparent.

not, in general or universall}^, applicable to all

dili-

For

it

All

sin.

which are committed against prohibitory laws,
For the acts
styled sins of commission, reject this distinction.
themselves are forbidden by the law, and therefore, if perpe-

sins, especially,

trated, they

that

it is

This

are sins.

act in that

such,

it is

the formal relation of sin?

would not be

been enacted, but then
ness.

is

something done contrary to law.

It is true th;it the

sin, if

the law had not

not an act, having evil or sinful-

it is

Let the law be absent, the act

is

naturally good

:

in-

troduce the law, and the act itself is evil, as forbidden, not
that there is any thing in the act which can be called unlawI will make the matter clear by an ex_
fulness (avo[x»a) or sin.
ample. The eating of the forbidden fruit, if it had been permitted to the hunian will as right, would, in no way, be

nor any part of
but the same
than

sin, it

act,

would not contain any element of

sin,

sin

;

forbidden by law, could not be otherwise

sinful, if perpetrated

;

I refer to the act

itself,

and not

to

any thing in the act to which the term evil can be applied.
For that act was simply made illicit by the enactment of the
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I shall have attained

by simply asking
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object here in a single word,

that the sinfulness in that act

separately from the act

itself.

That

distinction,

may be shown
however, had

a place in acts which are performed according to a preceptive

Thus
he, who gives alms, that he may be praised does a good act
badly, and there is, in that deed both the act and the evil of
the act according to which it is called sin. But the sin which
man perpetrated at the beginning, of the ordination of God,
was a sin of commission
it therefore affords no place for
law, but not according to a due mode, order, or motive.

;

that distinction.

This fundamental principle having been

tablished, the answer, deduced

Yet

from that

distinction,

" God," they say, "

at

is

es-

once

by

or-

dination, the author of the act, not of the evil in the act."

I

refuted.

let

us look at

it.

God

afhrm, on the contrary, that
but as

act,

it

is

an

evil

ordained that

He

act.

act,

is,

not as an

ordained that the glory

of His mercy and justice should be illustrated, of his pardon-

ing mercy, and His punitive justice

;

ted not by the act as such, but as

it is

but that glory

For the act needs remission, not

act.

sinful,

tion, then, of

had

its

and of sin,

therefore,

is

as sin

in

useless

dation of the subject, that

if

God

will to the material of sin, or to

be affirmed that

of sin, since
evil,

is

it

and transgression. That
repelling the objection,

He

man

I add, for the eluci-

efficaciously determines the

depraved

objects,

though

it

does not determine the will to an

evil decision, in respect to the evil.

evil,

;

The declaraby the act as

;

which I have urged against that theory.

the

evil.

evil

end, the illustration of that glory, was not of the act

as such, but as evil,

the

an

His glory by mercy and justice, is
it is an act
therefore that ordination which

not as

distinction,

may

as

as such, but as evil

deserves punishment, not as such, but as

it is evil,

is illustra'

and

He is

still

made

the author

himself does not will the evil in respect to

and the devil does not

solicit to evil in

but in respect to that which
said to induce persons to sin.

is

delectable,

respect to

and yet he

The second distinction is that of neceesity and coaction.
They use it in this way. If the decree of God, in which he
ordained that

man

should

fall,

compelled him to

sin,

then

;
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would God. by that decree, become the author of sin, and man
would be free from guilt but that decree did not compel man.
It only imjDosed a necessity upon bim so that he could not
but sin
which necessity does not take away his liberty
Therefore, man, since he sins freely, the decree being in force,
:

;

is

the cause of his

use

made

of

own fall, and God
now consider this

Let us

sponsibility.

is

free

from the

re-

and the

distinction,

it.

Necessity and coaction differ as genus and species.

For necomprehends coaction in itself. ISTecessity also is twoone from an internal, the other from an external cause

cessity
fold,

the one, natural, the other, violent.

nal cause and violent,

used contrary
is

is

Necessity, from an exter-

also called coaction,

projected upwards, and a strong

name

when

man makes use

of the genus, necessity^ but

is

it

be

a stone

of the

hand

The former has

of a weaker person to strike a third person.
the

whether

to nature, or against the will, as

referred to a specific

by a contraction of the mental conception. There is,
then, between these two species, some agreement, as they belong to the same genus, and some discrepancy, since each has
its own form.
But it is now to be considered whether they so
differ that coaction alone, and not that other species of necessity, is contrary to freedom
and whether he who compels to
sin is the cause of sin, and not he who necessitates without
compulsion. They indeed affirm this, who use this distincidea,

;

tion.

First, in reference to

to necessity,

pulsive

,

for,

;

it is

opposed directly

each of these species causes the inevitability of

the act.

For a cause

pend

action.

its

freedom

considered in general, whether natural or com-

acts freely

Some

when

it

has the power to sus-

say that freedom

with natural necessity, and refer

is

lully consistent

example of the Deity,
who is, by nature and freely, good. But is God freely good?
Such an affirmation is not very far from blasphemy. His own
goodness exists in God, naturally and most intimately it does
not then exist in Him freely. I know that a kind of freedom
of complacency is spoken of by the Schoolmen, but contrary
to the very nature and definition of freedom.
"We say, in reference to sin, that he is the cause of sin, who necessitates to the
to the

;
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commission of sin, by any act whatever of necessitation, whether internal or external, whether by internal suasion, motion,
or leading, which the will necessarily obeys, or by an application of external violence,

may

desire, to resist

;

which the

will

is

not able, though

it

though, in that case, the act would not

be voluntary. He, indeed sins more grievously, who uses the
former act, than he, who uses the latter. For the former has
this effect, that the will may consent to the sin, but the latter
has no such

effect,

though that consent

is

not according to the

mode of free-will, but according to that of nature, in which
mode only, God can so move the will, that it may be moved
necessarily, that

is,

that

it

cannot but be moved.

And

in this

by nature to sin, is free from
for sin, as such, is of free-will, and tend towards its
guilt
The law is
object, according to the mode of its own freedom.
relation, the will, as it consents
;

enacted not for nature but for the will, lor the will as

mode

not according to the

mode

of freedom.

That distinction

does not relieve the

first

it

acts

of nature, but according to the
is,

therefore, vain,

theory from the objection

and

made

any one wishes, with greater pertinacity, still
and the same act can be performed freely and necessarily, in different respects, necessarily in respect to the first cause, which ordains it, but freely and
against

it.

If

to defend the idea, that one

contingently in respect to the second cause,

let

him consider

and necessity differ not in certain respects,
but in their entire essence, and that they divide the whole extent of being, and cannot, therefore, be coincident.
That is
necessary which cannot fail to be done that is contingent
which can fail to be done. These are contradictions which
can in no way be attributed to the same act. The will tends

that contingency

;

.

freely to

its

own

object,

when

it is

not determined, to a single

by a superior power but, when that determination
made by any decree of God, it can no longer be said to tend
freely to its own object
for it is no longer a principle, having
dominion and power over its own acts. Did it not pertain to

direction,

;

is

;

the nature of the bones of Christ, (which they present as an
example,) to be broken ? Yet they could not be broken on ac-

count of the decree of God.

I reply, that the divine determi-
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nation being removed, thej could be broken

but, that deter-

;

mination, being presenied bj the decree of God, they could

not at

all

be broken, that

is, it

that thej should remain

Wiis necessiry, not contingent,

unbroken.

Did God,

theiretbre,

was not necessary.
He only prevented the act of breaking the bones, which were
liable by their nature to be broken, which act could have been
performed, and would have been, if God had not anticipated
it by His decree, and by an act according to that decree.
For
our Lord gave up the ghost when the soldiers were approaching the cross to break his bones, and were about to use the
breaking of his legs to accelerate his death. That I may not
cbange the nature of the bones?

be tedious, I will not refute

all

Tiiat

the objections

;

but I

suaded, fiom what has been presented, that they are

am

per-

all suscepti-

ble of refutation.

The third distinction is that of the decree and its exemiian.
They use it thus though God may have decreed from eterni;

ty to devote certain persons to death, and, that this
possible,

He

may have

ordained that they should

may be

into sin, yet

does nut execute that decree, by their actual condemnation,

until after the persons themselves

own

fall

act,

and, therefore.

swer that the

He is

have become

sinful by their
from responsibility. I an-

free

fact that the execution of the decree is subse-

quent to the act of

sin,

does not free from responsibility him,

who, by his own decree, has ordained that sin should occur,
indeed he, who has orthat he might afterwards punish it
dained and decreed that sin should be committed, cannot justhe cannot justly punish a
ly punish sin after its commission
;

;

deed,

the

doing of which he

be the ordainer of the puishment,

Augustine rightly says,

crime.

has ordained;

he

cannot

who was the ordainer of the
God can ordain the pun-

ishment of crimes, not the crimes themselves," that is. He can
ordain that they should take place. I have already demonstrated that
if

God

man

does not become depraved of his

has ordained that he should

fall

own

fault,

and become de-

praved.

The
decree:

fourth distinction

which

is

distinction,

and jperinissive
rightly explained, removes the

that of {fficacioiis
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also the theory,

by which God
The

affirmed to have ordained that sin should take place.

authors, however, of the

first

theory endeavor to sustain that

They

theory by reference to permissive decree.

God

does not

but

elfect,

and

decrees

affirm that

ordains sin,

and

is done not by an efficacious, but by a permissive deand they so explain a permissive decree, that it coinFor they ex^]Q.m perj/iiscides with one, which is efficacious.
sion to be an act of the divine will, by which God does not

that this

cree

;

bestow, on a rational creature, that grace, which

avoidance of

for the

ment of a law, embraces

who imposes

he,

is

the cause of sin

But more on

On

necessary

in itself the

whole cause of

sin.

For

a law which cannot be observed without

and denies grace

grace,

is

This action, joined with the enact-

sin.

to

him, on

whom

the law

is

imposed,

by the removal of the necessary hindrance.

this point hereafter.

the contrary,

if

permissive decree be rightly explained,

certain that He, who has decreed to permit sin, is by no
means the cause of sin for the action of his will has reference
to its own permission, not to sin.
Nor are these two things,
God^ in the exercise of His will^ pemiits sin^ and, God wills
it is

;

sin^ equivalent.

For, the object of the will

On

case, permission, in the latter, sin.

the conclusion,

God

permits^ therefore,

sinful act, is valid, for

mit the same thing.
in the

That

will.

he

who

is

in the former

the contrary rather,

He

does not will^ a

any thing does not per-

wills

Permission

is,

a sign of

want of action

distinction, then, does not relieve the first

theory.

The

fifth distinction is

that of the

nature^ which they use thus
decree,
ture,
is

is

necessary

which

freely

is

;

but

if

:

—

decree and human
you consider the divine

dimne

sin, if

you have reference

to

human

na-

equally free and flexible in every direction,

it

and contingently committed; and, therefore, the

whole responsibility
proxii]iate cause.

is to

We

be placed on

have discussed

human

this,

nature, as the

previously, in ref-

erence to the second distinction, and have sufficiently refuted

it.

"
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They make another use of the same
respect of the ends, which

God

distinction,

by a

diverse

has proposed to Himself in
to man in the commisGod intends, in His decree,
man intends to gratify his own

His decree, and which are proposed
" For," they say, "

sion of sin.

His own glory, but
and though man does the very thing, which is divinely decreed, he does not do it because It is decreed, but beto illustrate

desiie

;

cause his will so inclines him.

I reply,

first

a good end does

;

not approve, or make good, an action which is unlawful in itself ; for " we are not to do evil that good may come ;" but it
is evil to

man,

ordain that sin shall be committed.

own

to satisfy his

desire, should

Secondly, that

do that which

God

has

forbidden, also results from the decree of God, and, therefore,

man

is

relieved from responsibility.

fillment of the divine decree

commission of

to the

wbich, by a gentle,

movement
act

though the

yet that same thing

sin,

is

ful-

man

the cause

and imperceptible, yet efficacious,
man should sin, or, rather, commit that

decreed should be committed, which, then,

man, cannot be

in respect to

Thirdlj^,

not the end which moves

silent,

effects that

which God had

is

called sin.

Finally, the last defence consists in a reference to the end^

of which they

make

this

use

:

"

We

are accustomed to state

the decree of God, not in these terms, that

ed

to

but

adjudge some men

we

add,

'

that

His

'

God

has determin-

to eternal

death and condemnation,'

may

be illustrated to the glory

justice

of his name.'

I answer, that the addition does not deny the previous state-

ment,

(for this

is

confirmed by the rendering of the cause,) and

the addition, even of the best end^ does not justify an action
which is not in itself formally good, as has betore been stated.

From

these things, then,

it is

apparent, that these grounds of

defence are insufllcient, and avail nothing for the defence of
that theory which states that
fall

God

ordained

tliat

men

should

and become depraved, in order to open to Himself, in that

manner, a way
from

eternity,

illusti'ation

for the execution of the decree

determined and proposed

of His

own

to

which

He had,

Himself, for the

glory by mercy and justice.

If

any

WITH
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think that any other distinction or exphmation can

be presented, by which that theory

may

be defended and vin-

dicated, I shall be, in the highest degree, pleased, if this

is

to

But let him be cautious not to change the theory or
it any thing inconsistent with it.

Yon

mention, at the end of your sixth answer, an objec-

done.

add

tion to your view

;

—"Then

the judgments of

God depend on

contingency, and^ are based on things contingent, if they have
reference to
this

man

as a sinner,

with diligence, since

and

I

must examine

my

view, in that I

to his sin."

also lies against

it

think that sin must be presupposed in the object of the divine
decree.

most manifest, from

It is

Scriptures, that

tlie

many

of the judgments of God are based on sin, which, yet, cannot
be said, to depend on sin. It is one thing to make sin the object
it

and occasion of the divine judgments, and another to make
The judgment, which God pro-

the cause of the same.

nounces in reference to
this

in

depend on

its

He

place

;

sin, for

yet

it

is

sin.

He

based on

could not thus judge.

gently committed.

He

pronounces

can suspend

sin

the

is

freely,

nor does

or substitute another

sin, because,

But

Therefore,

it,

apart from sin,

contingent, or contin-

judgments of God are

based on things contingent. I deny the consequence. The
judgments of God are based on sin, not as it is committed
contingently, but as it is certainly and infallibly foreseen by

God. Therefore, the sight of God intervenes between sin and
judgment, and thus, judgment is based on the certain and
Then that which exists, so far as it
infallible vision of God.
exists, is necessary.

But the judgments of God are based on

already committed and in existence.

In your answer,
might be explained to me how
those things, which are contingent, depend on the ordination
of God, whether according to the source or the act, the word
sin,

however, I conld wish that

it

ordination having reference to a decree that certain things
shall be done, not to the disposal of the order in
shall

be done,

For, though
nature, yet

have

for so the

God
it

word

is

to

has appointed the

mode

of

this place.

contingency in

does not follow from this that contingencies

their source in the ordination of

7

which they

be understood in

God.

For a
VOL.
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which

is

free

and governs

its

ry forward a contingent

act,

in reference to the act.

I

what way

own

do

own

its

and

;

so also

contingencies, which are such in themselves, are

mode

of contingency in nature.

in respect to anything, nejessarj^.

tingent to God, that

is, it

tingently, though in

His certain and

is

Sin

He

is

has establish-

Therefore, sin

considered by

any mode

not, in

God

as

is

also con-

done con-

infallible sight,

Nor

count of the infinity of the divine knowledge.

same
preme

will

understand in

not, therefore,

not contingencies to God, from the fact that
ed the

suspend or car-

action, can

according to

on ac-

is it

the

idea, that a thing should be really contingent to the su-

and that a thing, truly contingent

cause,

in itself, should

be considered as contingent by that supreme cause. For it is
understood that nothing can be accidental or contingent to

God,

for

He

is

immutable.

He

is

entirely

uncompounded,
But the

and, as Being and Essence, belongs to Himself alone.

knowledge of God considers things

as they are,

though with

vision far exceeding the nature of all things.

SEVENTH PEOPOSITION OF AKMmilJS.
I WILL not

now adduce

other reasons

why

that theory

is

not

mode
me, since I perceive that you treat it
and respect different from mine. I come then to the theory
of Thomas Aquinas, to which, I think, you also gave your assent, and presented proofs from the Scriptures, and I will
openly state that, of which I complain. I would pray you not
in a

satisfactory to

to

be displeased with the

will towards

me

liberty,

which I

take, if

your good

was not most manifest.

ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE SEVENTH

PEOPOSITION.

I should prefer that those " other reasons," whatever they
might be, had been presented, that' I might dispose of the
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whole matter,
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(if possible,) at

opinion should be
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same time, for I desire that
you without any dissi'i.ula-

the
to

and that your expectation should be satisfied. Kever^
theless, I hope, that, in your wisdom, you will perceive, from

tion,

what

and

I have already said,

opinion

is

shall yet say, either

what

my

may

be,

concerning those reasons, or what there

my

mind may rest, (which
The theory of Thomas Aquinas 1
unite with the other, I do not follow it.
But I will, briefly
and in a few words, explain what I shall state in this argument, and in what mode, from the word of God, and what
according to

may

view, in which your

the Lord grant).

does not please

me

in that theory, noticing the

words of your

writing in th^ same order.

REPLY OF AEMINIU3 TO THE ANSWER TO THE SEVENTH
PROPOSITION.

you considered that first theory,

If I thought, indeed, that
it

is

explained by

its

Scriptures, 1 v/ould, in every way, attempt to divest
that idea, but I see that
it

;

on which account I

less it

you

am

so explain

it,

allow me,

in

my

you of

as greatly to

persuaded that you judge

accordance with the Scriptures.

change

that,

be explained according to your interpretation,

no means,

as

authors, to be in accordance with the

un-

it is,

You

by

will also

brother, to repeat, that, in your entire answer,

you have not relieved that theory from any
remains valid, that "

God

is

made

objection.

the author of sin,

if

For

it

He

is

man

should fall and become deHimself a way for the declaration of His own glory, in the way in which He had already
determined by eternal decree." Yet, that no one may think
that my promise was vain, I will attempt by other arguments
also the refutation of that theory, which presents, as an object
to God, in the act of predestination, man not yet created or to
said to have ordained that

praved that

He

he created.

I used

posteriore or

might open

to

two arguments, one a priore^ the other, a
by absurdity of consequence. The argument

—
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a priore was as follows

;

—Predestination

tice

the will of
arftl

God
jus-

but that will has no opportunity for exercise in a being

;

not yet created.
If

is

His glorj by mercy

in reference to the illustration of

God

The argument a poster lore was as follows
man should fall and become depraved,
;

ordained that

way for the execution

that lie might open to Himself a

purpose

of

His

the author of sin by that ordination.

been already dwelt upon
I adduce

my

of that

will, (predestination,) then it follows that

is

at sufficient length.

argument.

tJiird

He

These arguments have

Predestination

providence, administering and governing the

is

a part of

human

race;

was subsequent to the act of creation or to the purtherefore,
pose of creating man. If it is subsequent to the act of creation, or tu the purpose of creating man, then man, considered
it

as not

yd

created^ is not the object of predestination.

I wiii add a fourth.

pernatural

Predestination

catioii uf nutui'.ii giits,

is

a preparation of su-

preceded by the communi-

beiieiits, it is, therefore,

and, therefore, by creation, in nature,

or act, or in the decree of God.

Also a

fifth.

The

illustration of the

ation, is prior to that illustration of the
is

the business of predestination.
Therefore, creation

of God.

If creation

is

is

wisdom of God in crewisdom of God, which

(1 Cor.

i,

21.)

prior to predestination, in the purpose
prior,

man

is

considered by God, in

the act of predestination, as existing, not as to he created.

So

also in reference to goodness

which, in the act of creation,

v»^as

and mercy, the former of

illustrated in reference to ^J'o-

thing, the latter, in the act of predestination, concerning that

which was subsequent to jN'othing.
To the same purpose can all the arguments be used, by
which it was proved that "sin is a condition requisite in the object of predestination."

EIGHTH PROPOSITIONS OF AEMIOTUS.
I SHALL, therefore, consider three things
1.

Did God

elect from eternity, of

human

in that

theory.

beings, considered

DISCUSSION

in their natural condition,
glorv,
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some
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Did God prepare
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and non-elect or pass by others

for those
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elected, that

is,

2.

?

for

human

beings to be

raised from a natural to a supernatural state, and to be translated to a participation of divine things, according to the pur-

pose of election, those means which are necessary,

and

sufficient,

efficacious to the attainment of that supernatural felicity,

but pass hj others, that is, determine not to communicate those
means to them, but to leave them in their natural state ? 3.
Did God, foreseeing that those persons, thus passed hj^ would
fall into sin, reprobate them, that is, decree to subject them to
eternal punishment ?

ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE EIGHfH PROPOSITION.
Let

be the rule which shall guide us in our future discusany use the term, "in their natural condition," they

this

If

sion.

do not exclude supernatural endowments, which God communicated to Adam, but use it in opposition to sin, (which afterwards supervened,) and to native depravity. They, who use
these words otherwise, seem to me to be deceived by a diversity

of relation.

we have

The word reprobation

before observed,) in

have called catachrestic
will

come

;

its

is

here used,

third signification,

(as

which we

but sufficient on that point.

We

to those three points in their order.

THE REPLY OF AR:\nNIUS TO THE ANSWER TO THE EIGHTH
PROPOSITION.

Natural condition I have opposed both to supernatural en-

dowments, and

to sin

and native depravity,

for I

have sup-

posed the former term to be used, to the exclusion of the latter
not incorrectly, whether we consider the force of the
terms themselves, or their use by the schoolmen. ISTatural
;

—

94.

condition has a relation to supernatural endowments, which thej

exclude as transceuding

and

it,

and depravity which

to sin

they, in like manner, exclude, as corrupting it.
Though I
have used the term reprobation in the sense in which it is
used in your Theses and other writings, yet I shall desist from
it

hereafter, (if I can

keep

this in

my

mind,) and use, in

its

and non -election, except when I
wish to include both acts, by Synecdoche, in one word. For
the term reprobation, as it is used by me, I will substitute
place, the

words

preterition

preparation of punishment or predamnation.

mmR PEOPOsmoN of ARMmius.
In the

first

question, I do not present as a matter of doubt,

God

the fact that

has elected some to salvation, and not elect-

ed or passed by others for I think that
the plain words of Scripture
subject of election and

and not

electing^

;

non

this is

certain

from

but I place the emphasis on the
election

;

—Did

God,

in electing

to men, considered in their
have n jt been able hitherto to receive

have reference

natural condition.

I

this as truth.

THE ANSWER OF JTOIDS TO THE NINTH PBOPOSITION.

We remarked, in the s'xth propositi
of regarding

man

can and ought

to

n, that,

though the mode

be distinguished by certain

respects or relations, yet the authoi-s of the first theory have
stated that

mankind was considered in common by the Deity
and reprobation but the authors of the

in the case of election

second have not e xcluded that
race,

which they have referred

;

common

relation of the

to a special relation

;

human

but they

have only desired that the contemplation of supervenient sin
should not afiect the case of election and reprobation, accord,
ing to the declaration of the apostle, " neither having done

DISCUSSION WITH

any good or

evil,"

(Rom.

" natural condition,"
to

ix, 11,)

and according

is

words

to those

exclusion of any reference

mean only the

supervenient sin from the case of election.

tion
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F.

If this observa-

correct, the latter state of the question, properly con-

sidered, will not be at variance with the former.

For

he,

who

man, as not yet created, as not yet fallen, and as
was considered by the Deity in the case of election
and reprobation, he certainly affirms the latter, and both the
former. The question, therefore, is, properly, not whether God,
in electing and in passing by or reprobating, had reference to
states that

fallen,

men

in their natural condition, that

is,

apart from the contem-

plation of sin, as sin, but the question should be, whether

had

We

tion of sin as a cause.

word of God.
is

God

man, apart from any contempladeny this, on the authority of the

reference, in this case, to

ascribed,

'Nor did Augustine, to

mean any

thing

set forth (lib. 1, quaes,

else, as

whom

the third theory

he has most abundantly

ad Simplicianum),

for

what he

asserts

concerning Jacob and Esau is either to be understood, in the
same manner, in the case of Adam and Eve, or the rule of
election and reprobation will be different in different cases,
which is certainly absurd. Before, then, Adam and Eve were
made, or had any thing good or evil, the Divine election, as
we have plainly stated in the same argument, was already
made according to the purpose of grace, which election pre-

ceded both persons, and
ted in, persons.
reason,

The

and example.

and elsewhere.

made

all

causes originating from, or situa-

truth of this

From

From

is

proved from authority,

authority, in

reason

;

for, in

the

Romans
first

ix,

Eph.

i,

place, election

any condition in
them; secondly, it is admitted by all, (which you afterwards
acknowledge in part, though in a different sense,) that predestination and reprobation suppose nothing in the predestinate
is

in Christ, not in the creatures, or in

or the reprobate, but only in
apostle affirms
ix,

11.)

Him who

predestinates, as the

not of works, but of Him that calleth."

(Eom.

Augustine presents a most luminous exposition of

that passage, showing, from the reasoning of the apostle, that

neither woi'ks, nor faith, nor will,

The

was foreseen

in the case.

procreation of the child depends, in nature, on the parent
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onlj
iu

;

much more

God

alone (to

does the adoption of His

whom

and principle of

all

it

cliildreii

originate

peculiarly pertains to be the cause

good), not in any consideration of them.

Finally the example of angels demonstrates the same thing, of

whom some are called elect, others are non-elect.

Of the angels,

the elect were such apart from any consideration of their

works, and those, who are non-elect, passed-by, or reprobate,
are non-elect, apart from the consideration of their works.

For, as Augustine conclusively argues in reference to men,
" if, because God foresaw that the works of Esau would be
evil.

He,

therefore, predestinated

and, because

God

him

to serve the

younger,

foresaw that the works of Jacob would be

good. He, therefore, predestinated him to have rule over the
elder, that
'

which

is

affirmed by the apostle, would be false,

The state of the caso is the same in refFor God provided against the possible mis-

not of works,' " &c.

erence to angels.

ery of these, by the blessing of election

;

He

did not provide

against the possible misery of those, in the work of reprobation

But how? by predestinati'ng the elect angels, to
who are so styled in Job i, ii & xxxviii,
and not predestinating the others. God begat them as sons,
not by nature, but by will, which will is eternal, and preceded
from eternity their existence, which belongs to time. What
and pretention.

the adoption of sons,

does the child contribute towards his procreation

What

not indeed

exist.

Bonship

If notbing,

to

?

He

does

does an angel contribute towards his

what does man contribute

?

In reply

both these, Augustine, in the place already cited, surely

with equal
"

?

justice,

thunders forth that inquiry of

St.

Paul,

and what hast
thou that thou didst not receive ? " &c. (1 Cor. iv, 7.) God,
He does not find any
therefore, regards man in general
that
adoption
or filiation is from
man
for
the
cause
of
in
cause
His sole will and grace. But if any one should say that sin is

who maketh

thee to differ from another

?

;

;

He

the cause of reprobation or joreterition,

will not establish

Auguswhich we have just adduced, remains unshaken, based
on a comparison of works f oreknown in the second ^jlace,
since we are, by nature, equally sinners before God, one of
that point.

For, in the

first

place, the reasoning of

tine,

;
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election

if it
?

on

all,

ac-

or a

we have found

be not God, accord-

Therefore, the affirm-

ation stands, that God, in the case of election and reprobation

made from

eternity, considered,

man

in general, so that lie has

man, the cause of both acts. Yet let us
accurately weigh the arguments, which are advanced here,

in Himself, not in

though, properly, they are not opposed to this theory.

THE EEPLY OF ARMINIUS, TO THE ANSWER TO THE NINTH
PEOPOSITION.

I think

it is

sufficiently evident

how

the authors of the

first

theory considered man, from what was said in reply to yonr

answer

to Prop. 6.
But that the authors of the second theory,
by the addition of that special relation, did not exclude the
universal relation, seems hardly probable to me. For he,
who says that sin supervened to election and pretention origi-

own

nating in their

causes, excluding sin not only

from the

cause of election and pretention, but from the subject and the
condition requisite in
sidered as fallen,

by, and

if

he denies

it,

he denies that man, universally, con-

presented to

is

this,

him who

he denies also that

elects

man

is

and passes
considered

by God, in the act of decree. In other respects I
assent to what you affirm.
Sin is not the cause of election
and preterition, yet this statement must be rightly understood,

in general,

as I think that

the cause that
let it

it

is

here understood, namely, that sin

God should

elect

be only stated that sin

is

is

not

some, and pass by others

:

God may be
human race made in

the cause that

able to pass by some individuals of the
His own image. In the former statement there is agreement
between us, in the latter we disagree, if at all. It is not, then,

the question, "
to

men

Did God have

reference, in

His own decree,

apart from any consideration of sin, as a cause, that

JAMES ARMTCmiS.
is,

as a cause that

this is

He should elect these, and pass hy those." For

admitted even by Augustine, who, nevertheless, pre-

supposes to that decree

sin, as

a requisite condition in

its

object.

But the question is this
Is sin a condition requisite in the
object, which God has reference in the acts of election and
;

preterition, or not?"

This

is

apparent by the argnments pre-

sented by myself, which prove, not that sin

is

a cause of that

decree, but a condition, requisite in the object.
affirms this,

and

sages from his works.

In Book

cludes sin as a cause that

God

includes

He

by or

it

as a cause that

Augustine

Let us look at some pas-

I agree with him.

1, to

Simplicianus, he ex-

should elect or reprobate, but

might have the power

to pass

reprobate, or as a condition requisite in the object of

and reprobation. The latter, I prove by his own
is no necessity of proof as to the former, for in
" God did
reference to that, there is agreement between us).
not hate Esau, the man, but He did hate Esau, the sinner,"
and again, " Was not Jacob, therefore, a sinner, because God
loved him ? He loved in him not sin, of which he was guilty,
but the grace which Himself had bestowed, &c., and again,
" God hates iniquity, therefore He punishes it in some by
damnation, and removes it from others by justification."
Again, " The whole race from Adam is one mass of sinful
and wicked beings, among whom both Jews and Gentiles,
apart from the grace of God, belong to one lump." If you
election

words, (there

say that Augustine was here discussing, not preterition, but

predamnation, I reply that Augustine

which was not predamnation,
hatred as

for

knew no

preterition

he prefixes to preterition

cause, as he prefixes love to election.

its

Then, I

conclude, according to the theory of Augustine, that what
affirmed in the case of Esau and Jacob,

stood in that of

Adam

and Eve, and

low that there would be a diverse

it

mode

is

is

not to be under-

does not, hence,

fol-

of election and repro-

first proved that God, in election, had
and Eve, considered in their primitive
But
state, which, throughout this discussion, I wholly deny.
there is a manifest dift'erence between Esau and Jacob, and
Adam and Eve. For the former, though not yet born, could

bation, unless

reference to

it

be

Adam
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be considered as sinners, for both had been already conceived
if they had not been created, they could not be con-

in sin

;

sidered as such, for they were such in no possible sense

;

not

even when they had been created by God, and remained yet
It cannot be inferred from this,

in their original integrity.

that " persons,

and

all

causes originating from, or situated in

persons" preceded the act of election. For sin, in which Jacob

and Esau were then already conceived, did not precede.
I admit that sin was not th© cause that

God

Yet

should love one

and hate the other, should elect one and reprobate the other,
but it was a condition requisite in the object of that decree.
Those arguments, however, which you present, do not injure
my case. For they do not exclude sin from the object of that
decree as a requisite condition, nor as a cause without which
that decree could not be made, but only as a cause, on account

of which one

This

is

is

reprobated, another elected.

apparent from

ceived in sin

when

Rom.

ix.

For Esau had been con-

those words were addressed

In the same chapter

by God

to

and the reprobate are said to be " vessels of mercy" and " of wrath," which
terms could not be applied to them apart from a consideration
of sin. I will not now affirm, as I m'ght do with truth, that
Jacob and Esau are to be considered, not in themselves, but
Rebecca.

also, the elect

as types, the former being the type of the children of the

promise,

who

seek the righteousness wdiich

is

of faith in Christ,

the latter, the type of the children of the flesh, w^ho followed

which subject requires a
more extended explanation, but here not so necessary. The
first chapter to the Ephesians clearly affirms the same thing,
after

as

it

the righteousness of the law,

asserts that the election is

the gi ace,

made

in ChrisI, because it is of

by which we have redemption

in the blood of

Christ, &c.

Your arguments
position,

For

which

I

'-^

from reasorC^ do not

in the first place, " the election is

fore, it is

length.

militate against the

have assumed, they rather fetrengthen

made

it.

in Christ," there-

of sinners, as will be hereafter proved at greater
Secondly, " predestination and reprobation suppose

nothing in their subject."

Therefore, whatever character the

*
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subject

may

have, which receives grace, for such a character,

and considered
But
;)

in

same

the

relation, is the grace prepared.

the sinner receives, and he

Thirdlj^,

but by regeneration
adoption

;

sinners.

this case proves nothing.

those of

men

is

grace

this, also,

the latter, presupposes sin, therefore,

made from

is

the grace prepared in

more largely heremen are the sons of God, not by generation,

prepared in predestination, but of
after.

onlj^,

Therefore, also fjr the sinner alone,

e destination.

The example of angels

in

Their election and reprobation and

you in many places acknowledge,
is secured by the grace of preservation and
of men by the grace of restoration.
He

are unlike, as

for their salvation

confirmation, that

begat angels, as sons to Himself, according to the former

grace

;

grace.

He

men

regenerated

Therefore,

God

as sons to

regarded

man

Himself by the

latter

not in general, but as

which point is this question between us,
in man no cause that He should adopt
one and pass by another, in reference to which we have no
controversy. The question then remains between us, did
God, in His decree of predestination and reprobation, have
sinful, in reference to

though

He

might find

reference to

man

considered in His natural purity, or to

man

considered as in his sins?

I assert the latter,

and deny the

former, and I have presented

many arguments

in support of

my

opinion

things,

;

but I will

now

consider, in their

which you have presented against

order, those

it.

TENTH PBOPOSITION OF AEMmUS.
man was ever created by
whence also no man could
ever be considered in the decree of God, since that, which
exists in the mind, is the material of action and exists in the
relation of capability of action, but takes its form from the
will and decree by which God determined actually to exert
His power, at any time, in reference to man. Hence, whatever distinction may be made, in the mind, between nature,
First, in general.

God

in a

1.

Since no

merely natural state

;
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man

at the creation, that

For the creation of the
men, was in the image of God,

not to be considered in this place.

first man, and, in him, of all
which image of God in man is not nature, but supernatural

grace, having reference not to natural felicity, but to super-

natural

life.

It is evident,

from the description of the image

of God, that supernatural grace in

For, according to the Scripture,

image of

man

it

is

is that divine iraage.
" knowledge after the

Him that created him," (Col. iii,

righteous10,) and
ness and true holiness" pertaining " to the new man which is

created after " (according to) " God." (Eph. iv, 24.)

In addi-

tion to this, all the fathers, seem, without exception, to be of

the sentiment that

man was

created in a gracious state.

our Catechism, ques. 62.

also,

Scriptures, no reference to
election,

men,

Since there

the

love

ol"

no divine volition and no act

referring to

them

is

So,

found, in the

God according to
of God concerning

in different respects, until after the en-

trance of sin into the world, ur after

it

was considered

as

having entered.

ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE TENTH

PROPOSITION.

Before I refer to arguments, an ambiguitj must be removed,

which

is

introduced here, and which will be frequently introis made to a " merely natural state."

duced whenever reference

Things are called natural from the term " nature."
ture

is

But na-

two-fold, therefore, natural things are also two-fold.

affirm that nature

two-fold, as

is

it is

considered,

tion to this physical world, situated nearer

mentary and material things, which

is

1

first in rela-

and lower in

ele-

described by Philoso-

phers in the science of Physics, secondly, in relation to that
spiritual

namely, that

world,

higher, consisting in spiritual
is

treated

of

in

the former nature

mals

;

from the

which is more remote and
and immaterial things, which

Metaphysics,

we

rightly

latter,

so

called.

From

and by it we are aniwe have our spirits, and by it we are

have our bodies,
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rational beings,

T^^liich

also observed

is

hj

Aristotle

(lib. 2,

degener. aniaiLiliuin cap. 3) in his statement that the mind alone
en tei-s from without" into the natural body, and is alone
divine

for there

;

eral,

is

no communion between

Hence,

of the bod3\

it is,

be considered in three modes

the body according to
sions

that natural

;

;

physically, in relation to

essence, capability, actions

its

to its

essence and being

;

and conjointly

that personal union, which exists in

But

loosed of both natures.

man,

in relation to

particularly, a distinction

man

tain to the nature of

Xow,

I

come to
you

First,

that

affirm,

in a merely natural state."

being excluded.

state of "^nan, sin

If

members

of your Proposi-

no man was ever created

you mean

that he

icithcut super?iatuml endowments, I do not see

be proved, (though many make
ignorant that

ment from

it is

to nature as

in these different modes, are said to

the particular

make

does not any where

commust

Therefore, all those things, which per-

belong to the mere natural

,

and pas-

as a being

be made in these same natural things, in respect
pure and as corrupt.

tion.

and that

action

metaphysically, in relation to the intelligent mind, ac-

cording

-

its

things must, in gen-

was created
this can

how

The Scripture
But you are not

this assertion).

this statement.

said in the schools, that a negative argu-

authority, as,

true," is not valid.

'*

it is

not written, therefore,

it is

not

Again, the order of creation, in a certain

body was first made
from the dust, and afterwards the soul was breathed into it.
Which, then, is more probable, that the soul was, at the mo-

respect, proves the contrary, since the

ment

endowed with supernatural gifts, or that
its creation ?
I would rather
affirm that, as the soul was added to the body, so the supernatural endowments were added to the soul. If God did this
of

its

creation,

they were superadded after

why may He

not have done it, in the
more peculiar. Lastly, I do not think
that it follows, if man was not made in a inerely natural
state^Xml with supernatural endowments, that grace, therefore,
pertains to creation, and also tliat supernatural gifts would
therefore, pertain, in common, to the whole race.
That this
consequence is false, is proved by the definition of nature,
in relation to nature,
case of grace, which

is

;
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For what

relation of supernatural things.

else is

ordained by

nature than the principle of motion and

rest,

God ?

ordained on this

If,

then, supernatural

things are

principle, they cease to be supernatural,

and become

Besides the relation of supernatural things

is

natural.

such that they
^

are not natural, as they are not

which are common

to

all

common

men belong

for those things

;

to nature,

but super-

natural things are personal, and do not pass to heirs.

knowledge that

Adam

and Eve received supernatural

but for themselves not for their heirs

them

to their heirs,

nor could they transmit

except by a general arrangement or spe-

If this be so, then

cial grace.

;

I acgifts,

man

is

without supernatural

endowments, though, as 3'ou claim, the first man may not
have been made without them and he is justly consi lered by
us as not possessing them, and much more would he have
;

been so considered by the Deity.

Indeed,

contemplated man, in a merely natural
in His

own

ments.

He

decree to

my

brother,

God

and determined
bestow upon him supernatural endowstate,

could then be so considered in the decree of God.

decree, supernatural

He would bestow grace
whom He would bestow, by His own
gifts.
Was it not, indeed, a special act

of the

man, and another

He

contemplated nature, on which

the natural man, on

will, to create

endow Him

special act of the will

with supernatural gifts?

Which

acts, even
though they might have occurred at the same time (which

to

does not seem to

me

necessary, for the reasons which have

been just advanced) cannot be together in the order of nature,
since one

may

be styled natural, and the other supernatural.

know that you
we shall soon see
I

afterwards speak of the image of God, but

that this has no bearing, (as you think), on
Meanwhile, I wish that you would always keep
in view the I'act, that, though all these things should be true,
this case.

yet they are not opposed to that doctrine which asserts that
in this decree,

God

considered

man

in general.

I will leave without discussion [reliuquam in medio] those

subsequent remarks on the material and the formal relation of
the decree of God, since the force of the argument does not
depend on them, and pass to the proof. " The creation of the

lOi
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first man," 3-011
image of Gorl,"

God

man

in

is

"and, in him, of

affirm,
(T

concede and believe

all

it,)

men, was in the
" which image of

not natnro but supernatural grace, having

erence not to natural felicity but to supernatural

same

the

my brother?

your statement,

is this,

thing,

and on

Origen formerly affirmed

account received the reprehension

this

of the ancient church in

ref-

What

life."

its

constant testimony and harmoni-

by Epiphanius, Jerome and
you agree in
sentiment with Origen, in opposition to the united and wise
declaration of that church, but some ambiguity, which you
have not observed, has led you into this mistake. Let us then
expose and free from its obscurity this subject, by the light of
ous declarations, as
other witnesses.

is

attested

I do not, however, believe that

truth.

The

first

ambiguity

is

in the

word nature, the second

in the

We

have just spoken in reference to the
former, aftirming that this term may refer to the lower nature
term

siijyei'natural.

of elementary bodies, or to that higher nature of spiritual

human

beings, or finally to our

natures in one
is itself

The

two-fold, pure

latter

pernatural

above

compound

is

subject

;

nature,

composed of both

and that

this latter nature

and depraved.

ambiguity consists in the

fact, that the

term

su-

applied, at one time, to those things which are

this inferior nature,

and pertain

to the superior, spiritu-

which
and metaphysical nature, that is,
and at
to those which are properly and immediately divine
another, to those things which are above the condition of
this our corrupt nature, as they are bestowed upon us only of
supernatural grace, though they might have pertained to that
pure nature. The body, for example, is of this lower nature,
al,

or metaphysical nature; at another, to those things

are above even that higher

;

and

in comparison with

it,

the soul

is

supernatural.

Again,

our souls are of the higher nature, which pertains to angels.
In reference to both the soul and the body, all divine things
are supernatural as they are superior to all corporeal

mental nature.

man
it is

is

Now

you say

that

the image of

not nature but supernatural grace

that

is,

and

God

in

as I think,

not of nature, but of grace, or not from nature, but from

WITH
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Here

grace.

consider,

" The image of

God

is

my

nature

is
?

referred to,

it

is

brother, the former ambiguity.

own

if

the lower or corpo-

a true statement, but

higher

if the

not a true statement.

For what

is

ordained of God, of motion and

It is the principle,

rest in its
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not of natm^e,"

real nature is referred to, is

nature

F.

natural subject, according to

its

own mode.

Place before your mind the kinds of motion, which occur in
the lower nature, generation, corruption, increase, diminution,
alteration,

local transition,

which they

style

(popa,

You

&c.

will find this difference, that the subjects of this lower nature

experience these motions according to their
all

other matters, that

is,

own

essence and

according to their material, form, and

accidents, but the subjects of that higher nature are

by no means according

to their essence,

moved

but only according to

an
and divine mode, because they are, in all respects,
he body is mortal
whence, if not
destitute of all motion.
from this inferior nature ? The soul is immortal whence,
But both natures are orif not from that superior nature ?
dained of God, and so perform their work, immediately, that
God erforms, by both mediately, all things which pertain to
But the image of God is from that superior nature,
nature.
by which God performs mediately in the children of Adam,
their being; but that divine things surpass both natures, in

infinite

^

;

;

;

as

He

instituted our

common

nature in

Adam,

our

first

parent.

was supernatural grace by which God
impressed His own image on Adam just as he also performed
the work of creation by the same grace.
God bestowed its
principle not on nature, of nature, but of Himself {non per
naturam sed per ^e) ; but when nature has received its existence, that which existed by nature, was produced by nature
in the species and individuals.
Though, in its first origin, it
is of grace, yet it is now, in its own essence, of nature, and is
to be called natural.
But the image of God is produced, in
the species and in the individuals, by nature. Therefore, it
must be called natural.
It is

indeed true, that

it

;

We shall hereafter consider its definition,
first to

elucidate the statement that " the

for

it is

necessary

image of God

reference, not to felicity, but to supernatural life."

8
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remove the amb'gnity, as we
of these

Natural

matters.

speak more correctlj

shall thus
felicity

pertains

either

nature from which

we have

we have

the

or to both natures united in a

being.

To

its

spirit,

this latter felicity the

reference

to that of the

;

associated instrument

subject

;

to that of the

;

you deny

this,

does not seek
is its felicity.

what

its

is

the

body

image of God
as

its

essential

compound

has, naturally,

and intimately

to that of the spirit, as its essential

man,

as the entire personal subject.

there, I

own good ?

If,

to

the body, or to that from which

pray you, in

all nature,

But, to every thing,

its

If

which

own good

in this lower nature, a stone, the herds,

an

animal, and, in that higher nature, spirits and intelligent forms

do this, surely it cannot be justly denied to man, and to the
image of God in man. You add that " it has reference to
supernatural life." This, however, is a life dependent on
If you understand that it has
grace, as all the adjuncts show.
reference to that life only, we deny such exclusive reference.
If to this (natural) life, and to that life conjointly, we indeed
affirm this, and assent to your assertion that the image of God
in man has respect to both kinds of felicity, both natural and
supernatural by means of nature, in a natural mode, and of
grace, in a supernatural mode.
I would now explain this, in a more extended manner, if it
;

was not necessary

that a statement should

subject under discussion.

Perceiving

first

this

be

made

of the

very clearly, you

pass to a definition of that image, in proof of your sentiment.
" It is evident," you say, " from the description of the image
of God,that supernatural grace, in man,

is

that divine image.'*

you ask for my opin.on.
You
to
the
Scripture,
it is 'knowledge alter
You add, "According
the image of Him that created him,' (Col, iii, 10,) and righteousness and true holiness pertaining to the new man which
will

permit me to deny

this, since

'

is

created after God.' (Eph.

iv, 25)". I

acknowledge that these

are the words of the apostle, and I believe them, but I fear
my brother, that you wander from his words and sentiment.

In the former passage, he does not assert that the image of
God is " knowledge after the image &c," but that the " new

man

is

renewed in knowledge

after the

image of him that

DISCI7SSI0N
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created him."
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subject of the proposition is man, one in
now " new." In this subject there

substance, but once " old,"

was old knowledge, there is new knowledge. According to
the subject, the knowledge is one, but it differs in mode; for
the old man and the new man understand with the same intellect, in

new

the previous case as the old, afterwards as the

man. What, therefore, is the mode of that knowledge!
" After the image of God." This is the mode of our knowledge and intelligence. The former (that which is old) according to the image of the first Adam who " begat a son in his
own likeness ;" (Gen. v, 3 ;) the latter according to the image
of the second Adam, Christ and God, our Creator. The
image of God is not said to be hiowledge^ but knowledge is
What, then,
said to be renewed in us after the image of God.
is knowledge?
An act of the image of God. What is the
image of God ? The fountain and principle of action, fashioning in a formal manner, the action, or the habit of that

The mode,

image,

which

in

this

matter ot no interest to me.

may

be understood,

is

a

Consider, I pray you, and I

appeal to yourself as a judge, whether this can be justly called
"

a suitable description

The image of God

according to the image of God."
denies that the image of

God

is

is

knowledge

This description, indeed,

either one thing or anotherj

image of God^ if, indeed, knowledge
is according to the image of God.
You will, however, undei'stand these things better, from your own skill, than they can
either 'knowledge or the

be stated by
I
*

now

me

in writing.

consider the other passage.

righteousness

and true

" The image of

holiness' pertaining

'

to the

God is
new man,

which is created after God.'" Here you aflSrm something
more than in the previous case, yet without sufficient truth.
That knowledge, of which you had previously spoken, is a part
of truth, for

you

it is

state that it

the truth, as
is

truths

it

exists in

our minds.

and righteousness and

Tioliness,

Here
But

examine the words of the apostle. He asserts, indeed,
that the new man is one " which after God is created in righteousness and trua holiness." I will not plead the fast that
let us

many

explain the phrase " after God^'' as though the apostle

;

JAMK

lOS
would say

"
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by the power of God working

Tour opinion that the words xara

in ns."

mean simply

I assent to

same as
would be implied in the phrase " to the image," or according
to the image of God."
Yet do you not perceive that the
eame order, which we have just indicated, is preserved by
Paul; and that the subject, the principle, and tbe acts or
habits, thereby inwrought, are most suitably distinguished ?
The subject is man, who is the same person, whether as the
The principle is the image of God,
old, or the new man.
which is the same, whether old or new, and purified from corruption.
The acts or habits, inwrought by that principle, are
righteousness, holiness, and truth.
Kighteonsness, holiness,
and truth are not the image, but pertain to the image. Let us
return, if you please, to that principle, which the Fathers laid
{^;cv

the
'*

down

" natural things are corrupt, supernatural things are

You may

removed."'

conclusion;

certainly, hence,

—righteousness,

holiness

deduce with ease this

and

truth

are not

re-

moved, therefore, they are not supernatural. Again, they
have become corrupt, therefore, they are natural. If they had
been removed, none of their elementary principles would

by nature. But they do exist therefore, they are by
nature, and are themselves corrupt, and, with them, whatever
The same is the fact with the image of
originates in them.
God. The image of God is not removed it is not, therefore,
supernatural and, on the other hand, it has become corrupt
For it is nowhere, in the Scripit is, therefore, natural.
exist in us

;

;

;

ures, said to

be bestowed, but only

on

I shall offer proof,
I have

made

this point,

a single remark.

to

be renewed.

from the Scriptures, when

Righteousness, holiness, truth,

image of God there is, in man, some righttherefore, there is in man someeousness, holiness and truth
what of the image of God. Moses, in Gen. i, certainly relates

exist only in the

;

;

nothing else than the

first

constitution of nature, as

and species.
the image of God.

reference to every subject

But he

made

in

relates that

This, then, was the
man was made in
nature.
if
But,
it is of nature, then
constitution of human
the image of God pertains universally to the human race, since

natural things differ from personal things in this, that they
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The same

common.

are

begat Seth " in his

Adam was made

is

own

in the

Seth in the image of God.

10§

evident from Gen. v,

image of God
It

may

;

3.

Adam

own image

likeness," in his

;

but

therefore he begat

be said, however, that the

image of God, and the image of Adam differ, and that a disThey indeed differ,
tinction is made between them by Moses.
but in mode, not in their essence for the image of God in
;

Adam
Adam

;

was uncorrupted, in Seth it was 'corrupted through
In the same
yet in both cases it was the image.

respect, this image, in the rest of the

human

race, is called

image of the earthy, according
But since the
image of God is diverse in mode only, and not in essence, it
is said to be renewed, and restored, and not to be implanted
or created, as we have before observed, as that which differs
according to
to

its

its

corruption, the

renewal, the image of the heavenly.

not in essence, but in

mode

or degree.

The same thing is taught in Gen. ix, 6. " Whoso sheddeth
man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed for in the image
of God made he man." If the image of God did not exist
in the descendents of Adam, who are slain, the argument of
Moses would be impertinent and absurd. But the argument,
either of Moses or of God, is just and conclusive
for if you
say,
" The slayer of him, whom God has made in His own
image, ought to be slain by man God made the man who is
slain in his own image
therefore, let the murderer be slain
by man." the argument is valid. For since man was made in
:

—

;

;

;

the image of God,

and indeed

it is

just that his

murderer should be

slain,

you explain the passage " for in the image of God made He man,"
so that "He" shall refer to man^ my interpretation of the
argument will be even more confirmed, i do not, however,
remember that it is affirmed any where in the Scriptures that
man made man, nor can it be proved to me. These things, I
think will be sufficient that you may see, my brother, that the
image of God is naturally in man.
What, then, is the image of God ? For it is now time that

we

that he should be slain

by man.

But

if

pass from destructive to constructive reasoning.

state

it,

in the

words of the orthodox Fathers.

I will

Let TertuUian,

;
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of the Latins,

"The

speak

first

(lib.

distinction is especially to

Scriptures make,
Spirit,

['TvoYi

non

2 advers. Marcion, cap.

when thej speak
for

-rvsufAa],

9.)

be noticed, which the Greek
of the afflatus, not of the

some, translating from the Greek,

not considering the dilference or regarding the proper use of

words, substitute Spirit for

afflatus^

and afford

God Himself; and

even

it is

then, that the afflatus

now a vexed

Spirit, as its breath, yet it is not the Spirit.

breeze

lighter than the wind,

is

is

over the image will never in

Spirit

Thus,

is

for thus also,

God —

must

one thing, to be the truth
cannot, in such a

also,

image

will be inferior to the truth,

— that

therefore the image, of

sin,

without

truth

ferior to the Spirit,

is

More-

also, the afflatus

without

is

be

God

the afflatus.

sense, be equal to the Spirit, that, because the truth

the Spirit, or

of the

is

It is usual

respects equal the reality

all

for to be according to the truth is

another.

;

it

of the Spirit, for

is

image of the

Spirit, therefore, the

itself is

the breeze

image of the Spirit

the image of God, that

is

if

not therefore, of the breeze.

also, to call the afflatus the

man

and

come8
For the

though

from the

wind, the wind

on

is,

question. Observe,

inferior to the Spirit,

is

an

heretics

occasion of charging fault on the Spirit of God, that

In
and the

this

sin.

the

respect

afflatus will

be

in-

having some lineaments of the Deity, in

the fact that the soul

is

immortal,

free,

capable of choice,

prescient to a considerable degree, rational, and capable of un-

derstanding and knowledge.

Yet, in these particulars,

only an image, and does not extend to the
divinity,

and

so, likewise, it

rity, since this

all

belongs alone to God, that

felicity of

is

;

is to truth,

and can

for as the image, while it

having motion, so the

not able to exhibit

freedom from

goul, but the Spirit, not

for his soul

sin,

its full

otherwise

it

soul, the

power, that

lib. 6,

is

image
is,

the

would be not the

man, endowed with mind, but God,

Ambrose {hexaemeri
concludes in this way
change

power of

the lineaments and outlines of the truth, yet

destitute of force, not

of the Spirit,

it is

does not extend to sinless integ-

not pertain to the mere image
expresses

full

cap. 7), after

etc."

many arguments,
man give in ex-

" for what will a
V in which there is, not merely a small
'

;
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portion of himself, but the substance of the entire
It

race.

this

is

by

ing creatures, whether beasts or birds.

God, but the body
the sacred

is

This

in the likeness of beasts

mark of divine resemblance,

fellowship with the herds and

Psalm

is

;

the image of

in

one there

is

in the other the vile

wild beasts, etc."

118, sermon 10, " Likeness to the image of

sists, not in the

human

which thou hast dominion over other liv-

Also, in

God

con-

body, or in the material parts of our nature,

in respect to which man was made
and image of God, and in which the form
of righteousness, wisdom, and every virtue is found."
To the same purpose are the words of Augustine, in hia
D; Genes, contra Manich^^^ chap. IT^A, and in
first Booh

but in the rational soul

;

after the likeness

many

other places.

I mention also Jerome, because he evi-

dently has the same view, and, in writing against Origen, he
uses the same aagument with that of Epiphanius and the
Greek Fathers. I would refer to Basil, if you did not know
that Ambrose quotes from him. Why should I speak of Chrysostom, the two Gregories, Cyril, Theodoret ? Damascenus, an

epitomist of

all

those writers, presents this subject, with the

book which he has inscribed " Concerning the respect in which we were made in the image of
GodP Also, in another, which has reference to " The two
wills in Christ^'' in which he uses the following words, " as
to the rational, and intellectual, and voluntary powers, they
belong to the mind at birth, and the Spirit is superadded, as
having princely prerogative, and in these respects both angels
and men are after the image of God, and this is abundantly
true of men, &c.," in which passage he has, with the utmost
greatest accuracy, in the

diligence, introduced those things

which are

essential and those

which are adjunct.
I conclude with a single

the Manichees.

argument from Augustine against
" Those men," he says, " do not know that

it is

not possible that nature should use any action, or produce

any

effect,

the faculty for which has not been received accord-

ing to nature.

For example, no bird can

fly,

unless

it

has

received the faculty of flying, according to nature, and na

beast of the earth can walk, unless

it

has received the faculty
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of \ralking, according to nature.
act or

faculty,

ergetic

So, likewise,

man

cannot

unless he has received, according to nature, that

^Yill,

which is called the "voluntary," (()tX'/)-nxy;) and the "enand he cannot understand if he has not received from

nature the intellectual faculty, and he cannot see, or perform
SLuy other action, and, therefore, in every kind of nature, nat-

ural actions find place, and they exist at once and together,

but those which depend on the will and activity, do not exist

From which

together."

reasoning he infers that

man

under-

stands, reasons, wills, and, above other creatures, does

many

which savor of divinity therefore, many faculties exist in man, in respect to which he is said, in the Scriptures, to
have been made in the image and likeness of God.
thing-s

;

Here then
parts

by

not

is

that

image of God,

in our soul

;

essential

its

some resemblance,
by nature and grace together,

show, of themselves,

only

nature, to divinity, but are,

we

adapted to the perception of supei-natural grace, as

You add

Boon show.

ception, to be of the sentiment that

So

cious state.

also our Catechism,

known no one among orthodox
ent opinion

;

nor

is

shall

that "all the fathers, seem, without ex-

created in a gra-

52/^5'. 6.*'

I have, indeed,

who

holds any differ-

divines,

any other

there

man was

correct explanation of our

catechism.

But you seem
is

to fall into

an error from a statement, which

and

susceptible of a two-fold interpretation,

really distinct.

For

ation, nature

'ing: the

not meant that the

it is

created with grace, that

first

man was

that he received, in the act of cre-

is,

and supernatural grace

man who was

to unit^ things

first

but this

;

is

their

mean-

created, received grace, that

supernatural grace, as an additional gift

is,

—which idea we have

What

then ? Did he not
you
?
understand, by
grace, the good will of God, he had grace if you understand
supernatural gifts, bestowed upon him, then he did not have those
things, whicii are supernatural, from creation, or by the force
before presented in this answer.

have supernatural grace in creation

If

;

of creation, since creation

is

the principle of nature, or

term, but supernatural things entirely differ from

Lad them

in creation, that

is,

it

;

its first

but he

in that first state of creation in
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whicli

until

he
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That yon

into sin.

may more

easily understand the subject, let us use the illustration of the

an

image.

to explain the divine

sun and moon,

essential image,

and one which

is

relative

The moon has
and accidental.
in some degree

image is essential, it has its own light
yet it would be darkened, unless it should look towards the
sun as its image is relative, it has light borrowed from the
So, there
sun, while it is looked upon by it, and looks to it.
was, in man, a two-fold relation of the image of God, even
from the creation. For man had his own essential light fixed
in the soul, which shines as the image of God among created
things he had also a relative light, as he was looked upon

As

its

;

;

;

by God, and looked back
ural

;

to

God.

The

essential

image

is

nat-

the relative image was, so to speak, supernatural, for

looked

to

God, through nature joined

to grace,

it

by a peculiar

and free motion of the will God looked upon it, of grace, (for,
what action of God towards us is natural ?) We have that esit is plain that we have not
sential light, corrupted by sin
We have lost the relative light but Christ restores
lost it.
this, that we may be renewed, after God, ia his own image,
and that the essential light may be purified, since " natural
things are corrupted, the supernatural are lost, as we have
;

;

;

previously said.

Your second argument

is

stated thus

" Since there

:

is

found,

no reference to the love of God according to
election, no divine volition, and no act of God, concerning
men, referring to them in different respects, until after the enin the Scriptures,

trance of sin into the world, or after

ing entered."

it

was considered

as hav-

If I should concede this, yet the sentiment of

who

say that man is considered, in general, by the Deiwould not, therefore, be confuted, as we have before shown.
But I may, perhaps, be able to disprove this assertion by authority, by reason, and by example.
You have authority in
those,

ty,

Komans

ix,

11-13.

" (For the children being not yet born,

neither having done any good or evil, that the purpose of God,

according to election, might stand, not of works, but of
that calleth

;)

younger ; as

it

was said unto

it is

written,

her,

The

Him

elder shall serve the

Jacob have I loved, but Esau have
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"What do those three phrases indicate " the children
being not yet horn
ag^ain,
neither having done any good
and according to election^ not of works hut of
or evil
I hated."

^

Him

You

that callethP

cording to truth
nature."

these expressions are ac-

will say,

but they have reference to fallen and sinful
But tliey exclude, with the utmost care, all refersin and refer all blessings to the sole vocation of God,

ence

to

who

calleth, as

to observe

it,

;

my

even yourself,

brother, if

you are willing

(and you certainly are thus willing,)

To

deduce from that proposition.

this authority

tainly submit every semblance of reasoning.

"He

hath chosen us in

world,

;

Christ to Himself."

and when

He is

erence to ourselves

viii).

i,

4, 5,)

before the foundation of the

is

Election originates in special

said to have chosen us in Christ, all ref-

excluded

;

predestination also precedes

both persons and cases relating to them.
cated

(Eph.

easily

will cer-

—having predestinated us unto the adoption of children,

by Jesus
love

Him

may

you

by

the words

foreknow'^ and

Indeed

this is indi-

predestinate^''

(Rom.

Christ himself attributes to the blessing of the Father

only that they were

made

possessors of the kingdom, " from

the foundation of the world," (Matt. xxx).
to sin?

In view of

In

sin,

or previous

without reference to

sin, or

Why
Why

it?

should the former be true, I ask, rather than the latter ?
indeed, should not the latter rather, since

depend on God, who

calleth

all

things are said to

?

To these, let the following considerations be added: 1.
Whatever absurdity may be connected with this subject, you
will perceive, (if you examine it closely,) that it pertains as
much to the former interpretation, and rather more to it than
to the latter.
to

This absurdity

is

not to be passed by, but rather

be religiously and suitably removed.

erence to sin belongs to the matter of
nature as a witness:

2. I den}^ that
filial

adoption.

a

ref-

I call

Does not a father beget sons, before he
what shall be their condition ? But

investigates or observes
this generation,

(namely that of the children of God),

and not of nature. True: yet
God alone, not to any condition
is

excluded, even that of sin

;

it

is

is

of will

attributed to the will of

in us.

Every condition

in

us

the will of God, alone, His pur-

;
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pose, alone,

His mere

whom,

is

considered in the matter.

among

will

God

distinguishes

by

those equal in nature, equal in sin

considered in their natural condition simply, not in

that of sin, but generally in Christ,

As in

116

He

adopts as His children.

nature, children are begotten without reference to their

own

future condition, so God, of His

own

will,

adopted from eter-

Whatever is more consistent with
the wisdom and grace of God, would be performed by the
Deity, and is to be believed by us, rather than that which is less
consistent.
But it is more consistent with His wisdom and
grace that He should adopt unto Himself children without any
consideration of character, than that He should do so on the
supposition of such consideration otherwise nature would act
more perfectly than God, as according to nature, fathers beget
nity His

children.

3.

;

Therefore, the former

children, without such consideration.

view
to

is

more consistent with the character

of

God, and rather

be received with faith by us.

As an example,
take, if

you

for the confirmation of this matter,

please, that of the Angels.

of God, are sons by election.

(Job

i, ii,

& xxxvii,)

Paul affirms

But they
did not

(1

Tim.

Whoever are

we

will

the sons

Angels are the sons of God,

by election, as
them "the elect.'^

therefore, they are such
v, 21,)

when he

calls

are elect without consi Jeration of their sins, as they

sin,

but remained in their original condition.

fore, the love

of

God

is

There-

with election, without reference to

sin,

which you seem to deny in your assertion.
Perhaps you will say that your assertion had reference
only to men. But I reply, that love and election are spoken of
in relation both to angels and men, and in the same manner,
since God placed, in both, his own image, in reference to which
election is made.
The most decisive proof of this is found in
the principle that, if any act which apparently exists in reference to two things, which have the same relation, does not
or consideration of

it,

really exist in reference to one,

the other.

their condition or their

men

there

it

does not exist in reference to

In the election of Angels, there

is

and of men

works

no such reference.
is,

in

some

;

is

no reference to

therefore, in the election of

If the condition of

respects, different,

it

Angek

does not follow
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that the

mode

of their election

is different

;

especially

when

the relation of that thing, in reference to which they are chosen, is the

same

in both cases.

This

is

the image of God,

which, preserved or restored according to His

own

will,

He

has called and united to Himself, which will remain immutably in Christ, " gathering together in one all things," (Epli. i,10,)

and which
ture,

He

His judgment,
It is

his own nadamned according to

had placed on the common basis of

from which, those, who were
fell

of their

own

to be

will.

not possible to adduce any other example

destitute of the

image of God,

in

which

limitations, the object of election.

;

because

all

For they are

other things are created in a different relation.
consists,

with suitable

Therefore, the nature of

made concerning men, can be illustrated
by the example of angels, and by no other example. But the
divine election was such, not that it separated, at first, the Angels who sinned from those who did not sin, but that, of His
own will and grace, He distinguished those who were not about
to s'n, as previously elected and predestinated to adoption,
from others who were about to sin of their own free will.
the divine election,

What reason,
mode

then,

is

there that

of the divine election

we should

think that another

must be devised

in reference to

men ?

KEPLY OF AEMINItIS TO THE ANSWER TO IHE TENTH
PEOPOsrnoN.
I apply the term natural to whatever pertains to the sub-

stance and existence of man, without which

man

cannot

exist.

Such are the soul and the body, and the whole system compounded of them, with all natural attributes, affections, passions, etc.

I apply the term supernatural to whatever

has bestowed on
characteristics,

man above and

God

in addition to those natural

which indeed pertain

to the perfection of

man,

not in respect to his animal nature, but in respect to his
spiritual nature, to the acquisition not of natural, but of super"

'
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I apply the plirase '''-merely natural^'^ in this

natural good.

which has nothing supernatural added to it.
The sense then of niy words is that man is not made in a
merely natural state, without supernatural endowments.
I do not here contend, with much strenuousness, whether he
has those supernatural endowments from the act of creation or
place, to that

from another act of superinfusion, but leave
cision, as neither useful or injurious to

cidedly state

and

affirm, that

God

my

without de-

this

cause.

decreed to

But

I de^

make man such

by nature, as He in fact did make him but such, that He
might add to him some supernatural endowments, as He not
only wished that he might be such as he was by nature, but
He wished also to advance him further to a happier state,
namely, to a participation of Himself, to which he could not
;

endowed with supernatural gifts. But when I
man was made in a merely natural state, and, there-

attain, unless

deny that
was created with supernatural gifts, I wish not to indicate
that the act, by which supernatural endowments are communicated, was creation, (for in my 26th proposition I have called that act superinfused grace^ but that God was unwilling
to cease from the act of communicating His blessing to that
part of primitive matter or Nothing from which He created
man, and that of His own decree, until he should also have
bestowed those supernatural gifts upon him. I thought that

fore,

I

ought

mode

to observe the

of expression, used in the Scrip-

which declares that man was created "in the image and
likeness of God," which image and likeness of God comprehends in itself also supernatural gifts. If this is true, as I conture,

tend, then

man was

For he was made

created with supernatural endowments.

in the

image of God, and the word "m^^Z^"

is

attributed, without distinction, to all parts of the image, with-

out separating that, in the linage, which

which is supernatural to man. I
words of Jerome Zanchius, who,
the creation of

man^ chapter

matter in these terms

;

i,

am

is

natural from that

glad to quote here the

in his first

book concerning

speaks concerning this same

— " I am pleased with the

sentiment of

those, who say that with the inbreathing of life, there was also in-

breathed and infused by the Deity whatever

Adam possessed of
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wisdom,

celestial light,

which he

rectitude,

reflects the Deity, as

and other heavenly gifts ; in
His true image. For he was

created such as the Scripture teaches, affirming that he

was

made in the image of God, and Solomon in Eccl. vii, 29,
" God made man upright." But he was not such when his
body only was formed. When, with a soul placed in him, he
became a living soul, that is a living man, that he was made
upright, just,

(fee,

and

same time

thus, at the

witl;

his soul,

rays also of divine wisdom, righteousness, and goodness were

Thus Zanchius, who

were infused."
left

clearly decides

what I

without decision in either direction, and this for a two-

fold reason

;

knew

I

that

it

was a matter of dispute among the

learned, and I perceived that nothing could be deduced from

my

either of advantage or disadvantage to

which were bestowed on man, he
transmission to posterity, on the terms, on

Those supernatural
received

it

cause.

for

gifis,

which he received them, namely, of grace, not as this
word denotes the principle of natural endowments, for from
grace, understood in its widest sense, we have received even
our nature, as that to which we had no claim, but as it is used
in contra-distinction to nature, and as it is the principle of supernatural gifts. I can then concede that God had reference
to

man

in nature, as the subject of grace^ the natural

the subject of supernatural gifts

;

but that

He had

man

as

reference to

him, contemplated in the administrative decree of creation, not
in the decree of predestination, which we have now under
discuesiou
felicity,

;

as

the subject of grace sufficient for supernatural

not of effectual grace, of which

the subject of supernatural
terity,

gifts, to

we now

dispute; as

be transmitted to his pos-

without exception, according to the arrangement of

any condition, not of such gifts as are peare predestinated, and to be bestowed,
with certainty and infallibly, upon them, in reference to which
is the controversy between us.
grace, and without
culiar to those,

who

Hence, these things are not opposed
in

them the

fallacy

of ignoratio

to ray sentiment, for

elenchi

is

committed.

I wish, hovever, that you would always remember that I

speak constantly concerning the grace, prepared in the decree
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But I have proved

of predestination, and in no other decree.

man was

that

not

made in

119

a merely natural state, in the sense,

as I have already stated, of a destitution of supernatural en-

dowments, whether he
creation, or

by the

is

said

to

have them by the act of
and I have proved

act of superinfusion

;

by an argument, deduced from the image and likeness of
God in which man was created. Which argument is valid,
whether the image of God signifies only supernatural gifts,
bestowed on man by the Deity, as our Catechism and Confession, and some of our theologians affirm in reference to the
image of God, or nature itself, together with those supernataccording to which I wish
mal gilts, which is my opinion
that my affirmation, that " the image of God in man is not
it

;

nature, but supernatural grace, should be understood, that
that

ments, which
is

is,

not nature alone, apart from supernatural endow-

it is

is

sufficient for

any argument.

For the question

not concerning natural qualities, and therefore, the decision

of the point whether they belong to the image of God, accor-

ding

to

my

opinion, or not, does not affect the subject of in-

Let supernatural qualities be embraced in

quiry.

nition of the

image of God^

have obtained what
I also wish that

stood in the

and

if

that

which

my

defi-

I

subsequent remarks should be under-

same manner, namely,

is true,

tiie

man was made, and

I desire.

has respect, not to natural

my

in

as

that the

felicity only,

you seem

image of God^

but to supernatural,

to concede, I

have attained

I did not wiih to define with accuracy the

image
which man was made, since this was not necessary
to ray purpose
it was sufficient to have shown that " knowledge, righteousness, and holiness" pertained also to the image
of God, whether that image consisted wholly or only in part
object.

of God

in

:

in them.

For

available for

man was

either of these statements

my

would be equally

purpose, as I had undertaken to prove that

not created without supernatural endowments, and

therefore that he conld not

have been considered,

in the de-

cree of predestination, as created in a merely natural state,

without supernatural endowments.
But, before I come to the defence of

my

argument on

this
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must speak, at somewhat greater length, of three things,
answer is occupied.
First.
I will explain more fully than I have before
done, what I call natural, and what, supernatural qualities.
Secondly. I will speak of the image of God, and what things,
whether natural or supernatural, are embraced in it, and in
point, I

in considering which, a considerable part of your

its

by

Thirdly,

definition.

both the former, and the

Fikst;

\

hat action of the Deity,

man has

latter qualities.

I call those qualities natural

nature of man, without which

man

which pertain

to the

cannot be man, and which

have their source in the principles of nature, and are prepared, by their own nature, for natural
limit

felicity, as their

end and

such are the body, the soul, the union of both, and

:

which

made up

of both, and their natural attributes,
and passions
under which I also comprehend moral feelings, which are sometimes spoken of in
contradistinction to those which are natural.
I call those
qualities supernatural which are not a part of man, and do
that

is

affections, functions,

;

not originate in natural principles, but are superadded to nat-

and perfection of nature, deand for a supernatural communion with God, our Creator, in which that felicity consists.
ural principles, for the increase

signed for supernatural

Between

felicity,

these, exists a natural relation of this character, that

natural qualities

may

receive the addition of supernatural,

by

the arrangement of God, and that supernatural qualities are

adapted for adding

to,

adorning and perfecting nature, and are

therefore ordained for exalting

it

above

itself.

Hence, with-

out ambiguity, under the term natural^ I have comprehended

nature both corporeal and spiritual, and that which
sed of both.

It

is,

is

compo-

however, to be carefully observed

—that

ambiguities of words are to be noticed and explained, in a discussion,

when,

if

taken in one sense, they favor any view,

and, if in the other, they

a statement

when

is

But
and pertinent to the subject, in
taken, there is no need of an expla-

true, and, according to the other, is false.

the statement

is

whatever sense a word

true,
is

nation of the ambiguity.

understand,

do not, when, according to one sense,

by

Thus, in this case, you observe that I

natural quahties, both those which pertain to
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body, and those which per-

to the soul, and in whatever
is
equally strong and valid.
argument
mode you take it, mj
We shall hereafter notice examples of equally unnecessary

tain to the superior nature, that

is,

reference to ambiguity.

Secondly

;

two things must be considered in reference

to

God in man, in what things does it consist, and
which of them may be called material, and which supernatural ?
I affirm that the image of God in man embraces all
those things, which represent in man any thing of the divine
yet God did not wish that
nature, which are partly essential
the image of

:

the images of

He

all

of

them should be

essential to

man,

whom

wished to create, in such a condition, not only that he

might be that which he was, but that he might have the capability of becoming that which he was not, and of failing to
be that which he was. I call essential the soul, and in it the

and the freedom of the will, and other afand passions, which necessarily result from
them. I call accidental both the moral virtues, and the knowledge of God, righteousness and true holiness, and whatever
intellect,

and

will,

fections, actions,

other attributes of the Deity exist, to be considered in
essential to his

own

nature, but in

man

Him

as

as an express image,

of which under the term " divine nature^'' Peter
believers are " partakers."
2. I do not think that

saj^s,

that

all these

comprehended under the term natural^ but I
think that " knowledge, righteousness and true holiness," are

things can be

supernatural^ and are to be called by that name.

doubt whether I have your assent to

I

this affirmation.

am

in

For in

one part of your answer, you say that those are natural qualities, and present arguments in support of that view, and in
another place, in the same answer, you acknowledge that Ad-

am

had supernatural gifts, though not from the act of creaby which supernatural qualities, I know not what you

tion

:

can understand, except those things which are mentioned by
the apostle in

CoL

iii,

and Eph,

iv.

under the term

reflexive

acknowledge

be supernatural.

to

Yet you seem

to set forth

image^ those very things which you
But, whether I rightly un-

derstand your sentiment or not, I will speak of those things

9
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which, I think, tend to confirm

your view, as I understand

my

sentiment, and to refute

it.

I prove, then, that those qualities are supernatural.

First,

Whatever things we have, from
regeneration, by the spirit of Christ, are supernatural. But
we have, from regeneration, by the Spirit of Christ, "the
knowledge of God, righteousnesss and true holiness." ThereIf any one says that we do not
fore, they are supernatural.

from Col.

and Eph.

iii,

iv.

in substance, from regeneration, but only a renewal of the same qualities, which had previously been
made corrupt, I do not see how that assertion can be

have them,

For the phrases of the apostle teach another docFor he, who must " put on the new man," is not
trine.
clothed with the " new man," or with any part of him. But
to tlie new man, pertain" righteousness and true holiness."
Then, in the case of him, who must be " renewed in knowledge," it is not his knowledge which has become corrupt and
must be renewed, but his intelligence, which must be enlightened with new knowledge, which has been utterly expelled by
the darkness of the old man. I designed this, only, in my argument, and not to define the image of God in man. But I
cannot see that I differ from the view of the apostle in my
explanation. For the knowledge of God, in the passage quoted by me, is the " image of God" itself, and " after the image
proved.

of God."

Nor

are these expressions at variance with each

other, nor are they so absurd as you wish them to appear.
You say " the image of God is knowledge, according to the

image of God, therefore, the image of God is denied to be
I deny this sequence if the
either knowledge or image."
definition is rightly understood, namely, in the following manner. The image of God, renewed in us by the regenerating
Spirit, is the knowledge of God, according to the image of
God, in which, at the beginning, we were created. This im-

anew in us
was formerly created in
by the Spirit of Christ, and
us by the Spirit of God. That knowledge differs not only
in mode, but in its whole nature, from the knowledge of
age has a two-fold

relation, in that

that

the old

man

:

nor

is

it

it is

created

it

said to be renewed, but the

man

is

:
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But I confess that I cannot under
an act of the image of God, and

.

I have hitherto thou2:ht that

said to be

created

because, in

mind,

and

holiness,

finally

F.

the fountain or principle of that act, that

is

For

of knowledoje.

WITH

is

man was

the image of God, that is,
knowledge of God, righteousness

or to

in

will,

he

refers to

God

Himself, as the ar-

In the other passage from Eph. iv, I do not find
the three characteristics, " truth, righteousness and holiness,"

chetype.

but only two, righteousness and holiness, to which
truths that
is

not a

is,

member

or portion of that truth, but a

in the intellect or

mind of man,

ascribed

is

Knowledge,

sincerity, purity, simplicity.

as righteousness

gift,

also,

created

and holiness

are ingenerated in the will, or rather the afiections of man.

Secondly, I prove that the same qualities are supernatural
in this

way.

Those things, according

which we

to

are,

and

are said to be, partakers of the divine nature, and the chil-

dren of God, are supernatural

but

:

we

are,

and are said

to

be

partakers of the divine nature, and children of God, according
to

knowledge, righteousness and holiness

is

evident from a comparison of the

fourth verses of 2 Pet.

Thirdly,

;

The Major does not need

supernatural.

first,

therefore, these are

The Minor
second, third, and

proof.

i.

those things which have their limit in supernat-

ural felicity, are supernatural

but the knowledge of God,

;

righteousness and holiness are such

;

therefore, they are super-

natural.

Fourthly,

the

immediate causes of supernatural

acts are

But the knowledge of God, righteousness and
are the immediate causes of supernatural acts

supernatural.
holiness,

iheretore they are supernatural.

now come

your arguments, in which you attempt to
image of God in man is natural, and that those
qualities, knowledge, righteousness and holiness, are natural,
I

show

to

that the

not supernatural.

Your first argument is this
Supernatural qualities were
removed, natural qualities were corrupted. But truth, right:

eousness, holiness, were not removed, they were corrupted;
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Your MiThe principles of these qualities are in
ns by nature they would not be, if they had been removed.
but the Minor does not
I reply that I admit the Major
at
all
probable
to me, not even by the addition of that
eeem

therefore, tliej are not supernatural, but natural.

nor

is

defended thus.
;

—

'reason.

;

For, I affirm that the knowledge which

and the

to piety, the righteousness

is

according

of which the

holiness,

were not corrupted, but removed, and that
none of the principles of those qualities remain in us after
the fall. I acknowledge that the principles and seeds of the
moral virtues, which have some analogy and resemblance to
those spiritual virtues, and that, even those moral virtues
themselves, though corrupted by sin, remained in us after

tipostle speaks,

the

It is possible that

fall.

him who does not accurately

this

resemblance

may

mislead

discriminate between these moral

and those spiritual virtues. In support of this sentiment, in
which I state that those gifts were taken away, I have the
declaration of the Catechism, in the answer to questic-n nine,
in these words

Man

:

deprived himself and

ty, of those divir e gifts."

all

his posteri-

But an explanation of the nature

of those divine gifts is given in the sixth questiop, namely,
" righteousness and holiness." I know not but that I have
the support of your

own

declaration on this point.

the eighteenth of your Theses, Concerning

discussed in 1594, are these words

:

For

in

Origina^ Sin^

" For, as in

Adam

the

form of human integrity was original righteousness, in which
he was made by God, so the form of corruption, or rather
of deformity, was a deprivation of that righteousness." In
the nineteenth Thesis, "

The Scripture

calls the forin^

mentioned, the image and likeness of God."
eth Thesis,

and

The Scripture

likeness of

Adam."

pressions, I think that

it

calls the latter

first

In the twenti-

form^ the image

If I rightly understand these ex-

plainly follows from

them

that origi-

nal righteousness was removed, and that it is, therefore, supernatural, according to the rule " supernatural qualities were

removed

my

;

natural qualities were corrupted."

favor, most, perhaps

reference to Elijah

and

all,

of the Fathers.

I have also, in

Ambrose,

his fasting, chap. 4th, says,

in

"Adam
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was

clotlied
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with a vesture of virtues before his transgression,

denuded by sin, he saw himself naked, because theclothing, which he previously had, was lost," and again in thdseventh book of his commentary on the 10th chapter of that
gospel, marking, more clearly, the distinction between the loss
of supernatural qualities and the corruption of natural ones,
but, as if

he speaks thus

:

"

Who

spiritual grace,

{De

Trinitate^

are thieves if not the angels of night

They

and of darkness ?

and then
lib.

first

despoil us of the garments of

inflict

on us wounds."

14, cap. 16,) says, "

Man, by

Augustine^
sinning, lost

righteousness and true holiness, on which account, this image

became deformed and discolored
he receives them again
when he is reformed and renewed." Again, {De civit. Dei,
lib. 14, caj). 11,) he affirms that " free-will was lost."
To con
elude this part of the discussion, I ask what were those spiritual qualities, which were renewed or lost, if not the knowledge of God, righteousness and holiness.
Another argument, adduced by you, is this " Whatever
belongs to the species is natural But the image of God be;

;

;

longs to the species

;

Therefore

it

is

natural."

I answer, the

For a quality may pertain
to the species either by a communication through nature ov
natural principles, or by an arrangement of grace. That,

Major

is

not, in every case, true.

which, in the former, not in the
is

of

natural.

God

latter, pertains to the species,

In reference to the Minor, I affirm that the image

pertains to the species, partly through nature, partly

of grace; therefore the image of

God

in

man is

partly through

image of God in man
is partly natural, partly supernatural.
If you make any other
inference, you deduce a general conclusion from a particular
proposition, which is not valid.
If an addition be made to
nature, partly of grace

;

therefore, the

your Major, so that, in its full form, it should stand thus
" Yf hatever is produced in the species, and its individuals, by
:

natural," I will admit it as a whole.
But in that
Minor would not be wholly true. For the image of
God is not promised in us wholly by nature, for that part of it
which is in truth and righteousness, and holiness, is produced
in us by nature, but is communicated by an act of grace, ac-

nature,

is

case, the
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cording to the arrangement of grace.
the image cannot be

common,

ral qualities differ, in that

if it is

But

it is

objected that

For natu-

not natural.

they are common, from those which

are personal, (the question refers not to supernatural qualiI answer a thing

ties).

common

is

in a two-fold sense, either

absolutely, according to nature, or conditionally, according to

The image of God is common in
and absolutely, in those things
which belong to man according to his essence, and which cannot be separated from his nature, and in part conditionally,
according to the arrangement of grace, in those things which
the arrangement of grace.

part according to nature

pertain not to the essence but to the supernatural perfection of

The former are produced in all men absolutely, the latconditionally, namely that he should preserve those prin-

man.
ter

which are universal

ciples,

to the species,

and particular

Therefore, the whole image

individual, uncorrupted.

to the

is

com-

mon, but partly by nature, and partly of the arrangement of
grace by nature, that part, which is called natural
according to the arrangement of grace, that part which I call super;

;

natural.

This,

also, is

according to the declaration of the

Scripture that Seth was begotten in the
of

Adam,

in the

image of God, not

tegrity, to

But

not in the image of God.

Adam

Adam,

but as

maintained

it

as

He

image and

God communicated

Adam

lil>eness

w^as indeed begotten

maintained

it

it,

in its in-

for himself.

for himself not in its integrity, there-

he communicated it in that condition. But that, which
is in its integrity, and that, which is not in its integrity, differ,
not only in mode and degree, but also in some of the essential
fore,

parts of that image, which are possessed

by the image, in its
and are wanting to the iniage, not in its integrity,
which Adam had originally, by a complete communication
from God, and of which Seth was destitute on account of the
defective communication from Adam.
integrity,

Tour

third

argument

is

this

:

"

The image of God

renewed or
was not lost or removed, but corrupted,"

said to be produced or created in us, but to be
stored, therefore,

answer

it

is

—l^either part of your assumption

is,

not
re-

I

in a strict sense,

true; with suitable explanation, both parts are true, but nei-
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mj sentiment.

I will prove the former

namely, that neither part of the assertion

true.

is

and " to be created to good works." David prayed that God would " create"
within him " a clean heart." The image of God is nowhere
said to be restored and renewed within us, but as we are said
to be "renewed in knowledge after the image of God," "to
be renewed in the spirit of our mind," and " to be transformare said to be "

new

creatures in Christ,"

ed by the renewing of our mind."

Yet, with suitable explan-

very

ation, both parts of the assumption are true, but they are

favorable to

my

in respect to ourselves,

is

in us,

two parts of the image of God, one

essential, the other accidental to us.

endowed with mind,

soul,

There are

sentiment, as I will show.

affection

The
and

essential part

The

will.

is

the

accidental

the knowledge of God, righteousness, true holiness, and

similar gifts of spiritual grace.

produced or created in

The

rupt.

us,

The former are not said to be
it was deformed and cor-

because

latter is not said to

be restored or renewed in us,

because, from a defect in the subject,

and not because

it

has no place in us,

was not corrupt and deformed, but it is said
to be produced and created in us, (for we are called, on its
access, new creatures,) because it resembles a mould, by the
use of which, that essential part is restored and renewed.
The words of the apostle plainly set forth this idea, in which
it is

it

affirmed not that the knowledge, referred

but that we, as partakers of the image of
essential to us, are said to

new mould, according
cidental to us.

Both

to, is

God

renewed,

so far as

it is

be renewed in knowledge, as in a

to the

image of God, so

far as it is ac-

parts, then, of the antecedent are true.

For the image of God is restored and renewed in us, namely,
our mind and will, and the affections of the soul
and the
image of God is produced and created in us, namely, the
knowledge of God, righteousness, and true holiness. The for;

mer

is

the subject of the latter

vinely given to the former.

;

the latter

is

the form, di-

Therefore, also, the argument ot

Moses in commanding the murderer to be slain, is valid. For
in man, even after transgression, the image of God remained,
so far as

it

was

essential to him, or that part remained,

which
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pertained to the essence of man, though the part, which
accidental,

We

now

is

removed through

was

sin.

discuss the action of the Deitj,

by which we have

both the natural and the supernatural part of the image of

God.

I

have not made any distinction

in the act, both be-

cause I wished to use the phraseology of Scripture, according
to

which the word creation signifies the act by which man has
image and likeness of God, for it speaks thus :
Let us make man in our image, after our likeness," and ''so

in himself, the
*'

God

created

man

in his

equally well answered

own image," and because both

my

But,

purpose.

if

considered with accuracy, I think that a distinction

made

in those acts,

and that one

parts

the subject
to

is

is

be

rightly termed creation,

is

by which man received natural qualities, the other, superinFor life in
fusion, by which he received the supernatural.
man is two-fold, animal and spiritual animal, by which he
lives according to man, sj^iritual, by which he lives according
to God.
Of the former, the principle is the soul in man, endowed with intellect and will ; of the latter, the principle is
the Spirit of God, communicating to the soul those excellent
gifts of knowledge, righteousness, and holiness.
It is proba;

ble that the principles of these kinds of

life,

each so diverse

from the other, were bestowed on man, not by the same, but

But it is not important to my sentiment
to decide in what mode, whether by a two-fold or a single
act of God, man had these qualities, only let it be understood
that he had both the former and the latter, before God was
employed concerning^ him in the act of predestination that
is, he had them in respect to the divine consideration.
I

by a

different act.

;

make

the statement in general terms, because those things,

both natural and supernatural, were conferred on the whole
species, the former absolutely, the latter

the species should preserve to

itself

on the condition that

Hence, I

that principle.

was conferred on the

was conby a decree of providence, in contra-distinction to predestination
if it was conferred conditionally, it was not conferred by a decree of predestination, by which no gift is
conclude,

if it

ferred

;

conditionally conferred.

species, then

it
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For
is now evielent from this that my argument is valid.
man was created by God, under this condition, that he

It
if

ehould have, not only natural, but also supernatural

gifts,

by the additional

act of

cither

by the same

set of creation, or

euperinfusion, (in reference to which I have never contended,)
it

follows, tben, that

God,

the acts of predestination and

in

reprobation, which separate men, could not have reference to

men,

as considered in a merely natural state.

afterwards, to concede this, that

ments, even in his primitive

man had

state,

You

seem,

also

supernatural endow-

but as an increment to na-

and not from the act of creation, which is the principle
of nature. This I concede, and from it make this inference,
ture,

man had, were possessed by
which he was, we also were in
the 40th Thesis of your disputation con-

6ince those things, which the
all his posterity in

him, according

to

him,

first

(for all

cerning Original Sin^ previously cited,) the former, of nature,
the

latter, of

the arrangement of grace,

it

follows that

God

could not, in the decree under discussion, have reference to

man, considered

in a

merely natural

state,

nor indeed, to man,

considered with supernatural endowments, for a being of such
character could not be passed by, or at least was not passed by,

was foreseen that he would lose
those supernatural endowments by transgression and sin.
Your assertion that these statements, however true they
may be, are not opposed to that sentiment, which considers
except from the fact that

man

it

in general, is valid, if

it is

be considered universally by
think that

ment.

For

my
if

ral state, if not
Bin,

proved that

God

arguments are valid,

God

man

was, or could

in the act of decree.

could not consider

But I

also, against that senti-

man

in a merely natu-

with supernatural endowments,

if

not without

regarding him as the object of the acts of predestination

and reprobation, then

he could not consider the same beFor a general consideration is excluded by the necessary consideration of any particular circumstance, which becomes the formal relation (ratio) of the object, apart from which formal relation God could not consider
man, when He was acting in reference to man in that decree.
Besides, how can the general consideration yet have place,
also

ing in a general sense.
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when

a circumstance, which that general consideration com-

prehends within

itself, is

excluded.

what you say concerning " the essential and the relative
image" has this meaning, that the essential image comprehends
truth and righteousness, and holiness, and yet is entirely natural to man, as may be deduced from some things alleged by
If

you, then I affirm distinctly, that I cannot oppose
I think that I can prove the contrary.

But

if

it

;

indeed,

you apply the

phrase " essential image"

to all which man has, essential to
image of God, I admit it. Then the
" respective " image will embrace what I call supernatural
and accidental. But, as these things, with the premises which
I have laid down, do not tend to refute my sentiment, I proceed to the remainder of my argument.
My second argument is this, that no love of God according

himself, according to the

to election,

or divine volition regarding

human

beings vari-

ously, or divine actions varying in reference to them,

found

is

it was considered as
But if this argument is valid, it also refutes
the sentiment, which states that man was considered " in general."
For if there is no divine election and reprobation of

after sin entered into the world, or after

having entered.

men
is

except after the entrance of sin into the world, then

man

considered, not "in ireneral," but particularly, in reference

to the

son,

circumstance of

ges of Scripture,
these

is

opposed

Eom.
to

But you plead/'

sin.

You

and example."

ix,

my

authority, rea-

plead "authority" from three passa-

Eph.

i,

and Matt. xxv.

Neither of

view, since I do not deny that election

and reprobation were made from eternity, and do not say that
was the cause of the decree, but a condition requisite in its
The passage in Rom. ix, is not adverse to me Jlrst,
object.
because Jacob and Esau had been already conceived in sin,
when those words were addressed to Rebecca, as is evident
from the text. The affirmative, that they had done neither

sin

;

good nor evil, is to be understood in reference to the distincwhich might be made between them, as is explained by

tion

Augustine
ence

to sin,

in

many

namely,

places.
to that

made between them,

The

apostle then denies all refer-

by which any distinction might be

not to that, of which they were both
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Secondly^ because he attributes

the vocation of God,

who

calleth,

reference only to sinners.

God, according

WITH

to election"

which

is

all

things to

of mercy, and ha8

Thirdly^ because the " purpose of

which

"not of works,"

states,

is

a

gracious purpose in Christ, to the promise of which reference
is

made

in

Romans

iv,

16 "it

is

of

fruit, that it

might be by

might be sure to all the seed,"
that is, of faith of, or in Christ, which pertains only to sinners, for he, who has not sinned, does not need faith in Christ?
since he obtains righteousness, and thereby life, by the laws.
Let this, then, be the answer in reference to this passage, if
grace, to the end the promise

it is

to

be understood of Esau and Jacob in their

sage

far

is

diflferent,

own

persons,

But the meaning of that pas-

without any typical meaning.
as could

be proved,

if

were ne-

it

cessary.

I come, now, to the passage cited from Eph.

sage

is

so far from being opposed to

hereafter use
is

it

as a strong

my

That pas-

i.

sentiment that I shall

argument in

my

here said to be "from eternity;" I grant

Election

favor.
it.

It is said to

have been made "in Christ ;" I acknowledge it. It is said to
be "unto the adoption of children by Jesus Christ;" I consent
to it.
I do not, however, see that either of these statements is
opposed to the idea, that sin is a condition, requisite in the
object of election

and reprobation.

ence to ourselves, as a cause of our

It is true that

own

any

elect^'on, is

refer-

denied.

Predestination precedes persons, in respect to their actual existence, not as they are considered

by the Deity.

It refers to

causes, before they actually exist, but not before they are fore-

seen by

they

God from

exist,

tion requisite in the object.

Father,

God,

eternity, though, in the foresight of

not as the causes of predestination, but as a condi-

who

In Matt, xxv, the blessed of the

shall possess the

kingdom prepared for them of
of.
But that bene-

the mere benediction of God, are spoken
diction

is in Christ, by which the malediction is removed,
which even the blessed themselves had deserved accordinor to
the prescience of God, before they were blessed in Christ and
the kingdom, which was prepared for them, by the blood of
Christ, is a kingdom, to which they are raised from the igno;
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miny and
which

slavery of sin.

If

yon had

tlioronglily considered

would not have thought
that those passages could be used effectually against me.
The reasons, adduced by you, are not more adverse to ray
opinion, for they oppose the sentiment which makes sin the
that,

is

really in controversy, you

cause of the decree, not that which makes
quisite in the object.

answer that
is

my

it

a condition, re-

I will examine them.

To

not absurd, until

it is

proved

to

be

first,

I

Your second and

so.

third reasons change the state of the question.

clude from that decree

God adopted

the

sentiment, either as antecedent or consequent,

sin, as a cause,

For they

ex-

on account of which

children unto Himself, or in view of which

He

made the decree in reference to which there is no question.
To the second, I say, that the subject of discussion, here, is the
adoption made in Christ, which pertains to no one except by
faith in Christ, to which we are not tegotten but begotten
again by God. From this it is proved, that the adoption is of
;

and of sinners equally involv^ed in sin, not of men
In the first place,
To the third, I answer
we must judge from the word of God, what may be more, and
what may be less in accordance with the wisdom and grace of
God. In the second place, I affirm that it is equally in accordance with the wisdom and grace of God, that He should
adopt unto Himself sons from those who are not sinners as
from those who are sinners, and vice versa, if such should be
His choice. What you say in reference to " the supposition
of such consideration" is aside from the subject. In the third
place, the wisdom and grace, according to which God adopted
children unto Himself from among men in that "hidden wisdom which God ordained before the world unto our glory,
which none of the princes of this world knew," which wisdom is
crucified, unto the Jews a stumbling-block,"
and
*' Christ
that grace, is that which is joined with mercy, bestowed on the
The latter tends far more illustrisinner, and is in Christ.

sinners,

equal in nature.

:

—

—

ously to the glory of
tion to mercy,
evil,

more unworthy than
good or evil.

is

either

God than

grace, as used in contradistinc-

and so much the more,
he,

as he,

who

who

has deserved

has deserved nothing,
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has been shown before, that the example of angels

For God determined

analogous, but the reverse.
salvation of

men and

tj

is

not

secure the

of angels in different modes.

Tiie rela-

and in the
God stamped His own image on
latter case, are diverse.
both, but with a different condition, namely, that it should be
preserved in none, but restored in some, among men. God
so tempered, as Augustine says, the natures of angels and of

tions, therefore, of predestination, in the former,

men, that

He

might

show, in them, what their

first

will could effect, then

what should be the

own

free-

beneficial influence

of His grace, preserving in the case of angels, and restoring,
in the case of

He

men.

showed

grace in contradistinction to

power of the

latter grace,

in the case of angels,

mercy.

He showed

namely, grace joined

to

in

namely,

men, the

mercy, and

own eternal purpose. Since, then, He did, in men,
what He did not in angels, and, in angels, what He did not in
men, and this from the decree of predestination, I conclude

both of his

that there

is

one relation of divine predestination in the case

of angels, and another in the case of men.

Therefore, there

is

no love of God towards men, according to election, without
the consideration of sin.
There was no discussion between us
in reference to angels, and, in my argument, express mention

was made of men whatever, then, is proved concerning anno weight in the refutation of my argument.
;

gels, has

ELEVENTH PKOPOSITION OF ARMIOTUS.
Secondly, of election.

made
was

in Christ,

who was

1.

Election

is

said to have been

ordained as mediator for sinners, and

He should save, not certain individmerely in their nature, but " His people from

called Jesus, because

uals, considered

their sins."

He

Him, and He,

is

said to

have been foreordained, and we in

and causes, before us*
was ordained as Savior^ we, as those to be saved. But in
Christ, having such a character, and being considered such as
in the order of nature

He

the Scripture describes

him

to us,

man

could not be consider-

V
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ed in a merely natural

be elected
2.

Much less,

state.

therefore, could

Election

said to

is

have been made of graoe^ which

dis-

is

tinguished from nature in a two fold mariner, both as the
ter

^wvQ and considered

is

abstractly,

In the former sense,

corrupt.

he

Him.

in

it

and

as

is

it

signifies the progress of

lat-

and

guilty

good-

ness towards supernatural good, to be imparted to a creature
naturally capable of it in the latter sens.^, it signiiies the ulterior progress towards supernatural good to be com nunicated
;

to

as corrupt

man,

and

which

guilty,

my judgment,

In

called m&rGy.

is also,

in the Scriptures,

the term grace

is

us jd, in the

when

latter sense, in the writings of the apostles, especially

the subject of discussion

men

is true, then election of grace was
not in a " merely natural state,

If this

&c.

tion,

election, justitication, sanctiiica-

is

considered,

made

of

but in

sin."

ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE ELEVENTH
It is true, that election is

made by God

PEOPOSITION.

the Fat her in Christ

the Mediator; but that the Mediator was ordained, only for
Therefore, the inference is not
sinners, is not absolutely true.
truth
be conceded, yet it has no
its
should
Indeed,
valid.
wei^'ht against those,
to

man

But

in general.

attributed to

made by Him

;

was made.
men." (John
2,

that the Mediator

was ordained, not

to say

and without him was not any thing made that
was life; and the life was the light of

Him

In

i,

—

was

state that, in election, reference

nothing of that Mediation, which is
Christ in creation and nature, " all things were

for sinners alone

(Heb.

who

i,

&c.)

3, 4,)

—

"by whom

also

He made

the worlds."

I demonstrate most completely by a single

argument.
Christis Mediator for those, to

given as

Head by

Father to
both the

the Father

Angels and men

latter

;

;

whom He was,

—He was given

therefore, he

and the former.

is

from

as

eternity,

Head by

the

the Mediator for

But angels did not

sin

;

he

4
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Mediator for sinners only.

you

please, separately, that

Let us

we may

understand the subject-

When we

we

speak of the Head,

consider three things, ac-

by which, in
place in the whole
fact, dignity, and authority,
body its perfection^ by wh h it contains all the inward and
outward senses, in itself, as their fountain and the principle of
motion finally its power^ by which all 2:>ower, feeling, motion
and government is accustomed to flow from it to the other
members. According to this idea, Christ is indeed the Head,
the Head, I say, of superior
in common, of all created things
nature, and of inferior nature, and of all those things which
cording to the analogy of nature

;

its

holds the

it

position^
first

i

;

;

;

We transcend this universal relation, when
are in nature.
we contemplate the Head, as appointed from eternity. Angels
and men are, after God, capable of eternity; and to both
Christ was given eternally,

by the Father,

only that *hey should exist forever, (which
spiritual nature) but also,

and

as the

is

Head, not

the attribute of

this is specially of grace, that

they should be forever heirs of eternal glory, as sons of God,
heirs of

God, and

joint-heirs w^ith Christ.

The

latter

were

ordained of God, by the adoption of grace in Christ Jesus,
to one end, namely, to the sight, the enjoyment,

ment

of the glory of God, and of

them was constituted the

mystical body of Christ, the celestial church.
in all this

life,

that

is

all

and announceFinally, as

the head of a living creature, froiUx which

power, feeling and motion flow into the members of the body,
life, the body grows by the influence
Head, and each of the members obtain immutability of life, that is, eternity from this fact, that they subsist
in Christ, their Head, apart from whom they would be dissolved.
But Christ, is the Mediator by the relation in which
he is the Head of angels and men, for, as Head, he joins them

so in all that eternal

of Christ,

to

its

Himself; as Mediator, he joins them

Christ

is

Head and

Mediator,

is

to the Father.

in fact,

That

one and the same

thing, only that the divinity intervenes in the relation, since

He

is

called the

Head, as

to

our relation to Himself, and Me-

diator as to our relation to the Father.

Bat,"

it

may

be

JAMES AEMINIUS.
said,

he did not redeemthe angels as

indeed

is

lis

redsained

Thla,

U3.

but Mediator and Redeemer differ troin each
other, as genus and species.
To angels, Christ is Mediator of
true

;

preservation and con Urination

;

bul: to us,

he

Mediator, also,

is

of redemption and of preservation from that from vt^hich

have been redeemed. So he is styled Mediator
though in a different mode. The Major, then, of
gism

" Christ

true, that

is

my

the Mediator of those to

is

WQ

for both,

syllo-

whom-

he was appointed from eternity as their Head." But that Ho
was appointed, both to angels and men, as their Head, and
therefore, as Mediator, is taught by the apostle in Gal. i, whea
he affirms of Christ that he " is the image of the invisible
God," that is. He represents God the Father, in his word and

whom

work, chieHy to those
their

Head and Mediator

the Father has given to him, a3
" the first born of every creature,"

;

whom God has, of His grace, predestinaand begotten then, that they might be Hi3
there is a comparison of things which are homo

namely, every one
ted to adoption,

children

;

for

geneous, and

so the passage is to

For by

terms,

Him

were

all

heaven, and that are in earth

whom

in general

first,

things created that are in

visible,

and

invisible," (but

h©

away

the plea of the angelhe assails in this epistle,) " whether thrones

explains these things, to take
worshij)ers,

Then, ex-

be understood.

plaining both those attributes, he subjoins,

or dominions, or principalities, or powers

;

things were

all

Him and for Him and He is betore all things, and
Him all things consist ;" and then, with particular reference
to the glorious body of which He is precisely the Head and
Mediator," and He is the Head of the body, the church," who,,
created by

,

by

in the confirmation of grace

demption,
of

all,

which

The

nence."

His Son
Father

is

" that in

cause,

is

in

all

re-

common end

things he might have the pre-emi-

His children, "for

Him, should

made peace through

all

He

it

fullness dwell,

the blood of

things to Himself," &c.
clearly,

" the beginning," but in

the decree of the Father, predestinating

for the adoption of

that,

is

the first-born from the dead," the

is

sets

His cross

pleased the

and having

to reconcile ail

forth this idea

still

more

when, warning them from the worship of angels under
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the pretence of philosophy, he says, " for in
the fullness of the

Godhead

Him, which

Head

is,

is

the

of

And

bodily.
all

Him

dwelleth

all

ye are complete in

principality

of angels to the worship of
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and power," that

whom, they were

solicited.

For, of every one soliciting them to the worshiping of angels,
he afterwards affirms that ihev do not hold the " Head, from

which

all

the body,

by

joints

and bauds having nourishment

ministered and knit together, increaseth with the increase of

To the same purpose

God."
It is

is

Eph.

i.

then to be stated, generally, that he was ordained to

be Mediator for sinners, but not for them only, since he

Mediator for the angels,
purity, but he

may

is

who have maintained

We

ordained as Eedeemer for sinners only.

be able to express this very idea in another mode,

say that he was ordained Mediator, both for those,
sin, that

also

is

their original

they might not sin, and for those,

who had

who

if

we

could

sinned, that

BotU modes of interpretation tend to the same result- The same is the case with
the name Jesus. But what need is there of many words?
We say that he was ordained as Mediator both for those who
stood and for those who fell, as Eedeemer only for those who
fell
for those who stood, that they might remain, standing,
and for those who fell, that they might rise again, and remain
standing.
From which it follows, a mode of argumentation,
they might be saved from their

sins.

;

plainly the same, being preserved, that
to

have been made in Christ,

God had

when

election

is

said

reference to man, con-

sidered generally, as not yet created as created in a natural
etate^ as

standing and as having fallen^ but

this is the

same

thing as being considered in a merely natural state, which

you deny. The same argument applies to what follows.
I come to your second argument.
You say " Election
said to have been made of grace, and further, that " grace

is
is

spoken of in a two-fold sense, when it is used in opposition to
nature, and that it is to be taken, in the latter sense, in this
argument," and you conclude that, the election of grace was
made of men, considered not in a natural state, &c." Do you
not see,

my brother,

that your conclusion

the fallacy of division [a

10

non

diviso

is

unsound, involving

ad di visum], and that
VOL. lU.

it

—
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is also

equivocal

?

For, in the Major, grace

nsed collectively

is

or generally, but in the Minor distributively

used simply, as to

it is

is

its

in the former,

;

essence, in the latter, an accident

taken into account, [secundum quid], namely, the different

modes of the

object,

which do not

Why shall we not rather argue in
of grace

;

aifect the essence of grace.

this

—

grace has reference to those,

good, and to those

whom, saved from

election, then, has reference

manner?

Election is

whom it establishes in

evil, it restores to good;

to the

That, which is

same.

stated in general terras, should be applied in general terms,
for this, both nature

and reason demand, unless there

is

positive restriction in the necessity of the subject, or there

some

limitation

eral sense, is

tion,

in

the

arguments.

That election

adjunct.

say, that grace

is

all

used in a gen-

used, in the latter significa-

Apostles in this and similar

writings of the

This .may be correct, but this

a restriction of the term grace

embraces

is

most clearly evident from a comparison of angels

You

and men.

by an

a

be

things, but

by a

^

which

in

is

not affected

God and

by

of God,

restriction of the object (xara

is, in man, not in that
What, if a farmer should
command his servant to cultivate a field, which field needed
first to be cleared, then plowed, and lastly to be sowed, &c.,
would you, then, restrict the word cultivate to one of these
processes ? That, which is general or common, remains general or common, and its generality may not be narrowed
down by any particular relations of the object. Therefore, as
you see, this consequence, deduced from faulty reasoning, is
not valid, nor is that, which is stated in general terms, to be
;

the restriction

which

is

is

in the object, that

added or granted

to

him.

restricted to particular circumstances.

BEPLT OE ARMINITJS TO THE ANSWER TO THE ELEVENTH
PROPOSniON.

The two arguments advanced by me, as they are most conI prove
clusive, so they remain unaffected by your answers.
Its strength and force consists
thifl^ in reference to the first.

—

DISCtrSSION

in

thisj

that

tlie

election of
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have been made in

Mediator between God and sinful men, that is
as Reconciler and Redeemer, from which I argued thus:
Whoever are elect in Christ, as Mediator between God and
Ohrist, as the

men, that is, as Reconciler and Redeemer, they are conBut all men, who
sidered by God, electing them, as sinners
are elect in Christ, are elect in Christ, as Mediator between
God and sinful men, that is, as Reconciler and Redeemer
sinful

;

—

;

Therefore, all

men, who are

elect in Christ, are considered

by

God, electing them, as sinners.
The Major is plain. For, in the first place, they, who are
not sinners, do not need a Reconciler and Redeemer, Bufe
election is an act, altogether necessary to those who are
elected.

In the second place, Christ himself

ered by

God

is

not consid-

as Mediator of Redemption, unless in

the fact, that he

is

ordained as such for those

view of

who have

sin-

For the divine foresight of sin preceded, in the order of
nature, the decree by which He ordained that His Son should
be the Mediator, appointed to ofier, in the presence of God,
in behalf of men, a sacrifice for sins.
In the third place, the
election of men'by God is made only in the Mediator, as having obtained, by his own blood, eternal redemption.
The Minor is evident. For since Christ is the Mediator
between men and God, only as Reconciler, Redeemer, and
the advocate of sinners
Mediator, I say, who, by the act of
His Mediation, afibrds salvation to those, for whom he is Mediator. (I Tim. ii, 5 & 6
Heb. viii, 6 &c. ix, 15 xii, 24.)
Hence follows the conclusion, since the premises are true, and
consist of three terms, and are arranged in a legitimate form.
Let us now examine your arguments in opposition to what
ned.

;

;

I have adduced.

Mediator
valid.

You

affirm that Christ

for sinners only,

Let

it

;

and

therefore,

;

is

my

not ordained as

conclusion

be conceded that your antecedent

does not follow that

my

conclusion

is

not valid.

is true,

is

not

yet

For, in

it

my

premises, I did not assert that Christ was ordained Mediator
only for sinners, nor are the questions discussed between us, of

—

—

what beings is Christ the Mediator when spoken of universally
and in what modes. But I spoke of Christ, as ordained

—
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men

a Mediator for

and affirmed

in particular,

ordained Mediator for them, only as sinners

that
for

;

he was
he was

ordained Mediator to take away the sins of the world.
subject of discussion, then, in the

mode

in

Here, you commit two

Mediator for men.

The

which he

fallacies,

is

the

that of

Irrelevant conclusion [Ignoratio elenchi], and that of reason-

ing from a particular case to a general conclusion, [a dicto

secundum

quid, ad dictum simpliciter].

Mediation as pertaining
taken for

man, you

I speak of Christ's

to a particular case,

namely, as under-

treat of his Mediation, as

simply and

generally considered.

But you

tion of the mediation,

which

is

attributed to Christ, in crea-

and nature, for the
mode. According to

latter

is,

entirely, of another

tion

creatures

;

this,

rightly separate the considera-

he

made

refers to all creatures, the other, only to those,

tends to the

to

one,

in the

communication of

all

to all creatures, the other, to the

bestowment, on rational creatures, of a participation in

You, indeed, prove

and supernatural good.

God

The

according to that, of creatures to God.

ima^e of God. The one
natural and created good

kind and

the Mediator of

is

infinite

that he

was

ordained Mediator, not for sinners only, but without any necessity.

For

this is

of sinners, Vv'hich I

The point

not the question between us.

to be proved by you, was that he

know

as a different doctrine

is

that

is

the Mediator of men, not

you would not wish

to attempt,

taught in the Scriptures.

Yet,

let

us

examine the argument. He was ordained as Mediator also
Therefore, he was
But theangels did not sin
for the angels
;

—

;

not constituted Mediator only for sinners.
this, for it

weighs nothing against

my

—

I

may

concede

all

argument, since I have

not said in general terms, that Christ was ordained only for
sinners.

I restricted his Mediation to men, to the

salvation, to the

them.

Hence,

mode

if this

in

work of their
which salvation was obtained for

be true, I conclude that

remains firm and unmoved, in which I proved
as

the Mediator of

men

before

my

argument

that, in Christ

God, only sinners were

elected.

I wish that

we might always remember that there is no con-

troversy between us concerning the election of angels or the
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are saved,

and that we are treating

only of the election and reprobation of men, and of the
of mediation by which they obtain salvation, for

mode

will

it

be

perceived that statements, wliich, taken generally, are not true,

may

be, in the highest degree, true, wlien^applied to the par-

mankind.

ticular case of

There

is,

then, no need of consider-

ing those things, which are said concerning Christ as the

Mediator of argels.

If,

however, I

may

cuss even this point, I

may

be permitted to

dis-

ask for the proof of your Major,

which you affirm that " Christ is Mediator for those to
he was given, as Head, by the Father. 1 think that
I have good reason for denj^ing 3^our postulate.
For, in Phil,
ii, Christ is said to have received " a name which is above
every name, that, at the name of Jesus, every knee should
bow, of things in heaven, because he, " being in the form of
God, humbled himself and became obedient unto death, even
in

whom

the death of the cross."

Here we

see that the

reason of his

being constituted the Head, even of heavenly things, was
that,

by

own

his

this,

blood and death, he might perform the

men before God. If he was the
Mediator for angels, then this fact, and not the former reason,
should have been alleged, in this passage, for his appointment
as Head, even of angels.
functions of Mediator for

These two
an order and

Hea/l and Mediator^ seem

terras,

relation,

pertains to Christ in a prior relation,

and the

posterior relation,

former.

For,

by the

self the right of

ther delivers

upon him.

By

me

to

have

and that of Head

in a

indeed, on account of the

he acquires

for

him-

dominion, the possession of which the Fa-

to

This

merit

latter,

act of Mediation,

him,
is

when He bestows

first,

the

title

of

Head

implied, also, in the distinction used in

schools of Divinity, Christ
cy.

to

such that the appellation of Mediator

is

Mediator hy merit and hy

then by efficacy.

For by

effica-

his merit, he

prepares for himself a people, the blessings necessary for

and the right and power of imparting those
from which are derived the titles
Head, Savior, Leader, Prince, and Lord in accordance with
which titles, there flows, of his own efficacy, to his own
their happiness,

blessings to his

own people

;

;

;
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people, an actual communication of those blessings, wMcfe
he obtained by the merit of his death. For in Heb. ii, 16,
it is said that Christ " took not on him the nature of angels
but he took on him the seed of Abraham." Now, if the
statement,

—that

made by our divines, is true
made tthat he might be

of nature was

this

assumption

able to perform the

functions of Mediator for those whose nature he assumed,
you perceive that the conclusion is valid, that since " he took
not on him the nature of angels," he did not perform the

To this add, that it is very
by our Theologians that Christ is Mediator
he stands between God and men, which assertion they
his human nature, taken into a personal union by the

functions of Mediator for them.

frequently said,

only as
refer to

"Word, that he might, in this way, stand between both, partaking, with the Father, of the Divine nature,

human

Hence,

nature.

fold sense,

first,

he

also,

because he

is

is

called

and with

Emanuel

God and man

us,

of

in a two-

in the unity of

and secondly, because, being such, he has united
But he does not
in the office of Mediation.
stand between God and angels.
Consider, also, the declaration of Heb. V, 1, " every high priest taken from among men
is ordained for men in things pertaining to God»"
But Christ
was not taken from among angels, therefore, he was not
ordained for angels in things pertaining to God. Indeed, I
his person,

God and men

affirm, with confidence, that there

by the way of any mediation
God.

was nothing

human

whom he acts in that capacity.

nature,

was made "a

little

angels, for the suffering of death. (Heb.
is

to

be done,

or in behalf of angels before

I add, also, that a Mediator should not be inferior in

nature to those for
in his

for,

not Mediator for angels.

ii,

But

Christ,

lower than the

9.)

Therefore, he

Finally, I remark, angels are

" ministering Spirits sent forth to minister for them

who shall

be heirs of salvation." (Heb. i, 14.) "Unto the angels hath
He not put in subjection the world to come," but unto Christ

J esus primarily, and unto

all his

brethren, secondarily,

whose

nature he sanctified in himself, and exalted with himself to
that dignity.
angels.

Therefore,

Christ

is

not

the

Mediator of
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—

But the inquiry may be made, Cannot Christ, then, be said
^The
manner to be Mediator for angels ? I answer
term mediator may be applied in a two fold manner, either in
in any

;

—

behalf of creatures to the Deity, or of the Deity to creatures.
I deny that Christ

is

Mediator in behalf of the angels before

God, but I do not deny he is Mediator for God to angels.
For this coincides with the appellation of Head^ which I confess belongs to Christ, in respect to angels, though in a relation different from that,^ by which he is the Head of believers.
For the union, which exists between Christ and believers of
the human race, is more strict and close, than that which exists
between him and angels, on^account of the consubstantiality
of his human nature with that of men, from which angels
are alien.
But enough on these points. Whether they are>
as I have stated them, or not, it affects, neither favorably nor
unfavorably, my argument, but you entirely agree with me
when you say that he was ordained as Redeemer only for the

From

fallen.

Men

this, also, I infer

the truth of

my

sentiment.

Redeemer, only as fallen for they are
not elected that they should remain standing, but that they
should rise again, and then remain standing, as you have
rightly observed.
But how can you infer, that, since election
is made in Christ, the election, I say, of men, in Christ, the
Redeemer^ (for those words are to be supplied), it follows that
God had respect to men, in general, considered generally as
are elected in the

;

not yet created^ as created in their natural s'ate^ as yet stand-

ing and

as fallen.

be inferred.
only as

For, in election,

fallen.

deemer, and the Redeemer

As
at

that

latter

is

He

such only of the fallen.

argument, the form of the answer

is

the

word grace equivocally I do not use
the same time collectively and distributively.
I admit

same.
it

to the

and must
had reference to man,
regarded man in the Re-

I think that the contrary can,

Therefore, God, in election,

I do not use the

it is

;

used in a two-fold sense, for the grace of preservation

a nd restoration

it is used collectively, and absoand concretely, that is, the grace of preservation and restoration.
But, what then? If I use a word,
which has a general and equivocal sense, is equivocation,
;

I admit that

lutely, particularly

/

—
;
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therefore, at once, to be laid to

that word, at

all

my

charge

?

Eut

I

have used

times in this discussion, in the same way,

by which some men are
by which restoration and its means
are pi-epared, not that by which preservation and its means
are appointed. For the latter grace was not bestowed on
namely, as referring
It

elected.

is

to the grace

that grace

human beings.
From the former

grace alone,

all

they,

In the Major of

tain their salvation.

who

my

are saved, ob-

syllogism, grace is

spoken of in a particular relation, and in the Minor,

it is

used in

the same way, and, neither in the former nor in the latter,

is it

used in a general sense, as the following syllogism will show.

They who
which

is

are elected according to the grace of restoration,

joined with mercy, having place only in reference to

sinners,

are considered

But

men, who are

all

by Him, who

elects,

as sinners

;

elected, are elected according to the

grace of restoration, which

is

joined to mercy, having place

;—Therefore, all men, who are
by Him, who elects, as sinners. Grace

only in reference to sinners
elected, are considered
is

spoken

to

men, and

deed,

it

throughout, particularly and relatively in respect

of,

in

no

case, ie

it

used generally or absolutely.

cannot be used generally or absolutely when

In-

it

has

reference relatively and particularly to election, whether of

angels or of men.

For neither these nor those are

elected or

saved by grace, taken absolutely, but both by grace used
tively, angels

by the grace of

preservation,

men by

rela-

the grace

of restoration.

When, however, we

treat of election universally and abmust discuss the subject of grace, as its cause, universally, absolutely and abstractly for, to a genus, general attributes are to be ascribed, which may be afterwards applied
stractly, w^e

;

to the species after their several

then,

is

modes.

aside from our controversy.

grace respects those,

saved from

it

establishes,

good.

is

of grace

and those w^iom,

Therefore, election has

same persons. For we do not now discuss
and absolutely, if so, the word grace, accorrect usage, must be understood in a general

reference to the

election in general,

cording to

whom

evil, it restores to

Your argumentation,
Election
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But we

sense.

men;

discuss the election of

therefore, the

general term grace must be restricted to that grace, according
to

which men are

It is not, therefore,

elected.

proper to say

that "grace has reference to those whom it establishes in good,"
for the grace, of which we here treat, does not refer to those whom

no one of the huit had reference.
But you say that the grace, which establishes in good, and
that, which restores, are one in essence, and only distinguished
it

establishes in good, for grace established

man

and

race,

whom

only restored those, to

it

What if I should

restricted in relation to the object.

cede this

My conclusion

?

between us has reference

by which

relation

stricted.

But

will

you say

The question

be valid.

still

to the object

that grace

and

its

formal relation,

distinguished and re-

is

that restriction of the object has only this force,

that the grace, which, according to your assertion,

must unfold

essence,

con-

itself

and be applied

one in

is

to a sinner,

and

to

one not a sinner, in a different mode; and indeed must use
acts

ofa different character in the two cases.

striction in " that

which

is

There is, then, a

added or granted," but

cessary consequence of the restriction of the object.
tinction, then,

sufficient for the conclusion

is

it is

re-

a ne-

This dis-

which I de-

sire.

The question

is

not concerning objects of election, essential-

from each other, but concerning different modes
of considering an object, which is one and the same in essence,

ly different

and concerning a different formal
it

by a

Justice in

simile.

God

ing to each one that which
dient,

and

what pertains

to

due

relation.

I will illustrate

one in essence, namely, givto

him

;

to

him who

is

obe-

him, according to the divine promise,

which pertains to him, according to the
But from the fact that justice renders the

to the sinner that

divine threatening.
retribution of

punishment an

that the object
liable to sin

;

is

varied in
solutely

its

and

object,

it is

necessarily inferred

worthy of punishment, and was, therefore,

so likewise with grace.

essence, but varies in its

and

is

is

mode

progress, steps
in general,

;

Grace then

is

one in

one in principle and end, but

and means

but two-fold,

one, when taken abwhen taken relatively
:

particularly, at least in respect to opposite

and

distinct

;
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matters.

But

in the

whole of

I have

this course of reasoning,

used the term grace, in a particular relation, as

it is

varied in

mode, progress, steps and means, and as it is taken relatively
and distributively. 'No equivocation, then, has been used in
this; there is

no reasoning from general

to particular,

from the

abstract to the concrete.

But, though,

all

these statements be true, they avail no-

thing, you* affirm, against those

general were regarded in election.

who

state that

mankind

in

These arguments, indeed,

prove that mankind in general could not have been regarded
in election, or at least that such

was

considered in general, then

was not the case. For if man
he was elected by grace, taken

For a general effect requires a general
But man was elected, not by grace considered generbut by grace considered particularly, relatively, and dis-

in a general sense.

cause.
ally,

tributively,

man was

with reference to the circumstance of

sin.

If

considered in general, then he was elected in the

Mediator not considered generally, but considered particularly as Redeemer.

Therefore, in election,

man was

not consid-

ered in general, but with restriction to the circumstance of sin,

which was

to

be proved.

The

illustration of the field to

cultivated, is not against this view, indeed

it

is

in

its

be

favor.

For if a farmer should command his son to cultivate a field,
which was overrun with briars, and, therefore, required culture joined with clearing, then the word cultivate, though,

when taken in a general sense, it is not restricted to clearing,
yet, when applied to that particular field, it necessarily inHence we infer, that, if a field cannot be culcludes that act.
tivated without the act of clearing,

it

is,

with briars and weeds, and, by analogy,
saved without the act of restoration, he
for a sinner only
is

adapted only

is

if

is,

therefore, overrun

a

man can

not be

therefore, a sinner

capable of restoration, and restoring grace

to his case.
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TWELFTH PEOPOSmON OF AEMIMUS.
Thiedlt, of non-election or pretekition.

Non-election

by which
God from eternity determined not to communicate to
some men supernatural happiness, but to bestow on them onor pretention

an act of the divine pleasure,

is

ly natural or animal happiness, if they should live agreeably
to nature

with

God

men

;

—But,

in an act of this kind,

God

has not to do

considered in a merely natural state

;

—

^Therefore,

does not pass by certain men, considered in a merely nat-

—

The truth of the Minor is proved
1. Because
no natural happiness of this kind, which is
the end of man, and his ultimate neither in fact, for there has
not been, and there is not a man happy in this sense, nor in
ural state.

there

;

is

possibility, derived

absolutely, for no
conditionally, for

from the decree of God considered, either

man will ever be
God did not design

thus

happy

naturally, or

happiness of this kind for

any man on a condition, as the condition must be that of obedience, which God remunerates by supernatural happiness.
2. Because sin is the meritorious cause of that act of the divine pleasure, by which
itual or

He determined

to

deny, to some, spir-

supernatural happiness, resulting from union with

Himself and from His dwelling in man. ''Your iniquities
have separated between you and your God." (Isa. lix, 2.)
l^or can that denial of happiness to

wise than as punishment, which
act of sin,

and

its

These arguments

is

man be

considered other-

necessarily preceded

by the

appointment by the foresight of future

may

sin.

be useful also in the discussion of other

questions.

ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE TWELFTH PROPOSITION.

Your

definition of

non

election or preterition^ (which

gustine calls also reliction,)
in three respects.

1.

is

by no means

Since that, which

is

just,

made

—and

Authis

a difference.

;;
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For if the difference of the things deis not a good one.
The
between election and reprobation consists

not merely an accident.

fined

only an accident, the definition

is

essential difference

by Jesus Christ unto God the Father, the accidenconsectary of which is supernatural happiness. Eph. i,
and Roni. viii. 2. Because the thing defined is referred, not
to its primary end, but to one which is secondary, which is

in adoption
tal

The primary end of

erroneous.

election

adoption, but a secondary, and, as

end,
for

happiness.

is

an addition

3.

nition itself

to

is also a fault, and even
For non-election or pretention

does not bestow natural happiness, but rather supposes

does not, in that

act,

has been bestowed.

The Minor

bestow a

God, in

in general, therefore also, in this

same general
reasoning

The

ments.
nition,

tion

is

reference.

this act,

mode,

;

the Major.

has reference to

He

God

man

has respect to the

Thus you perceive that your whole
Minor you use two argu-

sustain your

not, as

we have

need not notice

defi-

asserted, belong to defini-

Yet

it.

make

occasion, I shall be permitted to

The argument

it

whom it ab-eady

designed to confirm that part of the

first is

which does
therefore, I

;

To

false.

on those on

gift

we remark concerning

This

denied.

is

in-

defi-

There

added.

is

when you

be bestowed," &c., while the

purely negative.

is

an error in that which

redundant

is

of something positive,

"but

God by

accidental

said,

Because the definition

made

is

sert, in parenthasis,

union with

is

we have

since

you

afford the

certain suggestions.

any "natural happiness of
this kind, which is the end of man, and his ultimate."
If you speak here of the depraved nature of man, I admit it
for

"an

does
in

it

its

denies that there

evil tree

does not brino^ forth sfood fruit"

acquire any goodness of
purity, as

is

it

itself.

was, originally, in

much

less

you speak of nature,
Adam, I deny it. For,
If

undepraved nature, pertained its own future natural happiness, though it was afterwards, so to speak, to be absorbed, by
to

the grace of God, in supernatural happiness.

was the natural design of man and
all

This happiness

his natural end.

Do

not

own good ? But since nature
which may not exist, (it is foolish to seek

things in nature seek their

seeks not any thing
that

which does not

exist,

even in

possibility,

and nature, the

•

;

DISCUSSION WITH

good of each thing

the thing does not attain to
tain to
sider, I

that he

when

But

it.

if

the condition of natural things

my

pray you,

by nature, in possibility, if
and in fact, if the thing does at-

exists
it,

brother,

how

deprived of natural

is

felicity,

and

man

his natural end,

nature, are in a different situation.

all things, in

see so clearly in all her other works.
I admit

fact never existed.

but

was

it

it

,

for

This

But you say

Adam fell

You

to exist in the future.

"in possibility."

Adam, on

Sure-

say that

an error, for

God

it

did not ex-

designed

it

for

I

God

himself,

''in

thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die."

What is

that this

out by the way;

the condition of his remaining in the right way.

is

prove this from the words of

it

such, con-

is

can be truly said of

it

nature could not be blind, in her most excellent work, and

ly,

ist
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infiDitelj wise Architect, is not foolish,) it follows

work of an
that the

F.

death

Is it not privation

?

?

What

not of some natural attribute or habit

deprived of natural

which he obtained
ed happy in

(Gen.

Adam,

17.)

ii,

privation

?

then,

and of that happy constitution of

life,

Is

was
life,

Eden, otherwise he would have remain-

in

he had continued in the discharge of duty,

if

it,

?

is

the day that

him the promise of supernatural life,
him by the tree of lile in the garden
it follows that, if he had not
contrary,
of Eden. For, on the
eaten the forbidden fruit, he would not have become mortal,
until

God had

fulfilled in

which was adumbrated

but, with life

to

and sight, he would have been prepared

for trans-

lation to a higher life.

You

affirm that

ural happiness."

God

" remunerates obedience by supernat-

He

indeed remunerates obedience in that

way, but not in that way alone.
exclusively,

ways.

it

is

For even

moved from

He

iv, 8.)

at the present time,

life

that

now

it

is

true

remunerates obedience in both

the natural condition of

"promise of the
(1 Tim.
end and

false.

Conjunctively,

is

when we are very far reAdam, godliness has the

and of that which is

to

come."

I judge that a two-fold idea, namely, of the

mode, has led you into error. You have thought
that the only end of man is that which is supernatural.
It is
oi the

very true, that things subordinate are not at variance.
is

a natural end.

As

nature

is

There

subordinate to God, so natural
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ends are subordinate to those which are supernatural and

The end of our

vine.

that
is

nature, so far as

natural,

is

it

should approach very near to the Divine

it

supernatural,

former,

Adam

it is

that

man may

be united

could attain by nature

;

di-

this,

so far as

;

God.

to

is

To

it

the

he could
indeed judged

to the latter,

You

be exalted from the former, by grace.

that there could be no mode, in which both kinds of happiness

But two things must be observed

should concur.

one that natural happiness
ta),

the other that
It is

ural.

it is

is

in this case,

a previous preparation (prsestruc-

a foundation (substructa) to the supernat-

Unless he had been

prepared for and previous to it.

already happy in nature, even

if

he had remained without

fall-

he would not have attained the other happiness, there
must have been in him that natural happiness by which he
could approach the supernatural. But when he should have,

ing,

in fact, entered into that supernatural felicity, then natural

happiness would be the foundation and upon

it

mation would be in supernatural happiness,

If perfection

added

to perfection, the less is

made upon

the consumis

not destroyed, but the increase

increased by fire, the vegetative
and both by the rational. The less
rests in the greater as in its own principle, and is more fully
perfected by it, as it more fully ceases to be its own, and partakes of the perfection of another. Thus it will be, in the resurrection of the dead and in eternal life.
The nature of man
will be both perfected and glorified above the mode of nature.

is

faculty

the

by the

less, as fire is

sentient,

It will so obtain the perfection of nature, as to rest in that di-

vine and supernatural perfection

and nature

;

ished, but be clothed in a supernatural

says of the body, in 1 Cor. xv.

will not be abol-

mode, as the apostle

These things, however, are

merely incidental.

Your second argument maybe

stated thus

itorious cause of that negative act

has no sin

state,

By

cause.
tive act.

ence

is

;

—There

consequence

is

;

not, then, in

God

would indeed be

it is

:

— Sin

in a

is

the mer-

merely natural

him any meritorious

has not any cause of that nega-

The whole prosyllogism

denied, because

—Man,
is

admitted, but the infer-

made from

a particular case.

true, if the negative act of the

It

Deity resulted
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only from a meritorious cause, but this position

moved from the
either in God or

in

But the cause of
is

in

God.

will of

God

God

is

far

spoke.

this act is not in the creature.

Therefore,

apostle,

man

is

live to the

age of

the cause that he
;

(Isa. lix, 2.)

might remove

is

Adam

far

or Methuselah.

from God, and that

namely, in that respect, of which Isaiah
For, in other respects, not only

God

their iniquity as a cloud,

;

who,

was

if

He

is

and Eph.

i

;

secondly,

by

sin did not take place, except

near

not in the

said before in the lOth proposition

the authority of Christ in Matt xxv, and of Paul in

ini-

is

would,

man

and bring

I prove that the cause of this act

to Himself.

ix,

it

you are not an

alone, exists the cause that

quity a cause, but also the will of

&

re-

In the

from him

creature, as

very far

This prosyllogism will be denied by none.

and that you may not
Iniquity in

is

The cause of every negative act is
the creature. The same is true of this act.

truth.

;

first,

Eom.

by
viii

reason, since even that first

from the negative act of God, of

same thing
cannot be both cause and consequence of another thing. But
election and non-election were prior even to the first sin, as
we have before demonstrated. A positive and a negative act
of God also precede every act of the creature, whether good
For there is no evil act which has not been preceded
or bad.
also by a negative act of the Deity, permitting the evil.
Ad,am and Eve sinned, certainly not without a negative act of
God, though there had been committed by them no previous
sin, deserving that negation.
What, then, was the cause of
that negative act, if it was not the free will of God?
In sub*
which negative

sequent

sins,

act sin cannot be the cause, for the

however,

it

may

be admitted that sin

the meritorious cause, and the free will of

God is

is,

indeed,

also a cause;

He destroys even sins, when He wills. He has that power, and if He does not destroy them, it js because He does not
will to do it.
But those sins which He destroys, can not,

for

though a meritorious cause, produce the negative act of God*

You

see then,

my

brother, that sin

may

be indeed a meritori-

ous cause of that negative act, but not singly or alone, or al^

ways

;

therefore,

it is

not the necessary cause.

itfm
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'

by

Thirdly,

the example of the Angels

What has restrain-

?

ed the holy Angels from evil and confirmed them in good

The

positive act of

in election

God, that

is,

What did

for they are elect.

;

not restrain the

len Angels from evil, into which they rushed of their
will

The negative

?

which Augustine

act of

?

the manifestation of Himself
fal-

own

God, in non-election or pretention

also calls reliction.

It also

belongs to this

act of election, that the former were confirmed in good against

were left, who (as
John viii.) speak a lie of their own, and commit
sin.
However, I wish that you would always remember, in
this case and in subsequent arguments, that it is not suitable
to substitute, for the proper and proximate end, a remote consequence, or event (which is also called in its own mode, an
and

evil,

to reprobation, that the latter

Christ says in

That

end), namely, supernatural happiness.
ate

and proximate

by which
children unto Himself by

that divine negative act,

men

as

which adoption

God

herself.
will,

is

appropri-

is

it

to assert that sin is the meritorious

happiness,

is

He

the consectary of

Christ,

denied,

cause of

does not adopt certain

my brother,

by nature

begets sons unto Himself according to His

own

not according to their character, whether good as in the

case of the elect angels, or bad as in our

upon

own

He

case.

in Christ, not in themselves, that Christ "

all,

the first-born

among many

brethren."

(Rom.

looks

might be

viii,

29.)

In

by
and may not God beget his adopted
children, without reference to their character ?
Nature claims
the whole for itself in those about to be begotten may grace
nature, children are begotten

parents, without reference to

their future character,

;

claim but a very small part

?

God

forbid.

Of the same nature is the position that " denial of happiman cannot be considered otherwise than as punish-

ness to

ment."

For

in the first j)lace, " denial of happiness"

suitably introduced into the discussion, the subject of

the denial of adoption, which, as
priate

and proximate end of

marily and per
discussion

is

se,

we have

adoption, the statement

/

Again,
is

if

is

not

which

said, is the

This, then,

election.

the ])roposition.

is

is

appro-

not, pri-

the subject of

not true

;

for a denial

DISCUSSION WITH

adoption

is

Who,

but

sin,

it is

even in that case universally

not,

for a denial of happiness,

ered as punishment of

sin,

on account of

sin, is consid-

but a denial of happiness on ac-

count of a voluntary arrangement, or of the will only,

To Adam,

punishment.

God

it is

indeed, can affirm that the

same with its consequent, and that a most
But if, as you think, the statement is made in

reference to happiness,
;

indeed, pre-

the

is

remote one?
true

it is,

;

even previous to

it is

not, therefore, punishment.
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not properly punishment

vious to punishment, since

antecedent

F.

is

not

in his primitive state of holiness,

denied supernatural happiness, until he should

fulfill

his

That was not punishment to Adam. To
a private individual it is not a punishment that he is not an
emperor. The denial of happiness, is not punishment, then,
appointed course.

of

itself,

alone, but of

some

accident, as a final consequence,

{as they say), of the sin of the creature.

The same consideration
denial of happiness

That

is

style

it

is

fatal to

is

your statement, that

necessarily preceded

by the

act of sin."

true, indeed, of the denial of final happiness, as they
;

we

but

are

now

ple of happiness, that

is,

discussing the denial of the princiof grace

Therefore, though

Christ Jesus.

and gratuitous adoption in

may

it

be conceded to you,

that sin precedes, in fact, that denial, yet this also should be

added, that antecedent to sin

is

particular reliction

by God in

the beginning and progress of sin, but that the foundation of
that particular reliction

reprobation, which

is

non-election,

we acknowledge

or preterition

to be, not the

and

cause, but

So, likewise, your statement

is

not

universally true, that " the appointment of that act

is

pre-

the antecedent of sin.

ceded by the foresight of future sin."
future sin

is

For that

foresight of

both the consequent, and the antecedent of that
since the divine negative act, (as they call it),

divine denial

;

precedes the commission of sin, but, as has been before shown,
follows that commission
sins of

men.

by imposing

These answers

most complete manner

may

possible,

final

unhappiness on the

also be adapted, in the

to

the

arguments

follow.

11
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REPLY OF ARMINIUS, TO THE ANSWER TO THE TWELFPa
PROPOSITION.

Definition
objects.

and demonstration are distinguished by

The former,

is

used for explaaation, the

latter,

their
for

proof: the former, for the discussion of a single question, the

compound

But

in this case,

I did not undertake to explain, but to prove.

I therefore,

latter,

for that of a

thought I must make use, in

my

question.

argument, of definition so far

as would tend to prove that which I had undertaken to prove,
which was the reason that I did not use special effort to adapt

my

definition of election or preterltion to the rules of art.

what I lay down is on the whole (xxra 'ravro^) true,
even if it do not reach the truth in all respects, (xaS' oXoj), it
will be sufficient for me, for the proof which I have proposed
Hence, even with those substitutions, which you
to myself.
have considered important, my proof remains valid, and therefore, that correction does not seem to be necessary for our purYet, I must say something concerning that matter. In
pose.
general, I remark, that you could see that I was treat, ng distinctly of that predestination which is unto glory, not of that
which is unto grace, and of that preterition, by which glory
was not prepared for some, not of that by which God determined not to communicate grace. This is evident from my
eighth proposition. I must then abstain from matters which
belong in general to grace and glory. Among those general
matters is adojption as children^ for the beginning and progress of which, grace is prepared, and glory for its consummaThus you also remark elsewhere in this answer.
tion.
I remark particularly, in reference to your corrections
in adoption and non-adoption consists the essento the first
of election at once to grace and to glory, and of
difference
tial

For

if

;

;

—

reprobation from both.

Therefore, that the former difierence

pertains not to election to glory alone, and the latter, is not of
reprobation from glory alone. For a difierence of genus can

not be a difference of species. Therefore, I ought not in this
case to have mentioned adoption unless 1 wished, in discuss-
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.

ing a species, to set forth the genus contrary to the law,
referred to above

To

(5<a^' oXou).

the second

;

—

I

mentioned no end in

my

election, or rather in the part of the definition

sented.

I did not, indeed, desire to present

supernatural happiness or glory
rial or subject

is

it

definition of

which

I pre-

in fuli.

For

not the end, but the mate-

of election, which material, embraced in your

Theses in the term blessing^ you divide into grace and glory.
is not communiby an antecedent union of ourselves with
God, which is implied In these words .from the same proposition, " to deny supernatural happiness, and resulting from the
union with Himself, and from His indwelling in man."

I

know, indeed, that supernatural happiness

cated to us, except

But

let

us notice the definition of pretention contained in

your Theses.

Preterition

creatures in their

own

an act of the divine pleasure by

is

which God determined, from

His
communicate

eternity, to leave certain of

natural state, and not to

them supernatural grace, by which their nature, if unfallen,
might be confirmed, and, if fallen, might be restored tor the
In the phrase
declaration of the freedom of His goodness."
" to leave in their own natural state," is comprehended, also,
to

;

exclusion from supernatural happiness, or

the definition

is

incomplete.

I think,

it is.

not.

If not,

however, that you

designed to include, also, that idea, otherwise your Theses are
imperfect, as they treat of the predestination by which grace
and glory are prepared for the elect, but nowhere of the negative act by which God does not appoint glory for the nonelect,

if

not in those words.

Yet, even in those words,

according to your idea, that preterition,

by which God does

not determine to bestow glory on any one, can not be included.
For you define preterition (Thesis 11) to be " contrary to the

But the preparation of punishment is
by which He appoints punishment for the

preparation of grace."

an atfirmative

act,

sinner, opposed, not negatively, but affirmatively to the pre-

paration of glory.

When,

therefore, I

preterition or non-election, so far as

it is

wished to describo
an act by which

does not determine to bestow glory on some persons,

it

God

seemed
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proper that I should, in some measure, keep in your track, in
that,

you nowhere,

mention

in your definition of preterition,

exclusion from adoption and union with God.

To

the third

enthesis,

;

—

come within

manifest that what

It is

was added

inserted, in par-

other statements.

however

I do not,

see, that

mode which you

may

even those

be related, in

For
and there

consider them, to that definition.

they mark, not an afiirmation, but a negative
is

and does not

the order or relation of the definition, like the

statements are false or faulty, though they
the

is

for the sake of explanation,

act,

emphasis in the word (tantum) which marks the negative.

To
act,

will the

bestowment of natural happiness

but to will only that bestowment

excludes

bestow.

all

other happiness, which

Also, what

is

that act

bestow only natural happiness,
If to leave in a natural state

is

He

is

an affirmative

a negative act, for

by which God determines
if

to

not preterition or neglect.

a negative

is

it

does not determine to

act,

and other-

wise your definition of non-election, which considers

it

as op-

posed negatively to predestin ation is erroneous, I do not see how
those words " to bestow only supernatural happiness," do not
,

designate a negative act.

If

you explain

it

so as to distin-

by which God determined to bestow natural happiness, the other, that by which
He determined to bestow only that, and not some other kind
of happiness, then I acknowledge that the former, as an affirmative act, does not pertain to this decree of preterition.
But
we have never discussed that kind of happiness. It might,
then, have been easily understood that I used those words so
as to note a negative act, that of the non-bestowment of any
happiness other than natural. When I was writing those
guish, in this case, the

two

acts, one, that

words, I thought of using the phrase "

to leave*^ in

imitation

would be unsuitable as presupposing that the bestowment was already made, and I considered
that supernatural happiness was not yet bestowed, but to be
bestowed, it man should live in obedience. In which I have
of you, but judged that

also

your assent, as

is

it

manifest from your answer to

proposition, at the end.

The

my

third

definition, therefore, remains,

WITH

DISCUSSION"

an

there

nothing in

is

it

to

F.
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be blamed, for which there can

not be found apology in the example of your Theses, which I

my

have constantly had before

That

may be made more plain, I will compare your
with mine. You thus define the preterition by

this

definition

which grace
pleasure,

some

of

eyes in this discussion.

denied

is

:

" Preterition

by which God, from

His creatures in

an act of the divine

is

eternity,

determined to leave

their natural state,

and not

to

com-

municate to them supernatural grace, by which their nature,
if unfalien,

may

be confirmed, and,

to the declaration of the

I define the preterition

may be restored,
His own goodness." If

if fallen,

freedom of

by which glory

is

denied, analogically

according to the form of your definition,
Preterition

from

is

eternity,

it

will be like this.

an act of the divine pleasure, by which God,

determined to leave some of His creatures in

to communicate to them superby which their natural happiness
may be absorbed, or into which their ignominy may be
changed, to the declaration of the freedom of His own goodness."
In this definition, I have proposed that which was
sufficient for my purpose
with no evasion, since, the other

their natural state,

and not

natural happiness, or glory,

;

adjuncts are neither to the advantage, nor to the disadvantage

my

Therefore, the Major of my syllogism is
would not be true, as a complete definition and
reciprocally.
For a conclusion can be proved from a Major,
which is on the whole (xara -rravro^) true.
I come now to the Minor, which I proved by two arguments. The first is not refuted by you, as it is proposed in a
mutilated condition, and so it is changed into something else.
For I did not deny that natural happiness was prepared for man,
but I added " which is, the design and end of man," in which
words, I meant not that it alone, but that it also was prepared, but on this condition that it would be absorbed by the

of

true,

argument.

even

if it

supernatural happiness, which should follow.
explanation, which I add,

I

wish that the

may be thus understood namely,
;

that

natural happiness, could, neither in fact nor in possibility,

man and his end. For God
man, on condition of obedience, not only natural,

occur to man, as the design of

promised

to

JAMES AEMINIUS.
In which, since, I have

but also supernatural happiness.

your assent, I conclude

also

mj

God

proposition thus.

does

not will to bestow upon any man, considered in his original
natural state, natural happiness alone, as the end and design

of man, to the exclusion of supernatural happiness.

God

fore,

For whether pretention

state.

There-

passed by no one, considered in his original natural
is

the act by which

God

does

not determine to bestow supernatural happiness on any one,
or that by which

He

determines to bestow natural happiness,

which I think that you concede,

equally to

is

it

my

pur-

pose.

I prove the antecedent in this way.
in

Adam, on

state, or in

by the

All

men are considered

equal terms, whether in their original natural

a state of sin, unless some difference

will of

But I deny

God.

that

in respect to man's original state,

reason for that denial,

when you say

introduced

that both kinds of hap-

piness were prepared for man.

Again,

His providence, has prepared

man,

for

is

any difference was made
and you confirm the first
that,

which God, by

not denied to

is

him by

pretention, the opposite of election, unless from the foresight
that he

would not

attain to

it,

under the guidance of provi-

dence, but would turn aside freely, and of his

But God prepared
supernatural
for

its

for the first

felicity, for

attainment

;

man, and

He bestowed

own

accord.

in him, for all

men,

on him means sufficient

with the additional aid of divine grace,

(if

was also necessary in that state,) which is not denied to
any man unless he first forsakes God.
Your opinion that I have been led into an erroi*, by a two
fold idea, namely, that of the end and the mode, and that I
thought that a single end only was before mankind, is incorrect, for my words do not, of themselves, imply this.
I made

this

a

when I menwas the end of man

plain distinction between the subordinate ends,

tioned natural felicity, which I denied

and

his ultimate.

I,

therefore,

conceded that natural happi-

ness belongs to man, otherwise there would have been no
necessity of the addition of the statement that this does not

belong
that,

to

him

as the

end of man, and

his ultimate, that

beyond which nothing further can happen

to

man.

is,

as

Does

:
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who admits

not he,

that natural happiness pertains to

but not as the end of

man and

his ultimate,

man,

acknowledge a

end of man, one subordinate, namely, natural happiand the other final, which is the end and ultimate of
man, namely, supernatural happiness ? I do not, however,
think that it can be said truly that happiness is the end and

two

fold

ness,

Your

ultimate of man.

additional remarks, concerning the

order of natural and supernatural happiness, I approve, as
truthful

and learned

;

but they

are. as

you admit,

merely in-

and do not aifect the substance of my argument.
My second argument is also valid, but it should be arranged
correctly, thus
An act of the divine pleasure by which God
determined to deny to any man spiritual or supernatural blessedness, depends on a meritorious cause, which is sin
Preterition is such an act
Therefore preterition depends on sin as its
cidental,"

;

—

;

;

meritorious cause.

—

The reason

for the

Major

is

contained in

these words, " that denial of happiness can not be considered

otherwise than as punishment," but

ded by

From
act to

sin, as its

it

is

necessarily prece-

proper cause, according to the mode of merit.

this it follows that God can not have reference in that
men, considered in a merely natural state, without refer-

ence to

sin.

I will briefly sustain the Major, and the reason assigned for

and then examine your answer. I prove the Major thus
That which the Providence of God has prepared for man, under a condition, is not denied to him, except on the non-performance or the violation of the condition. But God, by His
it,

Providence, prepared supernatural happiness for "man,

&c

Again, the passage from Isaiah plainly shows that God would
not have deserted the Jews, if they had not merited it by their
" iniquities." The reason, assigned for the Major, I sustain in
this

manner

:

"Whatever

is

contrary to the blessing of happi-

and therefore conditionally due to
the image of God, cannot be considered oth-

ness, prepared, promised,

man,

as

made

in

erwise than as punishment.
ness

is

A denial of

supernatural happi-

contrary to the blessing of happiness, prepared for man,

as such, for even supernatural happiness

him

as such.

Therefore

its

denial

is

was prepared

punishment.

for

Again,

no
there
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is

which

it

no passage of Scripture, I assert it confidently, from
can be shown that«6Tich denial is or can be considered

otherwise than in the relation of punishment, than as

ed only for sinners.

For we have

stated,

it is

prepar-

with truth, that pu-

Ditive justice has place only in reference to sinners.

In my syllogism the innot " made from a particular case." For that negative

I proceed to examine your answer.
ference

is

act of

God, now under discussion, only

meritorious cause, that

is, it

that cause, and that act of

did not

exist.

The

God would

not

exist, if that

particle " o^zZy" does not

clusion of the will of God.

view of a

exists in

does not exist except in view of

For

it is

to

an ex-

certain that sin

is

not, in

fact the cause of punishment, except as the will of

wills to punish sin according to

its

cause

amount

God, who

merit, otherwise he can re-

and remit its punishment. How indeed could you
suppose that He, who made sin the meritorious cause of punishment, w'shed to exclude the will of God, when the very
nature of meritorious cause requires another cause also, which
may estimate merit, and inflict punishment in proportion as
I acknowledge that the cause of every negative
it is merited.
act does not exist in man, nor have I made that statement,

move

for

sin,

why

should I needlessly enter into the general discussion

of this matter.

My

subject

is

the act of pretention or non-

by which God denies supernatural happiness to man,
and I affirm that the cause of this is in and of man, so far,
that without the existence of this cause, that act would never
be performed. But you argue that the cause of this act does
not exist in man. First, by authority^ then by reason^ finally
by example. I deny that proof is contained in the passages,
Let it be shown in what sense, these are
cited as authority.
the antecedents, from which this consequence may be deduced.
We have previously examined those passages, so far as the
election,

necessity of the subject required.

Your argument from reason is not more
that the "
tive act of

first

conclusive.

sin did not take place, except

You say

from the nega-

God," also "a positive and a negative act of God
and " there is no evil

also precede every act of the creature,"
act,

which has not been preceded

also

by a negative

act of the

DISCtJSSIOliJ"

Deity, permitting the

the general to the
versality

is

precedes

;

all

these points, if right-

Many

not valid, unless a

mark

from

of uni-

negative acts of the Deity precede

therefore, also the negative act of pretention

I

sin.
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affirmative statement, reasoning

specific, is

added.

the act of sin

F.

I concede

evil.

But an

ly understood.

WITH

The controversy

deny the sequence.

The

cerns that very act.

first sin results

con-

from a negative act

A positive and a

of God, but not from the act of pretention.

negative act precede every act of the creature, but not the act

You

of election and that of pretention.

and non-election are prior
I admit, but not to

God

It is

is

But you

affirm that the free will

the cause also of this negative

has been committed, (that

is

God

is

The

it ?

pun-

" in Christ recon-

ciling the world unto Himself,") but neither

sin has been committed.

denies

will, either to

necessary, even though sin

since

is,

Who

act.

indeed within the scope of God's free

ish or to remit sin, but neither

affirm that election

sin, as existing in fact,

That point, however, has

sin, as foreseen.

been previously discussed.
of

To

to sin.

will of

God

is

is,

possible unless

in the

most com-

plete sense, free, as the cause of creation, the cause of glorification, the cause of

existing
called

who

;

He

and

But He creates those nonand existing, and, indeed,
condemns only sinners, and those,

condemnation.

glorifies those created

justified

;

die in their sins.

He

There

is,

the freedom of God, even if

and necessarily
that sin

is

so, to that

then, no limitation placed on

we

consider sin as antecedent,

negative act of God.

You see, then,

the meritorious cause, which necessarily precedes

God and that I have reasoned correctly
from that cause, necessarily antecedent, that God, in that neg-

that negative act of

;

ative act of preterition, has reference only to sinners.

That the example of the angels, in this case, is not analoshow in a word. You say that " the negative act of
God, in non-election or preterition, which Augustine also calls

gous, I

reliction^ did not restrain the fallen angels

affirm that the negative act of

from evil." But I
God, by which man is not re-

strained from evil, but permitted to fall into sin, is not the act
of preterition, but a negative act of providence, and I prove,

by two arguments,

that this

is

distinguished from predestina-
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tion.

If

it is

passed bj, for

by the negative
all

act of pretention, then all are

have sinned.

of preterition, then

all

Also,

men have

if it is

the negative act

sinned irretrievably, and

without hope of pardon and remission, as in the case of the
angels

who

sinned.

I

add a third consideration, that an act

of election, opposed at the same time to preterition, must have
place here, in resp3ct to certain individuals

;

but there

is

not

and can not be such an act, in this case, since all men are comprehended under that preterition. There is a great difference
between the negative act, by which God left man to his own
counsel, and the negative act of preterition, which is to be here
considered.

I^or do I think that

it is

much importance

of

this subject that, for non-adoption, as the

mate end, I have

to

proper and proxi-

substituted, the remote consequence, the ab-

sence of supernatural happiness.

For, in addition to the fact

that adoption, in your Theses already often cited, occupies the

place of form not of end^ I affirm that, in the negative act,

which

He

did not will adoption for any man,

God

by

could not,

did not have reference to any except sinners.
But you say that " God begets sons unto Himself according

or, at least,

to His own will."
He does this, however, from among sinful
men. " He looks," you say, " upon all in Christ, not in themselves."
Therefore, I affirm. He considers them as sinners,
not in themselves, as having, in themselves, any reason that

He

should regard them, but in themselves, as in need of being

" May
considered in Christ as Mediator of such character.
"
not God," you ask,
beget His adopted children without reference to their character?"

such reference to them as

I admit that

may

influence

He

God

may, without

to beget

them,

not without such reference to them, that, not generation, but
regeneration

may

be necessary to them.

Grace claims

for

it-

whole in generation, but more strongly claims the
whole in regeneration. But that God begets sons to Himself
from among men, the word generation being used in any other

self the

sense than that of regeneration, I consider contrary both to

theology and to Scripture.
ion

is

The

subject, however, of discuss-

adoption according to the decree of God.

Let us

now

consider the position,

by

w^hich I strengthened

WITH

DISCUSSION

my

F.
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mau

I said that the " denial of happiness to

argument.

can not be considered otherwise than as punishment.
" denial of happiness" not " of adoption."
discussing the denial of glory, not of grace

For

I

I said

am, here,

but non-adoption,

;

I wish, however,

either alone or also, pertains to the latter.

what mode a denial of adoption to
a man, made in the image of God, has not the nature of punishment, and is not caused by sin. You indeed affirm that it

that

is

it

might be shown

in

previous to punishment, since

deny both parts

ot the assertion.

an assertion,

prove

to

it,

but

my

will give the reason of

it is

previous even to sin.

though denying the assertion,

I,

denial, to

show

the strength of

He, who is made in the image of God, as Luke
Adam, "which was the Son of God," (chap, iii, ver.

cause.

of

I

belongs to him, who makes

It

my

says
38,)

But Adam was, not begotten, but created, " the son of God," as is
said in the marginal note of Beza's Testament.
That, which
any one has by the gifc of creation, is not taken from him, un-

by the grace of

is,

less the

God.

son of God.

the

creation,

demerit of sin precedes, according to the justice of

Supernatural happiness, whether

bestowed on con-

it is

dition of obedience to law, or according to the condition of the

covenant of grace,

an inheritance

tion of obedience

the

is

but

;

;

Son of God.

always to be considered in the relation of

was promised

it

therefore,

Adam

to

Adam, on

the condi-

was then considered as

Filiation, then, could not

be denied to him

But the
was denial of happiness.

except on account of sin and disobedience.
of which I was tre.iting,

You
is

assert, that denial of happiness,

subject,

considered in general,

not punishment, since that, which exists on account of a

voluntary arrangement of God,
that

you would show

ness

is

that

the consideration of sin.

he should

punishment

to

I

wish

any denial of supernatural happi-

You

Adam God

is

as-

That was not

I reply, the term, denial of supernat-

ambiguous

The former

remark, in proof of your

denied supernatural happiness,

his appointed course.

fulfill

A Jam."

ural happiness is

rary.

not punishment.

according to voluntary arrangement of God, apart from

sertion, that " to

until

is

;

it

may

be either final or tempo-

peremptory, the latter

is

conditional.
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we

That, of which

treat, is final

which

The decree

and peremptory.

of predestination and preterition

peremptory, and that,

is

prepared for or denied to any one, according to that

is

decree, he will finally enjoy, or want.

But you treat of temporary denial, " until he should fulfill his appointed course,"
according to the rule of divine justice, and of denial, on the
consideration that he should not live according to the require-

—

ment of God, which denial belongs to the just providence of
God, in contra-distinction to predestination and preterition.
Indeed what you call a denial, can not be so called except in
For how shall he be said to deny happiany one, who has promised it on a certain condition ?

catachrestic sense.

ness to

You

concede, however, that sin

But

final happiness.

of final happiness.

You

say that

it

is

antecedent to the denial of

preterition or non-election

Therefore, sin

is

is

a denial

antecedent to preterition.

should be stated in addition " that antecedent

abandonment by God, in the beginning and
foundation of which abandonment is nonelection, or preterition and reprobation."
I concede that abandonment by God was antecedent to sin, so far that God left
man in the power of his own purposes but it is not particuto sin is particular

progress of

sin, the

;

but universal, in respect to the beginning of

lar,

He

abandonment
terition

left

Adam,

and, in him,

all

sin, for in that

men

;

hence pre-

can not be the foundation of that abandonment.

all

mankind were

its

progress,

from

sin

tion*

may

and

it

left,

may

left

be called particular,

others in sin

;

for

He

freed

and non-election or

be called the foundation of

this

For

In respect to

in the beginning of sin.

some

preteri-

abandonment, since

some were left in the progress of sin, others being freed from sin
by the gratuitous election ol God, which is the direct opposite of
preterition.
Hence it follows that it can not be rightly said
that preterition or non-election
it is

is

the antecedent of sin, since

only the antecedent of the progress of that which has

ready been perpetrated, and, indeed,

its

cause,

that which prevents the progress of sin, namely, grace.

firm that

it is

al-

by a denial of
I af-

universally true that the foresight of sin precedes

the appointment of that negative act

termine to bestow

felicity

by which he does not deFor the act of

on an individual.

—
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pretention does not precede commission of

ready frequently shown.

Sin,

which

is
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sin, as

has been

common

to all

al-

men,

does not result from that negative act which discriminates

among men, but from a
a negative

tention

is

inating

among them.

common to all men. Precommon to all men, but discrim-

negative act

not

act,

Therefore, preteritiou

tecedent to sin.

my

answers

therefore, also

;

So
they may,

is

not an act an-

arguments are confirmed against your
be available for the decis-

ion of the other questions.

THIETEENTH PEOPOSITION OF AEMINIUS.
The second
and

its

question, referring to the preparation of grace,

opposite, preterition,

not,

is

whether God designed

to be-

stow saving grace only on some persons, and those considered

and did not design to bestow it on others,
for this is very manifest from the Scriptures, in many passages.
But the question is, whether God, in the act of predestination and its opposite, preterition, had reference to men,
considered in a natural condition. I have not been able to
persuade myself, either from the writings of Thomas Aquinas,
or from those of the advocates of his views, that this question
is to be answered affirmatively.
My reasons for answering it

in certain relations,

negatively, are these

:

ANSWEE OF JUNIUS TO THE THIRTEENTH PROPOSITION.
I have previously stated that divine election
"

tion

have reference

to

men

The phrase, " merely natural
tion before us, then,

is

in general,
state," is

not,

and

and non-elec-

this is

ambiguous.

very true.

The ques-

whether election has reference

only to men, considered in a natural condition, (as you understand that phrase,)
is

if

one attends closely to the subject.

rather the question, whether

so considered.
it differs,

This

also has reference to

We answer this affirmatively.

men,
Indeed, though

from the

we

in phraseology,

it

first

theory, yet

think,
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that, in fact, it is

very

much

in

harmony with

it,

since this

was added neither by Tiiomas Aquinas, nor
that the relations, previously noticed, might be ex-

particular relation

by

others,

cluded, but only that, in this argument, a consideration of sin,
as a cause, might be excluded.

guments

Yet, let us examine your ar-

as they are presented.

THE REPLY OF ARMINIUS, TO THE ANSWER TO THE THIRTEENTH
PROPOSITION.

That man, considered

in general, is the object of the decree

of which we treat, has not yet been made clear to me from
your answers. Indeed I have proved from many arguments,

adduced, as opportunity has been offered, that a general consideration of

man

has no place in that decree, and 1 shall prove

the same by other arguments, as there

may

be occasion.

cerning the state of the question, as you propose

contend with you.

God,

it,

Let the question be as you state

in the decree of predestination

maintain the negative.,

whether

it,

and reprobation, has

ence also to men, considered in a merely natural

Not only does

Con-

I will not

refer-

state.

I

the affirmative of this

question please you, but, from your Theses and other writings,

you seem to me to incline to it so strongly that you seem even to
have proposed the affirmative of the former theory. For if
He, who predestinates and passes by, did not consider man
as a sinner, then
things, on which

He did consider him as created among those
He imposed certain conditions, or as not

But let these remarks suffice. I
created^ or as to he created.
have every where denied, and still deny, that God, in the act
of predestination and of preterition, had reference also to men,
considered in a merely natural state

;

but I assert that

reference only to men, as considered in their sins.

ing the difference between the

have already spoken.

first

He had

Concern-

and second theory, we

:

WITH

DISCUSSION

FOURTEEKTII
First, because

Adam and,

God

all
;

were created

but that

secondly^ the law,
all,

which

is

is

in

OF AEMINIUS.

in him, all men were created in a
hence no one could be considered

The antecedent

in a merely natural state.

of

JUNIUS.

FIlOPOSITIOISr

state of supernatural grace,

because

F.

Adam after

is

proved, firsts

the image and likeness

supernatural grace, as has been said

which was given

Adam, was

to

evident from the fact that

ail

enacted for

sinned in

Adam,

and became guilty of transgression. But that law could not
be obeyed without supernatural grace, which 1 prove from the
subject of the law, from the appendix of the law, from the
instigator of transaction, and from the mode of instigation.
The law required obedience towards God, that man should
live, not according to man, but according to God, which life
is

not animal, but spiritual, and

ral grace.

The appendix

of the

its

cause in

law

man is

supernatu-

consisted in the threaten-

ing of temporal and spiritual death, that of the body and of
the soul. Punishment, which is spiritual and opposed, not

only to animal, but also to spiritual good, ought not to be annexed, in equity, to a law which can be observed without supernatural grace

;

especially

when

the

same law,

if

could not alibrd supernatural or spiritual good, since

observed without supernatural grace.

observed,
it

can be

seems unjust that the
transgression of a law should deserve eternal and spiritual
death, but its observance could not obtain eternal and spiritual
life from God, on the terms of divine goodness and justice.
It

The instigator was Satan, whose design was to cast down man,
by transgression, to death, not only of the body, but of the
80ul, and when man could only resist through supernatural
grace. The mode of temptation was such that it could not be
successfully resisted by man, if destitute of supernatural grace.
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ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE FOURTEENTH

Tour

antecedent, namely,

"Adam and

created in a state of supernatural grace,"
it

can not be proved, as

proposition.

is

we have shown,

The consequent

is

in

PROPOSITION.

him

all

men were

ambiguous.

in

denied,

answer

and

is

Again,

to the tenth

also

ambigu-

Since I have previously discussed both of these points,

ous.

come now to the arguments. The proof from the image of
God, was refuted in the same answer, and it was shown that
but that it had relation and
it was not supernatural of itself

I

;

adjustment to supernatural grace, not of nature or
essence, but
therefore,

by the arrangement of

now, as before,

second argument,

is

is

denied.

grace.

The

its

own

This argument,
position in the

first

not to be admitted without some distinc-

to Adam, was general
the other parThe general law, namely, that which is natural and
joined to the natural, was enacted for all. This was by no
means true of the particular law. The latter was that he
tion, for

one law, given

;

ticular.

should not eat of the tree of knowledge of good and
is

evil.

It

not credible that this law, which was one of particular requisi-

have been enacted for all it is not credible that,
had remained unfallen, they would have come into Eden

tion should
if all

;

to that tree, that their obedience should be tested.

The

Scripture, also, does not

make

this statement.

We con-

cede the second position in reference to the universal law, not
in that the law was natural, but in that the nature of man

and the natural law, was adjusted to grace. The natuas it was relar
such, was within the capability of man
ted and adjusted to grace, it could not be observed without

itself

ral, as

supernatural grace.

;

In reference

to the special law, the sec-

ond position is erroneous. For the mere act of eating or not
eating of any fruit, is natm-al. The power to eat or abstain
from that fruit, was, in fact, possessed by man, though these
acts were not both left with him by the requisition and arrangement of the special law declared by God. Therefore the
second point is, in this case, erroneous, for it was possible for
him not to choose, not to touch, not to eat the fruit, as it was
This was of natural power (which poBto do the contrary.
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F.

To

sessed full vigor) in a natural subject.

argument pertains

to general law,

it is

adjusted to grace.

tive

is

We

deny

is

natural and as

as to the particular law,

it

It pertained
fruit

ural will to avoid the experiment of sin

God

God had forewarned them.

He had

;

it

to

natural

pertained to nat-

and death, of which

tested the obedience of

man

same thing he miseraGod, of his own will, not by any

merely natural, and

bly renounced obedience to
necessity.

it

required obedience in a particular matter, and

power

in a matter

in

both as

one merely natural or animal.
to abstain from or to eat that

in

mode of genorder.
The first

concede, then, that the affirma-

true of general law, but

by which God

establish this point,

pertaining to the

you adduce four arguments,
I will briefly examine each
eral law.
all
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in the

then no just ground of complaint that

should hold him responsible, because, in a matter of no

God
diffi-

and according to nature, he did not willingly render
due obedience unto the Lord, but preferred, to His word, the
word of the serpent in the case of Eve, and that of his wife in
culty,

the case of

You

Adam.

will perhaps say that

he would not have committed

had been bestowed upon him.
and make it ground of
not bestowed, even in a matter which is

that transgression, if grace

Must you,

then, always require grace,

accusation, if

is

it

God bestowed a natuon Adam, for this very reason, that in a matmerely natural, he might use his natural powers. He gave

natural, and, indeed, merely natural?
ral constitution
ter

Do you demand more 1 I quote,
words of Tertuilian, {lib. 2 advers. Marcion^
" If God bestowed upon man the freedom of the
cap. 7.)
will and power to act, and bestowed it suitably. He undoubt-

that

on

which was

sufficient.

this point, the

His authority as Creator, bestowed them
to be enjoyed, so far as depended upon
Himself, in accordance with His own character, that is after
God,' that is according to goodness, (for who would grant any
permission against himself?); but so far as depended upon
man, according to the motions of his freedom. Who, indeed,

edly, according to
to

be enjoyed, but

'

bestowing on a j)erson any thing to be enjoyed, does not so

bestow

it,

12

that

it

may

be enjoyed according to his mind and
VOL.

m.
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lYO

It was, therefore, a

will?

consequence that

God

should not

man, that is, that
of His prescience and

interfere with the liberty once granted to

He

should retain in Himself the action

prepotency, by which

should not

fall into

He

could have intervened, so that

danger, in attempting to enjoy his

man
own

For had He thus intervened, He
would have rescinded the freedom of the will, which, in reason and goodness. He had bestowed. Then let it be supposed
that He had intervened, that He had destroyed the freedom
of the will, by calling him back from the tree, by not permitting the tempting serpent to converse with the woman, would
not Marcion exclaim, O futile, unstable, unfaithful Lord, reWhy did He bescinding that which He had established
stow the freedom of the will, if He must interfere with it?
freedom, in an evil mode.

!

Why

did

He

choose the point in

whether in

Your

its

He bestowed it Let Him then
which He shall charge Himself with error,

interfere, if

?

bestowment, or in

statement, that

its rescission,

supernatural grace

&c."
is

the cause of

man," we believe to be most certainly true,
and we avow the same thing. Yet there was one mode of
spiritual life in Adam, and there is another mode in us, in
spiritual life in

whom

supernatural grace alone produces this

had, together with this grace, the image of

life,

while Adam

God unimpaired

and uncorrupted, and therefore had spiritual life in both modes,
But these things will be introthe natural and supernatural.
duced, appropriately, in another place.

Your second argument, from
plainly in the

same

condition.

the appendix of the law,

This seems to be

its

is

scope.

If Godj in the case of election and reprobation, had reference
to

men

considered in a merely natural state, (that

is,

with the

same ambiguity, and on the supposition which we have denied
above,) lie would not have ordained spiritual punishment,
opposed not only to animal, but is spiritual good, for transgressors of a la^, which might be observed without supernatural
grace; for it is in accordance with equity (which point was

law of the twelve tables) that the punishment should be adapted to the crime ; But God ordained
punishment of this kind ; ^Therefore, He did not have referalso regarded in the

—

—
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men, considered in a natural condition.

In reference

to the antecedent of the Major, I will say nothing

ready spoken often on that point.

I have al-

;

The consequent

is

denied.

would be true, if both sins or evil deeds and their punishments were estimated only from the deed (which the law forBut there are many other
bids), and according to its kind.
It

things,

by which the gravity of

Justly estimated

crime,

its

;

offences

is

usually,

and most

the author of the law, the author of the

We must consider

and circumstances.

object, end,

the author <)f the law^ for the authority of a law, enacted by
an emperor, is greater than tliat of one, enacted by a tribune, of

one imposed by God, than of one imposed by man. The author of the crime^ whether he commands it, or personally commits it. For a crime is greater which is committed through
the persuasion of an enemy, than one committed through that

of a master or father.
to the personal

The same

commission of

against a parent,

is

distinction

sin.

The

may be

object^ for

applied

an offence,

more heinous than against a

stranger,

against one's self and family, than against a person not thus

connected, against God than against man. The end^ for it is
a greatser in, if you transgress a law with an unimportant end or
no end in view, than if the same thing is done of necessity, if
with an unworthy and wicked design than if with a worthy
and ffood desis-n.

"What shall I say in reference to circumstances f What
But he,
I have already said is, in my judgment, sufficient.
who transgresses the law of God, is guilty of these aggravating
particulars, of
infliction,

which even the

first,

alone,

is sufficient

for the

with the utmost justice, of spiritual punishment.

Should he regard lightly the

legislator,

second, should he listen to an enemy, the

God ? Adding the
enemy of God, and

Should he, the recent
workmanship of God, and the tenant of Paradise, transgress the
recent commandment of God ? Adding the third particular,
should he rush forward against himself, his family, and God,
not ignorantly, but with due warning? Do not these, my
brother, seem to you to be cases of the greatest aggravation ?
Are they not worthy of bodily and spiritual punishment ? As

of his race, and of the universe?
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same rule is to
The law was particular, and that in a natural
requirement, which man could perform naturally, as we have
before said. Here perhaps, you will say, that it is improper
in general, so in special or particular law, the

be observed.

that supernatural punishment should be imposed in reference

But consider

to a natm'al offence.

Man

all

those things which I

which
he has just received the blessings of nature and of grace, and
to whom he owed all things as his Supreme Euler. He transgressed by the persuasion of the Devil, the public and sworn
enemy of God, of the universe, and of the human race, to listen
At the time of his
to whom, once only, is to renounce God.
transgression, he was the recent work of God, the heir of all
have just

natural

said.

transgressed the law of God, from

and supernatural good, the inhabitant of Paradise, the

foster-child of heaven, the lord of all things, servant of

Man

alone.

transgressed, using violence against himself,

bringing sin and death, and
terity,

God

He

dishonoring

God

all evils

upon himself and

in himself, though forewarned

of truth, and prescient, in his

own mind,

God
and

his pos-

by the

of coming evil.

transgressed in a matter, most trivial, entirely unnecessary,

of the least importance,

when he

really

abounded

in the bless-

ings of the whole world, and this with a most unworthy and

plainly impious design, that he might be like God,

good and

How

evil."

could he,

who was

"knowing

not faithful and

obedient in a matter of the least importance, be faithful in one
of great importance

?

He

transgressed in a beastly manner,

served his belly and appetite, blind to

heaven and

before his eyes, deaf to

Here,

if

we

all

things belonging to

earth, except the flame of lust, wickedly placed
all

things except the voice of the devil.

please to glance at other circumstances,

how many

and how
Truly, was that, in many respects, an invere damnation
finite fall, which brought infinite ruin.
But should any one affirm, that it was an unworthy thing
that man should be condemned for so small a matter, let him
consider these two things first, it was an unworthy thing that
man, in so small a matter," should disobey the mandate of
his Supreme Kuler, of the author of nature, of grace, and of

strong aiguments exist for most just though most se!

;
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his salvation

;

secondly,

it

is
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not a small matter, which was

ordained for the manifestation of due obedience in natural

and as a

things,

method of the perception of supernatural
Adam should, by this sign, maniand voluntary obedience in natural things,

just

God

blessings.

willed that

fest his religious

and in

this

way

suitably exert himself to attain supernatural

Does

blessings.

seem a small matter, when he acted conto all natural and supernatural

thiis

trary to the will of

God, and

blessings in a thing of so little importance

But, to proceed

ment can be
is

the

if

if

that this punish-

considered in his

considered in his natural condition

amount of your argument.

heinous, because he sinned

?

This

I have not indeed hesitated

I say that the sin of

to affirm the contrary.

when

Adam was more
he had

unfallen, than if

Consider the simple fact in the case

sinned, as a fallen being.

You

?

my brother,

man more justly,

on

inflicted

than

fallen state,

;

do you think,

know, declare that it was a more unworthy thing that man, in a state of integrity, should become

of man.

will, I

the slave of sin, than
It is, therefore,

sin.

if,

in a sinful state, he

more

just that

Adam,

should

at the

fall

into

time of that

transgression, should be considered as unfallen, than in refer-

ence to the

fall

which afterwards supervened.

the truth of the righteousness of God.

As

to

This illostrates

your statement,

"it seems unjust that the transgression could deserve eternal

and spiritual death, &c." I wonder, indeed, that it could
have been made by you. For you are not ignorant that the
law of God, whether general or particular, is the appointment

we both worship God
and reach the goal of supernatural
to whom his Lord has prescribed the

of the present course according to which
in the discharge of duty,

As

grace.

mode

a traveller,

of his journey, if he departs

by the same
his

own

sin,

from the prescribed path,
and its goal, by

act renounces both his journey

but

if

he remains in the path, he performs his
it was necessary that Adam should be

duty, thus I judge that

Did he
had
grarenounce the good which God
ciously set before him ? If he had remained in the path he
certainly would have attained the goal, of grace, not of merit.
treated.

The unhappy

not, therefore, also

traveller left the right path.

;
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How,

Because, by not keeping the path, the

not of merit?

way and

servant loses both his

own

his

evil,

as the proper cause of

liis life,

but by keeping the way, he obtains

result of his journey.

Life

life,

as the

proposed, of grace, not of mer-

is

both to the obedient and to the disobedient, as the result of

it,

pursuing

In

right path.

tlie

this

way

the obedient obtains

and the disobedient is the cause to himself that he does
not obtain grace, and, by his own act, forfeit the life, which depends on that grace.
The third argument, from the instigator of the transgression, and the fourth, from the mode of temptation, are disgrace,

The

posed of in the same answer.

" man could

resist

third

argument

is

this

the Devil only through supernatural grace

therefore the Jaw could not be observed without supernatural

grace"
that

—and

it

the fourth

^'
;

the

mode

of temptation

could not be successfully resisted by man,

supernatural grace

;

therefore, the

if

was such

destitute of

law could not be observed

without supernatural grace."

In the

first

place,

though I should admit both arguments, in

reference to general law according to our previous distinction,

yet

we

might, with propriety, deny their validity in reference

to that particular law,

which enjoined a natural

act, situated

properly and absolutely within the capability of nature, for
is

as truly natural not to eat that

fect, as it is to eat that

capability of

was

man

which

not to

which

is

sin, for

is

good.

bad in
It

its

nature or

ifc

ef-

was then within the

the refusal or neglect to eat

man, of his own natural power»
we must make a distinction in reference

in the capability of

In the second place,

both those arguments, even when referred to the general
law of God, concerning that which is called supernatural
to

grace.

For, as in nature, the

to sustain a thing as to

action,

and

its

work of Providence

existence, to

to protect or preserve it as

it

is

threefold,

govern

it,

may be

liable to de-

as to its

work of grace is threefold, for
and to protect them.
It always sustains, because inherent and common grace is permanent, but it rules and protects, or preserves when and as it
chooses for this act, as it is assisting and not inherent, is par-

struction, so also in the pious, the
it is

accustomed

;

to sustain,

and

to govern,

ticular,

and the
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free act of variable grace.

This distinction

having been stated, we thus judge concerning these argu-

Man

was never without supernatural grace, either inhe was not without assisting grace, except
in that particular act, in which God did not govern, did not
preserve, because it was an act of nature, which must be tested in its own mode, which has been allotted to it by the infiGod retired,
For, as TertuUian says
nite wisdom of God.
from the administration not of all grace, but of supernatural
grace from the time when He said to man, "Of every tree of the
garden thou mayest freely eat. But of the tree of knowledge
of good and evil thou shalt not eat of it," (Gen. ii. 16 and 17,)
and committed the whole matter, of compact and solely, to the
nature of man." Indeed He wholly transferred to the will of
man, according to the law of his nature, the power to render or
ments.

herent or habitual

:

—

not to render obedience in

all

matters pertaining to nature.

But " he could not resist the devil, and the mode of the tempfor if he could, accordtation was irresistible." This is denied
;

ing to his nature, refrain from eating of the forbidden

he could, in this, resist the
tation was not irresistible.

devil,

He

fruit,

and the mode of the temp-

could refrain from eating, be-

cause that w^as, in the simplest sense, natural, and, by compact,

But
as we have just said, was placed in the power of man.
he did not refrain from eating, certainly, because he did not
wish to do so, but he willingly consented to the temptation,
concerning which point, we have already under Prop. ix. noticed the opinion of Augustine.

In the observance of general law, the case
cause, as

we have

is different,

be-

before said, the law operates on nature and

adjusts nature to the supernatural,

and

it

could not be ob-

served, nor indeed could the devil be resisted, without super-

natural grace.

EEPLT OF AEMINIUS TO THE ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE
FOUETEENTH PROPOSITION.

My object,

in the

arguments which I

now

present,

is

to
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prove that Adam, and in him,

all

the

human

ated in a state of supernatural grace, that

race,

is,

were

cre-

that in their

original condition they had, not only natural attributes, but
also supernatural grace, either
infusion.

From which

by the

act of creation or super-

I conclude, that God, in the act of

predestination, and pretention or reprobation, could consider
no one in a merely natural state. My first argument is taken
from the nature of the divine image, to which or in which man
was created. Another argument is deduced from the law,
which was imposed on Adam, and on all men in him, which
I assert, was not to be observed without supernatural grace.
The former argument was discussed in my reply to the answer
to the tenth Proposition, and I refer to what was then stated.
"We will now consider the latter, and, in the first place, its
Major, which supposes that the law, given to Adam, was enacted for all men, with the addition, as proof, of the fact that
all men have sinned in Adam, and become partakers of his
transgression.
You discuss this Major Proposition, without
reference to the proof. I notice the mode in which you assail
the former, and what force is possessed by the latter for its confirmation.
You make a distinction in the law, imposed on
Adam, and regard it as having a two-fold relation, first, as
common and natural second, as particular. You say that
the former was enacted for all men, the latter, not for all men.
I agree with what you say concerning common or general law^
and shall hereafter make use of it to confirm my own proposition.
I do not, in all respects, assent to what you say concerning particular law. The law, concerning the forbidden
tree, had, in part, a particular reference, and in part, a general
For it is symbolical, and consists, therefore, of two parts,
one.
the symbol and that signified by it. The symbol was abstinence from the forbidden tree the thing signified was abstinence from disobedience and evil, and the trial of obedience.
So far as abstinence from disobedience and evil was prescribed
by that law, it was a general law. But as the law required
an observance of a symbolical character, it must be consider;

;

ed in a two-fold light, either as prescribing symbolical observance in general, or the observance of that particular symbol.
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law should prescribe the observance of any symobedience of man, it would, to that
extent, be general.
For God would have determined to test
the obedience of all men by some symbol, either this one or
some other, if it had been their lot to be born in a state of
So

far as the

bol, in general, to test the

I prove this first from the fact that

integrity.

that the condition of all

Adam,

if

men

He

purposed

should be the same with that of

they should be born in the state in which

Adam

was created, in respect to the image of God. Secondly^ it
was most suitable that the experiment of obedience should be
made in a matter which was indifferent but a law, which commands or forbids any thing indifferent is symbolical and cere;

monial. But, so far as the observance, prescribed by the law,
had reference to that particular symbol, namely, abstinence
from the fruit of the forbidden tree, it can, in one sense, be
it may be particular.
It was
and Eve, the parents and social head of the human race, in whom, as in its origin and
root, was then contained the whole human race.
It was particular, as prescribed to the same persons as individuals, and
and as it, perhaps, would not have been imposed on other human beings, if they had, at that time, been born, and considered in themselves, and not in their first parents. I say perhaps ; for you know that there are those who think, that if

called general,

and

in another,

general as prescribed to

the first

human

Adam

beings had maintained their integrity, that

would have been born and would have dwelt
and this idea has some probablility. For if that
earthly paradise was a symbol of the heavenly kingdom, as
seems probable from the fact that the third heaven, the resitheir descendants

in Paradise,

dence of the blessed,

is

called, in the Scripture, paradise,

it

is

most probable that no one of the human race would have been
excluded from that paradise on earth, if he had not first rendered himself worthy of the heavenly paradise. This point
may, however, be left without decision.
That the law (to come to the argument of my Major) which

Adam

was enacted for all men, I proved by an
which you passed by. " Sin is the
transgression of the law." (1 John iii, 4.)
The law can not
transgressed,

irrefragable argument,
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be transgressed by him
that haw, wliich

Adam

for

whom

are said to have sinned in him.

by you. More brie% the law.
men transgressed in Adam was enacted for all men.
men transgressed, in Adam, the law concerning the

which

is

which

all

But

was not enacted. Hence
was enacted for all who
But that law was the same

it

transgressed,

all

called particular

;

tree.
For against no other law is Adam said to
have sinned, and, indeed, we are all said to be guilty of the
sin committed against that law.
Therefore that law was en-

forbidden

acted for

all

men.

my

sentiment.

I

come now

In whatever respect, then,

my

equally in

it is

favor,

to the

obeyed without supern
ence

to the

and

Minor.

it is

considered,

equally adapted to sustain

is

" But that law could not be

itural grace."

general law^ you deny

it

Yuu

grant this in refer-

concerning that in which

the eating of the fruit of that tree was forbidden.

I

may

as-

your position for the sake of the argument, and
from that position sustain my proposition.
law which can
sent to

A

not be observed without supernatural grace, should be impos-

ed only on those

by God

;

whom

to

supernatural grace has been given

—But that general law could not be observed without

supernatural grace

whom

;

—Therefore,

it

should be imposed only on

It was
imposed on Adam, and, in him, upon all men. Therefore,
Adam, and, in him, all men, had supernatural grace. There-

those to

fore,

supernatural grace was given by God.

they could not be considered in their natural condition

by God
might

in the act of predestination

suffice for

my

purpose.

and reprobation.

I affirm, however, that

Thia

even

the particular law concerning the forbidden tree could not be

obeyed without supernatural grace, not indeed so

far as the

external act of abstinence from the fruit of that tree was pre-

was commandwas enjoined on man to live not according to man,
but according to God. This you acknowledge when you say
that " these acts" (eating and abstaining), " were not both left
with him by the requisition and arrangement of the special
law declared by God, though the power to eat is to abstain
from that fruit was in fact absolutely possessed by man. That

scribed, but as, under that symbol, obedience
ed, and

it
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be observed, not according

to fact only,

but according to the arrangement of that particular law.

You

my

say that

ral law."

argument "pertains

Let that be admitted,and

to the

mode

I still sustain

of gene-

my

propo-

sition, as I

have before demonstrated, and I have also shown

that, in the

law which you

The

in this resjDect valid.

particular, there

call

of the nature of general law.

Those arguments

is

something

are, therefore,

also is sustained, as is appar-

first

For

ent from our previous statements.

as the

law required

obedience which should consist, not only in the external deed,
but in the external disposition of the mind, for that reason

it

could not be obeyed without supernatural grace.

My second argument does not seem to have been understood
by you in accordance with my meaning. The design of the
argument was and in this consists its force that spiritual pun-

—

—

ishment could not be

inflicted for the transgression of that law,

to the observance of

which

But

spiritual

law,

if,

good was not promised.

spiritual

good was not promised

indeed,

it

to the

observance of this

could be observed without supernatural grace.

For supernatural grace and supernatural happiness are analoHence it follows, that if spiritual punishment was the

gous.

penalty of the transgression of that law, then, also spiritual

good was promised
fore, it

to the

observance of the same, and, there-

could be observed only by supernatural grace

wise nature could, by

its

Here we must consider a

own

fact,

;

other-

obtain supernatural good.

three-fold distinction in the trans-

gression and observance of law.

First, a single transgression

law deserves punishment, but reward pertains only to those
who observe the law even to the end secondly, the violation
of

;

of one precept deserves punishment, but reward

only on those

who have kept

olation of a precept

may be

all its

precepts

;

is

bestowed

thirdly, the vi-

estimated from the omission either

of an external act or of an internal feeling, or of both at once,
also,

from the intention, so that he, who fails in one of these
may be considered a transgressor, but observance is

points,

judged of from
fect if it is not

all

these united, nor can

complete in

all

it

be regarded as per-

these points.
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what you say concerning the heinoiisby our first parents is very true,

I acknowledge that

ness of the sin perpetrated

nor do I think that

heinousness can be declared in words.

its

my argument is designed to set
punishment would be inflicted more justly, on a
he should violate the law, when he was corrupt and

But how do you

infer that

forth that

man,
sinful

if

by

same thing, when
human nature were
contrasted man in a natural

nature, than if he should do the

he was pure by nature

These

?

states of

placed in opposition by me, but I

condition with one endued with supernatural grace.

ment

is inflicted

former

;

indeed

Punish-

with greater justice on the latter than on the
it

would be

on the former,

inflicted unjustly

the law conld not be observed without supernatural grace
if

;

if

and

the observance of the law had not the promise of spiritual

good, spiritual punishment

is

inflicted unjustly

on the

trans-

gression of that law.
I will not

now speak

my

of

last

answers to them, both because so

two arguments and your

much

has been said on the

preceding points, and because you concede to

was not

me

that

man

w^ithout habitual, supernatural grace.

man could

I conclude then that

by God

ly natural condition

he was not in that

state.

not be considered in a mere-

in the act of predestination, since

In

this,

say, "these arguments have no

then,

we

agree.

But you

weight against the opinion

which considers man in general^ I answer, that these arguments prove that man could not have been considered in
general,^ for he could not have been considered in a merely
natural condition. But in the state of supernatural grace, he

was not considered

as reprobate or

bation or preterition,

man

is left

passed hy.

can have nothing supernatural or divine, as
Theses.

For, in repro-

in the state of nature,
is

which

stated in your

Also, that state of supernatural grace has

its

meas-

ure and proportion to supernatural felicity according to the

providence of God.
wills to

Moreover

as to those,

on

whom God

bestow supernatural happiness, by the afiirmative act

of His providence, on them
preterition, will not to

He

cannot,

by the negative

act of

bestow the same happiness, unless

He
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has considered, them as failing to attain, by those supernatural

means,

to that happiness,

but as either about to

ing ah-eady in fact transgressed, of their
erwise there would be two contrary acts
to

sin, or as

hav-

own free will. Othof God in reference

one subject, considered in the same relation, and performed

at the

same

time.

FIFTEENTH PEOPOSITIOISr OF AEMINIUS.
Secondly, because the grace of predestination, or that prepared for

man

in predestination,

Evangelical, not Legal;

is

man

but that grace was prepared only for
ner.

That

destination

it is

Evangelical

peremptory.

is

gal grace, of which a

is clear,

considered as a sin-

because the decree of pre-

has reference, then, not to Le-

It

man may

not

make

use, as in the case of

and yet be saved, but to Evangelical
grace, by which he must be saved, or excluded from salvatransgression of law,

tion.

Again, the

prepared

grace,

in

predestination,

of the remission of sins, and of regeneration, that

is,

is

that

of the

turning of sin and to God, by the mortification of the old, and
the vivification of the

new man.

ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE FIFTEENTH
I accede to your

first

but some explanation
ond.

statement,

may be

if it

PEOPOSITION.

be correctly understoodj

necessary concerning the sec-

In the assumption w^hich you make, there should be a

distinction, for

it is false, if

referred to Evangelical grace, un-

derstood with a general reference to nature;

understood with reference to ourselves,

it is

if

that grace be

very true.

But,

argue from the concrete to the
abstract.
I will explain the subject in a few words. In supernatural Evangelical grace there are two parts, one to preas

you know,

it is

fallacious to
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serve those
those

who

who

now

are

in a state of grace

sidered according to nature,

ing to ourselves
they,

who

The order

are not in that state.
is

one thing

;

the other to gain

of this grace, con-

considered accord-

The order

another.

is

it

;

of nature

that

is

are in a state of grace, should be preserved (as in

the election and predestination of angels), and afterwards that
they,

who

are not in that state, should be brought into

it,

as

men. Considered according to ourselves, who have
It is necessary that
fallen from grace, the order is different.
they, who have fallen, should first be raised up, as Christ does
in the gospel, and then^be kept, as He will do for us eternalis

done

ly, in

for

heaven,

when we

ond statement, then,

is

shall

false in the abstract, if

Evangelical grace, in general,
as

he

is

abstract

considered sinful, for

and

in

symbol of the

common,
tree of

life,

as

this

sec-

you say that

is

not prepared for man, except

it

was prepared

God

for

man

in the

man, in the
But if you speak

also testified to

placed in Eden.

of Evangelical grace, in the latter sense, that

mode and

Your

be like the angels.

order, then indeed I accede to

is

considered in

your statement.

But then the conclusion will not be valid, as we have just
For the Evangelical grace of God is one in its substance,
said.
but two-fold in its mode and order, which mode and order does
not change the substance of the thing. Hence it was not at all
to the purpose that

which we

also, if

your

it is

Your statement

that

statement might be sustained,,

"a man may not make use of Legal

grace and yet be saved,"
explained, and as I

first

rightly understood, strongly afiirm.

is

know

a doubtful one, unless
that

does not relate to the question.

by your limitation
is, as you also, my

you understand

it

it
;

be

fitly

but this

Finally, Evangelical grace,

to the remission of sins, regeneration, &c.,

brother, perceive from

what we have now

said, rendered incomplete, becauee you pass over preservation,

which is one essential part of
to your proposition.

it.

In other respects

we accede
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EEPLY OF ARMINIUS TO THE ANSWER TO THE FIFTEENTH
PROPOSITION.

My

—

Evangelical grace is
argument may be stated thus
But the grace
prepared only fur man, considered as a sinner
:

;

of predestination, or that prepared for
is

Evangelical

;

man

—

in predestination,

—Therefore, the grace of predestination

pared only for man, considered as a sinner.

gism in form, mode, and

nothing else and nothing more than

Though Evangelical
two

parts, yet I

Hence

three terms.

its

This

is

it

includes

the premises.

in

might have
which

grace, considered in general,

have

pre-

is

a syllo-

is

restricted the Evangelical grace,

was prepared for man. But grace, considered in the abstract,
was not prepared for man, but only one part of it that is, the
;

who

acquisition of those

are not in a state of grace, not the

preservation of those w^ho are in a state of grace, for no one of

men

has been kept in that state of grace, which he obtained

at his

have

creation, all

fallen.

There

is,

therefore, in this

case no fallacy from the concrete to the abstract.

my

and second
not in one case " ac-

I use the term Evangelical grace in

statements in entirely the same

manner

;

first

cording to nature," and, in the other, " according to ourselves,"
or vice versa, but in both cases "according to ourselves,"

angeK

namely, as that which was prepared, for men, not
Therefore,

by your own acknowledgment, both

are true.

You

say that "it

angelical grace

is

and

in

common,
life

statements

the abstract, that Ev-

false, in

not prepared for man, except as he

sidered as sinful, for

the tree of

is

my

as

it

was prepared

God

for

also testified to

placed in Eden."

is

con-

man in the abstract
man in the symbol of

I reply

— there

an equiv-

is

when that is removed,
be manifest. The preparation of

ocation in the word "prepared," and
the truth of

grace

is

my

view will

either that of predestination or of providence, as

in contra-distinction to the former.

grace

is

prepared, and

not finally efficacious.
cacious,

and indeed

used

In providence, sufficient

if it is efficacious,

as

some

think,

In predestination, grace, which

finally efficacious, is prepaaed.

tination superadds to providence, as the

it is

is effi-

Predes-

Schoolmen say, the cer

—
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taintj of the event.

In providence

grace,

which pertains promiscuouslj

nation

is

In j^rovidence

gelical grace

providence
;

;

men

is

;

is

in predesti-

peculiar to

prepared both Legal and Evan-

is

in predestination only Evangelical grace.

In

prepared grace communicable both in and out of

in predestination

only out of paradise.
tree of

prepared that general

prepared that particular grace, which

the elect.

paradise

is

to all

is

prepared grace, communicable

God

It is true that

symbolized, by the

general not particular grace, Legal not Evangeli-

life,

cal grace, grace

communicable

symbolized by the tree of
destination.

in paradise, and, finally, suffi-

Therefore, the grace, which

cient, not efficacious, grace.

But Evangelical

cious, particular not general,

God

that of providence, not of pre-

life, is

which

grace,

is

finally effica-

only communicable out of para-

dise, and which is prepared for man in predestination,
no other than that which is adapted only to man considered
a sinner. I refer, then, in my first and second statement,

Evangelical grace, in this

mode and

order.

is

as
to

my

Therefore,

And, though grace is the same, in substance, and varies only in its mode and relation, yet that variation of mode, is a reason that grace, constituted in that mode and
order, can certainly be prepared only for the sinner.
The
whole matter will be more manifestly evident, if I conclude
by the addition of proofs of the Minor of the preceding sylloconclusion

is

valid.

gism.

man

Evangelical grace, by which
consists in the remission of sins

only to

predestination for man,
is

and

man considered as a sinner
is

;

is

in fact saved,

in regeneration, belongs

—But the grace, prepared in

Evangelical grace, by which

in fact saved, consisting in remission of sins

ration

;

which

and

man

in regene-

—Therefore, the grace, prepared

tion, does not

sinner.

for man in predestinaman except as he is considered as a
man was not considered by God, in the

belong to

Consequently

act of predestination, in his natural condition.

If

any one should argue

pared for
prepared

thus,

Evangelical grace was pre-

—

But the grace,
man in the abstract and in common
for man in predestination, is Evangelical grace
;

;

Therefore, grace was preparedin predestination for man, con-
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common," he

than one account, be chargeable with fallacy.

will,

In the

on more

first

place,

For that grace,
which preserves its subjects in their primitive state, which you
call, also, Evangelical in respect to the angels, was not prepared for man. Again, there are four terms in the syllogism.
the Major, considered in the abstract,

is false.

For, in the Major, Evangelical grace
abstract

Minor,

in the

;

be said that

it is

spoken

spoken of in the

of in the concrete.

If

it

understood in the Minor in the same manner

it is

as in the Major, then the Minor, also,

man

prepared for

is

is false.

For the grace

in predestination is Evangelical grace, in

and understood in respect to us, I use your
But what if I should deny that the grace which
is bestowed on angels, in election and predestination can be
called Evangelical^ and should ask for the proof of your
statement ? This I could do with propriety and justice. For
the concrete,

phraseology.

it is

certain, especially as the gospel is explained to us in the

Holy

Scriptures, that the grace bestowed

The sum of

called Evangelical.

on angels can not be
is this, " Repent

the gospel

and believe the gospel" or " believe in Jesus Christ, the Son
of God, and your sins shall be remitted unto you, and ye shall
receive the gift of the Holy Ghost, and afterwards, eternal
life."
These expressions are by no means adapted to the
elect angels.

If you say that

gospel

is

adapted

it is

cal as, according to

you

will

permit

me

the weakness of

not Evangelical in the

to sinful
it,

men,

yet,

it

mode

in

which the

can be called Evangeli-

they are preserved in their

own

state,

to ask the proof of that statement.

my

capacity, I can conceive of

In
no other

reason for that sentiment than that Christ is also called the
Mediator of angels, and that they are said to be elect in him.

You know,
learned,

cerning

however, that

this is in

controversy

among

the

and we have already presented some thoughts conit.

But, even with the concession that Christ can be

called the Mediator of angels, I can not persuade myself that

the grace, which was bestowed on the angels, was prepared or
obtained for them by any merit of Christ, or any work which

he performed, in their behalf, before God. Grace, which
13
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Christ did not obtain, can not, in

Again, I think

gelical.

my

opinion, be called

Evan-

that, in general, there is a two-fold

mode and way of obtaining supernatural and eternal happiOne of strict justice and Legal^ the other of mercy and

ness.

Evangelical^ as there

is,

of works and of faith,

also, a two-fold

In the former

Evangelical.

covenant with God,

of justice and of grace. Legal and

mode and

relation, happiness is

obtained by perfect obedience to the law, given to the creature

by God

;

in the latter, happiness

is

obtained by remission

The

of disobedience and the imputation of righteousness.

human mind
other

can not conceive any other

revealed

is

have, to each other,
is

in

the

Scriptures.

this- relation, that

mode

These

;

no
modes

at least,

two

tbe former precedes, as

required by the justice of God, by the condition presented to

the creature, and by the very nature of the case
lows,

if,

;

the other

fol-

in the former way, happiness can not be allotted to

the creature, and

it

seems good

to the Deity, also, to

the latter, which depends on the mere will of God.

can punish or pardon disobedience.

propose

He

For

Both modes are used in

man, as the Scriptures declare in many places, and
" For what the Law could not do, in
viii, 3.
through
the flesh, God, sending his own Son
weak
was
that it
and for sin, condemned sin in
sinful
flesh,
in the likeness of
the flesh." I think that the former mode only was used in
reference to the angels, and that God determined to treat the
angels according to the Legal covenant strictly of justice and
works but to display all His goodness in the salvation of
reference to

briefly in

Eom.

;

This

men.

is

apparent from the fact that the angels,

who

fell,

sinned irremediably and without hope of pardon, and the
other angels did not obtain pardon for sins, for they had not
committed them, but were preserved and confirmed in their
own state, through the grace, it may be, which they received

through the mediation of Christ, and which he communicated
to them, not, in a correct sense, by that which Christ either
merited or obtained for them by any work performed in their
These things, however, are irrelevant.
behalf, before God,

In

my

grace,

statement that

and yet be saved,

it is

possible for

I intended to

man not

to use

Legal

convey the same idea
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wliich you also have expressed, that

move
the

God

can, if

He

will, re-

iniquit}^ " as a cloud

same

who
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in

Rom.

does not

iv, 5.

the law,

fulfill

grace,) " but believeth
faith is

and I think that the apostle says
" To him that worketh not," (that is,
and

Him

on

therefore, does not use Legal

that justifieth the ungodly, his

counted for righteousness."

In limiting Evangelical grace to the remission of sins and
regeneration, I committed
in the abstract, (if

it

But, thus explained,

it

is

no

fault.

For

verance in a state of restoration).

in that state,

by
by predestination.

that grace, for

Here, again, there

is

it,

not

excludes that part which you call "the

grace of jjreservation" (unless that phrase

primitive state,

I explained

ever so used), but in the concrete.

is

applied to perse-

We were

not saved, in the

it

was not prepared for us,

For we

all fell

and sinned.

need of the admonition that we are not

now treating of angels, therefore those things which may be
common to angels and men, are here, accorJir-n: to tl e law of
general and specific relations
restricted as to

the species,

we

apply only

to

xa^' oXou

et

methodi) to be so

men, otherwise, in discussing

shall treat of the genus.

SIXTEENTH PEOPOSITION OF AEMmiUS.
Thirdly, because the reliction of a creature, in his natural
of a creature, on whom is imposed a law only to be

state,

performed by grace,

is a cause of sin by the removal or the
non-bestowment of that which alone can restrain from sin.
This is grace. According to which view this sentiment is

equivalent to the former, which ascribes the ordination of sin
to

a decree, from which sin necessarily

exists.

ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE SIXTEENTH
This proposition can not be predicated of

PROPOSITION.

man

in his pritt^.
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Adam in his integrity, was not
was to be performed both by nature and
nature was rightly adjusted to grace, but he

tive integrity, for the law, to

only his glory, but
grace, since his

it

in a matter pertaining to nature, and. capable of perfor-

ell

mance by nature, which did not belong
is

to

general law, which

here the subject of discussion, but to that particular law,

which had reference only to nature, and absolutely pertained
to it, and was to be observed by its power alone, as was declared to Adam bv God, as shown in the answer to the fourteenth proposition.

now

can be

are, it

In reference to ourselves, however, as
stated,

law can be observed only by grace.
observed at

all

by

we

with the utmost propriety, that the
it can not be
imputed of grace

Indeed,

us, but its observance

is

The statement, also,
is apprehended by faith in Christ.
eiToneous that " the reliction of a creature, in his natural

and
is

state, is

a cause of sin by the removal or non-bestowment of

restraining grace," if
It is

it

is

a partial cause of sin,

if there

was obligation

obligation,

of sin.

to

understood in a universal sense.

when removed

bestow

it,

but

or not bestowed,

if there

was no such

can not, with propriety, be called a partial cause

it

was obligation to bestow it, there is responsiwas no such obligation, there is no responsibility

If there

bility, it there

for the sin,

even

if that

grace should be wanting.

This

ia

and it is very fitly illustrated by
in
two places. But, in the law, there
Clemens Alexandrinus,
was something natural, which Adam could perform by nature,

taught by nature

itself,

and something adjusted to grace, for which he could not, by
nature alone, be suflScient. Therefore, though Adam sinned
against natural law, if he did sin in a matter pertaining to
nature, (in

which grace was not

due), his

own

him

in the particular law, given to

clusion, then,

Of
is

is

him

in

was
happened to

will alone

in fault, not destitution ot grace, as evidently

Adam.

The con-

unsound.

the ordination of sin, and the decree of God, and what

signified

by

ordination,

properly

understood,

spoken, in answer to the sixth proposition.
that sin, therefore, necessarily exists,

is

we have

Your argument,

inconclusive

;

since

the Divine ordination would perform nothing unobligatory
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upon

it,

but that

is

done by him who commits sin ; and it
it, but must perform and most

omits nothing obligatory upon
wisely perfect

But there has been,

all things.

in the

to the sixth proposition, a sufficient discussion of this

answer
whole

subject

THE KEPLY OF ARMINIUS TO THE ANSWER TO THE SIXTEENTH
PROPOSITION.

When

I speak

of grace, I do not exclude nature, for the

former presupposes the

The phrase

only to be per" not to be performed

latter.

formed by grace"

is equivalent to this,
without grace," the word " only" referring, not to the exclusion

But these
man, which
^grace was not

of nature, but to the necessary inclusion of grace.

—a law was given
without grice — and —

antecedents being supposed

to

he could not perform
bestowed the conclusion follows that the cause of sin was not
man, but he, who imposed such a law and did not give the

—

means of

its

observance, or, to speak more correctly, a trans-

gression of a law cannot be called sin,
as that of God, reaping where

He

when

the law

is

unjust,

has not sown, which

is

far

from a good and a just God, and its transgression is necessary,
not voluntary, on account of an inability not to transgress.

who does not bestow
which sin can not be avoided, or removes that
without which the law can not be observed, is truly the author

It

is,

then, in all respects, true, that he,

that without

of

sin,

or rather the cause that the law

is

not observed, which

non-observance, can not have the relation of sin. The condition, " if there was obligation to bestow restraining grace,"
is

For God is, necessarily, under
man the power to keep that law, which
him, unless, indeed, man has deprived himself
by his own fault, in which case, God is not

added, in this case, in vain.

obligation to bestow on

He

imposes on

of that power,

under obligation

to restore

it.

That, however,

was not the

case in the primitive state of man, before bis sin.
sense, I grant that he,

who

is

In

this

not under obligation to bestow
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the power, to observe the law and to avuid sId,

author of

sin,

if

he does not bestow

God

should be added, that

power,

if

He

is

it

not the

is

but this statement

;

under obligation

to give that

gave the law, the observance of which neces-

God does not, indeed, owe any thing
any person, in an absolute sense, for no one has given that to
Him which should bo repaid, but God can, by His own act,
place Himself under obligation to man, either by promise, or
Barilj implies the power.
to

by

requiring an act of him.

By

promise,

He

absolutely or on a condition, then

or conditionally

work." (Heb.

"

;

under obligation

God

lO.)

vii,

to

is

By

is

if

He

has

made

it

a debtor, absolutely

not unrighteous to forget your
requiring an act.

He

is

placed

bestow the power necessary for the perfor-

If He does not bestow it, and yet, by an
enactment of a law, requires the performance of the act, then
He, not man, is the cause of the transgression of that law.

mance

of the

act.

In reference

on man,

man

to

to those antecedents,

whether a law was imposed

be observed without grace, or not, and whether

received, in his primitive state, supernatural grace, there

Las been sufficient discussion under propositions tenth and
fourteenth.
JN'or is it to the purpose to say that " if he sinned
in a matter pertaining to nature, (in which grace
his

own

will alone

was

denies that statement,

was not due,)

in fault, not destitution of grace "
if

that law could be observed

;

who

by the

powers of nature ? But I deny that such was the case in that
particular law given to Adam, and the reasons for this denial
have been already given in my review of your answer to the
fourteenth proposition. We have also remarked, at sufficient
length, in the sixth proposition, concerning the ordination of
Bin,

and how

it is

made, according

Beza, the basis of the divine decree.

to the

view of Calvin and

I grant that the ordiua-

God does nothing undul}^, but as an ordination of sin,
such as they attribute to the Deity, is not in harmony with

"tion of

the character of God,
th'n{(

undue should b^

it is

not wonderful that, from

ii.<^<-'"*'iut«^d

to

God^

it,

some-
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SEYEKTEENTII PROPOSITION^ OF ARMINIUS.
In reference to the third question,

not in controversy

it is

whether God, foreseeing the sins of some, prepared for their
deserved punishment, but whether, foreseeing the sins of those
thus passed by and

punishment
to

me

be

to

for

left

in their natural state,

them from

eternity.

The

latter

He

prepared

does not seem

true.

REPLY OF JUNIUS TO THE SEVENTEENTH PROPOSITION.
They, for whose sins
not the elect

:

God

prepared merited punishment, are

therefore they are

passed

hij

and reprobate.

It

has been before demonstrated that they were passed 6y, in a

mode

iu

harmony with

the

wisdom of God.

THE REPLY OF ARMINIUS TO THE ANSWER TO THE SEVENTEENTH
PROPOSITION.
It is

not true, universally, that ''they, lor whose sins

prepared

merited punishment, are not the

eleot^''

for

prepared merited punishment even for the sins of the

God

He

elect,

both by laying them upon Christ, that he might expiate them,
and by sometimes inflicting the consequences of sin even on
the elect, that they may learn how they have deserved to be
treated forever, and how they would have been treated, if God
had not determined to have mercy upon them. It is true,

however,

if it is

understood with reference to the preparation

of punishment by the decree

now under

discussion.

that decree, the merited punishment of sin,

is

For by

not only pre-

pared, but it is, in fact and forever, inflicted on sinners.
It is
indeed true, rather, that, by the decree, punishment is prepared
for sin, not as merited and due, but as not remitted by mercy.

JAMES AEMnmiS.

which forgives the debt

This distinction

to some.

is

by the order of election, and of i^redamnation, its
For election remits merited and due punishment.

required
opposite.

oppo-

Its

preordination, does not remit merited and due punish-

»ite,

ment.

This then

is inflicted,

hj damnation, which

is the exe-

cution of predamnation, not as merited or due, but as not

i^e-

mitted.

be made between the prep"aration
of punishment, made by the just Providence of God, and that
made by the decree of divine predamnation, which is the op-

Again, a distinction

is to

For the former is avoided by all who reThe latter is avoided by none,
since the decree of predamnation is irrevocable and peremptory.
The question is not whether God prepared punishment
posite of election.

pent and believe in the Son.

mode

in

harmony with

denies that,

if

any are passed

for those passed by in a

God

"

;

for

who

the

wisdom of

hp, they are

passed by in a manner in haraiony with the wisdom of

But

the question

is,

whether God, foreseeing the sin

God ?

of those,

Bo passed hy and left in their natural state, as has been explained, prepared

punishment

for

them by the decree of

damnation, which does not seem very probable
presented arguments for this opinion, which

to

me.

pre-

I have

we will now

con-

sider.

EIGHTEENTH PKOPOSITIO]^ OF AEMINIUS.
In the

place, from what has been already stated
since
punishment can not be justly prepared, of the mere act of the
divine pleasure, for those passed by on account of foreseen sin,
which must be committedj as the necessary result of that pretention and reliction in a state of nature. Secondly, the punishment ordained for them is spiritual, but spiritual punishfirst

:

ment can not be ordained
state, if spiritual

those

who

for those falling

reward, on the contrary,

from their original
is

not prepared for

should remain in their original state.

But a

re-
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ward of this kind was not prepared for such, since they could,
by mere natural power, remain in their original state, and
epiritual happiness could not be acquired by them.

ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE EIGHTEENTH
In reference to the

first

PROPOSITION.

argument, I deny

:

was, to speak in general terms, passed by and

of nature by God, but, according to the

was

left to

ral act,

in the

tion

from God, as by compact.

it

i

denied that sin was committed by him, of necessity,

view of that

ted,

man

;

For,

preterition.

would have been a

ture of

of nature, he

power of mere nature, and that he
by God, and that he eceived informa-

carefully forewarned

2. It is

a state

himself only in reference to a particular and natu-

which was

was

in

mode

Adam

1, that
left in

but

it

if it

was necessarily commit-

habit, or passive quality in the na-

pertained to capability, his will being free,

and borne contingently

in this or that direction.

then perpetrated necessarily
tingently, (as the Scripture

;

It

was not

therefore he committed

it

con-

and the agreement of the church

have always declared,) according to the free natural power,
which is that of the will. The wise man rightly says in Eccl.
vii,

27, " Lo, this only

upright

;

have I found, that God hath made

but they have sought out

many

man

inventions."

Concerning the second argument, I remark that the word
" also " should be added to your proposition in this manner
" the punishment ordained for them is also spiritual." For
:

punishment of both kinds, of the body and of the
ordained for them, by the testimony of Scripture.

sumption

is

for them, in general, if they

in their original state.
to

Your

was
as-

denied, which states that a reward of this kind

was not prepared
proposed

spirit,

them

For

it is

in the covenant of nature,

tion to grace, if they should

had remained
it was

entirely evident that

and

in the ordina-

remain
symbol of the tree of life, and declared
in the denunciation of death.
For what is death but the pri-

was

also signified in the

in their original state, as

,

JAMES AEMINIUS.
vation of this and of the future

man

life ?

What

privation could

life, on the one hand by naand on the other by the ordination of grace to be consummated after the natural course of this life. But to prove
this statement, you add, " for they could, by mere natural
power, remain in their original state. This also is denied.

there be,

if

did not possess

ture,

They could do
things

so only in natural things, but

pertaining to grace, as

we have

by no means in

already frequently

showed. The whole argumentation, then, is erroneous.
" But," you will say, " my reasoning is valid on the hypothesis of Aquinas, who held that man, in the matter of election,
was considered in his natural condition.'''^ I reply in this
manner
1. This does not affect us, who affirm that God, in
election, has reference to man in general,
2. Though Aquinas uses that form of expression, yet it must be correctly under:

stood, since there

may

be ambiguity here, for the relation of

which we have already presented the sentiment of Aquinas, in my answer to the sixth proposition, is
one thing, and that of the condition of Adam, when he fell

election, concerning

into sin,
it

is

another.

It is

evident from

all his writings,

did not, even in a dream, enter into his mind, that

was

tlien

merely in his natural condition.

entertain such an idea,

man was made

Could

he, indeed,

who every where openly avows

in a state of supernatural grace,

that

Adam
that

and expressly

Master of Sentences.*
and is erroneously ascribed to
Aquinas. If that is false, the argument also is without force.
Man also could not, by natural power alone, continue in his
primitive condition and state, (for I prefer these expressions
to " origm^^'' as more clearly conveying the idea,) or by its
means acquire spiritual happiness. For that happiness is not

asserts this in his controversy with the

Therefore the hypothesis

is false,

the reward of laborers, but the inheritance of children in Christy

bestowed by grace, not obtained by labor.

*P£TES LOMBAEDVS.
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REPLY OF ARMINIUS, TO THE ANSWER TO THE EIGHTEENTH
PROPOSITION.

My first argument rests on the hypothesis of the definition
by which pretention is described in your Theses. That definition

is

in these

words

:

" Preterition

is

the act of the divine

by which God, from eternity, determined to leave
certain of His creatures in their natural state, and not to communicate to them the supernatural grace by which their pure
nature might be strengthened, or their corrupt nature might
be restored, to the declaration of the freedom of His own goodness, but a natural state is that in which there can be nothing
supernatural or divine," according to Thesis 10, of the same
disputation.
are left in the
For those, who are passed
same natural state and condition in the same manner, as that
from which they, who are predestinated, are raised up. Being
left in such a natural state, " in which there can be nothing
supernatural or divine," they can not keep the law, which is
not to be kept without superratural grace. Hence punishment can not be justly prepared for them on account of sin,
committed against a law which can not be kept by them.
pleasure,

Therefore your

We
his

own

tion of

first

negation seems to

are not treating of the

mode

nature and given up to his

Adam

me

to

which

in

own

be irrelevant.

Adam

direction.

was

The

left to

relic-

to himself belongs, not to the decree of predesti-

nation, but to that providence, in
tion of predestinate

ly created,

and

pothesis that

this,

He

which God, without the distincand reprobate, had reference to man, newindeed, of necessity, according to the hy-

purposed to create

man

But we are
which belongs to

free.

treating of his reliction in a natural state,

If you should say that they who are
by the Deity in Adam, as partakers
of the same things, which Adam had in his primitive state,
I answer that, thus considered, they were not left in that natural state, which can efiect nothing supernatural or divine.

the decree of preterition.

'passed ly are considered

Hence the hypothesis will be false, which seems only to rest
on the definition of preterition given in your Theses.
To your second negation, I reply from the reliction in a

—
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natural state " whicli can effect nothing supernatural or divine," (that

is,

neither of

itself,

by any thing

as I admit, nor

superinfused, so that nothing supernatural

may be added

to

it,

according to the hypothesis of your definition,) sin must of necessity be

committed by the person

avoided without supernatural grace.

left,

The

and

will

it

is,

can not be

indeed, free,

but not in respect to that act which can not be performed or

omitted without supernatural grace, just as
spect to that act

by which

wills the

it

not free in re-

it is

good of the universe and

—

The reason of this is there is in man a passive
him to that forbidden act, and impelling the
will to a consent to and commission of that act
and necessarily impelling it, unless the will is endued with some power
to resist that motion, which power is supernatural grace, acof

itself.

quality, inclining

;

cording to our hypothesis.

To explain
The negative

this subject

more fully, I add a few thoughts.
which preceded the sin of man,

act of the Deity,

pertained either to providence, or to reprobation, or to preterition, as distinct

from providence.

pertain to reprobation.
reference to
2.

then only some

first

place,

it

did not

Because the act of reprobation has

1.

some men, not

If sin exists

In the

to all, for not all are reprobates.

from the act of reprobation, or not without

men commit

sin,

and the

rest

it,

do not commit

whom God

had reference in the negaand they do not sin, to whom He had
no such reference. But all have sinned. It is not then from
that act.
3. If sin exists from the negative act of reprobation*
it then follows that Adam and all men in him are reprobates,
for Adam, and, in him, all men have sinned.
This consequence is false, therefore the antecedent is also false. 4. By
it,

that

is,

they

sin, to

tive act of preterition,

converse reasoning,

if

tination,
tlie

which

man resulted from the negafrom the affirmative act of predes-

the sin of

tive act of preterition, then,
exists at the

same moment with the opposite of

act previously referred to, for neither of these acts exists

without the other, and they are oppositely spoken

of, results

man in goodness, at least in reference to
But no man perseveres in the good in which

the perseverance of
this single act.

be was created, according

to the affirmative act of predestina

;

MSCUSSIOK WITH
Therefore, also, the sin of

tion.

man

is

5.

To

act ot reprobation or pretention.

once,

He
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not from the negative
those, to

whom God

the negative act of reprobation, denies efficacious aid.

bj

finally denies efficacious aid, otherwise the reprobate are

He

not reprobate.

does not deny, finally, to

would be reprobate.

cious aid, for then all

by which

act,

efficacious aid

all

men,

effica-

Therefore, that

was denied once

to

all

men,

is

But some negative act ol the Deity
of man, for otherwise man would not have

not an act of reprobation.

preceded the sin

Therefore that

Binned.

an act of providence.

is

Here, however, two things are

to

be considered.

First^ sin

did not exist of necessity from that negative act, but, in view

of that act,

it

might or might not be committed. For provi
man to eternal life, and conferred means suffi-

dence ordained
cient

was

and necessary

for the attainment of that

life,

suitable at the beginning), to the choice of

leaving, (as

man, the

free

use of those means, and refusing to impede that liberty, lest

might rescind that which
pily remarks in

it

had

the passage quoted

cion, lib. 2, resp. 14).

it

established, as Tertullian hap-

From which

by you, (Advers. MarGod, refusing to

act of

prevent sin efficaciously, (the opposite of which, the affirmative
act of determining to prevent

with the

Bistent

first

it

affirmative act of determining to

have pertained
could commit
in

His

fall at

human

to predestination,) results the fact that

sin,

infinite

would be inconrace, and the
prevent a sin, finally, would

efficaciously,

institution of the

not that he did commit

wisdom, saw, from

a certain time, that

fall

it,

man

but because God,

eternity, that

man would

occurred infallibly, only in re-

to any act of the divine
Whatever happens infallibly in respect to an act of the divine will, the same also happens necessarily, not only by the necessity of consequence but
by that, also, of the consequent. It may be proper, here, to
mark the difi'erence between what is done infallibly and what
is done necessarily.
The former depends on the infinity of
the knowledge of God, the latter on the act of His will. The for-

jspect to

His prescience, not in respect

will, either affirmative or negative.

mer has

respect only to the knowledge of God, to which

tains to

know,

infallibly

and with

it

per-

certainty, contingent things
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the latter belongs to
sity for

tlie

existence of the thing

which resulted from the

will of

itself,

the neces-

God.

In the second place, the providence of

God

does not dis-

criminate definitely between the classes of men, as elect and
reprobate.

men

Therefore, that negative act of God has reference to

and universally, without any distinction of
and reprobate. From these things 1 conclude, since that
negative act, which preceded sin, was not of reprobation or
all

in general,

elect

pretention, but of providence as distinct from the former,

it

had not reference
not yet sinners. For

follows that God, in the act of preterition,
to

men

apart from sin or considered as

no negative

act of preterition preceded, either in order or in

Likewise no other act

time, this negative act of providence.

of preterition intervened between this act of providence and
If

sin.

any

act of preterition intervened,

tion also intervened.

an act of predestina-

There was no intervention of the

and, therefore, there was not of the former.

latter,

This act of pre-

destination would be the preservation of some in goodness,
their deliverence from possible sin.

preserved in goodness and delivered from possible

have sinned.
that

man

was

It

not, however, necessary to

sin, for all

prove here

sinned, not necessarily but freely, for that point

in controversy, but

it

was

to

and

No one of mankind has been

be shown,

is

not

that, if preterition is

supposed, man, nevertheless, sinned freely, and not of necessity.

My second argument
in

my

is

on a hypothesis, which,

also based

opinion, whether incorrect or correct your

wisdom

will

decide, I have taken from your Theses. The hypothesis confirst, supernatural happiness cannot be acsists of two parts
;

—

quired by the powers of nature alone

;

secondly, the law, giv-

en to Adam, could be observed by the powers of nature alone.
The first part is true. The second is contained in your Theses.

Man

is

left in

a state of nature, which can efiect nothing su-

pernatural or divine.

otherwise

God

is

But yet he was able

unjust,

obeyed by the creature.
ishment ought not to be

to

keep the law,

who imposes a law, which cannot be
Hence I concluded that spiritual puninflicted for the transgression of that

law, to the observance of which spiritual or supernatural re-

DISCUSSIOIT

ward

is

WITH
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But supernatural reward is not promwhich can be obeyed by the

not promised.

ised to the observance of a law,

powers of nature alone, otherwise nature could acquire that
which is supernatural, therefore, spiritual punishment ought
not to be the penalty of the violation of the same law.

Fur-

imposed on Adam, could be performed by the

ther, the law,

powers of nature alone, according to your view, as I have understood it therefore, spiritual punishment ought not to be
;

its

But

penalty.

penalty

its

is spiritual

therefore

;

it

un-

is

just.

may
you now

I will not, at this time, inquire whether such

not be the consequence of your Theses, since
tinctly that a supernatural

reward was prepared

parents, if they should remain

Therefore, I claim that
pothesis,

on which

it

my

is

integrity.

From your own

statement, indeed, I deduce i an inference in favor of
timent.

That which was prepared

for all

say dis-

though the hy-

valid,

was based, is removed.

may

for our first

in their original

reasoning

or

men

my

sen-

on condition of

the obedience, which they could render the gift of divine grace,

bestowed or

to

be bestowed on them, could not be denied to

some men by the

and

sure

definite decree of

pared lor

all

God, except on

life was premen, on condition of that obedience which they

account of their foreseen disobedience
could render.

Therefore, eternal

life

Eternal

could not be denied to

some men, by the sure and definite decree of God, that is, by
pretention, except on account of their foreseen disobedience.
Therefore, also, men are considered by God, in the act of
pretention, as sinners

;

they are not, then, considered in

general.
I do not touch the sentiment of Aquinas, except as

plained in your Theses.

prove that

God

I might, however, require

it is

ex-

him

to

passed by man, considered in a state of integ-

which he had, not only natural, but also supernatural
endowments. I grant that supernatural happiness is that inheritance of the children of God, but it would have been given
to those, who should remain in their primitive integrity, though
in a different mode from that in which it is bestowed on berity, in

lievers in Christ.

It

would have been given

to the

former
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" of the works of the law;" it is given to the latter " of faith;"
former the reward would have been reckoned not
of
grace, but of debt ;" (Rom. iv, 4), to the latter, as believers,
it is " reckoned of grace;" to the former, it would have been
the righteousness which is of the law," which saith
given by
*'
that the man which doeth these things shall live by them,"
to the latter by " the righteousness of faith, which speaketh in
to the

this wise, if

thou shalt believe in thine heart," &c. (Romans

X, 6, 9.)

We

have already spoken in reference

tive state,

and

to

perseverance in

to that primi-

it.

NINETEEOTH PROPOSITION OF ARMmiUS.
In addition

to all that has

been

said, it is

that, since predestination, preterition,

proper to consider

and reprobation, really

produce no effect liiihil ponantachi] on the predestinate, passed
by, and reprobate, the subject of the actual execution, and
that of the decree in the divine mind, are entirely the same,

and are considered in the same mode. Hence, since God does
communicate grace, except to one who is a sinner,

not, in fact,

that

is,

the grace prepared in predestination, since he does

not, in fact, pass by, does not

unless he

is

a sinner,

it

seems

condemn

or punish

to follow that

cree to impart grace, to pass by, to reprobate

God

any one,

did not de-

any one, unless

considered as a sinner.

AIJSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE NINETEENTH PROPOSITION,
Before I treat of the subject itself,
the ambiguity which was alluded

it is

to,

necessary to refer to
in

my

answer

to

the second Proposition. In the whole of your letter, to reprobate is to damn, and reprobation is damtiation. But in my
usage, reprobation,

Hence,

md preterition or non-election are the &SLme,

that the subject

may

be made more plain, you will not

WITH

DISCtrsSlON
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,

if I should substitute the word damnation for the
word reprobation. You say that " predestination, preteritioa
and damnation, have no reference to action in the predestinate
-&C," that is, that the predestinate or elect, the passed by, and
the damned, are elected, passed by, and damned by God with-

<&omplain

out any consideration of quality which exists in the individual.

I think, indeed, that the relation of these things

have reference

to

is dif-

Election and non-election

ferent according to the Scriptures.

nothing in the elect and the passed-by

damnation supposes

view of which the sinner

sin, in

ed, otherwise the entire

work of

predestination,

is

is

:

but

damn-

limited to

eternity.

I readily acknowledge that, in these matters, the subject
must be considered in the same light whether existing in fact
or only in the mind. For the elect is elected, and the reprobate is passed by as a man
he is damned as a sinner. He,
who is, in fact, elected or passed by as a man, is so elected or
passed by in the mind of the Deity. He who is damned as a
;

sinner,

is

so

predamned.

Else, the internal

Ood would be

at variance,

God

does not, in

and the external

which is never to be admitted.
This being fully understood, you see, my brother, that
whatever things you construct on this foundation, they can, in
no way, be consistent.
acts of

Yon

say that "

prepared in predestination," that

one who
less

he

is

absolute

a sinner.

He

a sinner."

If

is

and universal

fact,
is,

does not, in

you

communicate the grace

saving grace,
fact,

except to

pass by any one, un-

an
by the

affirm this of saving grace, in

sense,

it

is

shown

to

be

false

and the pretention of others.
and pass by the angels as sinners. Origen may
hold this view. "We hold an entirely different one. If, however, you say that you are speaking of grace towards man^
then it follows, from this statement, that the first man, in that
primitive integrity, had not the communication of saving
grace. This, indeed, I thirik that you will not affirm. Therefore, this grace is communicated to man as man, though not
as a sinner, and not to man only, but to the angels.
If you
say that it was communicated to man, in his present sinful
14
VOL. m.
salvation of the eleet angels,

Did God

elect
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we do not deny it. Indeed, we belieye that it is
now communicated to none except he is a sinner, since no one
of the human race is not a sinner. We readily concede to
chamcter,

you that no one

is

damned

or punished unless he

Thus, a part of your conclusion

is

has reference to election, and a part

which

refers to

is

a sinner.

denied, namely, that which
is

conceded, namely, that

damnation.

EEPLT OF AEMTNIUS TO THE ANSWEK TO THE NINETEENTH
PKOPOSniON.
I used the
it,

word reprobation

not,

word damnation.
true sense.

which you use

But you do not take

damned

argument in

any

damned by
which may ex-

quality,

Is it possible that I should

and every where, endeavor

to

do

so,

prove that sin

is

when

is

this.

I,

always

a condition or

quality requisite in the object of the divine decree

meaning

its

are elected, passed by,

the Deity without reference to
in them.

my

I do not, indeed, consider that the predestinate^

the fassed-ly^ the

ist

in the sense in

have several times already stated and proved. I do
however, object to your substitution, in its place, of the

as I

?

My real

Predestination, pretention, pre-damnation,

as acts remaining in the agent, or as internal acts, produce

no

feeling in an external object, but the execution of those inter-

nal acts, which consists in external acts, passes over to external
things, and produces an effect on them, as is explained by

Thomas Aquinas (Summa prima quaest. 23, artic. 2), from
which passage it is apparent that, in the scholastic phraseoloan effect [ponere] and another
gy, it is one thing to produce
reference
to something [supponere]
have
or
suppose
to
thing
the
damned.
But if those interpassed-by,
the
in the elect,
on
the
object,
then
it follows that the
effect
nal acts have no
object is the same in every respect, and is considered in the
same mode by the Deity, both in the act of decree and in that
of execution.

God,

Hence, I conclude that, since it is certain that
communicates the grace, which is

in the external act,

DISCUSSION WITH
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prepared in predestination, to man, only as a sinner, and, in

by man only

the external act, passes
external act,

damns man

as a sinner, and, in the

only as a sinner,

follows that God,

it

in the internal act, prepared grace only for a sinner, deter-

mined

to pass

sinner, that
tion,

is,

by only the

and predamned only the

sinner,

in the internal acts of predestination, preten-

and predamnation, had reference only

to

man

considered

as a sinner.

That God communicates the grace, prepared in predestination,

only to the sinner, passes by only the sinner, (concerning

we

damnation,
fold

agree),

is,

argument does not

I think, most evident.

at all affect this truth.

Your twoTo the first

make the answer, which your foresight has anticipated
we are discussing, not the predestination and reprobation

part, I

that

of angels, but those of men, the term grace being restricted to
for man, in the act of predestination.
To the second part of your argument, which charges my

that

which was prepared

proposition with absurdity, I reply, that there

may

is

an ambiguity

which
and able to confer salvation, or to that which is
efficacious, and does, certainly, and in fact, bestow salvation.
Again, it may refer to the grace, which God bestowed on man
in his primitive state, or to that which is now bestowed in

in the phrase, saving grace.

It

refer to that grace

is sufiicient

his sinful

state, that,

through Him, obtain
concedes that
cence,

and

man

being
life

is

absurd.

free in Christ,

My

he may,

proposition

possessed the former in his state of inno-

so avoids absurdity.

sed the latter before the
that this

made

from the dead.

fall,

It also

denies that he posses-

and, at the same time, denies

This latter grace, and not the former, was

my argument remains firm
and immovable.
For these reasons, Keverend Sir, I can not yet persuade
myself that man, considered as a sinner by the Deity, is not
the adequate object of predestination, pretention and predam-

prepared in predestination, and so

nation.
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TWENTIETH PKOPOSITIOK OF AKMINIUS
It does not

seem

to

me

that this sentiment

is

established

by

the argument from the necessary declaration of the freedom
of grace and of the divine goodness.

For though I might
concede that the declaratl^ n of that freedom was necessary,
yet I might say that it is declared in the very creation and
arrangement of things, and moreover that it could, and
indeed ought to be declared in another way.
The argument, from the necessary declaration of the divine
justice, has no more weight with me, both because justice in
God, as His nature, is equally directed towards the whole object
and all its parts, unless, there be some diversity, dependent on
His will, and because God has declared Himself, in Scripture, to be of such character that it was not necessary for Him
to punish the sinner, according to strict legal justice, in order

to the manifestation of

more

noble,

way

His

justice, but that

for the revelation of

He knew

His own

another,

justice.

Nor,

does the argument, deduced trom the natm'e of providence,

Beem to have weight, since it pertains to providence to permit
that some should fail of the highest good, and of a supernatural end, and that permission, understood in harmony with this
sentiment, is to be attributed not so much to a sustaining and
governing, as to a creating providence.

ANSWEE OF JUNIUS TO THE TWENTIETH

AiTEE

PEOPOSITION.

the discussion of election and reprobation,

we come

in this place to the consideration of the design, according to

which, the good or evil of an action

But here a

three-fold design

is

often to be decided.

is

presented

;

having reference

to

the divine freedom in grace and goodness, and to the divine
justice,

and

to the divine providence.

Other attributes, might

indeed, be considered, but from these a decision may be made
concerning others. In reference to the first design, you pre-

sent two arguments.

DISCUSSION1.

You
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affirm that this freedom "

is
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declared in the verj

and arrangement of things." You would infer then,
was unnecessary that it should be also declared in this
way.* This inference is denied. For it was not sufficient
that such declaration should be made in the creation and
arrangement of things, if it should not be declared also in
their progress and result.
Nor, indeed, if it has been sufficiently declared in our present nature and life, does it follow,
of consequence, that there is no necessity of any declaration
in the life of the future world.
For, on the contrary, if God
should have declared His liberty in matters of an inferior
nature only, and not in those, which are superior and pertain
to the future world, it would seem that He, through want
either of knowledge or of power, had omitted the more worthy
declaration of His own freedom.
For the nobler manifestacreation

that

it

tion of that

freedom

is

made

in things of a nobler nature

;

and that good is better and more noble, the consequences of
which are better and more noble. Who can believe that God
lacked either knowledge, power, or will in this matter.
2. You affirm that this liberty " could, and indeed ought to
I grant it.
It could and ought
and in other modes, as has been done
by the Deity. But if you use the phrase another^ in an
exclusive sense, as having reference to some particular mode
and not to this one, it is denied, and, in the preceding argube, declared in another way."
to be, declared in this,

ment,

is

sufficiently confuted.

The second design is, in like manner, opposed by two
arguments. Your first argument, contained in these words,
"because justice in God, as His nature

is

equally directed, &c.,"

same sentence, refuted by the addition of the
words, " unless there be some diversity, dependent on His
will."
For justice in us is regarded in two aspects, as a habit
and as an act proceeding from that habit, and diffusing itself
first inwardly and then outwardly.
In God, it is also, considered in two modes, as nature, and as an act of nature

is,

in the very

* That

is,

in the act of predestination according to the theory under examination.

t-
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through the

will,

God

flowing from the nature and according to the

In the former mode,

nature of (rod.

in the latter,

;

it is

the

the very essence of

it is

work of

former, you rightly aflirm that "justice in
\

Of

that essence.

God

the

as nature is

equally directed towards the whole object, and all its parts."
The phrase " as nature" is susceptible of a two-fold reference,
as equivalent either to

wtf-Trep (putfi^,

and imply a similarity of

operation to that of nature, (in which sense I understand you

and implying that the nature of
For since the essence of
simple, justice, nature, essence, and His other

to use it), or to xa^ug

God
God

or His essence
is

entirely

cpvffis^

justice itself

is

attributes are, in fact, one,

them

in our usage.

though a distinction

In reference to the

the expression " unless there be

His

will,"

is

mode

made

in

of justice,

diversity dependent

on

subjoined most suitably, and yet with some

is

For

ambiguity.

some

latter

in the justice of

God, as His nature, there

never diversity, not even as the result of His

Can a change

in

His essence, in His own nature

the will of God, whose attribute, I do not say in

i^

What ?

will.

result

from

all respects,

Him alone, and always, is
But that justice, which is the work of the
divine essence, emanating from that will, whether outwardly
or inwardly, may indeed be diversified in an infinite number
of modes, according to His wisdom and will.
Your second argument, to speak in a few words and with
First, though your statedirectness, is faulty in two respects.
ment is true, if properly understood, namely, " God has

yet absolutely, and pertaining to
immutabilit}^

?

declared Himself, in Scripture, to be of such character that
it is

not necessary for

Him

strict legal justice, in

tice," since

His

to

punish the sinner, according to

order to the manifestation of His jus-

justice, in all respects

and

infinitely, surpasses

legal justice, as, in the nature of things, the reality exceeds the

Yet

type, and the substance exceeds the shade.

means, follows from

sinner for the manifestation of

from legal justice that

God must not
His own justice,

this, that

He so

trary, it follows rather that

for the manifestation of

punishes him.

God must

His own

it,

by no

so punish the

or that

it

is

But, on the con-

so punish the sinner

justice,

and that the

fact of

DKOUSSION WITH

such punishment

and

is

dependent on His

most excellent, that

in a

legal justice,

is,
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justice,

which exceeds

in a divine method, surpasses

and which, in His word,

to us, according to our

measure, takes the form of legal justice, as the shadow of
that

most excellent

There

justice.

is

no element of

justice,

expressed to us in the law, which does not exist in the justice
of God, and flow from
law.

He

it

most excellent manner.

in a

In the

has both expressed the justice due from us, and

shadowed
justice in

forth

His own.

Consider only

an absolute sense, or

absolute principle and cause of

you

(if

this,

that

prefer), that

all justice,

God

He

is

is

the

you

as of all good,

For if He is, absolutely,
and cause of all justice, then
He is the principle of this justice also, and the cause and effector
of it, as not only mediately shadowed forth in the law, but
For whence
also, immediately effected by His own work.
is that legal justice, if not from God, expressing by His own
infinitely wise will, what He is, and what He does, as it is ?
Besides, if God is, absolutely, justice, and the principle of
at once destroy your

own argument.

justice, or the absolute principle

justice.

He

punishes not according to the justice of the law,

own justice, which the law adumbrates to
human comprehension, and which He cannot but set forth in
but according to His

His

creatures, both in the present

and the future world, as

He

has declared in His word.
I

am

still

less

satisfied

which you afiirm that "
for the revelation of

with your second statement, in

He knew

His own

another,

justice."

more noble way

God

certainly

knew

and thoroughly understood both that and the other, and every
But it is necespossible way, according to the divine mode.
sary, my brother, that you should, in this case, consider that

God

always contemplates

all things,

according to their indi-

vidual relations, and according to their relations to the universe, over which He presides.
If it should be denied that
God, in respect to its individual relation, knew another more
noble way for the manifestation of His justice, how, I pray,
would you prove it ? Would it not, indeed, on the contrary,

eeem, to the pious, to be altogether more probable, since

God
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way

(which

to manifest

justice, to

His own

it,

is

most wisely adopted the noblest

the

work

of the divine wisdom)

glory, to our instruction,

tion of the universe

Let

He

wise, that

is infinitely

and

His

to the perfec-

?

however, be conceded that Gody since

He

has all

knowledge, knew another more noble way for accomplishing
this thing, yet I deny, that with reference to the relations of

the universe there existed another more noble way, in which

God

could obtain this object, since

that

He

the

it

would have been better
For it concerns

should use that other nobler way.

wisdom of God, that every variety
His

of way should be adopted

and should be set forth before the
For example, let the more noble
way of displaying that wonderful justice of God, be that
which has punished and shall forever punish the wicked anShould I grant this, do you not see that it would pergels.
in manifesting

eyes of

justice,

the universe.

all in

tain to divine

wisdom

the divine justice

to

This

?

vary in

mode of

this case also, the

sufficient in reference to the sec-

is

ond argument.

The
God,

third design,

is

limitation, as
ted, not so

it is

denied.

It is

terms, without

By

be attribuand governing, as to a creayour permission, this whole limitation

indeed destroyed by the very definition of the

any argument on

called creation^ that

existence, [a

non

esse

is

ad

my

is

conswnmation.
be ascribed.

part.

Describe the

Its principle, or first step^

the production of existence from nonesse.']

Its

middle step

containing ordination and sustainment.

fthall

Providence of

to a sustaining

course of the divine Providence.
is

to the

called, "since that permission is to

much

ting Providence."
is

which has reference

excluded in your argument, in a peculiar manner, by

is

government^

Its third or last step

Consider, now, to which part permission

Creation

is

an act of

God

alone, the glory

of which He, by no means, communicates to the creature, for
it is

created, not creating.

In the act of creation, existence

bestowed on some thing, that
essentially, in nature.

that he should be a

By

it

may become what

creation, then,

it is

it is

given to

man, and that there should be

in

is

not,

man
him

DISCUSSION
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Thus freedom of the

was bestowed on man.

What

is

permission

?

It does not

of action.

which already

exists,

Not an act of God, but a cessation
bestow existence, but gives to that,

power over

affirms that creation differs in kind

from permission.

et differentia]

dination^ but

it is

its

own

and

life.

ISTature itself

characteristic [genere

Creation

is

not a part of or-

Permission

the principle, point, first term.

belongs to ordination^ consequent on that principle.

It

does

not then pertuin to creation.
It is true, that
tion,

man

pertains to crea-

but as an essential faculty, not as developed in action

which

and

freedom of the will in

its

endowment with

its qualities,

depends on the divine

ordination^ and that ordination on lyromdence.

indeed, see
first

;

action, without doubt, after the creation of the faculty

how

I do not,

that permission could be bestowed

on our

parents at their creation, which, in our case, must be re-

ferred to ordination.

It is necessary that there

respondence in both cases.

should be cor-

But, finally, though I should con-

cede that permission pertains to creation, this

also,

even on

your authority, would be the work of providence, since you
say that providence is creating.^ as well as sustaining and govPermission, then, by your consent, belongs to provi-

erning.
dence.

It belongs,

according to our argument, and, as I hope,

with your assent, to governing or ordaining providence.
Therefore, whatever

may

providence, permission,
to

be said concerning the relation of

by necessary consequence, pertains

it.

EEPLT OF ARMINIUS TO THE ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE
TWENTIETH PROPOSniON.
I have

now

discussed the theory,

which considers man as

the object of predestination and preterition, either in a purely
natural state, or also with

some supernatural endowments, yet

apart from the cons deration of sin as a condition requisite in

;
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And I

the object.

think that I have proved that

man

is

con-

sidered by God, in His decree, not otherwise than as a sinner.

I proceed to answer the three arguments usually urged in favor

and I only show
by those arguments.

of this theory
sustained

;

quisite, not only that

that a theory, like this,

is

my reasoning

should be refuted, but also

that the force of those arguments should be established.
latter

not

It seems, therefore, to be re-

has been entirely neglected by you.

The

We will now con-

what respects my reasoning has been invalidated.
argument from the necessary declaration of the
freedom of grace and of the divine goodness, I answer, first,
by simply denying that such necessity exists, and then, if that
necessity is conceded, by denying that mode, which ispreterition, such as is described in the theory which I oppose.
This
denial is confirmed, partly from the fact that God has declared
the liberty of His own goodness in the creation and various
sider in

The

first

partly because he could,
and indeed must declare that same liberty also in a mode other than that of preterition. For the better understanding of
these things, I will make a few illustrative remarks.
First, since no external act of the Deity is absolutely necessary, no declaration of the freedom of the divine goodness is absolutely necessary. For God is happy by the internal and essential knowledge of Himself, and is glorious in Himself. Secondly,

circumstances of material things

since, nevertheless, it seemed

good

;

to the Deity, to

communicate,

by the free act of His will. His own good, to the declaration of
His goodness, it was suitable that there should be a declaration,
not only of His goodness, but also of the freedom of that goodness, that it might be manifest that God communicated good
to His creatures, not by any necessity, but of His mere will
not to the increase of His own good, which was already perfect, but to the perfection of J^Tothing^ and of the beings created out of

it,

according to the

mode

of communication, adopt-

ed by the internal act of His will, both to the single parts of
Nothing^ and to the individual creatures. The good which
God purposed to communicate, is two-fold in respect to the
subject,

on which

eupernatural.

He

determined to bestow

In the communication of both,

it,

it

natural

and

was just

that
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He

should declare, not only His goodness, but also the liberty

of His goodness and grace.
ral good,

ation

He

In the communication of natu-

declared the freedom of His goodness in the

and various condition of material

communicated

nothing or chaos, this entity and form.

communicate an

liberty to

For when He

things.

to that part of original nature,

He

cre-

which

is

purely

own

declared His

and form which should be

entity

different.

In the communication of supernatural good,
the

same freedom, when

He

manifested

He made a great part of His creatures

•without a capacity to receive supernatural blessings, and
angels and

men

some of them.

ally partakers of

of which

He made

and in them

all

the angels,

conditionally,

all,

partakers, there

made

alone capable of those blessings, and actu-

is

no place

In respect to those blessings

and the

who

first

human

beings,

should be born from them,

for preterition of this kind, as this

pertains to a portion either of angels or of

men, but only

for

who

that preterition, which has reference to other creatures,

were passed by, in the communication of supernatural bless-

But

ings.

made

in the

angels and

communication of

men

blessings, of

the freedom of the divine goodness and grace
declared, that

it

which

He

not actual partakers, but only capable,

was

also to

be

might, in this way, be evident both that those

which they all received, were bestowed, and that those
which they were made capable, would be bestowed
on angels and men, not according to the excellence of their
nature and of merit, but of grace.
I thus acknowledge and concede this, but I deny that the
things,

things, of

mode

of declaring the divine freedom in the communication

now under discussion and
was used by the Deity for the display of that freedom, and this was my meaning when I said
" it could and indeed ought to be declared in another way,'*
by the word " another," excluding that mode which is con-

of these blessings

is

the preterition

;

I deny that this preterition

tained in that preterition.
If it should be asked in what other way the freedom of the
divine goodness "could and indeed ought to be declared," I
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reply that, in reference to men, (I have always excluded an-

from the discussion), it was possible to declare that freedom, if God should prescribe the condition on which He
would communicate good that it was declared by his eternal
decree, when He prescribed to man the condition on which
he might obtain eternal life, and those gifts of grace, which,
in addition to what had already been bestowed, might b3 negels

;

cessary for
clared in

attainment.

its

some other way,
way,

to be in that

I reply also that

declared at

if

for that

one

wisdom of God nor with His

is

all,

it

ought to be de-

since

it

ought not

in accordance neither with

by it, to creafrom the divine goodness
and grace, the same blessings are, absolutely and apart from
any condition, denied. Therefore, it ought to be declared in

the

justice, since,

tures, capable of certain blessings

some other way, and, indeed, in that way of which I have spoken. For God can not decree not to give to any creature that
of which it is capable and for which it was made, except on
condition that
blessings of

it

has

which

it

made

itself

incapable of receiving the

was made capable by

Creator. But
you should have

its

whatever

may

shown

what manner the argument from the freedom of the

in

be true in reference to

this,

divine goodness and grace proves the preterition or non-election

which

is

described in your Theses.

The second argument is from the necessary display of the
divine justice. I impugn it in two ways. That it may be
seen

how my reasoning avails

against this argument,

considered that I design to assail

it,

in the

it is

to

form in which

be

it is

—

(Thesis
presented in your Theses. These are your words
"
punishment
act
of
the
divine
The
preparation
of
is
an
17.)
:

good-pleasure, in which

God

purposed, from eternity, for the

display of His grace, to punish His creatures,

who

should not

continue in their original integrity," &c., and (Thesis 18)

God

prepares punishment for His creatures, who, sin contra-

ry to His law, to be reprobated on account of sin, according to
the necessity of His justice." Since reprobation and prepara-

of punishment^ which are here used as synonymous, are
in these words said to have originated in " the necessity of the
tion
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divine justice," I wished to confute
in

harmony with the
The first reason is
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it,

as, for

two reasons, not

truth.

God

If

this

prepares punishment for

own

sinners from the necessity of His

He

justice, then

pre*

by the

pares punishment for

all

cree of predamnation.

But the consequent is false therefore,
false.
The reasoning is certainly valid.

the antecedent

also

is

For, since justice in
it

is,

God

is

considered as a natural attribute,
its

whole object and

equally on

fore, it acts

This

for all.

is

all its

There-

Sinners are the objects of justice in this case.

parts.

prepares punishplainly signified in the word " necessithat

all sinners,

ty" in connection with "justice."

For,

is, it

if

He

necessarily pre-

He

pares punishment for sinners or for those about to sin.

prepares

it

for all

without distinctiouj and that word added to

"justice" indicates that justice

God, and

attribute in

de-

;

same manner towards

acts in the

ment

sinners universally, that

it

is

be considered as a natural

to

can not, for the reason already men-

tioned, superintend predamnation.

however, the

I added,

qualifying remark " unless there be

my meaning,

on His

will,"

on the

will ot

solute

God whether

in

some diversity dependent
which, was that it is dependent

that attribute should act in an ab-

manner or respectively [secundum

quid], in reference

to all sinners, or in reference only to some.

fute not that
is

which I previously

said,

considered as laid on predamning justice.

will of

God

punishment
ers

directing that justice,
for

but remits

tion (as

it is

cessity of

it

to

sinners,

His

way

this

For

occurs that

if,

God

and does not prepare

I re-

by the

prepares

it

for oth-

them, then that predamnation, or reproba-

here called), was decreed by God, not

by the

ne-

justice.

me more

Let

some

it

In

but that necessity, which

briefly state this idea.

Justice in

God

tends to

the punishment of sin, as

mercy or grace tends to its remission,
without any distinction in those who have committed sin. If
justice should administer its own act, all sinners would be punished
if mercy should administer its own act, all sinners
would be pardoned. These acts could not be performed at the
same time, and, in this case, the one would oppose the mani;

festation of the other,

which could not with propriety occur.
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Therefore, the wisdom, appointed over them, for the direction
its own sphere of action should be assignIn accordance with this decision, the will of God

of both, judged that

ed

to each.

His justice in such manner, that there can be oppoitu

directs

nitj for mercy, and His mercy, that the honor of His justice

may
in

also, in the

my

mean

time, be maintained.

what

opinion, be aflarmed that

is

But

it

can not,

decreed by the

di-

vine will, was done by the necessity either of justice or of

mercy.

cording to

If God knew a more noble way
His justice than that by which, acthe law, punishment was prepared for those who

should

then the display of justice, according to the law,

The second reason

is this.

for the manifestation of

sin,

was not necessary. But the former is true, therefore the latter
The reasoning is conclusive. If two ways were
is also true.
open for the illustration of the divine justice, then it is not
absolutely necessary, that

God

should

make

use of one to the

The justice of God may be
of
punishment from the individuals
displayed in the exaction
who have sinned the same justice may also be displayed in
the exaction of the same punishment from him, who has, according to the will of God, offered himself as the pledge and
surety for those sinners.
He is " the Lamb of God, which
taketh away the sin of the world," (John i, 29.) " He hath
made him to be sin for us, who knew no sin," (2 Cor. v, 21).
This is that " other more noble and more excellent w^ay." In
it there is a more vivid display of the Divine execration of
sin, than in that, which demands punishment from the sinners,
complete conclusion of the other.

;

in their

own persons, both from

the fact that, in the latter case,

the infliction of punishment could be ascribed, by His enemies,

and not to His justice,
impossible
would
be
in
the
former case, since the
which
alone,
inflicted
on
one,
who has not personally sinned,
punishment is
and from the flict that in this way, the inflexible rigor of divine justice is displayed, which could not grant, even to the
intercession of His Son, the pardon of sin, unless punishment
to the vindictive passion of the Deity,

had been

inflicted

;

not even intercede,

according to which, indeed, that Son could
if his

own blood had

not been shed, and
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atonement had not, hj it, been made

I conclude, then,

for sin.

was not necesnot, from any

that the display of justice, according to the law,
sary,

and consequently that punishment was

necessity of the divine justice, prepared for these,
sin, since

God was

ceived and

free to

who

should

impose on His own Son, to be

re-

due punishment, removed from the

suffered, their

individual sinners.

That, which you adduce in opposition to these ideas, does

not seem to

me

to

be valid.

For God,

ot

His own

justice,

The former mode of
the law, the latter mode

punishes either sinners or their surety.
manifestation

its

is

according to

transcends, the former

be

said,

is

revealed to us in the gospel.

however, that both modes were necessary.

may

It

I

deny

it.

depended on the mere good pleasure of God the
former could be changed to it. Otherwise it would have
been necessary, for " without shedding of blood there is no
remission." (Heb. ix, 22.) Those things which are said con-

The

latter,

;

cerning the justice of God, as exceeding the justice of the
law, are not to the purpose

;

the justice, which actuates

God

by which
punish

it

for

it

was not my meaning that
punishment of sin, and

in the

He punishes sin, is legal justice, but that He should
according to the letter of the law, " In the day that

thou eatest thereof, thou shalt surely die," (Gen.
" Cursed

is

every one that continueth not in

all

ii,

17,)

are written in the book of the law to do them." (Gal.
It

should also have been shown in this place

and

things which

how

iii,

10.)

this argu-

ment, from the necessary display of the divine justice, proves
this preparation of

The
is

punishment.

third argument,

deduced from the nature of providence,

of this nature, in the view of

prima^

quces. 23, act 3.)

"To

Thomas Aquinas, (summa

permit some to come short of

the highest good, pertains to the providence of
to reprobate is to permit

some

to

come

—" Therefore, the reprobation

God

;"

— " But

short of the highest

some pertains to the
providence of God." I affirmed that this argument possessed
no weight in favor of the theory, which I now oppose against
that which makes sin a requisite condition in the object of

good

;

of

;

reprobation or preterition.

I proved

it

from the

fact that per-
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tnission,

attributed not so

much

is to

be

sustaining and governing provi-

to

dence, as to creating providence.

I will lirst explain

my

meaning, and then show the force of that argument.
I

make

three acts of providence

preservation of the creature, and

ing to those

acts, I

— creation, sustainment, or

.its

government, and accord-

say that providence

is

creating ^sustaining

and goverrdng^ and I attribute to each of these modes its own
I also
particular acts, which are. ajDpropriate to each of them.
say that there are some acts, which so pertain to one of these,
as, at the same time, to depend on another preceding act, so
that they

may

not be entirely under the control of that provi-

dence from which they proceed, but

may

be limited and de-

termined by the act of some preceding providence.

and

These

being mixed in their nature, can be referred both to this

acts,

to that providence, to

one as immediately flowing from

it,

and necessarily dependent on
Such acts seem to be attributed not so justly
its previous act.
to that providence from which they immediately flow, as to
that, which prescribed their form and mode, to which mode
and form that immediate providence was bound, and in reference to those acts was a servant to the other as principal.
I now apply these thoughts. The permission, by which
determined by

to the other as

God

left

man

to his

own

it,

counsels, pertains immediately to

governing providence, but it is government uncontrolled, determined by a preceding act of creation. For it could not
choose between leaving and not leaving man to himself, for
then, that, which had been already divinely instituted, would

be rescinded it was bound by that condition of creation, by
which freedom of the will was bestowed on man, and he was
;

left to his

own

This was

counsel.

my

meaning, when I said that

tained, not so

much

providence.

We may now

ment

in sustaining

to

my

fold permission, that

his sins

as, to

consider the validity of

view.

We

creating

my

argu-

must here consider a two-

by which man is left to his own counsel
and that by which the sinner is left in

and permitted
and permitted
to sin,

this permission per-

governing or sustaining,

finally to fail of the highest good*

;
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was

former, pertains to governing providence as

determined by the act of creation

;

said,

but

the latter, pertains to gov-

erning and uncontrolied providence.

Tiie former, pertains to

providence, the latter, to pretention in contradistinction to

providence.
left to

For

all

men, represented in Adam, have been

themselves, and to their

But

reprobates or passed hy.
sins,

and given up

own

to their

own counsel, yet all
who are finally left

counsel, after the

of sin, are reprobate and passed by, and they
by, are

are nofc
in their

all,

commission

who

are passed

and are permitted to
grant that, if by permission

all left finally in their sins,

the highest good,

l^ow

I

fail
is

of

un-

is sound
which makes

derstood a final reliction in sin, the whole syllogism
*

and valid, but, in that

case,

it

sustains the theory,

sin a requisite condition in the object of reprobation or pre-

For

terition.
if it is

that permission has reference to sinners.

referred to the leaving of

men

their

to

own

But,
choice

before the commission of sin, I deny that reprobation can be

defined by that kind of permission.

It is apparent, then,

drawn from

that syllogism in favor

that no coaclusion can be

ew which I advocate.
For the second theory presents man, apart from any reference
to sin, as the object of preterition and reliction.
That sylloof the second theory, and against the v

gism, however,

is

unintelligible, if

it

does not refer to permis-

and reprobation of sinners. For,
which the first men were permitted to
sion

the highest good, unless there

and reprobation
mitted to sm.

how

that

is

It

was

in the permission
sin,

no one

failed

by
of

also a dereliction in sin

men were per-

not that permission by which

should also have been shown, in this place,

argument from providence and permission

to the confirmation of the

is

adapted

second theory.

This might be sufiicient for

my purpose,

but I

am

disposed

add some thoughts concerning providence, in view of
your remarks in reference to it. Far be it from me, indeed,
to disapprove them.
They, however, omit the mutual arrangement and connection of the particular parts of providence.
to

I

made

the distinction of providence into creating, sustaining

and governing, not so much from my own idea, as from that
of Dr. Francis Gomarus, who, in many passages of his wri15
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comprehends creation in the term providence. In the
Theses on The providence of God^ discussed under his directings,

tion as the presiding professor,
in the year 1596,

it

is

by Hadrian Cornelius Drogius,
The parts of this

said (Thesis nine) "

execution" (that, bj which God executes the decree of providence) " are two, creation and government, &c., under which

government are comprehended continuation, and preservation,
and legitimate ordination." {Libro de providentia Dei, cap.
1,

ex Cicerone) " I affirm, then, that the world and

were

constituted

through
" There
which,

at

all

time by the providence of God."

is,

then, a providence,

all

things,

all its

parts

the beginning, and are administered

which we

see,

{Mo Lactantio)
and energy of
were made, and are ruled."

by the

force

{Ejusdem, libra 7) " That execution is distributed into the
creation and the government of this world. The parts of this

government are two, the preservation and ordination of the
world, thus constituted."

Your view

your disputaGod^ discussed in the year 1698,
" The word providence^
for, in the first Thesis, are these words
taken in a wider sense, embraces the eternal decree of creais

also the same, as presented in

tion Oil the providence of

:

tion,

government, and ordination, and

its

execution."

I

am

not very solicitous in reference to the distinction of these

whether govwords, government, preservation, ordination
ernment embraces both preservation and ordination, or only
the latter, and there is a contradistinction between it and the
;

former.

As

to the

arrangement and mutual connection of those

parts, I affirm that

it is

possible that the act of the latter

should depend on some act of the former, and in such a manner that the act of the latter should be determined to one

di-

by the former. I showed this in the example of the
permission, by which God left man to his own counsel.
That act originated in the government of God, or in His governing providence, but it was determined by His creating
providence, which made man free and self-controlling, so far
rection

as pertained to that freedom, but, in other respects, responsible to the

law of God.

I here do no injustice to the provi-
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Him

dence of God, nor do I deny to

own

F.

universal liberty in His

I acknowledge that the providence of

actiou.

In the creation of man,

absolutely free.

bestowing free will on man.
tion of the Deity,

He

He

God

acted freely

acted freely.

through the providence of

;

is

in

one ac-

But,

if

God

itself,

be

supposed, the necessity of another act of the divine provi-

dence can be deduced from

it,

which necessity

is

dependent

on the free dispensation of the antecedent act of providence,
I will present another example,

God

demonstrated.
that they,

by which

the

same may be

has created angels with this condition,

who should

not continue in their original innocence,

Some

should be punished forever without pardon.

God, in the act of his governing providence,

sinned,

inflicted punish-

by previous creation, so
that, if He did not wish to change that which was established
This was
in creation. He could not remit their punishment.
my meaning in what I presented in answer to the third argument, which you do not refute, even though it be conceded

ment on them by an

act determined

that permission pertains to governing or ordaining providence,

which I
explained

freely concede to
it.

It

you

in the sense in

by which man was

left

to his

own

control, pertains to repro-

bation or pretention, or that the permission,

permitted to

fail

which I have

should have been proved that the permission,

by which he was

of the highest good, has place in reference to

man, not a sinner, or considered as a sinner. Hence, also,
those words of Thomas Aquinas {prima sum^ quaes. 23, art.
3, in respons. generali)^ " For as predestination includes the
purpose to bestow grace and glory, so reprobation includes the
purpose to permit some to fall into transgression, and to inflict
the punishment of damnation for that transgression," if diligently examined, are not accurately true. For the purpose
to permit some to fall into transgression, does not belong to
reprobation, since

God

permitted

all

men

to fall into trans-

gression.

This

is

also susceptible of proof

tributes to predestination.

from the

acts

which he

at-

The purpose of bestowing grace

and glory is attributed to predestination. What grace ? That
by which some are not permitted to fall into transgression,
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but are preserved in their original state of integrity

means

;

sin into

By

?

no

but that grace by which some are delivered from that

which

tion, then,

were permitted

all

The act of reproba-

to fall.

should have been directly opposed to that act of

But that is a permission to remain in sin, or
an abandonment in sin, which is a negative act, and a purpose to inflict punishment for the sin, which is an affirmative

predestination.

act.

But

The former
it is

is

the opposite of grace, the latter, of glory.

not strange that a

man who

has written so

most erudite volumes, should not have been able
accurately each and every subject.

to

many

examine

TWEKTY-FIEST PROPOSITION OF AEMmiUS.
In a comparison of these two theories, the

more probable than the former,
surd consequence.

He

it

latter

may

seems not

involves the

This I will briefly prove.

same

ab-

In the former

God

decreed

His own glory by mercy and punitive

justice.

theory, the following order
to illustrate

since

be observed.

could not effect this without the introduction of sin.

Hence, sin must, of necessity, and with certainty, have been
committed. It could only be committed by him who, being accountable to the law, was able to

fulfill its

requirements, but

it

could not be committed, of necessity and with certainty, by a

and contingent cause, (which could commit sin or refrain
from it,) if it was not circumscribed and determined by a more
powerful agent, surely and with certainty moving or impelling
the cause, in its own nature, free and contingent, to the act
of sin, or else withholding or withdrawing that which was
necessary to the avoidance of sin, on which conditions the necessity and certain existence of sin, committed by the creaThe chief advocates of the first theory disapture, depend.
prove of the former mode of action in the more powerful
agent (that which moves and impels), and incline to the latter
mode (that which withholds or withdraws). This mode is also
For the creature, left to his own
stated in the second theory.

free
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imposed upon him, which

is

can not be observed by the natural powers alone.

God deter-

mined

He,

fore,

natural state.

to leave the creature in his

determined also that the creature should

was the necessary sequence.
nation can not be given, if
the former theory.

it

there-

sin, since that

Bat the reason of that determiis not that which is proposed in

Indeed the former theory seems even

more probable than the

latter.

ANSWEE OF JUNIUS TO THE TWENTY-FIRST

PROPOSITION.

We have previously shown that those, which

two

are called

theories, are not, in fact or substance, two, but differ only in

[secundum quid] and mode of explanations

their relations

that there

is,

therefore, one, I say

theory, founded
Scriptures.

on the truth of God, and the authority of the

We

ave, also, in the appropriate place,

that the charge of absurdity
is futile.

which

what

respects

The first position
His own glory by mercy and

answer

to

is

made

Since, however, this objection

also briefly repeat in

demur

;

not probable^ but true

it.

is

repeated,

we may

and on what grounds we

—" God

decreed to illustrate

^Dunitive justice,"

to the third proposition,

shown

against this theory

shown

to

we

have, in

be expressed in too

narrow terms.

The second, " He could not
tion of sin,"

we

effect this

without the introduc-

thus proved to be an erroneous statement

;

for

the creature had remained righteous, there would have been
an opportunity for mercy and justice, though the latter would
not have been punitive in its character. Punitive justice,
even, might have been displayed in respect to those things,
which were unsuitable, on account, not of guilt, but of impru-

if

dence, for any just person

is liable to this without sin or guilt.
In the third place, we deny that " sin must of necessity have
been committed," as dependent on the energy of a cause,

universally or in

some measure,

tainly have been committed,

efficient.

That

we acknowledge,

it

since

must
it

cer-

existed

;
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certainly in the

knowledge of God, as hiowledge^ not as a

cause of sin. If, then, the word certainly is explanatory of
the wol'd necessarily^ and the latter word means no more than

we

its use
but if otherwise, we deny the
and assent to the former (certainty). The
first man was not under the necessity of committing sin,
either from an internal, or an external cause.
He did it of
his own free-will, not of acy necessity.
Again, this conclusion is not valid, since it is deduced from incomplete and
erroneous antecedents, as we have just shown. Therefore,
it is true, that
sin could have been committed with certainty, by a free and contingent cause, which sinned (as was
the case in the will of devils and of men), and could have
been avoided with certainty by a free and contingent cause,
which did not sin, (as in the case of the good and elect
angels), and, on the contrary, it is false, that it could have
been committed of necessity, if you refer to the necessity
of any sufficient cause, that is, an external and internal cause,

the former,

assent to

;

latter (necessity),

—

was the cause or rather the principle the attriis freedom
at that time free from all necessity,
now bound by its own necessity, but nevertheless free, and
for the will

—

bute of which

thus producing contingent, not absolutely necessary
as

is

effects,

the case in nature.

When

it is

rily^ there is
[j?05-56],

poses

said that it cou'd have been committed necessaan opposition in terms. For the word "could"

which

in this sentence is used in its legal sense, sup-

contingency^

to

which

adverb

the

necessarily

is

directly opposed.

In the fourth place, two conditions, are presented for the
existence of sin, neither of which

is

probable.

The former

" sin

could not be committed by a contingent
was not circumscribed and determined by a
more powerful agent, surely and with certainty, moving or
impelling the cause, in its own nature, free and contingent to
is

that

cause,

if

it

the act of sin."
place,

it is

otherwise

be made

This condition

is

denied

;

for, in

the

first

contrary to nature, which 'per se can do or not do
it

indeed has no power.

to partial

power.

Reference may, perhaps,

This, certainly, is inapplicable
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a principle of action, and no wise

ever place principles of action

Again,

powers.

WITH

among

partial

and determined bj a more

if it is limited

powerful agent, that agent must hold the relation of principle
or cause.

If the latter, the will

must cease

for principle pertains to the cause,

which

cause, of
at the

same

former

the principle

is

time, be the cause

true,

is

it

and the

will is

as

we have

mode

contingency, since

and the

same thing can not

it is

If the

effect ot itself.

no superior principle so acts

away

its

of the will, and

Besides, if

direction.

the

;

peculiar

its

mode

of action,

But freedom

is

appropriate adjunct

is

before quoted from Augustine.

the peculiar

a

to take

be a principle,

determined bj a superior prin-

ciple, there is this difficulty, that

on an inferior one as

to

does not originate in the

it

freely per se inclinable in this or that

it is

more powerful agent,"

" circumscribed and determined by

that agent, either acts efficiently in

each particular case, or ordains generally according to an
established order in the universe.

We have before, in

to the sixth proposition, admitted that

You

curred.

by an

say that

it is

answer

such an ordination oc-

affirmed that the will

is

determined
I deny

agent, absolutely efficient in particular cases.

that this can, with propriety, be attributed to our writers,
it is

unjust to charge so abruptly with that sentiment,

of their expressions seem to savor of

this, since it is

whom

if

some

contrary

to their view, as they explain themselves in other passages.

I

will not argue this point further, but repeat the simple denial
that

it

can be absolutely effected by a more powerful agent,

operating efficiently, that a principle and contingent cause

should

sin.

Here,

my

brother,

you present two modes, one

its own way, effiFor that which acts efficiently, is present with the
work, and effects it that, which is deficient, abstains from the
work, and in itself effects that abstinence. You refer to the

efficient,

the other deficient, yet each, in

cient.

;

former mode in these words, " by a more powerful agent,
surely and with certainty

own

nature, free

den}^,

moving

and contingent,

or impelling the cause in
to the act of sin."

and you, indeed, acknowledge that

writers.

it is

This

its

we

denied by our

;
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Let

us, then, consider the other

mode which you

express, in

these words, " or else withholding or withdrawing that

was necessary
necessity and

on which conditions the

certain existence of sin,

committed by the crea-

depend." Here, also, the mode is two-fold, namely, that the

ture,

" more powerful agent" withholds that which
the cause,

Here

if it is

absent,

and removes

which would be a cause

either of

it

is

if it

necessary to
is

present

for the production of sin.

three things are to be considered, the necessity of the

—the withholding or even the removal of
—and the consequence. Concerning the

avoidance of sin

;

what

;

it

which

sin,

avoidance of

to the

necessary

is

may

first,

be observed that every

whether

act contrary to law,

particular relation,

sin, that is,

it is

It

se.

is,

therefore, primarily

se inordinate in the individual agent,

a secondary sense, to that which
Indeed,

regarded in a universal or

a habit or act of the individual, for

is

genera or species do not act per

and per

every inordinate

it

does not at

is

and pertains, in

common and

universal.

concern the constitution of the uni-

all

verse that sin should be prevented, not only because sin could

not disturb the relations of the universe, and the Euler of the
universe maintains

its

order, but also, because sin might, inci-

dentally, be of advantage even to the constitution of the universe,

and

the wisdom, goodness, grace, mercy,

illustrate

justice, patience,

power, and

the Ruler of the universe.

all

the beneficent attributes of

was, then, plainly not neces-

It

sary, in the abstract, to the constitution of the universe that
sin should
for the

be avoided, and, therefore, nothing was necessary

avoidance of

If

sin.

stitution of the universe,

it

had been necessary

God would have

the most complete manner, as

to the con-

provided for

it,

in

Augustine {Enchiridio ad

Laurentium) proves.
It

may

be said that

the individual agent.
the

individual

But

it

was necessary

It is true that if

only,

the

to the constitution of

we

avoidance

common good

of

regard the good of
sin

seems

to

be

of the universe

must

be preferred to the good of the individual, and even sin

itself,

necessary.

since the

though incidentally,

may

tion of the universe,

and

be

to the

sin is

advantage of the constitu-

committed only by the individ-

DISCUSSION
nal, it should
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If,

sin,

necessary that sin should
it is

necessa-

but for himself, that he should not

the prevention of sin must be sought, neither from

the universe, nor from

when

especially

it is

however, the creature knows that

ry, not for the universe,

commit
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be stated that the constitution of the universe

does not allow the assertion that
not occur.
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its ruler,

but from the individual agent,

the ruler of the universe bestowed on

tliat

same agent the unrestrained power to sin or not to sin, publicly and in the very condition of his nature, and when He made
him the master of his own course, informed him of his power
in that respect, and most carefully admonished him of the necessary result of his conduct in view of his individual end,

with the addition, even, of threatening.

God resume

that

which

He

What then ?

had bestowed.

Should

That would have

been the act of an imprudent, inconstant or impotent being,
neither of which qualities can be attributed to the Deity.

He

not have made the original bestowment ? In that
would not have displayed all the modes of His own
wisdom, and man would have desired that, which had not
been bestowed upon him, for he desired that which was far
higher, and indeed impossible
to be like God.
If we have

Should

case

He

—

suitably considered these points, which Tertullian discussed at

length in his second book against Marcion,
that

it

was necessary, neither

we

see, at once,

to the constitution of the uni-

verse nor to the relations of the individual agent, that sin

should be prevented by an external influence, since
self possessed,
it,

within his

own

man him-

power, the means of preventing

and had in the strongest possible mode, received from the

Deity, the knowledge of the necessity existing in his case in

view of his end. God infused into him the principle of freedom. We, forsooth, wise in view of the result, judge that
that this was badly done by the Lord, that it would have been
better that He had not infused that principle, or, at least,
that it would have been better to have restrained that
freedom.

Concerning the second, we have shown that it was not neIt belonged to man to

cessary that sin should be prevented.

avoid

it,

not to another being to prevent man.

This being
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we need

proved,

not refer to the withholding and the removal

of that which was necessarj^ for the avoidance of sin.

may be

the truth

presented,

we remark,

pertain to the Deity to bestow that, which

it

did not

was necessary

the avoidance of sin, in that particular act of

He

But that

further, that

Adam

;

to

first,

had already bestowed it secondly, because He
could not bestow it, unless He should resume what He had
already bestowed. That He had already bestowed it is evident from the gift of the free-will to man, which was a principle, in the highest sense, free, and sufiicient for either course,
]^or,
either for the commission or the avoidance of that sin.
because

indeed, could

;

He

He

bestow any other hindrance, unless

should resume that which

He had already bestowed

;

for that was

by the
Deity, without any exception or modification, the pure and
absolute mistress in natural things. If He had prevented it,
either the will must have wholly ceased to be a principle of

a natural principle, namely, the

free-will, constituted,

action, or, in that particular act, the condition of that principle,

which God had given

had, in that very

would have been

to

man by

nature,

and which

He

pledged to keep un violated by Himself,

act,

violated.

Why

should

God

use such pre-

man to whom He had given full power over
whom He had already cautioned by an admonitory precept. Then, you will say. He should, at least, not
have withdrawn that which He had bestowed for He be*
stowed grace, and then withdrew it. I deny that He withdrew
caution with the

and

himself,

;

any

thing, previously

when man

rejected

been bestowed on
to

bestowed, except on account of
Grace, that

it.

man

for the

work

is,

of grace, that

is,

which nature was ordained to^supernatural glory.

work of

nature.

He

It

not eat

;

was not necessary

For the

the

man

should eat or

according to the comof the forbidden

fruit.

of the will, to which

that grace should be added, since

bestowed in reference
character.

according

bestowed, not grace, but nature aud the

was the ofiice of nature that
it was the ofiice of the will,
mand of God, that he should not eat
This was purely and merely the ofiice
will.

sin,

the gift of grace, had

it

it

was

to things of a gracious, not of a natural
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Concerning the third, it may be observed that the remark
" on which conditions the necessity and certain existence of
sin,

couHuitted by the creature, depend,"

wholly erroneous

is

For Adam was under no nehe was endowed
cessity, from any source, of committing sin
with pure freedom, as we have now, and frequently at other
times, affirmed.
Indeed that assertion is not absolutely and
in reference to the act of

Adam.

;

human

properly true in the present condition of the
For, on the will of the creature, that

the necessity of the commission of sin,

God

race.

on our will, depends
which necessity the in-

is,

permits and ordains

but,

on the

contrary, the necessity of the non-commission of sin,

by the

finitely

wise will of

communication of grace, depends on that
of God.

It is

commission

may

In the

ot sin

depends on the will of God, withholding

Yet

that statement, in a certain

be allowed.

fifth place,

left to his

infinitely wise will

hardly correct to say that the necessity of the

or withdrawing His grace.
sense,

;

own

we admit your proposition " the creature,

nature, necessarily sins, if a law

is

imposed on

him, which cannot be observed by the natural powers alone."

But

Adam, was observable by
we have proved in answer to the

that particular law, imposed on

the natural powers alone, as

fourteenth and sixteenth propositions.

This whole argument,
and whatever depends on it, is destroyed. Adam
was prepared, by nature and grace, for the observance of natural law.
He was prepared for the observance of this particular command, because the requisition was only of a natural
character, and of the utmost facility.
therefore,

Your assumption is ambiguous and improper. The proper
form would be " God placed the creature in his natural state."
It is

improperly affirmed that

Man

He

" determined to leave the

God, before God

left man, as we
have before shown. The conclusion is, therefore, false. Your
assumption is ambiguous on account of the various use of the
verb, siatuit^ which is used in this place. We referred to that
ambiguity in our answer to the sixth proposition.

creature,

&c."

Finally,

it is

left

unsuitably affirmed that " the former theory

seems more probable than the

latter."

Since in fact or sub-
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stance and in their relation they are but one theory, differing

mode

only in the

of discussion and language.

ever, see wherein one

is

Let

more probable than the

us,

how-

other.

REPLY OF ARMINIUS TO THE ANSWER TO THE TWENTY-FIRST
PROPOSITION.

The

which those theories differ, have been alto your answer to the first proposition.
We now inquire whether the first or the second theory
is founded on the truth of God and the authority of the Scripture.
I have already showed that the absurdity, which I alrespects, in

ready stated in the reply

leged against the

You have

first

theory,

not vindicated

as

it,

is
it is

its

necessary consequence.

explained by those authors,

from that charge, but have explained it differently from the
view of its authors, and have proved that, so explained, it can
be, in various ways, defended

but

this is irrelevant to

from the allegation of absurdity,

our present discussion.

There has

never been any question between us concerning that theory,
explained, as you think that

it

ought to be explained.

proposition, however, I do not repeat

show

In

this

allegation, but

is liable to the same objection,
by a comparison of the first and second theories.
It
the plan and scope of the twenty first proposition.

that the second theory

and prove
This

this

is

it

will, therefore,

be necessary that we consider, ^r^^, the grounds

of the correct and deserved allegation of absurdity against the

theory

first

;

same

secondly, the

ond theory, and,

at the

same

time,

allegation against the sec-

what you have said

in de-

fence of both.

As
that

to the first theory, I will

it is

show by

a legitimate inference from

Then

it

certain syllogisms,

that

God

is

the author

examine what you say in its behalf.
The declaration of mercy, savingfrom actual misery, and ofjustice, punishing sin is necessary, according to the decree of God;
of sin.

I will

— But such mercy and justice cannot be declared without
existence of sin

and misery

;

—Therefore,

the

the existence of sin
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—

and misery is necessary from the decree of God, or therefore, sin must necessarily be committed from the decree of
God. All the points of this syllogism are taken from the first
theory, rightly understood according to the sentiments of the

authors the

i

my

proved in

selves, as I

to propositions third

and

reply to your answers

sixth.

—Sin cannot be committed necessarily by a and
be circumscribed and determined
can not
—But the
by a more powerful cause, which
and contingent cause —
sin
will of man
a
Again

free

;

contingent cause, unless

it

resist

it

free

is

:

;

^Therefore,

man (which

cannot be necessarily committed by the will of

must be the proximate cause of sin,) unless it be circumscribed
and determined by a more powerful cause which it cannot reI add, that the

sist.

Lastly

;

—the

mode

of that determination

which determines the

cause,

is

will, in its

nature free and contingent, to the commission of

theory,

God

to the necessary

is

the cause,

commission of

own

sin, is,

—But, according
which determines the
—Therefore, God

that determination, the cause of sin
first

two-fold.

sin

by

to the

;

will

is,

;

by

that determination, the cause of sin.

l^ow

let

us proceed to those things which you adduce in

you afiirm

apology and defence of that

first

that " the

decreed to illustrate His

first position,

'

God

theory.

glory by mercy and punitive justice,'
the third proposition,

is

shown

to

true or false, or whether

it is

own

have, in answer to

be expressed in too narrow

I reply that the question

terms."

we

First,

is

not whether the position

expressed in too wide or too

narrow terms, but whether it is assumed by those against
whose theory I have alleged absurdity, as its consequence.

And

I

many

showed

in

my

reply to that answer that they, in so

words, assume this position.

In the second place, you say that " the second,
not effect this without the introduction of
to

be an erroneous statement."

tion

whether the statement

made by

is

sin'

I reply, that

—

we

it is

'

He could

thus proved

not the ques-

erroneous or not, but whether

it is

whose theory I charge with absurdity. That
they do assert this, and in plain language, I proved in the reply just mentioned. The error is, then, to be charged on them,
those,
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not on me.

and

by

justice

—

Their assertion, however,
as understood

by them

—

is true,

that "

mercy

could only be declared

the entrance of sin into the world."

For

sin is the formal

cause in the object of that justice, and of that mercy, as hav-

ing consequent misery, as its adjunct.
In the third place you " deny that ' sin must, of necessity and

with certainty, have been committed.' "
in controversy.

For

I, also,

admit that

This
it is

is

not the point

not true that sin

must necessarily be committed, and affirm that they, who
take the opposite ground, blaspheme the goodness and justice
of God, though I grant that the advocates of this theory do
not perceive this consequence, and the concession is due to
them, that in other places they teach that which is precisely
the contrary. But if those two premises are granted, I affirm
that it is a legitimate consequence that sin must of necessity
have been committed. You concede that it " must certainly
have been committed," but " certainly" in the knowledge of
God, not "certainly" in the relation of the divine decree,
which is dependent on the will of God, with foreknowledge,
as its antecedent. Those authors of the first theory, of whom
I have spoken, say that sin " must have been committed cer- ^
tainly and necessarily in the relation of the decree, and that
it

could only have been a subject of certain foreknowledge,

because it was decreed and ordained by God to be connnitted."

But I denied and still deny that sin could necessarily have
been committed by a free and contingent cause. The cause
of a necessary effect
is

contingent.

cause.
sarily

is

But the

necessary, that of a contingent effect
will of

Sin, therefore, could not

by

man

is

a free and contingent

have been committed neces-

it.

The " opposition in terms" is in your words, not in mine.
I did not say that sin " could have been committed necessarily" but that it " could not have been committed necessarily."
There is here no contradiction in terms, as will be evident by
It
an examination of the statement in the following form
could noc occur that sin should be committed necessarily by a
Is it an absurd statement that it
free and contingent cause.
;

—

can occur that a necessary cause should produce a nece^^ar;^
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must occur. I
which you make between the words
Indeed

effect necessarily?

its

admit that the distinction
certainly

F.

necessarily^

is

it

founded in truth

;

certainty per-

knowledge of God the necessity of an event, to
the will and decree of God. If this distinction had been correctly observed by many, it might serve greatly to the solutains to the

;

many grave

tion of

you have

questions connected with this matter

illustrated, in a

;

this

very learned manner, in your book

Concerning the fall of Adam.
In the fourth place you say that " two conditions, neither of

which is probable, are presented for the existence of sin."
Let us examine both. The former is not fully stated by you,
for the word which is the whole subject of controversy, is
Its insertion strengthens

omitted.
is

taken away,

what

I

have affirmed

my statement is weakened.

That word

is

;

if it

neces-

sarily,

and the condition should have been stated thus, " The

former

is

'

committed necessarily
Those things, which you

that sin could not have been

by a contingent

&c.' "

cause,

You

adduce, do not affect this condition.

indeed proved that

the will of man, as principle and complete power,* could have,

and contingently, committed sin, but who denies that
I add that if it did not freely sin, it did not, at
?
sin
and there is a contradiction in terms, if it is asserted

freely

statement
all,

;

and

that the will sins necessarily,

For

a two-fold mode.

which

it

does,

and

it

this,

not in a single, but in

pertains to the will to do freely that

sin, if it is necessary, is

are here speaking on the hypothesis of the

we have undertaken

You deny
agent
will

;

inferior

sin.

theory,

We

which

to refute.

is determined by a more powerful
not determined by a cause for then " the

that the will

since

it

must cease

opposed

no longer
first

is

to

to partial

one as not

for, as

power, a superior principle so acts on an
to take

away

I readily concede that this

But did I say

not by a principle,

be a principle

that the will

* As opposed to parHcU pow«f.

its

peculiar

mode

of action."

and learnedly affirmed.
was determined by a more power*
is

truly

—
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n^Qnt

By

?

no means.

that the will should

siii

I affirmed that

which there

is

me

speak against

to

no controversy between

determined by a cause,

will

is

by a

principle, there

mode, which

in these

it is

is,

in fact,

freedom,

is

it

no determination,
is

;

it

ia

determined, for thence results the necessity of sin

;

it is

If,

then,

it is

determined,

determined by a cause.

ed by a cause, then, you say, the will

which
first

is

it is

if

for, if its pe-

not taken away, then

;

Therefoie,

that the

I grant that if the

us.

ceases to be a principle

by a cause

not determined.

ciple,

it

not the antecedent or the consequent, concerning

things,

But

could not occur

was determined
That conclusion was to be refuted

necessarily, unless

by a more powerful agent.
by you, if, indeed, you wished

culiar

it

absurd.

But if it is determinmust cease to be a prin-

I assent to this, and, therefore, affirm

theory which involves this absurdity,

is

deserv-

In your addition that in that determinathe superior agent " either acts efficiently in each par-

edly disapproved.
tion,

you do not, in my opinion,
and distinguish between these two things,
if ypu do not previously show how that, which acts efficiently,
can be separated from that which ordains, (the latter word
ticular case, or ordains generally,"

correctly separate

being used, in the sense of Calvin and Beza in the
for the ordination, not of a thing already

done

first

for

theory,

a certain

end, but of a thing to be done to secure a fixed and prescri-

bed result). If the same word is used according to your idea,
and as it should be used, I admit that the distinction is a valid
one, but this

is

not the point in controversy, for

ence to the theory of Calvin and Beza,

it is

who do

in refer-

any
meaning
and
whose
sentiment
is, invariatime, so speak, but
bly, that which I have presented.
I concur, then, in your denial that it can be absolutely ef-

fected,

by a superior,

not, at

efficient cause, that a principle

tingent cause should sin.

Your

and a conhave

denial, however, should

been that the necessity of sin is a legitimate sequence of that
Indeed,
theory, and this denial should have been sustained.
"
that
it
can
not
have
said
be
absolutely
efyou should not
fected

hy a more po.vcrful agent, operating efficiently, that a
andacontm^enl cause should sin," but that it can not

principle
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man should necessarily sin,
man ceases to be a principle and

the

be so effected that a

for, in

case supposed, a

contingent

I stated that " the chief advocates of the first theory

cause.

disapprove of the former

mode

of action in the

more power-

agent (that which moves or impels) tfec," but they do

ful

this

only in word, and do not show

how

that

mode has not

an appropriate place in their theory.
Let us now examine the second mode, which I did not lay

down

as absolutely necessary

cessity of the

commission of

;

but because I saw that the necould only be

sin

made

out in

one of these two modes, therefore, I separately presented both.
It

seems, however, to have belonged to your duty in this case,

show

was possible that sin should
modes in the second place, set forth that other mode in which this could be,
and, in fact, was done and in the third place, to prove that
this mode was such as not to make God the author of sin.
You do neither of these things and I could, therefore, have
in the first place, to

that

it

be committed, apart from either of these

;

;

:

passed over

and

discussion,

We will,

all

these things, as not within the scope of our
as

having no weight against

my

arguments.

however, consider your answer.

In the first place, you show, by prolix argument, " that it
was necessary, neither to the constitution of the universe, nor
should be
no one affirms the contrary.
sin would not have been committed
but it was
How could you have supposed that I had any

to the relations of the individual agent, that sin

prevented."

In that case,
committed.

No

one denies

God made man

might be

;

;

affinity for that sentiment,

that

this

when

I

have at

all

times contended

of free-will, and of self control that he

own accord, and freely, to avoid sin, or
own choice, to which divine constitution

able, of his

to

commit

is

directly opposed this idea of the necessary prevention of

sin.

I,

it

of his

therefore, concede that

it

was not absolutely necessary

that sin should be prevented, that

is,

that sin should not oc-

may be permitted briefly to consider this
point, though it may be a digression, I will note some things
which do not seem to me to be said, with sufficient correctness.
Yuu say that it was not necessary to the universe that sin
cur.

If,

however, I

16

VOL.
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should be prevented, that

is,

as I iiiterpret

jour meaning,

did not pertain to the uood of the universe that

prevented.

I

maj, with jour permission, denj

siri

it

should be

this.

For

it

pertained to the good of the universe that the creature should
in the perfection of that state, in which the universe
was created, and establisljed in the economj of the creation,
bj the Deitj. But bj sin, it fell fi'om that perfection of the
universe, and " was made subject to vanitj" (Rom. viii, 20),
whence results the desire of deliverance from that vanitj (v.
21 and 22). If this does not pertain to the good of the uniIf it were not necessarj, the
verse, it would not desire it.
whole universe would not desire it. For its desire is for everj
good thing, and its natural desire is for necessarj good.
You prove jour affirmation bj a two-fold argument, first,

remain

" because sin could not disturb the relations of the universe,"
and secondlj, " because sin might, incidentallj, be of advantage even to the constitution of the universe, and illustrate
the wisdom, goodness, grace, mercy, justice, patience, power,

and

all

the beneficent attributes of the Ruler of the universe."

I reply that it does not seem to me to be very
The constitution of the universe was such, bj the
creation and ordination of God, that man was made in the
image and likeness of God, and other creatures were made
subject to man, and subservient to his use and advanta e, because he was made in the image of God. Sin has verj greatly
By it, man became a rebel
disturbed this relation and order.
against God, and the whole creation was not onlj removed
from under his authority, but armed for his destruction, except
60 far as as there has been a restoration in Christ. (See Heb.
There are those who explain the word avaxs^aXaiwCii, 6-9.)
afj&ai^ used in Eph. i, 10, as referring to the restoration of all
things to that original condition from which thej had fallen,
on account of human sin. The relation of divine providence
in which it sustains and governs all things, is far different
from that which would have existed, if sin had not entered

To

the

first,

probable.

into the world, as

be verj cleailj proved from manj pas" But," jou will saj, "sin could not so

maj

sages of the Bible.

disturb the constitution of this universe, that

God

could not
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it

acknowledge

This, I

to order."
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but that order

;

is

not one, which prevented that disturbance, but followed and
corrected

it.

In the second argument, I think that there are two things
First^ that you say that "sin
to be observed and corrected.
might incidentally be of advantage, even to the constitution
of the universe," for neither jyer se nor incideiitally [per accidens], could sin

be of advantage

l^oi 'per se^ for

verse,

it

to the constitution of the uni-

resulted not from the intention of

from the disobedience of the
incidentally^ for, since this whole uni-

the Creator of the universe, but
rational creature.

verse

is finite, its

]N"ot

constitution

good, which pertains to

its

is

also finite

opposite of which finite good, that

from
that

it,

evil,

opposed not

and will of God.

to the

finite

to finite

Hence,

mined and circumscribed by
that infinite good,

own

the

;

But

but to infinite good, to the

it

culd

not, incidentally^

advantage of the constitution of the universe, deter-

ute, incidentally,

its

is

evil or defect, erring

is,

could be incidentally to the advantage of the universe,

an

justice

be

and, therefore, the

could be reduced to the good of the universe.

is,

sin is

;

natural perfection,

to

own

limits.

more powerful than

choice, turn

way, reduce

its

It

could contrib-

the glory of the infinite good, because

it

out of

to order that,

order, not of this universe,

its

which

it^

could, according to

natural course, and, in this
is

most disorderly

;

to the

but to one far transcending this

whole universe, and only circumscribed by the limits of infinite good.
It can not occur that any creature should so pass
out of

its

own

verse, as not to

appropriate order, or that of the whole uni-

be under the control of the Infinite Author-

I know, indeed, that sin

is,

in a certain respect,

opposed to a

finite

good, namely, to man, with whose happiness

feres,

but

it

does not primarily prevent

it,

unless

it

inter-

it is

previ-

ously regarded as opposed to the justice and will of God.

Secondly^ I think tbat your statement,

— " Sin

might, in-

of the universe,"

is

wisdom, goodness, &c, of the Euler
worthy of notice. This illustration of the

divine attributes

is

not the effect of sin, but of the action of

cidentally, illustrate the

God, which makes use of

sin to the illustration of those di-
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honors God.

common

the

Sin, in

Sin

is

itself,

said to

or abstractly, disgraces and dis-

do

this incidentally, for this is

phraseology, but, in ray opinion,

correctly affirmed of sin

that

it

is,

it

will be

more

incidentally, an occasion

of illustrating the divine glory by the exercise of those

Indeed,

butes.

and

God had

To

it

be committed.

to

is

cessary for

not the necessity of avoiding

such

sin,

this,

indeed,

but what

sin,

avoidance, namely, that

can not be avoided by a

Concerning

man

sin,

would, by no means, have per-

return from this digression, I affirm that the subject of

discussion

sin

attri-

not been able to triumph over

He

to reduce it to order.

mitted

by

if

without

is

ne-

which

man on whom the law is imposed.
that God gave to

you acknowledge

those things, which were necessary to the avoidance of

which

He neither

own

his

resumed nor withdrew

sin, rejected

them.

This, however,

was not the point

explained how,

if

necessarily sin,

which

a

man
is

In

this,

until

man

had,

I agree with you.

in controversy.

could, avoid sin, the

It

was

to

be

same man must

the inference from the hypothesis of

the theory, which I impugn.
Bed, at sufficient length, to

It

has been, previously, discus-

what extent and

in

what

respects,

grace was necessary for the observance of this or that law.

I

you make, the
that
Adam
no
necessity
to commit sin
inference is
was under
but this is irrelevant to the controversy, and indeed, is contrary to the view of Calvin and Beza. As we have just affirmed, it was to be explained how it could be true that Adam
was under no necessity to commit sin, and yet that he did necessarily commit sin, and how, if there was imposed on him
any necessity, either in this or that mode, or in any mode
whatever, God is not made the author of sin. Far be it from
readily admit that, with the explanation, which

;

me
it is

to

make such a charge

against the Deity, but I affirm that

a legitimate inference from that

theory

is,

first

theory,

and that the

therefore, to be disapproved.

I come, now, to the second theory, of which I affirm that

the same absurdity can be inferred from

My

it,

in the following

argument may be stated in the following syllogism,
way.
—That creature sins necessarily, on whom, left to his own na-

—

WITH

DISCUSSION'
ture, a

law

is

—But on man,
not adequate —Therefore,

law was imposed,

to

powers of that nature were
left to his
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imposed, to the observance of which, the powers

of that nature are not adequate
nature, a

F.

own

left to his

;

;

By

nature, necessarily sinned.

God, who imjDOsed that law, and determined
a state of nature,

You admit
nor,

and

is

man,

consequence,

to leave

man

in

the cause of the sin of man.

the truth of the Major, but

then

own

the observance of which, the

refer

deny that of the Mi-

your answer to

to

and sixteenth propositions.

To

the

these answers,

fourteenth

we

replied,

"We remark further that if man has the ability to observe that
law, and God neither takes it away, nor prevents its free use,

must be conceded that it does not follow that man necommits sin. The phrase, which I use in the Minor, if improper and ambiguous, is not to be imputed to me,
who, in explaining and impugning the theory of others, have
used their phraseology. For, in your disputation, already
then

it

cessarily

frequently cited, Thesis fifteen, I find the following statement.
" Preterition is an act of the divine pleasure, by which God,

from

eternity,

determined to leave some of His creatures in

their natural condition."

may

But, though I

not be able to

prove by that syllogism, the Minor of which I have thought

down by

yourself in your Thesis

—

view of the
denial of that Minor
may be deduced
from that theory, and that God is, therefore, as a consequence
of the same theory, made the author of sin, yet I do not see
to

be laid

—

how

that denial of the

set forth in

your

in

that the necessity of sin

thesis,

Minor

is

consistent with the sentiment

and how the necessity of

sin is not de-

ducible from the same sentiment, and I will give the reasons

of

my

difficulty in

both cases.

In the former case, you affirm that

man

could,

by those

powers, which he has received from God, whether of nature
or of grace, observe the law

which was enacted for them.
God passed by men, of

Also, in your Theses, you affirm that

such character and capability, without the condition of

any

foresight of the same.

I

deny

mutually consistent, and prove

made, from the condition of

it

that these

thus

;

sin, or

two things are

— " To

him who is
any grace,

his nature, capable of
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that is, of grace without which he can not obtain the end for
which he was made, that grace can be considered to be denied
only in view of the foresight of some act by which he may
have made himself incapable and unworthy of receiving it.
But such an act could only be sinful." In proof of this

Major, I remark

that, otherwise

God

in vain bestowed on

the capacity for that grace, which

is

man

I add that, if

absurd.

to bestow that which is necessary, much
God, the author and finisher of nature.
But God does n-^ t fail in things which are necessary, if He
denios to man that grace, without which he is unable to attain
the end for which he was made, which is also absurd.
" But all men, not only the
I proceed \At\i the syllogism

nature does not
less

is

tail

this true of

:

first pair, but, in

them, their posterity, considered in j^spect

were capable of that grace, and were

to tlie primitive state,

created for an end, which was attainable only through that

grace

;

—

^Therefore, that gi ace could

man

considered as denied to

be denied, or could be

apart from the fact that he was

I sustain this consequent, namely,

considered as a sinner."

all men were capable of that grace, first, because all men
were created in the image of God. Secondly, if they were

that

who

not thus capable, they,

made capable by some

be that of predestination.
to

must be
which act could not

are to receive that grace,

act on

His

For

part,

it

is

reasoning in a

argue that any act of predestination should make a per-

son capable of receiving the grace of predestination.
it

circle,

Again,

does not pertain to predestination to render any one capsr

ble of receiving grace, but simply to bestow grace.

must, then, be one

common

it all

men were made

with

my

to all

men.

If

The

act

such, then

by

capable of that grace, which coincides

were capable. I wish, on this acshown, in this place, how God could
act of His pleasure, to any man that
which He bestowed on him, and withattain the end for which he was made,

assertion that all

count, that
justly deny,

might be
by a mere

it

grace, the capability of

out which

lie

unless the

could not

man had made

himself,

by

his

worthy of that grace, and unable to receive
In the

it is

latter case,

own

demerit, un-

it.

namely, that the necessity of sin

is

not

—
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excluded from the theorj, which

but may
man er;
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fairly
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is set

your Theses,

forth in

deduced from them, I show in the following

—The denial of grace, necessary

to confirm the pure
man, that is, of his sin,
by the withdrawal or the non-bestowment of the necessary
preventive
But pretention, as defined in your Theses, is a

nature of man,

;

is

a cause of the

fall of

—

denial of grace, necessaiy to confirm the pure nature of man

Therefore, preterition, thus defined,

man, that

a cause of the

is

;

of

fall

of his sin, by the non-bestowment of the neces-

is,

The truth of the Major is self-evident nor
by the exception, " if that grace was due to man,
for it was due to him, if it was necessary to the confirmation
of his nature, without which he could not attain the end for
which he was made. The Minor is sustained by your Thesis.
" Preterition is an act of the divine pleasure, by which God
determined not to communicate to some of His creatures that
supernatural grace, by which their pure nature might be confirmed, &c." But that grace is either necessary or not necessary for the confirmation of the pure nature of man. If it
was not necessary, that pure nature could have remained unfallen, without that grace.
If it could have remained unfallen
sary preventive.

;

is it afit'cted

without that grace, then those

who maintained

their integrity,

would have been partakers of eternal life, and then, those, to
whom, He had determined to deny His grace, could have been

among

those not passed-by.

finition,

This

is at

variance with the de~

considered both in itself and in relation to the other

The

Theses.

necessity of that grace, therefore, follows from

that definition,

cause of the

and consequently the denial of the same is the
by the non-bestowment of the necessary pre-

fall

ventive.

Again, the
sity, either
is

final denial of supernatural happiness,

supposes or induces

sin, for

of neces-

supernatural happiness

denied, and can be denied only to sinners.

the denial of final supernatural happiness.
cessarily either presupposes or induces sin.

Preterition

Therefore,

But

defined in your Theses, does not presuppose sin

it

is

ne-

preterition, as
;

it

must then

do not see how it can do this in any way, other
than that of which I have spoken. Let another way be pre-

induce

it.

I
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and one which may not charge the Deity with the
responsibility of sin, and this theory may be freed from the
sented,

allegation of absurdity.

You

say that the Minor

is

improper and ambiguous.

this is true, the responsibility is not

who have
them

If

on me, but on yourself,

thus spoken in the Theses so frequently cited, for in

are the words

"God

phraseology, however,

is

determined to leave, &c."

This

neither improper nor ambiguous.

It is not improper
for if He forsakes either the men who
have not already forsaken Him, or those who have forsaken
Him, the words " determined to leave" are properly used.
It is not ambiguous, since the word "determined" is used
in the same sense, in all parts 'of the syllogism, as
;

we demonstrated concerning
sixth

proposition.

this theory

and the

We
first,

word " ordain"

the

spoke

of the difference

in reply to

your answer

the

in

between

to the first

proposition.

TWENTY-SECON^D PEOPOSITION OF AEMINIUS.
First,

it

presents to the Deity, in the act of election, of

and of pretention, man as
and created of such a character as did not in fact per-

non-election, of predestination,
created^

tain to him, while the first theory presents to the Deity, in the
act of predestination

and

to he created

and of reprobation, man

such as he was, in

fact,

ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE TWENTY-SECOND
That

this

difi'erence is not real,

as to he created^

afterwards created.

we have

PROPOSITION.

sufficiently

onstrated in answering the sixth and tenth propositions.

decree has reference to
ally

;

and

its

man

execution to

various relations.

to he

man

demThe

created^ considered generas created according to his
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KEPLY OF ARMINIUS TO THE ANSWER TO THE TWENTY-SECOND
PROPOSITION.

I affirmed that the second theory
first,

and proved

it

by

was

five reasons.

probable than the

less

We

proceed to a more

extended consideration of them, and, in the

examine the

first,

that

first

place,

we

the one presented in this proposi-

is,

tion.

The theory of Calvin regards the Deity,

as engaged, in the

decree of predestination, with an object identical with

the

object of the execution of that decree, but the second theory

regards the Deity as having reference, in the decree of predestination, to

man

as he

is

considered in a purely natural

state,

which can

in

execution.

He

can not have reference to

condition, since

no

man

its

efiect

nothing supernatural or divine, while,

man

in such a

ever existed wholly without a par-

endowments, either by creation or
superinfusion.
It should be observed that predestination does
not intervene between creation and superinfusion, and that suticipation of supernatural

perinfusion

is

not the work of predestination, as was previously

The answer which you present does not seem
For though the decree was made before the
to be relevant.
creation of man, yet predestination, explained according to
the second theory, had reference only to man considered as
demonstrated.

created.

Creation

is

not a result of the execution of the de-

cree of predestination, understood in that sense,

the execution of the decree

only to

man

may, according

as created^ yet the question

and though

to this theory, refer
is

to

be answered—

whence did the first act of execution take it^ origin ? Let those
things be examined which are said in reply to your answer to
the 6th and 8th propositions.
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TWENTY-THIRD PROPOSITION^ OF ARMimUS.
Secondly, because
there

is

it

does not unite decrees between which

For

a just coherence.

it

unites the decree in refer-

ence to leaving some in their natural state with the decree of
reprobation by the
sight, or

which

sin

mode
it

of the foresight of sin,

considers as contingent

which

fore-

while from the

;

decree of preterition sin results of necessity, and therefore,
the reprobation, according to the justice of God, of those on

whom He

has determined not to have mercy, should have

been united

by a

to that decree, not

conditional, but

Those things, which have,

cessary copula.

to

relation of necessary sequence, are decreed,

decrees which necessarily cohere;
sarily cohere

;

by a ne-

each other the

by the Deity, in

—Preterition and

sin neces-

—Therefore, decrees concerning them should be

conjoined by a closer bond.

ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE TWENTY-THIKD

We affirm,
there

For

on the contrary,

that,

PBOPOSITION.

according to this theory,

a just copula of the decrees which mutually cohere.

is

it is

necessary that any transition from one decree to the

other must be in

harmony with

its

own

transition has not reference properly
sity of that decree,

but

it

and

per' se to

pertains to contingency.

predestination of the saints, the decree

is

But the

execution.

the neces-

As

of election and the preparation of grace, secondly
glory

;

and the

death wliich

is

in the

two-fold, first^ that
,

that of

transition of the former to the latter, is

by

conringent, as the wages of sin, so also in the

predestination of the reprobate
firsts that of non-election, or

is

contained a two-fold decree,

and
damnation and the
the latter, is by sin and death,

preterition, or reprobation

alienation from grace, secondly^ that of

;

from the former to
the consectary of sin, between which God graciously leaves a
ep^ce that there may be even in sinners and the reprobate
transition
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themselves, a proof of the divine forbearance, calling
this case, then, the

In

repentance.

them

to

copula should have been

For every where
saints commit it,
His countethe righteous Lord loveth righteousness

stated to be not necessary, but contingent.
in the Scriptures

" for

God disavows

sin,

and the

;

nance doth behold the upright." (Ps. xi, 7.)
We concede that " from the decree of preterition sin results
of necessity," that

which

true

is

that sin

is

is,

certainly ; since the inference from that

necessarily true

But we most firmly deny

?

universally or in part, of necessity, in an efficient

is,

sense, the result ot that decree,

by the necessity of the conse-

We

quent or the conclusion [consequentis aut consequentiss].

by no means deny that sin is the consequent of that decree,
though not as caused by it, or as its necessary effect.

A syllogistic argument

is

added

for the proof of assertion,

We

but we cannot absolutely or simply approve the Minor.

deny that "
if

preterition

and

they necessarily cohere,

sin necessarily cohere," per se, for
it

would be as true that

all

passed by who have sinned, as that some are passed hy

have sinned

;

that

is, all

passed hy are sinners.
the antecedent

is

are

who

sinners would be passed hy as all the

But the consequent

also false.

therefore,

is false,

It is not necessary, indeed, that

there should be a reciprocal coherence between those things,

which

differ in

tingent

;

if

it

mode, one being necessary and the other conwere so, nothing would be contingent.

many

There are

things which are necessary

cohering contingency.

Such

is

jQi witiiout a

But on the contrary, nothing

contingent, as not to have, with
character.

;

it,

something

is

so

of a necessary

the connection of preterition and sin, in

relation to themselves.

But, in relation to man, in the case of

Adam, and inv^olved in
and who are jpassed hy ot (Jod, we
confess that preterition and sin cohere necessarily, that is immutably, since, though it is committed contingently, yet that
necessity of the connection ot sin with preterition and reprobation becomes absolute and immutable, as he who contracts

those

who

are

his corruption

a debt,

if

The other

he

is

descended from

and

fall,

not able to pay, necessarily remains a debtor.

points have been previously discussed.

.
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THE REPLY OP ARMINIUS TO THE ANSWER TO THE TWENTY-THIRD
PROPOSITION.

Those decrees, neither of which can exist or not exist without the other, are said to be united by a necessary copula.
this

By

copula the decree of the preparation of grace should be

connected with the decree of the preparation of glory.

For

neither exists without the other, and neither can exist without
If pretention

the other.

and predamnation are

to

be connect-

ed by the same copula, I have already obtained what I de-

But the

sired.

glory

is

transition

by which one

passes from grace to

not the copula by which one decree

other, but that copula

is

is

united to the

the will of God, which wills to be-

upon no person, one without the t ther, and which wills to
it wills to bestow either.
The transition
to glory is death
to which sin does not hold a corresponding
relation in the decree of preterition and predamnation.
For

stow,

bestow both where
;

predamnation
to

is

With

death.

on account of sin

reference to sin and

;

its

glory
merit,

is

not account of

God determined

damn some. Tor sin alone is the meritorious cause on account
God can damn a person. Death has no such rela-

of which

tion to glory, which, after death, follows of the divine predes-

and grace. That death is not the copula is apparent
from the fact that it is the transition both from grace to glory,
and from non-grace to damnation or punishment by the intervention of sin. For the copula of those opposite decrees can
not be the same, and without any modification.

tination

I accede to

and I wish
is

what

is

said concerning death

that the consequence

may

and

transition^

be considered.

If death

the transition from the decree of the preparation of grace to

glory,

it

and
For death can not be the
another, or from execution to

follows that the decree of preparation of grace

glory has reference to sinners.
transition

from one decree

to

execution, apart from the relation of sin, as a condition requiI concede that death, as a transition,

depends

properly, on the necessity of the decree,

by which

site in the object.

not,

per se and

God

determined to bestow grace and glory on any creature.

It does, however,

depend on the necessity of that decree by
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which God ordained

man

to lead

to gloiy only

This decree supposes

vention of death.
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by the

inter-

as

been

sin.

It

l

proved that sin necessarily results from the decree of |)reterition, that is, of pretention, defined according your Theses.
In the Minor of

my

syllogism there was a verbal mistake,

and the word reprobation should be substituted for the word
sin^ and the syllogism should be read with this correction.
Preterition

and reprobation

(the latter referring to preparation

of punishment,) necessarily cohere, as

is

previous statement, in which I said that "
in reference to leaving

cree of reprobation

The Minor, thus

by

some

corrected,

unites the decree

in their natural state,

mode

the

apparent from the
it

sin,

when

it,

is true,

by

with the de-

of the foresight of

and,

I wrote-

&c."
I sat-

which you
predamned (to substitute that
word according to the view which you have set forth in this
answer,) and all the predamned are passed hy. Therefore, the
decree concerning the passing-by of some must be connected,
by a necessary copula, with the decree concerning the damnaBut, in this case, they are united, not by a netion of some.
for they are connected
cessary, but by a contingent copula
by the mode of the prevision of sin, which is made contingent.
But preterition and predamnation have a necessary mutual
coherence; preterition and sin also necessarily cohere. For

isfied

myself

use.

For

of its truth

all

that very argument,

the passed-hj are

;

predamnation
Let us

decreed only on account of

is

neously stated by me.

You

denying

it, is

that " all sinners

the passed-by are sinners,"

it

and

my

Minor.

Your reason

it

all

sinners are passed-by.

deny the consequent.
every case in which a copula

should be so in a reciprocal sense.

preterition can cohere

not reciprocally true.

man

is

It is
is

ne-

Sin and

by a necessary copula, even if this is
and animal are connected by a

Man

necessary copula, but this

say that every

all

this is not true, for all the

I concede the antecedent, and yet

cessary, that

erro-

would be passed by, as

passed-by are indeed sinners, but not

not, of necessity, true that

was

" deny that preterition and sin

necessarily cohere," as asserted in
for

sin.

now consider your answer to my Minor as

is

not reciprocally true.

necessarily an animal, but

We may

we may

not
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reciprocally, that every animal

Bay,

a man.

is

consider the reason on account of which
that

all

that

all

the passed-hy are sinners, but
sinners are passed hy.

der term than

^assed

preteriiio7i^

whence

hy^

also

it

It

is

it

not

Here

let us

can be truly said

it

cannot be truly said
this, that

sin

is

a wi-

and sinners a wider term than the
seems to me to be a very probable

conclusion that sin was prior to pretention, since things, which
are generic in their character, are naturally prior to those

which are

It also

specific.

this reciprocation

seems

to

me

to

and inversion, (namely,

be deducible from

all

the passed-b}^ are

damned, and all the damned are passed by, and aU the passedby and damned are sinners, and, indeed, only sinners are
passed by and damned), that, consequently, pretention and
predanmation pertain to sinners, and, therefore, to men considered in their sins, which I designed to argue, and have especially undertaken to prove.

way

In this

both pretention and predamnation, and

cy

is

considered,

all

sinners, not

also, sin

if its

precedes

natural efficien-

some merely,

will

be passed

But since the natural efficiency of sin is
hindered in some, by the force of a superior cause, which is
the will of God, it hence occurs that those sinners are passed
by and damned on whom God has determined not to have
mercy, those are not jmssed "by or predamned, on whom He

by and damned.

has determined to have mercy.

Your

observations concerning the

mode

of coherence be-

tween the necessary and the contingent, are not opposed to
my view, even if they are true, which I do not think to be beyond controversy. The necessary and the contingent differ
in their entire essence, so that no thing, whatever

can be
that

and

is,

said, at the
(to

same time,

to

it

may

be,

be necessary and contingent,

preserve the phraseology,) to be done necessarily

contingently.

Yet

I think that

it

can not, without an ex-

ception necessary to be considered in this place, be said that

he necessarily remains a debtor, who has contracted a debt,
There should have been the addiis not able to pay it.

and

tion of the exception " unless a remission of the debt

is

grant-

ed by the creditor," for without that exception, there would

be a reciprocal relation between sin and damnation, so that
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all

would be damned, and
For sin is a debt in which

sinners

sinners.

not only does

it

it

shall

damned would be

the

einners are involved,

deserve punishment, but

punished, unless

tainly

all
all
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it

and

will also be cer-

be pardoned

and remit-

ted.

From what you

here say, I think that

duce an argument

in favor of

my

between the contingent act of sin

analopry

possible to de-

it is

theory.

For 3'ou make an
and the contraction

between the being necessarily a sinner, the being necessarily passed hy^ and the rem^aining necessarily in
of debt

also

;

debt, unless there

is

abilitjvto pay.

There

is

between the first

terms in each, an analogy, and also, between the second terms,
such a relation that in each case the former naturally precedes the
latter

hence sin was committed contingently by

;

man

before

was
he was
passed hy of God. And who does not knov/ that man, since
he Ireely sinned, made himself the bond-slave of sin, and,
necessarily constituted a sinner, also, before he

therefore, is necessarily subject to sin, until his deliverance is
ejffected

through Christ, the Mediator, according to the words

"Whosoever committeth sin, is the servant of
Son, therefore, shall make you free, ye shall be

of Scripture,
sin.

If the

free indeed."

(John

viii,

TWENTY-FOUETH
Thtedly, because

it

34-36.)

PEOPOSITIOlSr OF

AKMmUS.

leaves a hiatus in the decrees, not intro-

ducing, between the decree of pretention and that of reprobation, the

decree concerning the certain and necessary existence

my

judgment, necessarily

results from preby the removal, as they say, of the hindrance
[per remotionem prohibentis, ut loquuntur.)

of sin

;

tention

for, sin, in
itself,
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ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE TWENTY-FOTJETH

PEOPOSITION.

We deny that any intermediate decree is necessary

between

the decree of preterition and that of damnation, (for so

understand the word reprobation), or that any decree
posed, and claim that this

is

so from the very nature of the

For these decrees are of the divine

decrees.

eflSciency,

and

own

will,

they are effected by the Deity, immediately of His

and jusfly of His own wisdom.
the existence of sin pertains to the
is

effected in that

tingently,

you

is inter-

But the decree concerning
mediate work of nature, and

mode, in which God decreed, that

from a contingent cause,

for the will

is,

is,

con-

in this case,

the principle of contingent causes, and that particular motion
of

Adam

towards the

and of sin, which

fall

befell

was the contingent cause of

our race.

Therefore,

it is

the fall

necessary

that a distinction should be made, in this mode, in

what

is

and necessary existence of sin.
its origin, was certain in the
knowledge of God, but not necessary by the power of the decree as a cause, because God, as absolutely as possible and
without any exception, by the order of nature in natural
things, bestowed on the will of Adam, the free power of committing or avoiding sin. Thus, by the power of that decree,
it was necessary that man should sin or should not sin
by
the power of the will, it was contingent that man should sin
finally sin was committed contingently by the motion of the
will, because it was decreed contingently.
But the existence of sin, if you have respect to the act in
which our first parents fell, though contingent in its origin, is
yet certain and necessary in the order of nature, by which it
occurs that the leprosy of that sin, which infected them, is
transmitted to their posterity. For an evil cause produces an
evil effect, " a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit," (Matthew
said concerning the certain

The

existence of sin, if you regard

;

;

vii, 17),

a serpent begets a serpent, a leper begets a leper.

That, which pertains to nature, can, with no probable reason,

be ascribed
existence

is,

to
in

a decree concerning supernatural things.

every mode, of nature.

cribed to supernatural decrees.

You

It

The

can not then be

as-

present, as the reason of
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your affirmation, that sin necessarily results from preterition
This was, in my
itself, by the removal of the hindrance.
judo^ment, refuted with sufficient clearness, in the answer to

your twenty-second proposition.

EEPLT OF ARMINIUS TO THE ANSWER TO THE TWENTY-FOURTH
PROPOSITION.

The mode should have been pointed out

here, in

which

it

could occur that the decree of preterition should necessarily
cohere with the decree of predamnation, without a necessary
copula.
ula.

The

foresight of contingent sin

That they

may

is

not a necessary cop-

necessarily cohere, since the decree of

man, not as a sinner, and that of predamhim only as a sinner, there must, of necessity,
be the necessary existence of sin, either by the force of the decree of preterition, or of some other divine decree, such, for
preterition considers

nation considers

example, as Beza describes.

We speak

of sin, in respect to the act of

Adam,

here of the existence

not of

its

necessary ex-

and birth. For
by the mode of merit, by
the intervention of the judgment and sentence of God, impu-

istence in respect to our corrupt conception

the latter

is

the effect of the former,

ting the guilt of the first sin to all the posterity of
less

than to

Adam

Adam,

not

himself and to Eve, because they also sin-

ned in Adam.

what you say, at the end of your answer, that those things, which are natural, are not to be ascribed to supernatural decrees.
But sin, if it is necessary, that
is, if it is necessarily committed, and is not a natural act,
namely, an act dependent on the will of man, as the principle
of his own action and if sin is natural, then its necessity
would not have been ascribed, by Calvin and Beza, to the decree
I concede the truth of

;

of predestination.

We do

not here discuss the thing consid-

ered in itself, but considered on the hypothesis of that theory
which unites preterition with predamnation, by a necessary
•copula, not by sin, existing previously both to preterition and
VOL. ni.
17

;
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Whether

predamnation.

that,

which I said concerning the

necessary existence of sin as a result of the decree of preten-

by the mode of the removal of the hindrance, was refu"
by you, may, pehaps, be decided by a reference to my
reply to your answer to the twenty-second proposition.
tion,

ted

TWEKTY-FIFTH PROPOSITION OF ARMIOTUS.
FouKTHLT, because

it is

not consistent [cotiveniens] with the

condition of the creation and perpetuation of the

human

which was that all should be considered
should come from one. It regards men,

and

ered in

Adam,

that

in

is,

him

in one,

race,

that all

either as not consid-

or as considered in various

modes

in

Adam,

as just created, not yet fallen.

TUE EEPLT OF JUNIUS TO THE TWENTY FIFIH PEOPOSITION.
Those things, which are
distinct also in their mode.
the perpetuation of the

distinct in their

whole genus, are

The condition of the

human

natural by reduction, as unity

race,
is

is

creation

and

natural [tor creation

is

ascribed to number, a point

and predestination

is

wholly supernatural. They differ, therefore, in mode.
consequence, from things which lack analogy and equality,

A

to a line,) but the condition of election

not valid.
thing,
all

and

all

come from one, but

in the case of predestination,

are not considered in one, but each

self,

nor do

all

come

urally distinguished,

nature,

is

is

All things, indeed, in nature are considered in one

is

considered in him-

naturally from one, but all are supernat-

by God,

in Christ.

Man, according

considered universally and individually in

according to grace, he

is

to

Adam

considered only individually in Christ,

for this is not the order of nature,

but the benefit of grace.

Therefore, the predestinate are considered, not in nature and

according to nature, but of nature according to grace, which

is

DISCUSSION WITH

personal and not natural.
to grace.

Law

Consequently, what

men

consideration of

in

Adam,

is
is
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pertains to nature

;

privilege

presented in reference to the
irrelevant.

EEPLT OF AEMINIUS TO THE ANSWER TO THE TWENTY-FIEST
PKOPOSITION.

The force of my argument is sustained. For though creaand predestination differ in mode and genus, as natural
and supernatural, yet predestination and reprobation, which imtion

pinge on the conditions of creation, can not be true. I should
have used a more correct phraseology, if I had said inconsist-

For a supernatural action can
and exceed the order of nature, but can do nothing contrary to creation.
But predestination and reprobation, as set forth in your Theses, ordain
ent instead of 7iot consistent.

add something

to created nature,

something contrary to the conditions of creation they cannot,
then, have place among true doctrines.
I will prove my assumption. You state that some are passed by apart from the
;

consideration of sin.
sin,

But a man can be considered apart from

only as he was in his primitive

state,

but the theory un-

der consideration regards some as passed-hy^ considered in

which can not be true, because, in their
had the power to persevere in good, and
in the avoidance of sin, and, therefore, they could be saved by
obedience to the law, and, by consequence, they were not
their primitive state,

primitive state, they

passed by, considered in that state, since the passed-by, according to the definition of your Theses, necessarily

fail

of sal-

and are even necessarily damned, though with the intervention of sin.
If you say that they were necessarily damned after they were foreseen as sinners, I reply that they were
vation,

also passed

by

after they

were foreseen as about

to sin, indeed,

seen as sinners.

We
tion.
also,

notice, also,

Men

your two-fold distinction in that considera-

are considered in one, and they are considered
'

each in himself, but

all

are considered in one such as they
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are in him,

and each

considered in himself, such as he

is

himself, else the distinction

false.

is

is in

This consideration

is

sidered in the condition

They are conof primitive integrity, and in that of

fallen, sinful creatures.

In the primitive

two-fold in reference to a two-fold condition.

state, all are consid-

ered in one, as in their origin and stock, and while this stands,

Each

they stand.

is

as having, from the

considered in himself as standing, and

arrangement of nature and grace, every

thing which the original stock had, whether of nature or of grace

—the term grace being used
erwise whatever a

Therefore,

bestowal.

has
all

In the state of

holy.

sinned,
is

man

and

all

in contradistinction to nature, oth-

may be

regarded as of gracious

and

are considered as true, just,

sin,

all

are considered in one

are considered to have sinned in him.

who
Each

considered in himself as deficient in those things, which he

would have had of grace, if the first man had remained pure,
and as involved in sin and in the demerit of sin. [N'ow, so far
as all are considered in one, whether as a pure or as a fallen
being, there is no predestination, no preterition or reprobation,
no predamnation. For then all would be predestinate and
none reprobate, or all would be reprobate and none predestiTherefore, predestination and reprobation have place
nate.
in reference to them, as they are each considered in themselves.

Concerning

this, then,

the point at issue,

there

is this

is

no question between

—In what

state are they

But

us.

each consid-

ered by God, in the act of predestination and of preterition

You

?

answer, that tliey are considered in the primitive state,

or rather that they are considered in general

;

I affirm that

they are considered, individually and definitely, in the state
of sin.

Otherwise, I say that this decree impinges on the

conditions of creation, as I have demonstrated.
surd, for supernatural things can
to natural, but

This

is

ab-

and indeed must be superior

by no means contrary

to

them.
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TWENTr-SIXTH PKOPOSITIOK OF AKMINIUS.
Fifthly, because, according to

it,

the decree

is

equivocal,

and true only on condition of a distribution of its terms [divisionis].
It is equivocal because glorj and grace, which are
prepared in election and reprobation, are equivocal for it is
the glory which follows the ignominy of sin through the grace
;

of remission and regeneration, or

it is

glory bestowed on na-

by supernatural grace superinfused
true only on the condition of a distri-

ture, as originally created,

into that nature.

bution of

of grace to

It is

terms, because

its

its

subject

;

it

absolutely ordains neither kind

not the grace, superinfused upon na-

and glory by means of it, because it is not that grace by
which a man is saved and glorified not the grace of remission and removal, because it can ordain that grace only to the
ture,

;

The decree must,

sinner.

tribution

;

—I

will to this

then, be understood with this dis-

man

glory

and

grace, certainly in-

may

deed, yet of the former or latter kind, as one or the other

be necessary for him, according to the diversity of his condition.

REPLY OF JUNIUS TO THE TWENTY SIXTH PROPOSITION.

We

deny that " the decree

is

equivocal and true only on

condition of a distribution of the terms."
for

it

is

It is not equivocal

expressed in general terms and refers to grace and

glory in a general sense.
equivocal.

JSTeither

That which

is

thus stated

grace nor glory, in the decree,

but both are one in substance, in

fact,

and

different in degrees in relation to their object.
is

not two-fold in

its

nature, though

it

may

is

is

not

two-fold,

in relation, but

As

life

in

increase of

man

itself,

by the law of

nature, so neither grace nor glory is two-fold,
though each may progress in us by its own degrees. Grace,
in both cases, is supernatural, both when it graciously renews

nature, and

when

it

raises a

person above the

mode of nature.
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"Whatever

may be said of it,

Giorj, also, in both cases,
that which
is

is

it is

is

supernatural and in fact one.

universally supernatural, both

adequate to the mode of nature, and that which

above nature.

The latter embraces and absorbs the former,
both cases,

it is

supernatural, since nature lost and grace

may

as the greater light does the less
light,

restore

and

is

yet, in

;

it.

Nor, indeed,

is

that decree to be considered as certain only on

condition of a distribution of terms

His whole grace, that

is,

every

;

for

mode

God absolutely ordains
it, to His own elect,

of

without modification or any exception.

Therefore, also.

He

ordains and bestows upon them the grace of remission and

antecedent mode, and the grace of that celestial

renewal, as

its

glory, as

consequent mode.

its

Indeed,

any thing of a supernatural character,

if it

was possible that

in addition to the ante-

cedent grace or consequent glory pertaining to nature, should

be desired, and
to refer,

God

if

there

will fully

is

any thing

bestow

it,

els9 to

because

which I might wish

He

has universally

decreed to His own, that grace and glory which
^

communicable.

But God

cm

is,

indeed,

ordain the grace of remission

and renewal only to the sinner and in relation to sin, but He
had respect to the whole man, generally, on whom He could
bestow His whole grace and apply it in a supernatural mode.
The decree, then, of grace and of glory is to be understood
absolutely, because it was ordained absolutely and generally,
without restriction, exception or modification of the grace and
glory which God communicates to His own. There is variety
in the object and in its mode, but the fact that grace and glory
is absolutely and generally decreed and bestowed on various
objects, does not evince that the grace and glory are diverse in
themselves

;

as the light of the

Sun

is

not various,

to us variously, or is variously perceived

by

us.

if it

comes

—
—
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REPLY OF ARMINIUS, TO THE ANSWER TO THE TWENTY-SIXTH
PROPOSITION.

You seem not to have fully understood my proposition.
may understand it according to my meaniug, I will,

That you

so far as I

am

able, state

it

in phraseology, used by yourself

I say that this decree

in this matter.

is

equivocal, because

grace and glory, prepared in this decree, are equivocal, that

each of them

For the

equivocal.

is

and confirms in original integrity, is
restores from a sinful state is another.

mode

spect to the
is

is

which preserves
one thing; that, which
grace,

Also, glory, in

re-

of the object, which, being above nature,

superadded to that which

is

adequate

to the

mode

of nature,

which is bestowed on nature, freed from
the ignominy of sin and misery, is another.
This decree is true only on condition of a distribution of its
is

one thing, and

terms, because

that,

it

does not ordain to

man

either this grace or

mode, absolutely, but one only,
in the case of grace or of glory, and on a certain condition.
It does not ordain to man, absolutely, the grace of preservation in his original integrity, and glory from or through that

that, or glory of this or that

grace, because that
is

saved and

is

not the grace and glory, by which

glorified.

It

man

does not ordain to man, absolutely,

the grace of restoration from a state of sin, and of glory from

a state of ignominy, because

it

can absolutely ordain that

grace and glory only to a sinner.

Therefore the decree must

be understood with the following distribution of
I ordained

man

to this

either of this or of that

terms

its

:

grace or glory, certainly indeed, but

mode

as the former or the latter shall

be necessary for him, according to his different state of integrity or of sin.

I will
cree

"

it is

now

consider your answer.

equivocal

is

:

I afiirm

it.

You deny

To sustain your

that this de-

denial,

you add,

expressed in general terms, and refers to grace and glory

in a general sense.
cal."

That, which

I concede the latter,

is

thus stated,

is

not equivo-

and deny the former.

that grace and glory are spoken

of,

but they are not understood in a general sense, which
cation.

I afiirm

indeed in general terms,
is

equivo-

I prove that they are not understood in a general

;
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sense, because grace

and glory are prep -red

for

man,

in pre-

destination, not understood in a general sense, but as they are

Examine your remarks in answer to
That cmnot be said to be prepared genernot prepared in some particular part or species.

spoken of particularly.
Proposition 11th.

which

ally,

Much
it

less

such

tm-e,

is

can tbat be said to be so prepared, which
that, if

it is

can not be prepared in another.

case.

is

of a na-

prepared, in one part or species, of

But

itself,

this is the state of the

Grace, taken generally, comprehends the grace of pre-

servation in the ^tate of integrity, and of restoration from the
state of sin.

peradded

to

Glory, taken generally, comprehends glory suprioiitive nature

and glory bestowed on

nature, raised from a state of ignominy.
glory, generally,

is

prepared for man.

fallen

Xeither grace nor
If,

indeed, the grace

of preservation in a state of integrity, and glory, superadded
to nature,

from a

was prepared for man, then the grace of restoration
and glory, from a state of ignominy, could

state of sin,

not be prepared for him, since he did not need this latter grace

and

o-lorv

if

he obtained the former, and there could be no

if the former had a place.
But, if there
any place for the grace of restoration from a state of sin and
of glory from one of ignominy, a place was not made, in the
predestination of God, for the grace of preservation and for
glory by means of that grace. Hence it is apparent that my
proposition was not clearly undei-stood by you, who have
tliought that there is such a relation of two-fold grace and glory,
that one grace embraces and absorbs the other, and one gloryhas the same relation to the other, according to the illustraGrace, renewing the nature, and grace, exalting,
tion of light.
above the mode of nature, the same renewed nature, sustain
this relation, for one embraces and perfects the other.
I did

place for the latter,

is

not, however, refer to that two-fold grace, but to

the grace

of preservation in the primitive state, and to that of restora-

These are not mutually dependent
tion from a state of sin.
one does not comprehend the other, but one excludes the other.

But

glory, adequate to the

above nature, sustain such a
embraces the other.

mode

of nature,

relation, that

and

glory,

one perfects and

I did not, however, refer to this two-fold

^
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modes supernatural,

in

one super-

added to primitive nature, in the other bestowed on fallen naignominy.

ture, restored

from

that decree

equivocal, since, in

glory, are

is

spoken

its

of,

In this sense, therefore,
it,

and

the words, grace

generally and in a universal sense, but

they are not prepared, generally and in a universal sense, in

and particularly^
is true only on condition of
terms," but you deny it in the sense, which

predestination, but separately, distinctly

You

also deny that " this decree

a distribution of its

was really intended by them. Your denial is true in the former sense. For the grace of remission and that of renovation, as
an antecedent mode, are simply and truly prepared for man.
But that was not my meaning, as is most clearly apparent
from the words themselves.
For I placed the grace of
remission and of renewal in contrast not to the grace of celestial
glory, but to the grace of preservation in a state of integrity.

God,

in predestination, did

not absolutely ordain grace in

those two modes, or those two parts or species of grace for

man, or

them absolutely

either of

;

but one only, and that

on the condition of distribution, according

which we

He

treat.

since both parts can not have place at the

former excludes the

to

the decree of

did not ordain both parts absolutely,

same time.

The

latter as unnecessary, and, indeed, as

not

have place at the same time the latter excludes
the former, as not having been applied, from which want of
application in the case of the former, namely, the grace of prebeing able

to

;

servation in the primitive state, the latter, namely, that of restoration from a sinful state,

became necessary,

was

He

to

be saved of grace.

if

indeed

man

did not ordain either of these,

simply and absolutely without any condition

;

not that of

was not bestowed on man, and it would
have been bestowed, if it had been prepared absolutely and of
predestination, not that of remission of sins and of renewal,
that is, of renewal from a state of sin, because He could ordain
that grace absolutely only to a sinner, and that decree did not
regard man as a sinner. But it ordained, on condition of the

preservation, for

it

distribution of the terms, either this or that, as the condition

of

man demanded

one or the other.

—
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That a decree of
distribution of

understood.

ment

is

its

this

kind

terms

is

it is

not follow.

true only

on condition of the

from the terms,

correctly

if

bj an example. Every stateBut this is a statement
false

I will illustrate

necessarily true or

Therefore

is

clear
it

;

—

;

This does

necessarily true or necessarily false.

For on condition of a

distribution of the terms, it is

is necessarily true or false, and neiand separately, necessary. The nature
of the decree of predestination demands that it should be absolutely certain and true that God ordained for a man the
grace of jpreservation in a state of integrity^ or absolutely
certain and true that God ordained for a man the grace of
renewal from a state of sin. But God does not ordain, on

true that every statement

ther part

is,

abstractly

condition of the distribution of terms, for a

man

the

either

grace of preservation or the grace of renewal.

But since

predestination, as

it

is

defined by you, refers to

the last mode, I affirmed correctly that

it

condition of the distribution of terms.

I conclude,

deduction, that

is

only certain on

therefore, not predestination.

it is,

by a

If

it

fair

truly

pertains to predestination to ordain, absolutely and definitely,

the grace of preservation and,
dain, absolutely
it

follows that

and

God

if it

does not ordain that, to or-

definitely, the grace of restoration,

did not and could not regard

For the ordination of the former grace

eral.

man

then

in gen-

definitely ex-

cludes sin, that of the latter definitely includes the consideration of sin, and, in both modes, that general consideration

is

For the general consideration of an object
neither excludes any circumstance, nor is united to any certain
That predestination of grace,
and special circumstance.
however, which preserves in a state of integrity, excludes the
circumstance of sin, and this predestination of grace restoring
equally refuted.

from a
sin.

state of sin, is definitely united to the

circumstance of

Therefore the decree of predestination was not

made

ab-

stractly and universally or generally, without any restriction

or modification of grace and glory, but

it

was, and necessarily

must have been, made with a restriction and modification of
grace and glory. For the decree of predestination is that, by
which is prepared the grace, through which a man is certainly
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by wbich salvation would be possible, if indeed
any state of man might require the application of such grace,
nor that, by which he would be saved, if it should be applied
But that grace, by which a man is certo any state of man.
For he is saved
tainly saved, must be modified and restricted.
either by the grace of preservation, or hj that of restoration,
by one or the other, of necessity. If he is saved by one, he
does not need to be saved and he can not be saved, by the
if he is not saved by one, he must be saved by the
the other
other, or excluded from salvation, and that, by which he is
saved, is prepared in predestination, and the other, by which
saved, not that,

;

he

is

not saved,

is

absolutely excluded.

affirm that " there

You

But we here

mode.

mode, which variety

is

A^ariety in the object

and

in

its

and its
must be

treat of that variety in the object

so great that grace 'Bnd glory

is

modified arid restricted to this or that variety of the object;
the grace of preservation in the state of integrity and glory,

by means of
original state

it,

;

are 'suitable to the object, considered in

the grace of restoration and glory, by

its

means of

are suitable to the object, considered in sin and misery.

it,

Grace and glory, considered absolutely aud universally, can
not be decreed or bestowed, in predestination, upon various

For predestination has

objects.

reference, necessarily, to a

uniform and uni vocal object, that
not a sinner, or to a sinner, and
subject, of

is
it

one mode and univocal.

not a sinner or absolutely a sinner
this

one or that one, of

itself absolutely to

either to one absolutely

bestows grace only on a
It saves

;

it

one, absolutely

does not adapt

this or of that character,

but

itself to

it

adapts

an object of this character, and not other-

The grace of preservation saves, absolutely,
was never ordained
concerning them or bestowed upon them. The grace of restorawise considered.

the angels, for the grace of restoration

tion absolutely saves

human

beings, for the grace of preseiva-

was never ordained
Grace is, indeed, as you

tion, in their original state of integrity,

for

them

or bestowed

say, one in
is

itself,

and

upon them.

in its essence, as, also,

variously applied according to the

object

;

is

mode and

glory, but each
relation of the

and, between the application of grace and the

mode
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relation of the object, there

is this

the application of grace, the relation

reciprocity that, from

of the object

may

be

and from the mode of the object, reciprocally may be
deduced what grace it may be necessary to apply to that object.
The same is true of glory.
The illustration of the light of the Sun, introduced at the end
of your answer, may also serve my purpose. The light of the
Sun is one and the same, whether it is shed upon and renders
more luminous a body already illuminated, or it is shed on a
dark body and drives away the darkness, and renders that
light which was before dark.
If only the same difference existed between an illuminated and a dark body, as exists between
a man in his original state and a sinner, then rays of the Sun,
sufficient to illuminate the body already light, would not suffice to illuminate the dark body, unless they were greatly
increased and multiplied.
inferred,

TWENTY-SEYENTH PEOPOSITION OF AEMIOTUS.
I will not

now

touch the theory of Augustine, because that

would be a futile task, if the theory of Aquinas, of prior consideratioUj

can be sustained

the matters which I

to

my

satisfaction.

would present

to

These, then, are

your consideration.

ANSWER OF JUNIUS TO THE TWENTY-SEVENTH

PROPOSITION.

I have always thought, and yet think, that the theory of
Augustine was substantially consistent with the two theories

which have been considered.

You will

see that this

is

the fact,

you make allowance for certain modes of expression used
by him, and for a single diverse circumstace.

if

I have thus,

my

brother, in this subject, used the diligence

and promptitude which was possible, in view of the duties
which have, not rarely, interrupted me. Receive my effort
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with kindness,

God

the

if it

may
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not answer your expectation.

of truth and peace seal on your

mind

May

that saving

more and more, and graciously guide both of us and
His servants in the way of truth to His own glory, and to

peace,
all

the edification of His church in Christ Jesus our Savior.

Amen.

EEPLT OF ARMINIUS TO THE ANSWER TO THE TWENTY-SEVENTH
PROPOSITION.

The theory of Augustine
preceding theories, as
sion,

is

very different from both the

may be

seen from this whole discus-

on account of the circumstance, added by him to the

object of the decree, concerning

which we

treat.

For,

if

the

circumstance of sin was, of necessity, to be considered by the
Deity, in the act of decree, and was definitely considered in
that very act, then

it

must be true that those discussions and

explanations of the same decree, err greatly from the truth,

which state that there was no necessity of the consideration of
and no actual consideration of it by God, when He ordained the decree. Tlie remark may be added, with propriety,
that, by the mere addition to the object of the decree and right
explanation of the circumstance of sin, all the absurdities and
blasphemies, which are usually alleged against the decree of
predestination and reprobation may be repelled and clearly

sin,

refuted, not being logical consequences of that decree.
I

have thus presented

propositions, not so

much with

as with a desire to elicit

explanations,

by which

mind might be

my objections

to

your answers

to

my

the thought of refuting them,

from you more extended answers and
might perhaps be satisfied and my

I

on this subject. I,
have written any thing contrary to the truth, He may pardon me concerning it, and may
reveal the truth unto me
if I have advanced any thing
freed from

therefore, beseech

God,

its

difiSculties

that, if I

;
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agreeable to the truth, that

he will grant

to

me

He

me in it, and
mj views, and

will confirm

yom'self, assenting to

ing me, that, by means of yon, the truth
greater authority, and

may

may

that
aid-

daily gain

be more and more propagated to

the glory of the divine name, to t' e advantage and increase
Amen.
of the church, in our Lord Jesus Christ.

APPENDIX.
THESES OF DR. FRAKCIS JUNIUS,
CONCERNING DIVINE PREDESTINATION, COMPOSED, IN THESE VERY
WORDS, BY HIMSELF, AND PUBLICLY DISCUSSED, UNDER HIS DIRECTION, BY WILLIAM CODDAEUS, IN THE UNIVERSITY OF LEYDEN, IN THE YEAR 1593 ALSO SOME BRIEF ANNOTATIONS OF
JAMES ARMINIUS.
As we have frequently referred to the Theses of Doctor Francis Junius concerning Predeswe will here insert them, and make some brief annotations upon them.

tination,

THESIS

I.

to the etymology of
an end^ hut in common itsage^
it is equivalent to the Greeh word 'Kporayr}^ and signifies the
relation of the whole arrangement to the end^ and thus we

Predestination is properly^ according

the word^

use

a deierraination

if.

DestiPiation

end

to

;

is

a determiuation of an existing object to

its

the particle ^rae, prefixed to the word, denotes that the

act of destination

is

antecedent to the actual existence of the

object.

THESIS
Predestination, therefore,

is

11.

an act of the divine good-

pleasure [beneplaGiti\ ly which God^ from eternity prepared
^
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His

the ])lenitude of

hlessings, in Christ, for those,

he heirs of salvation, to the jpraise of

The word

su(5oxja,

His glorious

or good pleasure,

who should
grace.

here used, correctly,

is

according to the Scriptural sense, for the particle

refers to

su

God towards its
will of God in refer-

favorable and benevolent inclination of

the

and determinate

object, not to the precise

ence to any of His

own

purposes, as the word good-pleasure

used by the schoolmen, when they distinguish the will of
into his revealed will \signi'\

and the

will of

is

God

His good-pleas-

ure [beneplaciti].

Prepared in

Ko

Christ.']

blessings

are

prepared

in

Christ for men, except those which are adapted to sinners.

Christ himself, the Savior of men, is called Jesus only because " He shall save His people from their sins," (Matt, i,
1^0 one is blessed in Christ, if he is not a believer ; " So
21).
then, they,

ham"

(Gal.

For

which be of
iii,

faith, are blessed

with faithful Abra-

9.)

who should

Salvation ithe heirs of salvation"].
and the inheritance of eternal life, are comprehended in
the fullness of those blessings, which God has prepared in
those

self,

Therefore those, for

Christ.

whom that fullness was

surdity in the statement,

—

prepared,

For there
" predestination is an

should have been otherwise described.

is

an ab-

act,

by

which God has prepared salvation for those who shall be
For they are made heirs of salvation according to which, the inheritance, comprehended in the fullness of those blessings, was prepared. Persons, as one part

heirs of salvation."

of the material or object of predestination, are not to be described

by the divine

in that predestination,

which were prepared for them
and which constitute the other part of

things,

The persons are
" Predestination
by Sohnius, thus
that by which God decreed, from

the material or object of predestination.

more

correctly described

unto

life,

or election,

is

eternity, to justify

and

or the faithful, to

whom

:

to accept

unto eternal

he decreed

life,

believers,

to teach faith [docere

fidem]."

To

the praise

of His glorious grace].

The

Scriptures rec-

THESES OF

God

ognize the grace of
tion,

only as mercy

is
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as the cause

united with

it,

and end of predestinaand as it is exercised

towards sinners and the miserable.

THESIS
It is an act {for

God

is

III.

a.i{\'f\

svspysta

or simple energy)

froceeding not from any external cause^ hut purely from Him

who predestinates I

The divine

it would not
and causes.

otherwise

nation^ preceding all things

he^purely^ predesti-

and
was
decreed from eternity. It, however, follows, in the mind and
prescience of God, the pre-existence of some things and cauthat of sin, for example, without which neither grace, as
ses
predestination, indeed, ]3recedes all things

causes, so far as their actual existence

is

considered

;

or

it

;

it is

described above, nor Christ, in his true character, nor

those blessings could have any adaptation to men.

although this predestination
cause, yet

it

was occasioned,

may

as they say,

THESIS
Its cause is

su(^oxia,

same good

pleasure,

disposed towards some.

same persons

as sons.

sin.

lY.

He was favorOr
whom He pleased to adopt as sons,

through Jesus Christ, according
that

by

good-pleasure^ by which

hly disposed towards those^

By

Therefore,

not depend on an extrinsic

He

to the

purpose of His election.

by which God was favorably
was pleased to adopt the

also

Therefore, this

is

not a correct descrip-

whom God was favorably dispobecause He was favorably disposed to-

tion of the persons towards

Indeed, it was
wards them, that He adopted them as sons.
To adopt as sons]. Observe here that adoption
18
VOL. m.

sed.

is

not
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placed

among

the prepared blessings, but that

scribe the persons for

whom

wiih your answer

this

to'

it is

used to de-

blessings are prepared.

Compare

my

first

proposition.

But, that the inappropriateness of that definition

more

manifest, let

it

be put in

this

form

;

may be

—Predestination

an act of the divine good- pleasure, by which God, from
nity,

prepared

filial

in Christ, for those

adoption, and

whom He

its

is

eter-

consequent, eternal

life,

pleased to adopt as sons, and

who should be heirs of salvation.
To ado'pt as sons through Jesus

Christ Jesus

is

here to be considered not only as the foundation on which

is

Christ].

based the execution of the decree, but also as the foundation on

which the decree

itself is

based.

as in our head, therefore he

is,

For we are adopted

in

him

in the order of causes, first con-

and predestinated to be our head, then we are predeshim as his members. This admonition I present,
not because I think that you understand that ex; ression difstituted

tinated in

ferently, but because I perceive that Beza,

on the

first

to the Ephesians, adopts an order entirely difierent,

seems to

me

chapter

and which

to invert the correct order of predestination.

According to the purpose of his elect' on\. This purpose of
is nothing else than the good-pleasure of God, by

election

which he

He

is

favorably disposed towards some, and by which

pleases to adopt some, in Christ, as sons.

But your words

are so arranged as to convey the idea that this purpose

is

something different from that good-pleasure.

THESIS Y.
It

is^

God

who predestinates, the cause of
and of that preparation which He
Himself^ according to that good-pleasure of His

therefore^

alone,

Mis own

predestination,

proposed

to

win.

;

THESES OF

F.

THESIS
Therefore^

tJiis
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YI.

act is said to he

from

that

eternity^

is,

things and causes, in things or of things, which
He predestinated to exist.
"before

all

If this Thesis excludes also the sin of

man

requisite in the object of that predestination,

though sin did not move God

rence of which in time,

was made

God

;

for,

to the act of predestination, (for

the appropriate effect of sin to

yet this predestination

not correctly

precedes the prevision of sin

said that predestination

it is

as a condition

it is

move

in

the wrath of God),

view of

sin,

the occur-

foresaw in the infinity of His

knowledge.

THESIS

YII.

The material of 'predestination is twofold^
and persons to he partakers of them.
Divine things and persons,

to

divine things^

be partakers of them, have

relation to each other, so that a conclusion concern-

a mutual
ing the character of the persons can be formed from the nature of those things, and conversely, the nature of those divine

things

The

may

be inferred from the character of the persons.

things are adapted to the persons, and such persons need

8uch things for salvation.

Thus, from the grace of the remis-

sion of sins and the renewal of the Holy Ghost,

the men, for
also, if

men

whom

infer that

those things are prepared, are sinners

are sinners,

sary for them.

we

it is

inferred that such grace

is

neces-
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THESIS yilL
The genus of

the divine things^

throvgh Predestination^

is

it is

complete^ not partial;

"in heavenly places

not 7iaturat^

^^'^

but surpassing all nature ; finally^ in Christy that

and foundation^

in its principle

cir-

^

cumscribes \within these modes;
spiritual^ not carnal;

which are communi cable

Messing which the Apostle

that Christ

may

is,

—

divine

he the eter-

nal head of the predestinate.

The

expression, in which divine things are said to be

municable through predestination, does not seem

me

com-

be
For predestination does not cause that those things should be communicaThej are made
ble, but does in fact communicate them.
communicable by the blood and death and resurrection of
Christ, by which those blessings were acquired and obtained
from the Father. Since any thing is communicable before it is,
in fact, communicated, it follows that predestination is posterior, in the prescience and preordination of God, to the death
and resurrection of Christ. I leave the inference for the con-

harmony with

in

to

to

the nature of predestination.

sideration of the intelligent.

Spiritual^ not

carnal].

Spiritual

is

contrasted in the

Scriptures not only with carnal^ but, also, with natural

1 Cor.
ever,

14, also, in 1 Cor. xv, 44, 45, 46.

ii,

may sometimes

also

" In heavenly places,

.

^'^

comprehend

not natural].

as in

;

Carnal^ how-

in itself the natural.

Heavenly things

are,

in the Scriptures, contrasted with mundane and earthly good,

adapted to nature as such, and, thus, heavenly and natural
are indirectly opposed.

Finally, in Christ].
his death

;

Christ obtained those blessings

he has received the same from his Father

communicated

to his followers

;

in

him

to

by
be

believers are predes-

tinated to a participation in the same.

Divine in principle and foundation]. Blessing is divine
its principle is God, the Father, who confers
but it is not said, in the same sense to be divine in its

in principle, for
it

«

;
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For Christ is the foundation of that blessing, not
as he is God, but as he is God-man, psav^pwTro?], Mediator,
Savior and Head of the church. This consideration of Christ
foundation.

everywhere in the Scriptures, distinguished from that, in
which Christ is regarded as God, as in John xvii, 3 xiv,
1 Pet. i, 18, 19, 20, 21; S Cor. v,
1; 1 Tim. ii, 5, 6
is,

;

;

19, &c.

head of the Predestinate'],
constituted the head of those who were
be predestinated, or of those who had been already predes-

That Christ might
Whether Christ was
to

tinated, has

my

he the eternal

been a point in dispute among Theologians.

It is

opinion that, in the order of nature, the decree by which

was

Christ

constituted the head of those to be saved,

prior to that decree

was

by which some are ordained in Christ to
For Christ, as our mediator

a participation in salvation.

God and

before

which were

same

to

our High Priest, merited those blessings,

be communicated by predestination, and, at the

and the power

time, the dignity of head,

Then he

cate those blessings.

to

communi-

actually received those bless-

and obtained the titles of Head, King
and Prince. "Having been made perfect, or consecrated, he
became the author of eternal salvation to all who obey him."

ings from the Father,

Finally, in

him

believers are predestinated, that they should

be partakers of those blessings, by union with him.

whom He has

loves, in Christ;, those

takers of erernal
tion.

It

life,

but this love

is

'

God

Son.' "

tion,

He

so loved the world that

—I answer, that

differs in

and

the cause of predestina-

was, indeed, in Christ born, dead, raised again, and

constituted the head of the church.

"

For God

determined to make par-

the love, referred to in this passage,

degree from that which
is

prior to

it.

But," some will say,

gave His only-begotten

For that

is

love,

the cause of predestina-

which sent His Son, did
any one, and, indeed,

not, with certainty, ordain eternal life to
it

could not do

so, for

Christ

had not merited

by

it

predestinate, you

his death.

Head of
was made

Indeed, by making Christ the foundation and

the

the
seem to declare that Christ
Head of them who were to be predestinated in him unto life.

,
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THESIS
Of tliese Vlessmgs^

and glory

the cldefjpoints are iwo^ grace

thefoi mer^ acting on

consummated

IX.

men

in the present

in them in the future

life^

the latter to he

life.

THESIS X.

Human
which can

effect

nothing supernatural or divhiQ

alted ahove nature^

of divine things hy
It

is

and
tJie

to he

—

in a condition of nature

beings are creatures^

transferred

to

—

to

he ex-

a participation

supernatural energy of the Deity.

here most manifestly evident that the object of predes-

is considered bj you to be men in tJieir natural state^
which can effect nothing supernatural or divine^ that is, as I
have said, considered, in a merely natural state, apart from
supernatural endowments, and from the corruption which afterwards supervened. But this is not an adequate object of
For the exaltation, which is according to predesthis decree.
tination, is not from nature, but from sin beginning. The divine
things, a participation in which is prepared by predestination,

tination

are not adapted to

man in his natural

state,

but to

man

involved

That supernatural power belongs to God,
power of God and the
wisdom of God," 1 Cor. i, 24, the Jews and Gentiles being

in sin

and misery.

which

He

exercises in Christ, " the

called to salvation.

Therefore,

it

was applied

to

man, conand

sidered not in his primitive natural state, but in sin

misery.

THESES OF

THESIS
The form

and

through Jesus Christy thatis^

places'''

Predestination

which we are

ordination., in

communication of

God^ hy the

heavenly

XI.

is adoptioii^as sons^

that real relation
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hlessed

of

sjpiritual hlessings in

all

in Christ,

is

unto adoption, therefore adoption is not
For " the form gives being to the

the form of predestination.

and adoption does not give being to predestination,
and it is the
its own being from predestination
of
divine
work
predestination,
immediate
and
first per se and
Nor is
its consequent is life and the heavenly inheritance.
that real relation and ordination, in which we are blessed,
thing,"

but receives

;

" the form of predestination
the

are blessed, is

for that ordination, in

which we

execution of the divine predestination.

But the preparation of those blessings is the form of predesThat preparatination, for, by it, predestination has its being.
tion is internal and eternal, and that is true also of predestination.

Or

—

to

speak with greater accuracy

those blessings

is

— the preparation

ol

not the form of predestination, for that prep-

aration was made by the death of Christ, the Mediator, but the
form consists in the preparation of the communication of those
We might add that the
bleissngs to believers in Christ.

preparation

is

certain,

whom

and

of Christ

in the benefits

the participation

is

that,
is

according to

The order of

form

and

i,

10)

;

glorious

union with Christ.

communion

is

XII.

placed in the preparation, of
and '•^gathering together in

vocation.,

election.,

Chrisf (Eph.
progress,

this

a

prepared.

THESIS

persons^ hy

it,

certainly bestowed on those for

hut of things,

hya gracious heginning^

consummation of hlessings, in a perfect

JAMES AltMrnUS.

The order of

that preparation, as the form, can, indeed, be

and to things. Persons
minds of God, when election from the
world, vocation to a union with Christ, and the gathering together in Christ, are ordained for them. Things are prepared
in this order, that their gracious communication should be ordeclared, in respect both to persons

are prepared in the

dained, in reference to its beginning, progress, and final consummation the beginning, in Christ the progress, in the
same but the consummation, in the perfect union with God.
For this is the consummation of a supernatural felicity " that
;

;

;

God may be

all in all."

If,

however, the subject of discussion

be the mediatorial consummation,
ed in Christ, but
is

union with God,

to

For Christ

Christ.

God even

I

concede that

this tends to that chief

this is effect-

consummation, which

which we come by a perfect union with
deliver up his own kingdom " to

shall

the Father, that

God may be

all in all."

(1 Cor,

XV, 24, 28.)

THESIS

XIII.

The end is the praise of the glorious grace of God^ hy
which He has freely made us acceptable unto Himself in the
Son of His love.
The

grace,

by which God " has

freely

unto Himself, in the Son of His love,

is

made

us acceptable

grace only adapted to

The praise of that grace is sung to God and the
Lamb, who died and lives again, " who was delivered for our

sinners."

offences,
iv, 25.)

and was raised again
That praise is ascribed

our justification."

for
to

(Rom.

God by sinners, whom God

has redeemed by the blood of His Son," out of every kindred,
tongue, and people, and nation."

(Eev. v,

9.)
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THESIS XIY.
What

is

contrary

jpriety^ he exj.)ressed

destination

to this

predestination can not^ with jpro-

in a single term^ since the relation of 'pre-

is single,

that of its contraries

is

For

various.

and

rep-

to the

pre-

To

this

preterition is contrary to the preparation of grace,

rotation or preparation ofpunishment is contrary

paration of glory.

Grace and glory are prepared in predestination.
preparation, as an affirmative act,

is

opposed the negative act

and glory, and the affirmative
act of the preparation of those things, which are affirmatively
contrary to grace and glory. But here, to the preparation of
grace, is opposed only the negative act of preterition, and, to
of tie non-preparation of grace

the preparation of glory, only the affirmative act of reprobation or the preparation of
to

punishment.

be a correct conclusion that

ly consistent in all
ative act,

its

Hence

it

this discussion is

parts, unless, perhaps, there

which can be opposed

seems to

me

not absoluteis

no

affirm-

to the preparation of grace.

There is, however, such an act, namely, hardening, blinding,
and the delivering to a reprobate mind, which can be fitly and
Also, the denial of cefully explained only by negative acts.
lestial

glory.
is

glory

is

a negative act opposed to the preparation of

be observed, here, that the word reprobation
hile, in } our an-

It is to

used for the preparation of punishment, w

swers to ray propositions, you affirm that

it

properly signifies

non-eleclion ov preterition.

THESIS XY.
act of the divine will, by which God,
determined to leave some of His creatures in
their natural state, and not to communicate to them that su-

Preterition

from

is the

eternity,

pernatural grace, hy which their nature might he preserved
uncorrupt, or, having hecoms corrupt, might he restored, to
the declaration

of the freedom of His own goodness.
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Pretention

is

defined to be a denial of grace only, not of

glory, while, nevertheless, glory
It is

pleasure
to

denied to the same persons.

is

rightly called an act of the divine pleasure, not goodfor pleasure [placitum]

;

any purpose or decree of God

is
;

the general term, applied

good-pleasure [bene-placi-

tum], as has been remarked, includes a favorable and benevolent disposition in the Deity.

To

leave in their natural condition].

evident that the object of predestination

From
in

is,

this also it is

your view,

men

considered in a merely natural state.

might he prehaving hecome corrupt^ might he re-

Supernatural grace^ hy which
served uncorrupt^

or^

their nature

If the e words are to be understood to have reference

stored].

men, then that distinction
For the grace by which nature is "preserved uncorrupt," is not denied by the decree of pretention.
For that grace was denied to all men without distinction. But
the denial of grace, by wliich nature, having become corrupt, is
to the particular predestination of

is

not correctly used.

restored,

is

peculiar to the decree of pretention, and, therefore,

the object of pretention

is

fallen

man, and

to

one

who needs

renewing garce.

To the declaration of the freedom of His own goodness.]
The freedom of the goodntss of God is declared not only
when God communicates to one, and denies to another. His
own goodness, but also when He communicates it only on the
condition,

which

He

has been pleased to impose

;

I concede,

however, that the freedom of the divine goodness
clared in the former mode.

But there

is

is

also de-

a declaration in pre-

tention, as described to us in the Scriptures, not only of the

freedom of the goodness of God, but of His

justice.

according to justice also, uses preterition, by which

mines

to

deny His grace

Sin, indeed,

which

is

is

to

some on account of

For God,

He

deter-

their sins.

the only meritorious cause of the denial of grace,

here discussed.

Therefore, the statement of the end

of that preterition was not sufficiently complete.
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THESIS XYI.
This preterition

man

the perfection of

ligation

human

is

nature^

upon any

bestow grace

to

fore^ there

without llame

is

:

for

God lestowed on

He was

one.

not under ob-

It is grace / there-

no obligation.

and absolutely, was not under obligation to bestow grace on any one, but He could place Himself
under that obligation in two ways, by promise, and by maGod,

in the abstract

By

king certain requisitions.

promise,

if

He

should promise

bestow grace, either with or without condition. By requisition, if He should require, from a man, an act, such that it
to

He would
He would reap

could not be perform^ed without His grace, for then

be under obligation to bestow

where

He had

it,

otherwise

not sowed.

THESIS XYII.
The preparation of punishment
pleasure, by v)hich God,

declaration of

His own

from

is the act

justice, to

the divine

for the
punish His creatures, who

should not conti?iue in their original

from God^

of

eternity, determined,

state ^ but

should depart

the author of their origin, by their oion deed

and

punishment an affirmative

act,

depravity.

You

call the preparation of

opposed

to predestination

;

but

it is

opposed, affirmatively, to

That, which is opposed affirmacommunication of grace is not here stated. I
should be called hardening and blinding, and

the preparation of glory.
tively, to the

think that
that

it

it

should have been also treated in this Thesis.

To punish His

creatures

original integrity\.
until after

who should not maintain

their

This decree was ordained by God, not

the certain foresight of future sin, lest any one
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should think that sin
as

is

necessarily inferred from that decree,

some of our Doctors believe.
Should fall away from God hy

gressiorC].

act, fall

It

should be explained

away from God, who

own act and transhow he can, by his own

their

has, already, been

passed hy of

God, in the communication of that grace, which is necessary
from God. Aud since all the
passed-hy are also predamned, I could wish that it might be
explained how preterition and predamnation necessarily cohere, if preterition existed apart from any consideration of sin,
but predanmation, only on account of sin.
The declaration of the justice of God, also, as has been prefor the avoidance of defection

viously remarked, has a place in preterition.

THESIS XYIII.
Therefore^ in the predestinate^

God

does all things accord-

good-pleasure of His own predestination.

ing

to the

who

are not predest'nate^

He

In those

uses preterition according to the

pleasure of His will, and prepares punishment for His creatures who transgress against His order, and who must he reprohated,

on account of their sins, from the necessity of His justice.

In predestination, Go'd provides only for the salvation of the
elect

;

such a manner, that

yet, in

Providence concur

to the

same

ministered by the Deity, that from
results,

uses

which

many

is

acts of

the

many

effect,

acts of the divine

which

them

acts are so ad-

salvation certainly

proper work of predestination.

His providence towards

those,

who

God

are not

predestinated, sufficient, indeed, for salvation, yet not efficacious, since this pertains to predestination.

It is

not absurd

nor irrelevant, then, to observe, here, this distinction between

providence and predestination.

Who must
punishment.

on account of their sins]. Yon
word reprohation for the preparation of

he reprohated

here, also, use the
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THESIS XIX.
If reprobation is made the opposite of predsstinaHorij the
statement is figurative, and synecdochical : wherefore, it either should no: he made^ bcciuse it is improper^ dangerous^

and liable

g've offence^ or

to

it

should he distinotly explained^

and learned men have

as pious

done.

In jour answer to my second proposition, you use this lan" Reprobation is used in three senses, one common
guage
In its common use, it comprehends pretentwo
special.
and
:

tion

and damnation.

opposed

The
The

to election,

third

is

Its

and

also special,

mode

second

mode

is

special,

when

it

is

signifies non-election or pretention.

when

it is

used for pre-danmation.

by synecdoche, the second proper, the third
metonymical, and it may also be called catachrestic." Here,
you call that meaning of reprobation common,^ which, in your
Theses, and elsewhere, you call figurative.
"We are not to abstain from the use of the term, for it is Scriptural, but we are
first

to be careful

is

that

it

be also used in the sense in which

it

is

used in the Scriptures.

THESIS XX.
The presentation of
it is

this doctrine is especially necessary^

treated skillfully^ soberly

any thing

,

and

reverently, that

is,

be treated^ not otherwise^ not to another

else

than as the Holy Scriptures
in application,

according

to

tear.h^

both in explanation

the advice of St.

if

that not

Paid

:

end

and
" not

think of himself more highly than he ought to think^ hut
to think soberly.'''^ Rom. xii, 3.

to

That, which

is

taught,

and inculcated

in the

Holy

Scriptures,

can not but be esteemed useful and necessary for salvation,

though there

may be

different degrees of necessity.

But the
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doctrine of predestination, and

its

opposite, that of reproba-

taught and inculcated in the Scriptures

tion, is

fore, also necessary.

that predestination

It should,
is,

and what

;

it

is,

there-

however, be considered what
is its

character,

which

is

dis-

cussed in the ScrijDtures as necessary, and which

is

called the

Your admonition

is

altogether

foundation of our salvation.

proper and necessary, by which you enjoin that the doctrine
should be set forth entirely in accordance with the Scriptures

— " not any
as the

Holy

tiling else,

not otherwise, not to another end than

Scriptures teach."

But there

is

a practical

diffi-

culty in this matter, because each one desires to appear to pre-

sent his

own

isfied that, in

doctrines according to the Scripture.

your discussion of

this doctrine,

every case, sustained by the Scripture, but in
err,

and I have treated

tween

us.

this

more

I

am

sat-

you are not, in
some parts you

fully in the discussion held be-
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William Perkins, D. D., Fellow of Christ's
logical writer at the close

Cambridge, was a Theo-

College,

As

of the sixteenth century.

will be seen

from

the

following strictures on one of his treatises, he advocated views highly Calvinistie.

The following

**

Keverend

Examination,

Sie,

<f c,"

was written by Arminius, in 1602.

and Beloved Brother

in Christ,

—

"While I was lately, and with eagerness, examining a certain
library,

abundantly supplied with recently published books, a
itself to me, entitled "
Christian and

A

pamphlet presented

Perspicuous Discourse concerning the Order and

Mode of

Pre-

and the extent of Divine Grace." When I observed that it bore your name, which was already well known
to me by previously published works of a high character, I
thought that I must diligently read and consider it, and see
whether you, who are devoted to the most accurate learning,
destination,

could remove, in that work, the difficulties which have long
disquieted

my

mind.

I,

therefore, read

it

once and again,

with impartiality, as far as I could, and with candor, as you
desire.

But, in reading, I perceived that

all

my

difficulties

were not removed by your work, while I thought that some
things, written by you, deserved to be examined in the light
of truth. Accordingly, I judged it not improper to commence
19

y
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a friendly

discussion

with you

concerning your

treatise.

This I do, with the greater freedom and confidence, because,

page of your pamphlet, you say, to the encouragement of my mind, that you "have written these things,
that, by those devoted to theological investigation"
among
in the second

—

whom I

willingly reckon myself

— " they may be read without

prejudice or acerbity of mind, duly weighed, and judged
the pure
self to

word of God."

do according

to

by

This I undertake, and pledge my-

my

ability

;

asking of you that in

re-

you will, with the same disposition, read ,my remarks,
weigh them, and examine and judge them by the rule of the
same Scriptures. May God grant that we all may fully agree,
in those things which are necessary to His glory, and to the
and that, in other things, if there
salvation of the church
can not be harmony of opinions, there may at least be harmony of feelings, and that we may " keep the unity of the Spirit
in the bond of peace."
turn,

;

"With this desire, then, expressed at the beginning of our
discussion, I enter on the subject

itself,

following in the track,

which, in your writing, you have pursued before me. I will
commence with your " Epistle to the Eeader," and then proceed, with the divine help, to the treatise

EXAMmATION OF THE

itself.

EPISTLE.

down two fundaon
which
this
doctrine
of Predestination
mental
and
must
be built. The first is " the
and Divine Grace, can
written word of God ;" the second " the common ideas, and
In your Epistle to the Reader, you lay
principles,

the priiiCiples which

God has infused into the minds of men,"
make at this point, only let this be

I have no opposition to

added, that, when, on account of the darkness of our minds,
and the weakness and diversity of the human judgment (which
you regret), it is not possible for us to agree concerning these
matters, we must recur, for definite and final decision, to that
which is first and equivalent to all other things the word of

—

God.

REVIEW OF PERKINS.

Of
is

the

first

principle,* laid

you, I remark that

true; but care must be used, lest any thing, which

accordance with

human judgment, should be

and defended as
to

down by
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clear,

ring any action or
it

;

For,

cribed to the Deity.

formed

God,

declared

human judgment unless it can be
by a conclusive argument, that it is suitably as-

be unjust by corrupt

made

it is

it

not in

attributed to

on the consideration that

just,

is

work

sufficient, for the

it is

God,

to

sake of refer-

has justly per-

God has done

though, from the antecedent,

;

will follow, of necessity, the

He

to say that

consequent, therefore^

it is

th's,

just.

—

I concede that it is true. For He is the first
and the cause of causes, who, from the foreseen free act
of rational creatures, takes occasion to make any decree, and
which decree He would
to establish a certain order in events
not have made, and which order He would not have established,
The Apostle
if the free second causes had acted otherwise.

Of the second 1^

cause,

;

made subject to vanity, not willingly,
who hath subjected the same," (Rom. viii,

says, "the creature w^as

but by reason of Him

To

20.)

vanity the creature would not have been subject

this

ed, if he, for

whose sake

was created by God, had remained

it

in his original integrity.

The

decree, in reference to sending

Christ into the w^orld, depends on the foresight of the

he

Lamb

" the

is

world," (John

i,

away the

of God, which taketh

He

29.)

" was

made

a

ii,

;

for

lower than the

little

angels, for the suffering of death," (Heb.

fall

sin of the

9)

;

" as the chil-

dren are partakers of flesh and blood, he also himself likewise
took part of the same

that through death he might destroy
had the power of death, that is, the devil," (Heb. ii,
He was constituted a " high priest, ordained for men,
14.)
that he might offer both gifts and sacrifices for sins," (Heb. v, 1.)
The decrees of God, by which He ordains to punish His

him

;

that

on this principle, according to the
" That be far from thee to do after this manner,

creatures, are universally

Scriptures

:

to slay the righteous

*

with the wicked

:

shall not the

God is always just, though men may not understand how He

tGod

is

not governed

dains them, even

by second

when they

causes

;

act unjustly.

much

less

does

Judge of

is just.

He depend

on them.

He justly

or-
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all

the earth do right

Binned against me,

"I

33.)

?

said, indeed, that

me

Whosoever hath

my book," (Ex. xxxii,

will I blot out of

thy house, and the house of thy

me

father, should walk before

from

"

" (Gen. xviii, 25.)

him

forever, but

now

them that honor me

the Lord saith,

and
Sam. ii, 30.)
But it is not therefore to be supposed that the imposing of
penalties depends on second causes so far from it, they would
put forth every effort to escape punishment, if they could do
I could w^ish also that the word
so either by reason or force.
" ordaining " were used in its proper sense, from which they
be

it

far

they that despise

for

;

me shall

I will honor,

be lightly esteemed,"

(I

;

seem

to

me

to depart,

who
For

thing shall be done.

interpret
its

true

it

—

to decree that

meaning

is

some-

to establish the

order of things done, not to appoint things to be done that they

may be

it is used sometimes by the fathers in
But then God is denied, by the fathers, to
be the ordainer of evils. Thus says Augustine "God knows

done; though

the latter sense.

:

how

to ordain, not crime, but the

the thirdf'

Of

—

punishment of crimes."

It is characteristic of

a wise being to do

But he does something in vain, who does it
some end. But God is infinitely wise. Let me

nothing in vain.
not to attain

caution you, then, not to extend the phrase, " to regard with
indifference," farther, or to interpret

There

ting.

He, who permits any

is

it

otherwise than

is suit-

a real distinction between doing and permit-

able.

end, does not regard

it

thing, that

he

with indifference.

may attain some
From this it is

regard with indifference is not the same as
Of this also I remind you for a certain reato do or to make.
Then consider whether the phrase, which you use, is
son.
The word " prudently " seems to be too feeble to be
correct.
applied to so great wisdom. And it is not a usual form of
expression to say that an action is performed " in view of a
clear that not to

certain end," but for the sake of that end.

does not will or decree that which

*God

acts prudently, that

is,

in

view of a

docs not will or decree that which

He

certain

He

end

it,

He

has decreed thus to do.

is

ambiguous

He is not ignorant of any tiling; He
He docs not regard with indiffer-

can not [non possit];

ence any certain or possible future event, but disposes
erence to

;

The statement, He

can not,

all

things for His

own

glory,

and in

ref-

EEYIEW OF PEEKENS.
and not snfficientlj full.
derstood to

mean

can not do.

It is

He

that
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ambignons, because

an addition, so that the statement would be

this

not will or decree to do or permit that which

For which reason

fourth

the

'j"^

—

^The decree of

He

**
:

He

He

God

He

is like-

has decreed thus

two-fold

is

does

can not do

your conclusion

also

wise imperfect, and, to the expression, "
to do," add, " or permit."

Of

mav be un-

because there should be

It is not sufficiently full,

or permit."

it

can not will or decree, or that

;

that of

Both are immutaThe creature, however free, can not change himself by
ble.
his own act, or receive any change from another, contrary to
either of these decrees, and without the certain and fixed determination of the former or the latter. But it is not merely
necessary that God should fix these, and not other, limits of
the change, as if the creature
if this was possible without the
divine superintendence of the change might be able either
efficacious action and that of jpermission.

—

to

change himself, or

God

to receive

—

change from another,

to

such

and have occasion for the illustration of his glory.
For to Him even XothING ouo-ht to be material for the declaration of His orlorv and
any change from ]N"othing to Something, produced by Him,
an extent that

could not bring

it

into order,

:

ought

to serve the

same purpose.
the judgments of God, " whatever they

Of the fifth ;t — All
may
ored,

be,

whether hidden or partly known to

and

to

vided, however, that

But under

of God.

*God
and

is

it

be hon-

be manifest that they are the judgments
pretence, no judgments are to be

this

not changed, and those things, -which are changed,

fixed, are

us, are to

be adorned with the praise of righteousness, pro-

all

circumstances being certain

not changed without His immutable decree,

tThe secret and unsearchable judgments of G-od are to be honored, and acknowledged. Augmtine argues in this manner: "'It moves me." thou sayest. 'that he perishes, and anothef
Is baptized.
It moves me— it moves me as a man.' K thou wilt hear the truth, it also mo«ei
me, because I am a man. If thou art a man, I am, also, a man. Let us both hear him •who
Bays, "O man
Truly, if we are moved because we are men. the apostle *peaks to human nature, weak and feeble in itselt
'Oman who art ihou that repliest against God? Shall the
I

'

1

Him that formed it. Why hast thou made me thua ?' If a beast could speak
and say to God. 'Why hast thou made him a man. and me a be^t V Mightest thou not be justly
angry and say, 'O beast, who art thou V And thou art a man, but, in comparison with God,
thou art a Ixast." Be verb, apost. serm. ii.
thing formed say to
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Go J which the Scripture does not assign to Him
much less those which are contrary to the righteousness of
God re\realed in the Scriptures. Thus Augustine says: "As
attributed to

;

man becomes more

like

God, so the more does the damnation

men move him

it moves also our Savior himself,
and caused his tears, not once only, to flow. It moves also
God Himself; who says
What could have been done more

of perishing

:

my vineyard
my people had

to

that

I

:

'

have not done

in it

?

'

(Isa. v, 4.)

hearkened unto me.' (Ps. Ixxxi,

'

'

13.)

O that

Have

I

any pleasure at all that the wicked should die ? (Ezek. xviii,
But it so moves God, that He is yet delighted in the de23.)
struction of His enemies, who are refractory and refuse to
repent.
For His righteousness demands this. It moves Him,
'

I say, because they are unwilling to be saved, not because,

when they

are unw^illing to be saved,

just f^estruction.

It so

moves

He may

devote them to

Christ, the Savior, that he shall

and evil
demanded by the ofiice of Judge. It so moves a pious man, that he
may not utter any objection against God in reference to His
various decrees, and the execrations of His righteous judgments
on the obstinate. This is required by the obedience which
the creature owes to his Creator and Eedeemer."
yet, willingly, banish,

doers,

from

and adjudge them

his presence, unbelievers

to eternal fire.

Concerning that objection, I
of Augustine, to say that

it

is

may

For

this is

be allowed, with the leave

not the offspring of infirm and

weak human nature, but of the refractory disposition of the
Jews and of those like them, ot whom the apostle speaks,
(Kom. ix, 20.) It is indeed true that w^e, when compared with
God, " are as grass-hoppers," yea, and " are counted
as less than nothing,"

(Isa. xl,

IT, 22.)

to

Him

But, in such exag-

gerations of human insignificance,

we are to be careful not to do
For man was made in the
injustice to the creation of God.
image of God, and therefore, even to God Himself, man, not
any beast, is the noblest creature, with whom, as the wisdom
of God declares, are His delights, (Prov. viii, 31.)
The concurrence of God with second causes
Of the sixth

—

Nothing good

Ut as

can be done, if Ood does not, absolutely, will and work; and

God, more and less, works in

ua.

wo do

good, so

REVIEW OF PERKINS.
any

to perform
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produce any work,

act, or

general, and the special aid of His grace.

is

two-fold, of the

most certain

It is

by any rational creatm'e
His grace. But whether it is the

that nothing good can be performed

without this special aid of

province of the divine will, absolutely willing

and by

nicate this gracious aid,
lutely

This

work good

not improperly

is

be found

Of

in controversy

is

so, since

in the Scriptures,

and

it

among

Theologians.

word absolutely can not

the

has not yet been proved that

found in the Scriptures.
the seventh y*
So also it is certain that " no

equivalent

its

in us,

commu-

to

it,

communication, to abso-

this

is

—

evil

can be

God does not prevent it." But there is dispute concerning the mode of prevention;
whether it is by the omnipotent action of the Deity operating on the human will according to the mode of nature, from which there exists a neavoided

if

—

cessity of prevention, or
will,

according to the

by such an action

mode

from which the certainty of prevention

Of
that

the eighth ;f

God

—

It

He was

its

on the

freedom,

exists.

can not be concluded from an event

has willed something, but

fact, that

as operates

of the will as respects

we may know

either this

unwilling to hinder an event which

foresaw would occur.

— Otherwise the

distinction,

which

He

exists

between the action and the permission of God, is destroyed.
For some things occur, because God produces them, but others,

He

because

and

permits them to occur, according to Augustine

to truth itself.

But

to will that

any thing should occur,

and to be unwilling to prevent its occurrence, are not the
same things. For, in the former case, the event is resolved
in the
into the will of God as its first and special cause
;

latter, it

is

resolved afiirmatively into a second cause,

and

negatively into the divine will, which has not prevented

which prevention

*No
less,

evil

can be avoided,

prevents

also is

if

God

it,

produced either by power according

does not prevent

it,

and we avoid

evil bo far as

God, more or

it.

+ The will of

from the event
should happen.

God may be known, not

only from the written word or revelation, but also
For that, which happens, happens on this account, because God wills that it
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mode

to the

by persuasion according to the
But concerning permission and prevention

of nature, or

mode of free-will.
we shall treat more

fully hereafter in their

—But

own

place.

us examine this idea ; " to be able
to perform," " to will to do," and " actually to do," are divine

Of

the ninth 1^

and

gifts

effects

remark, that

He

unless

is

let

But there should be this additional
power of doing right,
give the will and the act itself, that

on men.

God

gives to no one the

ready also

to

is, by the further aid of grace, to concur with man in willing
and in actually doing that good, for which He has received

man on his part may interpose,
may have interposed some obstacle.

sufficient strength, unless the
or, as the

schoolmen say,

" For unto every one that hath shall be given
that hath not shall be taken

(Matt. XXV, 29).

Were

given in vain.

But the

not

this

but from him
which he hath."
the power would have been

away even
so,

all-wise

God

;

that

doth nothing in vain.

Thus He gave to Adam the faculty of observing the law which
He had enacted, and He was prepared to give him whatever
else was needed, in addition to that faculty, for actual obedience, namely, both to will and to do, unless Adam willingly
and by voluntary motion turned himself away from God, and
from His grace. I see here a labyrinth which I will not now

make my

enter, because I should not be permitted to

from

plication of the

mode

of the concurrence of

the performance of any good thing

not belong to this place,
abilities.

Of
and
erns

the tenth ;f

all
all

or, as

—

^That "

;

man

in

God presides over the whole

my

world,

things created by Himself, and administers

and gov-

and each of them"

not only

is

But

certain.

to

this

is

He, in His

infinite

be assigned to each.

does not perform even the good, which he may, of grace, be able to perform,

does not work in him to do, as
t

with

I indeed, acknowledge, to

wisdom, knows what place ought

Man

God

which explication does

in justice, but also in mercy, even so far as

•

egress

except by the thread and guidance of an accurate ex-

it,

The government

He

has wrought in

him

to

be

able, if

he

if

God

will, to do.

of the world, not In a partial sense, but completely, and the execution of

justice are to be ascribed to Ood, as their Author.
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But, indeed, do all those axioms seem to you to be natural
and common notions ? They, indeed, bek ng to nature, as it
was when it come from the hand of its Creator, surely not to
For to few among men is
it, as it has been darkened by sin.
The whole
it given to know and understand those things.
troop of Pelagians and Semi-Pelagians in the church itself,
do not know them. What the opinion of many of the Greek
and Latin philosophers was concerning most of them, is appar" What
ent from an expression used by not one of them only
we are, is given to us by the Gods what of good we are, we
have from ourselves." To this notorious falsit}-, Augustine in
:

;

more than one passage, sharply opposes

On

doctrine of Predestination, which

This

culties.

add

accustomed
ceptions^

truth

caused by the

to attribute as

fact, that

much

all,

accusations,

For

light ought,

to the

ideas.

utmost of their

by which the

truth

is

to

ability.

assailed
it,

and are

own con-

and

be thrown upon

Calumnies and
beset, are to

be

are not only to be

softened and soothed, but also, to be induced to embrace
It

diffi-

not fear to

I can not but praise

by all means,

Minds, embittered against

refuted.

men do

as possible to their

which they style natural

effort.

by

is

you build up a

indeed, beset with

is,

Scriptures, whatever they think proper,

to the

your

himself.

these principles in part, as a foundation,

it.

can not be made an objection against you, that you

adduce the opinions of the ancient Theologians, especially

whom you

some caution being observed, lest we
For the Fathers are themselves
also liable to diverse interpretations, and, indeed, more than
the divine and inspired writers, as they were endued with
knowledge of the truth, which was less in degree and in clearness, and they could express the thoughts of their minds only
with less accuracy and fitness. When I consider this, I doubt
those

go too

quote,

far in that direction.

whether they have consulted the best interests of the church,

who have

thought that, in this age, the opinions of the Fathers

them as authority in matters of religion.
and we must advance, whithersoever the

are to be considered by

But the

die is cast,

fates of the

Church bear us.
to your declaration, that you present the

In reference

testi-

f
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mony

of the ancient Doctors and Schoolmen, for the sake of

exhibiting an agreement in that part of doctrine, I do not see

how

For I am quite persuaded that nothing can
more adapted to bring that whole doctrine of
Predestination and the grace of God into confusion, and to
overwhelm it with darkness, than the effort on the part of any
one to bring forward and unite together all the opinions of the
Fathers and the Schoolmen, in reference to it. But I desire
that you may not at once pronounce him an unjust estimator
or judge, who dares to assert that the dogmas, which you prethat

is so.

be thought

of,

sent in this treatise, are found neither in the Scriptures nor

For

in the Fathers.

if

you

after reasons

shall,

have been

adduced by that estimator, arbiter or judge, be able to sustain
your statement, you will find him not struggling against 'it,
with an unfair and obstinate mind, but ready

proved

is

to

to yield to

be the truth with becoming equanimity.

what

Nor will

me that the dogmas of
same mode and sense, proposed and set forth in all the Eeformed Churches. I say this,
lest you sliould think that you can bear down one thinking
differently by the prejudgment of those churches.
be an easier matter

it

which you here

to

persuade

treat, are, in that

EXAMINATIOIT OF THE TKEATISE.
I

come now to

the treatise*

itself,

eomew^hat more care and diligence.

which I

You

will

examine with
complain

will not

in some places, I may with the closest criticism also subject
some of the nicer points to the most rigid scrutiny. For who
would not consent that a serious and solid discussion should
be, as it were, spiced by a friendly diversity and a pleasant
contest concerning the more accurate handling of a subject.
You begin and rightly with a definition of Predestination.
if,

*The

tit'iG

of the treatise of Perkins was

far as the author has been able to gather

tPredestination

from

this

is

it

"The Order of Predestination

in the Divine Mind, so

from the Word."

the counsel of God, concerning the ultimate end or state of man, apart

temporal or animal

life.
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seem to be adapted to the Predeswhich is set forth in the Scriptures. For the Predestination, of which the Scriptures treat, is of men in their
that definition does not

But

tination,

relation as sinners

made

is

it

;

in

animal

Christ

blessings

to

is

it

;

—

but the spiritual

of
life,
which concern, not
which a part also are communicated in this animal life, as is
clearly evident from Ephesians i, where, among the spiritual
blessings to which we have been predestinated in Christ are
this

life,

enumerated " adoption of children (verse
ing

made known unto

" redemption

5th),

through his blood, the forgiveness of sins,"

(vei'se 7th),

"hav-

us the mystery of his will," (verse 9th),

which blessings are given

the predestinated in this

to

life.

which I now live in the
Son of God," (Gal. ii, 20), signifying that he, in this animal life, was a partaker of spiritual
But perhaps you
gifts, and from them lived a spiritual life.
did not wish to give an accurate definition, but only by some

The apostle well says " the
flesh, I live

by the

life,

faith of the

description to give us an idea of predestination.

cede

this,

may

I

con-

seem to be many things
For the word " counsel," by

yet in that description there

which ought to be noticed.
which you have desired to explain one kind of Predestination

be

not a kind of Predestination, but pertains to its efficient
for a decree is made by " counsel," which decree can

is

cause

;

fitly

considered a kind of Predestination

can be attributed to God, by which
as in the Scriptuie,

—

e. g.

Acts

iv,

—

He may
28,

if

indeed counsel

decree anything,

and Eph.

11.

i,

This

apparent from the passages quoted. For in the former (Acts iv, 28), " counsel" is said to determine before or

I say,

is

predestinate things to be done

God "worketh

said that

nation

—

There

ed as

all

after the counsel of
is,

in this

life,

For

among

in the latter (Eph.

—

His own

i,

but they are to be considered gen-

in individual cases there

who

is

a great difference both

are dissatisfied with that inequality,

a defence by an argument for reducing
equality.

Indeed

it

is

it is

will.

the pious and the wicked, and so great indeed

to those,

11),

even institutes predesti-

an equality of the pious and the wick-

to external blessings,

erally.

;

things,"

said of the pious

it,

it

is it that,

may need

hereafter, to

and the

faithful

an
if

4
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in this

life,

only,

we have hope

in Christ,

we

most miserable." (1 Cor. xv, 19.)
I approve what you say concerning " the
destination,"

of the glory

men,

final cause of

Pre-

when rightly understood, that is, if a declaration
of God through mercy and justice is attributed to

Predestination, so long as

who

are, of all

it

is

the foreordination of sinners

shall believe in Christ to eternal

ry, the predamnation of sinners

eternal death

;

who

who

life,

and on the contra-

shall persevere in sins to

shall helieve^ through the gracious gift of

God, and who shall persevere in sins through
edness and the just desertion of God.

But

their

own

wick-

you think that
God, from eternity, without any pre-existence of sin, in His
prescience, determined to illustrate His own glory by mercy
and punitive justice, and, that He might be able to secure this
object, decreed to create man good but mutable, and ordained
farther that he should fall, that in this way there might be a
if

place for that decree, I say that such an opinion can, in

my

judgment, be established by no passage of the word of

God.
That

this

may

be made plainer, a few things must be said

concerning the glory of

God and

l^o one can doubt that

tion,

Supreme

Efficient

Cause of

all

the single and sole cause of

own

modes of its manifestaGod, since He is the first and
His own acts and works, and
the

many

of them, has always the

is. His own glory,
His chief and highest object. For the
first and supreme cause is moved to produce any efiect, by
nothing, out of itself otherwise it would not be the first and
supreme cause. Tlierefore, not only the act of Predestination,

manifestation of His

proposed

perfection, that

to Himself, as

but also every other divine act has

the illustration of the

God" as its final cause. Now it is equally certain
and known to all, who have even approached the threshold of
glory of

sacred

letters, that

the manifestation of the divine perfiection

and the illustration of his glory consists in the unfolding of
His essential attributes by acts and works comparable to them
:

but an inquiry

is

necessary concerning those attributes, by the

unfolding of which
first,

by which,

He determined to illustrate His own

in the second place,

glory,

and so on, by successive

REVIEW OF PERKINS.
It is certain that

steps.
this

He

could not,

by means of mercy and punitive
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first

justice.

all, have done
For the former

of

could be exercised only towards the miserable, the latter only

towards sinners.

But

since, first of all, the external action

God both was and must be taken

of

Nothat
evident
goodness,
wisdom,
is,
therefore,
and omthing, it
nipotence were, first of all, to be unfolded, and that by them
These, therefore, were
the glory of God was to be illustrated.
unfolded in the creation, by which God appeared to be supremely good and wise, and omnipotent.
But, as God made all His creatures with this difierence that
some were capable of nothing more than they were at their
creation, and others were capable of greater perfection. He
up, so to speak, with

was concerned, as to the former, only with their preservation
and government, accomplished by goodness, wisdom and power of the same kind and measure, since preservation is only
a continuance of creation, as the latter
former,

and government may

when

dition of the creatures, unless

use them, for the sake of

men

the beginning of the

is

not go beyond the natural con-

seems good

it

to

God

to

for supernatural purposes, as in

and
body and the blood of

the bread and wine used, in the Lord's Supper, to signify
seal unto us the

Christ

;

communion

as to the latter,

perfection, as angels

of the

which

He made

and men, the same

attributes

unfolded, but in a far greater measure.

communicated is
which is appropriate

capable of greater

were

to

be

In the former case,

the good

limited, as each creature receives

that

to itself,

according to the diversity

of their natures, but, in the latter, there

supreme and

which

is

a communication of

God, in the union with
Reason
demanded that this communication should be made contrary
to justice, wherefore He gave a law to His creatures, obedience to which was made the condition on which that communication should be made.
Therefore, this was the first decree concerning the final cause of rational creatures, and the glory of
God to be illustrated by justice and the highest goodness

whom

—highest

'

infinite good,

is

consists the happiness of rational creatures.

as to the

by goodness joined

good

to

be communicated, not absolutely;

to justice, in the case of those

«

who

should
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be made partakers
in the truth

;

good, through steadfastness

of the highest

by punitive

justice, in the case of those

make themselves unworthy

should

of

by

it

who

their disobedi-

ence.

Then we

see that justice, rewarding obedience,

according to

its office,

ishing disobedience as

which was
the gracious promise of God, and pun-

it

deserves, according to the just threat-

nings of God, holds the
justice joined

opposed

to

place

first

goodness, in

;

the

the

in

former case,

punitive justice

latter,

communication of the highest good,

to the gracious

without any mention of mercy, unless

it

may

be considered as

preserving the creature from possible misery, which could, by

own
when it
its

misery

fault, fall into
is

;

as

mercy

is

not considered

predetermined by the decree of Predestination.

That decree was peremptory in respect to the angels, as in accordance with it, they are condemned wherefore the predestina:

and reprobation of angels was comprehended in this.
But what grace was prepared fcr the former in Predestination
tion

and was denied
spects, I

do not

to the latter in

now

reference to men,

argue.

whom God

Reprobation, and in what

But

it

did not decree to treat according

to that highest rigor of the law, but in the salvation of

He

re-

was not peremptory in

whom

decreed to exhibit all His goodness, which Jehovah showed

Moses in these. His attributes, " The Lord, Lord God, merand gracious, long-suffering, and abundant in goodness
and truth (Exod. xxvi, 6). Therefore, the Pre iestination and
Reprobation of men were not considered in that decree. For
since Adam sinned, and in him all who were to be his descendents by natural propagation, all would have been devoted to eternal condemnation without hope of pardon. For
to

ciful

the decree of Predestination and Reprobation

is peremptory.
no predestination of men unto life, and no
reprobation unto death had any place. And since there
could be no Predestination and Reprobation, except in accordance with those attributes by which men are at once saved or
damned but the jjredestinated may be saved at once by

So

far,

then,

—

mercy, and the reprobate

opposed

to that

—

mercy

it

may be damned

at once

follows that there

was no

by

justice

fixed pre-

;
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and reprobation of men, in reference to whom
there could be no pUice for mercy and justice opposed to it.
Bat there could be no place for them in reference to men who

destination

were not miserable, and not sinners. Then, since Predestination includes the means bj which the predestinated will cer-

and

tainly

come

infallibly

to

salvation,

and

Eeprobation

includes the denial of those same means, but those means are
the remission of sins and the renewing of the Holy Ghost,
and its perpetual assistance even to the end, which are necessary and communicable to none, except sinners, I conclude
that there was no Predestination and Reprobation in reference
to men, in whose case these means were neither necessary nor

communicable.
Finally, since

God can

he be reconciled

to

love no sinner unto salvation, unless
Himself in Christ, hence it is, that there

could be no place for Predestination, except in Christ.

And

was ordained and given for sinners, it is certain
that Predestination and its opposite, Eeprobation, could have
no place before human sin its existence as foreseen by
God and the appointment of Christ as Mediator, and indeed

since Christ

—

—

his performance, in

the prescience of God, of the functions

of the office of Mediator,

'Ror does

it

which pertains

follow from this, that

God

to reconciliation.

either

made man with

an uncertain design, or failed of the end at which

For

He

He

aimed.

prescribed to Himself, both in the act ot creation,

in that of glorification,

and

its

and

opposite, condemnation, the

His own glory as an end, and He obtained it
by goodness, wisdom and power in creation, and He obtained
illustration of

by the same, but

measure, and joined with
and condemnation, and He obtained it.
But, though the mode of illustrating His glory by mercy,
which is a certain method of communicating goodness and the
approach of the same to a miserable creature, and by justice,
opposed to that mercy, could have no place except from the

it

;

in a greater

justice in glorification

occasion of
fore,

human

sin,

yet the decree of

dependent on the man, for

what would be

in the future,

the future, to that end,

He

and

He

God

is

not, there-

foresaw from eternity

in ordaining, concerning

freely arranged

it

according to
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by any necessity as if He
could not, in some other way, have secured glory to Himself
from the sin of man. But that the glory of God does not
consist merely in the illustration of mercy and, its opposite
justice, is evident from the fact that, then, He would not have

His own

choice, not compelled

obtained glory from the act of creation, nor from the predes-

and reprobation of angels. It is to be understood,
that mercy is not an essential attribute of the Deity distinct
from goodness itself, as in the womb and the offspring of

tination

goodness; indeed,

goodness

it is

itself

extending to the sinful

creature and to misery.
It

can for

this reason

eternal acts,

all His
His own glory by

be said, in simple terms, that, in

God determined

to declare

goodness, wisdom, and omnipotence, with the addition of justice

when

but that

equity

He

change of the

demanded

it

wisdom,

at the prescription of

adapted the mode to the
object, in reference to

state, or rather to the

which

He had determined

In reference to this thing Tertullian says, in a beautiful and erudite manner, " God must, of
to unfold those attributes.

He

necessity use all things in reference to all beings,

have as

many

feelings, as there are causes of

them

must

anger for

;

the wicked, and wrath for the ungrateful, and jealousy for the

proud, and whatever else would not be for the advantage of
the evil

;

so also,

mercy

for the erring,

and patience

for those

not yet repentant, and honor for the deserving, and whatever
is

necessary for the good.

own mode, in which

man

He

All these feelings

it is fit

that

He

has the same, equally after his

has in His

should feel them, just as

own manner."

(Adver-

BUS Marcion, Lib. 2, cap 16.)

Predestination does not arise merely from goodness simply
considered, the province of which
itself to the creature,

is,

indeed, to communicate

but also from that mode of mercy, which

goes out from that goodness to the miserable to remove their
misery, of grace in Christ, which goes out from
to

pardon

their sins, of patience

it

to sinners

and long-suffering, going

forth

from the same goodness towards those who, for a long time,
struggle against it, and do not at once obey the call, thus prolonging the delay of conversion.

So

also reprobation is not

\
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simply

justice, the opposite of that goodness,

considered, but by justice tempered by some mercy and paFor God " endured with much long-suffering the vestience.
sels of

wrath

From

fitted for destruction."

(Romans

these things, thus considered,!

ix,

maybe

22.)

allowed, with

your kind permission, to conclude that Predestination has not

been
one

sufficiently well

defined or described by you.

If any
and order of the objects
of God, he will be more and

inclined to consider the series

is

of the knowledge and the will
more confirmed in the truth of the things briefly set forth
by me.
The passage from Augustine"* is in agreement with these
views,

if

one wishes

to gather his

in the passages quoted
tion

is

ment

complete opinion from other

Fulgentiusf and Gregory:]: most clearly support

passages.

by you.

me

For, if the act of predestina-

the preparation for the remission or sins or the punish-

of the same, then

it is

certain that there

destination only in reference to sinners.

Predestination

deemed from

is

who

are to be re-

and the leaving of others

their depravity,
it

place for pre-

If also the act of

the pre election of some

depravity, from this also

is

is

in their

evident that predestination has

do with men considered as sinners.

That sentiment of the
For it
that
Predestination
depends
on
the
declares
foresight
openly
of
the fall, when they say that the perfection and goodness of

to

Schoolraen§ agrees most fully with the same views.

God, who predestinates, is represented by the mode of mercy
and punitive justice, which mode, as I have now frequently
said, can have place only in reference to sinners.
If any one
acknowledges that this is indeed true, but says that God has

*" One of these two

societies of

men, wliich we mystically

predestinated to reign eternally with

God

;

call

two

cities,

is

that which

Id

the other, to suffer eternal punishment with tho

devil."

t" In God's predestination, there

is

prepared a merciful remission of

sins,

or a just punish-

ment of them."
God, being, in an admirable manner, a just Creator unto
left

all,

hath pre-elected some, and

others in their corruption."

§" God, for the

more complete manifestation of His perfection, hath predestinated some, 1&
by the rule of mercy and damned others, in declaring His perfeo*

manifesting His goodness,
tion,

by the

;

rule of justice,"

20
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arranged

this, as

an occasion for Himself, by decreeing that

and by carrying forward that decree to its
end or limit, we ask the proof of that assertion, which, in my
judgment, he will be unable to give. For that sentiment is at
variance with the justice of God, as it makes God the author
of sin, and introduces an inevitable necessity for sin. Ihis I
mail should

For

will prove.

from

sin,

fall,

which is
Lord standeth
that the

if

that decree existed,

man

(Fs. xxxiii, 11).
We remark also
woujd have been circumscribed and de-

forever."

human

will

termined by that decree, so that

it

could not turn

in one direction, in which there

freedom would be
cording to the
nature.

could not abstain

otherwise the decree would have been made in vain,
an impious supposition. For " the counsel of the

lost,

mode

Such an

itself

;

mode of

of free will, but according to the

act

except

would be sin by that act its
because it would move the will, not ac-

it

could not

resist,

nor would there be

any volition in that direction, indeed, there would not be the
power to put forth that volition on account of the determination of the decree.

Consider, also, that, by that sentiment, mercy and justice are

considered as means resulting from Fredestination, while they
are the primary causes of Fredestination, as is evident
from the fact that the final cause of Fredestination may
be resolved into the manifestation of mercy and justice.
Here, observe, also, in what way you make the creation
and the fall of man the means in common lying at the foun-

dation of the counsel, or rather the decree of predestination,
I think, indeed, that both the creation, and the

fall

preceded

every external act of pi^edestination, as also the decree concerning the creation of man, and the permission of his

fall

preceded, in the Divine mind, the decree of Fredestination.
I thinlv, also, that I have partly proved

this,

in

my

prece-

But it will be well to look at this with a little
more diligence.
Every act, which has reference to an object, is posterior in

ding remarks.

nature, to

its

fore, it has

object.

It is called

an object relatively.

an absolute existence prior

relation to the act.

The

to

There,

the existence of

its

object, then, exists in itself, before

it
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can be under the influence of the act which tenrs towards

But man

is

creation, tbcrefore, creation
in the divine

man

is

But man

is

what

prior to Predestination

mind, or the decree concern

i

no;

man

is

by

lie is

—that

is,

the creation of

prior to the decree of Predestination, and the act of

is

creation
tion.

Therefore,

the object of Predestination.

prior to the act of Predestination.

it.

prior to Ihe execution of the decree of Predestina-

is

If

any one should reply that God,

in the internal act

employed with man considered as not
created, but as to be made, I answer that this could neither
take ])lace, nor be so understood by a mind judging ri^ihtly.
For Predestination is a decree, not only to illustrate the divine
glory, but to illustrate it in man, by the mode of mercy and
justice.
From this, it follows that man must also exist in tho
divine mind before the act of Predestination, and the fall of
of Predestination,

man must

itself,

is

also,

be previously foreseen.

of God, by which creation

is

The

attributes

affected, are, therefore, consider-

ed as prior, in the divine nature, to those in which predestination

originates.

Goodness, simply considered, wisdom, and

power, operating upon l^othingj-are, therefore, prior to mercy

and punitive
justice, in the
latter, to

Add,

justice.

also,

that since predestination

on the one hand, in mercy, and on the other, in

originates,

former case having reference to salvation

damnation

—

it

cannot be that

an}^

means

—

in

the

exist per-

common, to the execution of election and of repFor they are provided neither in mercy nor in jusThere exist, then, no means of Predestination, common

taining, in

robation.
tice.

to both parts of the decree.

Whether the definition of the creation of man"^ is correct.
you wished to define the creation of man that should have
been done with greater accuracy. But if you wished oidy to

If

describe

may

it,

there

is

yet, in that description,

Man was made

note.

something which I

mutable," as was demanded by

the very condition of that Nothing from which he was made,

and of the creature
* Croatioii

is

that

itself,

which neither could nor ought

by which God made the whole man out

image, yet mutable, and endued with a natural

life.

of nothing, according to

to

be

Uisown
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zoo
raised,

by

creation, to the state of the Creator, "which

is

im-

But he was made mutable in such a sense that
actual change from good to evil would follow that possible
mutability, only by the voluntary and free act of man. But

mutability.

the act of the creature does not remain free

termined in one direction,

when

it is

so de-

that, if that determination continues,

there cannot but be a change.

Whether the permission of the foilV^ is rightly defined.
But of the " permission of the fall," we must treat at somewhat
greater length

for

:

much depends on

very

whole matter.

pediting of this

own

It

is

this for the ex-

certain that

God can

power prevent all things whatever, which can be done by the creature, and it is equally certain that He is not absolutely under obligation to any one to
hinder him from evil. But He can not, in His justice, do all
that He can in His absolute power. He cannot, in His justice
(or righteousness), forget the " work and labor of love" of the
pious (Heb. vi, 10). The absolute power of God is limited by
the decree of God, by which He determined to do any thing

by

the act of His

absolute

And though God is not absolutely
He can yet obligate Himself by

in a particular direction.

under obligation

to

any one.

His own act, as, for instance, by a promise, or by requiring
some act from man. He is obligated to perform what He
promises, for He owes to Himself the immutability of His
own truth, whether He has promised it absolutely or condiBy requiring an act, He places Himself under obtionally.
ligation to give ability and the strength without which that
otherwise. He would reap where
act can not be performed
He had not sown. It is plain, from these positions, that God,
since He conceded the freedom of the will, and the use
of that freedom, ought not, and indeed could not, prevent the
fall in any mode which would infringe on the use of that freedom and farther, that He was not obligated to prevent it in
any other way than by the bestowment of the ability which
;

;

*

to

The permission

fall

away,

obligation to

in that

of the

He

fall is

that

by which God

did not prevent them,

any to exercise that ability/'

did justly suffer

w hen He was

Adam, and

his posterity

able to do so, not being under
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should be necessary and sufficient to the avoidance of the fall.
is not, therefore, a " cessation from the] act of

Permission

and

illuminating

that of inclining" to such

man

without those acts, a

could not avoid

an extent

that,

For, in that

sin.

and deservedly charged upon
God, who would be the cause of sin, by way of removing or
not bestowing that which is necessary for the performance of
an act which Himself has prescribed by His own law. From
which it also follows that the law is unjust, as it is not in proportion to the strength of the creature on which it is imposed,
whether that deficiency of strength arises from the nonbestowal or the removal of it before any f lult has been comcase, the fault could be justly

mitted by the creature.

Permission

is,

indeed, a cessation of the act of hindrance,

but that cessation

duced

to

an

to

is

be so explained that

cause of

efficient

sin, either

it

may

not be re-

directly, or

by way

of the denial or removal of that, without which sin can not be

In reference to this permission, if it be fitly explaincan be doubtless said that " God not only foreknows it,

avoided.
ed,

it

but

He

even

wills

by an act of volition" affirmatively and
itself, not to that which

it

immediately directed to the permission
is

As

permitted.

wills that

it

it

cannot be said concerning

should not be done, for

He

this, that

permits

it,

God

and not

it can not be truly said that God wills it.
an act intermediate between volition and

unwillingly, so, also,

For permission

is

nolition, the will being inactive [reraissse voluntatis].

view of which

He

be
found, not only in the consequent, but in the antecedent. In
the antecedent, because God constituted man so that he might

But the

have a

cause, in

free will,

will, either

and might, according

accord obedience or refuse

permits

to the
it.

sin, is to

freedom of his

He

could not re-

scind this constitution, which Himself had established, in view

of His

own

immutability, as Tertullian clearly shows, in his

argument against Marcion
consequent, because

(Lib. 2, cap. 5, 6

He saw

that

He

But

sin.

From

this

7),

In the

could use sin as an oc-

casion for demonstrating the glory of His
tice.

and

own grace and

jus-

consequent does not naturally result from that

this, it follows that

even from the highest

evil, (if
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be any highest,) evil, only, could result ^:>e;^ se^or there
would be an injury to the divine majesty, opposed to the divine good but that consequent is an incidental result of sin,
because God knows and wills to elicit, by His wisdom, goodness and power, Ilis own glory from it, as light from dark-

tliere

;

As, then, evil

ness.

good that

is

not good,^^<?r

For

evil should occur.

not only permits

it,

but

se,

so

if this

it is

be

not absolutely

author and effector.

is its

God

true, then

But

it

is

incidentally good that evil should occur, in view of that wis-

dom, goodness, and power of God, of which I have spoken,
takes from sin the material for illustrating his
own glory. Therefore, sin is not, in this respect, the means
per se, for illustrating the glory of God, but only the occasion
not made for this purpose, nor adapted to it by its own nature,
but seized by God and used in this direction with wonderful
skill, and praiseworthy^ perversion.
'No absolute good in the universe would be prevented, even

by which God

if

God

should prevent

provided that prevention should

evil,

not be affected in a manner nut adapted to the primitive constitution of

man

;

and God

free to prevent sin, bnt in a

is

not at variance with the freedom of the will.

Any

way

other

method of prevention would be absolutely contrary to the
good of the universe, inasmuch as one good of the universe
consists even in this, that there should be a creature endued
with free will, and that the use of his own free will should bo
conceded to the creature without any divine interference.
But if the existence of evil or sin should absolutely contribute
to the good and the perfection of the universe, then God ought
not only not to hinder sin, but even to promote it, else He
would fail in His duty to His own work, and do injury to His

own

perfection.

I admit that, without the existence of sin,

there would not be that place for the patience of the martyrs,

or for the sacrifice of Christ

and the

istence of sin.

dled,

but the patience of the martyrs

Indeed we shall

m-al effect of sin, that from

who

;

sacrifice of Christ are not necessary results of the ex-

it

see,

would

by considering the

nat-

result impatience in those

it the wrath of God would be kinwhich not only could, but in fact, would, prevent the

are afflicted, and by

—

—
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and much more that
same time, merciful,
and could, in His wisdom, find a way by which lie might prevent the natural effect of sin, and using sin as the occasion,

bestowment of any good, even the

God should

of his Son, unless

might promote other

least,

be, at the

contrary to the very nature ot sin.

effects,

The passages cited from Augustine^ and Gregory,! are not
only not 0})posed

to,

but actually in favor of this opinion.

For they do not say that

it

would have been good absolutely
God judged it better to bring

that evils should occur, but that

good out of

evils

acts of the Deity,

I

may

than to prevent them thus comparing two
and esteeming the one better than the other.
;

be allowed to observe, in reference to the remark of

Gregory, that he

is

not sufficiently accurate,

pares the evils which

we

suffer

blessing of redemption as something greater

compare our

sins

and

faults,

when he com-

on account of
:

with the

sins

for

not the evils which

their account, with the blessing of redemption.

he ought to

we

on
had

suffer

If he

and had caiefiiUy considered the words of the apos(as we be slanderously reported, and as
some affirm that we say). Let us do evil that good may come,"
(Hom. iii, 8), he would have judged otherwise, or, at least,
would have expressed his views more fitly, without making
such a transition, and without substituting the punishment of
It is indeed right, for men and for any besin for sin itself.
liever, to say with entire confidence, that there can be no redemption so excellent and no method of redemption so glorious that, for the sake of obtaining either, any sin, however
For the Redeemer " was manifestsmall, is to be committed.
might
works of the devil," (1 John iii,
destroy
the
that
he
ed
they are not, therefore, to be committed in or8,) i. e., sins
der that the Son of God, the Redeemer, might come. For

done
tle,

this,

" and not rather

;

*

"God

exist."

hath jurlged

it

better to do good, with the existence of evil, than to permit no evil to

Augustine.

He suffereth evil to be committed, but, in His mercy, Tie anticiHe may bring to pass through these evils, which He ordains by His

t"'In His severe judgment,

pates the good which

Adam

sinned, doubtless our Redeemer would not have taken upon himwhich we suffer on account of the first sin, are great yet, what believer would not endure even worse evils, rather than to be without so great a Eedeemer?"

judgment,
Be'f

Hafl not

our nature.

GSEQOEY.

The

evils,

;
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Son of God came that he
might destroy the works of the devil, and mi was committed
that it might be destroyed by tlie Son, is not only contrary to

that circular form of reasoning, the

the Scriptures, but also hostile to

truth, as

all

leads infi-

it

nitely astray.

From

this

it is

happy

called a

also easily proved

transgression, except

bole, which, while

it

may

that the

by a

fall

can not be

catachrestic hyper-

be adapted to declamations, pane-

gyric orations, and rhetorical embellishments, should be far

removed from the solid investigation of truth. To these is
always to be added the remark, which I have made, frequently
and with reiteration, that redemption could not have resulted
from transgression, except as the latter might afford an occasion for it, by the arrangement of God, in accordance with His
will, that the transgression should be expiated, and washed
away by a Redeemer of such character and dignity.
But the distinction which you make between " the permission of the fall " and " the permitted fall " seems to me to be
of no force.
For the permission of the fall is not less by the
For God orDivine arrangement than the permitted fall.
dained His own permission for a certain end. But consider
whether it is not absurd to distinguish between " the permission of the fall " and " the permitted fall." In the latter case,
I speak of the
that

it is

fall,

not considered in that

when you

style

it

fall

:

the

fall,

is

a

fall,

but in

as

tion is not appropriate to the

junct " permitted."

it

you must, of necessity, consider,
" the means of the decree," which appella-

a permitted

fall,

except on account of the ad-

For not the

tended to the glory of

but the permission of

fall,

God

;

not the act of man^ which

but the act of God^ which is permission^ having
immediate reference to that act of man according to the preis the fall^

Divine arrangement, tended to His glory. But I
acknowledge that permission is the means of the decree, not
script of the

of predestination, but of providence, as the latter
guished from the former.

I speak

erning and administrative, which
ture

and order,

now

is

is

distin-

of providence, as gov-

not only not prior, in na-

to predestination, but

is

also the cause of the
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who is

whom

our head, in

made, as the apostle teaches, (Eph.

i.)

But how can it be true that the fall is permitted by God,
and jet that " it would not have occurred unless God had
willed it " ? I wish that it might be explained how God could,
at once, will that the fall should occur, and permit the same
how God could be concerned, by His volition, with the fall
;

both mediately and immediately

— mediately

permission, and immediately by willing the
also that these things

may

by willing the

fall itself.

how

be harmonized,

the

wish

I

fall

could

occur by the will of God, [Deo volente,] and yet the will of

God

not be the cause of the

fall,

which

is

contrary to the ex-

press declaration of God's word, " Our God

He

hath done whatever

He

is

in the heavens

pleased," (Ps. cxv,

3.)

;

Also, in

what way could God will the fall, and yet be
a God that
hath no pleasure in wickedness," (Ps. v, 4,) since the fall was
wickedness. The distinctions which are presented are not sufficient to untie the knot, as I shall show in the case of each of
them separately. For they distinguish between the fall and
the event of the fall between the will of open intimation
[signi] and that of His good-pleasure, [bene placiti,] revealed
or hidden
between the fall as it was sin, and as it was the
means of illustrating the divine glory. They say that God
;

;

willed that the

He

fall

willed the

hidden

should occur, but did not will the

fall

vealed and approving
sin,

but as

The

it

;

that

He

was the means of
distinction is

first

fall,

willed that the

will,

of open intimation, re-

illustrating

verbal,

fall, not as it was
His own glory.

and not

fall

real.

He, who
fall.

He

should occur, willed the event of the

and He, who willed the event of the

For the event of the
is

that

willed the

willed that the fall should occur, willed also the

who

;

according to His good-pleasure and His

not according to His

will,

fall

fall is

the

fall,

fall,

willed the

fall.

as the event of an action

But if He willed the fall. He was the
For " He hath done whatsoever He pleased,"
If any one replies, that He willed that the fall

the action itself

cause of the

fall.

(Ps. cxv, 3.)

should occur by the act of another, not by His

own

act, I an-

;
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swer

—

it

could not be that

God

should will that the

own

occur by the act of another, and not by His

should

fall

act

for

:

it

would not happen by the act of another, unless lie should
interpose with His own act, and, indeed, with an act, such
that, from it, the act of another should necessarily exist; otherwise that, which He wished should occur by the act of another, would not be effected or occur by that act of another.
Tlie force of the argument is not increased, whether God willed
that the fall should occur, mediately, by the act of another, or,
immediately, by His own act.
These are mediately connected the act of God and the act of another, tbatis, of man,
or the fall.
The fall proceeded from the act of man, but that
depends of necessity on the act of God otherwise it could
happen that the act of another should not be performed, and
and thus it could happen that the fall should not occur, which,

—

;

God willed should occur.
God is the cause of the fall,

nevertheless,

denied that
it is

He

conceded that

wished

to

mediately.

is so,

the immediate cause of the
would deduce a contradiction

Ko

currence of

God

be produced by
et

efficacious

should occur,

;

man

without

effected the

for

whatever

also, lie

while

signi]

but

it is

He

for

he

might be the general con-

sin.

hidden and revealed^
have place elsewhere,

if,

may

in its exercise,

God

that

wills,

is.

He

said to

must be the cause of the

even by His hidden

will, the

does both in heaven and on the earth

fall

fall

same,

and no one
hidden. But I may

resist His will, namely, that which is
remark concerning that distinction in the

may

is

willed that the

certainly a necessary conclusion, also, that

fall,

God

it

For the liidden will of God

can

;

will, that I

think

be said, that neither of these can be so contrary,

or opposed to the other, that God,

done, which, by the other.
versa.

by man,

terms, as th'iy say in the

in

distinction of the will into that of

[beneplaciti

it

God

with man, in producing an act which can not

can not avail here.

that

not, therefore,

one, indeed, ever

sin perpetrated

schools, unless, indeed, the subject

be

is

deduce, from the declaration of any one, that

is

The

It

except immediately;

God

wills

He

by one,

wills that to be

wills not to be done,

by His revealed and approving

and vice
will, that

;
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man
any

should not

can not, therefore, be true that God, by

way whatev^er, can will that man
for though there may be distinction in the will of

considered in any

will,

should

fall, it

fall

;

God, yet no contradiction can exist
diction, if

in

God, by any act of His own

But

it.

will,

it is

a contra-

should tend towards

an object, and at the same time towards its contrary.
The third distinction, in which it is said that God wills

own

not as such, but as the means of illustrating His

God from

defends

the charge of efficiency in sin no

the two preceding.

doeth whatsoever

For that

He

effects sin,

not indeed as

illustrating

His own glory.

means

to

such an end,

mits sin as such.
it is

committed.

sin

There

said that

correctly, as

God

if

God

it is

He

means of

the

effects sin, as it is the

man com-

can not be made a means, unless

respects, not really,

in the mode- of considering
distinction

such, but as

But

— God

wills sin, therefore.

exists, indeed, that distinction of sin

and diverse

into separate

He

can not be effected, unless

it

For

it is

more than

assertion remains true

but

wills,

sin,

glory,

it.

it is

But

that

and in

indeed of some use,

it

but

fact-,

we may make

that

must be

permits sin as such, but for this reason, because

He

had the knowledge and the power to make it the means,
it as the means of illustrating His own
glory.
So that the consideration of sin as such was presented

yea, rather, to use

Divine permission, the permission

to the

mean

time, caused both

itself

by the consideration

being, in the

that the sin could

be the means of illustrating the Divine glory, and by the
arrangement that the sin, permitted, should be, in fact, the

means
The
house
in

its

he

is

same glory.
which you present, of the mutable decaying
not apposite for many reasons. For in the first place,

for illustrating that

simile,
is

the

fall,

active, for

mutable, that

is,

house

he

is

sins.

but in the

passive;

Secondly, that house

fall
is,

man

of

not only

capable of decay, but subject to decay

;

but

man, though capable of sinning, was

still

Thirdly, that house could not stand

attacked by the winds

but

man

Satan.

if

not subject to sin.

could preserve his position, even thougli tempted

by

Fourthly, the necessary proj)s were not placed under

that house

;

but

man

received strength from God, sufficient
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for steadfastness against the onset of Satan ^

by

the assistance of divinity

itself.

and was supported

Fifthly, the builder anti-

cipated the ruin of the house, and in part willed it, because he
was unwilling to prevent the fall when he could have done
it
God, indeed, foresaw sin, but He did not will it indeed,
endeavored
to prevent it by precept and the bestowment
He
of grace, necessary and sufficient for the avoidance of sin.
Farther than this. He must not prevent, lest He should destroy
the constitution which He had established. The ideas, I will
the ruin, and I will it, so far as I will not to prevent it, do not
agree.
For the ruin and the permission of the ruin can not
be at the same time the immediate object of the will. For
God can not be concerned in the fall, at the same time, both
by an affirmative and by a negative act of the will. The act
of willing the fall was affirmative, the act of not willing to
;

;

preventis negative, intermediate between two opposite affirmative acts,

namely, between the act of volition and that of no-

concerning the

lition

fall.

causality or efficiency

there

is

It is altogether true, that so

to

much

be attributed to the builder as

of will, directed to the ruin of the house, attributed to

is

him.

Let us now consider the application of the similitude.

God

Adam to himself, but yet Adam was not deserted by God
for He placed under him as it were a triple prop, lest he might
sin or fall.
He gave him a precept, that he miglit, in obedience, not choose to sin
He added a threat that he might fear
left

;

;

to sin

He

on account of the annexed and following punishment;

bestowed grace that he might be able in

fact to fulfill the

and avoid the threatened punishment. It may be
lawful, also, to call the promise, which was placed in opposi-

precept,

and which was sealed by the symbol
The reason, in view of
which, God left man to himself, was not that his ability might
be tested by temptation, for from the actual occurrence of

tion to the threatening,

of the tree of

the

fall,

proved
a

trial

of his

life,

a fourth prop.

his inability to stand could

be neither proved nor

dis-

was suitable that there should be such
of the obedience of him whom God had made the ruler
own will, the lord and the head of his own voluntary
;

but because

it
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acts.

was permission

"Nor

S09

instituted to this end, that

be seen what the creature could do,

government over him, should cease

if

it

might

the Divine aid and

for a time, both

because

the Divine aid and government was not deficient, and because

was already certain that man could do nothing without the
government and general aid of God, and nothing good without the special aid of His grace.
That God was not the cause of that defection" is a Theological axiom. But you, by removing those acts, do not remove
the cause of the defection from the Deity. For God can be
regarded as the cause of sin, either by affirmative or negative
You, indeed, take from Him the affirmative acts,
acts.
namely, the inclining of the mind to sin, the infusion of
wickedness, and the deprivation of the gift, already bestowed,
but you attributed to Him a negative act, the denial or
it

non-bestowal of strengthening

was

ing grace

necessary to

grace.

If

this

the avoidance

strengthen-

of sin,

then,

by that act of denial, God became the Author of sin
and of Adam's fall. But if you attribute the denial or the
non-bestowal of strengthening grace to God, not absolutely,

but on account of the transgression of
cede that
erwise

it

Adam,

because he did

approve what you say,

if you conwas in the power of Adam to seek that aid othwas denied to him to seek that also, and so we go on

not seek the Divine

aid, I

it

;

without end.

You

say

—"There

are two parts or -species of predestina-

tion, the decree of Election

cerning which
the other,
also.

and

This

is

it

must be

that,

and that of Reprobation," con-

stated that one can not exist without

one being supposed, the other must be

signified

by the word

may be considered per
men universally would

destination

and so

all

se

election, otherwise, pre-

and without an opposite,

be predestinated unto

life.

In that case, there would be no election, which includes the
idea of reprobation, as united to

and copula.

it

by a necessary consequence

Election and Reprobation are opposed to each

other both affirmatively and negatively.

Negatively, because

by which grace and glory
are conferred, reprobation, that by which they are not con-

election refers to the act of the will
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Affirm atlvel}^, since reprobation refers to the act of

ferred.

which inflicts punishment on accoimt of sin.
worthy of consideration that God, hoth in ihe decree
of Election and in that of Reprobation, was concerned with

tlie will,

It is

men
ded

considered as sinners.
b}'

For

election or predestination,

the grace Avhich was provithe grace of the remission

is

of sins, and the renewal of the

Holy Ghost; and the glory
which He has prepared by the same decree, is out of the ignominy to which man was liable on account of sin. lleprobaand a preparation of the

tion, also, is a denial of that grace

punishment due

to sin, not in that

through mercy, not taken away.

quoted by you, express

this

Election and Reprobation.

reprobate are

when he

left,

says that

was due, but that it was,
Isidorus and Angelomus,

it

condition of the object both of

The former, when he says

and predestinated

— of " the

to

death," the latter,

unbelieving people some are pre-

destinated iv everlasting freedom, but others are

own

condemned

impiety, and

— "the

to perpetual death

left in their

by occult

dispensation, and occult judgment."

Your definition of Election^' is obscure from the want of
some word. It seems that the ])hrase to he iUiisirated ought
to have been added, thus
"The decree of election is that by
:

which God destines certain men to His glorious grace to be
illustrated in their salvation and heavenly life, obtained
through Christ," otherwise the phr. seology
complete.

But the

way, seems

to

me

definition,

to

is

not sufficiently

even when completed, in that

have been, inaptly arranged, as the parts

are not arranged according to their mutual relations.

"salvation" and "heavenly

For

hold the relation of the material prepared for the decree of election ; " certain men" hold
life"

the ])lace of the object or subject for which that salvation

prepared

the "illustration of his glorious grace"

;

of election

;

" Christ"

that salvation and

is

life.

tion according to their

Tlip decree

of Election

Mlvutiuu and iicavvnly

Is

life,

that

is

end

here made the means of obtaining
The order of all these in the defini-

mutual

by

is tlie

wliicli

God

relations,

ought

di-stinos certain

to be obtained tlirougli Ciiribt.

to be,

men to glorious

—"

Tlio

grace, in their
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decree of election

is that,

by

wliicli

God

men

destined certain

to salvation and heavenly life, to be obtained through Christ,
In this definition, howto the praise of His glorious grace."

ever, Christ does not

seem

to

me

to

obtain

that place,

which

he deserves, and which tlie Apostle assigr.s to him. For Christ
according to the Apostle is not only the means by which the

by

salvation, already prepared

election, but, so to speak, the

was made,
For the apos-

meritorious cause, in respect to \\hich the election

and on whose account that grace was prepared.
tle

says that

we

are chosen in Christ (Eph.

i,

4), as in

a medi-

whose blood salvation and life is obtained fur us, and
as in our " head," (Eph. i, 22) from whom those blessings flow
For God chooses no one unto eternal life except in
to us.

ator, in

Christ,

who prepared

believe on his name.

God

it

by

his

From

own blood

this it

seems

for

them who should

to follow that, since

regards no one in Christ unless they are engrafted in

him

and the phrase cerFor Christ is
tain men," in the definition, refers to believers.
no
unless
salvation
one
he
is
of
to
apprehended
means
by
a
"in
Christ" marks th^ meritofaith.
Therefore, that phrase
rious cause by which grace and glory are prepared, and the
existence of the elect in him, without which they could not be
The definition, then, is susceptible of this
elected in him.
" Election is the decree of God, by which, of Himself,
form.
from eternity. He decreed to justify in (or through) Christ,
believers, and to accept them unto eternal life, to the praise of
His glorious grace." But you will say, ^'Then faith is made
dependent on the human will, and is not a gift of divine
grace." I deny that sequence, for there was no such statement in the definition. I a:;knowledge that the cause of faith
was not expressed, but that was unnecessary. If any one denies it, there may be added after " believers" the phrase " to
whom He determined to give fa th." Eut we should observe
whether, in our method of consideration, the decree, by which
God determined to justify believers and adopt them as sons,
is the same with that by which He determined to bestow faith
on some, but to deny the same to others. This seems to me
not very probable. For there are, here, two purposes,

by

faith, election is peculiar to believers,

—
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each determined by the certain decree of

God

;

their subjects

are also diverse, and different attributes are assigned to thera.
I think that this ought to have been noticed in treating cor-

Order and Mode of Predestination.
object to your statement that " the act of the
mind is twofold, regarding the end, and the

recth^ of the

much

I do not

divine

means to the end, or to salvation," but that remark does not
seem correct to me, in which you say that " the former is
commonly called the decree^ and the latter the execution of
the decree^''

these

is

—

for such

your marginal annotation

is

an act of the decree, as you acknowledge

;

— each

of

but an act

and precedes its execution whether
it is in reference to the end or the means.
The passage in
Romans ix, does not favor your idea as you claim. For it
not distinguish the purpose from election, nor does it make
of the decree

is

internal,

the election prior to the purpose of
vation, but

it

says that the purpose

not without election or apart

from

damning of conferring
is

election^ as is clearly evi-

dent from the words of the apostle.
"<va

y\

God

-KCLTCL

sxXoyriv

rou ^sou

'Tpo^so'jff

sal-

" according to election,"

For they are

jxevyj^"

that the

as follows-

purpose of

according to election might stand," from which

it is

ap-

parent that, by these words, is described the purpose of God,
which is " according to election."

But that this may be more plainly understood, we may examine briefly the design and the scope of the apostle. The
Jews objected that they, by virtue of the covenant and the
divine word, committed to them, were the peculiar people of

God, and,

therefore, that

honor could not betaken away from

them, without the disgrace and the violation of the divine decree.

Ihey

asserted, however, that the

honor referred

to,

and

Apostle Paul,

God was taken from them by the
made
those only, who should believe
when he

in the Christ

whom

the

title

of the people of

he preached, partakers of the righteous-

ness of God, and ot eternal salvation.
lieved in that Christ,

it

Since they had not be-

followed, according to the doctrine of

the apostle, that they were strangers to the righteousnees of

God and

and unworthy to be longer considBut since they considered this to be

eternal salvation,

ered the peojple of God,
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coBtrary to the decree and the covenant of God, they conclu-

ded that

it

was, at the same time, absurd and foreign to the

truth.

The apostle answers that the covenant, decree, or word of
God hath not " taken none effect," (verse 6), but remains firm,
even if many of the Jews should not be reckoned among the
people of God, because that decree or covenant did not com-

prehend
tinction
forth in

God

without election and diswas " according to election," as set
those words of God announcing his purpose. For
Israelites, universally

all
;

for that decree

said " In Isaac," not in Ishmael, " shall thy seed be

Also " The elder," Esau, " shall serve the younger,"

called."

The

Jacob.

apostle asserts that

these words, that

Abraham,

He

God

declared most clearly in

did not regard the whole progeny of

or that of Isaac, or of Jacob, or all of their individ-

His people, but only those who were " the

ual descendants, as

children of the promise" to the exclusion of "the children of

The Apostle

the flesh."

words of God, that

and that

it,

but, while

e purpose of

God

is

according to election,

therefore, embraces, in itself, not all the Israelites,

it

follows that

t

reasons, most conclusively from those

claims some,
it is

it

rejects others.

From which

it

not wonderful or contrary to the purpose or

covenant of God, that some of the Jews are rejected by God,
and those indeed, who are specially excluded by that decree
according to those words of God, as " tlie children of the flesh,"
" by the works of
i. e. those who were seeking to be justified
the law" and according to the flesh.
Compare Rom. ix, 7-11
and 30-32, also x, 3-5 with ch. iv, 1-3.

In Romans

viii,

29, those acts

—I

refer

now

to the decree

—

and the execution of the decree are clearly distinguished.
In the decree two things are ir.entioned, forelcnowUdge and.
predestination^ " for

whom He did

destinate to be conformed to the

quired

— what

Some

explain

is
it

foreknow,

He

the import of this foreknowledge

thus

:

also did pre-

image of His Son."

—" whom He foreknew,"

It is in-

oi^ prescience
i.

e.

?

whom He

previously loved, and affectionately regarded as His own, as
indeed the simple word " to know" is sometimes used, as " I

know you not."
21

(Matt, xxv, 12.)

" The Lord kno wetli the way
VOL.

III.
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of the righteous."

(Ps.

i,

Others say that foreknowledge,

6.)

prescience of faith in Christ,

and

You

here signified.

is

assent

and with good reason, if
it has the meaning, which you ascribe to it.
But it is worthy
of consideration whether the latter meaning of the work " foreknow" may not be so explained, as not only not to impinge upon
the former, but also to harmonize with it most cojaapletely so
to the former,

reject the latter,

that the former cannot be true without the latter.

be evident,

if it shall

be demonstrated that

God can

This will
" previ-

own" no sinner
and looked upon him

ously love and affectionately regard as His
unless

He

has foreknown

him in

Christ,

as a believer in Christ.

To prove

this I

proceed thus

own, no sinner, and

:

—God

acknowledges, as His

He

chooses no one to eternal life except
" He hath chosen us in
in Christ, and for the sake of Christ.
"
Him," (Eph. i, 4);
wherein He hath made us accepted in
the Beloved," (verse

6).

" ISor any other creature

able to separate us from the love of

(Eom.

Jesus our Lord."

viii, 39).

onciling the world unto Himself."

God

could will to any one eternal

Mediator,
tion

nal

made by

life is

God

He

The

the Mediator.

(2 Cor. v, 19).

life,

could also give eternal

shall

be

God which is in Christ
" God was in Christ recFor,

if

without respect to the

life,

without the satisfac-

actual bestowment of eter-

not more limited, than the purpose to bestow

it.

truly loved the world, and, on account of that love, gave

His own Son as
here spoken

its

of, is

Eedeemer.

(John

not that by which

16).

iii,

He

appears from the very expression of John
faith in Christ

But the

wills eternal

—

between that love and eternal

love,

life,

as

for

he interposes

life.

Hence God

acknowledges no one, in Christ and for Christ's sake, as His

own, unless that person

is

in Christ.

can not be loved in Christ.

He who

But no one

is

is

not in Christ,

in Christ, except

by faith, and we are
and incorporated in him by faith. It follows then
that God acknowledges His own, and chooses to eternal life
no sinner, unless He considers him as a believer in Christ, and
This is proved by the followas made one with him by faith.
by

faith

;

for Christ dwells in our hearts

ingrafted

ing testimonies

:

"

As many

as received him, to

them gave
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He

power

gave

name

the sons of God, even to

(John

i,

But

12.)

them

that be-

whom He

to those, to

power, and to them, considered in one and the same

this

manner,

become

to

lieve on his

He

power, since the decree

also decreed to give this

of Predestination effects nothing in

him who

is

predestinated,

no internal change in him, intervening
between the decree and the actual bestowment of the thing,
" God so loved the
destined and prepared bj the decree.
world that He gave His only begotten Son that whosoever beand there

is,

him

lieveth in

(John

therefore,

"

16).

iii,

They which be of

Abraham."

faithful

(Gal.

who

Christ

iii,

xi, 6.)

is

signified in

Eomans

viii,

to

:

with
im-

it is
is

not in

29, unless he adds the as-

not produced in us by the free

The same explanation

member

Hence he

lifie."

says that foreknowledge or prescience of faith in

is

sertion that the faith, referred to, results

and

faith are blessed

" Without faith

9.)

(Heb.

possible to please him."
error

but have everlasting

shall not perish,

"

whom He

is

from our own strength

gift of

God.

proved true from the following

did foreknow,

He also

did predestinate

be conformed to the image of His Son."

!N"o one is conimage of the Son of God if he do not believe on
Therefore, no one is j^redestinated by God to that con-

formed
him.

to the

formity, unless he

claim that faith

is

considered as a believer, unless one

itself is

may

included in that conformity which be-

—

which would be absurd, because
by no means be attributed to Christ, for it is
faith in him, and in God through him
it is faith in reference
to reconciliation, redemption, and the remission of sins.
It is
true, also, since it is the means of attaining that conformity.
But you say, "They, who are predestinated to be justified
and to become the sons of God. are also predestinated to
believe, since adoption and justification are received by faith."
I deny that consequence
indeed I assert that just the con-

lievers

have with Christ

that faith can

;

—

;

trary can be concluded

destination
tion

and

is

from that argument,

one and the same.

by

faith,

:

—If adop-

then they,

who

are

become the sons of God,
For that, which is
believers.

predestinated to be justified and to
as

the act of pre-

This I will prove

justification is received

are, of necessity, considered

if
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destined to any one

by Predestination,

And as

ceived by him.

he

is

when he was

considered to be,

will certainly

wlien be receives

it,

be

re-

such he was

predestinated to receive

it.

Therefore, the believer alone was predestinated to receive

it.

From which
to adoption

again conclude, that no one

I

is

chosen by

and the communication of the gift of
is considered by Him as a believer.

ness, unless he

—"

caimot be said correctly, that

It

would

believe,

whom He

those,

God foreknew

and then predestinated them

He decreed

foreknew

to believe.

He

God

ri^^hteous-

You add
that men

to faith, since

thus foreknew be-

But what relation
Such an affirmation is not made by
the defenders of the sentiment to which I have referred. You
confound two kinds of Predestination, and unite together acts
of a different character. The Predestination in which God
decreed to justify and adopt as sons believers in Christ, is not
the same with that, in which He decreed, by certain means, to
give faith to these and not to those. For the decree, is in this
case, concerning the bestowment of faith in that, concerning
the justification and adoption of believers which, can not,
cause

has

that they should believe.

this to the matter.

;

indeed, be the same decree, on account of the diversity of the
Otherwise it is true, that " God
eubject and the attribute.
first

men would believe, and then predestinated
For He foreknew that they would believe by
which decree was prepared by Predestination,

foreknew that

them

to faith."

His own gift,
These things, having been thus plainly set forth, may throw
Bome light on this whole discussion, in reference to Predestination.

we

This

we

w^ill

shall subjoin our

do, at greater extent, hereafter,

own view

of the

mode and

when

order of Pre-

destination.

Those testimonies, which you

cite

from the Fathers and

'Schoolmen, can be very easily harmonized with what has been
eaid

by

labor.

us, yet to avoid prolixity,

One

I will dispense with that

thing, however, I will observe

;

namely, that the

explanation of Peter Lombardus,"^ however true

•"'Wliom

llo (lid foreknow, IIo

also predostinato/ tliat

pared that they should bclievo the word

i>roaclied."

Is,

by grace

it

may

bo

He

pro*

conferred,
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it is
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passage in

tlie

Romans

viii,

29*

For the Apostle has there presented the object of Predestination, (conformity to the image of Christ,) in a different light
from that in which it is set forth or presented by Lombardus,
namely, " that they should believe the word preached unto
them." I will add, also, that you do not rightly conclude, because the word foreknowledge is used elsewhere by the Holy
Spirit for the purpose of God, that, in the passage under discussion,

it

can not signify prescience of

faith.

Further, in the decree of election, you refer to two acts, one
" the purpose of choosing certain

by which

choice,

the other,

are

made

is

to

His love and grace,
mercy and honor

not an unimportant distinction,

pares in election, are contained in

if all

things

which God pregrace and glory. But your

For those

are correctly understood.

statement

men

vessels of

" the purpose of saving, or of the bestowment of

This

glory.

men

things,

— " Some, by the divine purpose, were chosen

to

the

God," must be explained to refer to that communication of love, by which God determined to communicate
Himself to some.

eternal love of

If

you

God which

regard, in a different light, that love of

embraces

us, it

must be considered

as preceding, in the order

by which grace
and glory are prepared for us, grace, I say, which is the
means of attaining to glory. Otherwise if you understand, by

of nature, that decree or the Divine purpose

that word, the gracious disposition of
cides with the love of

pose or decree of

God

God, and

as its cause.

God towards

us, it coin-

be placed above the pur-

is to

This also

is

indicated

by

the order of the predicaments (in the logical sense of that

For the purpose or decree

word).

is

ment of Action, the gracious

affection

ding predicament of Quality.

This

i,

5-6, where

God

is

is

placed in the predica-

and

love, in the prece-

evident from Ephesians

have predestinated and adopt-

said to

ed us "to the praise of the glory of His grace."
then,

is

before

to receive praise

them

Your

from those

acts, it

If grace,

must be placed

as their cause.

position that "

the former purpose

is

men

to

be created," are the object of

not correct.

For we are now treating
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of the subject, not as
nal purpose of

man

—but as

purpose

it is,

to

and gracious

If the object of that

affection

cious affection of

is

mind

—are

certain that

the object of the divine

This

is

evident, from the love

from which, and the grace
is

in Christ

God towards

for us as a saving

elsewhere.

it

be created," but "already created, and sinners,"

For that love

chose them.

eter-

presented to the divine mind, in the act of

purpose and Predestination.

pared

—for we know that the

that of Predestination.

in the divine

is,

in itself

antecedent to the actual existence of

is

considered with that limitation,

is

men, not "

—that

it is

and in

decree,

God

us

;

;

in

him

to
is

which he
that gra-

the grace which

is

pre-

means, has place in Christ, and not

This you have, with sufficient clearness, signified,

men, in that grace to which He chose
mercy;^'' which word is misplaced,
except when wretchedness and sin have preceded it.
But if you think of the love and gracious affection of God,
as in God apart from any consideration of Christ, I shall deny
that the purpose and decree of Predestination was instituted
and established by God, according to those things, so considered, and I shall claim from you the proof, which, in my judgment, you will not be able to give, both because the love of

when

3'Ou said that

them, were made vessels of

God

towards those "

to be created" is uniform towards all, for
were created without any difference, and because
that love and gracious affection, by which the purpose of Predestination was executed, saves with certainty, the predesti-

in

Adam

nated

;

all

but the predestinated are not saved by that love and
If

affection, considered out of Christ.

and gracious

affection in

God

is

you say

that the love

the same, whether considered

in Christ or out of Christ, I admit

it

:

but man, " to be crea-

and man " having been created, and a sinner," are the
Created, and continuing in the condition of creacould
be saved, by obedience, of the love and gration, he
As a sinner,
cious affection of God, considered out of Christ.
he could not be saved, except by the same feelings, considted,"

same man.

If you make the sinner the object of Predesyou ought to add to predestinating grace, a mode
adapted to the sinner who is to be saved. If you do not add

ered in Christ.

tination,

—
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considered without that mode, be sufficient

I do not think that

jou

will

?

urge that the grace and love, by

which a man, who is not a sinner, can be saved, and which is
separate from mercy, is to be considered in Christ, and affects us
on account

of,

and

in respect to,

And,

I shall ask the proof.

be able to present,
is

it

will

him.

If,

however, you do

this,

which you

may

after all the j3roof

be proper to say that Christ himself

be here considered in different relations

to

case, as Mediator, preserving

;

in the former

and confirming the predestina-

ted in the integrity of their state

in the latter, as Mediator,

;

redeeming and renewing the same persons from the state of
sin and corruption
and I will add that grace and salvation
;

come

to us, not

For he
(Matt,

is
i,

by the former, but by the

latter mediation.
" Jesus, for he shall save his people from their sins."
He is " the Lamb of God, which taketh away
21.)

i, 29).
He is the Redeemer of
by his flesh given " for the life of the world" (John,
vi, 51); by the destruction of " the works of the* devil" (1
John, iii, 8, and Heb. ii, 14); and by that reconciliation,
in imputing their trespasses unto them, and
which consists
hath committed unto us the word of reconciliation." (2 Cor.

the sin of the world" (John
the world

T, 19).

That

act,

indeed, is " of the mere will of God," but not "with-

out respect to sin in the creatures
ered, not as the cause
dition,

which must

this sense.

since

But

He

He

He

is

;"

moving God

of sin, which

to election,

exist in the object of that act.

does injury to no one,

if

He does

is

consid-

but as a con-

And,

not elect

in
all,

not under obligation to bestow mercy on any one.

can ordain no one to punishment, without the pre-

view of any right which He possesses over His
For that right is not unlimited, as many think

vision of sin, in
creatures.

unlimited, I say, in such a sense that

God can

rightly inflict

His omniscience, upon any creature considered in any respect, and without injustice bring upon the
creature all things which the creature can suffer from his
omnipotent Creator. This can be made plain by the following demonstration Every right of God, over His creatures,
depends either on the goodness of God towards His creatures,

any

act, possible to

:
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or on their wickedness towards

God and His

tered into between

Him,

some contract en-

or on

"Without considering

creatures.

which depends on contract, let us discuss the others.
which depends on the goodness of God, or on the
wickedness of men, can not exceed the magnitude of those
things severally. Man received from God, hj His goodness

the right,

The

right,

and that of

in creation, his existence, both that of nature,

pernatural grace, in the latter of which

power of attaining

is

and that of a

to the highest felicity,

pernatural nature, which

God promised

su-

also included the

to

man on

su-

the con-

The opposite of this highest felicity is
same man would fall, justly

dition of obedience.

the deepest misery into which the

and according to divine right, if he should transgress that
law. Hence, exists the right of God over man, in that he is a
creature, according to which He can take from him that very
being which He has given, and reduce it to its pristine Nothing.
Hence, also. He can not have the right to condemn to eternal
punishment a man unless he has become a sinner. For these
four things-

—existence, non-existence, happiness,

80 mutually connected, that, as happiness
istence, so misery

signified

been born" (Mark
not permit that

He

good were

should

it

man

for

—are

This, Christ

if

he had never

Therefore, the divine right does

xiv, 21).

He

inflict

misery on man, to

whom

has given existence, except on the commission of that,

by the opposite
site of that

He

worse than non- existence.

is

said "

when he

misery

better than ex-

is

of which he could obtain felicity, the oppo-

wretchedness.

would do

injustice to

Hence,

no one,

if

if

He

should not elect

all,

the non-elect should be

only deprived of the good to which they had no claim

;

but

would be done to them, if, by non-election or reprobation, they must sufi'er evil which they had not deserved.

injustice

The

right of

God

does not so far extend

itself

over them.

There seems to have been need of this explanation, othei wise,

we must,

of necessity,

fall into

impinge on the righteousness of God.

many

absurdities,

and

This, Augustine also,

many passages. I will quote one or two " God
God is just He can deliver some without merit, because He is good He can not damn any one without demerit,

admits, in
is

:

good,

;

;
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just." (In Julian, lib. 3, cap. 18.)

God damns any

chargeable with no

one,

sin, it is

who

" If

not believed that

He

is

be-

it is

does not deserve

it,

far

and

from

iniquity." (Epistola 106, ad Paulinum.)

may

I

be permitted, with your leave, to note

some things

in

the explanation of the second act, which seem to have been

propounded by you with too little accuracy. For, when you,
here, change the formal relation of the object, and consider

men, under this act, as " about to fall," whom, under the first
act, you presented as " about to be created," you seem to do it
with no good reason. For, in your mode of considering the
subject,

" to be created" are the object of both acts.

things are duly weighed, the object in both

if all

men

men

more

as sinners, neither

But

in fact,

is,

in the former than in the latter,

nor more in the latter than in the former

Nor was

act.

it

ne-

cessary to use the participle of future time, since the discussion
all

is,

here, concerning the act of the divine

depends on the

" about to

fall."

bow

is

making

said " fallen," not

manifested

which

;

is

the purpose of saving

and

the same with the act under which

whom

they are ordained, on
it is

which

I could wish, also, that there might be an
that act,

of bestowing of glory,

whcm

as the occasion of

fall,

you should have

that decree, wherefore,

explanation

to

I pass over the fact that the ordination

things are present.

to salvation

mind

also,

that glory

how

is

bestowed, and to

the second act, namely, the

purpose of saving, pertains to the execution and completion
of the former purpose, namely, that by which He chooses
some to His own love and grace.
That " the act referred to has no preparative cause, out of
the good-pleasure of God," is true, only let Christ be duly included in that divine good-pleasure. To this, you seem, indeed, to assent, when you say " that act is in respect to Christ,
the Mediator, in whom we are all elected to grace and salvation."

But when you
be elected,

your meaning that we are said to
grace and salvation, "because he is

so explain

in Christ, to

the foundation of the execution of election,"
stroy

what you have

said.

For,

if

Christ

is

you again

de-

only the founda-
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tion of the execution of election, the election

itself is

made

without respect to Christ in the decree of God, preceding, in
fact,

the execution of

him

elected in

it.

It

to grace

and

can not be

said, then, that

ing, out of Christ, been previously elected to grace
tion, are

tures

by

make

Christ

made

partakers of them.

and salva-

But the

Scrip-

For he

is,

according to the Scrip-

only in the efficacy of the application, but

tures, Mediator, not

in the merit of obtainment

wherefore, also,

;

when they speak

of Christ, the Scriptures affirm that grace and eternal

bestowed upon

us, not

him, and in him.

God can

Christ,

are

Christ the foundation not only of the execution,

but of the act of election.

cause

we

salvation, but only that we, hav-

The

life

are

only through him, but on account of
direct relation

is

presented, be-

first

not love the sinner unto eternal

and on account of

life,

except in

Christ, since the justice of

quires that reconciliation should be

made by

God

re-

the blood of

Christ.

The sum of the whole

is,

that both acts, that of choos-

ing to grace and the love of God, as well as that of the be-

stowment

of

glory

and

the

preparation

of

the

means

necessary to salvation, depends upon Christ as their only

— upon

ordained by God to be High
by the blood of his cross, the Savior from
sins, the Redeemer from the bondage of sin and Satan, the
Author and Giver of eternal salvation. Therefore, neither of
foundation

Christ,

Priest and Mediator

those acts
of

them

is

in reference to

men

as

"to be created," but both
and needing

in reference to them, as " fallen sinners,

the grace of the remission of sins and the renewing of the

Holy

Spirit."

Those "

five degrees" are well considered as

mutually de-

pendent, but they can not all be attributed, nor are they all
subordinate to the " second act ;" nor yet, indeed, to the first
For the first three, namely, the " appointment of the
act.
Mediator, the promise of him, as appointed, and the presenta-

promised" are in the order of nature and of
causes antecedent to all predestination of men to grace and
For Christ, appointed, promised, presented, yet more,
glory.

tion of him, as

having

accomplished

the

work of

reconciliation,

having
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obtained eternal redemption, and Laving procured the
Spirit, is the

head of

all

those

who

are predestinated in

Holy
him

unto salvation, not yet, in the order of nature, predestinated,

For Christ

but to be predestinated.

members.

He

was,

first,

ted to be the head, then

we

to

be the members.

ordained to be the Savior, then

we were

be saved for his sake and in him.

down

the head

is

;

we

are the

in the order of nature, predestina-

who says

He
God

He was first,

ordained, in him, to
inverts the order laid

predestinated men,
and then ordained Christ to be the head of those predestinated." It need not be inquired, with much prolixity, why many
have conceived that the order should be inverted, yet I think
that some passages of the Scripture, in which the love of God
in the Scripture,

first

men is said to be the cause of the mission of his Son,
on the one hand, and on the other, that, other passages, in

towards

which Christ

is

said to gather together

and

to bring to salva-

God, and the elect, have given occasion
for a conception of this kind
an occasion, not a just cause.
For that love is not the cause of predestination, and it has
no necessary connection with predestination, and Christ is not
only the Savior of those, who have been elected and adopted
as Sons by God, but he is also the Mediator and head in
whom the election and adoption were made. This I have
tion the children of

—

already often said.

Your

definition of the "

appointment of the Mediator" was

men was omitwhich the whole matter of Mediation was
arranged. The passage which you have cited from 1 Pet. i,
18-20, might admonish you of this. For Christ is there said

not sufficiently complete, for the condition of
ted, in reference to

to

be the foreordained Mediator who redeemed us by his

precious blood, as of a

own

lamb without blemish, from vain con-

The word " sinners" ought to have been added.
For Christ was ordained to be Mediator, not between God and
men absolutely considered, but between God and men conversation."

sidered as sinners.

From

this, I

may

also

deduce a proof of

what I have already argued in reference to the object of predestination.
For if Christ is Mediator for sinners, then it
follows that no one is loved, in Christ the Mediator, unless
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a sinner.

unless
It

seems

Therefore, no one

is

predestinated in Christ,

a sinner.

lie is

me

to

that there

is,

also,

some confusion

in

your

discussion of " the promise of the Mediator" [promissionem

For the promise

Mediatoris].

considered either as the pure

is

and send the Mediator, or as
having, united with it, the offering of the Mediator, who was
to be given, with all his benefits.
The former is a mere pre-

revelation of the decree to give

diction of the advent of the Messiah himself, antecedent to

The latter is the
come at a future time,

his mission.

offering of the Messiah, in

reality to

but, in the decree of

God,

having already discharged the office of Mediator, pertaining,
with the gifts obtained by the discharge of the office, to the
application of

its

benefits.

In

this latter respect,

subordinate to predestination.
respect,

Considered

precedes, not predestination,

it

it is

made

is

it

the former

in

true, for that is

The revewords, "I will

from eternity, but the execution of predestination.
lation,

without the offering, consists in these

give a Mediator to the world;"
words " Believe in the Mediator,

but the offering in these

whom

I will give unto the

world, and you shall obtain salvation in him."
lation
tor to

that reve-

;

offering

the

By

and prediction, God binds Himself to offer the Mediathe world, whether it should believe or not but by that

He demands

Holy

Himself

Spirit,

faith,

added

and by the internal persuasion of
He effects faith and binds

thereto.

to give salvation to the believer.

It appears

from

this, that

the promise

is

to

be considered

with this distinction, that in the former part, only,

it is

ante-

cedent to the mission of the Messiah, but in the latter part

it

pertains to the execution of predestination.

Let us now, passing over that distinction of the promise

and the
and the
versality

offering,

consider the universality of the promise,

offering, taken jointly
is

and

in connection.

Its uni-

not to be measured by the degree of faith. For

faith is posterior to the

promise and the offering, as

it

marks

the apprehension and embraces the application of the prom-

must be made between the promise
and offering made by God, with the act of man which ap-

ise.

But a

distinction
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prebends the promise,wliicli

is faith,

applies, to the beh'ever, that

which
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and that act of God which
is promised and offered.

The promise and the offering extends itself to all who are
called bj the external preaching of the gospel,
calleJ,
whether they obey its call or not. For even they received an
invitation, who " would not come" to the marriage, and were,
therefore, judged unworthy by God, (Matt, xxii, 2-8), since

—

God

they "rejected the counsel of

against themselves,"

and by the rejection of the promise, made
themselves unworthy (Acts xiii, 46). It is not that unworthiness, in accordance with, which all sinners are alike unworthy,
as the Centurion, and the publican, who are, nevertheless, said to
have had faith, and to have obtained the remission of their
sins from Christ
from which they are, in the Scripture, called
" worthy" (Eev. iii, 4). But the passages of Scripture which
are cited by you, do not limit the promise made, but the application by faith of the promised thing, with the exception of
the second. Matt, xi, 28, which contains only an invitation to
Christ, with the added promise of rest, as an inducement to
(Luke

vii,

80),

;

come, but in reality not

to

be given, unless they should come

to Christ.

You

say also, that " an exhortation or comm^and to believe

joined with the promise, and that this

promise."

an

error.

In

is

more general than the

you are, in my judgment, in
made, and the command to
their relation.
If the prom-

this last assertion

For the promise,

as

believe are equally extensive in
ise

is

does not refer to

command

all,

to

whom

the

command

to believe is

and useless. It is uvjust^
since it demands that a man should have faith in the promise,
not generally, that it pertains to some persons, but specially,
that it was made for himself.
But the promise was not made
for him, if the command is more extensive than the promise.
given, the

command
commands one

This

promise which

away.
can in

is

is

unjust, vain,

vain^ since

it is

in reference to nothing.

to believe, but presents
is

no object of

It

faith, that

the only ol)ject of taith, having been taken

For which reason, also, the command is useless. It
no way be performed by him, to whom the promise, as

made, does not pertain.

Indeed, should he attempt to obey

;
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command

hh would effect nothing else than
mind of a false opinion of a falsity.
For since the promise was not made to him, he can not believe
that it was made for him, but only think so, and that falsely.
The Scripture, however, every where represents the promise
and the command to believe as of equal extent. "Repent
and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ,
for the remission of sins
and ye shall receive the gift of the
Holy Ghost. For the promise is unto you and to your chilthe

to believe,

the conception in his

;

" Come unto me all ye that
ii, 38, 39.)
command "and I will give you rest," the promise,
made to all who are commanded to come (Matt, xi, 28).
" If any man thirst, let him come unto me and drink," the
command " He that believeth on me, as the Scripture hath
dren, &c." (Acts

labor" the

;

;

said, out of his belly shall flow rivers of living water," the

made

promise,

to

and drink (John

all
vii,

who

are

commanded

37, 38).

to

come

to Christ

Perhaps some

may

prefer to

join the phrase " drink" to the promise, in this way, "

one

thirst, let

him come unto me

;

if

he

shall

do

this,

if

any

he shall

drink so abundantly that out of his belly shall flow rivers of
living water."

my

You may
its

the

But explained

in this

way,

it

equally answers

present purpose.

say that you

presentation, but to

command

comparison

is

its

make

the promise, in respect, not to

application, of narrower extent than

to believe.

This, indeed,

made,

faith exercised in the

correct.

we

said before, the promise

promise made, and the

plication of the promised good, so, also, in the

things are included, the
to the

But the

As, in the promise, three

then incongruous.

things are to be considered, as

is

command

itself,

gift or ap-

command,

three

the obedience yielded

command, and the reward bestowed on obedience.

These three things, in each, answer severally to their corresponding opposites the promise, as made, to the command
;

faith exercised in the promise, to the

command

;

obedience yielded to the

the gift or application of the promised good, to the

reward bestowed on obedience. It was suitable that you
should have instituted the comparison in this way. If you had

done

so,

you would not have made the command more gener-
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unless in this way, that the

;

command is

more general than the remuneration, which is
But who does not know that the
promise is made to many, by whom it is not apprehended by
faith, and that the command is addressed to many, by whom
Hence you can perceive that it was not fitly
it is not obeyed ?
to be considered

bestowed on obedience.

said

—" the promise

relates to believers, (that

is,

the promise,

not as merely made, but as applied, for the pi^omise in the
latter sense is antecedent to faith) ; and " the command relates

and
The command is

to believers

to

non-believers."

prior to faith,

It

belongs to neither.

demands

faith,

and prohibits

unbelief.

But what are those things which follow

?

You seem, most

learned Perkins, to be forgetful of yourself, and to be entirely

a different person from

him whom you have displayed in other
Again and again I entreat you to

of your published works.

be patient with me, as I shall discuss these points with candor

and mildness.
coherence of that, which follows, with
which precedes. " For the elect are mingled with the
wicked in the same assemblies." What then ? Is the promise, as made, therefore, less extensive than the command to beFirst, observe the

that,

lieve?

You answer

affirmatively, for

promise relates to the elect only, the
elect

and

to the wicked.

the reason that the

command

pertains to the

I reply, that the promise, as

made

and proposed by God, relates not to the elect only, but to the
wicked, whom you place in opposition to the elect and that
the command, is not imposed either on the elect or on those
opposed to them, except with the promise joined. I think that
I see what you mean, namely, that, as the promise is not applied except to the elect, so also the same is not proposed except to the elect, that is. according to the divine mind and purpose.
How this may be, we shall see hereafter. Meanwhile,
I make the same remark in reference to the command. As
the command, by which faith is required, is not obeyed except
:

by

the elect, so, also,

that

is,

it

is

not proposed except to the elect,

according to the divine mind and purpose.

the former case, the promise

is

proposed to the non

For

as, in

elect,

with-
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out the divine purpose of applying the promise
ter case, the

command

is

;

so in the lat-

proposed to the non-elect, without

the divine purpose that thi'y should

fulfill

or obey the com-

mand. If, on account of the absence of the divine efficacy,
you think that the promise is not made to the non-elect, on
account of the absence of the divine efficacy, I affirm,
that the
is

the

command

same

is

not imposed on the non-elect.

in reference to both.

We

The

will, hereafter,

also,

fact

more

fully discuss that matter.

Secondly, the phrases "elect" and "wicked" are unsuita-

bly placed in opposition to each other, since with the former,
" reprobate," and with the latter, " pious," should have been
contrasted, according to the rule of opposition.

opposition of the two things
opposites, the other
in this case,

who

is

also

comprehended.

may comprehend

But here the

unsuitable, since, in one of the

is

also the elect.

For the wicked,
For it refers to

commanded, in the exhortation of the ministers
But repentance is prescribed only to
the wicked and to sinners, whether they are elect or reprobate,

those

are

of the word, to repent.

though with a contrary result in each

case.

I

now speak

of

the call to repentance.
Thirdly, you seem to

me

to limit the office of ministers to

the mere calling of sinners to repentance, excluding the presentation of the promise, which

entrusted to them.

is

another part of the message

For they say— " Eepent and

believe the

kingdom of heaven is at hand."
Finally, of what importance is it, whether they know, or do
not know, " who, and how many are elect and to he converted "?
"Then," you will sa3% "they might arrange their sermons,
and present them to each person with an adaptation to his
This I deny. For Christ knew and understood that
state."
Judas was a reprobate, and yet he did not arrange his sermons
differently on his account.
The preachers of the word must
not desist from the functions of their office in any assembly,

gospel, for the

as long as they

are thuse

may be

who are

and none whatever

by

permitted to discharge them, and there

willing to hear.
listen to their

But when they are

cast out,

word, they are commanded

Christ to depart, and to shake off the very dust from their

;
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From

this it appears, that

a testimony against them.

feet as

their rule of teaching

and exhorting

not an internal knowl-

is

edge, which they can have, of the election of

some and the

reprobation of others, but the external obedience or contu-

macy

whom

of those

they teach, whether they be elect or

reprobate.

You

"

add, moreover, the cause, in view of which, "

be admonished

wills that they should

never will repent, namely, that they

sees,

But

excuse.''

this, I say, is

chief object, nor the object

who,

to repent,

may

be

left

God

as

He

without

neither the only object, nor the

per

se^

but incidentally, and the

event rather than the object, except in a certain respect, as

we

shall see.

It is

not the only object, since there

is

another,

and invited and
incited to faith and conversion, " not knowing that the goodness of God leadeth them to repentance " (Rom. ii, 4) also
that God may satisfy Himself, and His own love towards Hia
own creatures also, by that exercise of long suffering and pa" What more could have been done to my vineyard,
tience.
" God endured with
that I have not done in it ? " (Isa. v, 4.)
that they should be

admonished of

their duty,

;

much
(Rom.

long-suffering the vessels of wrath fitted to destruction,"

These two objects

ix, 22.)

are, also, of far greater

im-

portance than that of rendering the impenitent inexcusable
therefore that
se,

is

not the chief object.

It is not the object

per

because the admonition does not render them inexcusable,

unless
tion

it is

despised and rejected, but this result of the admoni-

God

does not

also foreknows that future

admoni-

depends on the wickedness of those

will this result, unless
tion will

He

called.

be useless through the wickedness, not through the
who are admonished, and unless He has

infirmity, of those

already frequently invited them in vain to repentance, as in
Isa. vi, 10, " Make the heart of this people fat, and make their
ears heavy," &c.

For a

the admonition, as

first

the second or third time,
after

long contumacy.

and mercy

to

distinction should be

made between

addressed to a person, and as repeated

and the final presentation of the same,
For the former is done through grace

miserable sinners, the latter through wrath

against the obstinate, who, having hardened themselves

22
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own

have made themselves v^orthy of divine harden-

sin,

Therefore the rendering them inexcusable

ing.

is

rather the

event of the admonition than an object proposed to the Deity,
except against the obstinate, and those

through their

own

who

voluntary wickedness.

are incorrigible

This event deserv-

edly, indeed, results from that rejected admonition, as the ad-

monition becomes a savor of death unto death to those

were unwilling that
unto

life,

that

it

who

should be to themselves a savor of

life

might become against them a testimony

it

ot

contumacy, as they refused to have the remedy of repentance,
that they might endure the just and punitive will of God, who
refused to obey His merciful and benevolent will.

But some one may reply

that

no other end was proposed

to

the Deity, in the exhortation, than that they should be indeed
inexcusable, both because God, in the decree of reprobation,

give the repentance and

faith, which they
and because God obtained
no other end than that of rendering them inexcusable, and yet
He is never frustrated in His design. These arguments seem,
indeed, to be of some value, and to present no little difficulty,
and if they can be fitly answered, by the use of necessary
analysis and explanation, there is no doubt but that much
light and clearness may in this way be thrown upon the whole
subject of which we treat. I will endeavor to do what I may
be able, trusting in divine grace, and depending on the aid

determined not

to

could not have, except by His

gift,

of the Holy Spirit. Do you, my friend Perkins, assist me,
and if you shall desire any thing, which may not be presented
by me in the discussion, kindly mention it. I p'edge myself
that you will find me susceptible of admonition and correction,
and ready to give my hand to the truth, when proved to

be

BO.

It will facilitate the discussion, if I arrange both the argu-

ments with the parts of the subject under discussion in the
form of a syllogism, and then examine the parts of the syllo-

gism by the rule of the truth. That which belongs to the
former argument may, in my judgment, be arranged thus
:

Those

to

whom God by

a fixed decree has determined not to

give repentance and faith,

He

does not admonish to repent
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and believe with any other object, than that they should be
But God has determined, in the derendered inexcusable
cree of reprobation, not to give repentance and faith to the
Therefore, when God admonishes the reprobate
reprobate
to repent and believe, He does it with no other object than
;

;

—

—

that they should be rendered inexcusable,
r

—It seems to depend on a false hypothe-

Ijeply to the Major

For

sis.

it

;-

presupposes that " God, by the external preaching

of the gospel, admonishes

whom He

some

to repent

and

believe, to

has determined by a fixed decree not to give repent-

This proposition seems to

ance and taith."

me

to disagree

with the truth.

In the

first

place, because

decrees and acts.

it

inverts the order of the divine

For the decree, by which God determined to

exhort some to repentance and faith, by the external preaching
of the gospel, precedes the decree of the non-bestowment of

repantance and

God,

For the former pertains

faith.

to the will of

in the relation of antecedent, the latter, in that of con-

This can be proved from many, and very clear

sequent.

In Isa. vi, hardening and blinddenounced against those who refuse to obey " the calling of God," as appears from the fifth chapter. The Apostle
Paul manifestly agrees with this in Acts xxviii, 26, B7, citing
passages of the Scripture.

ing

is

Jews who did not
My people would not hearken to
would none of me. So I gave them up

the declaration of Isaiah against those
believe.

Again,

my

;

voice

unto their

and

own

it is

Israel

said, "

heart's lust

;

and they walked in their own

counsels" (Ps. Ixxx, 11-12). In Hosea i, 6, the Israelites are
called " not beloved," or " not having obtained mercy," (Zo-

ruhamah)^ " and not the people of God," only, after they had,
merited that rejection by the foul crime of unbelief and
" The Pharisees and lawyers rejected the counsel
idolatry.
of God against themselves, being not baptized of him" (Luke
" Paul and Barnabas waxed bold, and said, It was
vii, 30.)
necessary that the word of God should first have been spoken
to you
but seeing ye put it from you, and judge yourselves
;

unworthy of everlasting
xiii, 46).

The Jews

we turn to the Gentiles" (Acts
in Kom. ix, 22, to have " stum-

life, lo,

are said
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bled at that stumbling stone," because they had not sought to
be justified by faith in Christ, but by the works of the law.
ii, 7, 8,
Christ is said to be " a rock of offence,
even them which stumble at the word, being disobedient."

In 1 Pet.

From

this it

ing, of the

appears that the decree of blinding and harden-

non-bestowment of the grace of repentance and

pertain to the decree of God, in the relation of conse-

faith,

quent, depending on the foresight of incredulity, disobedience

and contumacy.

This proposition, then, ought to be enuncia-

ted thus, the subject being changed into the attribute, and vice

versa

;

— " God determined, by a fixed decree, not

pentance and faith to those who, as

He

to give re-

would reject,
and contumacy, the preaching of the
gospel, by which they should be called to repentance and
foresaw,

in their wickedness

It does not, indeed, follow

faith."

whom He

to give faith to those

there

is

this, that

God

decreed

For

a wide difference between the acts of divine mercy

and divine
cause from

For the

justice.

the former have

God

alone.

;

God

to

latter

have their cause in men,

their occasion, indeed,

from Augustine, (Book
did not will or run but
found

from

foresaw to be obedient.

the purport of that passage

This

is

1, to

Simplicianus, Ques.

if

2),

"Esau

he had willed or run, he would have

be his helper,

that he should will and run

come reprobate by

from men, but their

who would even have

by

calling him, unless

effected

he had be-

the rejection of the call."

In the second place, because it charges God with hypocrisy,
as if He would demand, by an admonition to faith made to
such persons, from them, that they should believe in Christ,
whom He had, nevertheless, made to them, not a Savior, not

a savor of life unto life, unto the resurrection, but a savor of
death unto death, a rock of offence, which charge must be
contradicted both in
If

any

the elect,

its

assert that

who

statement and proof.

God demands

faith

not of them, but of

are mingled with the reprobates, but that this

admonition, being presented by the ministers of the world,
ignorant

who may

be the

elect,

and who reprobate,

is to

be

presented also, to them, I shall reply that such can not be
called

" disobedient," because they do not obey an admoni-
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it is

made

not

tion,

to themselves.

presupposed on both

pentance and
repentance.

It

however, that hypothesis

may
in

is

He

is

is

of no weight, since

God

sides, that

faith, those to

give repentance and faith.

they

If,

then the argument which follows

false,
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does exhort to

whom He has
For if He does

re-

determined not

to

not exhort such to

does not exhort them to any end, either that

be rendered inexcusable, or any other.

no way unfavorable to my reply, that the decree of
made from eternity. For we must consider

reprobation was

what

is

the

first

external act, either negative or affirmative,

towards, or in reference to a man, reprobate from eternity by

For the first external act, towards,
man, when really existing, makes him
reprobate in fact, as the internal act of God makes him reprobate in the mind and counsel of God, that is, as is commonly
said, a distinction is to be made between the decree and its

the internal act of God.
or in reference to a

execution.

man can not be called a reprowhom God has not yet, by an

It is certain that a

bate in fact, in reference to

external act, begun to execute the decree of reprobation.
I

remark, that the Major seems to

also

variance with the truth, because
reprobate,

as being

who

to

be at

who

are

are inexcusable should be

For reprobation

reprobates.

me

regards those

rendered inexcusable, while the order

should be inverted, and those

made

it

is just,

and

therefore, the

reprobate must have been inexcusable before the act of reprobation

;

inexcusable in

fact,

before the external act of repro-

bation, and, foreseen or foreknown as inexcusable before the

If they were reprobate on account of
were inexcusable on this account if reprobate on account of their unbelief and rejection of Christ, they

decree of reprobation.
original sin, they

;

were inexcusable on account of that unbelief, &c.

same Major that it is not possible that
made, only to this end, that it might
render one, who should hear it, inexcusable, and should, in fact
and of right, render him inexcusable.
For the exhortation
I reply

to the

the exhortation

renders
is

its

hearer inexcusable, not as

rejected.

person,

is

who

Moreover a

rejection,

rejects, inexcusable,

it

is

heard, but as

it

which must render the

ought not to be inevitable.
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But the

rejection of the exhortation,

inevitable.

First,

in reference to

which

because the exhortation

whom God

is

is

here discussed,

is

addressed to one

has already been employed in the

But such a man can not avoid

exfernil act of reprobation.

disobedience, according to the saying of Christ.

" Therefore,

they could not believe, because that Esaias saith again.

He

hath blinded their eyes, and hardened their hearts, &c. (John
xii,

that

Secondly, since

39-40.)

may

it

be rejected.

But

it

is

only presented to the end

this presentation is of the will

of God, in the relation of consequent, which is always fulfilled,
and attains its end. Therefore, that rejection is inevitable.
As then the Major is false in these three respects, it follows
that the conclusion from the syllogism is not legitimate.
But
let us look at the Minor.
For in reference to this also, and by
it, there will be some things to be said which will
no small degree, adapted to our purpose.

occasion of
be, in

The Minor was

this,

—" But God has determined,

cree of reprobation, not to give repentance

in the de-

faith to the

I willingly agree to that statement, but let

reprobate."

correctly understood.
is

and

That

it

may be

it

correctly understood,

be
it

necessary to explain the non-bestowment or denial of refaith, which is established by the decree of repFor there is another denial of repentance and faith,
administered by the decree of providence, inasmuch

pentance and
robation.

which

is

as this

there

is

is

distinguished from the decree of reprobation.

If

not an accurate distinction between these, error can

it is very plain, from the
and faith can not be exercised except by the gift of God. But the same Scripture and the nature of both gifts very clearly teach that this bestowment is by
by the mode of persuasion. This is effected by the word of
God. But persuasion is effected, externally by the preaching
of the word, internally by the operation, or rather the co-operation, of the Holy Spirit, tending to this result, that the word
may be understood and apprehended by true taith. These
two are almost always joined. F^ r God has determined to
save them, who believe by the preaching of the word, and the
preaching of the word, without the co-operation of the Holy

not be avoided.

I say, then, that

Scriptures, that repentance
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Spirit, is useless,
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effect nothing, as it is said

"

IsTei-

he that planteth anything, neither he that watereth,

ther

is

but

God

that giveth the increase" (1 Cor.

iii,

But God

Y).

does not will that His word should be preached in vain, as it
is said, " So shall my word be that goeth forth out of my

mouth it shall not return unto rae void but shall accomplish
which I please, and it shall prosper in the thing whereto
:

;

that

I sent it"(Isa. Iv, 11).

of the Holy Spirit

;

vain without the co-operation

It is in

and

it

has, always joined with

it,

the co-

operation of the Holy Spirit. For which reason, the gospel is
called " the ministration of the Spirit" (2 Cor. iii, 8), and they

who

resist it are said

xiii,

and Matt,

xii),

" to resist the

preaching administered by the
the

Holy

Spirit,

Holy

Spirit," (Acts vii

&

not only because they oppose the external

command and

the guidance of

but also because they strive against the co-

Holy Spirit. Whence, also, some are said to
Holy Ghost, in that they wickedly deny, and,
through their hate, persecute and blaspheme the truth of
which they are persuaded in their own minds, by the persuasion of the Holy Ghost.
This internal persuasion of the Holy
operation of the
sin against the

Spirit

mer

is

two-fold.

sense, since he, with

whom

and be converted.

sent, believe,

whom it

and efficacious. In the forit is employed, is able to con-

It is suflScient

In the

The former

is

is

is

converted.

it

will be rejected

by the

free will of man

;

administered by the decree of Predestination,

with a sure prescience that he, to

whom

dressed, will in fact consent, believe,
it is

because he, to

employed, by the decree of providence, with a

sm-e prescience that

the latter

cause

latter,

applied, does consent and believe, and

is

applied in a

to the persuasion

way such

and conversion

it is

applied and ad-

and be converted,

— be-

God knows to be adapted
of him to whom it is applied.
as

These remarks are made in accordance with the sentiments of
Augustine.

Hence

also there

namely, of that which
believe and repent,

which he

will not repent or

it

is

a two-fold denial of grace,

without which he can not

and of that which

reprobation, sufficient grace

denied, since

is

is sufficient,

is efficacious,

be converted.

without

In the decree of

not, with propriety, said to

be
bestowed on many, who are reprobate,
is
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namely, on those, who by the external preaching of the gosand repentance, but efficacious grace is

pel, are called to faith

denied to them, namely, that grace by which they not only

can believe and be converted,

they consent, but by which

if

they also will consent, believe, and be converted, and certainly

and

infallibly

do

The Minor has

so.

this

meaning,

—God has determined by a

some persons repentby using with them efficacious grace,
by which they will surely believe and be converted. But He
has not by that decree denied the grace, by which they may
sure decree of reprobation not to give to

ance and

be able,

faith, that is,

if

they

by another

will, to believe

and to be converted.

Indeed

decree, namely, that of Providence, in distinction

from Predestination, He has determined to give to them faith
and repentance by sufficient grace, that is, to bestow upon
them those gifts in a manner in which they may be able to

—

receive them, by the strength given to

necessary and
fore, ordained,

nal preaching

God

addressed to those

whom God

is

has, there-

by the decree of Providence, by which
is

who would

persons

having

them by God, which

sufficient for their reception.

exter-

foreknew as

not repent or believe, to give to them,

this character, sufficient grace

and the strength neces-

sary to their faith and conversion to God.

Upon

this deter-

mination, also, depends the fact that they are without excuse,

who

are

all

called

by

sufficient

grace to repentance and faith.

Put He further decreed not to give efficacious grace to the
same persons, and this by the decree of reprobation. But
their inexcusableness does not depend upon this denial of efficacious grace.
they,

who do

If,

indeed, sufficient grace should be withheld,

not believe and are not converted, are deserved-

ly excused, for the reason that, without

believe nor be converted.

way, according

in this
also, in

that

it

But

to the

if

it,

they could neither

these things are explained

view of Augustine, and, perhaps

accordance with the sense of the Scriptures,

can not be concluded that

God admonishes

it

follows

the repro-

bate to repentance and faith with no other design than that

they

may

be

left

without excuse.

of providence, by which

He

For according to the decree
them grace sufficient to

gives to
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and exhortation

faith,

and

to repentance

to this end, that

it is

and that God may

faith,

may

they

and

exhortation, then,

is

not

addressed

His own goodness and grace,

satisfy

their perdition.

made according

design

its

faith is

be led to repentance and

and be clear from the responsibility of
robation, therefore,

33T

The

to the decree of rep-

not to be measured by the de-

is

cree of reprobation.

The second can
of a syllogism

;

without attaining

be arranged and disposed in the form

also

God
it,

proposes to Himself in His acts, no end,

for

He

never

God, in the admonition which

end

;

—^Therefore God, in that

to

His purpose

;

— But

addresses to the reprobate,

no other end than that they should be

attains

cuse

He

fails to

left

without ex-

admonition, proposes no other

Hi mself

Major I reply that it seems to me to be simply unFor God has not determined all His own deeds in accordance with His own will, in the relation of consequent,
which is always fulfilled, but He administers many things according to His will, in the relation of antecedent, which is not
alw iys fulfilled. Legislation, the promulgation of the Gospel,

To

the

true.

promise, threatening, admonition, rebuke are

all instituted,

God, as antecedents, and by these acts
He requires obedience, faith, repentance, conversion, and those
acts were instituted to this end
yet God does not always at-

according

to the will of

;

tain these ends.

by

The

falsity of this proposition

the clearest passages of Scripture

looked that

grapes"

it

;

can be proved

" Wherefore,

should bring forth grapes, brought

it

when

I

forth wild

" How often would I have gathered thy
and ye would not" (Matt, xxiii, 87); " The
long suffering to us-ward, not willing that any should
(Isa. v, 4);

children together,

Lord

is

perish, but that all should

come

to

repentance" (2 Pet.

iii,

9).

have " rejected the counsel of God
against themselves" (Luke vii, 30), when they might have
been brought, by the preaching of John and baptism to a participation in his kingdom.
Bat thuugh God might fail of any

The Pharisees are

particular end, yet

said to

He

can not

fail in

His universal purpose.

any person should not consent to be converted and
saved, God^has still added, and proposed to Himself, another

For,

if
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design, according to His will as consequent, that

be glorified in their just condemnation.
proposition

may

be freed from

—God proposes

He

should

Therefore, that this

must be amended
consequent, no end which

its falsity, it

His will, as
any one should say that it follows
from this that God is either unwise and not prescient of future events, or impotent, I reply that it does not follow.
For
God does not always propose an end to Himself from His
thus,

He

to

does not attain.

prescience

— and

If

further

His own omnipotence,

—God

to

does not always please to use

He

accomplish any purpose which

has proposed to Himself.

As

Minor,

to the

it

also

seems to

me

to

be chargeable with

For God, by that admonition, attains another end
than that they should be rendered inexcusable, namely. He
satisfies His own goodness and love towards us.
Add to this
that, as the fact of their being without excuse arises, not from
the presentment, but from the rejection of the admonition,
God has not proposed to Himself their inexcusableness as an
end, except after the foresight that the admonition would come
to them in vain.
In this view, then, their inexcusableness
does not arise from the antecedent will of God, administering
the admonition, but from the consequent will, furnishing the
falsity.

rejection of the admonition.
It follows, therefore, that a true conclusion

can not be de-

the Abbot
Joachim* must be understood according to this explanation, or
they will labor under the error, which we have now noticed
in your words.
The command of God by which He exacts repentance and
faith from those, to whom the gospel is preached, can, in no
way, be at variance from the decree of God. For no will or vo-

duced from these

* " It belioveth
life,

them

that their light

ter in the clouds."

which

are

cret, as it
all

men."

to preach for the elect's sake,

may shine

by anointing them with

the

And

The words of

false propositions.

and

before men, and that they

oil

again

of spiritual doctrine

;

to declare

may

men

the words of

but for the reprobate, to shut up the

—"Lest the reprobate

should have excuse, and for the

who

among them,

the minister himself shall be sent,

were, for

but also crieth with aloud voice, which

fear,

unto

fatten the hearts of the elect,
win-

elect,

not only preacheth this in se-

may

be heard

far

oflF,

and by
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God, whatever may be its character, can be contrary
any other volition. But it may be possible that a decree
may be ignorantly assigned to God, which is at variance with
also, a decree of God, which is assigned to
His command
lition of

to

;

maybe so explained, as to be necessacommand of God. The command
by which God exacts faith of any one, declares that God wills
that he, on whom the command is imposed, should believe.

Him

in the Scriptures,

rily at

variance with the

wills that the
is

to God, by which He
same person should not believe, then the decree
the command. For it cannot be that God should,

now, any one ascribes any decree

If,

contrary to

at the

same time,

will things contradictory, in

whatever

with

or

distinction

the

whatever way

may

will

be

consid-

But to believe, and not to believe are contradictory, and to will that one should believe, and to will that
he, the same person, and considered in the same light, should
not believe, are contradictory. The decree is of such a charered.

God is said to have determined, according to it, to
deny the concurrence of His general government or of His
special grace, without which, as He knew, the act of faith
could not be performed by him, whom, by His command. He
admonishes to believe. For He, who wills to deny to any person the aid necessary to the performance of an act of faith,
wills that the eame person should not believe.
For he, who
acter, that

wills in the cause, is rightly said to will, also, in the effect, re-

sulting, of necessity,

said that

He

God

from that cause.

For, as

it

can not be

wills that a person should exist longer, to

denies the act of preservation, so, also,

it

whom

can not be said

He wills that an act should be performed by auy one, to
whom He denies His own concurrence and the aid, which are

that

necessary for the performance of the act.
divine preservation

may

is

For the

act of the

not more necessary to a man, that he

continue to exist, than the concurrence of the divine aid,

in order that he

may

be able to exercise faith in the gospel.

which you speak,
marks a denial of the concurrence of God, which is necessary

If,

then, that purpose not to do a thing, of

to the exercise of faith in the promise, it certainly

upon the command, and can,

in

impinges

no way, be harmonized with
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For that

it.

denial, being of this character, holds the relation

of most general and most efficacious hindrance, as that, which

hindered, that

is not, is

efficaciously
its exercise),

by

it

may

by the purpose of
and that which is,

not become something, most
creation,

that

it

(i. e.,

may

by a denial of

not longer

the will of preservation (not being exercised).

If

exist,

you un-

derstand the " purpose not to do a thing," in such a sense,
then, truly,

by

you do not

fiee the will of

God from

contradiction

either of your answers.

You

say that "God, in His

speak of

all

He

which

commands and promises, does

not

has decreed, but only in part manifests

His own will." I grant it. But I say that whatever God
says in His commands and promises, is such in its nature that

He
any

can not, without contradiction, be said to will or determine

by any decree for it is one thing
concerning certain things which He wills, and anto be
other thing to will that which is contrary to those things
which He has previously willed. It is certain, from the most
general idea of command, that the whole will of God is not
set forth in a command, but only that which He approves and
There is no decree of God by
wills to be done by us.
which He wilJs any thing contradictory to that command.
I wish, also, that you would consider how inaptly you exWhat are these expressions ? " God does
press what follows
not will the same thing alike in all. He wills conversion in
some, only in respect to their trial and exhortation, and the
thing, contrary to

it,

;

silent

:

—

means of conversion
pose of effecting

God

the will of

;

as

in others, also, in respect to the pur-

If

it."

you say those things

been differently expressed
effects conversion,

is

;

if in

reference to His will as

they ought, in that case,

differently expressed.

seology

in reference to

requires conversion, they ought to have

it

not correct.

Understood

also, to

in either sense, the phra-

But I think

that

you are here speak-

ing of the will in the latter sense, according to which

does not will to effect conversion equally in

all,

does equally, and of the same right, require

it.

He
and

wills to

effect it

sufficient

it

have been

for

God

whom He

For, in some,

only by external preaching, admonition,

means, tor so I explain your meaning.

If this
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is

your views,

in accordance with

it is
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would

well, but if not, I

wish that you would inform us what you have understood by
the word " means." In others. He wills to effect it, by efficacious means, administered according to the decree of Predestination.

There

no

here, indeed,

is

different degrees of will, as far as

conflict of wills, but only

we

are concerned, or rather

God in raference
God can not be said

different volitions of

cording to which
the

same

that

object,

to

is,

to different objects, acto will

the

will

and not

man

not to will the conversion of the same

—the

how

whom He

God

wills to

has decreed to deny the aid necessary to faith,"
conversion of any one.

To your second answer, I say, that it is not
you should say that " the revealed will of God
to the will of good-pleasure, but the

sufficient that

not adverse

is

matter of predestination

be so treated that the will of good-pleasure

to

opposed

should

be alien from Christ, and

for this is equivalent to not willing the

is

might

it

man

sincerely wills that the

whom He

believe in Christ,
to

"

and

laws of

just opposition being here observed. I could wish that

be explained

to will

conversion,

to the revealed will

;

not to be

is

for I think that the limits of

For the
" good-pleasure," ought to be in-

that opposition ought to have been thus expressed.
will

which you

vestigated

call that of

by means of the revealed

to be brought into
to

hence the

will;

be reconciled with the

latter.

I desire, also, that

be considered by what right the revealed will
sidered as distinguished from the will of

the good-pleasure of

good-pleasure of

latter is

agreement with the former, not the former

God

God

is

that he

is

it

should

usually con-

good pleasure

frequently revealed.

^

since

It is

the

who beholds the Son and believes

on him, should have everlasting

life.

The word

£uoox»ais often

used in the Scriptures, for that will of God, which is inclined
towards any one, which is called " good-pleasure" in distinction

from the pleasure of God, considered in a general sense.

Reprobation can not be referred to good-pleasure
exercise of good-pleasure towards
the angels sung "

su^oxia is

is

Matthew

xi,

for

;

every

in Jesus Christ, as

good will toward men" (Luke

reference to the passage in

word

men

In
14).
which the

ii,

25, 26, in

used in reference to the pleasure of

God

by'
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He has hidden the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven
from the wise, and revealed them nnto babes. I remark that
which

the word

?-v5oxia is

properly to be referred to that, concerning

which Christ gives thanks

to his Father, that

For

of the heavenly mysteries to babes.

way

stood in this

it

is

" I give thanks unto thee,

:

the revelation

is,

to

O

be under-

Father, that

thou hast revealed unto babes the mysteries which thou hast

hidden from the wise."

He

ther that

Christ does not give thanks to the Fa-

has hidden the mysteries from the wise, for he

for the wise men of this world who crucified him. For
the " princes of this world" are said to have crucified the Lord

prayed

of glory" (1 Cor.

ii,

and he

and particularly

persecutors,

In what respect
agrees, in

8),

its

is it

is

said to have prayed for his

for those

who

crucified him.

true that the revealed will " always

beginning, end and scope," with the will of good-

pleasure^ in the ordinary acceptation of that phrase, since the

revealed willhas often a difibrent object from that of the will
of good pleasure f

can not be the same beginning, and the same end

object, there

and scope

Also, if both are in reference to the same

to both except

it

be also true that

good- pleasure, that which, in His revealed
that

He

wills, unless, indeed, that

God

wills

will.

He

same beginning

is

by His

declares
consider-

ed universally to be God, and the same end to be the glory of
God. But that " the revealed will of God seems often to be
diverse, and, indeed, in appearance, to be contrary to the de-

and also in reference to the mode of proposing
it," is true, if you mean that this " seems" so to ignorant
men, and to those who do not rightly distinguish between the
different modes and the various objects of volition.
These
two wills of God, however diverse, never seem contrary to
cree of God,

those,

who

rightly look into these things,

and

so judge of

them.

As to the death of Hezekiah, and the destruction
yeh, God knew that it belonged to His justice, unless

of ITineit

should

be attempered with mercy, to take away the life of Hezekiah,
and to send destruction on the Ninevites ; for the law of His
justice claimed that these things should

them by

Isaiah and Jonah.

be denounced against

But God was not

willing to eat-
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isfj the

demands of justice, unless with the intervention of the

decree of mercy, by which

He

determined that neither death

should come on Hezekiah, nor destruction upon the Kinevites,
unless they should be forewarned to seek the face of
prayers, and, in this manner, to turn
selves

;

and,

if

they should do

away

God by

the evil from them-

they should be spared.

this,

But He knew that they would do this, being, indeed, assisted
by grace and the divine aid, by which He had determined to
co-operate with the external preaching
and so He determined
;

to

prolong

tlie life

of Hezekiah ,and to preserve the city of the

Ninevites from destruction.

Here, then, there seems to be

not even apparent contrariety.

What you

observe concerning " the

human and

the divine

will of Christ," does not affect our present subject of discussion.

was such a difference

It is true that there

;

but

this is

not

strange, since those wills belonged not to one origin, though

they did belong to one person, embracing, in himself two na-

and two wills. I may add, also, that Christ willed both
to be freed and not to be freed from death.
For as a man, he
said, " O, my Father, let this cup pass from me," and as a
man, also, he corrected himself, " nevertheless, not as I will,
tures

but as thou wilt " (Matt, xxvi, 39).
stood of the

human

will, is

the same will, as there

Son, as divine.

I

is

may

outward man, willed

to

That

this is to

apparent, because there

be underis

one and

one nature to the Father and to the

say, in a word, that Christ, as to the

be freed from immediate death, but

according to the inward man, he subjected himself to the
divine will.

And,

if

you

will permit, I will say, that there

was, in him, a feeling and a desire to be freed, not a volition.

For volition results from the final decision of the reason and
of wisdom, but desire follows the antecedent decision of the
senses or the feelings.

That " Abraham was favorably inclined towards the Sodomites,

who were

the

Scripture

devoted, by the decree of God, to destruction,"

does not assert.

It

also does

me to be very probable that " he could pray in
whom he knew to be devoted, by the decree
vocable destruction.

For prayer was not

to

not seem to

faith " for those

of God, to

irre-

be offered in be-
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God commands Jeremiah

half of such persons.

and

xiv, 11,) not to

pray

for the people,

which

16, xi, 14,

(vii,

He

had, by an

irrevocable decree, and

by His will as its consequent, destined
and devoted to captivity and destruction. For although it
may not be requisite in prayers, offered for any thing whatever, that one should certainly believe that the thing, which
he seeks, shall be granted, it is necessary that the mind of him,
who prays, should certainly believe that God, in His omnipotence and mercy, is both able and willing to do that which is
asked, if He knows that it will be in accordance with His ovm
grace.
But that, which God has decreed not to do, and what

He

He

has signified, absolutely, that

can do, nor will
stands,

and

it is

He

ever will to do, so long as the decree

not right for a believer to intercede w ith

in his prayers for that thing, if the decree of

known to him.
Your third answer

is,

what Himself may not

that "

which

God, which

He commands,

what Himself may not

is

either in reference

necessary to the doing of

or in reference to that efficacious

concurrence by which that, which

He commands,

If in reference to the latter,

done.

it is

it

command that any thing should,
efficaciously."

deprives himself of that

The

not able to pay by his

so with the

command,

in

not true.

which

He

right of creditor remains, if he,

aid.

is

is

it

unless

who

in debt,

no

any one, of his own
grace, and makes himself unit,

worthy of that
is

is

—" demand

that, in reference to

denies the aid necessary to effect
fault,

certainly

be done," and "yet not to do

If in reference to the former,

For God does not command

is

There

true.

kind of conflict or contrariety between these two
or

God

has been

God, as a creditor, can require
But there is an equivo-

They may be understood,

to that concurrence of
that,

God

will to effect."

cation or ambiguity in the words, "
will to effect^

He neither

will not do.

which

own fault.

But it is not

faith is prescribed

;

for faith

which a man was bound
to pay according to his primitive creation in the image of God,
and the primitive economy under which he lived. For it began to be necessary, after God changed the condition of
in Christ is not included in the debt

salvation from legal obedience to faith in Christ.
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We

come vow

" the presentation of the Mediator."

to

consisted both in the fact that
to
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tlie

It

Mediator presented himself

God, the Father, as a victim for the sin of the world, and
by the word and His spirit, presents the Me-

that the Father,

having performed the functions of that

diator,

office,

and hav-

ing obtained remission of sins and eternal redemption to the
world, reconciled through him.

The former

provision of s:ilvation, the latter to
the

The former

same Mediator.

appointment and promise, the

is

its

pertains to the

application by faith in

the execution of the act of

latter coincides

with the actual

which we have previously considered in discussing
But the presentation, as it is defined by you, is
the promise.
not immediately antecedent to the application, for between
that presentation, and the application, there intervenes the
offering of the Mediator by the word and the Holy Spirit.
What you say concerning the virtue and efficacy of the
offering,

paid by Christ, needs a more careful consideration.

price,

You

say, that " the efficacy of that price, as far as merit

cerned,

is

infinite"; but

you make a

distinction

is

con-

between

ac-

and potential efficacy." You also define potential efficacy " as synonymous with a sufficiency of price for the whole
tual

This, however,

world.

Theologians,

is

a phrase, hitherto

who have merely made

unknown among

a distinction between

the efficacy and the sufficiency of the merit of Christ.

I

am

not sure, also, but that there is an absurdity in styling efficacy
" potential," since there is a contradiction in terms.
For all
efficacy is actual, as that

ologians.
itself

word has been,

But, laying aside phrases,

The ransom

be universal in

its

hitherto, used

let

by The-

us consider the thing

or price of the death of Clirist,

is

said to

sufficiency, but particular in its efficacy,

i.

e,

redemption of the whole world, and for the
sins, but its efficacy pertains not to all univer-

sufficient for the

expiation of
sally,

which

all

by faith and
and Prosper, the
well, and I shall not

efficacy consists in actual application

the sacrament of regeneration, as Augustine

Aquitanian, say.

If

you think

so, it

is

much oppose it. But if I rightly understand you, it
seems to me that you do not acknowledge the absolute sufficiency of that price^but with the added condition, if God had
23
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willed that

it

should he offered for the sins of

whole world.

tJie

which the Schoolmen declare categorically,
namely, that Christ's death was sufficient for all and for each,
*So then,

that,

is,

according to your view, to be expressed hypothetically, that

is,

in

this sense

—the

death of Christ would be a sufficient

God had willed that
In
this
men.
sense, indeed, its
it should be offered
For if it is not a ransufficiency is absolutely taken away.
som offered and paid for all, it is, indeed, not a ransom suffiFor the ransom is that, which is offered and
cient for all.
price for the sins of the whole world, if
for all

Therefore the death of Christ can be said to be

paid.

redemption of the sins of

cient for the

all

men,

if

suffi-.

God had

wished that he should die for all but it can not be said to be
a sufficient ransom, unless it has, in fact, been paid for all.
Hence, also, Beza notes an incorrect phraseology, in that dis;

tinction,
cient,

life

is

is

said to be absolutely suffi-

not such, except on the supposition already set

But, indeed,

forth.

most

because the sin-offering

which

clearly, in

my

many

friend Perkins, the Scripture sajs,

places, that Christ died for

all,

for the

of the world, and that by the command and grace of God.

The decree

of Predestination prescribes nothing to the uni-

versality of the price paid for all

by the death of

Christ:

posterior, in the order of nature, to the death of Christ

It is

and

to

For that decree pertains to the applicafor us by the death of Christ
obtained
but
benefits
the
of
tion
those
benefits
which
were
prepared.
price
by
the
his death is
Therefore the assertion is incorrect, and the order is inverted,
when it is said that " Christ died only for the elect, and the
For predestination depends, not only on the
predestinate."
death of Christ, but also on the merit of Christ's death and
hence Christ did not die for those who were predestinated, but
they, for whom Christ died, were predestinated, though not
its

peculiar efficacy.

:

;

all

of them.

tends

itself

From which
its

merit

What

is

else,

For the universality of the death of Christ exmore widely than the object of Predestination.
it is

also concluded that the death of Christ

and

antecedent, in nature and order, to Predestination.
is predestination than the preparation of

indeed,

the grace, obtained and provided for us

by the death

ot Christ,
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and a preparation pertaining
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to the application, not to the ac-

not jet existing

quisition or provision of grace,

?

For the

de-

EeGod, bj which He determined
deemer to the world, and to appoint him the head onlj of
believers, is prior to the decree, by wliich He determined to
to give Christ as a

cree of

really apply to some,

by faith, the grace obtained by the death

of Christ.

You

your views, concerning
" Christ did not sacrifice for those for

allege these reasons in favor of

the death of Christ.

whom also

he does not pray, because intercession and

—But he prays, not
and, in
(John
the Father —Therefore he

are conjoined

and

xvii, 9,)

for believers,

himself to

sacrifice

for all, but only for elect

;

his prayer,

consequently, his death

is

not a ransom for

all

I reply that the Major does not seem to

The

respects, true.

he

offers

sacrifices not for all, and,

;

men.

me

to be, in all

sacrifice is prior to the intercession.

For

he could not enter into the heavens that he might intercede
for us in the presence of
flesh.

God, except by the blood of his own

It is also prior, as sacrifice

has reference to merit, inter-

For he

Meby merit and the efficacy of its application. He acquired
merit by sacrifice he intercedes for its application. He does
both, as Priest but he makes that application as King and
Head of his church. It is indeed true that Christ, in the days
of his flesh, offered up prayers with tears to God, the Father.
But those prayers were not offered to obtain the application of

cession to the application of merit.

is

called the

diator

;

;

merited blessings, but for the assistance of the Spirit, that he

might stand firm in the

conflict.

If,

indeed, he then offered up

prayers to obtain the application referred
the sacrifice,
offered.

In

which was

to

to,

they depended on

be offered, as though it were already

this order, sacrifice

and intercession are related

to

each other.

In reference to the Minor, I
for the non-elect.

He

prayed

among whom

assert, that Christ

for those

who

prayed also

crucified him, for

were non-elect persons. For
" the princes of this world " crucified him, and to most of
them the wisdom and power of God, which is Christ, was not

his enemies,

revealed (1 Cor.

ii).

also

Secondly, the prayer of Christ, which

is

—
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contained in the ITth chaptjr of John, was offered, particularly for those

wards

who had

believed,

and those who should afterand apply to them the

believe, and, indeed, to obtain

blessings merited

that they

may

by the

sacrifice

of his death.

He

asks

be one with the Father and the Son, as the

Father and the Son are one

which he could not ask unless
had actually been made, or was considered, by
God, as having been made. But such is not the character of
Thirdly, I remark that the word
all the prayers of Christ.
;

reconciliation

"world," in Johnxvii,

9,

properly signifies those

them

who

rejected

word of the gospel, and
those who should afterwards reject him. I his is apparent
from the contrast " I pray not for the world, but for them
which thou hast given me," whom he describes as having helieved{Sth. verse) and ashelieving at a future time (20th verse).
" The
The word is used similarlj^ in many other passages
" Light has come into
world knew him not " (John ii, 10)
the world, and men loved darkness rather than light" (iii,19);
" The Spirit of truth, whom the world can not receive " (xvi,
Christ, as preached to

in the

—

:

—

;

17) ; "
not on

He will reprove
me " (xvi, 8, 9)

the world of sin, because they believe
;

"

How

is

it

that thou wilt manifest

thyself mito us, and not unto the world
fore the extent of

row bounds

tL>e sacrifice is

?

" (xvi, 22.)

There-

not to be limited by the nar-

of that intercession.

I could w^ish to learn from Illyricus^

how

it

can be in ac-

cordance with the justice of God, and the infinite value of
Christ's sacrifice, that " prayer

is expiatorj^ and the rule of
[Canon
Sacrificii]."
the Sacrifice
I think, not only that Christ
did not ask of the Father to regard favorably his sacrifice, but

was not possible that he should present such a petition
indeed true, which onr churches teach and profess
with one voice, that the most complete satisfaction was made
But that idea
to the justice of God by the sacrifice of Christ.
originated in the Polish mass, in which, also, are those words
that

it

:

if that is

" Canon Sacrificii."

But the words, which contain your conclusion are remarka-

FLA-ccitrs Illtbious.

;
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What

ave no right meaning.

is

meant by

— " Cbrist was appointed to be a ransom by the intercesand oblation of the Son."

Intercession

Oblation belongs to the ransom

mer.

is

subsequent to

Therefore the latter was not appointed by the for-

ransom.

and could,

prior to the intercession,

and is therefore
no way, be concerned

itself,

in

But the action itself has
Hence, also, the ransom itself,
the character of an oblation.
For election
as I have already often said, is prior to election.
is unto life, which has no existence except by the oblation of
the ransom
unless we may say that election is unto life, not
in the

appointment of the ransom.

;

now

existing, nor as yet merited, not even in the decree of

For he

God.

is

the "

lamb

slain

from the foundation of the

world."

You

proceed further, and endeavor, but in vain, to confirm
same sentiment by other arguments. They seem to have
some plausibility, but no truth. You say, that " Christ is
only the Mediator of those, whose character he sustained on
the cross
But he sustained the character of the elect only on
the

;

the cross

—

;— Therefore he

is

only the Mediator of the elect."

I reply to the Major, that

it

belongs not to the essence or

the nature of Mediator to sustain the character of any one.

For he

is

constituted a Mediator between

two dissident

parties.

Therefore, as Mediator, he sustains the character of neither
unless, indeed, the nature of the mediation

such as to

demand

be, of necessity,

that the mediator should sustain the char-

But

acter of one of the parties.

nature as the justice of

this mediation has

God required.

For

it

such a

could enter upon

no way of reconciliation with a world, guilty of sin, unless the
Mediator should pledge
it

satisfaction, and, in fact, should

in accordance with the right of surety.

This

is

what

make

is

said

in 2 Cor. v, 19, 21, "

God was in Christ, reconciling the world
unto Himself—for He hath made him to be sin " for the world,
that

is,

Christ

a sin offering.
is

In this sense,

also, it is truly said that

not a Mediator, except for those, whose character he

sustained.

I speak here in respect to the Sacrifice;

every high priest taken from

me," &c.,

(Ileb. v, 5, 1.)

among men,

Here,

also,

is

"For

ordained from

a distinction

may be
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made between the act, by which

reconciliation

the completion of that act, which

obtaining reconciliation,
Its

completion

is

is

obtained,

and

The

act,

the oblation of Christ on the cross.

is

the reconciliation.

In respect

we deserved

sustained our character, for

For the

to the completion.

is

reconciliation.

to the act,

he

death, not in respect

effect, resulting

from the oblation,

depends on the dignity and excellence of the character of
Christ, not of us,

be proper

may

Indeed,

if it

say, that Christ sustained our character, not in respect to

action,

made
is

whose character he sustained.

to use distinctions of greater nicety, in this place, I

namely, that of oblation, but of passion.

a curse for us, and an offering for

sin.

For he was

From which

it

men are sinners and obnoxious to the
assumed human nature common to all, it is

evident, that, as all

curse,

and Christ

all men.
Minor of your syllogism, which

probable that he sustained the character of

We

see this also in the

is

" Christ sustained the character of the elect only on the cross,"
in

which I notice a two-fold

incorrect phraseology.
is

said to

only.

fault, that of falsity

and that of

Its falsity consists in this, that Christ

have sustained on the cross the character ol the Elect
it, from the fact that the Scripture no where
indeed it asserts the contrary in numerous passages.

I prove

says this

;

Christ

called " the

is

of the world" (John

ed the world that

Lamb
i,

He

29).

God which taketh away the sin
God is declared to have " so lov-

of

gave His only begotten Son"

(iii,

16).

Christ declares that he will give " his flesh for the life of the
world" (vi, 51). " God was in Christ reconciling the world
nnto Himself" (2 Cor. v, 19). " He is the propitiation for our

and not for ours only, but also for the sins of the whole
world" (1 John ii, 2). The Samaritans said " "We know that

sins

;

this is

42).

indeed the Christ, the Savior of the world" (John iv,
1 John iv, 14, "
have seen and do testify, that

We

Also

the Father sent the Son to be the Savior of the world."
in the

word " world,"

are to be understood,

is

That,

men, in general,
manifest from these passages and from

in these passages, all

For there is, in my judgment, no passage
in the whole Bible, in which it can be proved beyond contro-

Scriptural usages.

versy that the word " world" signifies the Elect.

Again,
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Christ

is

it

said to have died for

He

where.

is

in

all,

the Savior of

said to be

those that believe" (1 Tim.

be explained

iv, 10),

which declaration can not
without per-

also styled the "

Mediator be-

Christ

tween God and men"

(1

is

Tim.

ii,

He

6).

for those " without strength, ungodly,

What
;

I said a

while since,

little

is

wrath

important also on this

—that the case of the whole human

being alike conceived and born in
;

race

the same,

is

and the children of
and that Christ assumed human nature, which is comall men, not from Abraham only and David, as Mat-

mon

to

thew

traces his genealogy, but also

goes back in his third chapter.

which he had in

flesh

is said to have died
and yet sinners" (Ro-

V, 6-8.)

point
all

Heb. ii, 9, and elsemen, especially of

all

to refer to preservation in this life

version and injury.

mans
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common

from Adam, to

He

with

as the children are partakers of flesh

namely,

common

" For as

much

and blood, he
(Heb.

cause and the

for the sin of the world, in respect to

no difference among men, and

whom Luke

offered, therefore, the

all.

same, &c."

self likewise took part of the

offered that flesh for the

sin,

also

ii,

then

him-

He

14).

common

sin,

which there

is

the Apostle adds this cause in

the passage just cited, " that through death he might destroy

him

had the power of death."

that

Let the dignity and excellence of the person, which could
offer an equivalent ransom for the sin of all men be added to
Let the gracious and tender affection of

this.

human
is

race

come

God towards

the

into consideration, which, in the Scriptures,

usually spoke of

by the general term

9iXav^pw';ria,

as in Titus

Which term signifies, in general terms, the love of God
towards men which affection cannot be attributed to God, if
ii,

4.

;

He

pursues with hatred any man, without reference to his de-

and

serts

I

know

his sin.

that

some

will reply that

except on account of

own

just hatred, that

to sin.

God

But

in that

sin,

is,

way

He

hates.

He

God

He

indeed hates no one
destined

some

to

His

reprobating some without reference
the order of things

does not hate because

cause

but that

He

is

inverted

;

for

reprobates, but reprobates be-

reprobates a sinner, because the sinner
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and odious

sin are justly hateful

affection in the

Him.

to

the unrighteous, as there

and the righteous.

is

in

Keprobation

nature, subsequent to the affection.
to hatred,

however

may

it

these two things preceding

it,

The

in the order

is,

destination of

be considered, has necessarily

by omission

his

own

that

He has

determined

only according to the rigor of His
ers according to

own

to act

He

cording to that rigor, but

be

not in

all

individual,

that divine

towards some,

law, but towards oth-

His own mercy and grace

forth in his gospel.

to, is

men and towards each
is so much difference, in

but I also deny that there

men

fault, will

or commission.

I know, indeed, that the love of God, referred
respects equal towards all

of

any

hatred against unrighteousnes,

and the foresight that the individual, by
guilty of unrighteousness,

love, towards

an

is

an act of God, internal in

is

purpose, external in execution, and the act

one

Hatred

He hates unrighteousness and
Him also love for righteousness

Deity by which

in Christ, as set

willed to treat the fallen angels acall

men,

fallen in

Adam,

according

mercy and
long suffering (Exod. xxxiii, 19 & xxxiv, 6-7) are comprehended. He determined to exhibit, in the deliverance and salvation of men.
Some, hov/ever, may wish to do away with the
distinction, which many Theologians make between the fall of
angels and that of man. For they say that the angels fell beyond all hope of restoration, but that men could have a complete restoration, and they assign, as a reason, the fact that
angels sinned, by their own motion and impulse, and man, by
the instigation and persuasion of an evil angel.
To all these things, we may add, by way of conclusion, the
proper and immediate effect of the death and suffering of
Christ, and we shall see that no one of the human race is
excluded from it. It is not an actual removal of sins from
to this grace.

For every

blessing, in

which

also

these or those, not an actual remission of sins, not justification,

not an actual redemption of these or those, which can be be-

stowed upon no one without faith and the Spirit of Christ

;

but

God, obtainment from God of remisby which it is effected that
sion, justification, and redemption
God may now be able, as Justice, to which satisfaction has
it is

reconciliation with

;
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been made, interposes no obstacle, to remit sins and to bestow
To the commimication
the spirit of grace upon sinful men.

He was already inclined, of His own
He gave Christ as the Sav^ior of
His justice, He was hiiidered from the actu-

of these effects to sinners

meicy, on account of which,
the world, but, by

communication of them. Meanwhile God maintained His
own right to bestow on whom He pleased, and with such conal

ditions as

His by

He

chose to prescribe, those blessings, (which are

mercy, desired
it

which He, through His

nature,) the participation in
to

bestow on sinners, but could not actually do

on account of the obstacle of His justice, but which

now

actually bestow, as His justice has been satisfied

blood and death of Christ
could prescribe the

mode

;

since

He

time, that

God

He

is

did

has given him to us, to perform, in our behalf,

excluded from that

is

He

and obedience of His Son^

the functions of the Mediatorial office.

any pereon

can

by the

as the injured party,

of reconciliation, which also

prescribe, consisting in the death

and because

He,

He

effect,

we

If

we

decide that

decide, at the

same

does not remit his sins unto him, not because

unwilling to do

so,

having the

ability,

but because

He

has not the ability, as justice presents an obstacle, and because

He
be

willed not to be able.

before

sat's.'ied,

because

He

He

He

willed that His justice should

should remit his sins unto any one, and

did not will that His justice should be satisfied in

reference to that person.

On

the other hand, also, if

we

decide that the nature of the

you seem to conceive, that the sins of all
the Elect are taken from them and transferred to Christ, who
suffered punishment for them, and, in fact, freed them from

Mediation

is

such, as

punishment, then obedience was required of him, who rendered it, and, by rendering it, merited eternal life, not for himself,

if we had constituted
and through him had paid unto

but for them, not otherwise than

him Mediator

God our

in our place,

We

must also consider that, according to the
and law, immunity from punishment
and eternal life are due to the elect, and they can claim those
blessings from God, by the right of payment and purchase,
and without any righttul claim, on the part of God, to demand
debt.

rigor of God's justice
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and conversion

faith in Christ

to

him.

It is not easy to tell

under how great absurdities, both the
opinion, labor.

ment.

latter and the former
them by a single arguargue that, if God was

I will refute each of

In reference to the former, I

unwilling that satisfaction, for the sins of any, should be ren-

dered to Himself, by the death of His Son, then faith in Christ

can not,

be demanded of them, they can not,

justly, be
and Christ can not, justly, be constituted their judge. The latter, I compute by an argument, of
very great strength, taken from the writings of the Apostle.
justly,

condemned

The

for unbelief,

righteousness, rendered

rendered, but in that
faith itself

(Eom.

iv,

may be

5.)

it

is

by

said to be

This phrase,

Christ, is not ours in that

imputed unto us by
if

"counted

for righteousness"

rightly understood,

the clearest light on this whole discussion.
fore, that Christ

bore the character of

all

it is

faith, so that

may

shed

I conclude, there-

men

in general, as

and not that of the elect only.
I notice incorrectness of phraseology in the statement that
he bore, on the cross, the character of the Elect, when no one
is elect, except in Christ, as dead and risen again, and now
it is

said,

by God the Head

and the Savior of
and
obey him unto salvathem who
Therefore, there were no elect, when he was yet hangtion.
constituted

of the church,

should believe in him,

ing on the cross, that

is,

both of these events being considered

as existing in the foreknowledge of

have borne, on the
account, likewise,

it

God

;

hence he could not

On

this

to say that Christ

bore

cross, the character of the Elect.

would be absurdity

the character of the reprobate, because reprobation had there

no place.
righteous,
distinction

But he bore the character of men as sinners, unenemies to God, apart from any consideration or
between Election and Reprobation.

then, from this reply, that

argument, that Christ

is

work of the Mediator

made on

it

It is evident,

can not be concluded, from that

the Mediator for the Elect only, the

being, now, restricted to the oblation

the cross.

You advance,

also,

another argument to prove the truth

—" Whatever

your sentiment, and say
did as Eedeemer, the same things
;

all

cf

Christ suffered and

the redeemed do and
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and with him

suffer in liim,

er

;

—

—But Christ, as Eedeemer. died,
the right

him and with him,
ascended, sat down at the

Therefore, in

rose again,
ther."

You

all

hand of the Fath-

the redeemed died,

right

hand of the Fa-

then assume, as a position by consequence, [sub-

"The

sumis] that
right

;

down on

rose again, ascended, sat

Elect only die, rise again, ascend,

hand of the Father,

alone are redeemed."

in

and with

We

will inspect

sit

at the

Therefore, they

Christ.

and examine both

parts of this argument in order.

The Major of

this

prosyllogism seems to

me

to

be chargea-

ble with notorious falsity, as can, also, be easily demonstrated.

For it confounds the sufferings and the actions, by which redemption is effected and obtained, with the completion of
redemption itself, and the application of redemption. For
redemption does not refer to suffering, or to any action of
Christ, but to the completion, the event, and the fruit of that
suffering and action
therefore, the sufferings and the actions
;

of Christ are prior to redemption
its

;

but redemption

is

prior to

They, however, are called redeemed from the

application.

Therefore, that, which Christ suffered and did

application.

redeemed did not suffer or do. For
they were not at that time redeemed, but, by those actions, redemption was obtained, and applied to them by faith, and so
they, as the result, were redeemed.
The very nature of things
clearly proves that redeemer and redeemed are things so relato obtain redemption, the

ted, that the

former

is

the foundation, the latter, the terminus,

not vice versa, and, therefore, in the former

is

comprehended

the cause of the other, and indeed the cause, produced by

own

its

whence it follows that the redeemed did not
that, which was done by the redeemed, since, in that case, they
were redeemed before the act of redemption was performed by
the redeemer, and the redemption itself was obtained. If
you say that you consider the redeemed not as redeemed^ but
as

efficiency

men

to he

;

redeemed^ I reply that, in whatever way, they are

can never be truly said that they did, in an d
with Christ, what Christ did for the sake of redeeming them.

considered,

For

those,

it

who were

to he

redeemed were not in Christ or

with Christ, therefore, they could, neither in him nor with
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him, suffer ordo any tbing.

and acted

him

You will say

that " they suffered

and pledge
bat I say in him
as constituted a surety not by them, but by God for them, and
on him the woik of redemption was imposed by God. It is
true, indeed, that he assumed from men the nature in which redemption was performed yet He, not men in him, offered it.
in

as a surety

;

But,

may

they

if

be said to have suffered, because their nature

Buffered in the form of Christ,

the redemption

is

general for

you see
all

that, in this

way

also,

whom

the

same

those to

Perhaps you refer to those passages of Scripwhich we are said to be " dead with Christ, buried
with him and raised with him" (Rom. vi, 3, 4, 5). Your explanation is unsatisfactory, if it regards them as having refernature belongs.
ture, in

For those passages treat of the
and resurrection, which we each, in
our own person, endure and experience. But they do not
ence

to

our present subject.

crucifixion, death, burial,

pertain to

meritorious redemption,

the

death, &c., of Christ.
of discussion

is

as

the

by

that of our ingraftment into Christ

and our communion with him, which pertain
tion

crucifixion,

Again, in those passages, the subject

of redemption

;

faith,

to the applica-

but, here, the subject of discussion is

the obtainment of redemption, and the acts which pertain to

Those passages teach, that we, being grafted into Christ
by faith, received from him the power of the Spirit, by which
our old man is crucified, dead and buried, and we are resusci-

it.

tated

and

raised again into a

new

life.

From this it

is

appar-

ent that they have no connection with our present subject.

The

right

meaning of the Minor,

is

that Christ, performing

the work of redemption, died, rose again, and ascended into
the heavens.

For he was not the redeemer, before he offered

himself to death and rose again from the dead.

I

remark,

more briefly, that Christ died and rose again in that he was
Redeemer ])y the imposition and acceptance of the office, not
by the fulfillment of the same. For the death and resurrecRedeemer.
what sense the conclusion is true.
that in which you intend it, that they, whom you call
the redeemed," died and rose again in the person of Christ,

tion of Christ pertain to the function of the office of

now
Not in

It

appears, from

this, in
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butas

T,

a short time since, explained

it,

in a sense, pertaining,

not to theobtainment of redemption, but to the application of

For Christ is said to have " entered
having obtained eternal redempwhich redemption he communicates to

the obtained redemption.

in once into the holy place,
tion," (Ileb. ix, 12),

by the Holy Spirit sent from heaven.
These things being thus considered, your position by consequence [subsumptio] does not weigh against the opinion, which

believers,

I here defend.

For

it

certainly happcjns to the Elect, only in

we have

the sense which

set forth,

with Christ to

die, rise

hand of the Father. They
again, ascend, and
also, by reason of their being ingrafted in Christ, and the application of the benefits of Christ, and of communion with
" Thou art worthy to
Christ, are said to be " redeemed."
take the book, and to open the seals thereof for thou Avast
slain, and hast redeemed us to God by thy blood out of every
and hast made
kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation
us unto our God kings and priests and we shall reign on the
earth" (Rev. v, 9, 10).
So, also, in Rev. xiv, 3, 4, the same
are said to have been " redeemed from the earth, and from
among men." It is, however, to be observed that this posisit at

the right

;

;

;

tion [subsumptio]

is

not a consequence of the antecedents,

unless there be added, to the Major, a restrictive phrase, in
this

way

" Whatever Christ sufi'ered and did this

:

the

all

redeemed, and they only, suffered and did in him, and with
him.

The arguments which you adduce

to

prove

this position

[subsumptio], are readily conceded by me, in the sense which
I have explained.

Bat

which you afterwards present to
your meaning, deserves notice. For the sins of

illustrate

those, for

whom

Christ, in such a

that,

Christ died, are

manner

that they

condemned in the
may not, by that

flesh of

freed from condemnation, unless they believe in Christ.

" there
in.

is,

therefore,

Spirit"

(Rom.

viii,

which should be
divided,

is

now, no condemnation

who walk

Christ Jesus,

1).

distinct,

to

be
For

fact,

them which are

not after the flesh, but after the

The

error

of confounding things,

and uniting those which should be
For obtainment, and the

constaatly committed.
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act itself, which obtains, are confounded with the application,
and the former are substituted for the latter.
You say, also, " the expiatory victim sanctifies those for

whom

he

For victim and
But Christ

a victim.

is

tain to the

same

pei'sons

Elect and believers

;

—

;

—

per-

sanctification
sanctifies

only the

^Therefore, Christ is victim for the Elect

only and believers."
I answer to your Major, that the expiatory victim sanctifies,

not in that

may

it

is

ofiered, but in that

13, 14).

" For

if

This

applied.

shall the blood of Christ,

Heb.

xii, 21,

&c."

;

—How

much more

For which reason,

" the blood of sprinkling."

called

it is

In the same man-

who, not only slew the paschal lamb, but also

ner, those,

sprinkled the door-posts with

the destroying angel.
plies,

ix,

the ashes of a heifer, sprinkling the unclean,

sanctifieth to the purifying of the flesh

in

it is

be plainly seen in the passage cited by yourself (Heb.

If,

its

blood, were passed over

then, the phrase " for

whom"

by
im-

not the oblation only, but also the fruit and advantage of

the oblation, I admit the truth of the Major.

But we

are,

here, discussing not the application of the victim Christ, but

the oblation only, which, in the Scriptures,

be "for men" (Heb.

is

simply said to

must necessarily intervene between the oblation., and its application which is
sanctification.
The oblation, of the victim, then, was made,
not for believers, but for men as sinners, yet on this condition,
that He should sanctify only believers in Christ.
Hence, it
can not be considered, even though the Minor should be
v, 1).

But

faith

conceded, that Christ offered himself for the Elect only, since
Election, as

it is

made

in Christ, offered, dead, risen again,

and having obtained eternal redemption by

his blood,

be subsequent to the oblation.
You add " Christ is the complete Savior of those,

—

he saves, not only by
ing their salvation."
is to

his merits, but

Who

denies this

by
?

must

whom

efficaciously work-

But the

distinction

be observed between these two functions and operations

which
application,
or
communication
and the actual

of Christ, the recovery,

by

his blood, of the salvation,

was lost by sin,
by the Holy Spirit, of the salvation obtained by

his blood.
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precedes, the latter requires, in accordance with

the Divine decree, that faith should precede

may

though Christ

are not actually saved, jet he

than believers

(1

Therefore,

it.

not be said to completely save those

Tim.

is

I do not see

iv, 10).

who

said to be the Savior of others

how

that passage

can be suitably explained, unless by the distinction between
sufficient

and

and

efficacious salvation, or salvation as recovered

The

as applied.

thers, partly

passages,

have no relation

partly are related to

it,

which you

to the

matter

cite

from the Fa-

now discussed, and

but they teach nothing else than that

the death and passion of Christ, which are a sufficient price

redemption of the sins of

for the

Elect only, and those

who

say in reference to the application

you would
cede

all

men, in

fact, profit

believe unto salvation.

distinguish between

it,

correct

is

;

the

What you

but I wish that

and those things which pre-

it.

From what
to the

lievers

has already been said, the decree, in reference
bestowment of the Mediator and to the salvation of be-

through the Mediator,

is

prior to the decree of predes-

which some are destined to salvation in Christ,
and others are left to condemnation out of Christ. But you
say that " the decree of election is the cause and the beginning of all the saving gifts and works in men." I grant it,
but not in view of the fact that it is the decree of election,
but in that it is the desire of the bestowment of grace. In

tination, in

that

it is

the decree of election,

bestowed only on those

:

for

is

it

it is

the cause that grace

is

the opposite of reprobation,

and necessarily supposes it. For there is no election without
reprobation, and the term elect itself signifies loved^ with the
contrast of not loved " at least in the

and

restricts love to those

sion of those
far,

who

who

same mode and

are styled the non-elect or reprobate.

then, as saving gifts are bestowed

which is
bestowment
act

called election,
is

decree,

are styled elect with the exclu-

it

is

upon any one

properly

Zc?i;e

/

So

in that

in that the

restricted to some, to the exclusion of others,

it

is called election.

From
which

is

this, it is

apparent, in the

first

place, that the love,

according to election, would not be less towards the
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elect than

now

it

is,

even

if

God

vor, and His own love towards

who make

ly, they,

should declare the same
all

men

in general.

fa-

Second-

the love of God, in Christ, the canse of

the salvation of men, and that alone, do no injury to grace,

even
is,

they deny that such luve

if

deed, deny that which

mercy

for I

;

is

according to election, that

few by the decree of God.

restricted to a

is true,

They may,

in-

but without injury to grace or

presupposed that they make the same love to be

the cause of salvation, as they do,

who contend

for election.

I know, indeed, that Augustine often said against the Pelagians, that " they who make the grace of God common to all,

deny grace altogether
but tliis assertion is not, in
true
but it was valid against the Pelagians, and
all those who, at that time, made the grace of God universal.
For they explained the grace of God, to be the gift bestowed
in

efi'ect,

all respects,

equally on

;

by

all

creation, in our original nature.

edge, indeed, that, from the universality of grace,

I acknowl-

some con-

sequences can be deduced, which will prove that the universality of grace

which the

may be

consequences are not,

But

all

it

should be

of them, tenable,

and I wish that you should demonstrate this.
much, not, indeed, in sustaining the view

accurately,

You

by
known that those
we examine them

indirectly opposed to that grace

elect are saved.

will thus effect

which you here specially advocate, but in sustaining the docand reprobation in general. But it will be
said that, by the reprobation of some, that is, by election
trine of election

joined with love, the elect are more fully convinced that the
love of

God towards

would be

if

that

themselves

is

not of debt, than they

same love were bestowed by God upon

without any distinction.
often uses that argument.

I,

indeed, grant

Yet

it,

all

and the Scripture

that love, toward

can be

us,

be gratuitous, and not of debt, and can be sealed
upon our hearts, without that argument. It appears, then,

proved

to

that there

ment.

is

no absolute necessity of presenting that argu-

I do not say these things because I wish that the doc-

trine of election should not
it

from

me

;

be taught

in

but to show that this subject

our churches
is

to

;

far

be

be treated with

moderation, and without offence to weak believers, who, for
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the very reason that they hear that they can not be certain of
salvatiun, unless they believe that

which

is

tanght conceiving

Election with the rejection of some, bagin to doubt whether
the sense of certainty of salvation,

enjoyed,

is

to be attributed

minds.

from experience.

I write this

Let us

erence to Election.

at times

Holy

persuasion and presumption iu

Spirit, or to a certain

own

which they have

the testimony of the

to

now

consider

its

So mucii
opposite

their
in ref-

— Repro-

bation.

But you

manner.
It is the work of divine providence, by
which God decreed to pass by certain men, as to supernatural
grace, that He might declare His justice and wrath \n tlieir
define the decree of reprobation in a two-fold

First you say — "

due destruction."

my

In

opinion, there are, in

tliis

dehnition,

four faults, which, with your consent, I will exhibit,

if I

may

you have made the decree
of Reprobation,
the work, &c.," whe.i, as it exists in God,
it can, in no way, be called a ivorJc, which is something apart
from that which produces it, existing after an act, and fjom
an act produced by the erlicaciousness or efficiency of an
agent.
I should prefer then to use the word " act" in this
be able to do

so.

The

first fault is,

case.

—
—

The second fault is you do not well describe the object of
when you say
certain men are passed by," without any mention of any condition required in the object, or
tluit act,

any reference to the fact that the men spoken of are sinners.
For sin is a condition, requisite in a man, to be passed by
[prseter.undo] in reprobation, or, so to speak, in one capable

of being passed by [praeteribili].
in a

First, the Scripture

as

acknowledges no reprobation of njen,

having been made by God, unless

sin.
it

This I shall briefly prove

few arguments.

Secondly, since reprobation

is

its

meritorious cause

is

the opposite of election,'

follows, if divine election has reference to sinners, that re-

probation has reference to persons of the same chrj-acter.

But

Election, as I have previouslj^ shown, has reference to sirmers

Thirdly, because that supernatural grace, which
reprobation,

24

is

grace necessary to sinners only

is

denied by

— namely, that

VOL. in.
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Holy

of remission of sins, and the renewal of the

Spirit.

Fourthly, because justice and wrath can not be declared, except against a sinner, for where there

no

be
which you
here necessarily speak). Fifthly, because punishment is due
to no one, unless he is a sinner, and you say that " the wrath
of God and His justice are declared in the due destruction of

no place

is

sin there can

either for wrath or punitive justice, (of

the Keprobate."

"When I make
not consider

do
on the other hand, making righteousness

sin the meritorious cause of reprobation,

me

as,

For

the meritorious cause of Election.

cause of the reprobation of
tion

not only of that grace which

is,

man

is

But

elec-

not of debt, and which

has not merited, but also of that grace which takes

away

Even

demerit.

the effect

of His

the meritorious cause

if

whom

will, to

belongs to

it

He has power

;

pardon

Therefore,

which

its

iii

desert, or to

but

God

me

to

and of

by

It

is,

third fault

seology.

by

distinction,

I reply that

it is

not

not right for
de-

one and the same.

is

is,

For what

it is

condemn any one without the

or

then, truly said,, the cause of the decree

execution

its

Your

itself,

consideration of sin, as

in fact, to pass
sin.

common

the

should will to condemn any one, or will to

him without

merit of

punish sin

be required in the object of the execution,

but not in the object of the decree
pass by

to

of His grace in Christ.

considered the proximate and immediate

is

sin is said to

right that

it,

both cases, in election and in reprobatiou, the

God

you oppose

If

cause.

supposed,

due punishment,

inflict

according to

free-will of

is

not at once produced, unless by the intervention

is

according to the merit of sin

Him,

sin is the meritorious

sinners in general.

all

is

that of obscurity and ill-adjusted phra-

implied in the phrase

—"

to pass

by

as

—to pass by in the dispensa-

to supernatural grace," instead of

tion

bestowment

and

ambiguity,

also,

in

supernatural, both as

ing nature beyond

changing
natural.

it,

There

is

Grace

is

supernatural

superadded to unfallen nature, bear-

it is

itself,

grace?

word "supernatural."

of

the

and

and raising

it

as

it is

bestowed on

to things

fallen nature,

heavenly and super-
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The fourth

fault

is,

that

jou present a

863

result of the preteri-

which coheres by no necessary copula, with the antecedent cause of the preterition. For sin is not presupposed to
tion

that act

which

;

from that act one of
from the necessity of cohe-

sin does not of necessity exist

facts is necessarily required

rence between the act and

its result.

If,

;

indeed,

you say that
you make

sin necessarily results

from that preterition, then

God

by a denial of the grace, without which,
But if that grace, which is denied to

the Author of sin

sin can not be avoided.

any one by
sin,

then a

preterition, is not necessary for the avoidance of

man

could, without

it,

abstain from sin, and so not

If he could do this, that declaration of

deserve destruction.

and wrath does not result from the act of decreed proBut you know that the parts of a definition should
mutually cohere by a necessary copula, and that a result
should not be proposed, which, even on the supposition of any

justice

terition.

act,

does not result from that same

would be

incidental,

definition

which

is

and

therefore,

act.

For such a

ought not

to

result

be found in a

independent, and designed to convey abso-

lute knowledge.

Let

us,

now, examine the other

definition,

which you have

adduced, perhaps for the very reason, that you thought your

former one somewhat unsound.
reprobation

is

It is this

;

— "The decree

the purpose to permit any one to

of

fall into sin,

punishment of damnation on account of sin."
I know that this definition is used by the Schoolmen, and,
among others, by Thomas Aquinas, for whose genius and erudition I have as high an esteem as any one ; but he, here,
seems to me to be under a kind of hallucination. First,
because he makes the decree of reprobation to be antecedent
to sin, which opinion I have already refuted.
Secondly,

and

to inflict the

because he attributes that permission to the decree of reprobation,

which ought

to

be attributed to a certain other, more

general decree, that of providence, as I will show.

An

act

which has reference to all men, in general, apart from the
distinction between the elect and the reprobate, is not an act of
reprobation for, in that act, God had reference to the reprobate only ; But that act of permission, by which God per;

—
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mitted

men;
nature
is

man
i'or

tlie

to fall into sin, is freneral,

in

Adam,

sinned (Rom.

all

children of wrath" (Eph.

and extending

And

v).
ii,

o)

;

—^That

to

aro

all

all

"by

act, then,

not one of reprobation, but of mere general providence,

reiTJirdiii

all

men

and governing

entirely without difference,

Adam.
and
the
permission
oined,
of
to
con
be
If you say that both are
the fall and the infliction of punishment, and that the whole
subject, taken in a complex manner, is the proper act of reprobation, I answer that, on that principle, permission, according
to which Adam, and in him, all his posterity fell, which is one
and univocal, is resolved into two diverse matters, and thu3
becomes twofold and equivocal; that is, into the decree of
reprobation, by which the reprobate are permitted to fall, and
adii)i!ii>tering their

primitive htite in the person of

the decree of providence, by which even the elect themselves
are permitted to fall.
I add another argument, which, in my judgment indeed, ia
Eeprobation and Election are spoken of aa
irrefutable.
thin^^s separate

and opposite

;

one

is

not without the other.

Hence, no act can be attributed to one of them, the opposite
may not be attributed
of which, either affirmative or negative,
to
that of permission to
But no act, opposite
to the other.
There is but one act which
to Election.
fall can be attributed
opposite to the act of permission, namely, hindrance from
But no man, not even one of the elect, is hinfallino- into sin.
is

dered from falling into
in

Adam.

Therefore,

sin.

For the

elect themselves sinned

assigned to the decree of Eeprobation.
consider this

is

not to be

you

diligently

the act of permission

argument, you

will see that

If
it is

clearly evident,

from it, that permission to fall was prior both to Reprobation
and to Election, and therefore the decree of Permission was
prior, in
prior to the decree of Election and Reprobation

—

order and nature.

Then,

also, that other i)eculiarity of repro-

bation remains, and as it presupposes sin, I conclude that
men, as sinners, are the object of reprobation.

moreover, the decree of reprobation to two
The former is the purpose to pass by certiin men,
acts.
But what jLSiice^ unless it
justice in them."
illustrate
to
and

You

limit,
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punitive

is

second act

If

7

—"the

is

it

punitive, then

ordination

same decree

tinguish that
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with th©

coincides

it

Others

punishment."

to

dis-

into the negative act of preterition,;

and the affirmative act of ordination to punishment. If yon
meant the same thing, you have not expressed it well, for
punitive justice superintends the ordination of punishment,

but the freedom of the divine will superintends preterition.

Your assertion that "this preterition has not its cause in
men" will not be proved by any passage of Scriptuiv, which
every where teaches that

Though

sin.

good pleasure of God"

God

is

is

abandonment

all

this is so, yet

is on acc<»uut of
does not follow that " tlie mere

it

who

free to leave or not to leave the sinner,

abandonment

and thus, the

;

For

not the cause of abandonment.

God

will of

is

deserves

and

the proximate

immediate cause of abandonment, and indeed the only cause
in this respect, that

the sinner.

He may

when

it is

possible for

yet sometimes do

own

absolutely according to His

And

it.

liberty of the

uve

it

away,

or,

the merit

out of His Son,

I pray, does it "interfere with the

how,

good pleasure"

— " of God,"

not tu forsake

For God dispenses,

will, in reference to

of sio, whether, in His Son, to take
to punish

Him

so.

—

I

would prefer the word pleas-^
able to forsake one who

He is said not to be

if

For

only in view of His justice that

is

not a sinner?

is

able to forsake one unless he

it is

is

a sinner.

And

He

liberty does

God is concerned, in the
mode in which He pleases to

not describe the objects with which
operations of His will, but the

operate in reference to any object.
I could wish that

the will of

you would not
and

justice is prior to the will,

tributed to the will as

by

justice.

Yet

it

its

is its

mode.

what

but because

resjicct is

it

He

will,

wills freely

and His freedom

For
is

He

is

be denied that

will.

For

justice.

and freedom

is

at-

limited

God

ia

He is
He wills

Since then

not because

whatever

contrary to the freedom of (iod,

not to will certain tilings?
will them,

rule,

will not, therefore,

completely free in the acts of His
tilings,

any freedom to

That mode, then,

completely free in the acts of His

f.ll

attribute

God which may impinge upon His

can not,

in

He wills, in
He is said

if

His

justice,

not limited by a supeiior being
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out of Himself, but
the will of

God

is

by His own

In this sense, also,

justice.

said to be " the cause of causes,

which, or beyond which no reason

my

to

is

and out of

be sought," which

For

is

any one asks,
" why does God leave one, and choose another ?" the answer

true also according to

is

— " because He

He

will

there

is

it

?"

that cause
it,

If

wills it."

The cause

a cause

explanation.

why He

it

be asked,

if

— " but why does

found not out of Himself.

is

But

could justly will to leave any one, and

not effecting actual desertion, but deserving

is sin,

and making the sinner worthy of abandonment, and

cer-

God

him

tainly to be abandoned, if

should choose to punish

according to his demerit, which choice

is

allowed to His

free-will.

Man

is

indeed as " clay in the hands of the potter," but

does not follow from this that

whatever

it

God can

might be possible

He

His omnipotence.

for

it

make of that clay
make by an act of

justly

Him

to

can reduce to nothing the clay formed

—

by Himself and made man, for this belongs to Him by
supreme right but He can not hate the same clay, or be angry with it, or condemn it forever, unless that lump has become sinful by its own fault, and been made a lump of corruption.
Thus also Augustine explains the passage in Rom.
ix, as having reference to the lump of corruption.
But you
say, " if God had willed by His eternal decree to pass over
men as sinners only, not as men, then He did not make them
vessels of wrath, but He found them vessels of wrath, made
such by themselves." I reply that ignorance of the phrase,
which the apostle uses in Romans ix, is shown here. For
:

" to make a vessel unto wrath," does not signify to sin or to

make one worthy
tine to just

of wrath through sin

;

but

it

signifies to des-

wrath him who has sinned and so made himself

worthy of wrath, which is an act of the divine judgment, peremptory indeeu, because it is an act of reprobation, but it has
reference to

man

cause of wrath.

as a sinner, for sin alone

If

you urge

is

the meritorious

furtlier that in the

word " lump,"

men, not as made but as to he tnade^ are signified, and that
proved by the force of the word, I shall deny that the
force and radical meaning [etymon] of the word is to be, here,
this is
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and shall assert that, in Scriptural
word is applied to men, not only as made but as sinners^ and as those reeeimd into the grace of reconciliation^ and transgressing the covenant of ^race; as in the
prophet Jeremiah, " Behold as the clay is in the potter's
hand, so are ye in mine hand, O house of Israel" (chapter
precisely insisted upon,

use, the

xviii, 6.)

In your third argument you turn aside from the controversy,
and from the real state of the case, contrary to the law of cor-

you do not come to the conwhich is sought, unless you may say that to reject
grace is the same as to si-i^ which two things are indeed often
distinguished in the Scriptures.
For the Pharisees were alrect disputation, and, therefore,

clusion

ready, in

they

Adam,

not baptized" of

mention

Adam

and, indeed, in themselves, sinners before

rejected the counsel of

is

and

John (Luke

made

in Acts

God
vii,

xiii,

against themselves, being

46, were already

in themselves, before they

sinners, in

made themselves un-

worthy of the grace of God, rejecting the word of
the question here
er

is

it

But

will reject grace.

does not

depends on men,"

life.

whether God passes by sinners^ not wheth-

he sees that they
Again,

whom

The Jews, of

30).

if

follow

God

that

"reprobation,

therefore,

reprobates no one unless reprobation

and rejection is desired. For an effect can not be said to depend on that cause which, being in operation, does not certainly produce the effect.

men

All

them, namely, the Elect, are not
cause of rejection, unless

by

as sinners, but
;

hence sin

is

some of
not the

the intervention of the damnatory

sentence of the judge, in which

punished according

left

it is

to its demerit.

decreed that sin shall be

Who

know

does not

that

the sentence depends on the judge, not on the criminal, even
if

the criminal has deserved that sentence

by

own

his

act,

without which the judge could neither conceive, nor pronounce,
nor execute the sentence. Nor does it follow " that God
chooses some, and so they are chosen by
rejects others, and, therefore,
to demerit, is

common

Him, and

they are rejected."

to the elect

that

For

sin,

He
as

and the reprobate, accord-

ing to the theory, which simply requires that

men

as sinners
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Bhould be

made

the object of predestination, without any spe-

cial distinction in the sin itself.

But you
grace

is

present,

as a proof, tliat the foreseen neglect of

not the cause of rejection, the statement that

infants,

dying out of the covenant of the gospel, have not neglected
this grace, and yet are reprobate and " rejected by Gud."
I
affirm that they rejected the grace of the gospel in their parent?,

grand-parents, great-grand-parents,

Berved to be abandoned by God.
reason might be presented

Bolid
terity

have sinned,

in

etc.,

by which act they de-

I should desire that
to

me why,

some

since all his pos-

Adan], against the law, and, on that

ac-

count, have merited punishment and rejection, infants also, to

whom, in their parents, the grace of the gospel is offered, and
by whom, in their parents, it is rejected, have not sinned
against the grace of the gospel.

covenant

is

For the rule of the divine
comprehended and

perpetual, that children are

judged in their parents.

The

which you draw from Ilomans ix,
For the apostle there
treats of the decree, by which God determined to justify and
to save those, who should be heirs of righteousness and salvafourth argument,

does not relate

the present subject.

to

by works, but by faith in Christ not of the decree
by which He determined to save these or those, and to condemn others, or of that by which He determined to give faith
to some, and to withhold it from others.
This might be most
easily demonstrated from the passage itself, and from the whole
context, and I should do it, if time would permit.
But this
tion, not

;

being granted, yet not acknowledged, namely, that the apostle
excludes works as the basis of the decree, of which he here
treats,

Ft»r

yet that, which you intend to prove, will not follow.

Augustine interprets

it

of works, which were peculiar to

each of them (Esau and Jacob), not

common

to both, such as

which they were both conceived, when God
Bebecca (I'Jth verse). This interpretation of Augus-

original sin, in

Bpoke to
tine

is

proved

Jacol), as

was

to

be true from the fact that the apostle regards

having done no good, and Esau, no

said to their

younger," as

if it

evil,

when

it

mother Bebecca, " the elder shall serve the
might be thought that Esau, by evil deeds,
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had merited that be should be the servant of
by bis good deeds, bad acquired for

bis

brutber, who,

to

fiins,

does not exclude

all

respect of sin

wbicb tbey wire botb equally subject.

That "will"

Therefore,

prerogative.

—

younger

biiiiself tbat

it

of God, in wbicb "Paul acquiesces,"

is

not tbat, by wbicb

He

Las purposed to adjudge any one, not a sinner, to eternal
death, but by wbicb, of those

who

are equally sinners, to one

He shows

He

hardens

njercy, but another

deed mark

tlie

to

no one, who

is

not a sinner.

is

not miserable

Hardening

."Gut

;

its

cause, tbat

is,

sin.

argument, you deduce nothing against

from your

last

who make

sin a requisite condition in the object of Pre-

destination

of

;

also has sin as

contumacious perseverance in
those,

which words inmercy
For
can be shown
and no one is miserable, who

pre existence of sin.

God

;

for they

that this one

acknowledge that "it
is

is

of the

mere

and tbat one rejected."

elected,

passage also which you cite from the author of the book

will

The

"De

vocatioiie gentiutn," also places s'm as a condition, prerequi-

For be

site to Predestination.

been,

first,

is

made miserable and

not " delivered"

who

has not

the captive of sin.

act of reprobation, you make to be " ordination
punishment,"
to
which you distinguish into " absolute and

The second

relative."

for the same distincFor absolute election is
election is that, by wdiicb one

There might be also a place

tion, in the contrary act of election.

a reception into favor

relative

;

person, and not another,
in

making the

will of

is

received into favor.

God

You do

rightly

the cause of absolute ordination,

sin.
For it is very true that, in
same cause of willing and doing tbat

yet not to the exclusion of
the Deity, there

wbicb

He

is

the

has decreed.

Sin also has the sanie relation to or-

dination as to damnation.

cause to damnation, hence

It
it

has the relation of meritorious

has also the relation of meritorious

to, ordination.
There is likewise no probable rebition, to
wbicb a contrary can not be conceived. Therefore, it can not be
absolutely denied tbat "sin is the cause of the decree of damnation."
For though it may not be the immediate, ])roximate

cause

or princi])al cause, yet

which God can not

it

is

the meritorious cause,

justly ordain

any one

to

w.tbout

punishment.
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I should desire the proof that " sin does not precede, in

the rehition of order, in the divine prescience, that former act"

of preterition and rejection.

There

is,

my

indeed, in

judg-

ment, no passage of Scripture, which contains that idea

;

I

wish that one may be adduced.
" Relative ordination is that bj which this person, and not
ordained to punishment, and on the same condition."

that, is

God

has indeed the power of punishing and of remitting sin,

according to His will, nor

is

He responsible

so far as

He

this, also,

" the liberty of the divine

has bound Himself by His

but not in

this only.

tion

and

that

itself,

He

to

own

goodness

For the same thing

is

any one, unless
promises. In
is

exhibited,"

declared in crea-

in the dispensation of natural blessings, in this,

determined that one part of Nothing should be

heaven, another the earth, a third the

air,

&c.

Indeed

He

has in creation demonstrated " the

same liberty in the bestowFor He has honored some
with supernatural gifts, as angels and men,

ment of supernatural
of His creatures

and

otliers,

indeed

He

ural gifts.

blessings."

all others,

e has

made without

supernat-

has likewise demonstrated the same freedom,

not only in the creation, but in the government and care of

His rational creatures, since

He

has

made

a communication

of supernatural felicity, according to the fixed law and pleas-

own will. From which angels and men could unGod was free to communicate it to them according to His own will. This is declared by the arbitrary prescription of its condition.
I make this remark that no one may
think, that the act, which we now discuss, was the first act by
which God evinced the freedom of His will.
Your words " and indeed if God should destroy and damn
all those who are rejected by Him, yet He would not be unure of His

derstand that

—

just," I

can not approve, and you will not,

your previous statements with them.
nation to punishment

is

if

For you

you compare

said that ordi-

subsequent to sin in the order of na-

you do not place sin between rejection, which
first
reprobation, and damnation, which is the
the
act
of
is
second while damnation does not follow rejection immediture, and, here,

;

ately, but

it

follows sin.

Those words, so

to speak, also con-

"
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tain a manifest falsity.

First,

earth can not do right,

if

He

the wicked" (Gen. xviii, 25

);

because " the judge of

him

ly,

it

because that rejection

sin is the single

my book"

(Exod. xxxii, 33).

shall die" (Ezek. xviii, 4).
is

the

and only
" Whosoever hath sinned

and

will I blot out of

" The soul that sinneth

all

should slay the righteous with

meritorious cause of damnation.
against me,
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Second-

the cause into which sin can be

by the mode of

resolved, and, therefore, the cause of sin,

re-

moval, or non-bestowment of that aid, without which sin can
not be avoided,
that,

l^o small error

when you do

is

committed here, in the fact

not suppose sin to be previous to rejection

you yet make ordination to punishment
without any explanation of the coherence of both those acts. If you attempt this, you will fall
into no less a fault
for you will make God, on account of that
rejection, the author of sin, as can be shown by irrefutable arguments. The illustrations, which you propose, are not adapted to your design, and fail through want of analogy. For it
is one thing to kill a beast, by which deed it ceases to exist
and is not rendered miserable, or to exclude from your house
one whom you do not please to admit, and a very different
thing to condemn a man to eternal punishment, which is far
more severe than to annihilate the same person.
" The cause of this relative reprobation is the mere will of
God without any consideration of sin," namely, that which
may have any effect in making a distinction between different
persons, but not in giving the power to ordain certain persons
to punishment, which power indeed exists in God as Lord and
and divine

subsequent

preterition,
to

rejection,

;

Judge, but can not really be exercised except towards a sinner

who

deserves punishment from the equity of divine justice.

That which you quote from Augustine* and Gregory f agrees
with this distinction. For both make sin the meritorious
cause of reprobation, and consider sin and sinners as altogether

*" God delivereth no man but of His free mercy, and condemneth no man, but most righteously.

Now, why Me

delivereth this

the great depih of His judgment."
that

msm ? O man, who
man dedre

t" Let no

man rather

than

Again— "Why

that, let

is it

art thou, that thou darest dispute
to search

why

him

search

who

can dive into

thus to this man, and otherAvise to

with

God

?"

one should be elected, and another rejected, becaxise

•His judgments are unsearchable, and His ways past finding

out.'

—
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prerequisite to prcclestin:ition
ration to

tlio

but attribute

;

tlie

act of sepa-

God.

mt-re will of

In this " second act of reprobation," you

make two

just rejection, and, damnation

parent, frorn

tliis,

on account ot sin."
you distinguish between that

that

" steps,
It is ap-

rejection

which you made the first step of reprobation, and this latter
Yet you do not state the distinction between those
two rejections, which, however, ought to have l)een done, to
rejection.

Yet

avoid confusion.

make

consequent upon

You make

sin.

first

be right to conjecture, since you

you wouhi make the latter
and existing on account of the desert of

sin,

tbe divine rejection two-fuld, but do not ex-

step in the second act of reprobation, or divine rejection
It is not the former, in

in general.
it

may

you mean, here, the latter, which you consider

plain whether

the

it

the former prior to sin, that

my judgment,

pertains to the second act of reprobation,

sin

;

haps

and

this

it is

the

reprobation.

is

is

for that, as

on account of

considered by you to be prior to

Per-

bin.

same with the rejection, which is the first act of
If so, you can not in the passages now referred

escape the charge of confused discussion.

to,

Let us see

how you

say that the former
assisting grace,

that two fold rejection.

You

denial of aid, confirmation,

and

ex})l:iin

is

"

tiie

by which tbe

first is

rendered efficacious for

the resistance of temptations, and for perseverance in goodness," and you style it " rejection of trial or test" [explora-

who
and afiirm that it occurs in the case of those
have not yet forsaken God," illustrating it from the example of
But I inquire of you, whether you conthe first man, Adam.
sider that aid, confirmation, and assisting grace so necessary

tionis]

for

perseverance in goodness, that, without

not

resist

temptation

?

If

you reply

it,

a

man

could

affirmatively, consider

how you can excuse, from the responsibility of sin, the Deity,
who has denied to man, aj.iart from any fault in him, the gifts
and aids

necess. ry to ])erseverancc in goodness.

me by what

If negatively,

you call this a rejection by
God. Can he be mv\ to be rejected by Gud, who is adorned
and endued with grace, rendei-ing him acce]ftabie, provided

then indeed,

tell

with

and

all gifts

right

aids necessary to perseverance in goodness,

—
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and even

bj the help of the lEolj Spirit to resist
you speak in accordance with Scriptural

fortified

temptation?

If

usage you can not

—that
stov.

ed

You

call it rejection.

God

is,

so far that

all

those things

tion in goodness, not

affords to him,

— not

from the event,

on

whom He has

that assisting grace, without

since, if

would have been

This

man, not as

possessed the latter,

be-

he had obtained

which the

apparent, you say,

is

he
would not have fallquoting from Augustine
" God
also those helps,

steadfast in goodness, he

This you express in

rejected

it is nofe

efficacious aid, not actual contirma-

farmer graces are inefficacious.

en.

will say that

an absolute sense, rejection, but in a certain respect,

called, in

:

to ability,

but as to will [velle]."

he would have maintained

—

If he

had

his integrity.

Here we enter on a discussion of the utmost difficulty, and
by myself, as yet but a tyro, and not

scarcely explicable, at least
sufficiently

Yet

I will

grace of

acquainted with those heights of Sacred Theology.
venture to present some thoughts, trusting to the

Him, who

You

blind.

ence, the light

have undertaken

wisdom

and sight to the
by our mutual confermay shine with greater brightness. For I
gives

will assist

to

me in part,

babes,

that,

to write not against you,

but to you, for the

sake both of learning and of teaching.
I see here

two things which

will

and

First, in reference to sufficient

need explanation from

rae.

efficacious grace. Secondly,

and dispensation of both,
and the causes of that dispensation.

in reference to the administration

KoTE.*

[The author here

left

an

interval in his manuscript, which he, at th»

beginning, designed to fill up, lohen the disctission should have been brought to a
close.

Yet, afterwards,

having considered the matter more carefully in his own

may be allowed to conjectxire the reason, we ihinh
on one hand, considering that this matter is full of involved and subtile
dljficulties, and on the other, judging that this whole distinction is not properly
mind, he omitted

it.

If we

that,

one of divine tradition, but of

human

invention,

his lime aiid the strength of his intcUec

he thought

it better to

spend

in the thorough investigatioti of the

sacred oracles of Christ our Savior, than to trouble himself in evolving the

perplexed

'

By

trifles

of humari invention'].

the editor of the works of

Aeminxus

in Latin.
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EXAMINATION
OF THE ANSWER OF PERKINS TO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS AGAINST

THE ADVOCATES OF UNCONDITIONAL PREDESTINAT.ON.

We have, thus far,

examined your doctrine of Predestinaproper to you to correct it according
to our observations, it will, without doubt, be tree from the
liability to be called " Manichean," " Stoic," " Epicurean," or
even " Pelagian" though, as set forth by you, it is free from
If

tion.

now

it

may seem

;

can not be with equal

the imputation of the last error.

It

ease acquitted of the former, to him,

who shall

accurately com-

pare not only your opinion, but the logical consectaries of

your opinion, with the dogmas of the Manichees, and the
Stoics.
Some would deduce Epicureism also from the same

by means

opinion, but only
that

you had with

trine

You, indeed, attempt

from those objections.

in answering the various allegations, usually

the doctrine, set forth

I wish
your doc-

of a series of conclusions.

sufficient perspicuity vindicated

We

by you.

to

made

do

this

against

will consider these, with

your answers in order.

Allegation
" It

is

I.

taught by us that certain meriy

and few

in number^

are elected^

It is

true that your theory, manifestly includes the very

doctrine which

is

stated in that allegation.

that accusation, no sentiment contrary
doctrine

is

attributed to you.

to

Therefore, in

your opinion and

It is also true, that the allega-

For the Scripture in plain terms
tion contains no offence.
declares that " Many are called, but few are chosen" (Matt,
" Fear not, little flock" (Luke xii, 32). In your
you show most clearly that nothing false is charged upon

xxii, 14).

reply,

your theory, in that
there

is

allegation.

any one who can

I do not, indeed, think that

object,

on

this account, to that
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For even

theory.

all heretics,

with
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whom we

have bee on: e

many of them, and,
;
of them, believe that " the few are

acquainted, think that the elect are few
I would dare to say,

known

to

all

God, and so

definitely, that the

neither increased nor diminished,

ean not be varied."

But they

the term election, contrary

You

idea.

to,

number can be

and they, who are numbered,
offer another explanation of

or at least different from your

ought, then, to have presented this allegation, not

made against you only by a
would be stated by those who are
opposed to your view. For they do not object to your theory,
because you say that " certain persons, and few in number,
are elected by God," but because you consider that " God, by
a naked and absolute decree, without any reference to sin or
unbelief, elected certain men, and that they were few
and
that, by the same decree. He rejected the residue of the multitude of men, to whom He did not give Christ, and to whom
in such terms, that

foolish

it

opponent— but

could be

as

it

;

He

did not design that the death of Christ should be of

advantage."

But something

shall

be said of the allegation

in that form, under the other allegations referred to

Allegation
"

He

We

teach that

by you.

II.

God ordained men to hell-fire^ and
He might destroy themP

that

created them^ that

In that allegation, the word " men" should have been limited and restricted to certain men, namely, to those about to

For no one will impute to you such an opinion in
men, since all know that you except and exclude the elect from that number. You ought then, to have

perish.

reference to all

Bet forth that allegation thus

;

—

We teach that

God

ordained

Bome men, as men, without any consideration of sin, to hellfire, and created them, that He might destroy them."
This
is, indeed, a serious allegation, and contains a great slander,
If it is a true charge, you
if it is falsely charged upon you.
ought, by all means, to endeavor to free and relieve yourself
of it, by a change of sentiment. I admit that you, and they,
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who

agree with you in opinion, are not accustomed to speak

Bat

in this w.ij.
assert

what

is

it is

to bd considered whedi^ir

equivalent to

and

this,

if

that sh

you are held convicted of the charge.
time, take the place of those

who

ill

or not

yon

be proved,

I will U'»vv, for the

accuse you, yet being by

no means myself an accuser; and do you see to it, whether
thfciir cause well, and convict you of that charge.

I plead
lie,

who makes

that the

first

man, and

who ordains
sin, who so, by

the punishment of sin,

hell-tire

in

him

men,

all

his providence, governs that first

man

shall

that he shall, of neces-

and shall not be able, in fact, to avoid sin, in consequence of which he, and all in him, commit sin, who, finally,

sity, sin,

certainly
(i.

e. in

and irrevocably decrees

depravity) most of those,

them by

Himself

in

who

to leave in

shall sin in

Adam

A'lam, and

most deservedh^, to
have ordained to hell-fire, by an absolute decree, some, and
indeed most men, as men, apart from any consideration of
to punish sin in

hell-fire, is said,

any demerit on their part. There is a connection between
and hell-fire, from the position of that law which is
sanctioned by penalty, and by the decree ot God in reference
sin, or

their sin

to withholding the
sity,

pardon of their

sin.

Sin

depends on

it,

so that

man

of neces-

lows, that
since

God has

He

it

could not but sin, otherwise

From which it folmany to hell-

there would be no place for the decree.

fire,

is also,

connected with the decree of God, and, in truth,

absolutely ordained very

ordained

men

to the

absolutely decreed to punish sin in

commission of

sin,

and

many.

you and those who agree with you,
First, you say, and truly, that
hell-fire is the punishment ordained for sin and the transgression of the law.
Secondly, you say that God ordained the
first man, and in him, all men sliould sin
you not only say
this, but you also adduce the reason of that decree and divine
ordination, that God, in that way, might declare His righteousness and mercy, in which His glory chiefly consi-ts, fur which
there could be no place except through sin and by occiision of
Thirdlr, you add that God, by His provideiice, SO
it.
But

I will prove, that

hold each of these opinions.

;

arranged the primeval

state of

man

that,

though, as tar as his

*-
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own
fall,

was concerned, he might be able
yet he should, in fact, fall and commit

to stand

liberty

should so
attained.

own

;

for that

act of ordination,

tion of that administration

it

wherefore

;

should consider, as presiding over
to resist

nor the

and not

These two

God might attain the
was necessary that He
arrange the whole matter that the object should be
But you do not make prescience of sin the founda-

things are mutually connected
object of His

yon
God,

sin.

will.

which, the

is

it
it,

man would have

neither the

This being so considered, you

To

necessary that

the omnipotence of

make a

power

necessity

you add, moreover,
by which he determined to
punish, without mercy and of mere justice, sin committed acof committing sin.

all

these things

the irrevocable decree of God,

From this, I think that it is most
when that allegation is maele against you,

cording to that decree.
clearly evident, that

nothing

is

charged upon you which

foreign to your senti-

is

ment.
I
is

now

consider the other part of the allegation, in which

asserted that, according to your doctrine, "

that

He

God

created

it

men

might destroy them." The truth of this allegation is
this, that you say that God created men for this

evident from

He

might declare, in these. His mercy, and in
those, His justice, and indeed His punitive justice
which is
the opposite of mercy and apart from foresight. From which
purpose, that

—

—

men, that God created
For punitive justice
and the destruction of man are connected, and the former can

it

follows, as punitive justice destroys

some men

that

He might

destroy them.

not be declared except by the
nothing, foreign to your theory

latter.
is

It is evident

then that

charged against you in the

whole of that allegation.
to show favor to your own
when you made the charge less than it deserved.
much worse that God should have ordained men to

Indeed I think that you wished
sentiment,

For

it

is

and should have created them that they might sin,
than to have ordained them to hell-fire, and to have created them that He might destroy them. For if sin is a worse
sin,

evil

than damnation, as

it is,

posed to divine good, and the
2.5

evidently, since the former
latter to

human

is

op-

good, then truly
VOL.

m.
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greater to ordain one to sin than to ordain to hell, to cre-

ate a

man

that he might sin, than that he

however, accuracj of statement
affirmed that,

not

sin.

For

if

a

man

is

to

might

be sought,

ordained to commit

is

sin is a voluntary act,

sin,

man

is

created that he

If,

should be

then he can

and the decree of God in

reference to sin introduces a necessity of sinning.

a

perish.

it

may be condemned,

Further, if

then he can not

be condemned by God.

For condemnation is the act of a just
But a just judge does not condemn one unless he is
wicked by his own fault, apart from necessity and he is not
wicked, apart from necessity, and of his own fault, who is created that he may sin, and thus perish.
Let us now examine your answer to this second allegation.
You think that you blunt and confute it by a distinction in the
second act of reprobation, but it is not so. For you freely admit that God, by His absolute purpose, deserted the creature,
from which desertion, sin, according to your opinion, necesotherwise you can not connect punitive justice
sarily exists

judge.

;

;

with desertion, except in view of a condition
contingency that

man

;

namely, the

should sin after that desertion.

There-

you admit what is imputed, in that allegation, to your
theory, you do not confute the charge. You also blend, in a
confused way, the permission of the fall, and the permission,
by which God allows one to finally fail of blessedness. For
For all have
these are not the same, or from the same cause.
fore

by the divine permission, but many do not finally peran^ permission of the fall depends on the divine providence, which is general over the
whole human race and the final permission to remain in that
fallen condition depends on reprobation, and only relates to
some persons. Your assertion, also, that " sin is subsequent
to the desertion and permission of God," is to be understood
as referring to that permission, by which He permits man to
fall into sin, which pertains to providence, not to that permission by which He suffers some to finally fail of blessedness,
which pertains to reprobation. For sin is the cause of this
fallen

ish in their fallen condition

;

;

latter permission, that

been frequently

stated.

is,

the meritorious cause, as has

now
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We, now, examine

the testimonies which you present. In
the remark of Lombardus,* the phrase " future demerits " is
to refer to what one has different from anothBut common demerits, though they may not be the moving cause, yet they are the meritorious cause, and a condition
requisite in the object of reprobation.
So also the assertion of
doing
good
or evil, by which
is
referred
to
the
to
be
Jeromef
the brothers were distinguished from each other, and not to
sin, in which they were both conceived.
This is apparent
from what he says
" and their election and rejection dis-

to

be understood

er.

:

—

played not the desert of each, but the will of him

who

elect-

In the remark of Ansel m that which I claim
is clearly apparent.
For he says, that " God does justly, if
He rejects sinners.'^^ The word " miserable," used in another

ed and rejected.

remark of the same

same thing. With
Thomas Aquinas:]: and Augustine.§

father, indicates the

these agree the remarks of

For the question is not whether the will of God is the cause
of election and reprobation, but whether it has sin as an antecedent, as the meritorious cause of reprobation, and a requisite
condition in the object both of election and of reprobation,
which is most true, according to the views always held by
Augustine. The word " conversion," used by Thomas Aquinas, and the word " drawing," used by Augustine, make sin
the antecedent to the act of the will which " converts," and
" draws." We would examine the testimonies of other Schoolmen, if their authority was of much weight with us. But I
make this remark, that there is no one of those testimonies,
which excludes the sin of Adam and that of men in common with him from the decree of Predestination, and some
of them, indeed, clearly the same in that decree.
For when
the words " grace " and " mercy " are used, there is a tacit

—

—

reference to sin.
* " God hath rejected whom He would, not for any future demerits which He did foresee, yet
most righteously, though we can not conceive the reason thereof."
t " If Esau and Jacob were not yet born, neither had done good or evil, whereby they might
win God's favor, or offend Him, and if their election or rejection doth not show their several
deserts,

tnd

what

shall

will, either to

we

say

?

Therefore this

choose or to refuse a

$"

We must not inquire why He

I"

-v^iijr

He

draweth

this

is

a vain question,

man without good

— seeing that

it is

in His

power

or evil works."

converteth these and not those."

man and not that, do not desire

to decide, if thou wouldst

not err."
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That " the

latter act "

—

that of destruction

—takes place

in

by
any previous decree ordained to take place, but ordained to
be punished in some by justice, and to be remitted in others
by grace, when it has been committed. This explanation,
however, does not show that the allegation is a slander," unless you, at the same time, show that sin did not necessarily
exist from that decree of reprobation or from some other.
Your second answer consists only in words. For an act, if
It is unjust
it is unjust, is not excused by its end or object.
to destroy a man apart from sin, and it remains unjust, even
if any one may say that it is done " for the declaration of
judgment," or " for declaring judgment " and that, which is
added, seems absurd that " this is done for declaring judgreference to sin,"

is

certain, but it is in reference to sin, not

;

—

it can not be just unless it is
sin.
of
The
statement, that " God pleases
account
on
inflicted
destruction,
due
a man, not as he is a man,
to punish, with
but as he is a sinner," has the force of a sound answer, on the

ment

in just destruction," as

man

condition that the

has sinned freely, not of necessity.

For the necessity and inevitability of sinning excuses from sin,
and frees from punishment, him who commits that act. I say
act^ and not sin^ because an aot^ which one necessarily and inevitably commits, can not be called sin.

The apparent distinction, by which

a

man

is

said to sin freely

in resp'ect to himself, but necessarily in relation to the divine

decree, has no effect in warding off this blow since it can not
be that one should do freely that, which he does necessarily,
or that one act can be performed necessarily, that is, can not
but be performed, and yet contingently, that is, can possibly
;

For

not be performed.

this is at

variance with the

ciples of universal truth, in reference to whatever

to make an affirmation or negation.

fend this distinction
self,

of

good.
that

by

referring to the

whom they assert that He
But

God

is

blasphemy.
freely good.

I

is

God

He

is,

it

is

what He

is,

that

proper

some

de-

example of God Him-

both freely and necessarily

So

this assertion is incorrect.

freely good, that

know

first prin-

it is

not

false,

necessarily,

can be not good, and

indeed,

is it

much removed from

who has

and

if

He

is

ever said that
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Him

freely

which are

in

Him,
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of nature and essence, are in

?

The assertion of Cameracensis is indeed partly blasphemous,
partly true.

It is

to say that "

blasphemous

out loss or detriment to His justice, punish and

His

own

innocent creature."

It is true that

God

can, with-

afflict

eternally

" God can anni-

hilate one of His creatures apart from sin."
But punishment
and annihilation are very different. The latter is to deprive
of that, which had been graciously bestowed, the former is to
render one miserable, and indeed infinitely miserable, and
apart from any demerit on account of sin. Misery is far worse
than annihilation, as Christ says " It had been good for that
man df he had not been born " Matt, xxvi, 24).
That it is contrary to the divine justice to punish one, who

—
;

is

not a sinner, appears from very many declarations of Scrip" That be far from thee to do after this manner, to slay

ture.

"

the righteous with the wicked " (Gen. xviii, 25).

ever hath sinned against me, him will I blot out of
(Ex. xxxii, 33).

" Seeing

recompense tribulation

who
is

to

it is

a righteous thing with

them

that trouble you,

are troubled, rest with us " (2 Thess.

i,

6, 7).

Whoso-

my book "
God

to

and to you,
" For God

not unrighteous to forget your work and labor of love," &c.,

vi, 10).
The saying of "Wisdom (chapter
by Cameracensis, likewise teaches the contrary
attempts to prove from it. For it treats of the

(Heb.

xii),

of

quoted

what he

perdition of

unrighteous nations, and, in plain words, declares in the 15th
verse

— " For

so

much, then,

as thou art righteous thyself, thou

orderest all things righteously, thinking

it

not agreeable with

thy power to condemn him that hath not deserved

to

be pun-

was
But you can not be
excused on the account of this. For you ought to omit the
testimony of an author who is led into an error by the fault of
a version, since you are acquainted with it from the Greek
text itself, and from translations better than that ancient one.
It is true that " God is not bound by created laws," for He is
a law unto Himself, He is justice itself. That law, also, according to which no one is permitted to inflict ^punishment
ished."

I grant, indeed, that the error of Cameracensis

caused by the fault of the old version.

;
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upon the undeserving was not

among men

has place not

immovable

created, or

oiJj.

in the divine justice to

It

is

made by men, and

it

an eternal law, and

which God

is

bound

in

the

immutabilitj of His nature, and righteousness. It is not
universally true, that " whatever is right, is right because God
so wills

they are right.

It is right that

edged by the creature

God
God

wills

The

it.

God

but because

s

uch in

what matter

Him.

As

He

far as

right, not that

We
it is

of simple obedience

it

of the creature, though
in

it is

act

wills that
it is

be the true God.

to

wills this because

because

many things which God wills, because
God alone should be acknowl-

as there are

it,"

is

right, not

should be performed by the creature,

itself,
it

affirm that

right because

may

and God can not but require

it

belong to free-will to prescribe

wills that obedience should be rendered to

we

are concerned, also,

it is

truly our duty

much to
command is just in itself, but
simply to obey them, because God prescribes and commands
it.
Yet this duty is founded on the fact that God can not
in reference co laws, divinely enacted for us, not so

see whether that which they

prescribe that which

is

unjust, because that

He

is

essential

and wisdom, and omnipotence.
I had designed to omit a more extended examination of the
remarks, quoted by you, from the Scholastic Theologians
but I will say a few words. "The four signs [signa] of
Francis Maro, necessary for understanding the process of predestination and reprobation" of which he speaks, are of no
value, are notoriously false, and are confused in their arrangement. In the sentence from D. Baunes, the " permission by
which all nature was permitted to fall in Adam" is absurdly
ascribed to reprobation, as that permission, and the fall which
followed it, extended to the whole human race, without disThose " four things,"*
tinction of the elect and the reprobate.

justice,

which, Ferrariensis

says,|''*

not in him, as reprobate,

are found in the reprobate," are
and in respect to the decree of

reprobation, but the latter two, only

"
sin,

Four things

are found in a reprobate

and damnation."

;

;

for " the permission of

to wit, a permission t» sin, sin

itself,

reliction in
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the

fall

and

and pertain
which (rod

own words,

sin," to use his
to the

man

left

are found in the elect,

general decree of providence, by

re

freedom of

to the

been before and frequently

said.

his

own

will, as

has

Therefore, arguments, other

than these, should have been presented by you, for the refu-

much wish

I very

tation of that charge.

that

you would

cite

Scripture for the confirmation of your sentiments and the

The writings of the School-

overthrow of those allegations.

men, ought not

to

have weight and authority, especially

among us

for our Doctors of Iheology with one voice afiirm
;
"
that
they have changed true Theology into Philosoof them,

phy, and the art of wrangling, and that they endeavor to
establish their opinions,

by the

much

authority, not so

of the

Sacred Scriptures, as of Aristotle."

Allegation

III.

" The Predestination of the Stoics, and the fatalism of
the Stoics, has heen introduced hy us : hecause
they say
we assert that all things are done of the necessary and effi-

—

—

of God ; also, that the fall of Adam
our opinion as they allege -—decreed and

cient [energetico] decree

was according
willed by

This

to

—

God!!''

is,

indeed, a heavy charge, and yet

milder form by you, than by those

set forth in a

it is

who make

it.

You

ought

add those things which pertain essentially to this allegation,
and are charged by others upon you and your doctrine. Such

to

—"

It would follow from this,
that God is the
Author of sin that God really sins that God alone sins
and that sin is not sin,' " which Bellarmine charges against

are these

'

;

;

the sentiment of certain of our doctors

which you seem
all

to defend.

;

— the

But the reason

sentiment

those things, as opposed to your doctrine,

say that

all

things happen

also,

that they present
is this

:

—You

by the efficacious will of God,
and that events do not occur,

which can not be resisted,
because God, by an absolute decree, has determined that they
should not occur.

From

this, it follows, also, that sinful acts

;
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by the will of God, which can not be resisted,
and that righteous acts are omitted, because God has simply
are performed

and
Author of sin, and the preventer of
righteousness and of good acts. From which it is inferred
that God, truly and properly speaking, sins
and, since the
necessity, from which men perform such acts, acquits them
from sin, it follows that God alone sins, just as He alone is
responsible, who strikes a blow by the hand of another person, of which he has laid hold.
But since God can not sin?
it follows that sin is not sin.
Hence, it seems to me that no
injustice is done to your doctrine by that allegation.
But let us see how 3^ou dispose of it. Neglecting the
general charge, you begin your discussion with that part
which refers to the fall of Adam. You admit that this
and absolutely decreed
therefore, that

God

is

that they shall not be performed

;

the

;

occurred " not only according to the prescience of God, but
also

His

by His
will,

and decree yet,"
not approving or effecting
will

but permitting

it."

;

God

you explain

it,

yet not prohibiting,

it

This distinction, properly used, indeed,

solves the difficulty.
others, that

—" by

as

If

it is

your opinion and the opinion of

did not approve, and did not effect the

did not incite, and did not impel

upon him any necessity of

Adam

to fall

sinning, either

;

fall

did not lay

by acting or not

acting, but only willed not to prevent, but to permit the fall

of

Adam

;

then, I acknowledge that all those things are un-

justly alleged against your sentiment.

You, indeed, make

this statement verbally, while in fact you so explain permission or non-prevention, that it amounts to the " efficient

[energetico] decree of

"

What God

prevent
is

that

it,

God

God."

You

This I will prove.

does not prevent, occurs, because

God

say,

does not

the reason of the non-existence of a fact, or event,

does not will that

therefore, that the divine

the event are mutually, and
as cause and effect.

it

should exist."

I conclude,

permission or non-prevention, and

Thus,

indeed immediately connected,
also,

non-prevention has the rela-

performance. Therefore, likewise, the
God, and the non-existence or event of a thing
are mutually connected as cause and effect, and hence, a voli-

tion

of

energetic

volition of
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tion that a thing

be done, has the relation of

shall not

This I show, more extendedly, in this

energetic ^prevention.

manner.
Sin
sion,

two-fold, of

is

when

that

Commission and Omission

—of Commis— of

performed which has been forbidden

is

Omission, when that is not performed which has been commanded. There is, in your opinion, a concurrence in that act
which can not be committed by a man without sin, and indeed
such a concurrence that God is the first cause of the act, and
man is the second, the former moving man, the latter moved
by God, and, indeed, moving, in such sense, that man, of
necessity, follows that motion, and consequently of necessity
performs that act which involves transgression. Not to prevent sin of omission is, in your opinion, not to give that grace
without which sin can not be omitted, and the contrary good
can not be performed. But he, who, in that manner, concurs,
and denies such grace, is absolutely the chief and efiicient
cause of sin, and indeed, the only cause, as the joint cause of
the act man, since he can not resist the^motion of the first
cause, can not sin in following that irresistible motion.
But,
if you can so explain your sentiment and that of others, that

—

it

from

shall not, in reality, differ

to

it,

then I shall not object

it.

You

by the distinction that " it is one thing
to will a thing j)er se^ and another to will it as to the event,"
unless, by the " event" of a thing, you understand that which
results from the prolongation and the existence of the thing
itself, which is not your sentiment.
For you say that
God
will not escape

wills the event of sin," that

is,

" that sin should happen, but

does not will sin itself ;" which distinction

is

absurd.

For the

essence of sin consists in the event, for sin consists in action.

God,

also, wills sin itself, in the

sin should

happen, and

He

the

mode

per

se.

He

wills also sin for

in

He

which

He

mode

wills that

wills sin itself.

wills that sin should

used by yourself.
will acquiesce.

His

own

Show,

if

He

wills that

should happen in

sin

He

happen

glory.

you

which

in

does not love sin

for

His own glory;

I speak this in the sense
can, the difference, and I
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Your

assertion, that "

ambiguous, unless
hindered

it

sin, as far as

in which

it

namely, by

is

God

wills not

prevent sin,"

to

What!

explained.

was

suitable,

and according

Him

treat a rational creature,

right for

to

legislation, threatening, promise, the

to the

mode

bestowment

of sufficient grace, and even the promise of His assistance,

man would
or

we go

is

Has not God

is

consent to have recourse to

infinitely astray.

But

He

if

This he could do,

it ?

did not hinder sin by any

omnipotent or physical action, because that would not have
been inappropriate
He would have thus prevented man
;

from using that primeval liberty in which He had placed
him and, by consequence, as we have elsewhere quoted from
;

Tertullian,

"

He would have

rescinded

His

own

arrange-

ment."
It is rightly said, that God properly, and primarily, and, we
may add, immediately, willed His own permission. But it does
not thence follow, that God also willed the event of sin. For it is
a non-sequituT " God voluntarily permits sin, therefore. He
wills that sin should happen."
The contrary is true, " God
voluntarily permits sin
therefore. He neither wills that sin

—

—

;

should happen, nor wills that
mission

is

it

should not happen.

For per-

an act of the will when inoperative [remissae] which

inoperativeness of the will

the Deity, siuce

may

here be properly ascribed to

He endowed man

with

free-will, that

He

and voluntary obedience. He could not
have done this, if He had imposed an inseparable hindrance
upon man. But the cause of the occurrence of that which
God permits is not the permission, although it would not hapmight

test his free

pen without that permission.

He who performs the

act

is

the

proper and immediate cause, with the concurrence of the
Deity, which

is

But permission

always prepared for him.

can not be resolved into a cause

'per se^ if

we

are to treat this

subject acccurately and truthfully, but only into a cause sine

qua non^

or one

which removes,

or, rather,

does not present a

hindrance, and indeed such a hindrance as I have referred

to,

which cannot be resisted by the creature.
Your statement, " as no good thing can exist or be done,
except by the agency of the Deity, so no evil can be avoided,
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unless

God

hinders

it," is true, if
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rightly understood

;

that

is,

by which He may suitably
effect wliat is good by means of a rational and free creature, and the hindrance of God being that, by which He may
But
suitably hinder a free creature from that which is evil.
the limit both of doing and hindering is such that it does not
deprive man of freedom, but permits him, also, freely and of
his own will, according to the mode of will, to do good and to
Otherwise good is not performed by man,
abstain from evil.
and evil is not avoided by him, but an act, only, is performed
or avoided, by a necessity either natural or supernatural.
Those words, also, are susceptible of amendment, if any one
the agency of the Deity being that,

should wish to discuss these things with greater accuracy.

The statement might have been this " As no good is, or is
done, except by the agency of God, so no evil is avoided, except by the hindrance of God. For by the agency of God, good
not only can he but is done, and by His hindrance, evil not
only can he^ but is hindered. But if you wish to retain that
word " can^''^ you ought to have expressed your ideas in this
:

way
to

and

''As nothing good can be, or can be done, unless

:

do

it,

to

or to give to another the

concur with him in doing

avoided unless

God

power and the
it,

wills to give,

God wills

will to

do

so nothing evil can

it,

be

and actually does give

strength sufficient for the avoidance of sin, and wills to call out
that strength and to co-operate with it."
In this sense, " not

even the

least thing is

either willing that

it

done without the

will of

God, namely,

should be done, or willing not to prevent,

but to permit, that it should be done." It is not true that
" providence is inactive [otiosa]" in permission, even explain-

ed in such a manner as to coincide neither with that will of

God, by which He wills that something shall be done, nor
with that by which He wills that something shall not be done.
If

it

coincides with either of these, there

the assertion of Augustine

— " nothing

is

no permission, and

is

done except by the

agency or permission of God," is without force.
I now examine some arguments, which you present in favor
of your view.
Scripture.

The

deduced from several passages of
Let us see now what can be proved from these
first is
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passages.

The passage in Acts
Jews should slaj

willed that the

ii,

23, teaches, not that

Christ, but that

God

he was " de-

bj the determinate counsel and foreknowledge of God''
power of those who wished to slay him. I^othing
more can be inferred from Acts iv, 28. For God predetermined to deliver His own Son into the hands of his enemies,
that He might suffer from them that which God had laid upon
livered

into the

him, and which the Jews, of their

own wickedness and

hatred

against Christ, had determined to inflict upon him. God, indeed, " determined before" that death should be iuflicted on
Christ

by them

;

but in what character did

when He " determined

God

consider

them
by

before" that this should be done

them ? In that character, surely, which they had
when they inflicted death upon Christ, that is, in

at the time

the charac-

ter of sworn enemies of Christ, of obstinate enemies and con-

temners of

God and

the truth

;

who could be led to repentance
or miracles who wished to

by no admonitions, prayers, threats
inflict

every evil on Christ,

if

;

they could only obtain the pow-

which they had often sought in vain.
was here no other action of
God in this case than that He delivered His own Son into
their hands, and permitted them to do their pleasure in reference to him, yet determining the limit to which He pleased
that they should go, regulating and governiug their wickeder over him,

It is evident, then, that there

very gently, that they should inon him only that which God had willed that His own
Son should suffer, and nothing more. This is clearly seen in
the very manner of his punishment, in preventing the breakness, in such a ''manner, yet
flict

ing of his legs, in the piercing of his side, in the inscription of

and the like. But there appears here no action of
God by which they ^vere impelled or moved to will and to do
what they willed and did but He used those who wished,
of their own malice and envy, to put Christ to death, in a
mode, which, He knew, would conduce to His own glory and
the salvation of men.
But the reason that it cannot be said, with truth, that God
and Christ, in the delivery of Christ to the Jews, sinned, does
not consist, only or chiefly, in the fact that they were led to
the

title,

;
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by various motives.

this delivery
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What

Judas^ had done

if

the same thing with the design that Christ,

bj

his

own

death,

should reconcile the world unto God, would his sin have been
heinous

less

that

evil

difference

?

By no

means.

was not lawful for him to do
But the chief reason of the

It

good might come.
is that God had the right

Christ, also,

had the right

to deliver

to deliver his

own

His Son, and

soul to death,

and consequently, in doing this, they could not sin. But Judas had no power in this case, and he, therefore, sinned.
There is a distinction in actions not only as to their end, but
as to their principle and form.
Saul was not acquitted of sin,
because he preserved the herds of the Amalekites for sacrifice
(1

Sam. XV, 9-22).
Again, what

may

is

implied by that inference

also say that,

when Adam

tles

so

This, indeed, never

For the

therefore,

we

God

foreordained to

was the language of the apos-

and of the church, and never could

much dissimilarity.

—"

ate of the forbidden fruit, he

did that which the hand and counsel of

be done ?"

?

having
and of those

be, in matters

relation of

Adam

The former, previous to
is not the same.
was holy and righteous the latter, before the
death of Christ, were wicked, unrighteous, unfriendly, and
hostile to Christ.
The latter, in all their desires, sought for,
and frequently and in many ways, attempted to put Christ
to death.
Adam was disinclined to eat of the forbidden fruit,
even when he was enticed to it by his wife, who had already
transgressed.
The death of Christ was necessary for the expiation of sins, and was, per se, declarative of the glory of
God the fall of Adam was wholly unnecessary, and, per se,
violated the majesty and glory of God.
He needed not the
sin of man for the illustration of His own glory.
What, likewise, can be imagined more absurd than that circular reasoning ? " The death of Christ was foreordained by God, that it
might expiate the sin of Adam the fall of Adam was foreordained, that it might be expiated by the death of Christ."
Where is the beginning and where is the end of that ordinaenemies of Christ
eating the

fruit,

;

;

;

tion

?

^Nevertheless

God

ordained the

fall

of

Adam,

not that
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should occur, but that, [occurring,

illustration of

His

The passage
"

manner.

lar

in 1 Peter

God

for their chastening
fer these evils

ter

From

?

should serve for an

IT, is to be explained in a simi-

iii,

wills that the pious should suffer evils,"

and

who

He

trial.

from other

those,

it

and mercy.

justice

men

;

of their

wills that they should suf-

men of what characown wickedness and the in-

but from

stigation of Satan, already will to bring those evils

which

ill

will

God

already foresaw, at the time

determined that those

evils

upon them,

when He

pre-

should be inflicted upon the pious.

Therefore, they were moved,

by no act of God, to will to inupon the pious; they were moved, also, by no act
to inflict evils, unless by an act such as ought rather to move
them from that volition, and to deter them from that infliction
such as would, in fact, have moved and deterred them,
unless they had been deplorably wicked. The doctrine, life,
and miracles of Christ and the Apostles, drew upon them the
odium and hatred of the world.
The fact that God is declared, in 2 Sam. xvi, 10, to have
flict evils

;

said unto Shimei, " Curse David," also,

if

rightly explained,

presents no difficulty. Let Shimei, and David, and the act
which may be called " the precept of cursing," be considered

Shimei was already a hater of David, of most slanderous
tongue, and bitter mind, impious, and a contemner of God
and the divine law, which had commanded " Thou shalt not

David, by his
had rendered himself

curse the rule of thy people (Exod. xxii, 28)."

own

act against

God and

his neighbor,

worthy of that disgrace, and altogether needed to be chastened and tried by it he was, moreover, endued with the gift of
patience to endure that contumely with equanimity. The act
of God was the ejection and expulsion of David from the royal
;

city

and from the kingdom.

In consequence of

this occurred

the flight of David, the fact that the rumor of that flight

came

and the arrangement that David and
Shimei should meet together. Thus, by the act of God, David, fleeing and driven before his son, was presented to Shimei "a man of the family of the house of Saul," and an
to the ears of Shimei,
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enemy

Add,

of David, ready to curse liim.

hardening of the mind of Shimei,

if

you

please, the

he should fear

lest

to curse

David, on account of the attendants of David, that so he might,
in

some way,

satisfy his

own mind and

his inveterate hatred

by which David,
and the hardening of
the mind of Shimei, divinely produced, and also the direction
of that cursing tongue, were acts pertaining to that precept of
God, apart from which acts, nothing in that precept can be
presented, which would not impinge on the justice of God,
and make God the author of sin.
against David.

in his flight,

Therefore, that opportunity,

was presented

to Shimei,

A comparison of all these things will show that Shimei, not
60

much

as

God, was the author of that malediction.

Shimei

was alone the author of the

volition, yet it is"rather to be atGod, as He effected that which He willed, not by
moving Shimei to the malediction, but by procuring for Shimei the opportunity to curse David, and the confidence to use

tributed to

that opportunity.

God

is

From

this, it

appears, most plainly, that

without blame, and Shimei

—

is

involved in

guilt.

The

—

and Sam. iii, 37 will be explained
no difiiculty. From an examination of these, it will appear that they have no reference to the
fall of Adam,
which was the beginning of sin and all other
evils have place, sin having now entered into the world, and
men having become depraved by sin,
"We proceed to your second argument, that " God voluntarily permits sin" is certain, and it is equally certain that
" the will to permit is the will not to prevent."
But pause
here.
The will to permit or not to prevent, is not the same
with " the will not to bestow grace." For He permits that
person to fall, to whom he has given grace suflScient and
passages

similarl}^,

Jer. xxxiv, 22,

and

will present

—

;

necessary to enable him to stand. Let rs proceed. You say
that " He, who does not will to prevent sin, which he fore-

knows

will

happen, by confirming grace when he can do

in fact wills that the

same should happen."

But

I

it,

deny that

the volition of sin can be deduced from the nolition of pre-

venting or hindering.

from each

other,

For

there are three things distinct

—"

no one of which includes another

to will
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that sin should not be committed," that

" to will that

tion

;

will

its

it

commission

;

it," that is, to will its

two are affirmative

is,

to will its preven-

should occur or be committed," that is, to
and " to will to prevent or not to prevent

permission or n on -prevention. The former

acts, the last

one a negative

is

more

in an affirmative than in a negative act,

But an

act.

affirmative act can not be deduced from a negative

—

for there

and there can

not be more in a conclnsion than in the premises.
'

Further, I saj that your argument, on this point,

cious.

For God

wills to permit sin in

—

is

falla-

one respect, and to

would be appro-

hinder

it

priate,

which hindrance is not followed of certainty, by the
sin, and to not to hinder it, in another mode,

in another

to

hinder

it

so far as

omission of

which hindrance would, indeed, be followed by the omission
sin, yet without any virtue or praiseworthiness in him who
omits it, as he can not do otherwise than omit it on account of
that hindrance.
But I may be allowed to argue, in opposition to such a view, that He, who hates sin and by the enactment of law and the bestowment of sufficient grace wishes to
of

hinder, wills, not that sin should happen, but that sin should

not happen, which

is

an affirmative act of the

will.

You will

say that this is a correct conclusion, the will being understood
as that " of approval."
I answer that God can not, by any
of volition, will things which are contradictory. But
" to happen" and " not to happen" are contradictory. There-

mode

can not be that God, by one mode of volition should
will that an event should happen, and, by another mode of
lore, it

It may
volition, should will that it should not happen.
indeed be true that God, in His will " of good pleasure"

[beneplaciti] as they style it, purposes to permit that which, in
His will " of approval" or " that which is revealed" [signi]. He
Thus your conclusion is faulty,
wills should not be done.

and the remarks of Calvin and Beza, let it be said with due
respect to so eminent men, are hardly consistent with the
truth.

But examine, I pray you, your subjoined statements, and
you will see and acknowledge that you put them on paper,
when you did not observe what you said. Ton say that

—
0
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" Whatever
because

He

God

does not hinder,

He

.

does not hinder

it,

either

be done, or because He is altogether
that it should be done, or because He does
should be done." Wliat is the difference

wills it to

unwilling [nolit]
not will that

it

two reasons ? " To be unwilling [nolle]
that any thing should be done" is " not to will [non velle] that
any thing should be done ;" the modifying word " altogether"'
is of no effect, since, in things opposed to each other, the
negative can not receive any increase, as, for instance, in the
between the

latter

phrase " not a

man

the earth, the

He

"

is

mean

"

air,

a wolf

;"

the sky

is

r;s

much "not

a

man"

as

is-

but perhaps by the expression

;

it should be done," you
should not be done," or " because His

altogether unwilling that

He

wills that

it

If the first be true, my view
But the second can not be true, for it is absurd to
say "God does not w^ill to prevent any thing because He willswill does not act [non curat]."
correct.

is

that

it

You ought

should not be done."

tion of reasons, to

to will to prevent,"

and "

this

which

that

is

it is

be

certain that one can
dis-

neither usual nor proper to introduce

But

the opposite of an effect.

You will say

"not

for

In the investigation and

not be the cause of the other.
it is

;

to will that a thing should not

done" are opposites and'^from
tribution of causes,

enumera-

not, in tliat

have introduced such a statement

then, " that

let that pass.

not to hinder' must be on account
" But it is not
of one of those three causes."
I grant it.
'

'

because His will does not act [non curat],'

nor 'because
fore, it is,

'

He

does not will that

because

He

For

the antecedent.

wills that
this

hinder an event, because
nor wills that
dent, if

God

it

God
it

deny

I

does not

should occur,

He

in this light.

That, which

efficaciously brings to pass.

That,

wills not to be done,

which he neither

He

neither wills that

you consider the matter

He

should be done.' "

should not occur, as will be more clearly evi-

wills to be done.

which

Epicureanism,

is

should be done,' there-

the reason that

is

He

it

it

wills to

leaves to the creature.

mind should conceive

that

mits any thing, because

26

he efficaciously hinders. That,
nor wills not to be done,
done,
be

How
God

He

is it

possible that the human

does not prevent, that

wills that

it

is,

per-

should be done.
VOL.

m.
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Indeed

expression "

tlie

He

it should be done" has
admit that permission or non-

wills that

much comprehensiveness

too

to

hindrance should be deduced or concluded from

Your

it.

objection to this argument, namely, that, from

conclusion

is

it

the

that " such things are done, either through

drawn

the ignorance or through the negligence of the Deity,

is

you can not defend it, even against yourself. For
you have already made a distinction between " not to will"
and " not to care that a thing should be done." Therefore,
you can not deduce one from the other. How, also, can it be
asserted that a thing is done without the knowledge of God,
which is done by the permission of God, and by His will, the
absurd

;

But,

agent of that permission.

we

it

will hereafter appear,

have explained, more largely,

shall

permission, that what

God

out knowledge or care.

permits,

It

He

when

in reference to that

does not permit with-

however, to be understood that

is,

is an affirmative volition, and not one that is merely
For God wills His own permission by an affirmaBut in reference to the thing, which He permits,

permission
negative.
tive act.

the act of His will

Far be

it

is

a negative

from any one

contrary to justice or equity.
certain that

it is

possible that

His

If

He has justly

sidered whether, and

any

of

act.

any decree of God

to think that

God

decreed

how God

is

has decreed any thing,

But

it.

it is

has decreed

His decrees should be

it.

to be conIt is

not

at variance with

justice, as revealed to us in the Scriptures

;

it is,

then, to

be understood that it is not sufficient, in order to remove a
charge from a decree which we ascribe to God, to add " He
has decreed it hut justly y" for the addition of that phrase

—

make the decree just, but it must be shown that the
which we attribute to God, reallj' belongs to Him, and

does not
decree,

there will, then, be no question concerning

Your

third

any thing,

" Thirdly,

God

it

argument^

it

•nd in each thing."

weak.

that

Adam's

God

willed that

it

we must say that

is

now past and

done, therefore,

we

shall say that

His providence is not in

revolt

should be done, unless

justice.

For, from the event of

can not be concluded that

we know

did will that

is

its

all

thing^

;
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should happen, but that

He willed

not to prevent

it

and

;

this

an act of the providence of

volition, not to prevent, is also

God, which is present to all things and to each, and presides
over them, either by effecting them, or by permitting them
yet administering and ordaining

mate ends, and

such a

in

things fur just and legiti-

all

way

as to '^regard, not only the

events of things, but also their commencements,

and the

principles of things and actions." It is known, indeed, that Satan

and the wicked can not only not perfect any thing, but can not
even begin it, except by the permission of the Deity. That

which you add, " by His will," I do not concede, until you
shall prove it by a greater weight of arguments than you have
yet adduced.

You

say truly

—"

impious to affirm that

It is

and

any thing

exists or is done, unless the holy

decreed

from eternity, and indeed willed either

permit

it

For the decree of

it."

permissive.

God

is

of,

Let us consider also your fourth argument

between permission and

is

when

be done, or by doing

permits

is

to

upon

or intrude

— " The decision

efficiency.

And

dis-

although he

done unless God

is

yet explains himself
to

do or

Augustine, manifestly makes a

of the ancient church."
says that " nothing

to

two-fold, efficacious and

Neither can take the place

the other.

tinction

God has

just

it

wills it to be done," he
"
he says
either by permitting it

Himself:" and thus, that which

He

not an immediate object of the will, but permission

the immediate object, while that, which

object of permission.

God

permits,

is

the

So, also, the statements of Tertullian,

Jerome and others, are to be explained, that they may not
impinge on the Scriptures, which declares absolutely " Thou
art not a God which hath pleasure in wickedness" (Ps. v, 4.)
Hence,

if

I

may

be permitted to speak freely, I shall affirm

that I should prefer that Augustine, Jerome, Catharinus

and
had abstained from phrases of this kind, which are
not contained in the Scriptures, and which need lengthened
all

others

explanation, that they

may

not be

made

and blasphemy.
That second distinction, according
will that evil may be, and yet not to

to

the occasion of heresy

which God

is

will evil," has

said "to

no

force.

;
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For God bates

evil,

and

evil exists in action, its

hates, the existence of evil

being done

and since

;

being, and

is its

being

its

Though there may be a subtile distinction
between the essence and the existence of evil, it can not be
said that there is so much difference between them that God
wills that sin should exist, but does not will sin itself.
For
nature.

its

is

since

God

maj

hates the essence of evil, if I

so speak for the

sake of form. He, therefore, forbids that evil should be done,

and the reason that

He

the fact that

He

is

hates sin

existence of evil, or evil

mit

be done by a

evil to

unwilling that sin should exist,

itself,

He

But

itself.

much

so

is

does not hate the

that

He may

free agent, not because

it

not peris

better

that evil should be, than that they should not be, but because
it is

better

first,

that

He

should permit His rational and free

creatures to act according to their

which consists the
His

to

own

trial

own

will

and freedom, in

of their obedience, than that, contrary

He

original arrangement.

secondlyj that

He

should bring good out of

not permit evil to be.

But the idea

evil should exist not as such,

away

should take

freedom from the creature, or even prevent
that

its

evil,

that

exercise

rather than

God

that

wills

but as the means of good,

needs a more extended explanation, which by the will of God,

we

will hereafter present.

The first objection* to which you refer is
For the will is said to be evil in view^ of an
that volition

is

said to be evil,

which

is

of great weight.
evil volition

and

directed to an object

which it ought not to be directed. But evil is an object
Therefore that volition is
to which it ought not to be directed.
evil, by which any one wills evil, and by which he wills
For there is a verbal distinction,
that evil should be done.
but a real agreement between those ideas. Hence, also, " it
belongs to an evil will to will that evils should be done,
to

whether that
for a

will delights in the evils, or wills to use

good purpose."

It is

that evil should be done, that he

*

To

will that evil

them

not right that any one should will

be done pertains to an

U36 evil to a good end, contrary to the rule

may have an

evil will,

—" Evil

is

whicb

is

opportunity of

delighted with evil, or would

not to be done that good

may

come."
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The

using that evil to a good end.
correct, —

may

^"

Evil

is

The

come."

rule,

which you

cite is

not to be done," or even willed 'Hhat good

wickedness exists in the will or the

first

volition of evil, the second in its perpetration.

Your answer does not remove the difficulty stated in this
Of what importance are those " two principles ?"*
Even if their correctness is conceded, the objection is still valid.

objection.

For, in reference to the

first

;

—As there

no

is

of things, the will can not be directed to

evil in the nature

per

evil,

se,

and

it

pertains to universal will, and not only to that, but to universal desire

and appetite

sists in this,

directed towards an

mode and
no

to tend to good,

not that the will

As

end.

is

undue good, or
to the

per

The

se.

evil con-

directed to evil, but that

second

;

in reference to

—

It is true that

it is

an undue
" there is

which has no good joined with it." There is no suno evil except in that which is good. It
does not, however, follow that it is good that sin should happen. For sin is so great an evil that it ought to be avoided,
even if it have some good united with it. The act of fornicaevil

preme

evil there is

tion has this good,

and woman, yet
mitted without
is

it is

it is

the sexual intercourse, natural to

be avoided, because

to

But the good

sin.

to

it

can not be com-

which yoU'Seem

not united to sin except incidentally, that

The remark

of Augustine,

if

understood

It is not true that "it is

God

efiects

good that

Then

every good.

the remark, that

He

it

strictly,

it

to refer,

by the interto a good end.

is,

vention of the Divine will, directing that evil

admitted, but, with suitable explanation,

may be

can not be
tolerated.

evils should exist."

would

man

For

follow, according to

efiects the existence of e^'lls.

This

is

at

variance with another statement of Augustine, in which he
says

— "God does some

things, but permits other things to be

done, as in the case of sin."

*" First, the object even of man's will
ject of the will cannot be evil, per

not as
is

no

it is evil,

but as

evil conjoined

joined with

it."'

;

it is

good.

but there

is

se,

How

can

it

be said, without a
evils should

God — " He causes that

contradiction in terms, of

is

good, and

much more

but incidentally.

Secondly, there

no absolute

is

that of God's will, and the ob-

If the will willeth evil, it willeth it

a certain supreme good, with which there

evil, for

there

is

no

evil

which has no good
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aud permits

exist,

does not prove

permit

The

evils to exist?"

this.

because

reason, subjoined,

For Almighty God does

not, therefore,

is a'ood

that evil should exist, but be-

cause lie knows that, in His

own wisdom and omnipotence,

He

evil,

it

can educe good from the

contrary to

evil,

and this of His own pure
of just punishment or gracious remission.

proper

It is

But

the wisdom, omnipotence and will of God.
is

But

now, look

its

which

say that "

sin,

and circumstances,

causes

sumes a two-fold respect or formality."
is

You

your answer.

at

considered universally in

say that "sin

that,

not under consideration.

incidental,
let us,

by way

not good that

namely, on account of

evil should exist unless incidentally,

is

nature and

its

act, either

efficacy,

In the

as-

you

p^ace,

first

considered not under the relation of sin, but

good in the mind of God, dedeny that sin has the relation of good in the
mind of God decreeing it. For the acts of God, in reference to
as far as

creeing

has the relation of

it

But

it."

I

sin, altogether declare that sin is

considered by

God

notin the

re-

For He permits sin, but effects
good He punishes sin, but He punishes that which is evil,
and as it is evil. He remits sin and pardons it but that
which is pardoned is considered as an evil by him that pardons it. But God decrees the permission of sin because He
lation of good, but in that of evil.
:

;

knows
sin

is

that

He

can produce good results from

good, but in that

Nor

it is evil.

is it

has the relation of good in the mind of God,

because

God knows how

acts ;" for

He

sideration can

also,

sin,

it is

it is

sin
it,

an opportunity of good

which

is

contrary to

its

is

incorrectly said that " sin has the
it

exists in .that

tends to that which

is

good."

firmed of a subject, in which sin exists

and

as corrupting, not of sin existing in

how

far

God

decrees

a transgression of the law^
Ht^nce it
a violation of the Divine will.

evident that

it

to

definition of sin

relation of good, because

because

who

—"

wonderful, also, that any con-

It is

be affixed

The

and, therefore,
is,

sin

not in that

does not produce those acts except with the con-

sideration of ^in as sin.

definition.

make

to

sin,

rightly said

wills the subject, in

which

which is good, and
For "good" is afas a deforming vice
that subject.

sin exists, that

is,

But
the act
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which can not be performed by a man without sin, we will
perhaps discuss, more largely, hereafter, when we shall speak
Sin likewise tends to good not per
of permission in general.
se,

God

but incidentally only, because

ordains, not that

should be done, but that, having been done,
good, and makes, from
said

—

an occasion

it,

for good.

good from

to elicit

wills to permit and not to hinder

He

it

should result in

God

is

not

should occur, so far as in His wonderful

to Will tliat sin

wisdom He knows how
that

it

it.

For

but

it,

He

so far

this is the reason

permits and does not will to hinder, cot that

He wills

that sin should occur.

You
that

second place, that another relation of

affirm, in the

sin is " that, in

which

tion of sin, either as

God.

to

Bat

it is

Here,

as sin."

is,

you

if

considered formally and properly,

you adduce a two-fold consideramen, or as it is sin
listen to me, those are vain and friv-

also,

sin in respect to

it is

will

olous distinctions, and invented, not to explain the matter, but

involve

to

"

God

its

" In respect to men," you say,

more deeply.

it

does not will, or approve, or effect

sin,

but wills as to

event, not absolutely, as in the case of those things which

are good in themselves, but only

should be committed."

Be

stood, can be tolerated.

I will

reference to a three fold

no bearing

by willing to permit that sin
and this, if rightly undernot examine what you say in

it so,

actii.<n

of the divine will, since

on the subject,

at all

which' I defend.

What you

say in the margin

should happen, so far as

it is

without the efficiency of God."
this subject

more

fully,

and

dent that you have, thus

which God

God

is

true

— " God

possible that

is

deny the

permission

is

God

;

as evil

evil,

last,

as

wills that sin

should happen

I wish that

mode in

not rightly, set forth the

happen.

You

so set

You

it

forth

say that

neither willed, nor approved, nor af-

nor indeed permitted by Him."

three, but

it

of the efficiency of sin.

"sin, as such to God,

has

you had discussed
would, indeed, have been evi-

wills that sin should

as not to acquit

fected,

it

far,

it

at least against the sentiment

I concede the first

for the proper object of the divine
it

is evil,

and indeed considered by

though the reason of His permission

-of sin,

is

;
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not the evil

A

itself.

distinction

object of permission and
that

strated

He

its

permits evil as

rightly stated the cause or reason

He

is to

be made between the

We have already demon-

cause.

But you have not

evil.

why God

permits

evil, for

does not permit evil on account of a conjoined good, but

He

i)ecause

can

elicit

good from

evil,

which good can

that account, be said to be conjoined to sin, because

not,

on

it is elicit-

ed from sin only by the action of God. But if yoa understand the phrase " conjoined good" to imply not in the na-

—

ture of sin

itself,

but in the act of God, I do not oppose- you.

The words of Beza,* which you
orous examination. The former is

either false, or equivocal

understood of the permission, of which

false, if

which

quote, will not bear a rig-

opposed not

is

to

we now

treat,

legal prohibition, but to efficacious

It is true that God by law prohibits sin as sin,
and yet permits, that is, does not hinder the same sin as sin.
But if it refers to the periuission, w^hich is the opposite of the pro-

prevention.

made by

hibition,

law, the discussion

is

we are
not know that

equivocal, for

For who does
same time, strictly require and not strictly
require tlie same thing by law. Permission has likewise been
previously dehned or described by yourself as " the denial of

not treating of that permission.

God can

not, at the

confirming grace," not indeed as " the non-imposition of a

The second statement of Beza

law."

is

simply

false.

For

punishments of sins are not permitted by the Deity, but are

by a just judge, and have God himself for their au" Shall there be evil in a city, and the Lord hath not

inflicted

thor.

done

it

?"

it

(Amos

iii, 6).

Also, of what sin, I pray, was the

Yet it was permitted. Therefore,
was not a punishment.
The ren:arks of Calvin, f must be understood 'according to

first sin

the punishment?

the interpretation already presented b}^ us, otherwise they can

*"The Lord never permits
Again,

—"Sins,

sins, Jis sins,

yea rather, He always forbids and hinders them."
by God, thereto A\illing, are not sins, but the

so far as tliey are permitted

punishment of sins."
+"A11 the sons of Adam fell away by God's will,"
God, in which the fall of man was ordained." Also;
cordance with God's knowledge and ordinance."

Again; — "It was the secret counsel of
—"Adam did not away except in acfall
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not be defended.
trine of the

But, as

Schoolmen on

it

was

liis

aim

this subject, it

to

overthrow the doc-

ought not

to

be said bj

has undertaken to defend his views, that " the School-

one, who
men speak

correctly

mission."

This you say

this distinction

when they do not
;

between the two,

mediate object of the

will,

disjoin the will

—that permission

but sin

is

He

Xor

voluntarily permits.

Manichees

to

is

is

the im-

the object of permission.

All the Schoolmen openly acknowledge that what
mits.

from per-

they, however, state that there

is

God

per-

the blasphemy of the

be charged upon Calvin, because though he

sometimes uses unsuitable phraseology, he elsewhere clearly
defends himself and his doctrine from that accusation.

—

by you, is this, " God wills
contraries, if He wills that to happen, which He, in His law,
prohibits."
This is, indeed, a valid objection, and your answer does not remove it. For " to will anything to happen,"
and " to will the same thiag not to happen," do not differ "in
respects" only, but "absolutely and in their whole essence."
"Nov is there any respe<it or mode, according to which God can
be said to will that anythiug should happen, and at the same
time to will that it should not happen. For the divine will
can not be engaged in contrary acts about one and the same

The second

objection, noticed

whatever respects it may be considered. Xor can
one and the same act of the divine will be engaged on two

object, in

contrary objects, such as "to happen" and "not to happen,"
in

whatever respects those objects

prohibits evil as evil," but

on the relation of good,

for

He

may be

considered.

permits the same, not as

it is

false that sin

"

God

it

puts

ever puts on the

God knows how, from it, to elicit
and produce good. The remark of Thomas Aquinas^ does
not favor your view, and is not opposed to mine.
relation of good, but because

The

third objectionf

you have formed

at

your own pleasm-e,

That e^-ils are, and that evils are not, are contradictory but that God mils eyils to be,
and God ^ulls evils not to be, are not contradictary, as both ai'e aflirmative.""
tThat thing, which, vrhenever it exists, is necessarily followed by another thing, is the cause
of the thing which follows ;—But, if God willed that the fall of Adam should come to pass, the
same came to pass necessarily and infallibly ;— Therefore the will of God was, in this respect,
;

the cause of sin.

•
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you might be able more

it.
For a
knows that
there is a great difference between the cause conseqilentioe and
the cause consequentis. The cause, indeed, can he inferred

that

boy, possessed of very

from the

effect.

And

little

easily to overthrow

skill in Dialectics,,

therefore you, properly, affirm that the

Major of the syllogism, contained in the objection, " is not
general."
But your correction, added to that Major, has no
For it is not true that " if no middle
effect as to its truth.
cause intervenes between the antecedent, on the existence of
which the consequent follows, and that consequent, then the

antecedent

is

the cause of the consequent."

^^'or

does the an-

tecedent, therefore, cease to be the cause of the consequent,

For Satan was the cause
of the eating of the forbidden fruit, even if man was its proximate and immediate cause. By this, the force of your reply
If you can show that these two things are muis weakened.
even

a middle cause intervenes.

if

God can will that sin should happen,
and that man still sins of his own fiee will, you have gained
your case. I indeed admit that man can sin certainly^ and
^Qifreidy I but to sin certainly is not the same as to \in\necesFor the word certainly is used in respect to the
sarily.
tually consistent, that

''^

divine prescience

;

but " necessarily " in respect to the decree

of God, and the divine will, by which

He

wills that sin should

you incorrectly attribute certainty to
the decree of God, v/hen you ought to attribute it to His prescience, and necessity to His decree.
You also, afterwards,
yourself acknowledge that God is the author of the sin of man,
that is, by a desertion of him, and by the non-bestowment of
the aid necessary for the avoidance of sins, from which it follows that man necessarily sinned. For he, who makes a law,
and does not bestow the aid which is necessary lor the fulfillment of the law, is the cause of the transgression of his own

happen.

Hence,

also,

law.

You

say, that " in this desertion, the will of

since he

is

man comes

in,

not deserted, unless he wills to be deserted."

I

answer, that,

if it is so,

then the

I ask, liowever, whether the
If

man

man

deserved to be deserted.

could will not to be deserted.

you say that he could, then he did not

sin necessarily, but

;
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freei \

the

be

falls

i,;a:':

God

on the other hand, you say

If,

deseitjid, since

which

iiie

God

back upon

he could

man

He

not,

then

not less than before, because

cause of that volition, by which the

liie

is

tliat

man

willed to

by

did not bestow the necessary ^race,

could will not to be deserted, and nothing can

be conceived, which

may

intervene between this desertion on

the part of God, and the volition of man, by which he willed
to be deserted.

Your second answer
vantage to you;

to this objection

is

of no gre

ad-

iter

indeed you twice admit that God, by His

by which He willed that sin should happen, is the
First, you say that " sin is the mere consequent
whence it follows that the decree is the cause
of the decree
of sin, unless you present some other relation in which sin
may be the consequent of the divine decree, which you are

own

decree,

cause of

sin.

wholly unable

to do.

You

say that " the decree of

in sucli a manner, the antecedent ot

human

God

sin, that it

is,

has

no relation of cause, except that of deficiency. But I affirm
second argument, you are convicted of

that, in the use of this

making God

the author of sin.

If that,

which was

through the influence of the cause, was necessary
ance of
tion,

sin,

then certainly God, by the deficiency of the opera-

which was necessary

of sin

unless

;

deficient

to the avoid-

you teach

avoidance of

to the

that

man had

sin, is

the cause

previously deserved

The words of Augusdo not sustain your opinion. For he only means that
which is committed contra^ to the precept of God, is not

this deficiency of the divine operation.
tine"^

sin,

committed when He is unwilling that it shall be committed,
and absolutely wills that it shall not be cc^mmitted, but when

He

and by a voluntary permission.
The decree of God is the
energetic principle of all things, according to your sentiment
therefore, also, it is the principle of sin."
You acknowledge
and teach that the antecedent is true. First, by the authority
of the Scripture, and cite the first chapter to the Ephesians,
permits

You

* " That

it,

refer to another objection.

is

not done apart from

tlie will

of God,

which

is

dona contrary to His

will,"

—
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but in a seuse different from that of the Holy Spirit.

For

all

those passages, in that chapter, refer to salutary gifts and

which God,

effects

works

is

His Son, and by the Holy Ghost,

also

proved by the word "good-pleas-

Secondly, by a reason, which

ure."

the cause of

is

e.,

i.

in the elect, as

plained

all

beings and acts

how He produces

because sin

;

a sound one
to

it is

;

for

God

be suitably ex-

You deny th.3 consequence,

all acts.

a " defect of being

is

is

yet

—not a

real being, but only

It is necessary to explain, more fully,
a " defect " rather than " a real being."

a being of the reason."
in

what sense

Sin

sin

is

a being of the reason, because

is

sistence in the mind, but also has

it

its

not only has

its

sub-

from the mind,

origin

and was produced by the mind, that it might serve to obtain
for it the knowledge of things
of good and evil.
But a defect, even if it has no substance or fixed form, yet exists in the
subject, from which the habitude of sin proceeds, and so

—

affects the subject that

it is

perceived by

it

stood by the mind, except in relation to its

-and

From which

limits are also determined.

its

;

it is

is

ic

"

it

is

not a being of the reason,

apparent,

You

that sins are not purely beings of the reason.

indeed, that sin

not under-

own habits, by which

when you

allow,

say

follows and exists, immediately and surely, from the remo-

But though

val of original righteousness."
tive being,. but a defect, yet if

God

is

sin

is,

not a posi-

the energetic cause of

which can not be committed by man without sin,
You admit this,
also the energetic cause of sin.
when you say that " God is the energetic cause of all acts."
You, then, do and must admit the consequent unless you
that act,

then

He

show

in

is

;

what way

perform that

same

act

is

no one can
Finally,

"

God

act,

it

can be effected that a

which, in

resj^ect

man

should freely

to Limself, is

sin, if

the

produced by the energetic decree of God, which
resist.

it is

But more on

this subject hereafter.

objected to your sentiment that

inclines to sin

and positively hardens."

it

teaches that

I admit that

made, and not without cause. It has never
happened to me to see an answer, which frees the doctrine,
which you advocate from that objection and charge. You answer, that you "do not aj^prove of a permission, separate from
this objection is

"
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has ever denied that what

You

?

say

sin

is

God

—"I do not
He would

permits,

attribute to

He

voluntarily per-

God positive

or physi-

and wickedness
that
would
exj)lain how
however,
you
I wish,

cal action, as if

man."

into a

Who

Wlio does approve of such a permission?

the will."

mits

405

infuse corruption

committed, " necessarily in respect

to the

apart from any physical action of the Deity
physical action be positive or negative

Divine decree,"

—whether

—and, indeed,

if

that

you

from positive action. You resolve that act,
not performed without sin, into a first cause, in such

please, apart

which

is

a manner

as, also,

But

of sin.

it is

of necessity, to

make God

not necessary that

He

the positive cause

should infuse wicked-

ness or corruption to such a degree that physical, or positive

Him it
He limits

action can be attributed to
if

He

that

impels to the

He

ited.

act, if

;

is sufficient, if

He

moves,

the liberty of the man, so

can not but will and do that, which has been prohibthat " God effectively hardens ; " which,

You admit

indeed, I do not deny, but

it is

necessary that there should be

God may not, in any way, be made
we shall hereafter see.

an explanation, such that
the author of sin.

This

I do not disapprove of the threefold action* of Divine Provito human acts, referred to by Suidas.
But
consider whether that " action, which is according to the good-

dence in reference

pleasure^ by which

ed in any

God

wills,

approves,

effects,

and

thing," is referred to in a sense different

is

delight-

from

that,

which you always use the word good-pleasure. For you
said, on the authority of Eph. i, that " God does
all things according to the good-pleasure of His own will
of which passage, relying on its true interpretation, which you
here present from Suidas, I have deprived you.
in

have before

;

In reference to " the second action of Divine Providence,

which

and prewould have you consider whether it is so much
the preservation and sustentation of motions, actions, and pasis

that of arrangement^ or that of sustentation

servation," I

sions as of existence
things,

and the

and

faculties.

faculties existing in

For since the existence of
them are the first acts, and

* "According to good^leaswe^ arrangement and concession.'"

—
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motions, actions, and passions, resulting from them are the

second

acts, or

from second

seems, indeed, that an act

acts, it

of Divine Providence presides over the latter, different from
that which presides over the former.

God

sustains sinful nature.

plained

how

far

and

in

But

It is true, indeed, that

should be carefully ex-

it

what way God concurs with the

ture in the performance of an action

may be made,

;

crea-

but whatever explana-

must always be caumay never be
attributed to the first cause, such that the cause of evil can be
rightly ascribed to the latter.
You say " the will can do
nothing alone, yet it can act in an evil manner," and illustrate
Let us see how far it is appropriate. It is espeit by simile.
to
cially
be considered that it is applicable to a man, in an
tion of that matter

there

tion that a concurrence, with a second cause,

—

unfallen state, because " his pipe
that simile

is

is

not disjointed

not to be applied to his primitive

;

state.

" therefore

Again,

in " lameness," two things are to be considered, namely, w alk-

ing or motion, and lameness, which

You compare walking

with the

irregularity of the act, in

is

irregularity of motion."

act,

and lameness with the

which the relation of

sin properly

consists.
But those two things are not present in every act
which is evil. For instance, the eating of the forbidden fruit,
in which it is not allowable to distinguish between the act and its
sinfulness. For the act itself ought not to have been performed,
and the relation of sin consists, not in the fact that he performed the act of eating in a mode, in which it ought not to
have been performed, but in that he performed it at all. That
illustration would have place in acts, good in themselves, but
performed in a way, in which they ought not to be performed.
Thus he, who gives alms, " that he may be seen of men," performs a good act, but in an improper manner, he walks, but
Hence it follows that no one can be impelled to an
is lame.
act, the commission of which ia a transgression of the law,
without sin, and blame in the impeller and mover. You,
also, see from this how cautiously the mode, in which God is

—

said to be the cause of an act, but not of the sin existing in the
act, is to

You

be explained.

say that

the third action of Divine Providence

is

of
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concession^ that of acquiescence or permission,

by which God

blamelessly effects certain things, in the evil deeds of men."
It is

may

not doubtful that this

In

this third action^

ion.

You

ed

in such a

it

be truly said of the Deity.

you make

say that the

first is

manner, that

it

also another three-fold divis-

" permission," but you explain-

Adam,
who have sinned, and,
by God to themselves, and

could not be adapted to

in his original state, but to those only

by

their sins, deserved to be left

given "over to a reprobate mind."
the

ments of sinning.
with cords."
tion""^

He

upon Adam.

reins

and

its

For

did not

"God

did not loose

remove the impedi-

He

did not free him, previously bound,
I have nothing at all against " the second acexplanation,

if it

be applied to sinners

;

yet I

think that some things, highly necessary, might be added
to

it.

You do

not seem to

ness, " ordination,"

me

to explain, with sufficient distinct-

For the word
is used in a two-fold sense
that of decreeing and determining
that something shall be done, and that of establishing an order
in that which is done, and of disposing and determining to a
suitable end, things which are done.
This equivocal use of
the word should have been avoided, and the different significations of the word should not be confounded, as you do, in
the same discussion, when you say that " God ordains sin as
to its cause and principles," in which case, the word " ordain"
is used, in its first signification
again — " He ordains the same
thing as to its result and purposes," in which case, it is used
in the second signification.
The explanation, which you add,
from the case of Satan, is only in reference to the ordination,
as to the end and the result.
If there is not a suitable explanawhich

is

the third action.

—

:

tion of the
ciples,

—

an

mode
act,

in which "God ordains, as to its causes and prinwhich can not be done by a man without sin"

I prefer to use this

—

phraseology rather than the word sin

the cause and blame of sin will,

by an easy

transition,

be char-

ged upon God.

*

The second

action

is

that

run into open wickedness.

w hereby

God

presenta occasions to those who, of themselves,

;;
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The words

of Clemens Alexandrinus* can only be under-

stood of an ordination to an end, and I wish that you and

all

For
it is correct, and explains the action of God, who eflPects His
own work by the evil deeds of wicked persons. In the words
of Augustine,! there is the most manifest difference between
" to make" and " to ordain," and the word ordain is used in
its second signification, that of disposing and determining wills,
evil by their own fault, to these and those purposes and to certain actions.
But those words of Augustine, " God works in
the hearts of men, inclining their wills whithersoever He pleases,
even to evil things, according to their demerits," are to be
suitably explained, so as not to impinge upon what follows
that " God does not make the wills evil."
He, therefore, inclines evil wills to evil things, that is, so that they expend
their wickedness upon one object, rather than upon another.
If he is said to impel any one to will that which is evil, it is
to be understood that He does this by the instrumentality of
Satan, and, in such a way as can be easily reconciled with His
justice.
Fulgentius explains the matter most correctly and in
a few words. For he sufficiently acquits Him of sin, when
he denies that " God is the author of evil thoughts." For
thoughts are the first causes in the performance of a work
and he also uses the word " ordain" in the latter signification,
For he
as can be clearly seen from his subjoined explanation.
says that " God works good out of an evil work."
Your third answer denies, and with propriety, that the
" Fate of the Stoics" is introduced by your doctrine, that is,
Fate explained, as the Stoics taught concerning it. But it does
not remove this difficulty, that, on the supposition of that Divine decree, which you suppose, a necessity is introduced with
which liberty can not be consistent. While, therefore, the
Fate of the Stoics may not be presented in your doctrine, yet
our writers would persist in the use of such language.

* "It belongeth to God's wisdom, virtue, and power, not only to do good, which

is

the na-

ture of God, but also to bring, unto sotae good and profitable end, that which has been invent-

ed by those,
t "

who

are evil,

God maketh and

ordaineth them."

and

to use profitably those things,

which seem

evil."

ordaineth the righteous, but he maketh not sinners, as such

;

He

only

^
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a fate

is

and takes away freedom.
of

God

ill

a

way such

away freedom, though
in

my

upon

presented, whicli places a necessity

as
it

You attempt to
may not, by the

mode

things,

divine decree, take

supposes necessity; to do which,

opinion, wholly impossible.

present the

all

explain the decree

But

us see

let

is,

how you

of explaining and of disentangling the mat-

ter.

which is necessary, into the simply or absolutely necessary, and the hypothetically necessary.
The absolutely necessary you correctly say " is that which
cannot be otherwise, and whose contrary is impossible," but
you do not, in your statement, make any distinction whether
you treat of a tbing which is incomplex and simple, or of a
First,

you

distribute that,

—

—

But

complex being.

let that pass.

It is certain that there is

nothing necessary in that sense, but God, and what pertains
to

Him.

You

All other things are placed outside of that necessity.
say " that the necessary, by hypothesis, is that which can

not be otherwise

You

sed."

when

one, or a

number

ot things, is

do not here make a distinction

of things, between that, by which a thing

and that by which a thing
ty

is

is

concluded

;

suppo-

in the supposition

supposed to be,

is

which

latter necessi-

distinguished into that of the consequent [consequentis]^

and that of the consequence [consequentioe]. The latter is sylthe former is that of causes, producing effects, or

logistic,

consequents, causes which neither are necessarily supposed

nor act necessarily as causes, but

if

they are supposed, and

act as causes, the effect necessarily exists.

does not, necessarily, create a world, but
then

it

exists,

necessarily,

that " the necessary

For example, God
if

He creates one,
You consider

from that action.

by hypothesis

is

of nature, of precept,

and of decree. That which is necessary of nature removes
freedom and contingency. So, also, that which is necessary
of precept ; for that, which is rendered obligatory by law, is
not left to the freedom of the creature, though, from the necessity
of nature, an act is necessarily produced unless it be prevented by that which has greater power. But, by the necessity
of precept, the act is not necessarily produced
there is laid
upon the creature a necessity of performing the act, if it wishes
;
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to

obey God, and

to

and

and of the Divine permission

that of efficiency

there

is

badly define

which God has foreknown and
For the necessileast to permit."

that

willed either to effect or at
ty of jyrescience^

You

be accepted by Him.

necessity of decree^ as

is

another.

Indeed,

one thing,

is

we may

allow that

no necessity of prescience and of 2^&rmiss{on, but only
For, not the prescience of

of efficiency, or of the divine will.

God, but " His
prescience of
will be, not

will

God

is

the necessity of things," though, the

being supposed,

from prescience

may

it

follow that a thing

an antecedent [causa conse-

as

que7itis\ but as sustaining to prescience the relation of conclu-

sion [consequenticB^

We shall hereafter treat of permission, at a greater length.
We remark, also, that what is necessary of decree, can not at
the

same

time, be called free or contingent in respect to the

will as efficient.

In the second place, you distinguish necessity into that of
This is not well, for these are
coaction, and that of certainty.
not opposed, as one and the same thing can be produced, by
the necessity of coaction, and can be certainly foreknown.

Again, they are not of the same genus. For the former belongs
to the will, effecting something, and is prior, in nature, to the
thing effected, while the latter
quent, in nature, to the thing.

by prescience, and is subseThe former coincides with the

is

necessity of consequent, the latter, with that of the conclusion.

Thirdly, there

is

a necessity which

is

nearer, as to relation,

cause and genus to the necessity of coaction, and is the opposite of coaction, and from which, as its contrary, the necessity
of coaction ought to have been distinguished. It is the necessity of inevitability^ which term, also, indeed, comprehends
the idea of coaction, but an
by the name of its genus.

That
thus

:

this

The

may be more

unnamed

species

may be

called

clearly understood, I explain myself

necessity of inevitability

cing force, in things purely natural,

is

two-fold, one introdu-

when

it is

called violence,

and in things voluntary, when it is called coaction the other,
inwardly moving a thing, whether it be nature or will, so
;

smoothly and gently, that

it

cannot but be inclined in thatdi-
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rection,

and

the will

is

which

will that to

Yet

moved.

it is

not carried or moved, according to the

mode

but according to the

will,
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moving, freedom

of nature,

I admit that

mode

by

as,

the act of

taken away, but not spontaneous assent,

is

while both are taken away by the act of impelling.

I pass

That of certainty does not

over your definition of coaction.

me

of the

you conjoin things, which
For a thlDg is said to happen certainly in respect to prescience, but immutably in respect to the
and immutability does not correspond with certhing itself
tainty.
For certainty is attributed to prescience, which can
please

for, in that definition,

;

do not belong together.

;

not be deceived on account of the infinity of the divine nature

You

word "immuFor that which can either happen or not happen, can not be done immutably, yet it can
surely be foreknown by Him who foreknows witli certainty, all
things even those which are contingent. But you rightly add
" Every thing which
an axiom to the certainty of necessity
and wisdom.

should, then, expunge that

tably" from your argument.

;

is,

so far as

Thus

how

it is, is

necessary."

You

the distinctions of necessity.

far,

they mutually correspond.

"All relations of

effects are to

own

their

causes,"

and

either to separate causes, or to concurrent causes,

and

causes,

to causes

which

to separate causes, the

which those

effects exist

But

ed contingent.
efiect,

if

act at the

effects are

they are called necessary

its

mode,
causes

many

;

which

;

if

if

it

exists

and

to,

is

It

is,

and

they are

is

called neces-

contingent.

effect

in part necessarily, in

indeed, true that,

if

second cause, operates alone and of

might be called contingent

;

call-

produced from those united

can not, however, be that one and the same
whatever.

If necessarily^

and connection with, each of
its name, except from the

mode is necessar}', the effect
mode is contingent, it is called

in part contingently,

the mode, in

causes concur to produce one

that

that

but

to joint

If they are

time.

from their causes.

that effect has relation

in

same

named from

effects, if contingeiitly^

causes, but does not receive

sary

now show

w^ll

that
its

which

own

It

should exist

any respect
is

called a

will, the

but, since the first cause

thing

moves
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the second, so that

it

can not but be moved, the whole

said to be necessary^ since

not be produced,

when

it

can not be that the

those

effect is

effect

should

and second causes are

first

in op-

eration.

The

position that " the freedom

of second

causes

is

not

taken away by that necessity," is, here, of no importance ; as
also your opinion that " an effect can be called free and con^
iingent in respect to a certain cause, which

cessary in respect to the

first

is

said to be ne-

Por it is absurd to wish
and the latter with the

cause."

harmonize freedom with necessity^
former. All necessit}^, indeed, is ft variance with freedom,
to

and not the necessity of coaction alone. This is so^^true, that
even any degree of vehemence can not be successful in weakening

truth.

its

I grant that

it

true, that

is

"the decree of

God ordains second causes, and, among them, the freedom of
human will," but, in such a manner that freedom is not taken
away by

that " ordination :" but freedom

is

taken away,

when

by coaction (which cannot be, both on account of
the divine omnipotence, and on account of the nature of the
will), or, by an easy and gentle influence, so moves the will,
that it can not but be moved.
You seem to me not to discriminate between a free movement and one which is spontaneous. A spontaneous movement is so different from one that is free, that the former may
coincide with a natural and internal necessity, but the latter
can by no means do so. For a man spontaneously wishes to
be happy, and not freely. Beasts are spontaneously borne
towards those things, which are good for them, by natural instinct, but no liberty can be attributed to them.

God,

either

From
manner,

these considerations,

be said that "

Adam

apparent that

it is

fell

necessarily and

it

can, in no

at the

same

time freely^'' unless you introduce the necessity of certainty,
which belongs, not to the fiill, but to the prescience of God,

on account of His
decree of

God

will, that

is,

is

infinity.

But freedom

supposed, since "

the decree of God."

could not, so he also would not,"

Adam

is

taken away,

Your answer
is

a

that

"as he

by the consideraThis you confess to be

refuted

tion that he could not will otherwise.

if

could not resist the

—

EEVIEW OF
true

"as

to the event,"

tia]."

But

will of

Adam

it
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but not true " as to his power

[poteii-

not the subject of disputation, wiiether the

is

was deprived of the power, wliich

is

called free-

dom, which was not necessary to induce the necessity of the
but whether the event itself, that is, the fall, occurred neWhen you admit this, you must admit also that he
cessarily.

fall,

For that power was limited and determinact, he could not
will otherwise; else the decree of God was made in vain.
Here, also, you unskillfuUy use spontaneous motion for free
did not iaW freely.

ed as to the act and event, so that, in the

motion.

To

you "distinguish three X-)eriods,
But the present
and the future are of no importance to this discussion. For
the fall can not have any necessity from present and future
elucidate the subject,

previous, present, and future to the fall."

time.
Previous time only serves our purpose. You say that
" at the present moment, the fall was necessary, in a two-fold
respect."

First,

But prescience

— " on

be said to be done
prescience

is tlie

tingently, at

Secondly

;

its

— " on

account of the prescience of God."

not a cause of necessity, nor can anything

is

infallibly,

on account of prescience, but

cause, that a thing

ov/n time,"

is

"which

will occur, con-

certainly foreknown by God.

account of the permissive decree of God."

But permission can not be a cause of immutability or of neFor it is a negative act, not a prohibition and from

cessity.
it

;

an affirmative necessity can not

exist.

The words of Honorius, and Hugo do not
treat of

something wholly

But the

different,

aid j^ou, for thej

and they are not

reliable

which you present, is partly falThe fallacy, a petitio principii,
consists in this sentence, " because an evil, which is permitted, can not but happen."
The reason is of no force, when
you say " because it can not happen otherwise than God de creed."
It does not follow, from this, that it therefor3 happens necessarily since, though evil can not happen otherwise
than God permits it, yet that permission does not impose a
necessitj^ upon the event of sin.
For the divine determination
authorities.

lacious,

reason,

partly of no force.

;

is

not in reference to

sin, that

is,

shall be

committed, but in

re-
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ference to the

own
to

same

causes, that

God.

that "

which

thing,

shall not

is,

I do not accede to

it is

about to take place of

a negative of that grace, which

avoidance of sin."

permit a

is

man

its

extend further than seems good
jour definition of " pe rmission"
is sufiicient for

For, as has often been said, this

is

the

not to

but to effect that he should sin

to sin freely^

necessarily.
I wish also that vou had explained, in what way
" the necessity of the divine decree, by which He determined

that

Adam

of the

should

human

will,

was

sin,

w^hen

it

evitable in respect to the

was

I pass over the inconsistency of

event."

freedom

inevitable in respect to the
c.

lling necessity evi-

table.

You do not wish that any one should think that " that necessity
But you hav^e said so many
you now express your unwillingness
Explain how that necessity follows the decree, and

arose from the decree of God."
things, in proof of

in vain.

it,

that

yet the decree has not the relation of cause, in respect to that
necessity.

For the decree

is

the cause of necessity, in the re-

lation of consequent, not in that of consequence.
Those are
words and phrases, designed to avoid the force of truth, in
which there is no truth, and not even the semblance of truth.
For it will always remain true that vvhatever is necessary " of
decree''^

of God.

has the cause of

its

necessity in

distinctions a sign of falsity,

simple and open

The

and from tlie decree
and use of many

Is not that laborious investigation

when

the statement of truth

is

?

assertion that

the predestinate are saved necessarily,

and the reprobate are damned necessarily^" is to be correctly
understood. The fact, that an 7 one is predestinate, is at variance with the fact of damnation, and the fact, that any one is
reprobate, is at variance with the fact of salvation.
But the
ability to be saved or damned, is at variance with neither.
For the decree is not in respect to the ability^, but in respect
to the fact of salvation or damnation.
But those two acts,
which 3'ou mention, namely, that of not showing mercy and
that of damning, are subsequent to sin.
For mercy is necessary, only, to the miserable

that " the purpose of

and the sinner, and

it is

damning does not make any

truly said

necessity of
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damnation unless by the intervention of
vention, in such a sense, that
intervene.

If,

God

however,

men, that he can not but

own

declare His

it is

has decreed to

sin,

but by

sin,"

possible that

it

its inter-

should not

make and govern

indeed, in order that

righteousness in his destruction, that

He may
purpose

introduces a necessity of sin and of damnation.
It is an absurd assertion that " from prescience that necessity follows in the

same way."

foreknows because

it is

He decrees,

For what God foreknows. He
Bat what

to take place in the future.

purposes, and determines in Himself to do, takes

He

place thus because

decrees

Also, from prescience

it.

concluded the certainty of an event, which

is

a necessity of

the consequence, and from the decree immutability of the

thing

is

concluded, which

You make an

is

same

a necessity of the consequent.

is

objection against youi-self,

—" They who are

predestinated to death can not, if they will, be freed by repentance."

That objection

place.

But

not appropriate to this time and

is

you with an

I present

objection, that the}^,

who

are predestinated to death, are, also, according to your doctrine,

predestinated to sin

;

that

what God has decreed

bring upon them, namely, death.

upon them

God can

justly, that

who

on account of

predestinate to sin, that

death upon the sinner
one,

is,

He may

is

;

He

is

WO] se

to predestinate a just

man

to death.

who
is

is

to

bring

al)le to

But indeed,

if

be able to bring

able also to bring death

not a sinner, because he,

tinate an innocent

sin.

He may

sequence of the divine predestination,
It is far

be

upon

a sinner in con.

in fact not a sinner.

man to sin than to predesOf this we have also, pre-

viously, spoken.

Your effort to charge the same necessity on the opinion
" which supposes a permission ot evil" is futile. I refer, here,
to " permission," when rightlj^ explained, and understood according to

its

own

if

to

permit

is

to will

" the will not tohinder

cen

i.ot

sin"

is

But you describe permission in
amount to an act of efficiency. For
not to hinder," which it is in fact, and

nature.

such a manner, as really

is

to

such, that, withojit that hindrance, sin

be avoided," as you assert, then,

to effect sin,

to will not to

hinder

by a negation of the necessary hindrance.

:
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Thus evil also necessarily exists from that jDermission, but by
no mi!2i\\^ freely on the part of n:ian. From which, it is clearly evident that the decree of God is not more evitable than a
permission of the kind, which you have described. But, unless

is

God

the distinction of the decree of

cacious and permissive

— then

not

it is

bed so as not

into energetic or

without foundation,

is

—

as

it

effi-

certainly

necessary that permission should be descri-

to coincide

with energetic decree.

The charge of holding the Stoic and Manichean doctrine,
which is made by some against 3'ou, is not made by them with
the idea that your opinions entirely agree with that doctrine,

but that you agree with
are done necessarily.
yourself,

and

You unite
man can not

free

it

you say that all things
remove this charge from

in this, that

You ought

to

your doctrine from

this accusation.

when you say

contrary things together

that " a

abstain from sinning, and yet he sins not neces-

but freely." Xor is it sufficient to constitute freedom
of the will, that it " be capable of being turned in opposite direcsarily,

tions,

to

and

to

choose spontaneously,"

one direction,

tion takes

away

oulj^,

if it shall

by the Deity."

be "determined

For that determina-

the freedom of the will, or rather the liberty

For though the will, in other things not determined by God, may remain capable of change in any direction, and free, yet the volition is not free, since it is determined precisely to one of two contraries.
The remark of Ansel :n^ presents the same idea as we have,
of volition.

often, presented, that a distinction

is

to

be

made between

the

and that of the consequence
Eut your
necessity of decree precedes the act and does not follow, while
necessity of the consequent,

the former precedes, the latter follows the action.

that of

Anselm

follows

it,

therefore, they are not the same.

In the remark of Gaudentiusf there

not even a trace of the

is

doctrine wbich you defend.

"Some

foreknown ajid predestinated, do not come to pass by the necessity, which
and the cause of a thing, but by the necessity, which followeth a thing."
•* The Jews were willing
to do the evil which they did and, truly, if they had been un..
1
willing to do it, they would not have done it."
*

is

things,

antecedent

to,

;

REVIEW OF

In jour brief recapitulation, you
the knot.

For-

it

grace, necessary to

the

and

mode

as greatly, of untying

avoidance of

sin, is

a cause of

sin,

by

of the non-bestowment of the necessary hindrance

it will,

who can

fail,

always remain true that a denial of

will
tlie
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always be

false, that

;

he sins freely and voluntarily,

not but sin, and that the will acts freely in that

direction, to

which

ble decree of God.

it is

It

detern.ined by the certain and inflexiis

false in the sense, that

freedom and

detei'mination are mutually opposed in the limits of their

For the former has respect

action.
to

to

two contraries, the latter

one only.

You

present the example of the " angels

who obey God both
and freely," on your own authority, and do not
at all prove what you assert.
I assert that these two things
are mutually inconsistent, so that, if you afiirm that the angels
obey God freely, I shall say, with confidence, that it is possible that the angels should not obey God.
If, on the other
hand, you afiirm that they can not but obey God, I shall thence
boldly infer that they do not obey God freely. For necessity
and freedom differ from each other in their entire essence, and
in genus.
And I would dare say, without blasphemy, that not
even God Himself, with all His omnipotence, can not effect
that what is necessary may be contingent or free^ and that
what is done necessarily^ may be done freely. It implies a
necessarily

"

contradiction, that a thing should not be possible not to be

done, and yet be possible not to be done, and

opposed

diction,

to the first

and most general

it is

a contra-

idea, divinely

infused into our minds, in reference to whatever subject the
truth

is

affirmed or denied.

time, be

and not

given character.

mark not
a thino;

And

be, at the

For the

a thing can not, at the same
same time, be and not be of a

fact, that

God can

not do

of impotence but of invariable power.

exists,

The

this, is

a

fact that

depends on the actual power of God.

If

it

should happen, at once and at the same time with the previous fact, that the same thing should not be, then the actual
power of God would be, either overcome, or have an equal
power opposed to itself, so that it would happen that a thing,

;
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which

by the power of God,

is

Which

is

same time,

at the

is

not.

the greatest of all absm'dities.

DISCUSSION OF THE SUBJECT OF PERMISSION.

As

frequent mention of the permission of sin has been

made by us, it will be a work, not useless in itself,
and not displeasing to you, if I shall distinctly set forth what
I consider the true view concerning permission, in general,
according to the Scriptures. You will read, weigh, and judge,
freely and with candor, and if I shall, as to any point, seem
to err, you will recall me to the right way, by serious and

already

friendly admonition.

I will

treat,

of permission

first,

in

general, then of the permission of sin.

We knuw

that permission pertains to action, in a generic

sense,

from the very form of the word, whether in

se] or

by reduction

cessation from act
act,

but

it

itself

[per

[reductive] as they say in the schools.

For

may

has, as its

also be reduced or referred

back to the

proximate and immediate cause, the

will,

not knowledge, not capability, not power, though these, also,

may be requisite

in the being,

said to permit,

who

permits, and

is

who permits. No one is rightly
know what and to whom he

does not

not capable of permitting or preventing, and

and authority to permit. If permisany one, who is destitute of that knowlor power, it is in an unusual and extended

finally has not the right

sion

is

attributed to

edge, or capability,

which ought not

sense,

to

have a place

in

an accurate discus-

sion of a subject.

The
thing

object of permission

is

is

both the person to

permitted, and the act which

whom

the act, I would include, also, cessation from the act.
person, to

whom

anything

is

In the

permitted, two acts are to be con-

sidered in respect to the person,

the performance of an

—

first,

act, unless there

strength sufiicient to
is

some hindrance

secondly, an inclination to perform the act, for apart from

the permission

would be

any-

permitted, and, under

is

useless.

requisite fur the performance of an act

Strength
;

even

is

this,

necessarily

if this is

present.
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unless the person, to

nation to the act,

whom

it is

an act

is

permitted, has an incli-

permitted to no purpose, and in vain.

Indeed it can not be said, correctly, that an act is permitted
to any one, who is influenced by no inclination to the perfor-

mance of

the act.

From

this

it is

apparent that permission

must be preceded by the prescience or the knowledge of the
fact that both sufficient strength and an inclination to perform
the act, exist in him, to

whom

The mode

the suspension of efficiency, which

of permission

is

the permission

efficiency is also possible to the being,

who

granted.

is

permits, either

according to right, or according to capability, or in both
respects, and,

when

used,

would

restrain, or in fact

prevent

the act.

We

may, hence, define permission in general, thus

the act of the will by which

thciJ

being,

who

;

—

It is

permits, suspends

any efficiency which is possible to him, which, being used,
would restrain, or, in fact, prevent an act in him to whom the
permission is granted, to the performance of which act the
same person has an inclination and sufficient strength.
These conditions being applied to the iDivine permission,
by which He permits an act to a rational creature, the defini-

may

tion

be thus arranged

the divine will by which
to

:

—Divine

permission

God suspends any

is

an act of

efficiency possible

Himself, either by right, or by power, or in both modes,

which

efficiency,

used by God, would either restrain or really

prevent an act of a rational creature, to the performance of

which

act, the

strength.

same creature has an

But, since the will of

inclination

God

is

and

sufficient

always directed by

His w'sdom, and tends to good, that permission can not but
be instituted to a certain end and the best end. There are
two modes or species of permission, as is manifest in the
definition, in which, to efficiency, if used, either the limita-

tion of

an

God

considered, in a two-fold resf)ect, either as

is

act, or its

something

He

to

wills to

which

is

prevention

is

ascribed.

For the

v/ill

of

He prescribes

His creatures, by command or prohibition, or as

do or

to

prevent anything.

under discussion,

is

two-fuid,

Hence

the efficiency,

on one hand, as the

prescription or enactment of a law by which

any

act of the
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creature
is

is

by

wliicli restraint or limitation that act

Irooi the

freedom of the creature, so that he

restrained,

away

taken

can not, without

sin,

perform

if it is

it,

commanded and on the
an impediment, by which any
if it is

forbidden, or omit

it,

other, as the interposition of

;

act of the creature

pre-

is

vented.

In the

mode, there was a limit

first

as to the eating of the

forbidden fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and

and as

to the love

due

command.

the latter by

In the second mode, Balaam was

prevented from cursing

Israel,

Ehjah, Sennacherib from

Abimeiech from

evil,

former by prohibition,

to a wife, the

the

sin with Sarah.

Ahaziah from the murder of
capture of Jerusalem, and

Bat

since God, if

He pleases,

suspends this efficiency, in both modes, when and where

seems good
as

He

to

Him, permission

is

two

also

fold

;

does not restrain an act by a law, but leaves

decision

and freedom of the

creature,

all

it

to the

whether this may be on

account of the simple nature of the act
pression of the apostle

it

on one hand,

itself,

as in that ex-

things are lawful for

me"

(1

Cor.

on account of another forbidden evil, an examjDle
of which may be taken from the " bill of divorcement
on
vi, 1:2) or,

the other hand, as

He does

an impediment

an

may
to

not,

by His own

action, interpose

— an

impediment, by which the act
be really prevented, not one, by which it can or ought
to

act,

Thus He permitted Adam to eat of the
and Cain to kill his own brother. Though

be prevented.

bidden

fruit,

for-

He

used impediments, by which, each of those acts could, and

ought

to

have been prevented, yet

ments, by which the

He

act, in either case,

IVe may be allowed

to divide, also,

did not use impedi-

was prevented.

the latter

mode

of

j^er-

by abstaining from the use of an impediment, which would prevent the act, according to the difference
of t.\e modes in which God is able, and, indeed, accustomed

mission which

to prevent

an

is

act, to the

inclined and sufficient.

performance of which a creature
I

is

do not wish, however, that such

sufficiency should be ever understood apart from the concur-

rence of the

first

cause.

by means of which

That variety

arises

from the causes

a rational creature performs an act.

Those
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causes are " capability, and will,

—we,

here, speak of volun-

tary acts, to which the permission, of which

has reference

— and, therefore, the impediment

upon the capability or the
effects that the creature

ing to produce that
the entr

mce

of

placed either

is

will of the creature

treat,

:

that

is,

God

should be either not able, or not will-

mode He prevented

In the former

act.

Adam

we now

into Paradise, in the latter.

He

pre-

vented Joseph from polluting himself with adultery with the
wife of his master.

More

may

particularly,

we must

form the

act, to

strength, that

is,

how many ways God

which he has an inclination and sufficient
apart from this impediment. We consider

prevention as applied,
will.

consider in

prevent the creature from being able or willing to per-

the capability, secondly, to the

first to

may

That the creature

be able to effect any thing,

necessary that he should have capability

equal power should act against him

have an object on which
is

;

;

that

evident that nn impediment

may

no greater or

finally, that

his capability can act.

it is

he should

From

this it

be placed on the capability

—

by the taking away of being and
life, which are the foundation of capability
secondly, by the
deprivation or diminution of the capability itself; thirdly, by
the opposition of a greater, or, at least, an equal power fourthly,
by the removal of the object either of which ways is sufficient for prevention.
We will adduce examples of each mode.
In the first mode, the capture of Jerusalem attempted by
Sennacherib, was prevented by the slaughter of " an hundred
four score and five thousand " men, made by one angel (2
Kings xix, 35, 36). Thus, also, the effort to bring Elijah before Ahaziah was prevented by the fire, twice consuming fifty
men, who were sent to take him.
In the second mode, Samson was prevented from freeing
himself from the hands of the Philistines, after his hair was
cut off ( Jadg. xvi, 19, 20), the strength of the Spirit, by which
he had formerly been so mighty, having been taken away or

in a four-fuld

manner

;

first,

;

;

;

diminished.

In the third mode, Hzziah was prevented from burning
incense to the Lord by the resistance of the priests (2 Chron.

,
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and the Sodomites into capwas prevented by Abram with his servants, attacking

xxvi, 18), and the carrying of Lot
tivity

the victorious kings (Gen. xiv, 15, 16).

In the fourth mode,
Elijah (1

Kings

Ahab was

prevented from injuring

and the Jews, who had sworn

xix, 3),

to slay

the apostle Paul, were prevented from effecting their design

(Acts xxiii, 10). God removed Elijah, and Paul was rescued
from the Jews by the chief captain. Thus, also, Christ often
removed himself out of the hands of those, who wished to

him of those, also, who wished to make him a king.
The permission, which is contrary to this prevention, also

take

;

by four modes, contrary to those just exemplified, but
united together. For a complete cause is required to the production of an effect, the absence of a single necessary cause, or
subsists

element of the cause, being sufficient to prevent the

Thus

it

necessary that,

is

when God permits any

effect.

act to the

capability of a creature, that creature should be preserved as
it is,

ed

and should

to the

live

that

;

its

capability should remain adapt-

performance of the act

;

that

power should be placed in opposition
to

be operated upon, should be

pears,

from

this, that this

so

[otiosa], as

many

left to that capability.

divine permission

Is

and the capability of the

— the

God

are

preservation of being, of

creature, the administration

government, by which a greater or an equal power
to the creature,

It ap-

not inactive

actions of the providence of

requisite to that permission,
life,

;

no greater or equal

finally, that the object,

and the presentation of the

object.

and

opposed

is

We

may

be allowed, also to adduce similar examples of permission.

Thus God gave His Son
Jews.

power of Pilate and of the
is your hour and the power of darkness" (Luke
Thus He gave Job into the hands of Satan (Job i,

xxii, 53).

12), Zachariah into the
21),

into the

" This

and James

Let us

now

hands of

into the

consider

his murderers
hands of Herod (Acts

(2

Chron. xxiv,

xii, 2).

how God may prevent

a creature from
which he has an inclination
and sufficient strength. An impediment is placed by the
Deity, upon the propensity and the will of a rational creature,
a volition to perform

in a two-fold

an

act, to

mode, according to which God can act on the

will.

.Ilk
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For He

acts

on the

cording to the

bj which

may

He

will either

mode

by the mode of

of the will and

affects the will,

mode

nature, or ac-

The action,
mode of nature,

freedom.

its

according to the

be called physical impulse

the same, according to the

423

by which

j that,

of the will and

God

will be suitably styled suasion.

He
its

acts

on

freedom,
preven-

acts, therefore,

on the will either by physical impulse or by suasion^
that it may not will that, to which it is inclined by aiy propensity.
He acts preventively on the will, by physical im-

tively

when He

pulse,
it

may

acts

upon

it,

by the mode of nature,

the creature

is

inclined by any propensity.

from
which

that,

necessarily result the prevention of an act, to

Thus the

evil dis-

position of the Egyptians towards the Isrealites seems, in the

judgment of some,

God

to

have been prevented from injuring them.
on the will by suasion, when He per-

acts, preventively,

it may not will to perown inclination, and to

suades the will by any argument, that

form an
effect

act, to

which

it

which the creature

By

ficient strength.

tends by
has, or

this,

its

seems

the will

is

to

himself to have, suf-

acted upon preventively,

not of necessity, indeed, but of certainty.

But

since

that the

God, in the

mind of

infinity of

His own wisdom, foresees

the rational creature will be persuaded

the presentation of that argument,

and

that,

sion, a prevention of the act will result.

He

from

is

by

this persua-

under no neces-

any other kind of prevention. All the arguments,
by which the reason can be persuaded to the performance of
an act, can be reduced to three classes that which is easy
and practicable that which is useful, pleasant, and delightful
and that which is honest, just and becoming. Hence,
also, God, by a three-fold suasion, prevents a person from the
will to perform any act.
For He persuades the mind that the

sity of using

—

;

;

act

is

either difficult to be performed, or

possible

;

or useless and unpleasant

;

even altogether im-

or dishonest, unrighte-

ous and indecorous.

By

the argument from

the difficult and impossible, the

Pharisees and chief priests were, often, prevented from laying
violent hands on Christ

:

knew that he was considwho seemed prepared to de-

for they

ered a prophet by the multitude,

^

—
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fend liim against the

efforts of his

The

enemies.

Israelites,

pursuing the king of Moab, when they saw that he had offered
his eldest son, as a burnt offering, and,

was strengthened in

that he

thinking

tliat

his

from

own mind,

this fact,

knew

departed from him,

they could not take the city without very great

and much slaughter (2 K. iii, 23-27). Sauballat
and Tobiah, and the other enemies of God's people, endeavoring to hinder the building of the walls of Jerusalem, were
difficulty

prevented from accomplishing their design,
that their plots were

known

when they heard

N'ehemiah (Neh.

to

iv, 15).

For

they despaired of effecting any thing, unless they could take
the

Jews by

the soldiers,

surprise.

who

By

the argument from the useless,

crucified Christ,

were prevented from break-

ing his legs (John xix, 33), because he was already dead, and

would have been useless to break his legs, as this was deand usually done to hasten death and, at this time,
the Jews desired that their bodies should be taken down from
the cross before sunset. But God had declared, " a bone of
him shall not be broken" (John xix, 36). By the same argument of inutility Pilate was prevented from releasing
it

signed,

;

—

Christ.

—

" If thou

let this

man

go, thou art not Caesar's friend"

Pharaoh did not wish to let the
people of God go (Exod. chapters v, vi and vii). By the argument from the unrighteous or dishonest, David was prevented from slaying Saul, when he had fallen into his hands
" The Lord forbid that I should stretch forth my hand against
the anointed of the Lord" (1 Sam. xxiv, 6).
It is sufficient, for the prevention of an act by the argument
of suasion, that the act should seem to be impossible, useless,
or unrighteous to those, by whom God wills that it should not
be performed, even if it is not so in reality. Thus the Israelites were prevented from going up into the promised land,
(John

xix, 12).

Thus,

also,

;

when they

learned, from the spies, the strength of the nations,

and the defences of the cities, thinking that it would not be
them to overcome them (Numb, xiii and xiv).
Thus David was prevented from fighting, for the Philistines,
ao-ainst Saul and the Israelites for the Philistines said to their
king " let him not go down with us to battle, lest, in the batpossible for

—

:
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he be an adversary to us" (1 Sam. xxix, 4). Thus Ahaz
was prevented from asking a sign of the Lord, at the suggesfor he said,
I will not ask, neition of Isaiah, the prophet
tie,

;

ther will I tempt the

ment pertain the

Lord

To

(Isa. vii, 12).

this

last

argu-

revelations of the Divine will, whether tliey

are truly such, or are falsely so esteemed.

Thus David was

prevented from building the temple of the Lord, by the Divine prohibition in the mouth of Kathan (2 Sam.

vii,

5 &c.),

though he had purposed, in his own mind, to do this for the
glory of God. Thus Laban was prevented from speaking
" to Jacob either good or bad," for, he said, " it was in the
power of my hand to do you hurt" (Gen. xxxi, 29). The
king of Babylon being prevented by the oracle of his own
gods, which he consulted, from attacking the Ammonites,
marched against the Jews, whom God wished to punish.
Each of these is not always used separately, from the others, by God to prevent an act which He wishes should not
be performed, but they are some times presented, two or
three together, as God knows may be expedient, to the prevention of an act which He wishes to prevent.
We do not, in this place, professedly discuss what that
action is, by which God proposes suasory arguments, designed to act preventively on tbe will, to the mind of the
creature, inclined to the act. and having strength adequate
Yet it is certain, whatever that act may
to its performance.
be, that it is efficacious for prevention, and will certainly
prevent, which efficacy and certainty depends, not so much
on the omnipotence of the divine action as, on the prescience
of God, who knows what arguments, in any condition of
things or at any time, will move the mind of man to that, to
which God desires to incline him, whether on- account of His
mercy or of His justice. Yet, in my judgment, it is lawful so

on the one hand, it is
and particular providence of God, illumi-

to distinguish that action as to say that,

that ot the gracious

by His Holy Spirit, the mind of the man who is regenerate, and inclining his will, that he may will and not will
nating,

that

which God purposes that he should

that, indeed, of a

28

pure inclination

to

will

and not

obey God

;

will,

and

on the other

VOL.

m.
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hand,

it is

men

on

will,

more general providence, hj

tLat of

as

men, or

and may

as

will, as

God purposes

He
may

"which

only morally good, that they

acts

not

that they should not will

and should

will, though not with this event and purpose, that
they should, in their nolition or volition, obey God.

We now

deduce, from

this,

modes of permission, the

the

opposite of prevention, which are not to be separated like
those of prevention, but are to be united. For, as a single
argument can act preventively on the will, that it may not
will what God purposes to prevent
so it is necessary that all
those arguments should be absent by which the will would be
persuaded to an act of nolition, otherwise, there would be no
;

permission.

Therefore, the permission,

by which God

per-

mits a rational creature to perform an act, to the performance
of which he has inclination and adequate strength,

by which the

sion of all those impediments,

been persuaded, and in

fact

moved

is

will

to a nolition.

the suspen-

was to have
For it can

be that God, being about to permit an act to the will of the
creature, should so administer the

some arguments of

whole matter, that not only

dissuasion, but all conjoined,

sented to the will of a rational creature

may

be pre-

yet, as persuasion

;

can but result from that presentation of arguments, which

known

to

arguments,

is

to dissuade

from which they were used.

also

Let us

God,

it is

from

is

this fact that the presentation of

most consistent with the permission of that thing

illustrate the subject

God

by examples.

the brethren of Joseph to think of slaying

him

;

permitted

(Gen. xxxvii,

and at length they sold him, not caring that he was their
brother, and that they were forbidden, by the laws of God, to
18

;)

commit murder,

He

or to

a free person into slavery.

sell

So, also,

permitted the enemies of His Son to condemn him, though

innocent and unheard, and finally to slay him,

naught

their

own

them by the Deity, but was
ISTicodemus,

setting at

law, which not only had been imposed on

Joseph

and

called to their
others,

in

the

remembrance, by
inquiry,

" Doth

hear him ?" They obtained
our law judge any man before
"
their witness agreed not tofalse witnesses, and found that
it

gether" (Mark xiv, 56).

Yet they did

that,

which

their

envy
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Thus God likewise perSam. xxiii and xxiv), making no account of the fact that he had been taught and
convinced of David's innocence by his own son, and by
and hatred against Christ

dictated.

mitted Saul to |)ersecute David

(1

From this discussion, it is apparent that
a difference must be made between a sufficient and an efficacious impediment, and that the permission of which we here
personal experience.

treat, is

a suspension of efficacious impediment.

A sufficient

impediment is used, by God, partly to declare that the act, to
prevent which He takes care that those arguments should be
proposed, and jjresented, is displeasing to Himself, partly that
they may be more inexcusable, who do not permit themselves
to be prevented
and even that He may the more, on account
of their iniquity, incite them to the act which is so eagerly
performed
Then we have this three-fold permission of the
Deity first, that by which God leaves any act to the decision of a rational creature, not restraining it by any law
secondly, that by which He permits an act, in respect to the capability of the creature third, that by which He permits the
act, in respect to the inclination and will of the creature.
The last two can not be disjoined in a subject, though they
can and ought to be suitably distinguished from each other.
For it is necessary that an act, which God does not will to
prevent, should be permitted both to the capability and the
will of the creature, since, by the sole inhibition, either of the
capability, or of the will, an impediment is presented to the
;

.

—

;

;

act such that

Some may

it is

not performed.

say that the species or modes of prevention are

not sufficiently enumerated
causes only, but also, in

only that

God

;

as

itself.

no act
It is

is

prevented in

its

necessary to an act, not

should bestow both the power and the will

[posse et velle], that he should produce the effect

itself,

and

without the intervention of means. It must follow, therefore,
that an act will not be certainly produced, even if God should

bestow the power and the will, and hence, it is possible that
an act should be prevented, even if God does not present an

impediment

to the capability or the will, that is, if

holds from the creature his

own

He

with-

concurrence, either active or
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motive, wliich

From

this, it

is

immediately necessary

can be deduced,

permitted, even

if it is left

of the creature, unless
ately to produce the

God

same

to

produce the

an act

also, that

is*

act.

not fully

by God to the capability and will
has determined to unite immedi-

act,

by

his

own

act,

motion, or con-

I reply, that I do not ueny the necessity of that

currence.

concurrence or immediate act of God. to the production of an
act

but I say that

;

to withhold,

it

has once been determined by God, not

from His creatures His own concurrence, whether

general or special, for the producing those acts, to perform

which

He

has given to His creatures the power and the will

He has left
otherwise, He has, in

or which

and

He

power and

to the

will of

His creatures

power and the

vain, bestowed the

has, without reason, left the act to the capability

pediment, of that kind, can not be given, that
iment, placed by God, in the

way

capability and will of a creature,

I,

own immediate

be added
only

may

modes or species of jDrevention,

light,

sufficiently

how God

enumerated.

but also completeness, will

to the doctrine of the divine

be shown

an imped-

by withholding from the

and therefore, of permission, have been

much

is,

of an act permitted to the

concurrence.

therefore, conclude that the

I grant that not only

and

I add that an example of an im-

the will of the creature.

creature His

;

will,

permission,

if it

prevents acts, for which

r.

creatures have an inclination and sufficient strength, but

be explained, with accuracy,

how God

produces and

not

tional

may

effi^cts

His own acts and His own works, through His rational creaIn which investigation, many
tures, whether good or bad.
learned and pious men have toiled, and have performed labor, not to be regretted

;

yet I think that so

many

things

be solved and explained, that no genius, however
surpassing, can be sufficient for all of them, and so it can
be truly said that the mine of this truth is not (^nly deep

remain

to

and profound, but
into

it

also inexhaustible.

Yet,

if

\\-e

with soberness, and, following the thread and

djscend
gni. lance

Holy Scriptures, there is no doubt that it will l)e granted unto us to draw thence so much as God, the orily fountain and giver of the truth, knows will conduce to the sal-

,of the

;
\
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name

vatlon of the church, and to the sanctification of His
this world, to

whom

in

be glory for ever, through Jesus Christ.

Amen.
Having thus
ral, let
it

us

now

must be understood that

mode

of permission, for

law. therefore,

same thing

is

is

it is

At

and not

it is

sin in that

sin

;

permitted,

said truly that sin

is

the outset,

sin is not permitted in

it is

sin in that

and not

the

first

forbidden by the

it is

can not be permitted by the law

it

sin

noi sin, in that
it

discussed the subject of permission in gene-

consider the permission of sin.

it is

;

it

the

Yet, since

forbidden.

permitted by God,

else,

forbidden, and

is

certain that

permitted in some way, which will, generally considered,

be a suspension of all those impediments by the interposition
of which sin could not be committed by the creature. But
the impediments

by which

sin, so far as it is sin, is prevented',

and an act moving or
From which it
will.

are the revelation of the divine will,

persuading to Obedience to the divine
is

evident that permission of sin

is

a suspension of that reve-

lation, or of that suasion, or of both.
It

may

be stated, here, from the general definition of per-

mission, that revelation, motion, or suasion have so

cacy, that if they are used and applied, the sin

be committed.

performs no act sufficient to prevent

:

eflS-

not, in

Let no one think that

fact,

God

I say this, then

much

would

sin,

when

sin

is

not,

and thence conclude that God wills sin
no one judge that, when God performs one or

in fact, prevented,

and again,
more acts,

sufficient to

mits sin.

In the latter of which remarks,

let

prevent

are frequently mistaken,
sufficient accuracy.

sin, that

who do

For the

He

unwillingly per-

we

see that they

not consider the subject with

sole consideration of efficacious

prevention, by the suspension of which, permission

is

prop-

and adequately defined, effects, in view of the use of
some, though inefficacious, impediments, that we should understand that God does not will sin, nor yet that he permits
erly

it

unwillingly, because

He

has, in addition to those sufficient

impediments, also efficacious ones in the storehouse of His
wisdom and power, by the production of which, sin would be
certainly and infallibly prevented.

:
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That, what has been thus said

be more evident,
ity, in

let

by

us explain, with a

Sin of omission

prescribed and

commanded by law

performance of

that,

which

is

;

mode and

not a bad act, only,

is

pose of the omission,

is

either of omis-

a neglect of an

is

sin of commission,

a

good

act, only, is enjoin-

forbidden, but also the cause and pur-

apparent that

is

it

against a preceptive law

if

the enjoined act

sin,

both against a

against a prohibitive law,

performing, but omitting

is

is

two-fold

omitted, and

if it

manner and purpose and
by performing an action, and by not

performed unlawfully as

The examples

act,
is

purpose, also in a prohibitive law,

preceptive law, and against a prohibitive law,

is

may-

particular-

forbidden and prohibited by law.

since, in a preceptive law, not a

ed, but its cause,

more

little

Sin

reference to differences of sin.

sion or of commisssion.

But

us, in general terms,

it

to

;

with an unlawful reason and pur-

He, who omits

bestow
He, who
bestows alms on the poor that he may be seen of men, sins in
omitting the due reason, and purpose of the bestowal. He,
who steals, sins in committing a forbidden act he, who abstains from theft, that his iniquity may be covered for the
time and may afterwards more deeply injure his neighbor,
pose.

are plain.

alms on the poor, sins in omitting a prescribed

to

act.

;

wrong purpose. The
be accommodated to each of the modes

sins in omitting the forbidden act with a

divine permission

is to

both of mission and of commission.
Sin

is

distributed, in respect to

its

causes, into sin of igno-

and of malice and by some, an additional distinction is made, namely, sin of negligence or thoughtlessness, as different and separate from the former, while others
rance, of infirmity,

think that this

is

;

embraced in the three species previously

mentioned.

The divine permission is also adjusted to these differences.
bean endless work to present all the divisions and differences of sin, and to show how the divine permission is related
to each class.
But we must not omit that, in sin, not it
It would

alone but the act also, blended with
in sin there

is

it, is

to

be considered, as

the transgression of the law, and the act, that
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act, as

scribed, the omission of which prescript

forbidden or pre-

is sin.

But permis-

sion can be considered, either in respect to the act, or to the
transgression, for sin

prevented in the prevention of the

is

without which sin can not be committed.

prevented in the prevention of the

act,

Again, the act

which necessarily

sin,

is

in-

heres and adheres to the act, so that the act itself can not be

For one may abstain from an act,
towards which he is borne by his^inclination, because it can
not be performed without sin another, on the contrary, abstains from sin because he is not inclined to the act itself.
When he abstains from the act because it is sin, he abstains
from singer se^ from the act incidentally on the contrary, he
abstains because the act is not pleasant to him, he abstains
from the act per se^ from sin incidentally. When also an act,
is permitted as an act, it is permitted j)er se, sin is permitted
performed without

sin.

;

:

When

incidentally.

per

se^

the act

is

sin is permitted as sin,

permitted

it is

All of which things

permitted incidentally.

are to be diligently considered in reference to the subject

mission^ that

it

in that permission,

—

to

and what

no purpose in relation

ted, not to

per-

may be understood what efficiency God suspends
efficiency

He

uses to no purpose

to the event, in that sin is not omit-

no purpose in relation

to the objects

which God has

proposed to Himself, the best and the most wisely intended, and

most powerfully obtained.

But though we have already

cussed the permission of acts in general,

it

will not

dis-

be superflu-

ous to treat here of the same, so far as those acts are blended with
sin,

and

sin

with them

;

though, in the

mean

time, the princi-

pal reference in this discussion, must be to the permission of
sin, as such.

For, as these two are so connected, that they

can not be separated in an individual subject, the very necessity of their

coherence seems to

demand

that

we should speak

of the permission of both in connection, though of the per-

mission of sin per

se,

and of the act

incidentally.

But

since the

relation of sin appears, most plainly, in an act committed

against a prohibitive law, as omission of good

may

be often

comprehended under it by synecdoche, as in the definitions of
sin,
" it is that which is done contrary to the law," also, " a

—

—
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desire,

word, or deed against the law,"

vant to show, in

whether as

it is

tlie

place,

first

a sin, or as

it is

—

it

will not

how God

permits

an

act,

which

He

be

irrele-

tliat sin,

permits, or

in both relations.

We will

present the modes tf permission corresponding to

modes of prevention, as before. The murder
which Ahab and Ahaziah intended to perpetrate on the
prophet Elijah, was an act, which, being performed would
have taken away the life of Elijah, and it was a sin against
the sixth commandment of God.
God prevented that murder, not as a sin, but as an act.
This is apparent from the
the contrary

mode

of prevention, for in one instance, he took Elijah out of

the hands of

Ahab, and

He

consumed, with

fire

down from heaven, those who had been sent to take
prophet (2 Kings i). The former case was according to

the

in another

sent

fourth mode, heretofore mentioned
to the first

mode,

;

the

the latter was, according

power of Ahaziah and
David, being instigated by
persecutor and enemy, refused,

in opposition to the

in this case prevented the effect.
his followers to slay Saul, his

being restrained from that

act, not as an act, but as a sin, for
he said " The Lord forbid that I should stretch forth my hand
against him, seeing he is the anointed of the Lord" (1 Sam.
xxiv, 6). The mode of prevention was by a revelation of the
divine will, and by a persuasion to obedience, and was suita-

The defilement of
as such.
when she was brought to Abimelech, would have been an act, by which, as the violation of
Sarah's chastity, would have caused great grief to Abraham,
ble to the prevention of sin

Sarah, the wife of Abraham,

and would have been a sin against the seventh precept of the
Decalogue. It was divinely prevented, if you consider the
mode of prevention, as far as it was sin. For God, in a
dream, revealed to him that she was " a man's wife" (Gen.
XX, 3), and he could not, without sin, have carried out his
design.
If you examine the design and reason of the prevention, it was both in respect to the act and to the sin as an
act, because it would have caused indelible grief to Abraham,
and from this God wished to spare his servant as sin, because
God knew that Abimelech would have done this " in the
;

;

;
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and He,

therefore, withheld

integrity of his heart" (6th v.)

Liui from sin, in adultery with the wife of his friend.

Let us look

made bj

from

brethren,

liis

mcdes of permission in examThe sale of Joseph,
(Gen. xxxvii), was an act and a sin

at the opposite

ples, also selected

tiie

Scriptures.

bj which Satan tried Job, the man of God
Both were permitted by God. Was this in
respect to the act or to its sin ? This can not be gathered
from the mode of the permission, for God abstains from all
modes of restraint when He permits any thing, and if He did
also, the affliction

(Job.

i

&

ii).

He

would prevent, and then would, consesin.
But, from the end and
the mode of effecting the permitted act and sin, a judgment
may be formed of the respect according to which God has

not so abstain.

quently, be neither the act nor

permitted the act of

removal

From

sin.

the sale of Joseph resulted

Egypt, his elevation to the highest dignity, in
that land from which, food, necessary for his father's family,

his

to

could be procured, in a time of most direful famine.

He

him

God

Egypt for this purpose. All
this resulted from the sale, not as it was a sin, but as an act.
In the affliction of Job, God desired that the patience and constancy of His servant should be tried, and it was tried by the
declares that

affliction not as

sent

a sin but as an act.

permitted David

Ahab

to slay

into

to

Xaboth

number
(1

the'

Kings

On

the other hand,

God

people (2 Sam. xxiv), and

xxi), in

which cases the num-

bering of the people, and the murder were acts, but were

For God purposed to punish Israel, and
should fill up the measure of his crimes.
It is,
indeed, true that God also wished to take pious Naboth from
th's vale of sorrows to the heavenly land
this was effected
by the murder, not as it was a sin, but as an act. Yet the
proper, immediate, and adequate reason that God permitted
Ahab to perpetrate that murder, is that of which I have
spoken the measure of his crimes was to be filled. For God
could, in some other way, without human sin, have called
Kaboth to Himself Again, God permitted Absalom to
pollute, by incest, the wives or concubines of his father, and
this was done in respect to both.
For it was permitted both
permitted as

that

sin.

Ahab

;

—
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As an

as sin.

served for the chastise-

act, it

ment of David who had adulteronsly polluted the wife of
Uriah as a sin, it was permitted, because God wished that
Absalom, by this crime, should cut off all hope of reconcilia;

way, hasten his own
punishment of rebellion against his
father.
In both respects, also, God permitted Ahab to go up
as a sin?
to Ramoth'Gilead contrary to the word of the Lord
tion with his offended father, and, in this

destruction,

the just

;

because

God wished

to

wished that he should be slain in

by the

may

act of going up.

From

which

sin,

act, prohibited

by law.

Let us

now

is

Thus

judgment

far in reference to

it is

committed when an

an

act,

not performed, but omitted not from a

due reason and purpose.
There

not prevented.

as

consists in the perpetration of

consider sin, as

forbidden by law,

;

these examples a

be formed of similar cases.

permission of

is

an act because God
that place, to which he came

punish him

Here the
is,

of sin only, as such, and the

act

is

prevented, but sin

then, in this case, the permission

mode

of permission

is

a suspen-

sion of the revelation of the divine will, or at least of suasion

and motion

to obedience to the

known will of God. For the
God has forbidden it, but

creature omits the act, hot because

some other

Thus the brothers of Joseph omitted
had determined to do, not because they
began to think that this crime would displease God, but
because, from the words of Judah, they thought it useless, and
that it would be better to sell him into bondage (Gen. xxxvii).
Absalom, 'after thousands of followers had been collected,
omitted to pursue his fleeing father as Ahithophel counseled
him, not because he considered it wrong to pursue his father,
for

reason.

to slay him, as they

he was wholly hostile

for

to

him, but he followed the counsel

of Hushai, beciuse he considered that the curse, advised by
Ahithopliel, would be dangerous for himself and the people.

and similar examples, we see that God restrained an
which had been forbidden and therefore was sin, and yet did
not prevent sin, which was committed by those, wlio omitted
but he permitted them to sin in the mode
that forbidden act

In

this

act,

;

of omitting the forbidden act.

The reason

is

manifest, as

by
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the act, a person,

whom God

purposes to spare, would be

injured, but no one but the sinner himself

committed in an undue omission of an

by the prevention of an

act, there is

is

injured

by

sin

Indeed

act, as is just.

prepared for the persons,

who have

omitted an act, the punishment due to them both
on account of this sin of undue omission and for other
reasons, as happened to Absalom.
We now proceed to the permission of sin, which is committed in the mere omission of an act, which has been
commanded. This is permitted by God, as it is an omission
,

of an
which
or as

and

act,
tlie

as

sin.

is

it

God, I

assert,

permits that actj

law commands to be omitted, either as

it is sin.

God

it is

an

act,

permitted the sons of Eli to disobey the

(1 Sam. ii, 25); Saul, to spare the
the Israelites, when
Sam.
xv, 8)
(1
the statement of the spies had been made, to refuse to go up

admonitions of their father,

king of the Amalekites,
into the promised land,

;

(Kumb.

xiv, 4), the citizens of

Succoth

deny bread to the army of Gideon, (Judg.
viii, 6 & 8); Ahab, to se^d away Benhadad alive, a man
devoted to death by the Lord, (1 Kings xx, 34) Festus, before
whom Paul was accused, not to pronounce sentence against
him, and in favor of the Jews, (Acts xxv, 12) &c. He permitted all these things partly as they were omissions of acts?
partly as they were sins, that is, omissions contrary to a preceptive law, which imposed commands, partly in both respects.

and Penuel,

to

;

;

In reference to the sons of

Eli, the Scripture

says

— " they

hearkened not unto the voice of their father, because the Lord

would slay them." The permitted omission of obedience thus
was sin. The omission by Saul of the slaughter of those,

far

whom God

commanded

to be slain, was permitted
was the omission of an act, by the
performance of which they would have been deprived of life.
For God had determined to take away the kingdom of Saul
from him, and had already denounced this a<iainst hira, by
the mouth of Samuel, because he had sacrificed, not waiting
for Samuel, (I Sam. xiii, 9-14).
Agag, also, was afterwards
hewed in pieces before the Lord by the prophet Samuel. The

as

it

was a

willed and

sin,

not as

it

fact that the Israelites omitted to

go up into the promised land.
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coinmaDded by

as tliey liad been

God

Lord, occurred because

tlie

purposed that their bodies should

Him.

the wilderness,

fall in

had so often tempted God, and murmured against

as they

Then

that omission

was permitted

God

as a sin.

per-

mitted the citizens of Succoth and Fennel to withhold bread

from the army of Gideon, partly that He

u:iight test

the constan-

cy of those, who were "pui-suing atter Zebab and Zilmnnna,"
partly that

He

might prepare punishment

Succoth and Fennel.
act

was permitted

as

for the citizens of

In this case then, the omission of the
it

was such, and

as

was

it

sin.

For

as,

being provided with food, they would have been strengthened,

who were pursuing

the Midianites, so the omission of the act,

was grievous and to be worthy of
The sending away of Benhadad, or his release
irom death was permitted by God, as a sin a sin, committed
as such, on their part,

punishment.

against an express

command

—

—

for

God purposed

that

Ahab

should heap up wrath against the day of wrath, on account

and also as an act, as He purposed that
Benhadad, in the prolongation of his life, by the omission of
an act commanded by God, might fight afterwards with Ahab,
and, after his death, with the Israelites, and besiege Samaria
of his heinous sins

;

to the great injury of its inhabitants.

by God,

to refrain

from acquitting Faul

Festus was permitted

—according

right as he could be convicted of no crime

the act as such, and not as sin.

—

to

law and

in respect to

For, from that omission

resulted a necessity for the appeal of Faul to Caesar,

which

Home, where God

willed

was the occasion of

his departure to

that he should bear testimony concerning His Son.

In respect to
as to

sin,

manner and

such, for in

when

design,

nothing

it

is

a prescribed act
it is

is

certain that

is

evident from the

case, is certain

;

is

permitted as

permitted except the omission of

a due mode and purpose, which omission
This

perfomed unduly

it

mode

is

purely sinful.

of permission, which, in this

namely, the suspension of efficiency by which

Joab performed many distinguished
deeds and those prescribed by God, in fighting bravely, against
the enemies of the people of God, in behalf of Israel, that it
might be well for the people of God but God did not incline

sin, as sin, is permitted.

;

;
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his

mind

do

to

this

from a right motive.
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It is

apparent that

he sought his own
he, bj wicked treachery, destroyed men, equal to himself in
bravery and generalship, that he might be alone in honor.
glory, in those deeds, from the fact that

For the man who defends 'any cause, only that it may be
defended, and for the glory of God, will not be vexed that as
many as possible, endued with skill and bravery, should be
united in its defence indeed, he would most deeply rejoice
and be glad on this account.
As to the differences of sin in view of its causes ignorance
;

malice, negligence

infirmity,

— there

—

is

clear distinction in their permission.

in respect to these a

For the permission of

a sin of ignorance arises from the suspension of the revelation
of malice, from the suspension of the act
which
the
perversity
by
of the heart is corrected and changed
of infirmity, from the withholding of strength to resist temptation, of negligence, from the suspension of the act by which
a serious and holy care and anxiety is produced in us to watch
our faculties, and to walk in the law of the Lord. For God
knows, when it seems good to him to perform a work, by the
acts of rational creatures, which can not be committed by them
without sin, how to suspend His own efficiency, so as to permit His creatures to perform their own acts. He willed that
His church should be proved and purged by persecutions, and
indeed by the act of Saul, a man zealous for the law, who,
from inconsiderate and preposterous love towards his own
religion, wished that the sect of the Nazarenes, so called
should be extirpated. That this might be effected through
of the divine will

him.

He

suffered

;

him

to

be some time in ignorance, without

which, as he was then constituted, he would not have persecuted the church. For he says that he " did it ignorantly" (1

Tim.

i,

1 3).

In the case of Julian the apostate, a most foul perse-

cutor of the church,

God

obstinate hatred of Christ

his willful and
For when he was

did not correct

and

his church.

convinced of the truth of the Christian doctrine, he could

have persecuted
cedure,

ill

it

only through willful malice.

God's pro-

not correcting that hatred, was deserved by him,

who, willingly and of his own

fault,

had apostatized from
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God purposed

Christ.

himself, should

come
deny

that Peter, presuming too miicli on

a knowledge of himself, and

to

He

him to
his Master, from fear of death, not
affording him such support of His Spirit, as to move him to
suffered

dare to profess Christ openl}^, desj)ising the fear of death.

David, being freed from his enemies, and having conquered

many

neighboring kings and nations, began to guard his steps

with too

little care,

and heedlessly gave himself up

negli-

to

gence, especially because he had Joab, a distinguished general

and

whom, on account

skilled in military duties, in

sanguinity, he couIgI trust

from

;

this it

into that shameful adultery with

God

permitted him to

commit

occasion to

fall

sin,

into that negligence,

that he might be

to others, afford

fell

But

the wife of Uriah.

and on that

more

watchful over himself, mourn on account of his

an example

of con-

happened that he

diligently

own

sin for

a distinguished specimen and ex-

ample of humility and repentance, and

rise

more

gloriously

fi;om his sin.
It

would be tedious

of sin

mode

;

but

let

to

remark the same thing

these suffice, as exhibiting the

in each

kind

means and

of forming a correct judgment in reference to permis-

But though the whole complex matter, which is made
up of act and transgression, may be permitted by God, through
a suspension of all divine acts, by the use of which, on the
part of God, the act, either as an act or as sin, would have
been prevented, yet it is useful to consider, distinctly, in what
respect that permission may be given by God, and what efficiencies, and of what kind. He suspends, that He may not
sion.

hinder the commission or omission of an act prescribed or
bidden.

For

in this the divine goodness,

for-

wisdom and power,

and even justice is seen as distinctly as possible, and it is
most clearly proved how God, in all his own action, restraint
and permission, is free from blame, and without sin, and by
no means to be considered the author of sin. In showing
which, it is so much the more evident how easily they may
fall into absurdity and blasphemy, who refer, indeed, to a
providence, acting, restraining, permitting, but not with
cient distinctness, accuracy,

and

suffi-

diligence, bringing together

;

•
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and comparing

distinguishing each from the

them, and

others.

and in
same time,
various and manifold, and not generally explicable, which can,
perhaps, in some way, be demonstrated by those, who have
their senses exercised in divine things, and are accustomed to
consider them with earnest study. Two general or universal

The individual causes of permission,

in its variety

that of the permitted acts, and of sins, are, at the

God

reasons can be presented for the fact that
in general, and

why He

God bestowed on

the freedom of the will, which
tures,

He

and which

is

is

The other

is

the declaration of the

of such a character as not only to effect

and prevent that which can be

own

One

rational crea-

designed as the mistress and the free

source of their actions.
divine glory, which

permits events

permits any particular event.

effected

and prevented,

for his

glory, but also- so to reduce to order the acts of rational

creatures which are permitted,

from the order, prescribed

and which frequently deviate

them, that from

to

it

the praise of

the divine goodness, mercy, patience, wisdom, justice and

power may shine forth and be revealed. To which, pertains
that, which is beautifully said by Augustine, " God has judged
that it belongs to His own omnipotent goodness to bring good
out of evil rather than not to permit evil to exist."

The

creature

is

likewise to be considered, to

whom

is

grant-

ed the permission of an act of commission or of omission,

which can

not, without sin,

be committed or omitted

as to his character at the time

him,

—whether,

when

that act

is

val integrity, or as fallen from that state

;

namely,

permitted to

and remaining in

as only created,

;

his prime-

again, whether

made

a partaker of grace, or invited to a participation of grace
whether brought to that state, or resisting grace, or not sufficiently solicitous to receive
like.

For God can deny

to

and to continue in it, and the
any creature, considered as such,

it,

action, motion, efficiency, concurrence, either general or special,

of nature or of grace, of providence or predestination

though I do not dare

to

make a

ence to the act of Predestination

which motion and

efficiency

He

—

confident assertion in refer-

—which

act

and concurrence,

could not, without injustice,

.
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deny to the same creature considered in a different relation.
But a permission of sin depends, as we have before seen, on a
suspension of the divine act, motion, efficiency, &c.

He, however, who wishes

and thoroughly

to discuss fully

the subject of permission must, of necessity, treat of the general providence Of

God, and of that special providence, which

and permits. For,
by the mode either of
opposed to efficiency by

preserves, governs, rules, effects, prevents
as permission

is

opposed

to prevention,

privation or of contradiction, so

negation

and

;

it

is

the nature of permission to have, antece-

dent to

itself,

ture, to

which permission

which

various acts of

perm.itted.

is

explained,

it

it is

is

God concerning

the

same

crea-

granted, and concerning that act

If these acts of

God

are not accurately

can not be understood what that efficiency

is,

in

the suspension of which, permission properly and immediately
This, also,

consists.

is

many, when they hear

the reason that

any thing concerning permission, immediately, in their own
minds, conceive of inactive quiet, and abstinence from all
on the part of providence others, considering the powand efficacy of that providence, which ^s present in and presides over all things and acts, either reject the idea of permission, or acknowledge it only in word, in the mean time, so explaining it as to resolve it into a certain act of God, and into
the efficiency of providence.
But these errors are both to be
avoided, lest we should take away, from the divine providence,
acts which belong to it, or should attribute to it things foreign
to it, and unworthy of His justice.
In reference to the remarks, already made, some one will
object that I attribute to permission not only the illegality and
the irregularity of the act, but also the act itself, and thus remove from the operation of the divine will and efficiency, not
effort

;

er

only the illegality of the
that, in this,

act,

but the act

he perceives a double error

;

He

itself.
first,

will

because

ute sin, simply and taken in any respect, to permission,

remove

it

from the divine efficiency and will

in a certain

and

will

and the

;

;

when

say

I attrib-

it

and

ought,

respect, to be attributed to the divine efficiency

secondly, l)ecause I take away, from the efficitncy

will of

God, the act which

is

the

first

and supreme
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cause of

Let us examine a

being.

all

We

objections.

guilt

second, punishment

;

Indeed

sins.

God

but to

to its guilt,

is

its

They

of other sins.

more

closely both

In sin there are three respects

objector himself.
is, first,

little

explain the former by the sentiments of the

not,

;

;

for there

third, the cause of other

they say, the cause of sin in respect

punishment, and
affirm that

God

being the cause

to its

without controversy,

is,

an act of justice, by
which sin, deviating from the law of the prescriptive justice
of God, is brought under the rule of divine punitive justice.
That sin is of God, as it is the cause of other sins, they, also,
the cause of punishment, because that

is

prove from the acts of blinding, hardening, giving over to a
reprobate mind, which are acts of
I answer

;

—

God and

to the first, that the objection

are causes of sins.
is

not valid against

For the first sin, committed by a creature, can not
be the punishment of another sin. There are also many sins
which are not, in fact, the causes of other sins for God may
so administer and dispense the fall and the sins of His creatures, as that they may result in good, that is a greater odium
against sin, and a more diligent solicitude and anxiety to guard
all sins.

;

their

own

tion,

come

sion of

Therefore

steps.

many

sins,

contrary to this objec-

an opposite character, by the permisno respect by His efficiency. It will be

to partake of

God, and

in

many

said, in reply, that there are, nevertheless,

sins

which

must be considered in those three respect? of these at least,
may be proper to say, that in the jasr two respects they
have God, as their cause and author. I answer secondly,
that there is no act or sin, which has, at the same time, the
relation of guilty of punishment^ and of the cause of another
sin, if these things may be correctly and strictly considered.
I confess that this is usually said, and is common with many
:

it

who

treat of this subject.

I will prove ray assertion,

first

by argument, then by

senting examples of blinding and hardening.
at the

same

time, sin and punishment,

voluntary, punishment

ment
tion,

is

passion

but sin

29

is

;

is

involuntary

by punishment

;

sin is

is

pre-

That no act

is,

certain, since sin is

sin

is

action, punish-

brought into subjec-

not brought into subjection by sin

;

but by pun-

VOL.

m.
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ishment, I say, differing from sin or guilt, not in relation only,

but iu the thing and subject which

is

When

the act.

this is

men, a reason ought to be assigned for this
opinion.
I acknowledge it
but let us consider the sense in
which this is said and understood by them.
They say that sin is the punishment of sin, because, on account of previous sin, God permits the sinner to commit anothei" sin, and, indeed, suspends some of His own acts, and
performs others, in which case the creature will sin of his own
wickedness, and will commit other sins, on account of which
he deserves greater punishment and condemnation, and thus,
as sin deserves greater punishment, it is said to be the punishment of sin by a metonymy of cause and effect. In this sense
said by learned

;

they understand their

But

tained.

cause of another
stood

;

that

own

that no sin

is,

declaration, or

is,

at the

same

sin, is also true, if it

can not be sus-

may be

and the

rightly under-

a proximate and immediate cause.

the meritorious cause of another sin, that

God

it

time, guilt

is, it

It

is,

indeed,

deserves that

should afterwards suspend some

act, and perform other
which being performed, he will, of his own wickedness,
it is also the preparatory
as said before, commit some sin
of
sins
for by sin the conscience
perpetration
other
cause of the
is wounded, desire for prayer, and confidence in it are destroyed, a habit of sinning is prepared, a power over the sinner is granted to Satan, from which an easy lapse into other
yet it is not the proximate -end immedisins readily follows

acta,

;

:

;

ate cause of another sin.

"

It

is

nevertheless a cause,"

What

some may
then

By

say,

" though re-

very distinc-

mote and
By it, God
tion the whole force of the objection is destroyed.
is made the cause of some acts, the creature will, of His own
wickedness, deservedly add another sin to the former, and God
is absolved from the charge of being the cause of sin, which
meritorious."

deserved that

He

cause of another

between the
consequent
that

God

is

sin,

sin.

?

this

should perform those acts of

sin, as it is

the

For the action of the Deity intervenes
which is the cause of another sin, and that
In that objection, however, it was inferred

sin.

the cause of sin, in that

He

is

the occasion of the
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second

sin.

That error

arises

from the confusion and the inacSin, in the relation of

curate consideration of those acts.
guilt, is first in order,

then follows demerit or conviction to

punishment, from the justice of

God

;

which

is

the act of God,

who

punishes that sin by merited desertion, and blindness.
"
Bat blindness," you say, " is sin or guilt, and the punish-

ment of previous

God

is

sin,

and the cause of subsequent sin, and
The truth of what has been

the cause of blindness."

may be

demonstrated in this example.

That
by God, is correctly said to be
the punishment of previous sin, and can, if rightly understood,
be said to be the cause of cor sequent sins, that is, by a removal of restrainiDg grace, and by the performance of some acts,
from "tsrhich it will follow that the creature, thus blinded and
But that blindleft, will, of his own wickedness, commit sin.
previously said

blindness, judicially produced

ness

is

not sin or guilt,

A distinction

is to be made between
God to which man is judicially subof man himself by which he renders

the blindness as the act of

and the blindness
his own mind hard and obstinate against God, which is the
act of man, produced by wickedness and obstinate pertinacity.
These acts indeed concur, but do not coincide, nor are they

jected,

one single action, made up of the eflSciency of those concurrent actions, which together make up one total cause of that

which is called blindness. Learned men often speak in
such a manner, I grant, but not with sufficient distinctness
and perhaps in a sense which agrees with my explanaact,

and is not contrary to it.
For they use the term
hUndness^in a complex and indistinct manner, for the act and

tion,

work and its effect, which is, thereby, produmade blind, which may be called passive
blindness, produced by that active blindness.
Of blindness,
and
confusedly
indistinctly
considered, it may be said
thus
that it is sin^ the punishment of sin, and the cause of sin^ but
this is not at variance with my opinion, for I deny that God is
the cause of that blindness, so far as it is sin and guilt. Acas we now term it, by way of distinction
tive blindness
which is produced by a man, making himself blind, is sin,
for it is a great crime to harden one's own mind against God.
its result,

or the

ced in the person

—
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Active blindness, which proceeds from God,

is

the punishment

by which the sinner has merited to himself
The active blindness, which
desertion, and privation of grace.
is from man, and that, which is from God, concur to the same
effect, which is passive Uindness^ which is, properly, punishment. Finally, the active blindness of man, blinding himself,
and that of God, blinding man, is the cause of the accumulation of other sins with those previously committed, by the
of previous sin,

blinded sinner, but in the
I answer, that if

or guilt, the

then

sin,

it

it is

mode

of which I have spoken.

and the same act is sin
and the cause of subsequent

true that one

punishment of

sin,

can not be true that

God

is its

cause, according to

the last two relations, and not according to the
fold reason.

that

God

First, this distinction of relation

first,

for a two-

can not

-effect

should be the cause of one thing, and not of another,

it, unless in that mode, which will be herewhich they exclude from this subject, who say
that blindness, produced by God, is sin, and the cause of sin.
These respects are useful to a mind, intelligent and able to
discriminate between things most intimately connected, which
constitute, actually and numerically, one thing, but considered

in fact, joined to

after explained,

in different relations, they can not have place in actual

effi-

which is real existence [ens reale]. God
punishment on a person who is a sinner, and His crea-

ciency, the limit of
inflicts

ture

the act of infliction does not distinguish the creature

;

from the smner, but the mind of Him, who punishes, makes
the distinction, for it knows how to punish the creature, not
-as

such, but as sinful.

This error

is

frequently committed,

that relations are carried further than their nature

may

per-

Secondly, because of those three relations, order nature^

mit.

^

and causality^ the former is that in which sin is considered as
two are those in which it is considered as punishment, and the cause of consequent sin. God is the first
cause of all effects, which He produces with or by His creaguilt, the latter

tures

He

;

but, in this case.

He

will

be a subsequent cause, for

will produce, in the relation of subsequent respects,

an

act,

which the creature produces in the relation of prior respect,
which is absurd, and inverts the order of causality and effi-

:
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cienc>',

mav,

which

!i!iie.^d,

between

ex'sts

first

44:5

and second causes.

be supposed to exist a concurre

shall hereafter explain

but they,

;

who

ice,

Tiiere

whicli

we

say that the blindness,

by the Deity, is the cause of consequent sins, and at
same time a sin, deny that this concurrence has any

inflicted

the

These things, indeed, I have thought, ought

place here.

to

be

somewhat fully, on account of the difficulty of the
subject itself, and of preconceived opinions.
Let us proceed to the second objection, which we thus set
" In sin there
forth, according to the meaning of its authors.
are two things, the act and its illegality, or violation of law.
explained,

As

an

act, it is positive

;

as a violation of law,

the latter has the will of the creature for

must necessarily be referred back
this relation,

God

is

its

it is

cause

to the first

;

privative

the former

cause, and, in

the cause of that act which, in respect to

man, or as it proceeds from man, is sin. Therefore it is wrong
to remove the act, which is not performed by a man without
sin, from the divine will and efficiency, and attribute it to the
divine permission, since that

but as

it

reply,

first,

violates law,

that

it

it

violation.

I

can not be said truly, and universally of

all sin, that in it there

and the

as such, belongs to efficiency,

arct,

belongs to the divine permission.

are these two things, namely, the act

For, sometimes,

it is

prohibited, and sometimes, not the act

the act itself which

itself,

is

but some circum-

Thus the eatins^ of the fruit of
was prohibited, not any

stance in reference to the act.

the tree of knowledge of good and evil

circumstance connected with

it

and, therefore, the act of eat-

;

was undue, unlawful and inordinate it was, indeed,
in itself a deviation from the rule, that is, from the law which
forbade the eating. That act, of and in itself, apart from the
law, is a natural act and has, in itself, no inordinacy. But
after tlie enactment of a law which prohibits eating, that act

ing, itself,

;

can not be considered as good, agreeably
tions, as there is

of which

it

added

ought

of itself and on

its

to

to

it

be omitted

own

to its natural rela-

the fact of inordinacy,
;

for it

account, because

divine law, and because to eat

is to sin,

is

on account

then to be omitted,

it is

forbidden by the

the whole inordinacy

;
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consisting in

tiie fact

that the act of eating, referred to, has a

place in the number and series of

human

actions,

which place

ought not, on any account, to have, and the number of which

dt

ought not

to increase,

be kept under

'to

but

restraint,

it

ought to be wholly omitted, and

and

to

be never carried into

effect.

which very many adduce to
illustrate this matter, is not applicable to an act, which is proihibited by law.
For in lameness there is the gait, and there
as the limping or irregular gait
and a defect is added to the
.gait or motion, on account of weakness or injury, a leg, which
defect, though it may not, in fact be separated from the
gait itself, can, nevertheless, be readily distinguished from it
iand hence it niay occur that the same horse, after the cure has

The

simile of a

lame

horse,

;

been

effected,

can walk properly, and so lameness will be

But in the eating of the forbidden
was not the eating and the defect of eating, which
was forbidden, but the eating itself, wholly and solely, had the
relation of sin, because it was committed contrary to the law.
That simile would be applicable in sin, which is committed
against a law which prescribes the act itself, but prohibits
some circumstance of the act which sin consists in the fact
that an act, good, according to, and prescribed by the law, is
performed in a manner, which is not right, as when alms are
given to a poor man, from ambition and pride, that he, who
bestows them, may appear unto men to be liberal and a lover
of the poor, and even religious. That act is good and may be
iseparated from his gait.
fruit, it

;

by the gait, but the defect in it is like the lameness
produced by disease or injury, and causes the act to limp, and

•illustrated

to

be displeasing

to

God, yet

it is

not to be omitted, but to be

performed, only in a due and right manner,

all

being avoided and omitted, which, rightly and in

ought

to

be separated from

defectiveness
fact,

can and

it.

acknowledge that the question or objection is not satisfied
by that answer ; for some one may affirm, that, " eating is
I

nevertheless, a positive act, and, therefore, has an existence,
[ens] though forbidden,

cause,

God

a'so

is

and since

all

existence has

God

the cause of that act of eating

;

as

and

its

so,
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also, of other positive

though they

acts,

against a prohibitory law

may

and consequently,

;

be committed

sin, as

an act

can not be removed from the eflaciency of God."
I reply, that

an

act,

which

I,

is

by no means, take from the

God

efficiency of

not perpetrated by the creature without sin

God

indeed, I openly confess that

which are perpetrated by His
that the efficiency of

God

the cause of

is

;

acts,

all

creatures, but I desire this only

should be so explained as not to

derogate any thing from the freedom of the creature, and not

God

to transfer the fault of his sin to

God may,

;

that

and that God may be
of one and the same act.

mitter of the sin

;

and perniitter
most difficult explanation, yet we
towards

is,

to

show that

indeed, be the effector of the act, but only the per-

its

once the effector

at

This subject

may make some

I remark, then, that

the mediate cause,

God is,

when He

the immediate cause,

exerts an influence

when He

it

He

is

upon the

to cause the act.

He is

exerts an influence on the act

actum] and, with the creature,

When God moves the

of that act.

is

the whole cause

creature to cause anything,

and subordinate cause, is
moving cause to a particular act,
form from the influence and motion of the Deity,

creature, as the second

determined by the

first

which has its
that act, whatever may be

its

as a fault to the creature

but

is

effort

either mediately or immediately,

cause [influit in causam] and moves

since the

of

elucidation.

the cause of an act which proceeds from a creature.

[influit in

is

;

character, can not be imputed,
if

the act can be called sin,

necessarily the cause and the author of that sin.

the latter idea can never be true,

nation can not be found in that

God

But since

it is

certain that the expla-

mode

of the mediate aotion

how God is the cause ot the act, which is not
performed by man without sin, and the permitter of the sin.
When God is the immediate cause of an act, which proceeds
from a creature, then the second cause, if it is free, and we
has it in its own power either
are now treating of free agents
of the Deity,

—

to exert its influence in the

that the act

may

act, or

suspend that influence so

not take place, and to exert

that one act, rather than another,

may

its

influence so

be performed.

Hence
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wheu a

tollows, that,

ence,

it

cause

stcuiKl

iullucnce to produce mi

ci,

iid

Ireelj exerted

lias

when, by

its

its pa-rticular iutiu-

has determined tue general influence ot (rud to this

particular act,

second cause

is

and has disposed the form of the act, the
responsible, and the act may be deservedly

sin" in respect to the second cause

called

from responsibility, and,

Him,

in respect to

;

but

God

is

tree

the act can not be

called sin.

The concurrence and influence of the Deity bestows nothing
upon the free will of the creature, by which he may be either
inclined, or assisted, or strengthened to act, and it does not
in the first act, but in the second, dispose the will, and therefore

it

presupposes, in the will, whatever

is

necessary for

acting, even without the exception of the concurrence of the

Deity

Though

itself.

the will of the free creature

in reality, have that concurrence, except

when he

may

not,

puts forth

own power before he perlbrms that
and imposed upon him. If this is not
so, the w411 can not be said to have the act in its own power,
nor can the cause of that act
or in its proximate capability
called
only,
and therefore necessary, to
moral but naim'al
be
which sin can, by no means, be attributed.
In this way that difficulty is solved, and it is shown how
God can be the cause of an act, which can not be performed
activity, yet

which

is

he has

prepared

in his

it

for,

;

by

the creature without sin, so that neither

author of
indeed,

sin,

may

be only the permitter of

be the proper cause of

sin.

its

and when the second cause

is

instant of exerting:

its

sin,

For God leaves

second cause the disposition of
act,

He may

nor the creature be free from sin

influence,

own

be the

that

but the creature

He,

may

to the choice of a free

influence to effect any

in the very

God,

;

freely

movement and

and of His own

and universal concurrence to the
knowing that, without His influence,
Nor is it right
the act neither could nor would be prod uced.
that God should deny His concurrence and influence to the

choice, joins His influence

influence of the creature,

creature,

even

if

He

sees that the influence of the creature,

exerted to effect an act, which he

joined to sin, and

is

is

just ready to perform, is

committed contrary

to

His law.

For

it
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is

right that the act, which

He

to the

left

freedom of man,

law had not yet beun enacted, by winch that act was
afterwards forbidden, si ould be left to the freedom of the

when

tiie

same

creature, after the

A law would

enactment of the iaw.

be imposed, in vain, on an act, for the performance of which
God should determine to deny His own concurrence. In that
case, it could not be performed by the creature, and therefore

no necessity would exist that its performance should be forbidden to the creature by a law. Besides God, in His legisbut
lation, designed to test the obedience of His creature
;

this

He could

not do,

if

He

His concurrence to an

ture,

determined
act,

to

deny, to the crea-

forbidden by law

;

for apart

from that concurrence, the creature can not perform that

Why

should God, in reference to an

act, to

act.

which, as natu-

deny His concurrence, deny that
same concurrence, when the act has been made morally evil by
the enactment of law when He declares and testifies in His
rally good, determined not to

;

own

legislation, that

He

from that act, in that
act, in its

wills that the creatures should abstain

it is

it is

an

He

wills that the creature

act, as evil,

when He imposes upon

natural relations.

should abstain from the

him a

morally evil, and not in that

But

prohibitory law, to which he

bound to yield obedito deny His concur-

is

When, however. He determines

ence.

He

rence,

wills that, in its natural relations,

performed by the creature.

For the former

is

it

shall not

be

a kind of moral

the former, by
by the denial of concurrence
by the enactment of law, in yiew of which that act
can not be committed witliout sin, and by denial of concurrence,
in view of which the act can not be committed at all.
If the

hindrance, the latter

is

the enactment of law
;

;

a natural hindrance

;

the latter,

—

impediment, that of the denial of concurrence^ exists,
no necessity that the other, that of the enactment of
there
latter

is

law^ should be interposed.
It is apparent,

mitting

from

this explanation, that the creature,

sin, comtiiits it in the full

to its exercise,

and

as to the

freedom of his

form of the

things the whole freedom of the will
to its exercise, is that

is

will,

com-

both as

which two
Freedom, as

action, to

limited.

by which the will can put forth, and

sus-
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and action. Freedom, as to the form of action
by which, it wills and performs this rather than that
action.
We will show that freedom, in both respects, exists,
in another manner, in the act of sin, which the creature per-

pend

volition

is that,

forms with the general concurrence of Grod.

and

sin, its existence

its

In the act of

The

essence are to be considered.

existence of the act depends on the freedom of the will, as to
its exercise.

That

of that character

its

essence should be of this rather than

—that

it

should be rather a forbidden act than

one not forbidden, against

this

precept rather than against

depends on the freedom of the will as to the form of
action.
That the act should exist, the creature effects by its
that,

own

by which

free influence,

it

wills to

do rather than not

to

do, though not without the influence of the divine concurrence,

uniting itself freely to the influence of the creature at
first

moment and

But

instant.

very

its

that the act should be of one

character rather than of another, the second cause effects,
freely determining

rather—-than

its

to th.it

own

—that

it

act to a certain direction, to this

should be one thing rather than

any one says that, on this supposition, the divine
concurrence is suspended on the influence of the creature, I
Though
reply, that this does not follow from my statements.
another.

God may

If

not concur unless the creature wills to exert his influ-

ence, yet the exertion of that influence depends purely, on
his

own freedom for he can omit that exertion.
may be clear from this, how God is both the
;

It

permitter

of sin, and the effector of an act, without which the creature

can not commit

sin

;

the permitter of sin, in that

to the creature the free disposition of
effector of

an

act, in that

He

joins

He

leaves

His own influence

;

the

His own concurrence to

the effort of the creature, without which the act could not be,

performed by the creature.
any one takes exception to

at all,

If

this distinction,

on account

either of the diJhculty of the subject or of the defect of

explanation, and

so contends that effiGiency in sin is in

respect to be ascribed to God, because
that act, I wish that he

same

He

is

my

some

the effector of

would consider that God can, on the

principle, be called the permitter of the act, because

He
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is

the permitter of the

sin,

and, indeed, far more

He

in His

own

the act

—already permitted, not only

prohibition,

He

declares that

is

removed from the divine

;

by which

freedom and the
and power should

—

ought

from performing that

and, on the other hand, the efficiency of that act

;

much
it

prohibition, that act

efficiency, only so far as that

to avail to deter the will of the creature

act

justlj', since,

unwilling that

to the

ability of the creature, but also to its right

be performed by the creature

is

is,

so

the more, to be ascribed to the freedom of the will, as

can be understood to have, more vehemently willed that

which

is

forbidden by the divine law.

But, in whatever

way

that subject

carefully to be observed, both that

author of sin, and that the act
the efficiency of

God

and as

act merely,

providence of

that

;

sin,

God

is,

may

be not taken away from
an

that the whole act, both as

be rightly

—as an act

to permissive providence.

itself

may be explained, it is
God be not made the

If,

made

subject to the

to efficient providence, as a sin

however, there shall

still

be an

inclination in the other direction, there will be less error, if

the act

than

For

is

taken away from the divine efficiency, as an act,

if sin
it is

is

attributed to the efficiency of God, as a sin.

belongs to

Him, than

does not belong to

on God,

away an

better to take

if

He

is

act

to attribute to

Him

;

from the Deity, which
an evil act, which

Him

so that a greater injury

is

charged

said to be the cause of sin, than if

regarded as an unconcerned spectator of an

He

is

act.

Allegation IY.
"

We

left

without Christ

Unman

Race are
and without any saving GraceP

teach that the greatest part of the

The meaning of this allegation, is that God, by His own eternal
and immutable decree, has determined, of His mere will to elect
some, but to reprobate others, and those the more numerous.
Since the elect can not be brought unto salvation, as having become sinners in Adam, unless satisfaction to the justice of God,
and expiation for siu should have been made, therefore, God
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determined to give his own Son to them, as Mediator, Eeconciand Redeemer, who should assume human nature, for

ler,

them only, should die for their sins only, should reconcile
them only to the Father, should meritoriously obtain the Holy
Spirit and eternal redemption for them only, should offer, according to His purpose, grace to them only, should

call

them,

and should bestow, by an internal vocation, faith
on them, only, &c., to the exclusion, from all these things, of
those whom He reprobated, so that there should be to them
no hope of salvation in Christ, because God had willed from
only, to faith,

eternity that Christ should not be
for them, apart

when he arranged
them,

it

made man

for them, or die

from any consideration of their unbelief; and
that the gospel should be preached also to

was not done

because the elect

for their benefit, but

were intermingled with them, who, by that preaching, were
according to the decree of God, to be led to faith and salvation.

You

should, indeed, have answered whether

ted that allegation as

made

whether you think your doctrine

You seem

to

admit that this

is

You

to

to

be not amenable to

truly your sentiment.

indeed, to be admitted by you,

with yourself, and

you admit-

truly against your doctrine, or

if

you wish

It

it.

ought,

be consistent

to

speak in harmony with your doctrine.

answer, then, that what

charged against your doc-

is

is not a crime, but let us see how you
show and prove this. First, you say that " it is not Ijard [durum] that they should be left without Christ," because " they

trine in that allegation,

might

at the first, in

eousness,

and a

life

to persevere in the

that very

many

Adam, have

received saving grace, right-

of blessedness, together with the ability

same,

if

they had only willed

persons are absolutely

left

it."

I affirm

without Christ,

who

never were, and never will be partakers of the saving grace

For the grace, bestowed on Adam, and on all his
was not the grace of Christ, which was not,
at that time, necessary. But " God could," you say, " without
injustice, at that time, have condemned all, and not have beof Christ.

posterity in him,

stowed, on a single individual, grace through Christ.
denies

it ?

man, with

The

point in dispute

all his posterity,

is

not

—

sinned of his

Who

whether God, when

own

fault,

and be-
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came obnoxious

own Son

to

to eternal death,

was obligated

—but

the world as a mediator

to give

whether

it

His

can be

when God willed that His own Son should become a man and die for sins, He willed it with this distinc-

truly said that,

tion, that

he should assume, for a certain few only, the human

nature which he had in

common

with

men

all

;

that he should

few the death which could be the price for all
men, and for the first sin, which all committed
alike in Adam
whether God purposed to proceed according
to the rigor of His justice, and to the strictness of the law,
and the condition made requisite in the law, with the largest
part of the human race, but according to His mercy and grace
\\ith a few, according to the gospel and the righteousness of
faith, and the condition proposed in the gospel
whether He
proposed to impute, even to a certain few, the sin which they
had personally committed in Adam, without any hope of resuffer for only a

the sins of

all

;

;

mission.

This, I assert,

is

the question

:

you reply a£Brma-

tively to this question, and, therefore, confess that the allegation

is

made, with

truth, against

escape by the plea, that "

be

left

ed in

it is

your doctrine, nor can you

not wonderful that they should

without Christ, since they had rejected the grace

Adam."

Your answer has

the act, and the question

offer-

reference to the justice of

itself
your anand the question is concerning
the existence of the thing, the cause of which you present.
That your answer may not, to some, seem too horrible, you

swer has reference

is

concerning the act

;

to the cause,

may be
have died for all," but you subjoin an explanation of
this kind, which perverts the interpretation, and absolutely
nullifies your apparent and verbal confession.
For you add
present, secondly, another answer, namely, " Christ
said to

that

"he

did not die fur all and for each equally in reference

same sense for the lost and for the elect, or efficiently on the part of God."
Let us linger here, and weigh
well what you say. The Scripture declares explicitly, and in
to

God,

in the

plain terms, that Christ died even for those

who

(Rom.

say, in respect

xiv,

15

;

2 Pet.

But what

ii,

'Not equally,

you

are lost,

the meaning of the phrase " in respect
?
Is it the same as " according to the

to

God.

to

God [quoad Deum]"

is

1).
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decree of

Indeed, Christ, " bj the grace of

God ?"

death for every

God tasted
man" (Heb. ii, 9). By the command of
down his life " for the life of the world" (John

God, Christ laid
He can not, invi, 51), and " for the sheep" (John x, 15).
deed, be said to have died for any man, except by the decree
and the command of the Father. You will say that you do
not now refer to the decree, by which God, the Father, imposed upon His Son the office and duty of expiating sins by his
own death but to the decree, by which He determined to
save the elect through Christ. But I assert that the latter decree is, in its nature, subsequent to the death of Christ, and to
the merit obtained by that death.
You add then, that " he died not equally for the reprobate"
(you ought to use that word, and not the word " lost") " and
;

You

for the elect."

For the death of

wrong

consider these things in the

order.

Christ, in the order of causes, precedes the

decree of election and reprobation, from which arises the

The

ference between the elect and the reprobate.

was made in

Christ, dead, raised again,

ously obtained grace and glory.
for all, without

any

men

is

meritori-

Therefore, Christ also died

distinction of elect

that two-fold relation of

and having

dif-

election

and reprobate.

For

subsequent to the death of

and the resby them.

Christ, pertaining to the application of the death

urrection of Christ, and of the blessings obtained

The phrase, Christ died for the elect," does not signify that
some were elected before Christ received the command from

God

to offer his life, as the price of

redemption

for the life

of the world, or before Christ was considered as having died,
(for

in

bow could

whom

that be, since Christ

their election is sure

?),

is

the head of all the elect,

but that the death of Christ

secures for the elect only, the blessing which

is

bestowed

through an application of Christ and his benefits.
Hence, also, the phrase used by the schoolmen, is to be understood thus, that " Christ died for all men svfficiently^ but,
for the elect

and

believers only, he died efficaciously P

phrase, " efficiently on the part of God,"
irrelevant.

What

died efficiently,

is,

in

my

Your

judgment,

—

meaning of the statement " Christ
on the part of God, for the elect, and not for
is

the

;
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the reprobate"

This phraseology can not be used in any

?

correct sense.

I

know

that

you wished

the efficacy of Christ's death

you mean

If

others.

465

is

applied to some and not to

you ought

this,

to give the idea that

to

speak so that this

might be understood to be your meaning. If your affirmation and that of the schoolmen, be rigidly examined, it will
be seen that they can not be used without injury
of Christ and

its

merit.

For they

death of Christ, but deprive

death of Christ

is

it

to the death

attribute sufficiency to the

of efficacy, when, indeed, the

a sufficient price for the

life

of the world,

and was efficacious for abolishing sin and satisfying God. We
do not speak, you say, of the efficacy of his death, but of that
of its application. The contrary, however, is clearly manifest
for you deprive of efficacy that to which you attribute sufficiency and you attribute sufficiency to the death of Christ. If
this, also, is examined rigidly, it will be seen that you do not
even attribute sufficiency to the death of Christ. For how
shall that be a sufficient price which is no price ?
That is not
a price, which is not offered, not paid, not reckoned. But
Christ did not offer himself, except for a few only, namely, the
elect.
Certainly, my friend, those are words and evasions,

—

sought for the purpose of avoiding the stroke of truth.

You, then, bring some passages of Scripture
proposition.

" Christ says to the reprobate,

you,' therefore, he never

What

then

?

Did

to
'

acknowledged them

prove your

I never

them ?

he, therefore, not die for

knew

own."
That cer-

for his

an inconclusive argument. For it is necessary that,
by his own death, he should redeem unto himself those whom
he was to have for his own but those whom he has not as his
own, he did not know as his own, or acknowledge for his own.
tainly, is

:

But, as he acknowledges some for his own,
that he should die for them, and,

by the

prepare them for himself, but also should
in fact,
is

by an

it is

not sufficient

right of redemption,

make them

efficacious application of blessings.

his

own

Hence,

it

apparent that there are, here, the fallacies of ignoratio

and causa non causa.
The other argumeut which you adduce

elenchi

" If

all

and each are

efficaciously

is

redeemed,

not more valid.
all

and each are
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also reconciled to

God

;

—But

all

are not reconciled, nor do

receive the remission of their sins

all this, if it is

—Therefore, not

What

each are efficaciously redeemed."
I concede

;

if I

should say that

only correctly understood, and that

your conclusion does not belong

to the question

You

?

con-

found the result with the action and passion, from which
exists.

Christ,

all

and

all

it

For the offering of Christ in death, is the action of
by which he obtained redemption. You then confound

the obtainment of redemption with
efficaciously

redeemed,

means

to

for to

be

be a partaker of the

re-

its

application

:

You

demption, made and obtained by the death of Christ.
confound,

made with God by the death and

also, reconciliation

sacrifice of Christ,

with the application of the same, which are

For " God was, in Christ, reconciand hath committed unto us the
reconciliation"
Cor.
v, 19).
of
We are said to have
word
(2
"
been reconciled to God, when we were enemies" (Rom. v,
10), which cannot be understood of the application of reconciliation.
But your statement " remission of sins and satisfaction belong together," is not, in all respects true.
For satisfaction precedes, as consisting in the death and obedience of
plainly different things.

ling the world unto himself,

—

Christ, but remission of sins consists in the

that satisfaction

by

actually follow

the satisfaction

faith in

Christ,

which

application of

may

possibly, not

which has been rendered.
and the right to

Christ, indeed, obtained eternal redemption

remit

sins,

but sin

is

believe in Christ.

not remitted except to those

The remark of Prosper*

cordance with these statements.
tion,

in

entirely in ac-

For, by the

word redemp-

he understands the act both in
application.

its

who really

is

its

accomplishment and

This your second argument, therefore,

and

aside from the purpose, and, on account of confusedness

equivocation, proves nothing.

Your

third

antecedent

is

argument

is

also inconclusive.

For, even

if

granted, the consequent does not follow.

the

It is

true that "Christ gave himself, that he might obtain, from the

* "

It is

not sufficient for man's redemption that Christ Jesus waa crucified, unless

and be buried together with him in baptism."

we

die
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Father, the right of sanctifying those who should believe
in him," and these are thus immediately joined. But, as he
obtained the right, he also, in tact, used that right, by his

and the application and sprinkling of his own blood,
sanctiying to himself a peculiar people, and redeeming and
freeiiiu them from their own depraved condition, which right

Spirit

by
But it does not, thence, follow that, because all do not, in fact, become partakers of that sanctificar
tion, therefore, Christ did not give himself for them as the
pertains to the application of the benefits, obtained for us

the death of Chiist.

price of redemption

with

its

;

for the action of Christ is

confounded

and the application of benefits with

result,

tain merit.

The

tourth

confusednecs.

their ob-

—

argument labors under the same fault that of
It is true that "the redemption, which has

been accomplished, and, therefore, sonship, are destined for
those

who

believe in Christ;" but

it is

necessary that the act

should precede, by which Christ must obtain for us redemption and sonship, which act, in the order of causes, precedes
the entire purpose of

God

in reference to the application of

the redemption.

in the

fifth

argument, you commit the same

the point in dispute,
distinction of elect

is,

"Did

Christ die for

and reprobate

argument, the assertion

—"

his

all

fallacy.

For

without any

and you present, as an
death and the benefits of his
?"

death are not applied to all without distinction." You say
that " we may grant that they are, on the part of God, freed

from condeumation

;

yet they are not so far the recipients of

grace as that sin no longer reigns in them."

I reply that if

you grant the former, the latter must also be conceded. For
these two benefits, obtained for us by the death and resurrection of Christ

from

its

—freedom from the
—are conjoined.

dominion

condemnation of sin, and
One can not be bestow-

ed without the other, on any person.
You, lastly, produce some testimonies from the old
but they

all, it

we

t;aid.

have

retu'ting from

30

writers,

which
For Ambrose plainly speaks of the advantage

rightly explained, agree with these things

the application of Christ's passion,

VOL. in.

when he
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says " be did not descend for thee, he did not suffer for thee,"
that is, " not for thy benefit."
"Whence, also, I pray, does

come

faith

to ns

Is

?

it

not from the gift of the Spirit which

Christ has merited for us

?
Therefore, the passion and the demust have preceded our faith, and, therefore,
they can not be limited by that faith. But faith is the instrument of that application. Augustine,* also, treats of " deliv-

scent of Christ

erance" not as obtained^ but as

Thus,

a^yjplied.

also,

Bernard,

Haimo, and Thomas Aquinas. If any of the fathei-s or schoolmen seem, at any time, to speak differently, their words must
be so explained as not to impinge the truth revealed to us in
the Scripture.

Let us

now

look at some of the objections to your doctrine

The

which you

notice.

that Christ

redeemed the world."

word

is

this

— " The Scriptures

Why did you

especially,

;

when

to avoid

the question has reference not to

the application of Christ's passion, but to that passion

and the death of
as

it is

But

Christ.

presented by yourself.

made between

assert

not use the

for rather than the word redeem^ so as

suffer

ambiguity

first

let

itself,

us consider the objection,

I say that a distinction

is

to

be

redemjDtion obtained and redemption applied,

and I affirm that it was obtained for the whole world, and for
but that it was applied only to beall and each of mankind
First, I show that if it was not obtainlievers, and to the elect.
tained for all, faith in Christ is, by no right, required of all,
and if it was not obtained for all, no one can be rightly blam;

on account of rejecting the

ed,

jects that

to

the judge of

all.

The

I say that, in the

redemption, for he

him, and he does

If Christ did not die for

propriety.

But

offer of

which does not belong

latter idea is

all,

it

re-

with

then he can not be

conceded, on both sides.

remark of Augustine, the subject discus-

the application of reconciliation, and actual salvation.
sed
The second objection is God " will have all men to be sais

—

ved, and to

come unto

the knowledge of the truth."

do not subjoin the conclusion.

*

he

"Every one

is

that

born again."

is

born

is

It

condemned, and no one

But you
may, indeed, be deduced

is

delivered from condemnation^ unlees

REVIEW OF

But

from the antecedents.

is

it
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of

much

how

importance,

For one concludes, " therefore all
men universally, will be saved, and will come to the knowledge of the truth. For who hath resisted his will ?" Another
infers " then there is no predestination, according to which
God wills that some should believe and be saved, and
that some, being alien from the faith, should be condemnA third deduces
ed, and this, also, from His decree."
" Therefore, there can be no will of God
this conclusion
by which He absolutely and without reference to sin in
man, wills that any should be condemned and not come
The first conclusion is not leto the knowledge of the truth."
For they are not always saved, whom God wills to
gitimate.
be saved. The second, also, can not be deduced from the
text.
But of the third, I think that it can be said with truth
that it can and must be deduced from those words.
I give a
No one can be condemned for
plain and perspicuous reason.
that conclusion

is

formed.

:

rejecting the truth unless he has been called to

own person, or in

either in his

the person of his parents, grand-parents, great-

'No one

grand-parents, &c.
will that

it,

he should come

to

is

it

;

it, if God does not
men who shall be con-

called to

and

all

demned, will be condemned because " light has come into the
world, and men loved darkness rather than light" (John, iii,
19).

Let us consider your reply. You present this in a four-fold
" The word all does not embrace
The first is this

manner.
all

:

the descendants of

Adam,

but

in the last age of the world."

is

used in reterence to

This, indeed,

is

men

truly said, the

circumstance of this passage being considered, which treats
of the amplitude of the grace exhibited, in the

ment, in Christ
itself

its

For that

beginning in the

in paradise.

Testa-

but the truth of the same words extends

even further.

and had

made

;

New

is

first

the perpetual will of God,

promise of the blessed Seed,

That God did indeed

suffer the Gentiles

walk in their own ways, does not contravene this declaration.
For they were alienated from the covenant of God, and
deprived of the promises by their own fault by their own
fault, committed either in themselves or their ancestors.
It
to

—
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by you that God willed,
men, individually, should come to
the knowledge of the truth and be saved, so far as they were
embraced in the divine covenant, not, indeed, when they had
onght, then, to have heen conceded

through

all ages,

that all

in themselves, or their pan^nts, departed

from

it.

Your second answer is—" God willed that all men should
be saved who are saved," which, indeed, does open violence
to the phraseology, and holds up to ridicule the apostle, who
if that

explanation

is

correct, presents so foolish

an argument.

The design of the apostle is to exhort that "prayers should be
made for all men, and for all that are in authority." This reason
will

the

is

"

this is

word

good and acceptable

men

have all

to

all is used, in the

same

gism.

It is

God, who

here apparent that

sense, in the statement of the

Otherwise, the connection of

reason, as in the exhortation.

the parts

in the sight of

be saved, &c."

destroyed, and there are four terms in the syllo-

is

But

if it is

to refer to all

who

intended, in the statement of the reason,
will be saved, then

it

must be taken in the

earae sense in the exhortation also, and then the exhortation
-of

the apostle must be understood in this sense

that prayers

and supplications be made

God
What is

wills that all,

eaved, for

ved."

if this is

We

not

?

who

for all

" I exhort

:

who

are to be

are to be saved, shall be sa-

doing violence to the meaning of the apostle,
" But Augustine so explains it
What then ?

authority.
"Also, we prove this by
a collation of a similar passage ;" This I deny. For the
passage in 1 Cor. xv, 22, " in Christ shall all be made alive,"

do not

rest in his

not similar. For the emphasis may, here, be placed on
the words " in Christ," and then it will read thus " all, who

is

:

be made alive in Christy and no one oui
of Christy The emphasis, indeed, belongs on those words,
as is apparent from the contrast of the other member, " as in
are

made

Adam

alive, will

But

TimFor it says, " God wills
that all men should be saved," in which that repetition and
reduplication can not have any place. Does not the Scripture teach that we must pray for all, even for those who are
not to be partakers of salvation ? So far, at least, as it is not
all die."

othy, there

is

in the passage, in the first epistle to

nothing similar to

this.
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evident to us whether they have or have not sinned unto

death

;

for those of the

former

class,

and them only, prayer is

not to be made.

Your

third answer

is

that " the phrase

means not

single in-

as if

dividuals of classes, but classes of single individuals

the apostle had said "

God wills that some
men should be saved."

and conditions of

defend from the diverse use of the word

of all classes, states

This answer yo«

all,

which is taken^
which is, in-

at one time distinctively, at another collectively,

deed, true, although you have interchanged the distributive

and

For all the animals were, in
a distributive sense, in Noah's ark, and all men, in a collective
sense.
Even if the use of that word is two- fold, it does not
thence follow that it is used in one and not in the other sense^
for

collective use of the word.

it

can be used in either.

In this passage, however,

it is

used not for classes of single individuals, but for single individuals of classes

;

for the will of

individuals of classes, or to single

God goes out towards single
human beings. For he wills

that single men should come to the knowledge of the truth
and be saved, that is, all and each, rich and poor, noble and
ignoble, male and female, &c.
As the knowledge of the truth
and salvation belong to single human beings, and is, in
fact, prepared, by predestination, for the salvation of single
individuals, not for classes, and is denied, by reprobation, to
single indi viduals, not to classes, so, also, in the more general
providence of God, antecedent, in the order of nature, to the
decree of predestination and reprobation, the divine will has

reference to single individuals of classes, not to classes of Single individuals.

For providence, having reference

to classes

of single individuals, pertains to the preservation of the species,

but that, which refers to single individuals of classes,

But that proviand the means necessary for

pertains to the preservation of in lividuals.

dence which ministers salvation

salvation, pei tains to the preservation

viduals.
classes,

ity,"

Besides,

if this

passage

is

to

and salvation of indibe understood to refer to

then the apostle would not have said "for

but "for some, at

least, in

all in

author-

eminent positions," but he open-

ly says "that prayers should be

made

for single individuals in
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Nor

that relation."

any necessity of any other

there

is

ceptation of that word, for there

is

avoid this consequence, " therefore,

ac-

no need of that plea to
all and each are saved."

For the salvation of all would not follow from the fact that
God wills that any one should be saved, by his will, approving and desiring the salvation of all and of each, but it would
He, by an

follow, if

To

which we

Your

made by Damascenus,

the distinction

examine

will

and each.

efficacious volition, saves all

this effect, also,

fourth answer

at

is,

somewhat greater extent.
" Paul here speaks according to the

judgment of charity, not according to the judgment of secret
and infallible certainty." This is really absurd, unless you
refer to the charity of

God

of

which he

to

salvation of

For Paul here

;

that

God does

that

t^-ue

He

wills the

not of His will according to which

earnestly desires the salvation of
time,

treats of the will

attributes this volition, that

men

all

God.

But

all.

it

in the

is,

not will this infallibly or certainly, so

can not, or at least will not happen otherwise.

it

however,

is

not said by those,

who

t^

your sentiment.

from

it

is

passage

a

fair

This,

use this passage to sustain

a positive contrary
this

He

mean

It is settled, then, that

inference

that "

God can

not

be said, without reference to sin in men, to will that any
should err from the truth, or should not come to the truth,

and should be condemned."

We may now consider the distinction, made by Damascenus,
in

which Pie regards the

sequent.

It is

will of

God,

as antecedent

and con-

when

of special importance to observe,

the

antecedent and consequent wills are spoken of relatively, in

what
is

relation they receive those appellations.

that of

divine

the

will

to

the

latter

will,

divine

volition, to the

tecedent,

the

as

or

This relation

rather

consequent

— for

that

of

the

former as an-

volition, the

God

puts

forth

one volition before another, in the order of nature, though
not

of

time

— or

it

is

that

of

the

the preceding or subsequent volition
ture.

In respect

antecedent

two

;

to

the latter,

divine
or act

volition

the divine will

in respect to the former, consequent.

relations

do not greatly

differ,

though

I

to

of the creais

called

Bat these

think that the

;
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and act of the creature, either subse-

relation to the volition

quent

preceding the divine volition, was the cause of the

to or

we

If

distinction.

wills previous to

consider the order of volitions, which

God

we

shall

any

act or volition of the creature,

some antecedent, some conseany act and volition of the
that volition, which exists of some cause

see, in that order, that there are

quent

volitions, yet all previous to

And,

creature.

in us,

may be

tinction

since

called consequent,

it is

certain that the dis-

was un derstood by Damascenus, its

first

author, in the

sense that it was in relation to the act or volition of the creature.

The

He

may

God, then,

will of

wills

anything in relation

be called antecedent, by which
to the creature (our discussion,

a rational creature) previous to any act of the creature what-

any particular act of it. Thus He willed that all
men and each of them should be saved. The consequent will
of God is that, by which He wills any thing in reference to a
rational creature after any act or after many acts of the creature.
Thus He wills that they, who believe and persevere in
faith, shall be saved, but that those, who are unbelieving and

ever, or to

By

impenitent, shall remain under condemnation.

cedent

will.

He

His ante-

willed to confirm and establish the throne of

by His consequent will, He willed to remove
him from the kingdom, and to substitute in his place a man
Saul forever

;

By his antecedent

better than he.

will Christ willed to gather

the Jews as a hen gathers her chickens
will,

he willed

them among

to scatter

You, indeed, approve

by

;

his consequent

all nations.

this distinction, but

do not approve

Damascenus himview of which you form

the example of antecedent will, presented by

Let us examine the reasons, in

self.

this decision.

First

you

say, " It

would follow from

the Deity weakness and limited power."
for the divine

power

is

I

this that there is in

deny

this

sequence

not the instrument of the divine

incli-

nation, or desire, or velleity, but of free volition, following the
last decision of the

power
is it

to obtain

divine wisdom, though

what He

God may

same

in

Nor

any thing, he
any way whatever, but he will do it in

true that, if one desires or seriously wills

will effect the

use His

desires within proper limits.

JAKES AEMINIUS.
those ways, in which
father

may desire and

suitable that he should effect

it is

A

it.

seriously propose tliathis son should

obey

him, but he does not violently compel him to obedience, for it
would not be obedience. A father seriously wills that his son
should abstain from intoxication, yet he does not confine him
in a chamber, where he can not become intoxicated.

A

father seriously wills to give the paternal inheritance to his

son

;

and.

by a consequent

volition,

namely, one

tliat

follows

the contumacious and obstinate wickedness of the son, wills
to disinherit him, nor yet does

he do

scope of his power, that his son

all things,

may

within the

it was
bound and fettered with
sin.
But it was as suita-

not sin.

For,

possible for the father to keep his son
chains, that he

might not be able

to

mode

ble that the father should not use that

was to
The

will the

patrimony

God

purpose.

it

to his son.

taken from the merchant desirinof to save

illustration

his goods, yet throwing
its

of restraint, as

them

is

well adapted to

men

should be saved,

into the sea

seriously wills that all

but compelled by the pertinacious and incorrigible wickedness
of some.
tion

—

He

wills that they should suffer the loss of salva-

that they should be

analogy

fails,

because

God

condemned.

you say that the

If

could correct their wickedness, but

the merchant can not control the winds and the waves, I reply
that
it is

it

may, indeed, be possible

not suitable that

God

wickedness of His creatures.

demnation because

He

to absolute

omnipotence, but

way

should in that
Therefore

God

does not will that His

correct the

wills their con-

own

righteous-

ness should perish.

They, who object that

do not say
ISTot all,

all

this will

which might be

may

be called conditional,

said, yet

they say something.

because this inclination by which

salvation of all

men and

of each,

is

God

desires the

simple, natural, and un-

Yet they say something^ since it is true
men, on the condition that
that God
attributed
to God, by which
be
they believe, for no will can
He may will that any man shall be saved in a sense, such
that salvation will, certainly and infallibly, come to him, unless he is considered as a believer, and as persevering in faith
conditional in God.

wills the salvation of all
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even

to the end.

may

be changed into an absolute one, in this manner

Since, however, that conditional volition

and

wills that all believers should be saved,

that unbelievers

should be condemned, which, being absolute,

may

filled, this volition

tion of the will.

His creature but

be

s

dd not

always

is

ful-

to pertain to this distinc-

He

For, in that volition,

He

—God

wills that these

wills

nothing to

two things,

and

faith

and condemnation, should indissolubly
seems proper for any one to consider this an

salvation, unbelief

Yet,

cohere.

if it

example of antecedent
the application

is

volition, I will not contradict

him, yet

only by a volition, conseq uent on the act of

and perseverance, of unbelief and impenitence.
conclusion that " the will of God must be in suspense

faith

Your

until the condition

is fulfilled,

and

that the first cause

de-

is

For, concerning the

pendent on second causes," is not valid.
former part, I remark that inclination in God

His own

creature,

whether the

man

natural towards

is

For

believes or not.

and uncertainty can
not be attributed to the will of Him who, in His infinite wisdom has all things present to himself, and certainly foreknows all future events, even those most contingent. 'Nov is
the first cause, consequently, dependent on second causes,
when any efl*ect of the first cause is placed, in the order of
that inclination does not depend on faith,

;

nature, after an effect of the second cause, as that effect, con-

sequent in order, belongs to the mere will of the
It is

perish, depends

unless by their
tion,

first

cause.

absurd to say that the condemnation of those,

and not

on themselves, even

own

who

they would not perish

For they willed

demerit.

to merit perdi-

is,

they willed to sin and not to

Therefore that

punishment depends on the

to perish, that

be punished.
mere and free

if

God, yet it can inflict it only on sinners,
the operation of power being suspended by justice, agreeably
to which that power ought to be exercised.
It is no more a
will of

valid conclusion that, by this distinction, the free choice of
faith or unbelief is attributed to

harmony with
the

gift

that condition that

men.

For

no one has

it is

of God, though there can be no doubt that

the free choice not to believe.

in entire

faith except

man

by
has
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You say,

secondly

—"

this conditional will of

God

is

inactive

[otiosa] because it belongs to infinite power, and because He
can do whatever He will." But it is not suitable that He
should use His 'infinite power to effect that, to which He is

borne by natural

God

of

desire,

and

it is

useful for

rather than as absolute, as

was previously

said

persuade him to believe.

as

an argament

to

be saved he must believe, because

men

man, that

this will

should be presented to him as conditional, indeed,

to

through

shall be saved only

God

for

;

For

it

seems

he wishes

if

has appointed that

faith.

Your third reason, referring to angels, can be made doubtful by the relation of the antecedent, and even if this is
For the relation of

conceded, the consequent does not follow.

men

angels and of

is

not the same.

am, indeed, fully of the

I

most true that God, by antecedent volition,
and each of the angels should be saved, but
a due mode and order. Three divine volitions in

opinion that

it is

willed that all

only in

reference to angels

may

be laid down in order

tion of angels, the obedience of angels, the

angels.

God

wills the first

from love

for

:

the salva-

condemnation of

His creatures

;

the

second from love for righteousness and the obedience due to

Him

from His creatures, and, indeed, in such a sense, that He

more strongly

wills

Himself, than the

that the second should be rendered to

first to

His creatures

;

the third

He

wills

from the same love for justice, whose injury He can not leave
unpunished, since punishment is the sole mode of correcting
disorder.

Your statements, under your fourth reason, are correct,
" and God might will that all sinful men as such should be
condemned,"

if

He had

not from love towards

ed to lay their sins on His Son,

to this

end that

men determinwho should

all

believe in him, being freed from their sins, should obtain the

reward of righteousness.
willed that
all

all sinners,

It

may

indeed be said that

as such, should be

condemned

;

God

but not

sinners are, in fact, condemned, because believers, though

they have sinned, are considered not as sinners, but as righteous in Christ.
Fifthly,

you say

that " the antecedent will of

God

is

abso-
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What

lute."

then

I do not wish to hinder

?

garding the antecedent will in your

You

the sentiment of Damascenus.

own way,

you from refrom

different

should, however, consid-

you are not then arguing against him. But who has
ever defined absolute will " that which can not be resisted " ?
Absolute will is that which is unconditional. For example,
er that

—

God

willed absolutely that

den

tree

Adam

should not eat of the forbid-

The

yet he did eat of that tree.

;

not be resisted,

is

called efficacious.

It is

will,

which can

not allowable to ar-

range things defined, and their definitions, according to our

own
sist

you may say, " it is not possible
You assert, as
the antecedent will." I deny it.
choice.

" Eut,"

that " the will, referred to in
that

it

tion.

can not be resisted."

The very statement

passage,

is

ix, is

for

proof,

antecedent will^ and

you

to

prove that asser-

declares, since the subject, in that

the will of God,

is

Rom.
It

to re-

by which

He

hardens, and has

mercy, which are divine effects, following acts of the creature

which are

sinfal, called

sm, that the

will,

here spoken

of, is

consequent not antecedent.
to prove the same things
not true that " God, simply and

Another method, which you use
is

equally weak.

For,

absolutely, wills that

it is

some should believe and persevere, and

others be deserted, either not believing or not persevering."

He

does not will to desert them, unless they desert themselves

;

and He is even gracious to those, who do not think of Him.
The argument from the event is futile. For some things occur by the will and the efficiency of God, s^>me by His permission. Therefore it can not be concluded from any event
that God willed it.
Bat it has been previously shown how an
event

may

prevent

it

God may be unwilling to
happen, if God should will

take place, not because
;

though

it

would not

efficaciously to prevent

be thus deduced.

It

why God

is,

it.

Therefore that conclusion can not

indeed, true that the reason can not

should afford to one nation the means of
and not to another, why he should give faith to
one man, and not to another, which facts may not be resolved
into his will.
Yet it is not thence concluded, and it is not

be given

salvation,

;
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true, that the will, in that case, is antecedent^

precedes

all

even though

it

causes in men.

you say that the foundation being destroyed, the
But the foundation of that opinion in reference
to the antecedent will, which desires the salvation of all men
and of each, is the passage in 1 Tim. ch. ii, which has been
already discussed by us, and that is incorrectly understood by
Damascenus."
Not only that passage, but
I reply, first
Sixthly,

edifice falls.

;

many

others,

—

most clearly sustain that distinction of the will

and consequent. " How often would I have
is an example of antecedent^ and
your
house is left unto you desolate" of consequent will (Matt, xxiii,
" And sent forth his servants to call them that were
37-38).
into antecedent

gathered you together,"

bidden to the wedding,"

is

a case of antecedent will, " they

which were bidden were not worthy" and were destroyed, of
consequent will. He, also, was invited, according to antecedent will, who, being afterwards found, not having on a wedding garment, was cast out, according to consequent will (Matt,
xxii, 3, 7, 8, 12 and 13).
According to antecedent will, the
lord commanded his servants to reckon their talents, and to
use them for gain for their master; by consequent will, the
talent, which he had received, was taken from the wicked and
By antecedent will, the word of
slothful servant (Matt. xxv).
God was first offered to the Jews by consequent will, the
same word was taken from them and sent to others (Acts xiii).
The same distinction is proved by a consideration of the attributes of God for since God is good and just, He can not will
eternal death to His own creature, made in His image, with;

;

out reference to sin

;

He

can not but will eternal salvation to

The immutability of God necessarily requires
the same thing. For since His providence has given to all
His creatures means, necessary and sufficient, by which they
can attain their designed end, but the designed end of man,
His

creature.

made in the image of God, is eternal life, it hence follows that
all men are loved by God unto eternal life by antecedent will
nor can God, without a change of His own arrangement, deny
eternal

life

unto men, without reference to sin; which denial,
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«

being consequent on

tlie

act of

man, pertains

to

consequent

will.

The views of Augustine

are not opposed to Damascenus.

Augustine, indeed, denies that this passage refers to efficacious

Damascenus makes no such assertion he even con" God does not
cedes the very same thing with Augustine
The secwill efficaciously to save all and each of m.ankind.
ond interpretation" of Augustine* is rejected by us on sure
grounds. ISTor is Prosper opposed to Damascenus. For he,
who says that " God wills antecedently that all men should be
saved," does not deny that He can, by a consequent will, pass
by many men, to whom He does not impart the gi'ace ot vocaThomas Aquinas, also, is, no more than the others, option.
posed to Damascenus, lor he, in commenting on this passage,
speaks of efficacious and of consequent will / and elsewhere he
approves of the distinction of Damascenus, and makes use of
it, in explaining the passage, which is in controversy.
Hugo
clearly agrees with Damascenus, if his views are suitably ex-

will I but

;

—

;

plained.

The

third objection is this

to believe

is

true;

" Whatever any one

:

— But every one

is

bound

is

boi.nd to believe that he

has been efficaciously redeemed by Christ

;

—Therefore,

it is

true that every one has been efficaciously redeemed by the

death

of Christ;

and, therefore, even the

redeemed, since they also are bound
this objection
is

true,

it

is

probate have been

we

should examine

gence, and at the same time your answer to
the Major

is

Since

of great importance, and alone sufficient,

necessary that

is

rt

to believe tliis."

manifest, for truth

is

it.

it

with

The

it it

dili-

truth of

the foundation of fairh, nor

can one be, in any way, bound

to believe what is false.
But
you make a distinction in reference to truth and say, that
" what is true, is either true, as to the intention of God, who
obligates us to believe, or as to the event.
But that dibti notion is of no importance.
I affirm that what is true, according to the intention of God, must be believed according to

* " The passage

is

«re Bsved, are baved

to be understood of tbtm,

by the

will of

God."

who

are actually eaved, because

all

men, who

—
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What

is true, according to the event, must
be believed according to the event and the intention of God
can not obligate any one to believe any thing to be true ac-

that intention.

;

cording to the event, which

is

we

not true according

bound

to the event.

which
which it is true, not in any other mode
otherwise, we should be bound to believe what is false. You
see, then, that there is no need of that distinction in the
Major indeed it is most clearly evident that you, lest you
should say nothing, wished, by that minute distinction, to
In general,

is

it is

true in that

true that

mode

are

to believe that

in

;

;

avoid this effective blow.

Let us consider the Minor.

Its

phraseology

the efficacy of redemption pertains to

its

made through

is

faith.

Therefore faith

is

bad, because

application,

which

is

prior to efficacious ap-

and the object of faith is prior to faith itself. We
may correct it, and it will read thus, " But every one is bound
to believe in Christ, the Savior, that he died for his sake, and
obtained for him reconciliation and redem.ption before God."
This is, indeed, most true. For they can not be condemned,
But
for want of faith, who were not bound to believe this.
here also you use a distinction, but one which is irrelevant
and ridiculous— pardon my freedom of speech and you do
great injustice to yourself, and your own genius, when you endeavor to disguise the plain truth, by so puerile distinctions.
You say that the elect are obligated to believe, so that, by
plication,

—

faith,

they

may

be made partakers of election, the reprobate

are obligated to believe, so that,

by neglecting

to

do

so,

they

may

be without excuse, even in the intention of God. But
what is the difference whether one is bound to believe to this

or that end, provided he is only bound to believe. From
which obligation to believe, the truth of that which any one
The exprefeis bound to believe may afterwards be inferred.
gion

—"

surd.

that they

It should

may

be

made

partakers of election,"

be corrected thus

is

ab-

— " that they may be made

partakers of the blessings prepared for them in election," or,

we wish to confine ourselves to the limits of the objection,
" that they may, in fact, be made partakers of the redemption

if

prepared for them by Christ."

But the reprobate are

also

—
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bound

to believe for the

absolutely, can not be

same

made

reason.

If

471
it

be said that thej,

partakers, I will say that, for this

very reason, the reprobate kre not obligated
the end of the exercise of faith

to believe.

For

the application of redemp-

is

faith

and of all the blessings, obtained for us by the merit of
The end of the command and the requirement of
But how abis that the application may be possible.

surd

is

tion,

Christ.

the declaration that the reprobate are under obligation

may, by not believing, be rendered
you can, these things, so inconsistent,
heaven and earth. This, however, has

to believe, so that they

inexcusable.

and widely

Unite,

if

distant as

been before referred

to.

You
mand has reference to

proceed with yoar distinctions, and say
obedience

;

But what
For whether God

another, to trial."

relation has this to the present matter

commands, with the purpose

— " one com-

that

man

?

should, in fact, obey,

or with the purpose, only, of testing his obedience in the
effort to

execute the

perform what
Isaac

of

command,

the

God commands, as

is

man

is

always obligated to

apparent in the offering ot

by Abraham. JSTor has this command, in the relation
any analogy, with what you subjoin, " God does not
with men, even if He, by the preaching of the word,

—

trial,

sport

calls those whom He does not purpose to save."
Indeed we
have already said enough in reference to those and similar
evasions.
I will say, in a word,
that no one can confess that he

—

is

guilty for rejecting a promise

made verbally,

if

the

mind of

the promiser has determined that the promise does not belong
to the person addressed

by a

ises, has,

;

or rather

if

he,

who

verbally prom-

fixed decree, determined that the promise

may

not and can not belong to the other person.

You present an objection, as an adversary to yourself, thus
" but you will say that it could not belong to him." ISTot only
may that

objection be urged, but also another

— " How do you

it may not follow from it that
who could not receive the salvation
You will say that such inability is volun-

confute that statement, so that

he

is

without blame,

offered to
tary,

You

him ? "

and born with
err here,

us, and therefore undeserving pardon.
and confound inability to keep the law, propa-
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Adam, with

gated in ns from

inability to believe in Christ,

and to accept the grace of the gospel, offered us in the word.

By what
Not by

deed have

we brought

this inability

a deed preceding that promise

following

it,

that

is,

by a

then

;

upon ourselves?
was by a deed

it

rejection of the promise of the gos-

pel; which rejection also can not be imputed to us as a fault,
if

we were unable

was

to receive

it

at the time

The answer,

presented to us.

first

when

the promise

amounts

then,

to noth-

ing, because the two kinds of inability are confounded, in

which

the fallacy of ignoratia elenchi, also that of equivocal

is

use of terms.

You

reply, in the second place, that "

gated to believe

is true,

unless he

an obstacle by not believing."

self

what any one

may have placed
Is this correct

is obli-

before him-

Can any

?

one place before himself an obstacle, by his own unbelief,

what he
One can, by

that

cle, so as

is

bound

his

own

to believe

may

Absurd.

not be true?

unbelief, place before himself

an obsta-

not to be able afterwards to believe, that

is,

to de-

serve hardening in unbelief on account of rejecting the truth
offered to him.

that

God

One

can, also, by his

His Son

as the redeemer, into

own

unbelief, deserve

by which He offered
wrath, by which He may will

should change that good

will,

to punish him without remission or pardon.
Thirdly you reply that " the argument twice depends on

Eut who compelled you

assertion, in both parts."

to so re-

when

it might
have been put in a legitimate form and mode, in this way,
" That which every one is bound to believe, is true
That
Christ is his redeemer, who, by his own death, meritoriously
obtained the divine grace, and the pardon of his sins, is what
^Thereevery one, called in the gospel, is bound to believe

duce that argument into an

illogical syllogism,

;

;

fore

it is

true, that Christ is the

by the gospel and commanded
are
is

many

reprobate persons.

the redeemer of

many

redeemer of

all,

it

is

reprobate persons.

vocation to be that by which any one

—

are called

But among them

to believe.

Therefore

who

—

true that Christ
If

we

consider

himmen, universally, are or have
been partakers of that vocation, and therefore all have been
self or in his parents, then all

is

called, either in
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redeemed by Christ." But the form, also, in which you have
put it is the same in effect, though you have so arranged the
words, that they seem to have a different meaning. I see that
you wrote those things with a hurried pen, without an examination of the syllogism as you have proposed it.

The

fourth objection, /rem the fathers^

is

valid against you,

nor do you reply in accordance with the terms of the

ment

hostile to you.

" Christ died for

of the

human

The amount of

all sufficiently^

race,

and

the objection

both as to the

as to the

common

senti-

is this,

common

nature

cause Siud sufficient

You have introduced efficacy into the
argument or objection, while they, who make this objection

price of redemption."

against you,

know

that there

is

the clearest distinction be~

tween the death of Christ itself and its application. You say,
" and thus far in reference to the extent and efficacy of Christ's
death," when the discussion has been hitherto in reference not
to its efficacy, but to its sufficiency, and its oblation and the
universality of that oblation.

You, now, proceed

to treat of

the amplitude of grace, but what you present does not

Ihe question

affect the point at issue.

is

not,

whether

much

all

and

human race are, in fact, regenerated and renewed ^
but whether God has reprobated any man, without respect to

each of the

or whether He has determined abdeny to any man the grace of remission and of the
renewal of the Holy Spirit without reference to unworthiness,,
in that he has made himself unworthy of that grace
unworthiness, not resulting from original sin, but from the rejection
and contempt of that offered grace. The distinction of sufficient and efficacious grace might have been well adapted to
this subject, as we have also previously demonstrated.
Yet there is one thing of which I may admonish you. You
seem to me not correctly to deprive, of supernatural grace, the
image of God, consisting of righteousness and holiness. For
though the former gift was bestowed on man at his creation
and at the same time with nature itself, for so I now consider
it, yet it is supernatural, and surpasses the nature of man
sin as a meritorious cause

;

solutely to

—

itself,

as I prove from the act of regeneration,

to supernatural grace.

31

For, since there

is

which belongs

need of regeneraYOL. in.

m
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tion for the recovery of that righteousness

regeneration

is

a supernatural act,

it is

and

holiness,

should, originally, have been bestowed on man,
natural action.
ral things are

know what

I wish, also, to

which man

natural qualities having

said to

is

become

which
same

necessary that the

have

corrupt.

by a super-

those supernatu-

lost in the fall, his

Thus

far,

in refer-

ence to these things.
I think, indeed, that

have thus

it is

sufficiently evident

far discussed that the

from what we

view of Predestination which

you have presented can not be proved by the Scriptures;
that it
it can not be defended against strong objections
can not be acquitted of manifold absurdity. It ought then to
be abandoned by you, and another should be sought from the

that

Scriptures, which

;

may harmonize

with them, and

may be

to sustain without injury the onset of assailant objections.

able

—

"

AN EXAMINATION
OP THB

TREATISE OF WILLIAM PERKINS
CONOEKNINO THB

ORDER AND MODE OF PREDESTINATION.
PART
In the

first

11.

part of our treatise,

we have examined, most

learned Perkins, your sentiment concerning Predestination,

and have proved that it is, by no means, consistent with the
Holy Scriptures. Another labor now remains to us, to consider how you refute the opinion which you say is different
from yours.
You, briefly, set forth that opinion, diligently gathered from
the writings of others, consisting of four parts
First,

"

God

created

all

and each of mankind

in

Adam nnto

eternal life."

Secondly, " He foresaw the fall."
Thirdly, " Since He is good by nature,

He

seriously wills

fall, should be saved, and come to the
knowledge of the truth and therefore He wills to bestow, on
all men, all the aids both of nature and of grace that they
might be saved, but indefinitely, that is if they should believe.
This will of God" (they say) " is predestination, and is the

that all men, after the

;

same with
is

—

'

He

that

embraced

in the gospel.

The

rule of this will

that believeth shall be saved, but he, that believeth

not, shall be damned.'
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Fourthly, " Election

—

is

according to foreknowledge of future

which is possible, wholly, as some, or finally,
as others claim,
and Reprobation is according to foreknowledge of unbelief or contempt of the gospel."
I can not speak, with certainty, in reference to the state-

faith

ment

to fail of

—

of that theory,

whether

agrees with the views of

it

its

authors or not, because you are silent concerning the authors

from

whom you

may

say that

have taken

your permission, I
have been stated by
you with sufficient correctness. Omitting the first two propositions, I think that, in enunciating the third, you make a frivolous statement, which will, I believe, be scarcely admitted by
those, whose sentiment you profess to present.
For what is
the meaning of this
" God wills that all men should come to
it

yet, with

:

does not seem to

it

me

to

—

the knowledge of the truth, but indefinitely,

if

they should be-

knowledge of the truth ? Therefore the enunciation is deceptive and ridiculous
" God wills
that all men should come to the knowledge of the truth, but
indefinitely, if they should come to the knowledge of the truth,
or he wills that all men should come to faith, if they should

lieve"

Is not faith itself the

?

The next sentence is of a

believe."

wills to bestow,

on

grace, that they

may

believe,"

—

when

all

men,

all

the aids both of nature and of

be saved, but indefinitely,

by which

be saved," &c.,

it is

is

the fallen

Son, and

The

you

among
From the

apparent that they, whose sentiment

have stated not

say, but this, "

human
to

they should

is obtained.
quoted, " He that belie veth

present, would, in this third proposition,

that which

if

salvation

passage of the gospel, which

you

—" God

faith itself holds a distinguished place,

the aids of grace

shall

similar character,

race, only

condemn

God determined to save, from
those who should believe in His

unbelievers."

fourth proposition

is

not, I think, expressed sufficiently

in accordance with the views of those authors.

not mistaken, their sentiment

is this,

—" Election

For,

if I

am

to salvation

according to foreknowledge of future faith, which God has
determined to bestow of His own grace upon them by the
ordinary means ordained by Himself. But Eeprobation is acis

cording to foreknowledge of unbelief or contempt of the
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which remains,

gospel, the fault of

themselves."

I

admit that there

entirely, in the reprobate

may

be need of some expla-

nation of that sentiment, but you do not seem to have ex-

plained

it

You should have
own view, but

correctly.

only, adverse to your

are opposed to
that, in this

yours,

We may,

now, consider in what way you refute that theory.

many

very

which we

it,

The

"

will

first error /

errors which,

examine

—This

be condemned

made

men

wills that all

is

think, result

not an error, or can not

It is

not an error,

For

it is

if its

hypoth-

universally true that

should be saved,

if

they believe, and

That is, God has
and for condemning

they do not believe."

if

you

in order.

either

be correctly understood.

God

of them,

might be evident that no view, other than

it

be deduced from that theory.
esis

all

is true.

You enumerate
from

and you should have refuted

it,

way,

considered not one view
the others, also, which

a decree for electing only believers,
" But this," you say
is an error because

unbelievers.

makes Election

it

and from it universal Reprobation
is inferred, that is, by the added condition."
But that sentiment makes neither Election nor Reprobation universal, which
universal,

can not be done, but

it

establishes the particular Election of

and the particular Reprobation of unbelievers. Innumerable passages of Scripture present this Election and
believers,

"

Reprobation.

He

that believeth on the

Son hath everlasting

&c. (John iii, 86). " If ye believe not that I am he,
ye shall die in your sins" (John viii, 24).
To him give all

life,"

the prophets witness, &c." (Acts x, 43).

put

it

from you, &c." (Acts xiii, 46). " He, that hath the
life
and he, that hath not the Soh of God, hath

Son, hath
not

" Seeing that ye

life."

;

(1

John

v, 12).

therefore, evidently

That Election and Reprobation

proved by

many

is,

passages of Scripture.

God always acts in the
from this, that
same manner towards all men." For though He may seriously will the conversion and salvation of all men, yet He
It does not follow,

does not equally effect the conversion and salvation of

What

nation

is

them, &c." (Deut.

iv, 7.)

all.

who hath God so nigh unto
" The Lord thy God hath chosen

there so great,
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thee to be a special people unto Himself, &c." (Dent, vii, 6).
" He hath not dealt so with any nation" (Ps. cxlvii, 20). " It
is

given unto you to

heaven" (Matt,

know

kingdom of

the mysteries of the

" Who, in times past, suffered

xiii, 11).

nations to walk in their

own

have not distinguished,

as

you ought

the decree of God, by which

all

But you
have done, between

ways" (Acts xiv, 16).

He

to

determined

to save those

who

should believe in his Son, and to condemn unbelievers, and
that

by which

He

arranged with Himself in reference to the

dispensation of means, ordained

For those decrees " I
believes," and " I will to give

by

Him

and conver-

to faith

him who

will to give life to

sion.

man"

faith to this

are distinct.

Faith, in the former, holds the place of subject, in the latter,
that of attribute.

If

you had made

this distinction,

you would

not have laid the burthen of such an absurdity on that theory.

The second

error

:

—

I

design of the counsels of

remark that the

God

"

is

hio-hest

and absolute

not regarded by the authors

of that theory to be the communication of the divine goodness in true happiness, to be

made

men."

to all

that

God destined salvation for believers

may

not impart his goodness, and

life

alone

;

For they say
and, though

eternal to a large

He

num-

ber of persons, as unbelievers, yet they do not say this " without reference to the divine purpose."

For they

one part of the divine purpose

by which He

mined

deny eternal

to

life

that,

is

ultimate design of the counsels of
is

proposed in vain,"

God

either has

Its supporters will

an uncer-

—which ideas coincide, and
— "the theory

should not have been expressed distinctly
received."

deter-

Therefore this is
" But" you say " the

to unbelievers.

alleged in vain against that opinion.

tain event, or

assert that

is

if

deny that conchision.

ultimate desiorn of the divine counsels

is

not the

For the

life

of one

and the death of another, but the illustration of the goodness,
justice, wisdom and power of God, which He always secures.
Yet allow that the eternal life of these, and the death of those
ig

the ultimate design of those counsels

that

it

former
faith,

has an uncertain event, or
is

is

:

it

will not follow

proposed in vain,

if

the

bestowed upon no one, apart from the condition of

and the

latter awaits

no one, apart from

unbelief.

For

—
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God bj His own

knows who, of His

prescience,

own

grace, will'

remain in unbelief.
I wish that you would consider, that certainty of an event
results properly from the p rescience of God, but its necessity
believe,

and who, of

their

fault, will

from the omnipotent and

results

irresistible action

of

God

>

which may, indeed, be the foundation of the prescience of
some events, but not of this event, because He has determined
that is, by a mild and gentle suato save believers by grace
sion, convenient or adapted to their free-will, not by an om;

nipotent action or motion, which would be subject neither to
their will, nor to their ability either of resistance or of will.

Much

does the damnation of some proceed from an irre-

less

imposed by the Deity.
The third error ; You ought, here, first to have explained
what is meant when it is said that " the will of God depends
on the will of man." It may be that you extend that phrase

sistible necessity,

—

further than

is

proper.

It

is,

indeed, certain that the will of

—

God, since He is entirely independent, or rather His voli- i
can not dejpend on the will of man^ if that phrase be^
correctly understood, as signifying " to receive its law or rule

tion

—

from the volition of man."

On

the other hand,

it is

certain

He would not will, if
a certain human volition did not precede. He willed that
Saul should be removed from the throne He would not have

that

God

does will some things, which

;

willed

God

if

it,

Saul had not willed to be disobedient to God,

willed that the Sodomites

destroyed

;

He

and

their neighbors should

would not have willed

it,

to persevere obstinately in their sins.

own Son

as the price of

not have

v/illed

divine

command.

not have willed

own

it,

it

if

be

they had not willed

God

willed to give His

redemption for sinners He would
men had remained in obedience to the
God willed to condemn Judas He would
;

if

;

unless Judas had willed to persist in His

wickedness.

It is

not true, indeed, that " the will of

will of

man."

tion of

God

Man

would,

if

he could,

should not follow his

God depends on

the

effect that the voli-

own antecedent volition
Indeed God is purely

that punishment should not follow sin.

the author of His

own

volition.

For

He

has determined in

;
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His own

His creature, bj His
and not of another the faith of His
creature by the remission of sins and the gift of eternal life

own

free-will to follow a volition of

volition of one kind

;

hj eternal damnation. This is the
meaning of that opinion, which you undertake to refute, and
you therefore, with impropriety charge this absurdity upon it.
You, however, make an allegation of much greater weight,
against this sentiment, that " by it the creature is raised to the
throne of God, the Omnipotent Creator." How do you sus" It is claimed" you say " that God
tain that allegation ?
wills that all men should be saved through Christ, and that
many of them are not saved because they, of themselves,
refuse."
But, good sir, does that doctrine say that " God wills
the unbelief of the same,

men

that all

should be saved through Christ, whether they
It does, indeed, assert that " God wills that

will or not ?"

they should be saved and come to the knowledge of the truth"

which
.

'

last

one can,

if

can not be done, apart from their

he

is

reluctant or unwilling,

edge of the truth, that

is

to faith.

If

God

For no

free-will.

come

to the

should

knowl-

will,

abso-

and apart from any condition, that all men should be
saved, and yet some should not be saved because they refused,
then it would follow that the divine will was overcome by the
human will, and the creature was raised to the throne of the
Creator,
But as God wills that His own volition, joined, in
due order and mode, with the volition of man, should precede
salvation, it is not wonderful that a man, who should deny his
own assent unto God should be excluded from salvation, by
that same determination and purpose of the divine will. " But
lutely

;

God" you say "
cause

;

ordains and disposes the action of the second

the divine will

lure."

Who

is

not ordained by the will of the crea-

these

denies

statements?

doctrine which you here oppose.

attempt, in vain, to overthrow

it

by

That

is

not the

Therefore, here also, you
this absurdity.

You add another absurdity, as consequent on this opinion.
" If that sentiment is true, then men elect themselves, by accepting the grace of God, which is ofiered to them, by the
common

aid of grace,

and are reprobated by themselves, by
Let us examine this. Even if a man

rejecting offered grace."

,^
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should,

mon

by accepting common

make

grace,

tion, it

make

by

himself worthy of Reproba-

would not follow that Election and Reprobation belong
man, but to God, who judges and rewards worthiness

and unworthiness.
Reprobation, that

entirely true, in reference to

It is also

man

is

the meritorious cause of his

damnation, and therefore of Reprobation which
of damnation.

Wherefore he

own damnation, in reference to
if

com-

himself worthy of Election, and another,

rejecting the same, should

to the

grace, through the aid of

He

is

its

called the

different

;

for it is

own

the purpose

maker of

demerit; although

remit to him this demerit.

will,

Election

may be

is

Rut the

God

his

can,

relation of

merely gratuitous, not only un-

merited, but even contrary to the demerit of man.

Whether the grace, which is offered to man, may be also
him by the aid of grace, which is common to him
with others who reject the same grace, or by grace peculiar to

received by

him,

is

perhaps in controversy.

I

do not, indeed, see that

the sentiment, which you have presented, has given any pre-

judgment concerning that matter. It is a strange assertion
that " God would not be extolled, if men should obtain his
blessing merely by the aid of common grace."
Who has
deserved that a blessing should be offered to him ? Who has
deserved that grace of any kind should be bestowed on him to
.

the obtainment of that blessing?

Do

tain to gratuitous divine favor

If so,

?

not
is

all

these things per-

not

God

to be ex-

on account of them, with perpetual praises by those,
who, having been made partakers of that grace, have received

tolled,

^ the blessing of
it,

God?

Of what importance

to this

matter

is

may have obtained the offered blessing by the
common or of peculiar grace, if the former, as well as

wliether he

aid of

the latter, has obtained the free assent of man, and

it

has been

it- certainly would obtain it ?
You
he has apprehended the offered grace by the
aid of peculiar grace, it is, then, evident that God has mani-

foreknown by God that
will say that, if

fested greater love towards

He

him than towards another

common

to

whom

and has denied peculiar
grace.
I admit it, and perhaps the theory, which you oppose,
will not deny it.
But it will assert that peculiar grace is to
has applied only

grace,
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be so explained as

common

grace

is to

be consistent with

to

and that

free-will,

man may be held
rejection, and that God may

be so described, that a

worthy of condemnation by its
be shown to be free from injustice.

The fourth

—

error

one, as

God knows

knowledge of God,

^The

that

the same time that they can be
that they

may

not only

this or that purpose.

as

it

has

may be regarded in two modes. In
He can make those creatures, and at

relation to his creatures,

made

but

exist,

in this or in that

may

also be able

mode,

to serve

This knowledge, in the Deity,

is

natural

and precedes the act or the free determination of the will, by
which God has determined in Himself to make the same
creatures at such a time.
In the other mode, as God knows
that those creatures will exist at one time or another

regarded in

this light, it

;

and,

depends on the determination of the

This knowledge can be referred to the acts of

divine will.

the creatures themselves, which

God

has determined either to

Knowledge, considered in the former
mode, refers to all acts in general, which can be performed by
the creatures, whether God is efficient in them, or only permits them. From this, follows the decree to eff'ect these and
those acts, and to permit them, which decree is followed by
the knowledge, by which God foreknows that those acts will
This latter knowledge, which
occur, at any particular time.
effect or to

is

permit.

rightly called prescience,

is

not,

properly, the cause of

But the former knowledge, with the will, is
the cause of things and acts. For it shows the mode of operating, and directs the will.
The will, however, impels it to
things or acts.

execution.

It

is,

therefore, certain that there

is

no determi-

nate or definite prescience in reference to culpable
it

has been preceded by a decree

this, sin will

future

not exist.

it is

* This theory lays

uncertain.

down

permit

sin.

evil, unless

For without

Prescience'has also reference to things

and certainly future

science or

to

;

otherwise, either

it is

not pre-

These things are rightly said by

a determinate foreknowledge of the evil of a transgression without

any previous decree concerning the

fact of the transgression,

which can not be

true.

;
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you, and the order, which you have
decree,

is

correct

;

but

it

made

prescience

in

the doctrine, which you oppose, but so consistent with
it

can not be defended without this order.

God, from
assisted

eternity,

by divine

also, that

God

knew

that

it

was

For

it

possi!)le

it,

that

states that

that

man,

grace, should either receive or reject Christ

has decreed, either to permit a

Christ, or to co-operate with
faith, then, that

and

is not contrary to the hypothesis of

him

God foreknows

that he

may

that one will

man

to reject

accept Christ

by

apprehend Christ

him by unbelief. From
this follows the execution of that decree, by which he determined to justify and save believers, and to condemn unbelievers, which is an actual justification of the former, and a
by

faith,

and that another

will reject

condemnation of the latter. It is, therefore, apparent that
you improperly allege such absurdity against that doctrine.

Your statement

that "

God

permits

evil,

always, with respect

on account of a conjoined good," deserves notice. Those
words can be understood to mean that God would permit an
to or

evil

on account

of a good,

out of

evil, is

which
For the good, which comes

conjoined with the

sentiment can not be tolerated.

not conjoined with the evil, but

brought out of

is

evil,

wonderfully

by the wisdom, goodness
and omnipotence of God. For He knows how to bring light
out of darkness. The knowledge, also, by which God knows
that he can use evil to a good end, is also the cause of the
permission of evil. For, as Augustine well says, " God, in
His goodness, never permits evil unless, in His omnipotence,

He can

evil, as its occasion,

bring good out of the evil."

The fifth error. ^ Here three things must be properly distinguished. The acts and sufferings of Christ, the fruits and results of those acts

and

sufferings,

application of those fruits, Christ,

and the communication and

by

the sacrifice of his

own

body, by his obedience and passion, reconciled us unto God,

and obtained

for us eternal redemption,

without any respect

or distinction of elect and reprobate, of believers and unbe-

* It teaches that Christ, for his part, has redeemed and reconciled

onto God.

all

men and every man
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lievers

as that distinction

;

in the order of nature, subse-

That reconciliation and redemption

quent.

when we, having
in Christ,

and

is,

and

in

are, in fact,

faith in the

him
made

word of

are justified, or regarded as righteous,

not

whom

is,

"

sin,

and redemption

reconciliation

Hence

partakers of redemption.

pears, according to that theory, " that

Therefore,

faith, are lost."

applied to us,

is

reconciliation, believe

it

from

by

this, that

more powerful than

For, they could not, in the

first

prevent Christ from offering himself to the Father in

obeying the Father, and suffering death

ap-

it

of those, to

in fact, applied,

will not follow,

Satan, the world, death, hell, are

Christ the Eedeemer.

many

;

place,

sacrifice,

and, in the second

place, that he should not thereby obtain reconciliation

and

,and eternal redemption before God.

In reference to the application of these blessings,
believing in Christ, and being

God

is

by

not overcome

made

these, both

it is

partakers of them.

because

it

true

many from

that sin, Satan, the world, and the flesh, prevent

Yet

has seemed

God not to use His omnipotent and irresistible power
men to believe, and because God has determined that
no one shall be a partaker of those blessings, who does not believe in Christ.
It is not true that " God is mutable, accord-

good

to

to cause

For the theory does not state that
God, absolutely and simply, wills to save all men, but conditionally
and according to His own prescience, He has determined to condemn, eternally, those who will not incline themThis is also, finally, performed in fact
selves to this counsel.
ing to this hypothesis."

:

without any charge.

on any doctrine

;

it

It is not sufficient to

must be proved, by

charge absurdity

fair inference, to

be a

consequence of that doctrine.

The

sixth error

;

" that saving grace

—I am
is"

very certain, from the Scriptures,
not " universal" in the sense that it

can be said to have been bestowed on all and each of mankind
But you ought to have said that " saving grace is
in all ages.
universal"
by that doctrine. You neglect to do
stated to be
that,

and are

much engaged

not, indeed, object to this,

in

proving something

else.

I do

but the other thing was equally ne-

cessary to reach the object, which you had proposed to your-
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But

self.

some things deserving

also, at this point, there are

You do

consideration.

not, with sufficient accuracy, regard

the distinction between " the ability to believe,

and " the
latter, as

those,

if

one wills,"

For each of

ability to will to believe."

these, the

well as the former, must, and indeed does pertain to

who

the ability

For unless they have

will continue in unbelief.
to believe^

and, indeed, the ability

to will to believe^

they can not rightly be punished for their unbelief.

one includes the other,

No

will to believe.

But the

will.

for

no one can

Besides

believe, unless

he can

one believes, without the exercise of his

actual exercise of the will to believe

ent thing from the ability to will to believe

;

is

a

differ-

the latter belongs

men, the former to the regenerate only, or rather to those
enlightened by the grace of the Holy Spirit. Hence, you see
that you ought to make corrections in many particulars, and that
to all

in place of " the ability to will to believe," should be substi-

tuted " the will to believe," which

with the act of

faith,

is

while the other

most closely connected
removed to the great-

is

faith.
The distinction between the
and the act, is here especially necessary but
not only is it to be suitably explained, but also the causes are
to be referred to, by which it may be given to men to be able
to will, and to act.
In your third argument, in which you prove the speciality
of grace, you use the disjunctive correctly in your expression,
" who had not the knowledge of faith, or did not retain it."

est distance

from actual

ability, the will,

There

is

:

a greater emphasis, in that disjunctive, than one
first, think.
For, if they did not " retain

would, perhaps, at
it,"

they lost

it

by

their

own

fault

;

they rejected

it,

and

therefore, to be punished for the rejection of the gospel.

they are to be punished for

this,

are,

If

they were destined to punish-

ment, on this account.

For the cause of the decree is not diffrom that of its execution.
You present an objection to your own doctrine, deduced

ferent

from the usual saying of the schoolmen,

"A man

can not be

excused for a deficiency of supernatural knowledge, from the
fact that

he could, and indeed would, receive

he would do according

to his

own

ability,

it from God, if
and since he does
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not do

he

this,

is

sufficient distinction that

promise

You reply to

held guilty of that deficiency.

this objection, but not in a suitable

"grace

nor, indeed, does

it

is

For

manner.

it is

not a

given either of merit or of

agree with the contrary or op-

For God can give this, without either merit (I
should have preferred the word deht\ or promise, but of unpromised grace, since He does and gives many things of grace,
which He has not promised. Let us look at that promise,
which was made immediately after the fall it was made, neither of debt, nor of promise, but of grace preceding the promise.
For God gives life " to him that worketh," of promise
and of debt (Rom. iv, 3, 4). But consider whether a promUnto every
ise is not contained in that declaration of Christ,
one which hath shall be given," by which God pledges himself
to illuminate, with supernatural grace, him who makes a right
posite parts.

;

use of natural grace, or at least uses
is possible for

with as

it

little

wrong

as

him.

The argument, from idiots and infants, is wholly puerile.
For who dares to deny that many idiots and infants are saved ?
Yet this, indeed, does not happen to them, apart from saving
grace.
Some remark is to be made in reference to the passages which you cite, though it may, perhaps, be irielevant. In
Komans ix, 16, where it is said "not of him tli;;t willeth, nor
of him that runneth, but of God that showtth njerc;. ," the
word " righteousness" is understood. For the (iisoui^siun in
that place

is

in reference to those, to

whom

rigliteouirness is

properly im|)uted, not to them that work, but to
lieve, that

is,

righteousness

or that runneth, but by

is

him

namely, to the believer.

obtained not by him that willeth
whom " God shuwerh mercy,"

Matt,

xiii,

the knowledge of" the mysteries
all.

upon

all,

that be-

to

11, proves that gi ace

given equally and in the same measure to

not divinely bestowed on

tiit^m

ol

the

is

all, an;i, injJeed,

not

that

kingdom of heaven"

is

In the other passages, the things
" The
in this relation.
do
not
belong
which are opposed,
Spirit breathes not
8).

What

ment,

" he

if

He

but on

wills to breathe

whom

upon

he wills" (John

all

breathes where he wills,"

?

it

that he does not breathe on any one, unless

From

iii,

the state-

does not follow
it is

proved that
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he does not will to breathe upon him. So, also, " The Son
revealeth the Father to whom he will" (Luke x, 22). What if
to reveal himself to all

he will

Not

?

all believe,

who are drawn" (John vi, 44).
You see that those things are not rightly placed
though it may be true that the Spirit does not
But, what

all

;

but those

are

if all

drawn ?

in opposition,

breathe upon

that Christ does not reveal the Father to all

;

that all are

not drawn by the Father.
I wish, also, that your remarks in reference to the disparage-

ment

had been more extended. First,
indeed, the nature of grace itself, and its agreement with the
free-will of man, then its efficacy, and the cause of that efficacy, ought to have been more fully explained.
For I consider nothing more necessary to the full investigation of this
Augustine, because he saw this, treats, in very many
subject.
of
places,
the agreement of grace and of free-will, and of the
distinction between sufficient and efficacious grace.
I remark
of efficacious grace,

here, in a word, that

by

efficacious grace is meant,

not that

and can not be rejected, which
certainly is received, and not rejected, by all, to whom it is
applied.
I add that it is not to the disparagement of grace,
that the wickedness and perversity of most men is so great
that they do not suffer themselves to be converted by it unto
God. The author of grace determined not to compel men,
by his grace, to yield assent, but to influence them by a mild
and gentle suasion, which influence, not only, does not take

grace

is

away
"Why

is this

necessarily received

the free consent of the free-will, but even establishes
strange, since

to repress the perverse will, that

plication of grace,

it.

God, as you admit, does not choose

which they

is,

otherwise than by the ap-

reject in their perversity.

I

do not oppose those things which you present from the fathers, for I think that most of them can be reconciled with
the theory which you here design to confute.

You

also present certain objections,

which can be made
you attempt

against you, and in favor of that doctrine, and

The flrst is this, " the promise,
the woman, was made to all ihe

to confute them.
to the

Seed of

Adam, and

to

each of the

human

race, in

in reference

posterity of

Adam

himself."
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This, indeed,

by you,

is

nor do those things, which are stated

true,

its truth.
For the idea that the
men, considered in Adam, is not at
variance with the idea that the Jews were alone the people
of God. These ideas are reconciled by the fact that the peo-

avail to

destroy

promise pertained to

all

ple of other nations were alienated from the promise

own

may

fault or that of their parents, as

by

their

be seen from the

whole tenor of the Holy Scriptures.
The second and third objections are made by those who do
not think that historical faith in Christ

Your

tion.

no moment. You
the objection from the

and those objec-

also meet, with a sufficient re-

tions are of

ply,

necessary to salva-

is

refutation of these pleases me,

fathers.

But

that

objection

not presented, appositely to the views of those,

is

in this treatise,

whom,

you oppose.

by which any one

is

For they admit that the grace,
enabled to will to be converted, and to

is not common to all men,
which idea they do not regard as opposed to their own sentiment concerning the election of believers, and the reprobation

will really to believe in Christ,

of unbelievers.

The

seventh error ;

—Should I say that

this

charged upon that doctrine, you will be at a
will not

be able to prove your

assertion.

edge that the rule of predestination
cree of God."

is

dogma is

loss,

falsely

and indeed

For they acknowl-

" the will and the de-

— " Believers
be condemned"— was made

This declaration

shall be saved,

apart from
and unbelievers shall
any prescience of faith or unbelief, by God, of His own mere
will, and they say that in it is comprehended the definition of
Predestination and Reprobation. But when the Predestination of certain individuals

foreknowledge of
rule,

in

faith

is

unbelief, not as the

but as properly antecedent.

Eph.

i,

is

For

not opposed.

according to the purpose of
after the counsel of His

to

discussed, then they premise the

and of

which Predestination

own
is

To which view,

believers are " predestinated

Him who
will."

worketh

as is apparent from

all

things

The purpose, according

declared to have been made,

many

passasres

is

and eternal
of Scripture, where

that of adopting believers in Christ to sonship
life,

law and

the passage

—
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that purpose

discussed

is

also evident that

your

amounts

that opinion,
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(Rom. viii and ix). From this, it is
argument against those who hold

first

to nothing.

In the second place, you

assert, that " divine Election is the

rule of giving or withholding faith.

Therefore Election does

not pertain to believers, but faith rather pertains to the elect,
or

is

this,

from the

and

gift

of Election."

to ask for the proof,

whose sentiment you here oppose.
But no one is in Christ, except he
one
in

is

elected in Christ, unless he

Eom.

faith

is

righteousness
easily,

will allow

me

to

deny

Election
is
is

is

made

in Christ.

a believer.

Therefore no

a believer.

The passage
For the

does not serve to prove that thesis.

xi, 5,

point, there discussed,

which

You

while I plead the cause of those,

is

not the election of grace, according to

given to some, but that, according to which,

is

imputed

to believers.

Tiiis

may

be most

proved from the context, and will be manifest to

any one, who will more diligently inspect and examine it.
For the people, " which God foreknew, (verse 2d,) that is
which He foreknew according to His grace, is the people,
which believed, not that which followed after righteousness
by the works of the law (Rom. ix, 31). This people God
" hath nut cast away." For thus is to be understood the fifth
verse, " there is a remnant according to the election of grace,"
that is. they, only, are to be esteemed as the remnant of the
people of God, who believe in Christ, as they alone are embraced in the election of grace, the children of the

flesh,

who

by the law", being excluded.
That, which follows, teaches the same thing, " if by grace,
then it is no more of works." What is that which is " by
grace " ? Is it election to faith ? Bj no means but it is
election to righteousness, or righteousness itself
For it is said
For it is not, here, into be " by grace," not " by works."
followed

after righteousness

;

quired whether
to

"

faith,

any one by works.

What

but whether righteousness belongs
Consider also the next verse

which he seeketh for,
the rest were
blinded." What is that which Israel had sought for, and had not
obtained ? JSTot faith, but righteousness. See the end of the
32
VOL. m.
then

?

Israel hath not obtained that

but the election hath obtained, and
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They rejected
and endeavored to obtain righteousness, by the
works of the law, and this is the reason that they did not
attain " to the law of righteousness."
It is the same thing,
also, which the elect are said to have obtained, not faith, but
9th and the beginning of the 10th chapters.

faith in Christ,

righteousness.

—"
I answer—

You
?

tion
tion,

will ask

Is not faith, then,
faith is not

"

which

there discussed

is

given according to Elec-

given according to that elec-

by the

apostle,

and therefore

that passage does not conduce to your purpose.

then, a two-fold Election on the part of God

But,

is

there,

Certainly, if that is

?

by which God chooses to righteousness and life, that
must be different, by which He chooses some to faith, if indeed
he does choose some to faith which, indeed, I will not now disElection,

;

cuss, because

my purpose

it is

Your third argument is

only to answer your arguments.

equally weak, for prescience of faith

and of unbelief has the same extent
first

place, unbelief is a negative idea, that

and

it

was foreseen by God, when

In the

as predestination.
is,

want of

faith,

He decreed unto damnation.

Secondly, the infants of believers are considered in their believing
parents, and are not to be separated from the people of believers.

Your

fourth argument

Faith

second.

is

is

answered in the same way as the

not the effect of that election, by which some

are elected to righteousness
to

which they

are

now

refer,

engaged.

and

But

life.

it is

this

election

in the examination of whose doctrine you

The passage,

in

Eph.

i,

regards faith, as

presupposed to predestination. For no one, but a believer, is
" as many as repredestinated to adoption through Christ

—

them gave he power

ceived him, to

The

God."

idea that faith
election

is

is

by which God makes a distinction
by which faith is
perhaps not be denied by those, with

to,

in the dispensation of means,

which

whom you

are

will

now

engaged,

if it

may

plained according to the Scriptures.

The

fifth

become the sons of

the effect of election, but, without doubt, that

referred

among men
attained,

to

passages, adduced from the fathers, sustain the

argument amounts

cording to the foresight of

to this

faith, since

:

only be correctly ex-

—" Election

is

not ac-

the cause of the divine
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foresight of faith in one,

who purposes

of God,

Your opponents would
the

mere

and not in another,

to give faith to one,

reply that faith

mere

the

is

and not

will

to another."

in such a sense, of

is,

God, that it does not use an omnipotent and
influence in producing faith in men, but a mild

will of

irresistible

suasion and one adapted to incline the will of man, according

mode

to the

human

of the

will

therefore the whole cause of

:

the faith of one, and the unbelief of another,

and the

To

free choice of

the sixth argument, he,

be wholly

:

and

many

not faith, but final perseverance

is

by which God chose

to sal-

;

—

finally, lost, I

^That true

may

be, to-

and saving

faith

should not at once dare to say

of the fathers frequently seem to afiirm this.

arguments, by which you prove that

nor

that faith can

life.

The. eighth error
tally

who acknowledges

of that election, I mean,

vation and eternal

the will of God,

reply that the rule or rather the antece-

lost, will

dent condition of election
in faith

is

man.

finally, lost, are to

Your

first

proof

is

it

though

:

Yet the

can be, neither wholly

be considered.

deduced from Matt,

xvi,

18

—

upon

this

rock I will build," &c., and you argue in favor of your doctrine in a three-fold

proofs

is

manner from

that passage.

Your

first

equivocal on account of the double meaning of the

word/W^A. For it means either the confession of faith made
by Peter concerning Christ, or trust resting in that confession
and doctrine of faith. Faith, understood in the former sense,
is the Tock^ which remains unshaken and immovable, and is
the foundation of the church but faith, understood in the lat;

ter sense, is inspired in the
spirit

members

and the word, by which they are

their foundation.

by the
upon the rock as

of the church,
built

Therefore the wov([ faith

is

used in the an-

tecedent in a sense, different from that, in which

it is

used in

the consequent.

—" They, who have been on
from
—But
who truly bethe rock do not wholly
upon the rock —
are
they do not utterly
Your second proof is

this

built

;

fall

built

lieve,
fall

from

* If faith

is

a rock,

;

Answer.

it."
it

it

;

those,

^Therefore,

The Major of

remains firm and immovable.

this proposition is not
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contained in the words of Christ, for
built on the rock shall not fall

from the rock," but " the gates

of hell shall not prevail against
It is

it

who

the rock, but another that those

from

give way, and

it.

fall

A stone,

from

it,

built

are built upon the rock
upon a foundation, may

while the foundation

itself

remains

If Christ referred to the Church, I say, even then, that

to assert that those

from

(the rock, or the church)."

one thing that the gates of hell should not prevail against

shall not fall

firm.

says not that " those

lie

it, is

who

are built

upon the rock

shall not fall

not the same as to declare that the gates of hell

For the act of

shall not prevail against the church.

pertains to the free will of the person

who

falls

falling

but

;

if

the

gates of hell should prevail «against the church, this would occur

on account of the weakness of the rock on which the church is
The Minor does not repeat the same idea as was

founded.

contained in the Major.

For, in the Minor,

it is

stated that

believers are built^ not having heen huilt, completely, on the
rock,

on account of the continuation and confirmation of the

work of

which must, necessarily, continue while
But while that continuation and confirmation lasts, believers do not seem to be out of danger of
falling.
For as any person may be unwilling to be built upon the rock, so it is possible that the same man, if he begins
to be built, should fall, by resisting the continuation and conbuilding,

they are in this world.

firmation of the building.

But,

not probable that Christ

it is

wished to signify, by those words, that believers could not
Since
as such an assertion would not be advantageous.

own

necessary that they should have their

and

therefore, that they should

fall,
it is

strength in the rock,

always bear upon and cling

to

the rock, they will give less earnest heed, in temptations, to

adhere firmly to the rock,
fall

from

know
less

it.

It

may

if

they are taught that they can not

be sufficient

to

that no force or skill can throw

animate them,

them from the

if

they

rock, un-

they willingly desert their station.

As

to

your third proof,* even

* The promise, contained in this passage,

ia

if it

should be evident that

made to those, who are ballt on the

roak.
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of hell should not prevail

would not follow that no one could
If any one should fall, nevertheless
fall away from the faith.
unshaken
against the gates of hell. The
the church remaineth
defection of an individual, as was before said, is not caused by
the power of hell, but by the will of him, who falls, in reference to the inflexibility of whose will the Scripture says nothing the use of argument, presenting such consolation, would
against the church, yet

it

;

not be useful for the confirmation of the

faithful.

In reference to the sentiments of the fathers, you doubtless

know
•

can

that almost all antiquity

fall

away and

is

of the opinion, that believers

But the passages, which you pre-

perish.

sent from the fathers, either treat of faith in the abstract,

which

is

unshaken and immutable, or concerning predestinawhom God has determined to bestow perse-

ted believers, on

verance,

who

are always to be di tinguished, according to the

opinion of the fathers, and especially of Augustine, from those

who are
Your

faithful

and

just,

according to present righteousness.

second argument* proves nothing,

true that he that asketh

maybe

for,

though

it

is

confirmed against temptations,

and may not fall away, yet it is possible that he may not ask,
and thus may not receive that strength, so that defection may
follow.
Hence arises the constant necessity of prayer, which
does not exist, if one obtains that assistance from God, without
daily prayers,nor

is it,

here,declared that believers may not inter-

mit the duty of prayer, which must necessarily be presupposed

which you wish to deduce from prayer.
That " Christ undertakes to confess the elect" (Matt, x, 32)
true.
Bat " elect" and " believers" are not convertible

to that conclusion,

is

terms according to the view of the fathers, unless perseverance

be added

to

faith.

Isor

is

it

declared,

by

Christ, in Matt,

xxiv, 24, that the elect can not depart from Christ, but that
is meant that though the
power of deception is great, yet it is not so great as to seduce
the elect
which serves as a consolation to the elec-t against
the power and artifices of false Cbrists, and false prophets.

the^ can not he deceived, by which

:

*

From

Matt,

vi, 13, x,

32 and xxiv, 24.
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^94:

Your

third

argument can be invalidated in many ways.
from true faith would require a sec-

First, " entire defection

ond ingrafting,
It is

indeed he,

if

who

be again ingrafted

;

in saying that they

falls

away, should

indeed some will say, from Heb. vi and

be restored by repentance.

Kom.

away, shall be saved."

who

who wholly falls away from

X, that one,

in

falls

not absolutely necessary that he,

may
is

is

no absurdity

be ingrafted a second time, because

xi, 23, it is said of

broken off, that " God

the true faith, can not

Secondly, There

branches, which had been cut or

able to graff

them

in again."

If

you

say that the same individuals are not referred to here, I will
ask the proof of that assertion.

Thirdly, It does not follow

from the second ingrafting that " a repetition of baptism
would be necessary" because baptism, once applied to an individual,

is to

him a perpetual pledge

often as he returns to Christ

of grace and salvation, as
and the remission of sins, com-

:

mitted even after baptism,

Hence,

baptism.

if it

is given without a repetition of
be conceded that " baptism is not to be

repeated," as they, with
mit, yet

away,

it

whom you now contend, willingly ad-

does not follow that believers can not wholly

either because those,

who

wholly

fall

away,

may

fall

not be

entirely restored, or because, if they are restored, they do not

need
It
iii,

to

be baptized a second time.

does not seem that your fourth argument, from 1 John

9,

can be easily answered.

here, they only are referred to

Yet Augustine

who

affirms that,

are called according to the

the divine purpose and are regenerated according to the decree of the divine predestination.
said of

all,

who

If

you say

that

it

is

are born of God, that they do not sin,

that the seed of

God remains

word " remain"

signifies inhabitation^

here

and

in them, 1 will reply that the

but not a continuance

of inhabitation^ and that so long as the seed of
person, he does not sin unto death, but

it is

God

is

in a

possible that the

by his own fault and negligence, be removed
and as his first creation in the image of God
was lost, so the second communication of it may be lost. I
admit, however, that this argument is the strongest of those
which have been hitherto referred to.

seed

from

itself should,

his heart,
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to

the

those,

word

I reply, that the seed of the

fifth,

immortal in

itself,

who have

but

it

God

of

is

can be removed from the hearts of

received

(Matt,

it

19, &c).

xiii,

So long as the members abide in

The Sixth argument.

Christ as the branches in the vine, so long they can not indeed
perish, as the vivifying
if

they do not bear

power of Christ dwells

even while abiding

It is possible that the branches,

may

vine,

not bear

fruit,

But

in them.

they shall be cut off (John xv,

fruit,

2).

in the

not from defect of the root or of the

Eom.

vine, but of the branches themselves.

vi, is

also

an

exhortation of the apostle to believers, that they should not
live

any longer in

sin,

because they, in Christ, are dead to

This admonition to Christians would be in vain,

sin.

were not possible that they should
liberation

from

its

dominion.

mortification of the fiesh

and that

life,

sin

is

not,

is

It is to

in

fruit,

through the whole

a single moment,

bo so

to

may not at some

time bear

provoking the wrath of God, and deserving
But,

the destruction of the individual.
sins,

if

a person commit

deserving the divine wrath, and destruction, and

remits them, only on

repentance,

it

and indeed

finally, if
is

not

of contrition

condition

follows that those,

should return,

if it

even after their

be considered that the

to be effected

extinguished in believers that they
the worst

live in sin,

who

and

thus sin, can be cut

they do not return to God.

made

God

serious
ofi",

That they

necessary by the efficacy of their

ingraftment into Christ, although that return will certainly
occur in those,

whom God

decree of His

own

has determined, by the immutable

predestination, to

make

heirs of salva-

tion.

" All

The Seventh argument.
not depart from Christ.

who

man."

attain the stature of a perfect

are

members of

This

is

true, if

This they can do, but

it is

Christ

they do

not inclu-

ded in the internal and essential definition of members, that
they should not be able to recede and fall away from their
head.

John xv, that the branches which do
taken away and in Rom. xi, some branches

It is declared, in

not bear fruit are

;

are said to have been broken off on account of unbelief.

You, then inquire,

as if

you had

fully

proved that

faith

can
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not be wholly
utterly fail ?"

— " What
and reply — "
lost,

but from the

promised

is

the reason that faith

gift of

which confirms that which

grace,

You,

to believers."

may

not

not from the nature of faith,

It is

is

here, incorrectly contrast faith

and confirming grace, when you ought to contrast a man,
endued with faith, on one hand, and the gift of grace on the

itself,

The

other.

reason that laith can not wholly perish, or rather

that the believer can not w^holly lose his faith,

is

found, either

in the believer himself, or in grace, which confirms or pre-

may not lose it. It is not in the
human being obnoxious to error
But if God has determined that

serves taith, that the believer
believer himself, for he, as a

and fall, can lose his faith.
he should not lose his faith, it will be preserved through the
grace by w^hich He strengthens him, that he may not fall.
" Simon, I have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail not" (Luke

The

xxii, 32).

faith, then,

of Peter could have failed,

if

we

strength.
But Christ, by his intercession, obhim that grace, by which its preservation was
The covenant of God, of which mention is made in

consider his
tained for
secured.

Jer. xxxii, 40, does not contain in itself an impossibility of

departure from God, but a promise of the

by which,

so long as

be restrained from departing from God.

shall

nowhere teaches that

ture

gift of fear,
ter,

gift

nor

should be

is it

against

all

But the Scrip-

not possible to shake off that

it is

profitable that promises of such a charac-

made

eufiicient that they

of His fear,

continue in their hearts, they

shall

it

covenant with God.

to those in

should

It is

be sustained, by the promises,

temptations of the world, the flesh, sin and Satan,

and that they may be made strong against all
if they will only be laithful to themselves and

their enemies,
to the

grace of

God.

You add

another question

grace and the Holy Spirit?"

:

"

How far

You

can believers lose

reply that this question

can be solved by a two-foil distinction, both in believers

and in grace.

In the distinction, which you

believers, those,

whom you

to

be called believers

word,

if

;

mention

first,

make among

do not at

all

deserve

for hearing and understanding the

approbation of the same

is

not added, do not consti-
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They, who occupy the second order, are

tute a believer.
called believers in

an equivocal sense.

but produce

convenient to

fruit,

Him,

Hiui, love towards

For true

fear of

distinguish believers of the second

and

manner

who

as to

make

faith

can not

own nature, confidence in
Him, who is its object. You

its

the latter those

third order in such a

" apprehend Christ

the redeemer by a living faith unto salvation," which you
deny in reference to the former in the mean time conceding
to both not only an approbation of evangelical truth, heard
and understood, but also the production of certain fruits, when
;

you ought, indeed,
Christ

me

without

;

not bear fruit of

have considered the declaration of

to

ye can do nothing
excjept

itself,

it

as the branch can

;

more
Can any
he apprehends him as a

abide in the vine, no

can ye, except ye abide in me" (John xv,

one indeed abide in Christ, unless

4, 5).

redeemer, by a living faith unto salvation.

whole

distinction

among

believers

only ought to receive this name.

is futile,

Therefore that

since the last class

you can prove

If

that these

fall away and perish, you fully accomplish your purThe other classes can not be said to lose grace and the
Holy Spirit, but rather to reject grace and to resist the Huly
Spirit, if they do not make further progress
though the hear-

can not

pose.

;

and approbation of the word may tend

ing, understanding

by a

living faith unto salvation.

Let us

you from

You
grace

now come

say that "Grace
is

meet the question above presented.

is

of .a two-fold character.

Primary

the gratuitous favor of God, embracing his

from

some

your distinction of grace, and see how

to

this distinction

Christ unto eternal
fall

to

they should, apprehend Christ Jesus as their redeemer,

this that

life."

Be

it so.

this grace, in a certain

effects of that

You

manner, that

is,

in

some

according to

grace of which they must be destitute and

the contrary of which they most experience,

mit any grievous

own

also say that

sin

when

not according to that grace,

;

tiiey

com-

when God

always preserves His patenial feelings towards then), and does
not change Idis purpose concerning their adoption, and the be-

stowment on them of

eternal lite."

diligent consideration.

The

But these

efiect of

tilings

need more

grievous sin committed
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is the wrath of God, the sting of conand eternal damnation. But the wrath of God can
not be consistent with His grace in reference to the same
thing, at the same time, and in respect to the same person, so

against the conscience
science,

that he should, in reference to

him with whom He

in th^t very wrath, yet will eternal

bestow on him certain
brought back

to a

effects of grace,

sing conscience

—one

God

is

angry,

can will to

by which he can be

sound mind, and, again

thus restored, that grace of

He

life.

to

bestow on him,

unto eternal

An

life.

accu-

really accusing, can not be consistent

God unto

with grace and the gratuitous favor, of

eternal

life-

For, in that case, the conscience would not really accuse.

God
own
life

;

does not will to bestow eternal
conscience

testifies,

and

truly, to

on one,

life

whom

His

be unworthy of eternal

unless repentance shall intervene, which, of the gracious

mercy of God, removes unworthiness. God does not will to
bestow eternal life on him who has, by his sin, merited eternal
damnation, and has not yet repented, while he is in that state.
Therefore he truly falls from that grace which is designed to
embrace him unto everlasting life. But, since God knows
that such a man wills, by those means, which He has determined to use for his restoration, rise from the death of sin, he
can not be said to wholly fall from the Divine grace. But a
distinction

is

ings which

God

to

be made here in relation to the various blesswills to bestow

on such.

only to the believing and penitent.
faith

and conversion

believers.

that "
sin

God

And

it

to

He

He

wills eternal life

wills the

means of

sinners not yet converted, not yet

does not seem to be a correct statement

regards sin, but not sinners with hatred," since the

and the sinner are equally odious

to

God.

sinner on account of his sin, of which he

is

He

hates the

the author, and

which, except by him, would not be perpetrated.
In the description of that primary grace, there

is

that,

which weakens the answer itself. "It is the favor by which
God embraces in Christ his own. He embraces no one in
But bo one is in Christ, except
Christ, unless he is in Christ.
by faith in Christ, which is the necessary means of our union
with Christ. If any one falls from faith, he falls from that
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God by which he
From which it is also

union, and, consequently, from the favor of

was previously embraced

in Christ.

apparent, that in this explanation there is a petitio principii.
For the question is this, " Can believers fall from this primary

from the favor of God, by which he. embraces
them in Christ ?" It is certain that they can not, while they

grace, that

is,

continue to be believers, because so long they are in Christ.

But

they

if

fall

from

faith,

they also

from that primary

fall

Hence the question remains—" Can believers fall
from faith ?" But you concede that believers, do fall, so far
grace.

God

does

not remain in them, and that neither the right of eternal

life,

I conclude, then, that

as themselves are concerned.

nor

filiation

many

belongs to them, according to

as received him, &c." (John

i,

the declaration, " as

12).

if you had
was necessary
you concede this,

Hence,

wished to make your statements consistent,

it

deny that believers fall from faith, or, if
same time, that they can fall from the favor
of God by which He embraces them in Christ unto eternal
life.
But, as I said, this whole subject may be elucidated, if
the grace of God is suitably distinguished from its various
to

to concede, at the

effects.

Let the passages of Scripture, which you cite, be examined.
" iN'either shall any man pluck them out of my hand" (John

Who

—

deny this ? But some say " The sheep can
not be taken out of the hands of the shepherd, but can, of
their own accord, depart from him."
You affirm that " this
is a weak statement."
By what argument ? " Because when

X, 28).

they

fall,

will

they are taken by the Devil."

are taken,

when they

fall,

and

be done in any other way.

fection in

be

so,

its

is

—Does

nature, precede their seizure

manner, " If ye continue in
'

of the flock,

Answer.

—In

viii, 31),

the

first

my

fall,

by Satan ?

word, ye are

my

he who continues
is

place, there

If this

You argue again in this

futile.

therefore,

and does not

in the

safe against Satan.

not the act ol departure and de-

your answer is vain and

indeed,' (John

should

it

For unless the sheep are

hands of the shepherd, they can not be

But the question

Truly indeed, they

not possible, that

it is

disciples
to

be one

truly one of the flock."
is

ambiguity in the word

—
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continue.

It signifies either present

observance of Christ's

word, or continuous observance, without defection from that
word.

Present observance,

if it

is

sincere,

ciple of Christ, or rather proves that one

is

makes one a

dis-

a true disciple of

Christ, otherwise one can never be truly called a disciple of

when he has passed

Christ, unless

the limit of this

which

defection will be no longer to be feared,

the second place, I affirm that in the phrase "

indeed" there

who

a two-fold sense

is

any time

at

;

mj

In

disciples

signifies either that one,

it

away from

falls

when

life,

absurd.

is

word of

the

Christ,

was

never a disciple indeed, though he may, at some time, have
kept his word in sincerity

;

or that one,

who

at

kept the word of Christ and then obtained the
ple, if

he yet

of disciple.

falls

away,

Therefore,

considered, he

subsequent

is

state,

is

if

is

may

;"

not a disciple

passage in

God ?"

indeed, or does not

which
ing

it,

unless

who falls from it. This assertion needs proof.
Rom. viii, " Who shall separate us from the
is

For

wholly irrelevant.

it is

JNTone

of these can at

cease. to love those,

whom He

word
The
lov^e

the consolation by

believers are strengthened against all present

evils.

is

the relation of his

if

say that no one has ever sincerely observed the

of Christ,

of

name

the relation of his present state

deserve that name, because he, at some time, deserts

one

of disci-

afterwards unworthy of the

" a disciple indeed

he

any time has

name

all effect

that

and

assail-

God should

has begun to love in Christ.

Rom.

xi, 29 is not better adapted to your purpose.
For
though " the gifts of God are without repentance" yet one can

reject the gifts of

from

(2

Tim.

ii,

God, which he receives. Your quotation
The Lord knoweth them that are His,"

19,) "

The Lord knoweth His own, even
away from faith. For it can be said
never known them as His own, by the knowledge,
handmaid of Predestination now under considera-

does not f ivor your design.
if

some

that

believers do fall

God

has

which

is

tion.

The

"some

the

distinction of Augustine

may

be applied here;

are cfiildren according to present justification,

some

according to the foreknowledge and predestination of God."

Sccondaiy grace,

The

}>hra8e

3^ou say,

is

either

imputed or inherent.

imputed grace does not sound well

in

my

ears.

—
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I have heretofore thought that grace
imputes, as in

Rom.

but of debt."

the reward

iv, 4,

Righteousness

is

is
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not imputed, but

not reckoned of grace,

said, in the

is

be imputed of grace, without works.

same chapter,

But, passing by

to

this,

The question proposed was
and the Holy Spirit ?"
You answer in respect to imputed grace, which consists in
justification, a part of which is the remission of sins
" The
remission of sins is not granted in vain." Be it so.
But
believers may, after remission of some sins has been obtained,
commit sin and grievously backslide. If, then, they should
let

"

us examine the subject.

How

may

far

believers lose grace

—

—

not repent of that

will they obtain remission

act,

answer in the negative.

You

?

I conclude from this, that they can

lose that grace of the remission of their sins.

But you reply

" It can not

I

is

be that they should not repent."

—not

asserted, but I desire the proof

can not depart hence without

who have once been
tence.

When

you

can not die in

have proved

that this

but that they,

final repentance,

believers,

shall

know

th^t the elect indeed,

this,

final

it

impeni-

will not

be

necessary to recur to this distinction of grace, for then you

would be permitted to say that the believer never
his faith and dies in impenitence.

You make

finally loses

a distinction in inherent grace, as "'faith and the

consequent gift of faithP In faith you consider " the act and
the habit of faith."
From this distinction, you answer the

proposed

question, thus

— "Faith,

considered in respect to

habit and ability, can not be lost, on acconnt of confirming
grace, (though

any

it

can per se be

lost,)

particular act, can be lost."

assertion.

but faith, in respect to

First, I ask proof of

" Faith, in respect to habit, can not be

count of confirming grace."

I also inquire

—"

lost,

your

on

ac-

Is that act of

which faith can be lost, necessary or not,
any one may apprehend Christ ? If it is, then a man can
fall from grace, if he loses, as you say, the act of apprehension of Christ, or, rather, if he do not apprehend Christ by
that act.
If it is not necessary, then, it was indeed, of no
importance to have considered that act, when the loss of grace
was under discussion.
faith, in respect to

that

:
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You

attempt to prove, both by the example of David and

by the opinions of the fathers, that the habit of faith and
love can not be lost. The example of David proves nothing.
For, should it be conceded that David, when he was guilty of
adultery and murder, had not lost the Holy Spirit, it does not
follow from this that the Holy Spirit can not be lost.
For an
other might sin even more grievously, and thus lose the Holy
Spirit.
If, however, I should say that David had lost the
Holy Spirit when he committed that adultery and murder,
what would you answer ? You might reply that it is evident
That Psalm, I reply,
that it was not so from the 51st Psalm^
was composed by David after he had repented of those crimes,
having been admonished by Nathan. God, at that time, according to the declaration of I^athan, restored the Holy Spirit
In reference to the assertions of
to David (2 Sam. xii, 13).
the fathers, I consider that the case of Peter

is

not to the

prejudice of the opinion, which states that faith can be de-

which weakens
It would
some length, the sentiment of Augus-

For Peter sinned through

stroyed.
faith,

but does not destroy it.

be proper

to discuss, at

infirmity,

I pass over Gratiaus.

had been proposed to present it fully. If, however,
any one wishes to know what was the opinion of Augustine
tine, if it

concerning this matter, let him look at the following passages
" De Predestinatione Sanctorum" (lib 1, cap. 14), and " De

Bono Perseverantiae"

(lib. 2,

cap. 13, 16, 19, 22, 23).

Let

some passages be added from Prosper, who holds and every
where defends the opinions of Augustine, e. g. Ad cap. GalL
respons. T Ad objectiones Yincenlinas, respons. 16
Devocatione Gentium, lib. 2, cap. 8, 9, and 28.
From these pas:

sages,

;

will, in

it

my judgment,

be apparent that Augustine

thought that some believers, some justified and regenerate persons, some,

can
lost,

fall

on

whom

away and be

had been bestowed faith, hope and love,
lost, and indeed will fall away and be

the predestinate alone being excepted.

You

quote some objections to the foregoing explanation.
" JSin and the grace of the Holy
objection is this
You reply, that " this is
Sjpirit can not subsist together.

The

first

:

"^^

true of reigning sin, or sin with the full consent of the will."
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But you deny that the regenerate
I answer,

consent of the will.
the

same

as that

which has the

sin

with the

full or entire

that " reigning sin"

first,

full
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consent of the

is

not

For

will.

the former belongs, generically to quality or habit, the latter
pertains generically to action,

way

From

for the former.

and by the
this, it is

latter is

prepared a

clearly manifest that

reigning sin can not subsist with the grace of the Ploly Spirit,
It is also true that sin does not reign in the regenerate.

before this can take place,
ject the grace of the

Holy

We

strains its power.

it is

For,

necessary that they should re-

Spirit,

which mortifies

sin

and

must, then, examine the other

re-

mode

some of the regenerate may sin or not
You deny this, and deduce
your denial from the beginning and successive

of sin, and see whether

with the

consent of the will.

full

the reason for

steps of temptation.

You

consider the beginning of tempta-

and you say
man, who is entirely
That, in the renewed man, there is, at the same time,
carnal.
flesh and Spirit, but in various degrees, so that he is partly
carnal, partly spiritual
from which you conclude that " concupiscence can subsist with the grace of the Holy Spirit, but
not reign." I reply that though I have but little objection to
tion to be concupiscence or native corruption,

that "

it

exists alone in the unregenerate

that conclusion, yet I can not altogether approve those things

which precede.

ment

is

For some of them are not

true,

and the state-

imperfect.

It is not true that "

an unregenerate

man

is

wholly car-

him only the flesh. For by what
name shall that truth be called which the wicked are said to
" hold in unrighteousness" (Kom. i, 18) ? What is that conscience which accuses and excuses (Rom. ii, 15) ? What is the
knowledge of the law by which they are convinced of their
sins (Rom. iii, 20) ?
All these things can not be comprehended under the term flesh. For they are blessings, and are adverse to the fiesh. Yet I admit that the Holy Spirit does not
dwell in the unrenewed man. The statement is imperfect,
that there

nal," that

is,

because

omits the explanation of the proportion, which exists

it

between the

is in

flesh and the Spirit in the

renewed man, as the Spirit

predominates in the regenerate person, and because, from the
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predominating element, he receives the name of spiritual man^
so that he can not come under the term carnal.
But observe,
moreover, that your conclusion has reference

which

is

namely,
Spirit

to

concupiscence,

a quality, while the question related to actual sin,

—" Can actual

Holy

sin consist with the grace of the

r

You

refer to

that the

first

" five steps* of temptation."

step

may

You

concede

pertain to the regenerate, also the sec-

ond, and it is, indeed, true. But it can never be proved that
Paul, for such a reason, " complained of his own captivity,

because he could delight in sorrowful meditation in reference

commission of

to the

The

third step,

For he

sin."

treating there, of sin

is

" The evil whioh I would not, that I do."

already committed.

which

" the consent of the will to the per-

is

petration of sin," you, attribute also to the regenerate, " but a

more remiss consent, according

which they

to

such a

will, in

commit sin," and you
think that this can be proved from the example of Paul in
Eom. vii. I wish you to consider, here, how these things
harmonize together, that, in reference to one and the same act,
sense, that they are

the will or volition
itself,

to

may be two-fold, and, indeed, contrary to
moment when the act is performed.

even at the very

Before the
is

even unwilling

act,

while the mind

is

yet in doubt, and the flesh

lusting against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh,

might be affirmed

this

but,

:

cupiscence into action, that

when
is,

the flesh carries out

does that which

it

its

con-

has lusted

against the Spirit, then, indeed, the Spirit has ceased to lust.

The

position

commits

sin

must then be assumed, that the renewed man
from the concupiscence of the flesh, the Spirit in

vain lusting against

it,

that

and the desire of the

is,

the flesh

is

stronger than the

overcome by the flesh,
contrary to the declaration of Scripture " greater is he that
is in you, than he that is in the world" (1 John iv, 4), and conSpirit,

Spirit

is

—

trary to the condition of the regenerate, in

predominates over the

•

1.

Drawing »w«y

;

2.

flesh,

enticement;

8.

nor does

conception;

4.

it

whom

the Spirit

occur that the flesh

birth;

6.

perfection, (Jas.

i,

14, 15.)

,
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should conquer, unless when the Spirit

quiet,

and intermits

the Scripture affirms (Rom.vii) that the

renewed man

is

the contest.

"But

would do good, jet does
does

not,

it

and would not do

I answer, in that passage, reference

it."

man under

a regenerate person, but to a

point be conceded, I affirm that

if this

is

evil,

made

yet

not to

But, even,

the law.

not possible that

it is

same time, conwhich is followed

there should be volition and nolition, at the

cerning the same act

by an
so

act, is a

much

Holy

;

hence, that volition,

pure and efficacious volition

which

volition as velleitv,

;

the other

is

not

produced, not by the

by the conscience,
man, which ceases not to
is seared, and deprived of

Spirit striving against the flesh, but

or the law of the mind, existing in
struggle against the flesh, until

man

should not sin with his

aggravates the sin, and declares
will to a sin, presented

ot the

it

That struggle of the conscience does not

all feeling.

that the

flesh,

is

when

full

efi*ect

consent, but rather

how vehement is

the consent

by the concupiscence of the

not even the conscience, exclaiming against

it,

has

not power to restrain the will from that consent.
It

then, an injurious and most dangerous opinion,

is,

holds that the renewed

when he
the will

man

does not sin with

feels the sting of conscience,

full

which

consent,

opposing the sin which

happens to all, who
by any sense of right and wrong, it vrill be very
them to persuade themselves that, as they do not sin

is

As

about to perpetrate.

this

are afiected

easy for

with the
'

full

tion of their

consent of the will, they have a certain indica-

own

regeneration.

Therefore,

if

the full consent

of the will to sin can not consist ^vith the grace of the Holy
Spirit, it is certain that the regenerate

sometimes lo9^ the grace

Holy Spirit, because they sin with the full consent of
the will, when they sin against the conscience.
of the

You
evil

consider the fourth step to be

work

into an act."

This

is

the carrying out of an

correct, but the distinction

which you make, can not be proved from the Scriptm-es.
When the regenerate person commits sin, he commits it being
overcome by the concupiscence of the flesh, while the Spirit
of regeneration is quiescent, and not testifying against the sin,
33

YOL.

m.
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unless before the sin,

when

the consent of the will has not yet

been gained bj the suasion of concupiscence, and after the
But the " testifysin when the Spirit has begun to revive.
ing," of

which you speak

is

nothing else than the act of the

conscience accusing the person both before and after the commission of sin. The whole man, then, sins, but " not accord-

ing to that principle by which he
necessarily added

;

for

This, also, can be said

is

renewed."

This was un-

who would ever call this in question ?
of a man placed under the law, as he

does not sin according to the law of his mind, that

is,

of his

conscience approving the law, but only according to the flesh.

Hence, you see that the distinction in

this case,

ought to have

been of another character. 'Nor does it seem necessary to
concede, " that an action, performed by a regenerate person, may
less sinful than if performed by him in whom sin reigns."
For the fault and sinfulness of an action is to be judged
from the strong consent of the will to the sin. But he is borne
more vehemently towards sin, who rejects the act of the Holy
Spirit striving in the contrary direction, and follows the concupiscence of the flesh, than he, who, opposing the concupiscence of the flesh by his conscience alone, at length yields.
Thus the sin of David, committing adultery and murder was
far more heinous than that of a heathen man committing the
same sins the inhabitants of Bethsaida and Chorazin sinned
more grievously than the citizens of Tyre and Sidon, because
the former, committing their sins, resisted more iu^uences,
adapted to restrain from the commission of sin, than the

be

;

latter.

You say that the last step is " when a sin, confirmed by frequent repetition, becomes a habit." That step or degree was
But you will
called, you remark, by the Greeks to airorsXsiv.

me

deny that the Greeks used that word, in that
For your fourth step was equivalent to awsXsiv, the
sense.
Bame as to commit sin. But this last step is a degree, not so
much in sin, as in sinners, of whom some advance further than
You deny that this step can happen to the regenerate.
others.
allow

to

This needs proof.

In

all

those distinctions, there

tinual assumption of the point

to

be proved.

For

is

a con-

they,

who

—
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say that the regenerate can lose the grace of the Holy Spirit,
say, also, that the regenerate may not only sin, but may persevere in sin, and contract the habit of sin.

The second

objection,

being yet pure,

fell

which you adduce,

is this

:

"Adam,

much more may they

wholly, therefore,

who, having been born and renewed after the fall of Adam, have believed." The force of the argument depends on

fall,

the parity or equality of the conditions of the parties
of

Adam,

in respect to

which he was created

and true holiness and that, of
which they have been renewed
;

ness.

You

;

that

in righteousness

his descendants, in respect to
in righteousness

and true

holi-

attempt to solve the difficulty by showing the dis-

But the

similarity of the cases.

dissimilarity,

which

exists

between the two conditions, does not effect that the regenerate
may not be able, altogether, to fall away. !N"or, indeed, is this
affirmed, in the passage, which you cite from Augustine.*
For, though the regenerate
to their ability, of
to

which

may have

gift

Adam

the will to do according

was

the sentiment of Augustine, yet

it

destitute,

according

does not follow that

they can not repudiate and willingly reject this gift. You
were peni.itted to add other things, in which the condition of
beV overs in Christ differs from the original state of Adam in

Among

righteousness.

other things, this

is

peculiar, that the

had not the promise of the remission of sins, if it
should happen that Adam should ever once commit sin but
that of believers is rendered more blessed by the promise
" their sins will I remember no more" (Heb. viii, 12). Hence
without effect," even
it is that the faith of God is not made
if those in covenant with him do sin (E,om. iii, 3).
For the
covenant is one of grace and faith, not of righteousness and
works. Yet make whatever differences you please between
the two states, it will be always necessary to admit that perseverance, voluntary, tree, and liable to change, was necessa-

latter state

;

ry to salvation in both

states.

Man

does not persevere, either

in the former or the latter state, unless freely

* "For

we have, by

this grace

of God, in the receivinj? of that

constant kcfj-ing of the same, not only thf power to Co that which
to uo that

which we

can, in ^\llicb

Adam was

dtficient."

and willingly.

which

we

is

will,

good, nnd in the

but alao the will
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This

so far true

is

those,

who

that

God

does not take

away even from
by

are about to persevere, that liability to change,

which they may possibly not choose to persevere," as is affirmed in the treatise De vocatione Gentium, lib. 2, cap. 28."

You refer to a third objection, " This member of a habit is
member of Christ But the believer, who is a member
of Christ, can become the member of a habit
^Therefore,
the believer may cease to be a member of Christ." You re-

—

not a

;

ply to

this objection

But those

Iyer.

by making

distinctions in the

term mem-

First, the sub-

distinctions are unnecessary.

member not in appearance^ but

ject of discussion is a

An

—

member

in truth.

an equivocal sense, a member, and
therefore, does not belong to the definition ; and there would
be four terms to the syllogism. ISTor is the subject of discusapparent

is,

in

member, which is such in its destination^ for we know
men, who are in destination members of Christ, are,
universally, members of Satan, before they are in fact brought
to Christ, and united to him.
Since, therefore, members,
which are really such, are referred to in the objection, to what
sion a

that all

purpose are these niceties of distinction sought

?

"In

refer-

you say, " some are
living, others are half dead.
But both are members, according to election." If this be so, you attain your object
for
ence to those

who

are really members,"

;

who

is

may

be lost ?
you consider your opponents, will deny that

so foolish as to say that the elect

finally

But they whom
They
true members of Christ are such by Predestination.
will affirm that some are such according to their present state,
Let us
their righteousness and present ingraftment in Christ.
all

however, consider your answer, in the supposition of the truth
You assert that " a true and actual mem-

of that distinction.
ber,
lot."

and one

that remains such cannot be a

That, indeed,

is

osition, and, therefore,

Christ, that

not strange.

is

does not answer the question

always remain alive

it is

member

of a har-

an identical prop-

The member of
member of a harlot, "but this
^Will a living member of Christ

amounts

remains such,

For

to nothing.

not a

—

?

was affirmed in the objection that a living member of
Christ may become a member of a harlot, and may, therefore,
It
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member

not remain a

The

of Christ.

point, to

be proved,

is

again assumed in your answer to that argument. But you
say that " the halt-dead may, as far as they are concerned, at
any time, lose the Holy Spirit." But, from what state do

they become half dead

Is

?

You would not indeed say
time, when he is ingrafted
assertion

who

is

The

absurd.

argue against you,

it

not from being wholly alive

that

any one

in Christ.

is

You

?

half dead, at the
see that such

an

state of the case, according to those,
like this.

is

At the beginning of faith

in Christ and of conversion to God, the believer becomes a living

member of Christ.

If he perseveres in the faith of Christ

and

maintains a good conscience, he remains a living member.

But

he becomes indolent, has no care for himself, gives

if

place to sin, he becomes, by degrees half-dead
in this

ber of Christ.

which, so far
tinctions.

:

and proceeding

to be a memhave refuted these statements,
from refuting, you rather confirm by your dis-

way he

at length

wholly

You ought

dies,

and ceases

to

You have indeed

treated this subject, with less care

and your learning deserved.
That, which is so styled by you, is erro;
neously charged on the sentiment adverse to you for they
do not say this, nor can it, in any way, be deduced from their
sentiment. This is their opinion.
"A man, by his own freewill, receives the grace, which is divinely offered to him, whatever it may be." For as grace preserves, so the free-will is
preserved, and the free will of man is the subject of grace.
than

its

dignity,

The ninth

error

—

:

Hence

it is

necessary that the free-will should concur with the

which

grace,

is

bestowed,

subsequent grace, and

it

to its preservation, yet assisted

free-will to reject the grace bestowed,

grace

;

because grace

is

by

always remains in the power of the

and

to refuse

subsequent

not the omnipotent action of God,

man. And since
same persons think that a
man can reject grace and fall away. From which you see
that you have undertaken a futile task, when you refute the
error which you charge on that sentiment.
Yet we may consider, also, those same things
perhaps an opportunity will be

which can not be

resisted

the state of the case

is

by the

free-will of

such, those

:

I
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nn worth 3^ of
" This sentiment," you affirm, " attributes a free

afforded to note something, wbicli will not be

knowledge.

will, flexible in evei

you deny that the

add, even without grace

and

as

?

is

flexible in all directions"

by

It is flexible

addicted to evil in

it is

"

Do

men."

direction, of grace, to all

j

free will

its

its

own

sinful state, so

il;

nature

:

capable

is

of good, which capability grace does not bestow upon

—

it

;

for it

by nature. But it is, in fact, only turned to good by
grace, which is like a mould, forming the ability and capacity
of the material into an act, though it may be, of itself, suffiis in it

Augustine (de predestin Sanctorum, cap.

ciently evil.

" It belongs to the nature of
love, but

man

to

5) says,

be able to have faith and

pertains to the grace of believers to actually have

it

But you may be dissatisfied that this is said " to exTheir
ist in all men," but that dissatisfaction is without cause.
meaning is not that grace is bestowed on all men, by which
them."

their free will

may

be actually inclined to good

all

there exists a will which

by

the aid of grace.

will of

man

to

may be

apply

itself to

the grace which

the aid of universal grace, or to reject the

What do you

of corrupt nature."
will

answer " that

substituted

man

" a

'

man

by the

for the phrase

is

'

is

bestowed by

same by the inability

desire at this point

?

You

universal grace' should be

But who has ever said that
grace by the force of
think that no one can be so foolish for

particular grace.' "

can apply himself

universal grace"

the

but that in

;

every du'ection
But they teach, you say, that " it is in the
flexible in

I

?

to particular

:

led to the use of particular grace, offered to

free-will, assisted

by particular

grace.

" to reject the same by the inability," &c.,

is

The

him,

expression,

inaptly used

;

for

inability does not reject; a passive non-reception pertains to
it,

while

therefore,

it

is

When,

the province of depravity to reject.

you have introduced, according

to

your own judg-

3^ou fight against your
evident that " the ability to believe is

ment, the phrase ".universal grace,"

own shadow.

For

it is

not carried out into action, unless by the aid of other subse-

quent grace, which
not happen to

all

we

and

call particular or special, since it

to

each of mankind.

'

does
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The passages

of Scripture,* which
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you adduce, do not

an-

For the former two are adapted to prove
that the faithful do not fall away from Christ aud let it be
remembered that, according to Augustine and the author of
the book, " De vocatione Gentium," that perseverance perswer your purpose.

;

who

tains only to believers,

are predestinated to

The

life.

pas-

sages from Augustine show that the grace, prepared for the
predestinate, will certainly incline their hearts, and will not

be rejected by them because God uses such persuasions with
them, as He knows to be suitable to them, and adapted to perThis he calls effioacious grace^ and always dis-

suade them.
tinguishes

from

it

distinction.

no grace
I

deny

You, however,

siofficient grace.

Augustine, with

sufficient

in quoting

superciliousness, repudiate

that

But what arguments do you use ? You say that
for conversion, which is not efficacious.
and nature itself exclaims against your assertion,

is sufficient

it,

God

while she distinguishes sufficiency from efficacy.

many

ficient for the creation of

caciously perform

Christ

it.

is

worlds, yet

He

is

suf-

does not

effi-

sufficient for the salvation of

men, yet he does not efficaciously accomplish it. But you
perhaps understand by efficacious cause that which can effect
any thing, and so make it identical with efficient cause.
But they who distinguish between sufficient and efficacious
define the latter as that, which really produces the effect.
You do not prove that which you intend, when you say

all

that "

But

if

man

has not free-will in spiritual things."

may

grace

restore the freedom of the will,

then in the exercise of
to say that "

are dead" (Col.

ciency

(2 Cor.

is

we
of God"

iii,

5).

?

iii,

is it

he either can do

free-will, that

ciently, or really does efficaciously

Granted.
not

suffi-

Nor
3),

This

is

is it to the purpose
and that " our suffinot denied by those,

who

speak of sufficient grace. J^or does that three-fold inability do away with sufficient grace.
They, who make the
distinction, say that sufficient grace is able to

three-fold inability^

* Jer, xxxii, 40

;

1 Cor.

i,

8,

and

9

;

to effect that a

John

vi, 45.

man

remove that

should receive
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offered grace, should use

serve

it

when

received,

and should pre-

it.

You endeavor to prove, in the next place, as the necessary
consequence of " the five-fold nature of grace, prevenient, preand persevering," that no
no one of those five

parative, operative, co-operative,

single grace can be sufficient, because "

kinds of grace

is

alone sufficient for salvation, since

together are necessary."
there

is

no

It is

all

joined

not a sound conclusion, that

because no one of those five kinds

sufficient grace

The reasoning here

is from a
and therefore is not
valid there is here also the fallacy of Composition.
But the
first two kinds of grace, namely, prevenient and preparative^
are either sufficient or efficacious. For God precedes (by His
grace) sufficiently and efficaciously
He also prepares sufficiently and efficaciously.
It may be questioned, also, whether
the same can not be said of operative and co-operative grace.
Yet let us concede that those terms properly pertain to effica-

of grace

sufficient

is

alone.

particular case to a general conclusion,
;

;

Nevertheless they

cious grace.

phrase "

sufficient^'''

are prepared for

themselves to be

which

by

is

and

that grace

;

its

character, in the direction intended

and afterwards the

But we

who have suffered
and 'preparative grace,

^prevenient

Hence you have

sufficient grace so far as

grace.

the use of the

offered to all those,

moved hj

sufficient in

bestowed.

who defend

will say that these latter kinds of grace

will not

not,

it is

of perseverance

gift

by

is

also

that argument, disproved

distinguished from efficacious

examine the

definitions of that five-

fold grace, because this does not pertain to the scope of this

discussion.

You also endeavor

to refute the

same

distinction

by a

simile.

But in it there is a great want of analogy. For an inert mass
moved, naturally and necessarily, by the application of
but we, as huforces, which exceed the force of its gravity
man beings, are moved according to the mode of freedom,
which God has bestowed on the will, from which it is called
At this point, the similitude, which Cardinal Confree-will.
tarenus uses in reference to predestination, and the opposite of
is

;

your simile,

may

be not inaptly mentioned.

He

supposes a
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two-fold gravity in a stone, one natural, the other adscititious.

The strength which is sufficient to raise a stone, tending downwards by natural gravity alone, will not be sufficient, if that
adscititious gravity shall be added, and the efficiency of sufficient strength will be hindered by the adscititious gravity.

We see

this

clearly in athletes,

engaged

One

in wrestling.

endeavors to raise the other from the earth, and to prostrate
Either of them would be able in a mo-

him, thus raised up.

ment

to effect this in reference to his antagonist, if the latter

should only

offer the

resistance of the native weight of his

body, but because he does not wish to be raised, he depresses
himself and his adversary as

much

by using the

as he can,

strength of his nerves and bones, which far exceeds the weight

of his body alone.
first

sin of the

native.

There

first

So there is, in man, by derivation from the
man, a weight, which is, or may be called^

much

produced in
which does not so

in addition to this, another

is,

each person by his
exist in him, as

own
is

wickedness,

present with him, serving as a hin-

drance that the power of that grace, which

come

the natural tendency,

may not

is sufficient

effect that

the interposition of that impediment,

it

would

to over-

which, without

Nor is
away

effect,

the flexibility of our will, nor our power of choice taken

by the concurrence of those
rence,

it is eff'ected

flexible in every direction,

between two

elect freely

tainly

and

five gifts, but,

that the will,

which by

it.

instead of " inflexible inclination,"

man may

at the time

to the

mode

it

is

able to

For, if

towards which the mo-

Hence,

you had

we do

also, I

wish that

said " certain

not say that the

and

mind

possibly be inclined in another direction, even

when

cious grace,

nature
is

different things, should incline cer-

tion of the five-fold grace impels

of a

own

and the choice, which

infallibly in that direction,

infallible inclination."

by that concur-

its

it is

inclined in a given direction

by

effica-

follows that the will of man acts not according

of liberty, but according to the

mode

of nature,

and thus not the free-will, but the nature of man, will be saved.
But the free-will, at least as to its exercise, will be, in that case,
destroyed by grace, while it belongs to grace not to take away,
but to correct nature itself, wherein it has become corrupt.
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I^or

what

is

said conceminj]^ the promised Spirit opposed

is

For the " Spirit, who effects that, in fact, we
may w^alk," does not take away the freedom of the will and of
human clioice, but he acts upon the free-will, in such a manner, as he knows will be suitable and adapted to it, that it maybe,
certainly and infallibly, inclined.
I wish that the same thing

to these views.

may

be understood of the phrase, " the Father draweth."

Those things, which follow, have not the
For,

this doctrine.

effect

by the supposition of "

of weakening

efficacious grace

whom God, certainly and infalliand salvation," the existence of suf-

acting in those, concerning
bly, wills their conversion
ficient grace is not

denied

:

nor indeed

is

that,

which you

who

included in that supposition, namely, that they,

infer,

truly believers, can not but j)ersevere.

ted to infer from

ence of an

We

may be

the certain, but not the necessary exist-

it

Ignorance of this distinction

effect.

are

permit-

your idea that you must deny

sufficient grace.

N'ext follows the explanation of

which they who hold

the cause of

is

to sufficient

some passages of Scripture,

grace are accustomed to use

it.
You seem to have selected them from Bellarwho presents them, in the same order, as you use. We

in proof of

mine,

your refutation.

will consider

The

passage

first

is

from

that passage a two- fold

The

first is

who
it

did

like this,

Bellarmine deduces from

Isa. v.

argument

when put

in

proof of sufficient grace.
" He,
form

in a syllogistic

:

things for his vineyard which were necessary that

all

might be able

productiveness

;

to bear fruit,

used sufficient culture for

—But God, &c.; —

^Therefore,

&c."

The

its

truth

of the Major

is plain from its very terms.
It consists in a
and is itself a definition. For sufficient culture is
that in which all things necessary for fruitfulness are used."
The truth of the Minor is contained in the text. For he, who
has done all things which he might do for fruitfulness, has

definition,

used

all

God

necessary means.

could not, with justice, speak in such terms

not used

all

correct one.
sufficiency,

necessary means.

You
and

reply

if

He had

Therefore the conclusion

by making a two- fold

in the nature of the vineyard

;

is

a

distinction in

the sufficiency
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of external means^ and that of internal grace ; also of a good
and bad vioevard. In the first part of this reply, you concede wiiat is proved in the passage under consideration. For,
if the external means are of such a character, that men would
be sufficiently invited and led by them unto salvation, unless
their minds were so perverse and depraved, as you say, then
it
is

follows that those
it

means would have been

necessary, in order

that sufficiency,

sufficient.

E'or

by those means,

may be attributed to grace, that internal grace, certainly
changing the bad vine into a good one, should be added.
Indeed it can be said that so much internal grace, as would be
change of heart, was not wanting, or at least
would not have been wanting, if they had not, in their perversity, rejected the external means.
The distinction between
sufficient for a

the good and the bad vineyard
place.

For

this is the

is

of no importance in Ihis

very thing, concerning which

complains that His vineyard was so perverse that

it

God

would not

respond to the sufficient culture which had been bestowed

upon it.
The second argument of Bellarmine is like this. If God
had not bestowed on that vineyard all things necessary for
the production of grapes, then He would have said absurdly
that He " looked that it should bring forth grapes
But He
said, well and justly, that He " looked that it should bring
forth grapes
^Therefore he had bestowed on it all things
necessary for the production of grapes. The truth of the
Major is certain. For God knew that a vineyard could not
produce fruit, which was destitute of any of the means necessary for fructification, and if He knew this. He knew, also,
that it would be futile, nay, foolish to. look for grapes from a
vineyard, which could not bear grapes. The Minor is con-

—

—

tained in the text.
sufficient grace
It is

Therefore the conclusion

was not wanting

worth the while to consider what

that divine looking-for or expectation,
correctly attributed to the Deity.

is

valid, that

to the vineyard.

An

is

the

meaning of

and how

expectation,

it

may

be

by which

an act is looked-for from any one, depends on a proper knowledge of the sufficiency, necessary for the performance of the
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which

act,

whom

Him

either exists in

the act

incumbent,

is

one looks

unreasonable,

from a thorn bush.

or

else,

present with

is

Him, on

the expectation would bo

from

for figs

thistles, or roses

This divine expectation, therefore,

if

we

do not wish to call it unreasonable, which would be blasphemy, depends on the same knowledge. 'Nor does the fact that,
in the infinity of
will follow,

His knowledge, God knows that no

from the sufficiency of those

forces, to

effect

prevent us

from attributing that expectation to Him. For that knowledge does not at all interfere with the sufficiency of causes on

which depends the justness and reasonableness of the expectation.
It is, indeed, true that the divine knowledge effects that
God can not be deceived. But he, who looks for fruit in vain,
and to whose expectation the event does not correspond, is

From this, it is easy to infer that expectation is
God only by anthropopathy. But, if even this

deceived.

attributed to

be conceded,

it

will nevertheless f<.;llow

tion that expectation

is

from the considera-

attributed, with this appropriate quali-

was present with
But if,
in that expectation, we consider not only the knowledge
fication, to the Deity, that sufficient strength

the individual from

whom

something was expected.

referred to, but also the highest desire, with which, he, to

whom

expectation

fruits, in

to

God,

nothing

is

attributed,

that respect expectation

For he
is

He

desires

demands
is

production of

most properly attributed

nothing so

equally delighted.

expressed in that parable.

the/

Let us

much from men

This also

now

is

;

in

most plainly

return from

this

digression.

To

that second

argument you make no

reply, but propose

another case which you think will be more easily managed.
us examine

with your answer. The case is
"If he did not bestow grace to bear fruit, which could
not be had, except by His gift, then God had no just cause of
expostulating with the Jews." The reply consists in a denial

But

this

let

this, also,

:

of the consequence, for the denial of which, a three-fold
reason is assigned. The first is this ; " as He did not owe

He was under obligation to no one." Secondly,
" because they rejected it when offered to them in their

that grace.
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Thirdly, " because they did not, after having re-

parents."

jected

it,

seek

who

to one,

it

anew, or have any care concerning

single one, though consisting of three

God

assigned that

do not bear

Indeed

p

it

a

For the reason

.rts.

could rightly expostulate with those, who
" they had grace sufficient for

fruit in this, that

purpose but rejected

this

it."

carefully considers the matter, the reason

To confirm and strengthen

it."

this

added that God would not be obligated to give
He be obligated,
would not deny it to those desiring it, but He would not

reason,

it

is

grace a second time, and that, even should

He

give

those not desiring

to

it

tulation

as

it is

is

to

and not having any care

it,

whatever concerning that grace.

That reason

for just expos-

be examined, and even so much more diligently,

more frequently

Could God
It is asked, then,
them because they do not bear good

used.

rightly expostulate with

fruit, who have rejected the grace received in their first parents,
which is necessary for the production of those fruits, or rather
who have lost it, by a judicial removal of it, on the part of

God

?"

For the discussion of
sider, first, "

this question, it is necessary to con-

whether God could demand

fruit

from those who

have, as a punishment from God, lost the grace necessary for
that production,

who

which was received

is,

own

demerit.

From

question " whether
sons, if they

in their first parents,"

are destitute of necessary grace, though

that

He

do not produce

command and

their

can justly expostulate with such per-

divine demand, by which
ture, is prescribed

by

this will readily follow the answer of the

by law.

sanction.

We remark, then, — every

fruit.

He

any thing from a creaBut a law consists of two parts,
The command, by which an act is
requires

prescribed or forbidden, ought not to exceed the strength of

him, on

whom

the

command

is laid.

The sanction contains

a promise of reward to the obedient, a denunciation of pun-

ishment against the transgressor.

demand

Hence it

is

evident that the

and of punishThat of obedience is prior and absolute
that of
punishment is subsequent, and has no place except when
of the law

is

two-fold, of obedience

ment.

obedience

;

is

not yielded.

Hence,

also, there is a two-fold
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law
one, in which the obedience, preby the law, is rendered the other, in which the punishment, required bj the law is inflicted. He, who satisfies
satisfaction of tlie

;

scribed

;

the claim of the law in one way,

He,

the other.

the law,

This

is

is

therefore,

entirely free

free

from

its

demands, in

the penalty laid

down

in

from obligation to render obedience.

true, universally, of

If the punishment of
itself

is

who pays

every kind of punishment.

disobedience comprehends within

a privation of that grace, without which the law can

not be obeyed, then, indeed, by a two fold right, he seems to

be entirely free from obligation to obedience, both because
he has suffered due punishment, and because he is deprived
of that strength without which the law can not be obeyed,

and deprived, punitively, by God Himself, the enacter of the
is of much importance.
For thus is excluded
that argument, which some present, saying, that the servant
is bound to render obedience or servitude, even if he has
cut off his own hands, without which he can not render it.
The case is not analogous. For the fault and sin of the
law, which fact

servant consists in the fact that he has cut off his hands,

but in the other case,

God

the strength, because

has not been used by him,

it

away
who had

himself the lawgiver, takes

received, according to the declaration, " to

him

that hath shall

be given, &c." That servant, indeed, deserved punishment by
that crime, and if he should suffer it, his master could not
afterwards demand from him service which he could not
Therefore

render without hands.
clude that

God can

not

demand

seems necessary

it

fruit

from those,

to con-

whom he has

deprived, though on account of their

own

strength necessary for producing

Let us take the

tration of

a tree.

deserves to die, but

The
when

tree,

fruit.

demerit,

which does not bear

if

the

illus-

fruit,

that punishment has been inflicted

upon it, no one can, by any right demand fruit from it.
Hence, therefore it follows secondly " God can not

justly

expostulate with those, who do not bear fruit if they are destitute of grace necessary tor this, even by the punishment of

God.

It is of

no consequence that God

restore grace to them.

For

as

He

is

is

not obligated to

not obligated to bestow

;
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grace, so

he

He

wills to

can not demand the
demand an act, He is

it is

act of obedience

Thus

For thus they twice deserve not

lost.

receive grace, both because they have lost

and because they do not seek

God

very account,

it

has not the right to

susceptible of performance.

answer

and, if

not to the purpose that thej do not seek the grace,

which they have
fault,

;

obligated to restore that

which the act can not be performed.

grace, without
also
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it,

of their

to

own

when lost. On this
demand an act, not

These things are in reply to your

to the case proposed.

The second passage is in (Matt, xxiii, 37). " How often
would I have gathered thy children together, and ye would

From

not."

this

passage Bellarmine, to prove that there

is

sufficient grace, thus argues, " If Christ did not desire that the

Jews should be able to will, then he could not, justly complain that they would not. Bat he did justly complain that
they would not. Therefore he desired that they might be able
This reasoniag is based on the supposition that no
to will."
one can jnstly complain of any person that he has not performed an act, for the performance of which he had not suffi,

cient strength.

Your
which

reply to that argument

is

The former

two-fold.

part,

goodjpleasure^ and that of sign or revelation has nothing whatever
For Bellarmine does
to do with the subject of the argument.
refers to the distinction of the will into that of

not say that Christ wished to gather them according to his

and affirms that he can
sustain that position from the passage itself.
For a gathering,
which is made according to the will of good pleasure is not

good-pleasure^ but he openly denies

only sufficient but also efficacious.
here referred

to,

they

also,

and thus

them unless he

whom
it

is

he

them

to

will,

which

follows that,

mode

assists or is

is

styled that

which

is

de-

of the will, does he

ready to

assist, that

may be able to will
"
God can, by the will
assertion, that
the Jews together, though He may not

wishes to gather,

a false

of sign^ will to gather
aid

it

For, in no

duced by Bellarmine.
to gather

Let the gathering together

be according to the

of sign or revelation^ and from

wish

it,

be able to will."

For the necessary consequence

—
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or effect of this will

is sufficient aid,

themselves might be able to

will.

bj which
It is

terms, tboui^h indirectly, to assert that "

also the

Jews

a contradiction in

He wills

to gather,

by which the Jews may be
able to will to be gathered, who can not, except by their own
will, be gathered.
You add, to this reply, that which has
also been said in reference to the first argument, and its repe-

and

wills not to give sufficient aid

tition is unnecessary.

of your reply is, " Christ does not here speak
God, but as the minister of the circumcision." Granted.
Then he wished to gather them together as the minister of the
circumcision, and as a minister who had power to baptize with

The latter part

as

Holy Ghost. Therefore, in that declaration of his will he
showed that he either had given or was ready to give sufficient
grace to them, without which they could not be gathered together.
But in the passage in Isa. v, God Himself speaks,
who is able efficaciously to soften and convert hearts, and
says
What could have been done more to my vineyard ?"
Who would repl}^, according to the meaning of your answer,
" Thou mightst have softened their hearts and have converted
them and it was suitable that thou shouldst do this. For thou
art God, and speakest there as God.
Therefore that distinction is absurd and not adapted to solve that objection.
We
see indeed on how weak foundations, that opinion rests, which
can not present other answers to meet those arguments.
The third argument is from the 7th chapter of the acts, 5tst
the

—

"

verse.

Ye do

always

resist the

Holy Ghost."

From

passage Bellarmine argues in a two-fold manner.
" Those, in

whom

good desires are not inspired, can not be
Spirit,
But the Jews are said to have
Therefore good desires were inspired in them, by

said to resist the
resisted

;

—

Holy

which they could have been converted."

who

can not but

their resistance

phen

;

—

this

First,

;

resist,

Secondly

can not be justly accused on account of

— But the Jews were justly

^Therefore they

—"They,

were able

to resist."

accused by Ste-

From these two
"They had

syllogisms can be deduced as a consequence,

—

grace sufficient to enable them not to resist and even to yield
to the

Holy

Spirit."

The

latter

argument

is

the stronger.
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Though something may be

may

addition

give to
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said against the former, yet a small

any oppo-

also strength to withstand

it

sition.

Let us examine your reply.

and

pertinent,

cedes that this

It

seems

is

not said of " the efficacious ooeration of the
-*

"

.

.

For he

Spirit."

to us, not at all

For Bellarmine con-

in part very ridiculous.
.

^

clearly distinguishes

Indeed he does

efficacious grace or operation.

by quoting passages

to

show

special grace into sufficient

between

that there

ani

sufficient

this

must be a

efficacious.

v^y

and

thing

division of

"But

this pas-

51), you say "refers to the external ministration of the prophets."
but that ministration was one,
True
by which the Spirit chose to work otherwise the man, who

sage," (Acts

vii,

;

—

;

opposed that ministration could not be said

Holy

to resist the

These things are co-ordinate and conjoined so far that
the Spirit wills to work at least sufficiently through that minGhost.

The

istration.

interpretation

of Feter

Lombardus

truly

is

worthy of the parent of the Scholastic Theology, and unworthy
of an introduction to the light by you, without stern repreI do not add a refutation of it, because

hension.

appears, on

its

The fourth

passage,

On

door and knock."

this

at

who can open, he knocks

in vain,

Far from us be such an idea

Therefore

when God knocks,

it is

is

and indeed

is

this

no one
a

fool-

in reference to the

certain that the

can open, and consequently he has sufficient grace."

answer does not touch

is

— " He, who

a door, knowing with certainty that there

knocks

order,

" I stand at the

verse.

Bellarmine remarks

within,

ish person.

perversity

who examine it.
which you have made third in

very front^ to those

from the 3d chapter of Rev. 20th

Deity.

its

argument of Bellarmine,

man

Your
for

he

does not wish to infer the universality of grace but that there
is

such a thing as sufficient grace, and this you do not, in your

answer, contradict.
universal, that

is, is

Whether, indeed, that sufficient grace is
all and each of mankind

bestowed on

by Bellarmine,
whose defence, indeed, I have not undertaken, and I am not
desirous to do so, yet it is necessary to love the truth, by whatuniversally,

ever person

34

is

it

discussed, in another place,

may be

spoken.
VOL. in.
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—

tenth error ; This, in your estimation, is that " the
hypothesis, which you opptse, is at variance with itself." This

The

is

But how do you prove

indeed a valid mode of confutation.

the liability of that theory to the charge of self-contradiction

You

very injuriously charge

determined

to

Who

men."

bestow

all

it

with the opinion that

?

"God

natural and gracious aids upon all

when he acknowlwhich God doe3 not

can hold such an opinion,

an "

edges that there

is

impart

Indeed you are not consistent with yourself

to all ?"

efficacious grace

For you say that

in the statement of their doctrine.

that

it

affirms

God

that
it

bestows all aids upon all men," and afterwards say
asserts that " God does grant to all not actual perse-

verance, but the ability to persevere or to will to persevere."
Is not the gift of actual perseverance

How

shall both these assertions

one among

all

aids!

be made without contradic-

when you have corrected it,
have made the remark " with-

Correct your error, and

tion

?

you

will see that

you ought

to

out which no one actually obtains salvation," as explanatory

Yet God is not wanting to those to whom
by which they can be saved, though He
may not give the grace by which they will actually be saved.
Those words " by persevering, to obtain salvation," should
have been arranged thus ** to persevere and obtain salvation."
You erroneously confound act with ability and efficacy with
of efficacious grace.

He

gives the grace,

Mvfficiency,

The

—

eleventh error ;
In this, you allege against this doc" it introduces heresies long condemned," namely,

trine that

This assertion you indeed afterwards
seem to soften down, because the Pelagians attribute the faculty

those of the Pelagians.

of doing well either wholly to nature, or only in part to grace,

You,
makes grace universal,
and thus involves itself in yet greater difficulty." Something
has been heretofore said on this point. Yet of what weight
For what if any one should say that all
is your refutation ?
men universally, have the power of believing and obtaining
salvation, if they will, and that this very power is bestowed,
divinely, upon the nature of mankind, by what argument will
while

the

doctrine

altributes

however, find fault with

it

it

because "

wholly to grace.
it
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you disprove the

assertion
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It does not follow,

?

from this state-

ment, that nature and grace have an equally wide extent.

For the

ability to believe pertains to nature, actual belief is of

So with the ability to will, and actual volition, It is
God, which worketh in you, &c." (Phil, ii, 13). " Unto you
it is given to believe, &c." (Phil, i, 29).
You seem to do
injury to the truth, when you say that it is a Pelagian idea
that " a man can, by the opposition of his will, resist grace."
grace.

There

no page in Scripture, where

is

a mere log
grace

that,

If this

?

by pure
is

Is a

this is denied.

man

must yield to
then a man consents freely, and

necessity of nature, he

not true,

therefore has the ability not to consent, that

to resist.

is,

Otherwise to what purpose are threats and promises
opinion that " a man has ability in the exercise of the

The

?

will, to

when explained to refer to remote
and which may, otherwise, be called capacity to receive
active and immediate ability, by which any one can will to
yield to grace," is not Pelagian. "Would that they, who, at
this day, hold the dogma of Predestination, might prove that
it does not introduce, by fair inference, the idea of fatal 'neyield to the grace of God,
ability,

You

cessity.

The

views.

say also that the Papists formerly held these

fact that

a similar crime

is

charged on both does

not prove a similarity in other respects.
they,

when you oppose, may

differ

the latter defend a doctrine which

It is possible that

from the Papists, and that

is

obnoxious to your objec-

tions.

—

The twelfth error ; You affirm that " this doctrine is in
harmony with the Papish view of predestination. If that
should be conceded,
think that

sented
tion.

it is

Yon,

the doctrine therefore false?

is

indeed, present a statement of
so absurd that

—that the statement

it

it

it,

but do not refute

may

be

itself will

sufficient to

be a

You

it.

have pre-

sufficient refuta-

Bat, if some one should undertake to defend thatdoctrine,

how would you

refute

it ?

We may make the attempt,

foresaw from eternity the natures and the sins of
sight preceded the decree

Savior of the world."
sins," for

Ha

men

;

"

God

this fore-

by which he gave Christ to be the
" The foresight of most

I should say

—

did not foresee the sin of the crucifixioa of
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Christ, until after that decree

was made.

You have

given a

careless statement of that doctrine, as you have not made that
necessary distinction. Then God decreed " to give, for the

sake of Christ, sufficient grace, by which

To

all

?

The Papists do not

destinated to
life

those who,

life

in the state of grace,

predestination of

God

men might be saved."

assert this.

'

He

Then, "

He

pre-

foresaw, would finish their

which was prepared

for

them by the

indeed not very far from the

this ia

doctrine of Augustine.
Your theory is " God did not reveal Christ for

all

and each

of mankind."

This theorem

is

not of

much

the speciality of predestination

with

whom you

service to you in proving
and of grace, since those,

contend, even on the supposition of

its

truth,

meet you with a two-fold argument.
First,—the reason that God did not reveal Christ to

all

mankind was the fact that their parents reon which account He perword of the gospel
mitted both the parents and their posterity to go on in their
own ways, and this, for so long a time, as the divine justice
and their sins seemed to demand.
The second argument is, that, in the mean time, while they
were destitute of the knowledge of Christ, God " left not
and

to each of

jected the

;

—

himself without witness" (Acts xiv, 17) but even then revealed to them some truth concerning His power and good-

and the law also, which He kept inscribed on their
If they had made a right use of those blessings, even
according to their own conscience, He would have bestowed
ness,

minds.

upon them greater grace, according to that declaration, " to
him that hath shall be given." But by abusing, or not using,
those blessings, they made themselves unworthy even of the
mercy of God, and therefore were without excuse, and not
having the law they were condemned, their own thoughts accusing them (Kom. ii, li, 15). But that God concealed the
promise of the Messiah from any man, before that, rejection
can not be proved from the Scriptures. Indeed, the contrary
can be proved from those things which are narrated of Adam
and his posterity, and of IToah and his children in the Scrip-
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tnres. The defection from tliO' right way gradually progressed,
and God is not bound at any particular time to send a new
revelation to men, who do not rightly use the revelation
which they already have.
From this, it is manifest what judgment must be passed on

those consectaries.

To

the

;

first

—The

reason that the promise of the Messed

seed was not revealed to
in rejecting

they

now

To
To

it,

all

men is

both the fault of their parents

and of themselves in holding the

the second
the third

—The answer
—All men are

;

;

is

by

by some

called

God

that they

may

him (Acts

find

may

vocation,

be led to

xvii, 27)

and

;

that truth, which they hold in unrighteousness, that

whose

effect, in

tion of the

themselves, they hinder

law on their

;

and by that

hearts, according

But

thoughts accuse one another.
is

which

the same.

namely, by that witness of God, by which they
feel after

truth,

have, in unrighteousness.

to

which

this vocation,

is,

inscrip-

their

although

it

not saving in the sense that salvation can be obtained imme-

diately from
as Christ

is

it,

yet

it

offered for

may

be said

them

mercy, follow that vocation,

To

the fourth

;

—

;

to

be antecedently saving,

and salvation

will,

of the divine

if it is rightly used.

It is stated that "

prescience of faith or unbelief

is

no one has said that the

the rule of predestination,"

and this charge is futile. But that some may be condemned,
by the law alone, is most true, and on account of their impenitence,

though not on account of their rejection of Christ.

ANALYSIS
OF THK

NINTH CHAPTER OF THE EPISTLE TO THE
EOMANS.
This Analysis was prepared by Arminius in 1593, and was sent

to

Gellius

Snecanus, a Minister in West Friesland, who etitertained views of Christian
doctrine similar to those of Arminius.
It was published in the latin editions of
the works of Arminius, as

an appendix

to the

foregoing treatise as illustrative
^

of many points therein discussed.

DISTINGUISHED MAN OF GoD, GeLLTUS SnECANUS, MY
FELLOW MINISTER, MOST BELOVED IN CbRIST, JaMES ArMINIUS
WISHES HEALTH AND SUCCESS THROUGH ChRIST.
I can not easily describe, most excellent sir, with how much
delight I was affected by reading and seriously consirlering
your commentary on the 9th chapter of the Epistle to the Romans. For when I saw that your idea of the scope of the
Apostle, and of the use of his principle arguments, was the
same, as I had recently presented to my congregation, in explaining the same chapter, I was greatly confirmed in that
opinion, both because I have great confidence in your judgment, and because I found proofs in the arguments, which
you advanced. I could not, therefore, do less than to write,
in return, to you to present my thanks, and to infc)rm yon
how I have proceeded in explaining this chapter, and what
impelled me to take this course not to prove our mutual

To THE

;

agreament only, but

to confirm

it

as

much

as

is

I candidly confess that this chapter has always

in

my

power.

seemed

to

me

—
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be involved in

to

greatest obscurity,

tlie

has appeared most

and

explanation

its

until light, introduced in this

difficult,

way, dispelled the shades, and placed the subject,

by

its

own

clearness, before

my

mind, so as

to

illustrated

be plainly un-

derstood.

I

come

to the subject itself.

the chapter

is

same with

the

In the

Gospel^ not the law, is the

the

tion, not to

him

first

place, the scope of

that of the whole epistle

That

:

power of God unto

that worketh, hut

to

salva-

him that heliemth,
God is manifest-

in the Gospel the righteousness of

since,

ed in the ohtainment of salvation hy faith in Christ. This
its part, and indeed is peculiarly engaged in

chapter performs

the support of that proposition.

It

defends the proposition

all their power
and destructive to their own
views, and so defends it as to confirm its truth more and more,
and, by refuting those objections, adds strength and stability

against the objections of the Jews, who, with

endeavor

to the

to

overturn

it

as hostile

word and

foundation already laid, in that very divine

purpose, which the Jews were strenuously wresting, in their

own

favor, to the

That such

is

overthrow of Paul's doctrine.

the design of the chapter, the connection shows,

may

the relation" of which

Many

dent proposition.

be sought, partly from this anteceof the Jews are cast off, which is

— " could
wish that myself were accursed from Christ
my brethren,"
partly from the negation contained in the 6th verse— "
as
included, also, in the introduction of this chapter

I

for

JSTot

though the word of

God

hath taken none

efiect."

which, being embraced in one enunciation,

rendered thus
the

word of God

most

Though most of

the

Jews are

does not therefore fail.

clearly, that the

Paul, opposed to this

may

Both of

be suitably

rejected, yet

Hence

it

appears,

Jews had made an assertion, against
negation, that, by the interposition of

that antecedent, (which was, immediately, deduced from the

doctrine of Paul)

they might convict that doctrine, from

which a consequence so absurd might be deduced, of falsity,
and refute it as absurd, in this manner: "If most of the
Bat it can not
Jews are rejected, the word of God must fail

—
;

—

—
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be that the word of

Jews are not
apostle

He

?

God

rejected."

should

How

fail

;
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—Therefore, most of the

does this operate against the

had proposed a doctrine, which necessarily

in-

cluded the rejection of the Jews to a very considerable extent,

namely, righteousness and salvatiofi are

to he obtained

by

faith in Christy not by the worJcs of the law. It was easy
for the Jews to deduce from this,
" If righteousness and sal-

—

vation consist in faith in Christ,

whom

Paul preaches,

it fol-

lows that the Jews, for the most part, are rejected from tho
" Because
covenant. The reason of this conclusion is this.

most 'of the Jews do not believe in Christ." But it is false
that most of the Jews are rejected by God
for then the word
of God would fail.
Therefore, the doctrine of the apostle Paul,
;

from which that consequence
apostle considered that

it

is

deduced,

was necessary

for

is

absurd.

him

The

to refute this

which threatened overthrow and destruction to his
by showing that the undoubted principle, which the
Jews used as the prop of their objection, was not only not inobjection,

doctrine,

jurious to his cause, but even very favorable to

it.

It is necessary to properly settle the state of the question in

controversy between the apostle and the Jews.

be of great importance to the whole matter.

—"

For

this will

It is not

— " are

most of the Jews
Is the word of God of none
For the apostle confesses that it would be impious
even to admit the latter thought. The former he will afte^r
wards prove by the clear testimony of the Scripture. But the
question embraces both these
" Will the word of God fail,
even if most of the Jews are rejected ?" Even this is not sufrejected !" or

effect ?"

;

ficient.

—

The answer of this question does not

dispute, or exhaust all the difficulties.

settle the

whole

For, if the apostle,

by

the force of his arguments, should gain this point, that some,

and indeed most of the Jews, are rejected, and yet the word
of God remains sure, would not this question remain
"Does
not the word of God fail, if those of the Jews are rejected,
who, with the greatest zeal, seek the righteousness of the Law
That question must still remain, as it would be easy for the
Jews to make an exception to the solution of that question
" Though the word of God may remain sure, if ma,ny of the
:

—
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Jews

we

are rejected, yet

can not be included in the number,

word of God would

else the

This element, therefore,

fail.

Laving been added, will complete the entire statement of the
question, thus:

"Does

not the

who

the Jews,

word God become of none

effect, if

those of

seek righteousness, not of faith, but of the law,

are rejected by God."

This question

is

suited to his design

finishes the discussion,

and exhausts

this the apostle treats, as
all

bear upon

its

is

;

all

the solution of this
the difficulties

;

of

evident from his arguments, which
'Nor indeed

solution.

is

that, whicli

gave

que tion, to be separated from the question, and to
refute which that principle having reference to the certainty
of the word of God, was adduced by the Jews, and which the

rise to tlie

apostle also endeavored, as strongly as possible, to

against them.

attended

to,

In this question, therefore, this

—" would the word of the

with the Jews, be in vain,

if

is

to

assert

be chiefly

covenant, entered^ into

the doctrine

<.f

the apostle in

by
by the law, or the works of the law,
and should be regarded as the fundamen-

reference to the attainment of righteousness and salvation
faith alone in Christ, not

should find a place,
tal principle

of salvation?"

How much

difference exists

of the question, and of

between those two conditions

how much importance

that difference

For the question, proposed in this mode,
" would not the word of God be vain, if most of the Jews are

i^,

you readily

see.

rejected ?" could be answered in this way.

"

God

indeed, in

Jews and called them to
a participation of the covenant, but yet, by His eternal decree
and purpose, He determined in fact to make only some of the
Jews partakers, passing by the rest, and leaving them in their
the word of promise, invited

former

state."

Some

answer of the apostle

But

tlie

all

the

indeed say that this
to the

the

is

proposed question.

sum

of the

question, pro])Osed in this last manner,

— "Would

who

seek right-

not the word of

God

fail, if

those of the Jews,

eousness, not of faith, but of the law, arc rejected by

can only be answered in this way.
in the declaration of

His promise,

God

?"

*'God, in His word, and
signified that

He

consider-
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ed, in the relation of children, only, those of the Jews,

should seek righteousness and salvation by

But the two answers are very

law.

the decree of Predestination

ment of Beza and
timent.

Far be

others

seek the same by the

who should

relation of foreigners, those

is

different.

defined according to the senti-

from me, however,|

it

In the former,

in the latter, according to

;

who

but in the

faith,

such as to confirm your view or

make

to

my own

your sen-

a statement

concerning the de-

cree of Predestination by the answer, which I see to be alone

The passage

adapted to the question so stated.

itself will, in-

deed, declare, if examined, that the state of the question

which I have presented,

that,

ia

a right judgment can really

discussion,

from the arand from the conclusion

will deny,

who

be formed, concerning the

guments adduced in its
arrived at, which no one

if

state of the question,

has ever saluted the

threshold of knowledge.

Let

us, then, consider these points, in the

apostle.

of

God

First,
fails"

answer of the

—" the word
deduced from the
words — " Not

he denies that the consequence

— can,

dent, which the

in any way, be
Jews proposed in
:

anteceas

these

though the word of God hath taken none

Then he

effect."

subjoins the reason of the denial, and the Scriptural proof, in-

terwoven with the reason by means of

allegories, dictated

by

God, and explained by the apostle. The reason consists in the
distinction of the Jews, and their two-fold classification, in respect to this, divine word and purpose, or from the two fold
seed of Abraham, of which only one was comprehended in
that word and purpose.
" For," he says, "they are not all Israel which are of Israel
Keither because they are the seed
:

of Abraham, are they

children

all

:"

but there are,

among

them, some "children of the flesh" and others "children of
the promise

;"

whence

does not embrace
fail,

even

much
word

if

it

concluded

—

If the

may
whom it is

they are rejected of

that they never w^ere

indeed ought altogether

way be

is

satisfied.

word of God

the Israelites in one character,

some, from their number,

less, if
itself,

all

to

it

does not

be rejected; and
evident, from the

comprehended

in

it.

This

be added, or the question can in no

It was, indeed,

added, as

is

apparent from

•
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the apostle, l^or, indeed, does he only say that not all are comprehended under that word, but he describes those, who are

by God, and who are not included in
For the children of the flesh are considered, by
alien from the covenant, and the children of the

considered as children
that term.

the apostle,

promise are considered partakers of the covenant.
argument, refuting Jewish objection,
If the

may

Hence

this

be constructed.

—

word of God comprehends only the children of the

promise, to the exclusion of the children of the flesh, then

it

word of God does not fail, even if the children
of the flesh are rejected it, indeed, would fail if they should
be received, who are excluded by the very condition of the
covenant
But the word of God comprehends only the chilxbllows that the

:

;

—

dren of the promise, to the exclusion of the children of the
flesh

;

—

^Therefore, the

word of God does not

fail,

even

if

the

children of the flesh are rejected.

By
If

in

—

word of God does not fail, even
provided they are embraced
the number of the children of the flesh, and that they are
consequence, also

most of

;

^The

the- Jews™are rejected,

zo included

is

evident from the description of the children of

the flesh.

The

children of the flesh 'are said, in this

apostle, to

place,

by the

be those who, by the works of the law, follow after

righteousness and salvation.
is

In this way, also, the consequent
deduced from his doctrine concerning jusand salvation by faith in Christ. For it does not

sustained, being

tification

follow from this, that
this distinguishing

some of the Jews are

rejected, unless

Christ, but follow after the righteousness of the law.

children of the promise are they,
salvation

by

by

mark, namely, that they do not believe in

faith in Christ.

who

But the

seek righteousness and

This description of the children

of the flesh and of the promise

is

so plain

from the Scriptures,

But the foundations of the
proofs can be sought from the 4th, 9th, and 10th chapters of
this epistle, and from the 3d and 4th chapters of the Epistle
to the Galatians, as you have observed, and as I presented to
as not to need further argument.

my

congregation,

From

when

this discussion

I treated this subject.

of the question

it is

evident, that

it
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must be proposed

in the

second manner, with reference

We

character of those rejected.

to the

must now, indeed, consider

the proof of that reason, which

is assumed in the refutatorj
For the consequence, deduced from it, is, in itself,
clear and manifest.
The apostle, then, proves that the word of
the promise and covenant comprehends only thechildren of the
promise, to the exclusion of the children of the flesh, and this by
a two-fold type, one, taken from the family of Abraham, and

syllogism.

But two things are to be
argument in both cases, both supported by
the authority of the apostle, which ought to be held sacred by
us.
One, that Ishmael and Isaac, Esau and Jacob, are, to be
considered, n ot in tho ns .Iv^os, bu t_as_typesjn those passages,
which he presents. The other, that they are types of the children of tEe iiesh and of the promise^ The apostle proves
neither, but assumes both and correctly.
For it is most certain, from an inspection of the passages themselves, that this
is so, for the apostle says, in Gal. iv, 24, " which things are
an allegory," and that the first sense, which God wished to
give in those passages, is n^t liter^l^^hut allegorical. These
things being presupposed, the force of the apostle's argument
consists in the agreement between the types and antitypes,
which is as great as is the immutability and constancy of Him,
the other from the family of Isaac.

presupposed

to the

r

who

willed that these should be the types, corresponding to

those antitypes.
consists,

But

it is

to

be observed that this agreement

not in their exact resemblance, but in their mu-

and relation, the proper difference of type and
and antitype being preserved. I give this admonition that
no one may think it necessary that he, who represents the
tual connection

children of the flesh, should himself be a child of the flesh,

by the mode of the same

Now,

definition.

The proof from the first type
depends on these two passages of Scripture (verses 7 and 9).
" In Isaac shall thy seed be called," and
at this time will I
to the particular cases.

come, and Sarah shall have a son."

ment

is

From which

deduced, that agreement being presupposed

seed, reference

is

made

to Isaac

the children of the promise

;

—

;

—But Isaac

^Therefore,

all

is

this argu;

—In the

the type of all

the children of

—
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The Major

the promise are regarded in the seed.

words

in these

—

Minor, partly in these words
ise,

At

this

is

embraced

The
word of prom-

In Isaac shall thy seed be called."

—" For

this is the

time will I come, and Sarah shall have a son

was made.

partly in that agreement, of which mention

But not only may we infer

that all the children of the prom-

ise are

reckoned in the seed^ but that they alone are so reck-

oned.

For those

which are spoken of

things,

Isaac, are effect-

ual to the exclusion of Ishmael, as the apostle signifies by the

adversative particle " but" (7th verse), joined to the

member

of the sentence, opposed to the former negations, " but. In

from which

Isaac shall thy seed be called

deduced
is the

;

—Ishmael

is

this conclusion is

—But Ishmael
—Therefore, none

not reckoned in the seed

the type of all the children of the flesh

;

;

of the children of the flesh are reckoned in the seed.
that in that figure,'the conclusion

is

I

know

deduced only in a particular

depends on the agreement, which subsists between the type, and that which is adumcase, but the strength of the conclusion

brated by the type, in accordance with the immutable will of

God.

We know,

also, that

a conclusion

may be drawn from

the necessity of the subject, which can not be

drawn from the

particular form of the syllogism.

Here we might say many

mode

things concerning the consequent

of the mutual relation of Ishmael and the children of the

and of Isaac, and the children of the promise and how this
was aptly signified by the birth of each, as the apostle declares
was prefigured by that type. But I think that it is unnecessa-

flesh,

;

ry to repeat those things, because they serve only to explain
that sentiment, not to confirm
to us

by the authority of the

dren of the

flesh are signified

it,

as

it is

sufiiciently

proved

apostle, namel}'', that the chil-

by Ishmael, but the children

of the promise, by Isaac.

Now

is introduced, taken from the family of
which the apostle afiSrms that the same thing is de-

another type

Isaac, in

clared, as in the former,

only

this,

but

whon

when he

says (iOth verse) " and not

Rijbecca, also, &c."

That passage, there-

same purpose, is to be explained in accordance with the same design. But three things, are to be

fore,

adduced

for the
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First
some circumstances, pecuwhich add much weight to the proof of the

considered here, in order.
liar to this type,
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and by which the apostle anticipates whatever he
by the Jews against the former type in opposition to his cause. Secondly the word of
God, which was addressed to Rebecca, which the typical argument embraces, is illustrated from another passage, taken

apostle,

foresees can be brought forward

—

from one of the prophets.

Thirdly

—the

explanation which

Paul, the divinely inspired, gives of the object and scope of
that divine declaration.

As

to the first, the

type, that

it is

Jews could object against the former

not wonderful that Ishmael, being rejected,

by God, both because Ishmael was the child of a bond woman, and Isaac of the free
woman, and because, before God announced the word of promise to Sarah, Ishmael was born and could have perpetrated
those things which made him unworthy of that honor and felicity.
The apostle meets these objections, and replies to the
first, that, in the case of Esau and Jacob, the circumstances
were entirely different, as they had both the same father and
the same mother, and were born at the same birth. In reply
Isaac should be adopted as a son

to the second objection,

he

refers to the words, addressed to

Rebecca, when she was yet carrying the twins in her womb,

and therefore, the children were not yet born, and could not
have done any good or evil, by which one deserved to be
rejected and the other adopted.
By these circumstances, the
Jews were deprived of any objection, which they could make
against the previous type, namely, that they, being born of

the free

woman, and seeking

could, in no

were

way

their salvation

whatever, be reckoned

from the law,

among

those

who

Those words, addressed to Rebecca, are to be
considered, which were briefly these " The elder shall serve
the younger." They are explained by a passage Irom Mai. i,
" Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated,'* and
2, 3.
rejected.

:

this is said, that it

elder

is

may be

evident that the servitude of the

united with the divine hatred, and the doraiuion of

the younger with the divine love.

Here we must repeat what was said

before, as a general re-
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mark, that Esau and Jacob are to be considered, not in themselves, but as types, and so that which is attributed to them,
to

is

be accommodated

signified.

Hence,

to the antitypes, or rather to the things

also, the antitypes are

to

be considered,

before a conclusion, similar to the former, can be deduced

from them,

Jews and
But what those
may be gathered from the end or design which

to the refutation of the sentiment of the

to the confirmation of that of the apostle.

antitypes are,

the apostle has added, in these words

God, according

Him

to election,

that calleth."

That

:

" that the purpose of

might stand, not of works, but of

is,

God, in those words, " the elder

shall serve the younger," addressed to Rebecca, " the children

being not yet born, neither having done any good or evil,"

He had formed, in
His own mind, from eternity, a purpose to communicate righteousness and salvation, not one which should embrace all the
posterity of Abraham universally, but which should be according to election, by which He would distinguish between
designed to indicate nothing else than that

these and those, not considered simply in their

own

nature, as

pure or corrupt, but in respect to the condition, by which
righteousnes and salvation were to be applied, as the apostle

—

shows in the following words that this purpose, according
to election, might stand not of works, but of him who calleth,
in which words is contained a description of the antitypes,

which had before been given in the phrases "children of the
Here it is more clear,
fiesh" and " children of the promise."
for the children of the fiesh and those of the promise are,
each, by their own peculiarity, defined by the apostle, in this
passage, since the former are " of works," the latter of faith,

by which obedience

is

rendered unto God,

who

" calleth."

Therefore, the apostle says that the purpose of God, which

according to election, has reference to those

who have

is

faith

and who trust in Christ, not to those who
seek salvation by the works of the law. The conclusion can
be drawn from these things against the objection of the Jews

God who

in

calleth,

in favor of the doctrine of the apostle concerning justification

by
is

faith, in this

way

:

word of God and His purpose
by which the former is rejected, and

" If the

according to election,
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it follows, even if some of the Jews
word and purpose is not in vain rather
indeed, if that purpose, which is according to election, should
be said to embrace all without any election, it would be in
vain
But this word and purpose is according to election
Therefore, even if some of the Jews should be rejected, yet
it is,
that word and purpose does not, on that account, fail

the latter accepted, then
are rejected, yet that

;

;

—

;

;

indeed, rather confirmed from that fact, because
to exclude some, as
is

rejected

An

it is

nature

it is its

according to election, by which one

and another accepted."

indefinite proof of this kind, however,

for this subject

:

for

it

is

not sufficient

remains to be proved that those same

persons are^ excluded^ t>yj:he purpose according to election,

who

are properly considered to be excluded

and

rejected, ac-

cording to the doctrine of the apostle concerning justification

by

namely, those

faith,

and

salvation, not

the law.

from

who

sought to obtain righteousness

faith in Christ, but

from the works of

This, therefore, the apostle adds.

haust the whole objection,, the conclusion

is

Hence to exdrawn thus

If the purpose, according to election, stands, not of works, but

of

Him

that calleth, then

it

follows that they,

who

seek after

righteousness and salvation from the works of the law, and
the law, are not included in that purpose, but they, only,

by

faith

obey God, who promiseth and calleth

;

—But the pur-

pose, according to election, stands, not of works, but of

that calleth
•

ced,

who

;

—

^Therefore, in that purpose, they are not

are of the law, but only they

who

by

who

Him

embra-

are of the faith

of Jesus Christ.

The Major

seology, if rightly

understood, which signifies that the firm-

ness of the purpose, which

not on works, but on

who

Him

is

is,

in

itself,

plain from

its

phra-

according to election, depends,

that calleth.

Therefore, to

them

are of the works of the law, this purpose can not be firm

sure, but to those who are of faith.
From this idea, 1 seem to myself to perceive the reason that
God placed the condition of the covenant of grace, not in a

and

perfect obedience to the law, as previously, but in faith in

The minor depends on the declaration " the elder
serve the younger," and on the agreement of the type

Christ.
shall

35
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and antitype, which

—

^that what is presignibj the type should correspond to the antitype. But, by
the type of Esau and Jacob, is presignified, first, that the pur-

consists in this

fied

God

pose of

is

according to election

Him

stands, not of works, but of

;

then, that this purpose

The former,
other hated one was

that calleth.

indeed, because one was loved and the

;

preferred to and placed over the other, which

purpose according

a sign of " the

is

the latter, because Esau, the

to election

was hated and made subject, and Jacob, the younger,
was loved, and placed over him, which is a sign that this purelder,

Him

pose stands, " not of works, but of
that

God

who

loves them,

that calleth

that

is,

seek righteousness, and salvation

by faith in Christ, but hates them who seek the same by the
works of the law. It follows that they are not embraced in
that purpose, who are of the works of the law, but only they
who are of the faith of Jesus Christ, and consequently that

Jews are

those of the

rejected,

who

righteousness

in

cipation

were

in

by
di-

this point, I

this, alone, it is established.

have also explained to many,

by Esau, the

signified

elder,

zeal for the law, justification

and

who were
life

by

faith in Christ.

things here

;

how

the Jews

seeking, in their

by the law, and

Jacob, the younger, they were signified,
things

parti-

Therefore,

Christ.

overthrown by the word of the covenant and the

is it

vine purpose, that, by

At

faith

that this doctrine of justification

so far from the truth
faith is

by

followed the righteousness

and loved, who sought

of the law, and they are elected

who

that,

by

sought the same

not necessary to repeat these

It is

the authority of the apostle

is

sufiicient,

who

thus explains those types, and who, briefiy, from the agree-

ment of the type and

antitype, or that

the type, deduces this argument.

which

— Esau,

is

signified

by

the elder, was con-

demned to be the servant of his brother, by God, and was haBut Esau, the elder, is the type of all those
ted by him
who seek justification and salvation by the works of the law;
^Therefore, all they who seek salvation by the works of the
law, are condemned to servitude, and are hated by God.
;

—

—

Again

;

—Jacob,

brother,

the younger, obtained dominion over his

and was loved by God

;

—J acob, the younger,

is

the

*
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type of all those who, according to the grace of vocation, by faith
seek justification.

Therefore, they who, according to the grace

of vocation, by faith seek justification, obtain dominion, and are

loved by God. Both Majors are included in the declarations
" The elder shall serve the younger" and " Jacob have I loved,

but Esau have I hated "

The Minors are contained in these
words, " that the purpose of God, according to election, might
stand, not of works, but of

Him

that calleth," and

depend on

the authority of the apostle, wlio thus explains those types.

Hence

it is

apparent that the question referred not only

the rejection of

some and the acceptance of

others, but to the

rejection or acceptance of those of certain characters, that

those distinguished by certain qual\^jes.

to

Therefore

tlie

is,

apos-

tle, here, treats not of the decree or the divine purpose, by
which some are elected and others are reprobated, considered
absolutely in their own nature, whether pure or corrupt but
of a purpose such as includes that description of elect and
reprobate, which is here clearly observed in that purpose by
the apostle in which consists, in fact, the controversy be;

:

tween Beza with his followers, who strenuously defend the
former and yourself, who urge a purpose of salvation such as
to

embrace the characters of
who are to be damned.

those,

who

are to be saved

and

those

But they

will say that

it

is

indeed true that Ishmael and

Esau, Isaac and Jacob are to be considered typically, that

is,

the former, in each case, representing the character of the
children of the fiesh, and of those

who

are of the works of the

law, and the latter, the children of the promise, and those

who

are of faith, but that they also, for themselves, belong, in the

same manner,

to those classes,

which they

the eternal purpose of God, by which

He

typify,

and

this of

determined to make

Isaac and Jacob children of the promise, and to bestow on

them

but to leave Ishmael and Esau in the carwhich they were born.
They afiirm that we must go further back and inquire why
faith in Christ,

nal nature, in

one

is

the child of the flesh, another of

tlie

promise,

why one

should believe in Christ, and another should not believe, but
seek salvation of the works of the law.

T

answer

—

It

can not
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be proved from this passage that they, who are types, pertain
to the antitypes

and

:

and Esau belong

may, perhaps, be true that Ishmael

if it

to the children of the flesh, as thus described,

yet that they are such, of any divine purpose,

In this purpose, as

this place.

thing

is

we have

is

not taught in

explained

it,

some-

determined concerning the children of the flesh and

of the promise, but with the explanation which they prefer,

something

is

determined concerning individuals, that these

should be children of the

flesh, those of the

promise.

They

oan not, therefore, be the same purposes, the subject of one

being changed into the attribute of the other.
the adequate subject, there

is

not, as yet,

And

the Coryphaei of that view.

Concerning

harmony even among

since the question

— "why

do some believe and others not?" has the same change of subject

and

attribute, I affirm that

nor has

must

it

it is

not here discussed by the apostle,

They
consult other passages of Scripture and see

even the least connection with his design.

therefore

whether they can, from them, obtain proof for that decree.
sufficient

is

for us that, here, the

purpose

is

described,

It

by

and salvation through grace, may be
and by which we can be made more certain,
But this purpose
in ourselves, concerning the same things.
is that which God determined, after the former condition added
to the legal covenant had not been performed, and man had
by the fall been made unable to perform it, to enter into a covenant of grace with us through Christ and of grace to change

which our

justification

self consistent,

;

the condition of the former covenant into faith in Christ, by

which we, believing in Christ, might obtain the same thing as
should have previously obtained by plenary obedience to

we

the law, rendered

by

ourselves.

On

this purpose, as

pears, depends the certainty of our salvation,

time the assurance of

ance from
in Christ

;

thi.

in ourselves.

it

Enthymene, "

—therefore I

I

am

For we

and

shall be saved," or " I
:

am elect." The
" God has imrnu-

who believe
sum of that purpose.
" "Why did God wish that Ishmael

contained the

Jf any one should inquire,

same

infer that assur-

tably determined from eternity to save those,
is

ap-

a believer," or " I believe

strength of which depends on this proposition

Christ; "in which words

at the

it
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and Esau should be the types of the children of the flesh, but
"
Isaac and Jacob the types of the children of the promise ?
I answer Because it was suitable for the sake of significancy,
and of agreement between the type and the antitype in relation
to the former type that he who was born of the bond woman
and of the flesh should be the type of the children of the flesh,
but that he, who was born of the free woman, and of the
promise, when the flesh had now become unfruitful, should be

—

;

the type of the children of the promise

;

but in relation to the

who was born first, should prefigure the
children of the flesh, and he, who was born last, the children
The reason will be manifest to those who
of the promise.

latter type, that he,

consider the agreement of types and antitypes.
It

may be

asked further, "

should be born of the bond

Why did God will

woman and

that Ishmael

of the flesh, and that

Esau should be born flrst but that Isaac should be born of
the free woman, and of the promise, and Jacob last? " I reply that the same question would be asked, if Isaac and Jacob had been substituted for Ishmael and Esau. In this matter, the Divine freedom is complete, circumscribed by no ne;

cessity of the

Divine

attributes, or of

His revealed

will be seen of the attributes of the divine nature

This

will.

and

own

^lis

revealed will are subject to Go(?, in the determination of that

purpose, for which your opponents contend.

Let

now, come

us,

character

"

;

What

ness with God."
jection

cedent
it

thus

:

to

shall

another objection, which

we

say then

The nature

is

of this

Is there unrighteous-

of this question, and of this ob-

not equally clear, what the ante-

is

manifest, but

is

from which that objection

it is

?

is

deduced.

Some

state

—" If God, without any respect of works, regards

Ish-

mael and Esau with hatred and excludes them from the number of His children, but lOves Isaac and Jacob, and considers
them as His children, is He not unjust ? It seems to be a
kind of injustice not to bestow the same things on those of
the same character."
sidering
acters
for

them

— as

It is true that, if the apostle

has been remarked

such an objection.

was con-

and not as types of certain charthere would be an occasion
For it is certain that from those ante-

in themselves,

—
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cedents arises an occasion for the objection.

Suph, however,

was not the antecedent of the apostle, but this " God in the
word of the covenant, and in tlie purpose, which is according
to election, embraced only those, who might be the children
:

of the promise,

who should

believe in Christ, to the exclusion

of the children of the flesh and of those

ousness of the law."

Jews were

Whence

it

who

souojht the righte-

followed " that those of the

rejected who, in their zeal for the righteousness of

the law, did not believe in Christ, and, moreover, those of the

who

Gentiles,

vation

bj

There

is

this

" If

:

sought a participation in justification and

faith in Christ,

sal-

were received into the covenant."

besides another antecedent of that objection, namely,

God

hates the children of the flesh, and excludes

them from the covenant, but loves the children of the promise,
and reckons them in the see l, embraced in the covenant, and
this, indeed, of His mere purpose, without respect to works,
then it follows that He is unjust " or this "If God rejects
the J ews, and accepts the Gentiles in their place, then He is
unjust."
But these two amount to almost the same thing. I
think that the reasoning of the former is the more conclusive.
The reasoning of this objection seems sufficient to prove injustice in the Deity, because He made this decree of the mere
good pleasure of His will, without any reference to merit.
;

Let

us,

:

He

however, examine the answer of the apostle.

Then he gives the reason for his
denial.
He denies the inference, when He says, " God forbid," that is, we ought by no means to admit the thought that
first

denies the inference.

there
is

God, who is just in Himself, and, indeed,
and does nothing, and can do nothing, unmost perfectly agrees with His nature.

is

injustice in

essential justice,

less it

The reason of

this denial of the inference is two-fold

from the liberty of the divine mercy
illustration

of the divine

power and

;

;

first,

secondly, from the due

That, which

glory.

is

comprehended
"
in these words,
For lie saith to Moses, I will have mercy
on whom I will have mercy, and I will have compassion on
whom I will have compassion" (15th verse). In these words
"In
is expressed, according to the Hebrew idiom, this idea
inferred from the liberty of the divine mercy,

is

:
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will is placed the

power
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of hav-

as is also indicated by the deing mercy on whom I will
duction, " Therefore hath He mercy on whom He will have

mercy"
to the

(verse 18th).

But

in

what way this answer

is effectual

overthrow of that inference, the word Mercy declares,

which word embraces in itself the whole weight of the refutation. For the only sufficient reason for charging injustice on God
on account of that purpose was this that God could not, without
injustice, make of none effect " His purpose of creation, by
which He made justification and life dependent on obedience
to the law, but condemnation and death in the transgression
:

of the same law
cation

and

life,

;

especially so far as to exclude, from justifi-

those,

attain to justification

not indeed do

this,

who

and

should endeavor, by the law, to

life,

but to make others,

who should

but should believe in Christ, partakers of

and life. This charge of injustice can be removed
from the Deity, only by the word mercy here used, which, as

justification

^

it

presupposes misery and

a change of the purpose

is

sin,

not

by

this

very fact indicates that

made with any blame on God,

but because the condition of that purpose had been violated

by a transgression of the law, and, thus, an inability to keep
the law had been brought upon man.
Hence we see that, by
the fault of man, the covenant, entered into at the creation,
was made void, and therefore God, free from its obligation,
could have either punished man according to his demerit, or
instituted another purpose in His own mind.
That this might
be for the good of man, it was necessary that mercy should
intervene, which should remit sin, and arrange a condition,
which He might, by the aid of mercy itself, be able to perform. The apostle affirms that God formed within Himself
purpose of this character, and this indeed of His mere mercv,
which was free (yet under the guidance of justice) to determine on whom He might will to have mercy, and on whom
He might will not to have mercy whom He might will to
make partakers of justification and life, and whom to exclude
from the same blessings. Whence it follows that God, on account of a decree of this kind, and a purpose according to
election, by which He determined to receive the children of
:i

;
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the promise into the covenaut, and exclude from

dren of the

flesh,

works, but of
injustice

if

He

Him

because,

;

the chil-

that crJleth," can not be charged with

moved

His own mind.

cree in

it

and which He purposed should stand " not of
'>y

mercy

alone,

God would,

He made

therefore,

this de-

be unjust,

should deprive .any one of justification and

life,

or

should require a condition contrary to the covenant entered
into at the creation

but when, on account of the violation of

:

the condition, and of inability to perform

mercy

to

make

to punish

God was

man

it, it

was

either for

a covenant of grace with man, or for severity

without hope of pardon

it

;

is

apparent that

He

was much more
arrange whatever conditions might seem good to Him,
not less

free, that

indeed

covenant, than in the covenant of creation.

free, to

in that

Consequently

He

could not be charged with injustice in one case more than in
the other.

may

This whole matter

purpose of

God

be treated syllogistically

:

—If the

according to election to reject the children of

the flesh, but to consider as seed, the children of the promise

has for
then

it

its

cause the mercy and compassion of

follows that

God
;

by no means, on

God

this

alone

account be

—But the cause of that purpose the
on account of
—Therefore God can

charged with injustice

mercy of God alone

can,

is

;

not,

be charged with injustice. That this is the meaning of the
answer of the apostle is evident from the subjoined inferential
answer " So then it is not of him that willeth, nor of him
that runneth, but of God, that showeth mercy," (verse 16)
supply here " the purpose according to election," which is
it,

—

—

had before said " that the purpose of
God, according to election, might stand, not of works, but of
Him that calleth," and "the children of the promise are counteffectual so far as he

ed for seed," the children of the flesh being excluded. For,
when the will and the course of men are opposed to the mercy
of God,

it is

certain that the reference

is

to the effort

and the

course of a man, by which he hopes that he will obtain justification

and salvation apart from the mercy of God. Such,
is the effort and the course of those, who seek justiand salvation by the works of the law. When, also,

however,
fication
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mercy is, on the other hand, placed in opposition to the will
and course of men, it is evident that the condition of justification and life, which is most nearly related to mercy, namely,
being op-

faith in Christ, the Mediator, is ordained, the other

posed to mercy.

The

other reason of the denial of the inference consists in

the just illustration of the divine power and glory, in those,,

whom He

on

wills not to

have mercy

which, also,

:

forth in the particular example of Pharaoh.

is

set

comprehend-

" For the Scripture saith unto Pharaoh,
same purpose have I raised thee up, that I might
my power in thee, and that my name might be declared
in all the earth" (verse lY.)
From which passage, the apostle
answers that part of the objection, in which God was charged
with injustice because He rejected and regarded with hatred
the children of the flesh, of His purpose according to election,
If God
in an argument, susceptible of the following form
is free, for the just declaration of His own power and the illustration of His own name, to raise up, harden and punish

ed in these words

Even
shew

.

It is

:

for this

:

—

Pharaoh, then injustice can not be attributed to God, because,
in His purpose according to election. He decrees to illustrate

own power and glory in the
ment of the children of the flesh

His

the former, as

He

is

free to

is

latter,

valid.

For, either

God

^Therefore also

;

He

and hence
will

and punishfree to do

—But God was
passage —

apparent from this

do the

count, be accused of injustice.
is

just hardening
;

can not, on this ac-

The argument uf
be

free, in

name

no

the

Mayor

case, to illustrate

punishment of
any person, or He will be, also, free to decree to do this, according to any purpose, in the condemnation of those, by
the power and glory of His

in the just

whose just condemnation He may
power and the glory of His name.
It is, also, true that to take

God

of

making a

decree,

away

which

is

will to declare

the right and power from

according to election,

nothing else than to be unwilling that

own power, and
dening

aild

the glory of His

any man and

He

to

is

should exhibit His

own name,

punishment of some men.

conjoined, to punish

His own

in the just har-

For these things are
decree that the same man
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is obnoxious to

Punishment can

punishment.

be, with jus-

on no one, unless the same thing was destined

tice, inflicted

him bj a just purpose or decree. How God was free to
up and harden Pharaoh, &c., will be shown hereafter,

for

raise

That this is the
whole meaning of the answer of the apostle appears from the

in the refutation of a subsequent objection.

conclusion, subjoined to the whole answer

He mercy

whom He

on

—" Therefore hath

have mercy, and

will

whom He

will

He

hardeneth" (verse 18). For, by that conclusion, the whole
objection of the Jews is most fully refuted in this way
-If

—

:

God can have mercy on whom He

He will,

then

election,

by which He may

He

will,

and harden

whom

form a purpose according to
determine to have mercy on the

also free to

is

children of the promise, but to harden and punish the children

of the flesh;

—But

God

whom He

and harden

can have mercy on

will

;

—Therefore He

decree, according to election,

by which

is

whom He

He may

have mercy on the children of the promise, but
punish the children of the
should do this which

He

flesh.
is

By

He

to

harden and
also, if

He

can not be, at

all

Thus the

deservedly, accused of injustice.

a

determine to

consequence,

free to do.

will,,

make

free to

justice of

God,

in

is sustained and proved by
by the strongest testimonies from the Mosaic

that purpose according to election,

the

apostle

Scriptures.

Another objection of the Jews is next presented (19th
from the latter part of the conclusion immedi-

verse), arising

ately preceding

;

in the refutation of which, they

for that absolute decree of

viduals and to

damn

port for their cause.

God

others, think that they

On which

not,

seen

:

all

for

by negligence, pass over
it is,

it,

its

refutation, that

as though

them, the club of Hercules, for

we

were unconquering

it

the monsters of objection, or rather the sword of Alexan-

der, to cut
is

to

have strong supwe must dili-

account, also,

gently examine both the objection and

may

who contend

to save certain particular indi-

this

:

"

objection

any knot which can not be untied.

Why
is

doeth he yet find fault?"

added

:

" for

who hath

things, proposed in the form of

The

objection

The reason of

resisted his will ?"

this

Which

an interrogation, may be

sta-
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ted thus

:

one can

resist

His

He

will.
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OS"

can not justly find

The

fault,

54:7

since no

objection will be filled up,

by

the addition of the antecedent, from which this consequent

deduced
can not

connective reason between these two

has resisted His will."
of this kind

Hence,

—If no one can

is this

cording to that

is

who

" Since no one

of God, then

He

He

hardeneth ac-

will.

be converted into a simple

this conditional proposition

or categorical statement, "
those

:

exists a continual proposition

resist the will

can not justly find fault with those, whojn
Let

is

God hardeneth whom He will." Therefore, He
The
justly find fault with those, who are hardened.
"

:

God can

not justly find fault with

by His own omnipotent will." Such
Let us now consider what force it has that

are hardened

the objection.

;

may be

how it can be refuted, and the way for its suitable refutation, may be prepared.
These two things, then, are to be considered. First, " God
from the examination,

it

evident

can not justly find fault with the hardened."
cause

He

has hardened them by His omnipotent

can not be resisted."

will,

The examination of the former
"

in the discussion of this question.

God

Second, " Be-

which

consists

Who are they with whom

The examination of the second
" Whether and in what
consists in the discussion of this
manner, they, who are hardened by the omnipotent will of
God, ir.ay be exempted from the number of those with whom
God can justly find fault ?" The former question will be solved, if it may be explained, what that is, on account of which
God can justly find fault, that is, what is the proper cause of
the divine anger. The proper cause of the divine anger, and
that, on account of which God can justly find fault with any
one, is sin.
But sin is the transgression of a law, that is, of
one which is just, for, if a law be not just, it is not a law, and
can justly find fault?"

:

sin.
That a law may be
two conditions, that it be enacted by him who has authority to command, and that it be
enacted for him who has the power or rather ability to obey,

therefore,

just,

it

its

transgression

is

not a

necessaiily requires these

not only
acter as

(^uvafxjv

is

but

svsp^sjav,

that

is,

has ability of such a char-

hindered by no intervening decree, from doing that
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which he can

Whence

do.

apparent that " sin

it is

a vol-

is

untary transgression of the law," which the sinner, since he
could avoid
fault.

On

this kind,

it

(I

God can

sin,

own

of the act), commits, of his

kind,

this

justly find fault.

moved, God can not
of

now

speak

account of sin of

and with a sinner of

This condition being re-

man on account
man can not commit sin. I say this,
who think, though erroneously, that God
justly find fault with a

and, indeed, the

for the sake of those,

can justly be angry with transgressors of the law, even if
they can not, on account of an intervening decree, really obey
it.

An

tion of

which

act,

any

is

inevitable on account of the determina-

decree, does not deserve the

name

I doubt

of sin.

is most certain
it shall be proved, when it is
From this, therefore, it is clear who they are
" with whom God can justly find fault." 'Now let us consider
whether and how they, who are hardened by the omnipotent
that is,
will of God, may be exempted from that number
whether the omnipotent will of God, hardening a person, may

not that this

;

necessary.

;

emove the cause

l

of just accusation, complaint and wrath.
premise what that means, " For who hath resisted

i3ut let us

God,
and actually
F^ubjecting them, when the will accompanies it, and it accom)anies the will.
But omnipotence does not accompany the
will, considered in every respect, for God wills that His law

Here omnipotence

his will?"

universally able to subject

should be obeyed by

all,

attributed to the will of

is

all

things to

which

is

itself,

not always done.

Nor

are there, in God, two wills mutually contrary, one of
"Wills that

His law should be obeyed by

should not be obeyed

;

for in that case,

all,
it

yet

which

the other, that

it

would not be won-

by many, when the
armed by omnipotence, prevents obedience to it.

derful that the law should not be obeyed
latter will,

But some, when they endeavor
sible that those wills should not

of

God

is

revealed.

to

to explain

it

may

be pos-

be contrary, say that the will

be considered, in a two

The revealed

how

fold relation, as secret

will has reference

and

to those things

which are pleasing or displeasing to God, the secret to those
things which he simply and absolutely wills should be done,
and that it is entirely consistent that, in His reor not done
;
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He

vealed will,

should will that one and the same action

should be done, and, in His secret will, that

it

should not be

He wills, in a different mode, in the two cases.
But there may be dispute whether a secret will can be supposed in God, by which He might will, absolutely, that a thing

done, since

should be done or not done, which, by His revealed

might

will should

will of

God

amounts

same

But

thing.

His good-pleasure,

also said that the divine will

But

another, not efficacious.

— one
ful in

is

resisted, the other

what

is

word ?

to

this is the

can not be

same thing

resisted.

as to say

wonder-

It is

labyrinths they involve themselves, being blind-

rightly consider the subject, the will of

be one and the same thing in

What

It is

in one respect, efficacious, in

ed either by unskillfulness or prejudice, or by both.

who

which

not the will of God, in

signified in the

is,

He

Others say that this

that of good-jpleasure^ or that of sign^

is

to the

relation to

be done or not done.

will,

then

?

God

— distinct in

itself

" Is not the will a faculty,

I'ree

To those

will

appear

its

objects.

according to rea-

son, or at least the appearance of reason, extended to the act of

doing or having

So, also, in God.

?"

We may be permitted,

in our obscure phraseology, to delineate those things, 'which
exist in that clearest light.

have.
wills

The former

something from us

He

wills to do,

and

He

wills to

something from Himself, the

wills
;

by the former

He

wills that

latter

some-

thing should be done by Himself, and invokes omnipotence,

which always accompanies it. By the latter, He wills that
something should be done by us agreeably to justice, the pattern of which He presents us, in His own law.
But it is
necessary that He should reveal unto us, and indeed command
that, which He wills from us, that he may obtain from us that
which He wills. He does not, however, always disclose to us
that which He wills to be done by Himself, or that which He
sometimes as He judges may tend to His
and to our salvation.
You ask whether the subject of discussion is any secret will
of God, and you, indeed, add your opinion that such is not

wills to do, but only

own

glory,

the subject.

You, already, know my sentiments in reference
God. I think, with you, that the sub-

to the secret will of
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ject of discussion, here,

way
Is

it

may be
that God

it

den those

not that secret

is

can not be resisted, so that

whom He

harden

wills to

manifest, from the declaration
are

whom God

more plain

will, in

whatever

Let them say what that secret will

taken.

wills to

harden

?

By

?

The

truth of this

Is it secret

itself.

who

Nothing

no means.

toj-epentance, are those

whom God

God, who

wills to

invites

harden.

is

but what relation has

therefore, be called hidden.

it

of

is,

This

it

should,

God

in this

to the will, that

The knowledge

them
It

however, not evident, but hidden, who those sinners are.
true;

is

they

in the Scripture, than that sinners, persevering in

their sins against the long suffering of

is

is.

He should not har-

hidden from us. Of many such
sinners, God wills to harden this one and not that one, and it
is hidden from us which He wills to harden rather than others.
place, will rather be called

I

do not, now, discuss that point

discussed in this passage.

but I affirm that this

;

Therefore, since

it

any way

by

is,

which

us, neither is the secret will of

But

not

will not be dis-

cussed in this place what that object of the will
considered hidden

is

God

is

in

that omnipby it, a man
may be moved to the commission of sin, and by that power
which ye can not resist, and so the hardened will be, by that
will, excluded from the number of those with whom God can
be justly angry, if they did that, on account of which they
are hardened, being moved by that omnipotent will, which
no one can resist. I do not speak, here, concerning comFor "God can not compel, nor can the will be
pulsion.
compelled," but it is sufficient to excuse the man, and to exempt him from the just wrath of God, if there exist any
force of divine impulse, which is followed by the inevitable
If, indeed,
necessity of doing that to which he is moved.
the man commits that which deserves hardening of free-will,
he is subjected to blame, and is worthy of wrath, even if he
treated of in this place.

to return

otent will removes the cause of just auger,

may
For

be hardened by that
resisting

and that

will,

;

if,

which can not be

resisted.

freely, the divine will, revealed in the

word, which can be resisted, he

is

brought into that necessity

of the divine decree, also revealed in the word, which can
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not be resisted, and so the will of

whom

him, by

to

the will of

God

God

is

done in reference

From

not done.

is
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these

can easily

things, I think that a solution to that question

be formed.

But

let

diligence,

us examine the answer of the apostle, and with that

which the gravity and

difficulty of the subject de-

At the

serves, yet according to our measure.
it is

outset,

however,

when

not to be supposed that the apostle sought evasions,

he could not refute the objection

itself,

nor did he involve the

subject in difficulties, that he might coerce and restrain the
objector, terrified

by the

difficulty of the subject, but

aptly and effectually refuted the whole objection.

he most
1

dare to affirm that no objection in the whole Scripture

would
more

is

sufficiently refuted.

Let

this objection

be placed before the eyes, with

all its

fundamental principles contracted into a small space, that

may

be inspected, as

lowing form

it

fol-

who

are

— " Can God be justly angry with

hardened by his

irresistible will ?"

We may

those,

be permitted to

use that form of expression for the sake of compendious
nificance.

it

were, in a single moment, in the

The answer of the

apostle

is

reproving the objector on account of his

own

sig-

In one part,

two-fold.

unworthiness,

and that of the objection in the other, reluting the objection.
That which has the nature of reproof has three parts, the reproofs its reason^ and t\iQ proof of its reason.
The reproof is proposed in the form of an interrogation in
" ISTay but, O man, who art thou that repliest
these words
against God ?" That is, Consider, O man, who thou art and
who God is, and thou wilt understand that thou art unworthy
;

:

to

answer God in that manner.

trine in a

and

to

manner such

To slander so

upon God,
to His
Him. Hence it

wholly exculpate man, was resistance of

very face, and the most direct opposition to
is

excellent a doc-

as to charge unjust wrath

God

not wonderful that the apostle, excited by the indignity of

the thing, should have determined sternly to reprehend the

man, who should make an objection.
The reason consists in a comparison of man and God, in
the like unworthy answer, adapted to that comparison. For
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The

as there are three things contained in that proposition,

man replying^ God

to

The reason

itself.

whom the

made^ and

the reply

compared to " the
ed it," and the reply
is

Him

Shall the thing formed say to

Why hast

it.

is

of that proposition refers to those three

things, in these words,

that formed

reply

made me thus ?" Here man
thing formed," God to " Him that formto this, " why hast thou made me thus ?"
thou

In this comparison the apostle gives the reason why it is not
man, as " the thing formed^'' to reply thus to God,

suitable for

Him

as " to

that formed

as if he should say,

permitted to the thing formed to say to

'Why

made me

hast thou

O

to the thee,

man,

not
it,

God in this way. For thou
worm of the earth, a thing
He who made and formed thee."

to reply to

made by God, but God

We
is

it is

formed

not permitted

is

it

as

that

nothing else than clay and a

art

'

thus?' so also,

Him

is

considered next what

is

the answer to this reply, which

reproved in the thing formed, though

amine

the third part of the reproof, that

we

must,

the

is,

ex-

first,

proof of the

deduced from the right and power, or from a
comparison of the right and power, which the potter has over
the clay, to the right and power, which God has over that
That

reason.

He

which

is

has formed, or rather over that from which

The

He

and power of the potter goes to prove
the un worthiness of that objection and therefore to its reformed

it.

right

futation.

The comparison, also, has the effect of demonstrating
has the same right over His own creature, which the

God
ter

has over that, which he makes.

conclusion

lump,

to

or, it is

is

like this

make one

—"

In the

first

formed thee.

Why
;

hast thou made

—

^Therefore,

&c."

me

thus

?

—

Him

In the second place

fore, the latter, also, is

man

to reply against

—

true."

God,

;

Therefore, also, "

" If

He was

—There-

it is

Why hast thou made me

:

God hath

same over men, or rather over that from \7hich
But the former is true
about to form or make men
;

that

But the potter

the potter hath that power over the clay, then also
the

same

honor and another unto dishon-

not for thee, the thing formed, to say to

hath that power

pot-

place, the

If the potter hath power, of the

vessel unto

that

not for

thus ?" or
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the apostle re-

wliicli

Thus much

in reference to

sum of the objurgatory answer,
shown how that can .tend to the refutation

the arrangement and the

which,

also, it is

the objection

itself,

of

indeed, an addition, suitable to the

if,

comparison, had been made.

We

must now

and legitimate manner, of the applicatiou of

treat, in
tlie

a right

things com-

This will consist, wholly, in an explanation of the

pared.
right

in

and power of God over the man,

either already created

or to be created. First, in reference to the comparison used
in the reason, " shall the thing formed say to Him, that form-

ed

it.

Why hast thou made me thus ?"

will be, according to

a

man

case,

to

it is

The explanation of

the comparison, — "

so

it is

answer God, as you do in that objection."
necessary that the objection of the

man

congruity with this of "the thing formed."

was this

:

" if thou hardenest a

man by

this

not lawful for

In any

should have

But the former

thy irresistible

will,

no reason that thou shouldst find fault with him :"
This objection, harmonized with that of " the thing formed''
there

is

will be like this,

by thy

"Why

hast thou

made me,

to be

hardened

What Beza says, here, of the mutahuman condition, seems to me to have little adapta-

irresistible will ?"

bility of

tion to the purpose.
If,

likewise,

we should

consider the argument from the pow-

be apparent that some such applicawas to be made. For what resemblance has the power of making to honor or to dishonor to the
power of making something changeable. But it has much resemblance to the power of making a person, to be hardened or
to receive mercy.
Let us now see what is the explanation of
" Hath not
the comparison which is used in that argument.
the potter power over the clay, of the same lump to make one
The explanavessel unto honor, and another to dishonor ?"
tion, strictly set forth, will be thus, " thus God hath power
from the same lump to make some men to honor, others
or some to wrath, others to mercy," in a manner
to dishonor
er of the potter,

it

will

tion of that comparison

;

adapted to the subject of discussion, as appears from the

lowing verses

36

:

from which the conclusion

is

deduced.
VOL.

m.

fol-

" If
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God hath power, from the same mass of the human race, to
make one vessel to wrath, and another to mercj, then man
can not, justly, reply against Him, Why hast thou by thy irresistible will, made me to be hardened, that is, a vessel to
wrath ?" He adds, however, in reference to the vessels to
honor and mercy, though the question was only in reference
to the hardened^ since the subject of discussion is the

of

God which

You

has reference to both.

power

will observe that I

have presented these things, most rigidly according to the
sense of my opponents, because I wish to concede to them
whatever can, in any way, be accommodated to the scope of
the apostle.

We must now see how those things are to be understood
which we attribute to God in those applications namely, that
"He hath power, from the mass of the human race, to make
one vessel to honor and another to dishonor, one man to obtain mercy, and another to be hardened by His irresistible
will."
The word "power" used here signifies not ability but
right and authority. It is sfouo'ia not (^uva/xj^. The subject,
therefore, in this passage, is not that absolute power by which
;

He

any

by which it is lawIn the word " lum.p^^^ Beza
understands the reference to be to " the human race, as not
is

able to do

He

ful that

thing, but the right

should do any thing.

yet created, and not yet corrupt."

was of a

as referring to the fallen

deny the
not be

;

argument, which Beza presents, will
namely, that " the apostle must, then, have

God

left

some

vessels in dishonor,

others from that state to honor."
this

to

But I am

him, that unformed matter

" lum/py

For

to say that

God hath

it

vessel to wrath,

man

that Augustine

latter view, the

sufficient,

said that

We know

and that he considered the ^Hump^''
human race if any one wishes to

different opinion,

does not seem to

signified

is

me

and transferred

willing to concede

to

by the word

be sufficiently

safe,

make one
to make one

not power from one lump to

and another

be hardened by his

vessel to mercy,

—

and another to obWhen we see daily that God makes vessels of
tain mercy.
mercy and vessels of wrath, and that He hardens some men,
and has mercy on others, it is indeed apparent that He hath
to

irresistible will,
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But I add that He
hath the right to do this, in the same mode, in which He does
it, and to determine to do it for the same reasons, in view of
which He really does it. The subject, indeed, would be plain
in itself, if it had not been involved in difficulties, by a pre-

He really does.

the right to do that which

mode

posterous
lest I

may

now, but only

This I will not here disprove,

of explanation.

be too prolix
to

show

for I

:

have not designed

this

by which, as by a

that this chapter,

firm foundation, they say that their theory

do

to

is

supported,

is

not

in their favor.

I will, however, endeavor to throw

When God

ject.

said to

is

man

make

some

light

on

this sub-

vessels of wrath or vessels

mercy on him, then
necessarily three things are to be considered, two explicitly,
one implicitly, being interposed between the other two as a

of mercy, to harden a

medium
exist,

or means.

and be a

First

vessel.

or to have

it is

necessary that a

Secondly,

it

is

man

should

necessary that before

he can be a vessel of wrath or of mercy, he should be a vessel
of sin, that is, a sinner. Thirdly, that he should be a vessel
of wrath or of mercy.

Let us now consider what
First, then, it is the

that he

may

may

work

of

nor only that he

exist,

exist to a certain end,

" vessel," which

strument

is

is

made

the work of God in this matter.
God by which He makes man,

is

which

is

may

exist;

but that he

signified in

But an

equivalent to "instrument."

to

some end.

The Scripture

the term
in-

declares that

end is the glory of God. Therefore, God made man for
His own glory, that is, not that He should receive glory from
man, but that He might illustrate His own glory in a much

this

more distinguished manner, by man than by His other creaBut the glory of God is illustrated, by a manifestation
tures.
of His

own

natural attributes, especially ot those which ^re

considered as being of secondary importance, such as goodness^

wisdom and power. There are others which belong
more intimately to His essence, as sirrvplicity^ infinity^ eterni-

justice^

ty^

immutability^ &c.

It is

now

to

be considered what the attributes are, in the

manifestation of which the glory of

God

was,

first

of

all,

to

be
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I affirm, that they

displayed.

dom and power.

It

municate Himself

were His goodness^ justice^

belonged to goodness that

;

to justice^ to

lois-

He should com-

prescribe the rule of that

to wisdom^ to know how it might suitably
and possibly be done to j^owei^ that He should be able, in
fact to communicate Himself.
Goodness, therefore, impelled

communication

;

;

God, to make not only other things, but man also, that is, to
communicate Himself to ^^'othing, by His own image, that
out of Nothing and that communication these should exist
that being, which is man.
Justice prescribed the mode, in
which it was suitable that this communication should be made
so

for

the arbitrator of goodness, or as Tertullian says, the

it is

works of God.
Wisdom knew how it miojht
God should communicate Himself to that which
was to be made man, and how God could do this. Power^ the
instrument of the others, was at hand to perform. God could
communicate His own image to I^othing. Eut man was
arbitrator of the

be proper that

made, only, that he might be a vessel of that goodness, justice,

wisdom

SLJid

powe?',

divine glory.

It

and thus

manner he should be a
This

is

He

was a

vessel to illustrate the

must, however, be also considered in what

indeed true.

vessel to illustrate

the glory of God.

—God did not make man, that he might

only be that which he was made, but that he might tend

to

Nor did God think that His own goodwhen He had once communicated Himself
creator, but his own glorifier, but He wished

greater perfection.

ness was satisfied,

man, as his
communicate Himself further to man, as also "the glorifier
and that this might be possible He endowed him, not
of man
only with natural, but also with supernatural gifts. But justice prescribed the rule and measure of this communication,
namely, that it ought to be made only on the condition that
to

to

man

should

live, in

dience to the

accordance with the divine image, in obe-

commands

of God, and, since he could be exalt-

—

he could also be cast down, and nothing was more just
than that he should be cast down, if he should abuse the gifts,
ed,

by

the right use of which he could be exalted to the highest

dignity.

Man

was, therefore, in that respect, a vessel to

trate the just goodness

illus-

and wrath of God, by which God might
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lie

should

and His severe wrath in punishing him, if he
should transgress the command. Thus God made man originally, and in him the rest of mankind, vessels to illustrate His
just goodness and wrath, that is, instruments fit for this.
But
live righteously,

He

did not, in fact, do

which

is

without the intervention of that,

this,

here considered in the second place.

—Man,

original-

by the Deity, by transgressing the

ly placed in this condition,

command, made himself an

evil vessel, that

is,

a sinner

:

with

the concurrence of no co-operation of the Deity to this result,

except such as was suitable to His goodness, justice, wisdom,

and indeed

to

away from
will

His constancy, by which nothing

the freedom of

man

or the actual

would be restrained or v/ould be impelled

w^as taken

mode

of free-

in this or that

direction.

Man,

existing in this state, with all his posterity,

whom God

had determined to produce, of his blood, by the ordinary
means, was worthy to receive, in view of his demerits, punishment and wrath, that is, to -be made, in fact, a vessel of
wrath. That same goodness (which I may be allowed here to
call the source [matricem] mercy), did not however permit
this, and this is true even of the justice of God, the arbitrator
of goodness and mercy. The wisdom of God indeed knew
that punishment was due to that cause
sin, Siud justice wished that what was due to that cause should be rendered to it but
the former also knew that still more was due to goodness, and
the latter according to its nature, that what was due to goodness

—

;

should also be rendered to
tion of itself,
is

and

its

it,

namely, that highest demonstra-

advancement

to the place of

mercy, which

the inclination of goodness towards the wretched, and the

was suitable that the o^oodness of God should
not only to the non existing, and those existing without any merit, and to the well-deserving (if they
had obeyed the commandment), but also to the ill-deserving,
and to the transgressors of the law, that He might give to him

ill-deservino;.

communicate

It

itself,

and with addition to him that had,
and spare him that abused his gifts thus being victorious
over sin by its own remission, as triumphant over J^othing,

who had

not, give again

;
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by the act of creation. Thei^efore, wisdom discovered a mode
by -w-bicli what was due to the cause might be rendered to it,
and what was due to goodness might be rendered to it, namely,

whom

Jesus Christ the Mediator, on

man

fore the tribunal

of justice

by whom man might become a
and goodness,

vessel to illustrate the divine justice
est

the cause of the hu-

race might be laid, to be borne and carried through be-

in the high-

and most excellent way.

Here
showed

also justice interposed itself, mindful of its duty,

that such a communication of goodness,

by means of

mercy, could not be made without a condition in

more

suitably than in the former; but

it

was

and

this case

just that a con-

dition should be fixed upon, in accordance with w^hich that

good should be communicated, of mercy or not communica^

ted at

and, instead of

all,

flicted.

it,

the contrary evil should be in-

Hence, also, it was determined to make some men
wrath and others vessels of mercy, that is, fitted to

vessels of

wrath or

to

mercy

;

who

of onerey^ those

who

should perform the

it and not cease
and this irrevocably and of necessity, so that
those who should have violated the condition, persisting in
that violation, should be made, by that act, vessels of wrath,
and they, who should perform the same, should be made, by
which same mercy, nevertheless,
that act, vessels of mercy
bestowed the power of obedience in that mode in which it is
suitable that mercy, mingled with justice, should bestow it.
Man makes himself an evil
Briefly,^ God makes man a vessel
vessel, or a sinner; God' determines to make man, according

condition

of wrath^ those

;

should violate

to violate it;

:

;

to conditions, satisfactory to himself, a vessel of

mercy, and
fulfilled,

this

He

in fact does,

when

wrath or of

the condition

is

either

or perseveringly neglected.

From

this it is apparent what is the true sense of those
which are here proposed by the apostle, namely, that
God has the power to make men from unformed matter, and
to establish a decree concerning them, of the pure choice and

things,

pleasure of His will, sanctioned

to

honor

;

by

certain conditions, accord-

He makes some vessels to dishonor, other vessels
and therefore man has no just reason for replying

ing to which
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against

him

God

because

He

has,

by His

irresistible
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will,

to be hardened, since obstinacy in sin intervenes

made

between

and the actual hardening on acto the same pleasharden the man by His irresistible will. If any

that determination of the will

;

count of which obstinacy God wills according
ure of His will, to

one

God has power absolutely or unconditionman a vessel to dishonor and wrath, he will do

shall say that

ally to

make

a

the greatest injustice to the Deity, and will contradict the plain
declaration of Scripture.

dare absolutely to affirm
to

be so understood, that

Therefore, Beza himself does not
this,
its

but he affirms that the decree

is

execution does not take place un-

man, having become sinful, has made himself worthy
of wrath. But he so subjoins the execution of the decree as
to make the proximate cause of its execution depend on the
decree itself, which is equivalent to the absolute statement,
that God determined to make some men vessels to honor^ others to dishonor ; some vessels of wrath^ others vessels o f mercy; and that he might be able to do this, to make all, in the
first place, sinners, that afterwards He might make, of His
justice, some, vessels of wrath and to dishonor, and, of His
mercy, others, vessels of mercy and to honor. Whatever absurdity can be deduced from that comparison of the apostle,
by introducing a wrong interpretation, it may be detected
only by the distinction, which exists between men and the
til

after

vessels of the potter,

when

that distinction

is

rightly un-

derstood.

I have thus treated these matters, not as if there could be
no other explanation of that comparison, but that, conceding
their own explanation to our opponents, I might show that
even it, when rightly understood according to the analogy of
faith, does not favor any purpose, such as they wished to conclude from it, but indeed agrees, most' fully, with the other
view, which you describe. But what if I should say, and I
surely have this right, that the true explanation

which they

is

not that,

what the apostle presents in the next
verses
"
two
What if God, willing to, &c." and that he
uses the reference to the power of the potter over the clay
both to confirm the reason of the leproof, and to refute the
give, but

—

—
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These very things are also of a kindred nature.

objection.

For to demonstrate the unworthiness of an objection is, in
some measure, to refute it, as we also see in the former cases.
I do not see, in what respect, this explanation may not be fitly
" For, as the potter hath
accommodated to that proposition
power over the clay of the same lump to make one vessel to
honor, and another to dishonor, so God has power, and indeed
:

much

with

greater justice, to endure with

much

long-suffering

the vessels of wrath fitted to destruction, and to prepare the

mercy into glory." This justice is illustrated by the
ends, which God has proposed to Himself in both cases.
It will be said " there is want of agreement between the
expressions.
to make vessels to dishonor,' and 'to endure

vessels of

'

much long

with

struction' that is

expression

is

destruction
is in

;'

suffering the vessels of wrath fitted to de'

more
as,

'

to dishonor

in
to

agreement with

but that, with the former, this

;'

agreement

'

to

fit

the vessels of wrath to

prepare the vessels of mercy unto glory'
'

to

make

vessels

to

But who

honor.'"

mode of applying his own
Is it not allowable for him to show the purity
power in that, which God really does in reference

shall prescribe to the apostle the

comparison

?

of the divine

to the vessels of

wrath and of mercy, although

it

may

be

less

than what the potter does concerning the vessels unto honor

and dishonor, that

in this

be stronger, from the
to

an equal

?

There

way

is,

" Bhall

He

" shall

hardened
Let

us,

refuted

He

and

it

is

may

than from an equal

however, something wanting

application of the apostle,
character.

the force of the argument

less to the greater,

clear that

it is

to that

of this

not then have power to do this ?" or

not therefore be able to find

with the

fault. justly

?"

now, consider,

by those words,

in

finally^

how

fully the objection is

whatever sense they

may

be taken,

whether as an explanation of the comparison, or absolutely
I said, and still say, that no
whole Scripture, seems to me more thoroughly
refuted, and that no answer more sufficiently exhausts all the
The objection 'had three parts,
difficulties of any objection.
"
The antecedent God hardeneth when he will ;" The conse-

and

in their

simple meaning.

objection, in the
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quentj which contains the chief force of the objection, "Therefore he

can not justly find fault with the hardened

The

proof of this conclusion from an adjunct of the divine will,
" because the will of God can not be resisted. The antece-

and the argument of the conclusion or consequence, may
be connected thus " God hardens, when he wills, by His
The consequent is added thus, " With them
irresistible will."
God can not justly find fault." Four simple ideas are contained in that objection.
The divine wrath the persons
hardened^ irresistible will^ deservedly or undeservedly^ which
fourth I would prefer to call " the mode of composition by
affirmation or of dirision by negation."
The relation between
these is proposed by the objector thus,
The wrath of God
is an attribute, by which God deals with the hardened, who
dent,

—

^

—

-'^

therefore constitute the object of wrath, and, in this case, also
its

cause

;

have the relation of cause to

as frequently objects

certain attributes, not in the essential nature of the attributes

themselves, but so far as they are exercised with those objects,
that

is

not in the primary, but in a secondary act.

hardened^ and the irresistible

and

The hardening

effect.

of God.

ISTow

it

is

ivill

of

God

the effect of the irresistible will

inquired whether, that relation being

is

supposed to exist between the hardening and the
will, there is the

same

the hardened, that

The

are placed as cause

relation

whether

is,

thus hardened, which

between the divine wrath and

God can be angry with

signified

is

irresistible

those

by the expression deservedly

and undeservedly. To these thingSj thus explained, the answer of the apostle may be applied.
First, the apostle declares that
sist

such a relation does not sub-

between the wrath of God and the hardened, but rather
For the hardened are the object of the

the opposite relation.

divine wrath, nor
bu':

Gou

'

^'

...uO,

whom He

:;ic

is

their hardeni^ic^ the cause of that wrath,

wrath

in the act
is

'

...

i.^'se

a

"

j^iiig is occuj...-^..

already angry, that

is

with those,

"

.

...c^ v-^cc, wiIaI

who are

already,

This the apustie signifies when he
in fact, vessels of wrath.
declares that God hardeneth " the vessels of wrath, fitted to
destruction."

There

is

then in those arguments not only the
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non causa^

fallacy of causa

hence their refutation
is it

God can

that

is

non

suhjecto

of the inversion of cause and

subjecto^

most complete.

So

far

not find fault with those,

He

hardened, that, on the contrary,

but also that

of subject and adjunct,

effect,

in ay

from the truth

whom He

has

not harden them,

been made vesmost just wrath of God. The whole Scripture
teaches that hardening is the effect and the sign of the divine
wrath. Hence the question " Can God be angry with the
hardened ?" is a foolish one. It should be inquired " Can

by

unless they have already,

their o\v.

fault,

sels of the

—

God harden

those with

whom He

is

angry

?"

In the second place, the apostle replies to the relation
between " hardening and irresistible will," in these words
" endured with much long suffering the vessels of wrath
in
which He signifies that the mode of hardening is " patience

and mildness" not the omnipotent action of the
can not be

Therefore, there

resisted.

of causa non cavsa.
the decree,

But

indeed true.

tent act of His
for

Him

to

will

which

here also the fallacy

however, be asked, "Does not

by which God determined

wrath, pertain to the
is

It w411,

is

own

to harden the vessels of
which can not be resisted ?" This
one thing for God to use the omnipo-

will,
it is

will to effect hardening, and another thing

determine by that will that

vessels of wrath.

For

He

will

harden the

in that case, the exercise of the will is

between
which the difference is so great that it is possible that God
should, by His irresistible will, make a decree in reference to
hardening the vessels of wrath by His patience and long
attributed to the decree of hardening not to the act

suffering.

If

it

shall be said that

"

this

;

hardening wi]l never-

more surely follow by means of that patience, on acthe decree by which He not only determ.ined to use
of
count
patience, but also to use it for the purpose of hardening, and
that this is equivalent to that omnipotent act of the will which
can not be resisted, I shall deny that it is equivalent. But to
the proof of this denial many things pertain, which it would
be tedious to present here I will, on that account, omit any

theless,

;

reply, because this objection does not militate against

design.

For should

we concede

my

that the vessels of wrath are
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this take

away even the least particle from the justice of the divine
wrath, when they have themselves merited hardening, while
for God to decide to inflict
way may seem good to Him ?

the punishment, in whatever

it is

The

third part of the reply refers to the equity of that

divine act, which the apostle

What

design.

then

;

is it

now

explains, deduced from

not just that

God

way, demonstrate His wrath and power

whom,

against

if

it is

But

God "endured with much long suffering?"
God should declare His power and wrath

it,

and thus

it

will

with power and wrath, since

whatever way
fest,

just.

just^that

against persons of this character, or
free to do

should in some

Most

not against "the vessels of wrath, fitted to

destruction" which

Either

?

its

that this

He may
is

He

will, in

be in vain that

He

no

God

case,
is

be

armed

can never exercise them, in

be provoked.

From

this, it is

mani-

here set forth by the apostle, more clearly

than the refutation of that objection demanded.

For what-

ever could be presented, not only as apology, but also as

and even as declaration of the divine wrath against
the hardened, is here presented
and thus they are described
in whom God would show His wrath and power that they all
might together embrace, in themselves the just causes of th-:
divine wrath. For He is not angry with them, unless thev
have already become vessels of wrath nor does He, wlie.i,
by their own merit, they have been fitted for destruction, immediately, in accordance with His own right, carry out Hi
defence,

;

;

^

wrath in their destruction, but

He

endures them, with mucl;

and patience, inviting them to penitence an
waiting for their repentance but when, with a heart, harden e:
and knowing not how^o repent, they contemn the long suffer
ing and patience of God, it is not wonderful that even the
most merciful goodness of God should not be able to restrai::
Him from the exercise of His wrath, lest, when that anger
demanding that justice should render to it its own highc
right, He should seem to give it no place.
We shall, however, set forth the answer with greater con'\

long-suffering

':

;

i

:

ciseness, if

we adapt

it

to the several parts of the syllogism in
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the

own irresistible

hardens by His

who

with those,

—" He,

who

can not justly find

fault'

The syllogism was

objection.

are hardened

irresistible will;

—

^Therefore,

;

will,

follows

as

'

—But God hardens by His own

He can

The apostle

not justly find fault with

Major by denial
both because it is absolutely false, since they, Avhom God
hardens, have merited that hardening, and God is free to inflict
upon them, according to their merits, in whatever way it may
seem good to Him and because a false cause of anger is
those hardened."

replies to the

;

alleged, namely, hardening, while they, even before they are

hardened, were vessels of wrath, and, therefore, the cause of

The Major,

the-4iardening.
*^

He, who, by His own

then, should be corrected thus

hardens those who,

irresistible will,-

because they are vessels of wrath, have deserved hardening,

can moreover 'find

Minor

vessels of

for

;

wrath

putation be

with those justly hardened."

replies,

hardening, by which
in the

To the
by proposing another mode of
removed that mode, which is assumed

fault'

Minor, the apostle

is

He

" endured, with

much long suffering, the

Why

fitted to destruction."

made

should any im-

against God, if they have been hardened on

own

wickedness. The Minor, then, should
But God, using patience and long suffering towards the vessels of wrath, hardens them." The Major
also must then be further amended, by introducing this mode
of hardening, which will greatly favor its truth and equity.

account of their

also

be corrected

From

;

"

this it follows that the conclusien is false

follows of necessity from the correction
dents,

and

it is

most fully

true, not

;

made

its

in

contrary

its

antece-

only on account of the

antecedent truth, but also on account of the just design of
the divine hardening, which

is

the illustration and exhibition

of the wrath and power of God. What pertains to that
phrase, " vessels of wrath fitted to destruction^'* can be easily

understood Irom the preceding remarks.

As

to

what

in addition in reference to "the vessels of mercy,"

explained tor what purpose the apostle did

no dispute on
In

this point, I will

this discussion, I

seem

to

this.

it

As

is

said

has been
there

is

omit further explanation.

myself

to

have demonstrated

that this passage, from the Apostle, does not serve to confirm
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which may think to be built on this chapter as
I have not, however, thought proper to treat
the subjects themselves, embraced in this chapter, more extendly, because this will be done more fitly at another time,
when we consider them, abstractly, and not as depending on
that doctrine,

a foundation.

the authority of this or that passage.
If

any one will show me

that these things are not in accord-

ance with the sentiment of Paul, I will be ready to yield the
point

;

and, if

any one

with the analogy of
the fault

will prove that they are inconsistent

faith, I will

and forsake the

error.

be prompt

to

acknowledge

